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-ABSTR.A.CT
The dissertation fociises on the WoDaaBe FuJani in Niger, seeking to understand
identitv' in a global context, analyzing streams of power and desire that have characterized
the life of the WoDaaBe.
The first part of the dissertation discusses expressions of WoDaaBe identities and
desires in the contemporarv' world, as well as identifying the present situation of the
WoDaaBe as one of great marginality. The WoDaaBe ethnic identity is created through
processes of exclusion and inclusion within social and natural environments. The
WoDaaBe perceive themselves as both separated from and a part of nature, depending on
the context in which their identification is placed. They maintain strong boundaries from
other ethnic groups in Niger, through specific visual markers of identity and by identifying
WoDaaBe-ness as attached to certain moral qiialities that are combined with various social
practices. The ideas of herding and control of one's feelings and desires remain key
symbols in WoDaaBe social and ethnic identity. Many young WoDaaBe work in cities
because they lack animals for basic subsistence in the bush, thus negotiating their identity
in these new circumstances.
The second part of the dissertation traces the history of WoDaaBe involvement in an
interconnected world, showing that WoDaaBe have been connected to State and global
processes for a long time. Various factors have led to an expansion of cultivated land,
pushing herding communities fiirther north and reducing available grazing land. While the
WoDaaBe are becoming increasingly marginalized within the national economy of Niger,
they have become popular in the West as symbols of the "native." Similarities can be
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observed between the dominant development ideology's conception of the typical herder
and of the popular imagination of the WoDaaBe, characterizing them as unproductive,
traditional and simple. The WoDaaBe representation is placed in a broad historical context
of images of the Other, demonstrating that the encounters between WoDaaBe and
Westerners take place within fields of unequal power relations.
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PsTRODUCTION
I ain the white Anthropologist. That is who 1 am at this moment. A white person with a
pen. papers and power. I am sitting with a group of eiderl\- men. M\- assistant is afraid to
join the group, because he also stands in a sp>ecific p>ower relarionsiiip with these individuals,
ile IS \ oung: the\' are old. Power is no less a part of his life than it is of mine.
The .Antiiropoiogist is shy; perhaps I have started to absorb the WoDaaBe' sense of
shcime m crossing boundaries of age and gender. T~he men are sitting beneath a cluster of
trees. It is late in the day. the sun still high in the sky. These men are approaching the later
stages of their lives, the youngest being Kala'i. who I guess is in his early seventies. The
others cire much older. One of the men. whom I call Ardo. is a chief. Tw^o of the men I do
not knov\ ver>' well, the fifth is from another lineage group. I sit in the comer of the straw
mat. having gained permission to join them and talk.
The issues we are discussing concern power, the lack of power and the identit\' of the
WoDaaBc as a group. We have discussed these issues many times before; the lack of rain,
the insecurity of the area, the leaving of young people to search for work in the city. They
arc relevant now as always, a new year is starting and everyone fears it will be more difficult
than this passing year. The rain came late and some lost a number of their few animals.
What will the next year bring? These problems and issues strike at the heart of what it
means to be a WoDaaBc, the desire to exist as a group, to be engaged in herding.

' In tran.scnption f have tried to follow the recommendations made by the experts of the Congress for the
Unificaiion of Alphabets of the National Languages of West Africa in 1966. organized by UNESCO. The
capiiali/.cd B and D refer to the glottaiized or injcctive consonants in the Fulfulde langiiage (see Pelleticr
and Skinner 1981:3). Riesman calls these sounds "injcctive'" consonants (Riesman 1977::xxi). The glottal
stop is indicated by apostrophe.

II

Ardo is speaking, "What we want is prosperity for our area, we want prosperity and
pcace. If it rains, we will prosper. If it rains we will gain well being. We will herd our
animals, wc will live with the bush with our animals. But if it does not rain, we will not gain
prosperity. Then all kinds of problems will arise."
Another man says, "I have no millet, no milking cows, no well to fetch water."
There is silence. Then Ardo speaks again firmly but gently. "What we want now is help,
assistance. Help with getting peace in this area, with water and animals. May God show me
the day when we get this."
Kala' i turns towards me smiling, asking me to find him a well to give his animals water
so he does not have to retreat to the city. "People of the city do not migrate, my cows would
suffer from hunger." He is teasing when he speaks of his retreat to the city, because he has
always been a herder. His voice carries the passion he has for his cows. He has told me
many times how important they are for him and his family, for the WoDaaBe. He is the one
who has taught me a simple truth: that the well -being of animals ensures the well-being of
people.
I have seen the problems they are discussing. I came to Niger to find whether the
WoDaaBe were something else than the painted people living in harmony and peace I had
observed previously in the popular press. What I encountered was desperation, fear of losing
one's cows, waiting for rain and the frustration that every year seems to carry too little rain.
Their lives are, however, not simply a struggle for basic survival, but embody all spectra of
human creativity, dynamics and interactions of power.
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The constant inteqjiays of power that are part of my everyday existence, probably
stimulated my interest in analyzing power as taking place in the many phases of WoDaaBe
lives. Power thus became more important as a research topic because it was a part of my
relationships and, obviously, also a part of their lives. My interest grew both around the
historical reasons for this situation of powerlessness that the WoDaaBe find themselves in
today, as well as the connection of power and desires on a larger scale of WoDaaBe desires
and identity.
1 think of words that were said to me in a difiTerent context, in the city Niamey, where
rules can be bent more easily than in the bush. These words were spoken in anger and
frustration from exactly the same situation that these men are discussing here.

"You should not forget that I am someone, that I am somebody. My life is perhaps not
very fine. I never went to school, I am a black man, I do not own anything; I realize that I
don't know anything like your people, but I am still someone. You should remember that I
am somebody just like you. Just as you, I have some things that I love and some things I
don't like." (BoDaaDo^ man; from notebook).

The man who spoke these words is a migrant worker who had helped me a great deal.
The situation in the bush had brought him to migrant work many years ago, and since then
his life has been a struggle in attempting to rebuild his herd. He has learned that those able
to gain something in the city are those who are able to make white fnends. These
relationships are not of equals, and the fact that the WoDaaBe place value on not expressing
their feelings demonstrates his sense of powerlessness and fhistration.

- BoDaaDo is the singular form of WoDaaBe.
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As this research will try to show, identities are complicated because they are never static
or singular. Even power is never singular, but contextual. This applies to me as well as
those around me. When this discussion ends, my role changes from being a white
Anthropologist into the "Young Woman at Kala'i's House." I thank them for their
information and discussion, and start taking my things together. The old men observe me in
a different way and those who do not know me start asking Kala'i about me. "So, she speaks
Fulfulde," one says, and Kaia'i nods. "Yes, she speaks Fulflilde now." "Mariyama," he
turns toward me, "what is the name for this?" He points at an object in our environment.
His voice is different from before, more soft and he speaks slower. He is proud of me, I
think, and wants to show how well I have been brought up. He points to the different things
in our environment and I slowly name everything as an obedient child. The men clearly
enjoy this demonstration of my abilities, smiling kindly to me. They as well use a different
tone of voice to speak to me, and as Kala'i, see me once again as Mariyama. In their eyes
the Anthropologist only momentarily rose to the surface.

The Goal of the Research

The WoDaaBe are pastoral nomads living in the northern part of Niger. The majority of
WoDaaBe live in Niger, even though some groups can be found in neighboring countries. I
was unfortunately not able to find accurate information regarding the numbers of WoDaaBe
in Niger but they are estimated being around 100,000 people, but this estimations should be
taken with caution. Their ethnic identity is largely linked to cattle and herding. Even though
they assign primary importance to livestock herding as a way of life, they have occasionally
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cultivated fields as a fallback activity, usually aiming to rebuild the herd. Like probably all
other social and cultural groups, the WoDaaBe have in recent years been increasingly
brought into a global context. Books and articles have been produced for "popular"
audiences (or mass markets) that involve narratives of the WoDaaBe. and their images are
used on products for global markets. At the same time as the WoDaaBe have become more
integrated into a global world, they have been increasingly marginalized within it. They find
themselves in dryer areas than before, with smaller spaces of land to utilize and their
traditional alternative fallback activities are becoming more limited. The droughts of 19681974 and 1984 led to great livestock losses. Many WoDaaBe thus turned to migrant labor in
order to reconstruct their herds and to provide for their extended families remaining in the
bush. Few. however, have been able to return to the pastoral economy, whereas the benefits
of migrant labor are in most cases meager, and WoDaaBe herders in the bush continue to
lose animals due to lack of pasture.
My dissertation focuses on how identity is negotiated in these circumstances, through
relationships with non-WoDaaBe, in interactions among the WoDaaBe themselves, as well
as through their relationship to the natural world. I try to understand how the WoDaaBe see
their relation to the natural world and how they conceptualize ethnic boundaries as separating
themselves from other groups. In addition, I find it important to understand the internal
dynamic of WoDaaBe society itself especially in relation to the construction of gender,
which is an important dimension of identity. Identity has to be placed in specific historical
conditions, and thus I try to examine it in connection to the difficult situations in which the
WoDaaBe find themselves.
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As W'oDaaBe are increasingly finding themselves in a global world 1 seek to understand
their situation within relations of power on a global scale, thus placing their marginality
within a broad field of national and international politics of pastoral development and
modernization. I also seek to place the WoDaaBe within a broad political and historical
context by focusing on their representation and conceptualization by various "agents."
notably nation state and development agencies, and also in relation to popular discourses in
the Western world. Their representation is thus historically contextualized in theoretical and
ideological frameworks marked by disparate ideas of "primitive" and pastoral people. My
emphasis on history arises from two aims: to understand identity as historically constituted,
and also to demonstrate the various changes that WoDaaBe society has undergone for a very
long time. Development and history of land use in Niger is, as I will show, crucial to
understanding their present situation of marginality.
Everyone desires to be "somebody," to be treated with respect. Being "someone" is in
opposition to being reduced to a type, having static prescribed essence. People desire to be
seen as agents as opposed to being invisible except as objects. In the multinational global
world today, people seem to become less and less "somebodies," but are increasingly
reduced into resources that can be exploited in various ways. They are reduced to numbers
on paper or into clones which embody the desires of others. My story is about the expression
of desire, of complicated feelings and fears, both in the lives of WoDaaBe and in my own.
Through the mutual expression and non-expression of desire and fear in our relationships, I
think 1 came closest to understanding what it means to be a BoDaaDo. My story is thus the
story of the desire to be oneself, of gaining power over one's life, of being able to be proud
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of one's traditions and culture; it is the story of the desire for a better life, safety and security,
and perhaps also of acceptance.

The Ethnographer

Trying to locate the origin of my work, I fail to see one particular event leading me this
way. I only see "moments" that almost float without connections, but together lead me to this placc where I am now. I think back to when I was young and heard people say "things"
about people of color, of other places far away. I felt these statements were wrong but being
only a child my position of resistance to them was marginal. Thus, as most of us, I heard
things around me about the Third world, about women, about people of color. I heard
sentences, statements that I felt that I knew were not correct; I wanted to leam if they were
true, and if not, why they were said and how to change them. This was a child's goal of
changing the world, a hope of increasing compassion and understanding, but for me it is still
a powerfiil motivation for working in this discipline.
I took my undergraduate degree in social anthropology at the University of Iceland.
Anthropology demonstrated that things I foimd dissatisfying could fruitftilly be seen as
problematic. I feel that some of the most important characteristics of anthropology are its
encouragement of looking at my environment in a critical way and also the element of
compassion and trying to "understand" the reasons for other people's behavior and thoughts.
I think that my interest in anthropology also has to do with hope that the world was a certain
way and that there were somewhere better worlds, which explains my original interest in
indigenous communities. My idea of communities existing in isolation, with perfect harmony
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among people, soon started to break down, the final point being an article that I read by
Terence Turner while still in Iceland. I had placed an order for this article on interlibrary
loan, because I knew that it was a criticism of the "romantic" representation of indigenous
communities. I remember holding it in my hands when I finally received it five weeks later,
knowing that by reading it some of my innocence would fade away. It did, but it was
replaced by an interest in my own need for this image, as well as to understand the actual
situations of indigenous people today.
After I came to the United States, I became interested in identity and power and its
connection to environmental issues as a result of the protest by Greenpeace USA regarding
Icelandic whaling. In Iceland, people have strong emotions about this issue and I felt that it
was interesting to observe while discussing these issues with people in the States how
emotionally invested many of them were also with this issue. It seemed to me that this debate
had less to do with whales and conservation (as emphasized by Greenpeace), or subsistence
(as emphasized by Icelanders), and more to do with global processes of identity and power.
This e.xperience increased my interest in focusing on representations and identity in
connection to environmental issues as a primary focus in my dissertation.
Herman Hesse beautifully writes that "God sends us despair not to kill us; He sends it to
us to awaken new life in us" (Hesse 1969:482). The decision to do my research with the
WoDaaBe was bom out of despair deriving from a painful situation connecting to my
personal life. My relationship with someone who had been the center of my life for years
was over. It ended at the same time I finished my M.A. Thesis, which had been my only
escape for months. I had no direction, no star to guide me as what to do next. My life felt

empty, useless. I felt empty, worthless. One day, as I walk down a street, thinking about
giving up and leaving what is left of my dreams and ambitions, I enter a store and there is a
book about people in Africa, who are called WoDaaBe. The pages, full of life, portraying
sand and dust in combination with exotic images of different people, are similar to the ones I
had both desired and criticized before. I look at the images and suddenly I am thinking that
perhaps both these people and their representations could relate to my interest in
anthropology; that perhaps it is among this people, the WoDaaBe, I will do my fieldwork.
Bccause of the irrationality and emotional nature of this decision, it comes as a surprise when
doing background research on the WoDaaBe that actually most of my diverse interests can
fmitfully connect in a project relating to them.
My motivations for this dissertation research are thus influenced by the positioning of my
goals in relation to a metanarrative that has been "popularized" about the WoDaaBe. These
narratives have served for westerners to imagine a world, somehow untouched by modernity,
which they can visit either through colorful books or expensive travel packages. My
orientation was also influenced by the present-day political and historical circumstances in
Niger, and how these factors that are simplified or ignored in the popular imagination have
affected the lives of the WoDaaBe.
One of my first fnends in Niger expressed several years later his feeling that it was Allah
or God that led us together. To him, my arrival in Niger, and the way in which we became
fnends, was a symbolic act of God, carrying a meaningful element into his life as well. The
image of God leading to this point is a wonderful image, but contrary to my own way of
thinking and to the strict academic upbringing I have gone through during the last years.
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However, if my sense of direction is lost or I become overwhelmed with fear of useiessness
of my project, I find comfort in that he could be right; it was someone we call God who
showed me this place, who showed me my friends, awakening a new life in me.

My Fieldwork Situation

The fieldwork took mostly place at two locations: the bush west of Tchin-Tabaraden and
Niamey, the capital of Niger. I divided my time between these two locations, traveling back
and forth as many of the migrant workers do (but I traveled more often). In the pastoral area,
I was a part of households, most of the time staying within the same lineage group. I
participated in their daily lives to the greatest extent possible, traveling in their fashion,
eating the same food and drinking the same water as other household members. I also visited
various other households to enrich my ethnographic data. My fieldwoik methods consisted
of participant observation, formal and informal interviews and questionnaires.
My stays in Niamey had two goals; interacting with migrant workers and collecting
institutionalized material relevant to my research. Even though I interviewed migrant labors
from lineage groups from different areas in the country, I emphasized interviewing the
WoDaaBe migrant workers belonging to the same lineage group with whom I interacted in
the bush. Such an approach better demonstrates the difference between their lives in bush
and city, in addition to making use of the personal relationships, developed in the bush. In
Niamey, I collected archival material and tried to get overviews of recent studies of the
WoDaaBe, as well as interviewing development staff and civil servants working in relation
to natural resource policies. In addition, I transcribed some of the interviews with the
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assistance of a WoDaaBc in order to improve my Fulfulde and to gain greater accuracy in
interpreting the texts.
As much as I wanted to live with a WoDaaBe family in Niamey, it was not possible.
Those WoDaaBe families that were the subject of my study lived on the street and they
considered it unsafe for me to sleep outdoors. Circumstances in Niger were unstable, crime
in the city high, and white people were generally seen as being much more valuable victims
than local Nigeriens. So for a large part of my stay in Niamey, I rented a small flat (similar
to what poor middle-class Nigeriens occupy), where I resided with a few WoDaaBe migrant
laborers. People stayed at my flat and there were isolated instances where I slept in front of
houses being guarded by my WoDaaBe friends, thus making my stay in the city no less
intensive in ethnographic terms as my stay in the bush. As my writing shows, I have tried to
bring this intimate experience into the text, focusing on real individuals and their stories.
A year prior to my fieldwork, I conducted a six week exploratory study in Niger and
established a contact with several migrant workers, formulating my research goals.
Afterwards, I saw that I had unknowingly and unwillingly started to shape circumstances
even before I started the research. After this visit, thus a year prior to my actual dissertation
research, all kinds of processes were taking place; expectations being made, friendships
being damaged, and new alliances constructed. I think, that this perhaps more than anything
else, showed me how research takes place in a historical and political environment, which
shapes the research itself.
The Danish novelist, Peter Hoeg, writes: "[N]ow and again the thought strikes me that
perhaps I have never really seen other people's expectations, that I have only seen my own.
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and the loneliest thought in the world is the thought that what we have glimpsed is nothing
than ourselves" (emphasis in the original; Heeg [1988] 1995:402-403). One of
anthropology's goals is to move away from one's self, to be able to reflect critically on it, and
to be able to "see" other people's expectations and lives. Self-reflective or experimental
ethnography "fails" when the only thing it provides is a glimpse of the anthropologist's
expectations, but not those of the people in question.
During my fieldwork, moments arose where I felt I had failed to see anything else than
myself. These moments were probably the most frustrating of my fieldwork experience.
Ironically, the feeling of only-seeing-myself surfaced probably less because of my academic
concerns but more from a need of being accepted. Even though these periods were many
rather than few, in retrospect these periods of self-criticism were important. They turned out
to be transformative for my academic development, because from their process I was able to
identify with and understand people in my closest environment and thus gain deeper insight
into my research matter.
Other moments which I treasured, even though not as emotionally involving, were when
I felt a sense of what Fabian has called coevalness, the sharing of the same time and the same
universe with my friends. I experienced this during scattered moments such as discussing
matters dear to my heart with people close to me, or when analyzing patterns of embroidery
(mine and theirs) with other women. I also valued those moments where it was obvious that
we did not share the same universe or the same way of thinking, but could laugh and reflect
on it. Such moments created almost a dimension in reality where things could safely be
analyzed and reflected upon.
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I believe that the strength of anthropology is found in its combination of a passionate
personal approach with a strict commitment to knowledge and theoretical responsibilities.
Anthropologists go through a formal academic upbringing, are forced to familiarize
themselves with various subjects other than their own, but only become anthropnilogists
when they have accomplished ethnography, involving an intense living and breathing with
real people, those previously presented in an abstract way. As I have discussed, I was
almost completely surrounded by WoDaaBe both during the times in the bush and my stay in
Niamey. In both places, a specific lineage group saw itself as responsible for my well-being.
Some whites and educated Nigerien people expressed surprise that I was also staying in the
city, clearly not seeing that as "real" ethjiography, thus demonstrating for me exactly some of
the things which I find problematic with popular notions of indigenous people. The lives of
many WoDaaBe are experienced largely in the city, making ethnography there just as
important and legitimate as in the more prestigious bush. During my life in Niamey, I was
cared for, controlled, 2uid supervised just as I was in the bush. Even though I went to
libraries, archives and conducted interviews with non-WoDaaBe, the center of my life and of
my research was my WoDaaBe family. I was sheltered, informed, helped, trusted and
guided with firmness but kindness. My "family" in the bush saw itself as having these
duties, and then especially Akali, who both became a valuable assistant and a fHend
throughout my fieldwork period. He seemed to believe that 1 had not known something
called "life" earlier because of my previous sheltered existence, and that his role was to
buffer the most difficult blows, since it was unavoidable now that I would leam "life."
Being in the setting of the lineage group, I felt sometimes like a prisoner, or a difficult child,

like the family was constraining my research and me. Sometimes, however, I was reminded
that the bush where I lived was a place where people die simply because they become
exhausted in the heat, become victims of crime resulting from the unsafe conditions in Niger,
or die because they don't receive medical assistance. These were the times when I thanked
for being led to someone who I could trust with my life.

Earlier Works on the WoDaaBe

The Fulani were for a long time of particular interest to Westerners, an interest that was
probably influenced by their powerful position in the area, being the rulers of the Sokoto
Caliphate which the colonial powers fought against to gain control over the area. It was not
until the early 1950s that an intensive research took place on their society and social
organization. During that time the Council of the International African Institute started
encouraging research on the Fulani in the Western Sudan area in collaboration of the
Rockefeller Foundation, the British Colonial Social Science Council and the Institut
Francois d 'Afrique Noire. In a relatively short period of time, these Institutions frmded three
young researchers to conduct ethnographic research on pastoral Fulani in the Niger-Nigeria
region.
The first research was conducted by C. E. Hoben among the pastoral Fulani of Gwandu
(the western border of Northern Nigeria), and his book. The Pastoral Fulbe Family in
Gwandu, published in 1958, was his main contribution to Fulani research. His research was
followed by Derrick Stetming, who with his wife, conducted intensive research during the
years of 1951-1953 and whose main results were published in his work Savanna Nomads in

1959. The third ethnologist was Marguerite Dupire, who was funded for two years of
research, spending January 1951 until February 1952 conducting research in several parts of
Niger, focusing on the WoDaaBe, but then continuing among the Adamawa Fulani in
Cameroon.
Stenning's and Dupire's research, combining a detailed historical work and ethnographic
observations, were the first to focus exclusively on the WoDaaBe. Stetming died only
thirty-seven years old, a mere five years after the publication of his Savanna Nomads, cutting
short a very promising career.

Dupire continued her research on various Fulani

communities. Her ethnographic material on the WoDaaBe and Fulani societies gave a
detailed description of the social organization and economic dynamics of Fulani and
WoDaaBe societies (see discussion Bumham 1994: viiii-x; Dupire 1962;vii; Tardis 1985:5).
Stenning's and Dupire's research incorporated detailed economic and social analyses
focusing on the organization of the WoDaaBe kinship and economic systems from a
structural-functional framework. Both, however, paid attention to history in their work, even
though Stenning's use of history is more integrated into his overall discussion and approach.
I also want to mention Paul Riesman's excellent study, even though not conducted
among WoDaaBe. His research among the Fulani Jelgobe, Freedom in Fulani Social Life:
An Introspective Ethnography published in 1974, has been very influential in shaping and
influencing other studies in relation to the Fulani (see discussion in Stoller 1998).
After these contributions, research in relation to the WoDaaBe was not conducted for
some time, even though ethnographic work was conducted among various other Fulani
communities. The next major research, taking place among the WoDaaBe was conducted in

relation to the Niger Range and Livestock project, funded by the USAID. The major
findings from this project were published in a volume edited by Jeremy Swift in 1984,
entitled Pastoral Development in Central Niger. Angelo Maliki Bonfiglioli, Cynthia White,
Wendy Wilson and L. Loutan conducted research in connection to the project. Bonfiglioli
has actively published results in relation to the work in the project. He focused on herding
techniques and history ^ (Maliki 1981; Bonfiglioli 1988; 1985), giving a detailed analysis of
the WoDaaBe herding practices and tracing the history of a WoDaaBe fraction from last
century to the present. White focused, among other things, on seasonality and animal
ownership (1986; 1990; 1999) while Loutan (1982) conducted extensive research of the
health status and the health problems among the WoDaaBe. Mette Bovin has also conducted
research among the WoDaaBe in the eastern part of Niger (Bovin 1990; 1985).
My own research is based on these previous works, but attempts to demonstrate further
the WoDaaBe in cotmection to global practices and changes. Even though Boniiglioli's
research focuses on WoDaaBe in a historical context, he only slightly mentions migrant
labor, which increased considerably during the 1980s. Other theorists mention migrant labor
(White 1990; White 1997; Bovin 1990; Wilson 1992) but focus mainly on the reasons for
migration and summarize the different occupations. There has in fact been a general
tendency to ignore pastoral people in urban migration studies (Mohamed Salih 1995:183).
My own research focuses on migrant work and tries to grasp the experiences of the migrant
workers, their views of their work and lives, in addition to tying these conceptualizations in
with WoDaaBe identity in general. WoDaaBe ethnic identity has not received much
^ I have not been able to locate the history document written in relation to his work on the project but base in my

attention, even though there exists an extensive body of material on Fuiani identity (such as
Azarya et al., 1993; VerEecke 1989; VerEecke 1993; Stenning 1959; Riesman 1977;
Virtancn n.d.; Virtanen 1998; Zubko 1993). Both Stenning and Dupire provide discussion
on the main components of WoDaaBe identity but in my discussion 1 try to connect identity
to the recent historical changes that the WoDaaBe have been part of, in addition to locating
them in relation to Fuiani identity in general.
Previous research conducted among WoDaaBe has not focused much on the WoDaaBe
in a larger context of power and representation of the West, i.e., in relation to the
cnvirorunent of the researchers themselves. My focus on representation and power tries to
turn attention to the social environment of the WoDaaBe today, an environment of tourism,
development workers and researchers, a condition that is integrated with their increased
marginality.

Theoretical Influences

Some of my inspirations derive from anthropology's critical examination of how
anthropologists have contributed to the static conception of culture. Culture has always been
anthropology's "guiding concept" (Fabian 1991:193), maintaining its status as the "true
object of anthropological inquiry" (Abu-Lughod 1991:143). There has always been a
customary commitment in anthropology and other disciplines, to understanding culture
(especially in small scale societies) as "collective, socially organized meaning - the idea of
culture as something shared, in the sense of homogeneously distributed in society" (Hannerz

research on a published book discussing same issues (Bonfiglioli 1988).
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1992:11). The static perspective on culture has changed somewhat in recent years, moving
towards a more dynamic understanding, even though "older" notions of culture continue to
affcct social analysis (Wright 1998:15). These essentialist characteristics of the concept
"culture" often make it serve as a substitute for the concept "race" (Visweswaran 1998:76
Beteillc 1998). In the making of the Other, culture has often been an essential tool because
of its emphasis on timelessness in addition to underlining coherence and boundaries of
culture, thus fi-eezing differences. Such generalizations about societies create a sense of
homogeneity, coherence and timelessness, thus supporting essentialized notions of cultures
as different from "ours," of people different from "us" (Abu-Lughod 1991:157). AbuLughod suggests that in order to move away from this construction of the Other,
anthropologists should attempt to "write against culture," by focusing on connections and
interconnections, both contemporary and historically, as well as to write ethnographies of the
particular, focusing on particular individuals and their relationships (Abu-Lughod 1991:154).
My focus on identity is inspired by these more recent viewpoints of culture, i.e., the
moving away from culture as a fixed unit toward an analysis of the negotiation of identity by
different actors. Identity, as a way of experiencing one's self in relation to the world, is a
crucial part of understanding power and domination. Class, gender, age, ethnicity and sexual
orientations are all dimensions of identity, which are crucial for the negotiation of power and
status in society (Alonso 1994:391). Identities, in the words of John L. Comaroff, are not
about things but about relations (Comaroff 1996:165). I follow Stuart Hall's suggestion that
identity is never a finished product, but an ongoing process (1990). Furthermore, the
intensification of local identities should be seen in connection to the global process rather
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than being conceptualized as a different strand of development (Friedman 1990). Thus,
identity is fluid and contextual, and must be seen in relation to the present historical
developments. Similar strands of development have taken place in relation to ethnicity,
which like "culture" has often been substituted for "race." (Visweswaran 1998:75) This has
involved a move from seeing ethnicity as fixed and coherent towards a more historically
constituted understanding of ethnicity as both fluid and negotiated in society (For example
Little 1998 on the Maasai).
Various studies have demonstrated how individual and group identity is formulated
through placement of the self in a broad context of other people and animals (Haraway 1991;
Leach 1979: Levi-Strauss 1962: Tapper 1988). Ecological facts do not speak for themselves
(Palsson 1990), but are integrated into a complex web of symbolic meanings for the
understanding of the world (Dahl and Megerssa 1990). Nature and animals also gain
political meaning in the human world, through their use as indicators of human nature
(Haraway 1991:21; Lewontin 1981). The metaphors of nature and animals are used to give
meanings to qualities of different "races" and gender, as well as explaining general class
division in society (Leslie 1990; Lewontin 1984; Mies 1993). When focusing on WoDaaBe
identity, I try to locate it within both social and natural worlds, explaining the way in which
the WoDaaBe conceptualize their relationship with their physical surroundings.
The theoretical perspectives developed in context of gender and women's marginal
position in society are, in my view, useful to understanding the position of marginal groups
in general. Thus, 1 find the writings of post-modernist writers significant in pointing out that
women arc not a homogenous group, but are situated in power relations among themselves.
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characterized by difference rather than similarity (Parpart and Marchant 1995). Udayagiri
makes the important comment in this context that even though some theorists have rejected
universal istic categories of women, the world itself continues to treat them on this particular
basis (Udayagiri 1995). Transforming these comments to apply to marginality in general,
these theorists remind us that members of marginal groups are not homogenous, neither
within the group, nor across groups, and that inequalities and differences of power exists on
those levels as well. Mohanty has as others, pointed out that the world has to be understood
in relational terms (Mohanty et al., 1991:2). I find it important to both focus on WoDaaBe
ethnic identity as relational and dynamic, and also to identify the placement of the WoDaaBe
in the larger imagery of indigenous people in the Western world.
My dissertation seeks thus to place the WoDaaBe's contemporary status in a broad
political and ideological framework, relating it to representations of the "primitive" in the
Western worldview. Important criticism on representation of indigenous communities is
found in Johannes Fabian's (1990a, 1990b, 1983) ideas regarding coevalness, and Jan
Vansina's (1990) and Hobsbawm's (1983) critical views of tradition. My research
contributes to this literature addressing how the "primitive" and women have historically
been identified within the realm of nature, while the Western "civilized man" was separated
from it (Dc Groot 1989; Gilman 1992; Mies 1993; Schrire 1984). I will pursue Johanna De
Groot's suggestion that it is necessary to move beyond a fimctionalistic view of these ideas of
gender and "race" as simply tools for establishing and maintaining Western male power over
women and non-western peoples. Instead, we need to look at these ideas as a reflection of
conflicts and desires that have been parts of lived relationships among these different groups
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(Dc Groot 1989:100). I suggest that these ideas are ideologies, which as such make otherwise
incomprehensible social situations meaningful in order to make it possible to act
purposefully within them. I see ideology as describing a certain way for human beings to
understand their relations to the world, making social situations meaningful, and involving a
general process of the production of meaning and ideas. Ideologies are thus important in
directing what actions are appropriate for different circumstances (see Geertz 1973:220;
Williams 1977:54). The concept "hegemony" is important for ideology, involving process
where domination is maintained, compromised and negotiated in society (Eagleton 1991;
Gramsci 1971; Hall 1981; William 1977). As Smadar Lavie has pointed out (1990:35),
culture works on making invisible the affiliation existing between the world of politics and
ideas. My analytical approach emphasizes that human beings are creative agents capable of
resisting, formulating their own conditions, and affecting the structures of power that
dominate them (see Bourdieu 1990; Gramsci 1971; Miller etal. 1989; Roseberry 1994).
My understanding of the concept "development" follows the criticism of feminist writers
(see Bunch and Carrillo 1990:70; Shiva 1989), who maintain that the idea has been shaped
by Western patriarchal and capitalist notions of economic progress and linear change. Many
development projects have reproduced their own cultural biases, emphasizing women's work
as nonproductive and less significant than the work of males (see AID Policy Paper 1982;
Boserup 1970; Mazumdar and Kumud 1990:185; von Braun and Webb 1989). Not only
have women's productive activities been undermined, but women's knowledge of the
environment has also been ignored or considered insignificant (Ferguson 1994; Henderson
1995).
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Transforming Experience into a Text

"Ethnography is a research process in which the anthrojjologist closely observes, records
and engages in the daily life of another culture" (Marcus and Fischer 1986:18; emphasis
mine).

It has been argued that one of the virtues of post-modernism has been to direct attention
to dimensions of power, embodied in knowledge's development and use, as an integral part
of knowledge content (Downey and Rogers 1995:269). As Fabian points out, anthropology is
an activity that is a part of what it studies (1983:157), making the relationship between
anthropology and its objects potentially a political one (ibd. 43). Ethnographic research does
not simply involve data gathering; who we are, and from where we come, but affects what
kind of information we seek, are given and how we perceive and locate it. Ethnography is
thus a dynamic process, involving the interaction of real people, interaction between those
presumably being observed and those observing, implying social relationships and the
blurring of boundaries between subjects and objects. I think it can be stated that no data
gathering is "simple" in its nature, but all research activity, ethnographic or not, is affected
by the particular methods used, and by the relationship or non-relationship of the researchers
to his or her subjects. The methodological challenges embodied in ethnographic research do
not end with the completion of the research but continue with the process of writing,
ethnographic accounts being the medium in which experience, theory, and culture are made
available to readership (Marcus and Fischer 1986:18). My goal here is to briefly |X)int out
the challenges that are part of writing ethnography and my own stand on some of the issues
that have been debated within anthropology in recent years.

The spring prior to going to the "field," I enrolled in the seminar Writing Culture at the
University of Arizona. The semester finished and I am seated, organizing my notes. Around
mc are papers, printouts and notes from the class. 1 look at the syllabus and read the title of
the class as if I am reading something for the first time. I read it slowly, as if it was a
strange, foreign language: Writing culture. It does not say; writing about culture or the
writing of culturc. Just two words are standing side by side in simplicity. Writing culture.
Perhaps because I like to make pictures, I can visualize someone writing culture, like he or
she is drawing up another person's face or body. The connection of lines and dots makes a
complete whole, which is recognized and understood in one way or another by all. The lines
and dots form something we call a picture. It is a picture of something because we see a
whole when we look at it. The whole is formed by the composition of its different parts.
And writing basically does the same things, only by using abstract symbols. By these small
dark symbols lined together, we communicate our words, and with our words we can create a
world of smell, of touch, of sight, of feelings. By writing culture, we are drawing a picture
of something we see, we draw it the best we can but it has our personal touch engraved in it,
and just as the picture of someone, it is perceived differently according to who is looking. At
the end it is not this somebody, never could be that, but simply an image, a reflection that at
the best manages to communicate what we want to express. Culture is not only something
we write about, but also something we write.
With an increased acknowledgment that ethnographic writing and field work experiences
themselves are not bound in the realm of objective truths, anthropologists have paid
increasing attention to the process of writing. Even though the ethnography can be seen as
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characterized by dialogue, involving an active communication process with another culture
(Marcus and Fischer 1986:30), it is still the anthropologist who holds the pen at the end of
the research, usually safely removed from his research subjects. The anthropologist is the
one who represents, and others the ones who are represented, no matter how much effect
they have had on the research process itself. Experimental anthropology is concerned with
the anthropologist placing him/herself into the text as a part of the research process (Moore
1994). The text will give glimpses of personal experiences of people as well as making me
present within the text. The writing of the ethnographer in the text thus helps reminding the
reader of who is "telling" the story, moving away from objective, positivistic representation
of "other" people. By writing myself into the text, I try to speak from within my subject
position rather than for someone. This phrase derives from Chandra Talpade Mohanty, who
writes in relation to Latin American women, but I find it applicable for scholarship in
general. To speak from within one's subject position means that one does not ignore the
anthropologist's location in a world of power and meaning. Thus, by including myself the
reader will have some basis in knowing from where this ethnography derives, in what socialhistorical context. I also see my text as being gendered, meaning that both the study of other
societies and the practice of anthropology itself, involves gender (Bell 1993:4; Callaway
1992:30). Thus, the research subjects and I are gendered subjects.
The problem with such experimental writing is that in some cases the text becomes
"author saturated," meaning that the anthropologist is emphasized at the expense of telling
about others (Moore 1994:116). Barbara Tedlock makes a distinction between a memoir of
the field experience and a self-reflective ethnography. She argues that the self-conscious
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shift away from writing a memoir of the fieldwork experience and a narrative ethnography is
that in the former, the author is the only fully developed character, while in the latter the
author intentionally becomes a secondary character (Tedlock 1991:81). She also points to
the significance of experience in fieldwork and of reflecting on those experiences as a part of
the knowledge process, by stating that "fieldwork is not simply a union card but the center of
our intellectual and emotional lives" (1991:82). Anthropologists are professional, not only
because they are serious about their preparation in the field and engagement with people, but
also because they are concerned about the issues of representation of their own work
(Tcdlock 1991:82). There is no single "correct" way to write ethnography and different
involvements of the author in the text can serve different purposes. Anthropology as a field
engaged in such diverse subjects should in fact embrace the idea that ethnographic
expressions and presentations can be done in various manners (Campell 1996:81). The
problem of "author saturated text" has to be seen as part of a general problem of power and
representation in anthropology. As Feld points out in relation to first-person narrative, such
writing alone does not guarantee that the work is self-conscious or insightful (Feld 1987:90).
A first-person narrative can also been seen as a form of literal device that aims at making
the reader more engaged in the text. Moore has discussed the way in which anthropologists
of the past tried to remove themselves firom travel writings by using an remote, dry style,
especially female anthropologists whose position was more fragile within the academic
community than men's (Moore 1994:125). This could perhaps be what leads to Pratt's
comment on how interesting subjects are often transformed in ethnographic writing to
become so dull (Pratt 1996:33). The use of one's self in the text brings the reader closer to
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the people talked about, the anthropologist being an mediator between the experience of the
reader and the experience of the people represented in the text. As pointed out by Moore, a
text becomes often more interesting for the readers if some identification for them are built
into the text (Moore 1994:121). Even though ethnographies are often read by the subjects of
the study, the largest readership is still an audience not familiar with the people the
ethnographer is describing. It is of intellectual interest for the reader to see how the
anthropologist relates to and experiences "his" or her people. All information is, as
previously discussed, gained through certain interactions and within certain conditions.
When it is possible for the reader to evaluate somewhat how the anthropologist came to a
certain conclusion, the information is contextualized.
In addition to these factors mentioned, I include myself in the ethnography because I
hope that in giving a personal account of my experience and interaction with people, the
experiences of those involved become more alive and their desires more clearly expressed,
along with mine. Thus, I hope to be able to move away from giving only descriptions of
types, of general somebodies, towards real human beings, complicated individuals with
diverse desires and sufferings. I seek to give a sense of "race," gender and ethnicity as lived
experiences, rather than present them as abstract categories. There are, however, clear
cthical problems that arise with placing real persons into the text, especially when research is
conducted in non-literate communities among people who have not had much exposure to
the printed word. There is a risk that they do not realize completely what it means to be
integrated into the text. This involves the problem of other people being able to read and
observe personal information about them. Today, people live in increasingly integrated
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communities where ethnographies can be read by the members and even authorities of the
societies in question (Akeroyd 1984:135). Information about people is also entangled within
various power issues (Akeroyd 1984:134), concerning some of which the anthropologist may
be entirely iminformed. Disclosure of personal information about individuals can thus be
unethical in some cases, dangerous in others. Most anthropologists give people
pseudonymes in addition to sometimes changing names of places and locations. When
working in small communities, however, such measures are not necessarily enough to "hide"
the identity of people. During my research I started re-evaluating the use of flat abstraction,
starting to see them as useful to hide the real identity of people, giving them the respect of
privacy. I started also thinking about whether one of the reason that a text becomes more
"readable" when the anthropologist is included, could be that the anthropologist is probably
the one person whom the writer can "expose" and criticize without guilt?
In the text, I discuss the way in which groups such as the WoDaaBe have been made into
subjects in Western discourse of the Others and how issues of power and globality are played
out in interactions between WoDaaBe and whites. My own subject position as a white
woman must be particularly relevant. Jlabinow argues that there is a need to anthropologize
the West (1986:241), referring to the need of deconstructing ideas of self and others, in order
to demonstrate how the West's claims to truth are historically linked with certain social
practiccs. By simply discussing the Other, anthropology is reproducing the hegemonic view
of the West as universal and unproblcmatic. My attempt to juxtapose the WoDaaBe with the
Western imagination of them, is an effort to understand the West along with the WoDaaBe,
but primarily I hope to seek to recapture the webs of power and global connection in which
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the WoDaaBe are entangled. Thus, by including the ethnographer as an object of study can
give glimpses of global connections and relations of the West to the "rest." I use the concept
West and Western as relational terms, constructed in opposition to non-Western Others. As
Frankenberg has stated, "Westemess implies a particular, dominative relationship to power,
colonial expansion, belonging to center rather than margin in a global capitalist system"
(Frankenberg 1993:265).
I hope that the focus on the ethnographer and the West's imagination of the WoDaaBe
will contribute toward the deconstruction of "whiteness" as a neutral, invisible social
category outside the realm of social science (for example Hartigan 1997). Even though
most whites may not experience themselves as racial subjects in the encounters between
predominantly white Westerners and WoDaaBe, the WoDaaBe most certainly do so. These
encounters also take place in a world that is constructed in racial terms. As argued by
Frankenberg, "whiteness is a location of structural advantage" (1993:1). Even though my
research does not focus on race or racial matters, I attempt to acknowledge this dimension of
power and identity.
There are a few other things that I want to discuss in relation to the text itself. When I
write the term "Other" with a capital "o," I am distinctively referring to the West's
construction of otherness. To make the text more readable, I avoid placing the valueladen words that are frequently used in the text, within quotation marks. I do not use
these words to refer to real phenomena, but rather as describing social ideas about
particular issues. By asserting these concepts as social constructs, 1 do not minimize
their social and political influences. Thus, to give examples, I use the term "primitive"

not to imply that there actually were some homogenous groups of people more primitive
that others, but rather to refer to the Western idea of some groups being more primitive
than others. Also, I do not consider "white" people to be actually white, no more than
"black" people are black, but these are much used social categories, which tell us
something about how people classify their world. I find it especially important to
emphasize, as many other anthropologists have done that the word "race" is a social
construct, not a biological reality (for example a discussion in Anthropology Newsletter
1998:3; Mukhopadhyay and Moses 1997).
Many individuals mentioned in the text wanted me to include their real names in the text.
I decided not to do that, for the reasons mentioned here above, the fear that they do not
realize the ways in which such a text can be used and for the reason that I cannot myself
predict the use and reading of my own text. All the names except my own are thus
pseudonyms. Only in places where I thank people for information have I kept correct names.
The names of the different WoDaaBe lineages are accurate but I have not identified the
names of the lineage fractions in question because I fear that the individuals could be too
easily recognized.
Also, in order to make the text more readable, I present the ethnographic data regarding
the bush and my stay in the pastoral area in one part and data relating to migrant work and
my stay in Niamey in another. In fact, these data were collected at the similar periods, as I
undertook several trips between Niamey and the bush. Those chapters referring to personal
events and narratives are still presented in a correct chronological order.

My formal interviews were all tape-recorded as many group discussions. A majority of
these were transcribed in Niamey with the assistance of WoDaaBe consultants. Other
discussions, however, were not taped but simply written down after they had occurred, based
on my own memory. And still other discussions were written down in the form of notes
while they were taking place. Where I present transcribed taped narratives, I present the
number and the date of the tape. Discussions, however, that I have reconstructed from
memory do not indicate a reference to a tape. Thus, the reader should be able to recognize
where I quote direct speech and where discussion was more based on my memory.

Organization of the Dissertation

The dissertation is divided into two main bodies: the former focusing on basic
ethnography of the WoDaaBe and the fieldwork itself, the latter focusing on more specific
issues of history, politics and globalization.
The first part gives a basic ethnographic outline of the WoDaaBe, as well as a description
of my fieldwork situation. It introduces the major factors of WoDaaBe lives, the everyday
challenges, difficulties, and desires. By writing myself into the text, I hope to be able to
present real individuals and real situations, instead of giving a timeless description of what
"the" WoDaaBe do. The first six chapters will focus on life in the bush, and give an
overview of the WoDaaBe culture as it represents itself in their nomadic lifestyle. I describe
the physical surrounding of the WoDaaBe, the construction of being WoDaaBe, the
construction of gender, and how WoDaaBe locate themselves within the natural world.
Chapter seven moves fixjm the "traditional" setting of the bush toward the migrant work.
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The name of the section "Borders" refers both to the changes of life which many younger
WoDaaBe face, as well as the work which WoDaaBe do on the borders of Niger and Nigeria.
Chapters 7-15 give a description of migrant work in the cities, the different occupations
people are engaged in and their identity within a city context. These chapters will also touch
on issues, such as construction of gender and differences within the WoDaaBe society, as
well as the relationship between WoDaaBe and tourists.
The second part of this dissertation will look more closely on the WoDaaBe from a
theoretical perspective, discussing more specialized issues connecting to identity in the
contemporary world. It will place the WoDaaBe within three frames: historical, political, and
global. These three frames are constructed for organizational purposes, because after all,
historical, political and global context are entangled and cannot in real life be separated from
each other. The emphasis on these factors can be perceived as "writing against culture" as
proposed by Lila Abu-Lughod (Abu-Lughod 1991:147), thus against typification, because
people become types when they are deprived of their history, taken out of their political
context, and their status in a global world ignored.
The History section (chapters 15-17) will discuss how indigenous people have
historically been perceived in the Western world, and the way in which the WoDaaBe have
been placed in a historical context. Starting with the earliest existing history of the
WoDaaBe as a group in relation to the Sokoto Caliphate, I will then move into the history of
a specific lineage group based on oral testimonies and archival material. As I hope to show,
the history of the WoDaaBe exposes them as a dynamic society, responding to various
historical conditions.
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In the section Political Economy (chapters 18-21) the WoDaaBe will be shown in
connection to the present day State and international policies of livestock development.
Development institutions have global hegemony of conducting development in the Third
World. Development projects of the past directed at pastoral populations in Africa have been
a massive failure, basing themselves on simplistic ideas of progress and change. I will show
how the WoDaaBe's present day situation of marginality has to be seen in the context of
broad policies of natural resources and development as conducted by the state and
intcmational development organizations. The issue of land rights is of crucial importance for
the future of the WoDaaBe, and is a strong political issue having to do with distribution of
power and resources.
The section on Globality (chapters 22-24) discusses the WoDaaBe's more recent
integration in a global world, through their commercialization as indigenous people. I will
start by looking at the popular representation of the WoDaaBe today and its connection to a
larger field of representation of the Other as carried out by the West. The chapter will show
that there is a curious resemblance between representation of the primitive and the relatively
rcccnt representation of the WoDaaBe. The text will look at the lived relationship between
anasara (whites) and the WoDaaBe, and how these encounters are actively manipulated by
many WoDaaBe.

BUSH
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CHAPTER 1
HAVING A HOME IN THE BUSH
"The day after, we continued one hour and then stopped. It took me a while to figure
out that we were actually there. From my perspective, we were just sitting out in the
nowhere, then people just appeared and sat down with us. Akaii told me proudly that this
was his house, but there was nothing visual indicating it to me. I just saw a few women
far away, children and a donkey, but nothing like a tent or a shelter" (Letter to my parents
describing my arrival to the house).

The Structure and Objects of the House

The house, or wuro (pi. gure) of the WoDaaBe is composed by several smaller units
called ciiudi (sing, suudu). In English, both the terms suudu and wuro can easily be
translated as "house," even though they arc not referring to the same structure. ^ In the
Fulfiildc language, the concept wuro has several meanings, sometimes used to describe a
single hut, compound, village or town (see Sa'ad 1991:207). Riesman points out in
relation to the Fulani in Burkina Faso that the concept wuro goes beyond referring simply
to a "house," but describes a sociographic unit, headed by a man, which usually is tied
together by kinship (Riesman 1977:31). I find it important for the following discussion
to emphasize that while a suudu refers more to a real physical space, the term wuro refers
to the assembly of such spaces, and as pointed out in Riesman's definition, to the social
units belonging to these spaces.^
A half circle of dead branches (licce) marks the area of each house-unit, its op>ening
always faces west. The WoDaaBe are patrilocal and patrilinear, and thus a father and his

^ For the sake of clarity. I often refer to wuro as "house" in the text, and suudu as "house-unit."
^ Another concept over a large house or a camp is hoDorde (pi. koDolle).

sons or several brothers usually make their house together. The house-units are lined up
from south to north, in a specific hierarchical order depending on the relationship
between the people of the wuro. The hierarchy in the relationships of men is represented
from south to north, but for women from north to south. Thus, if two brothers make wuro
together, the suudu of the older brother would be to the south of the younger brother, and
the father has a suudu to the south of his sons. The first wife, however, has her house to
the north of a second wife. A wuro can in some cases be composed by only one suudu.
The suudu can be seen as belonging to the woman, underlined by all small and large
objects of the house belonging to her. The woman is responsible for all the items of the
house and for the different parts of the house being packed and reconstructed after each
movement. The importance of a woman in the definition of a house is also observed by
Riesman when he states that a wuro "does not exist where there is no woman" (Rlesman
1977:31). A BoDaaDo man told me laughingly that a man who is left by his only wife is
basically left with nothing except his cow, because she will take with her all the objects
marking the house. Even though the woman is crucial to the existence of a wuro, she
being the one who obtains the suudu (we have to remember that wuro is composed by
one or more cuudi), it still can said that the wuro belongs to the man. The man is the head
of the household itself, and in addition makes all decisions regarding the house, such as
with whom to make a wuro, and where to make it after each movement. The woman has
to accept his decision and be willing to construct her house-unit next to a new co-wife,
her mother-in-law, her husband's brother's wife, or whomever her husband decides to
make a house with.

It is interesting to notice how the suudit is almost exclusively a woman's space. She
spends most of her time in or around it, all her belongings are usually there, and she
invites her friends and family into this space (see also Sa'ad 1991:212). The husband,
however, docs not spend much time in the suudu. He would not receive his visitors or
friends there, either. If a man has more than one wife, he would take turns sleeping in his
wives' house-units. A man can also sleep in the bush if there is a social gathering of
some kind and does not have to explain why to his wife. The man keeps his belongings
in his wife's house, but they are all in a sack and are not really mixed with the belongings
of the house itself. Keeping the man's sack in the wife's house-unit has also a symbolic
value, enforcing their relationship. One man told me that if a husband keeps nothing at
his wife's house, it looks like he does not care for her.
Certain individuals, who stand in a well-defined relationship with the woman, do not
enter the suudu. These individuals are her older brother(s), her father, the older
brother(s) of husband, the father of her husband, mother-brother {kao) and father-brother
(bapanjo) of her husband. I found it interesting that those who cannot enter her house are
usually people with whom she stands in an avoidance relationship to and whom she has
great deal of semtedum to, further underlining the suudu as a woman's space. Semtedum
is a very special concept among the WoDaaBe, which will be described later, but roughly
translated means shame. Forbidding these individuals to enter into the space where the
woman spends much of her time gives her stronger authority over that space. The
woman is in her husband's household, but has a space where males whom she fears do
not enter. The actual physical space of the suudu thus belongs to the woman, while the

man appropriates the larger context of this space and its social relationship, he being the
one who dominates the wuro, the household as a social unit.
The making of the house itself is. as in most societies, highly regulated, each object
having its proper place. A suudu is constituted by a table (saga) and a bed {leso). Both
these items are made out of a light wood and usually bought at the market. The fiimiture
is well adapted to nomadic life because they can be disassembled completely. As many
other items valued by the WoDaaBe, Tuaregs craftsmen make the bed and table.^ Older
people tell me that in the past the material was found in the bush by the WoDaaBe
themselves, making use of trees such as bamambi (Caiotropis procera asclepiadecea).
There are still such beds and tables to be found, especially among younger women who
have not obtained the more expensive and valued kind. Slowly the woman accumulates
all the parts and disposes of the old homemade wood parts. A poor woman would only
have the homemade type. A woman usually gets the table and bed from her mother, the
table first and bed latter. In other cases, she is given these items by her brothers or other
members of her family. Sometimes if she does not have a mother or if her family is too
poor to give her these items, she receives them from her husband. The bed has three mats,
the first one with small branches tied together, the other two being straw mats. During
the day, the mats are rolled up in order to protect the bed from sun and prevent animals
from jumping on it. The table is also protected in the day by spreading a mat or a

^ Dupirc identifies the bed as made by Hausa (Dupire 1962:54).
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blanket over it. In households where there is a bofido'' present, the bed of a bofido
(always just made from material nearby) is kept in front of the table.
The table is placed to the north of the bed, and on it most of the belongings of the
house arc kept. One man pointed out to me that the table exists in all societies in Niger,
identifying the table simply as "a place where you keep your things," and different
traditions have created different structures. There is a lineage variation to the table and
people say that from afar they can identify the lineage in question just by looking at the
way they make their table. The table that I describe here thus only applies to one lineage
group.
A beautiful and carefully made item, called eletel, is placed on each side of the saga.
Today it is only a decoration with two empty gourds {fandu) inside, but one or two
decades ago it served as a container for a mixture of beans called vasavasah, which were
to be kept in it for a long time as a sign of the house prosperity. The kaggu tummude is a
woven rope formed as a net, holding together and protecting the calabashes (tummude).
It is placed in the back along with a woven box (hendere or lebe'o) that contains the
woman's clothing. It can be pointed out that the man does not have such a box, but keeps
his belongings in separate sacks. ^ These items are sometimes kept at the back of the
table. A man who has more than one wife tries to keep parts of his belongings with each
wife. The items in the back arc often placed on top of small quilted blankets {sak'ke) in
order to make them stand higher on the table. The blankets have another practical

^ Bofido is the status given to women when they become pregnant with their first child. A bofido leaves her husband to
give birth to her child in her parents' house, and stays there one or two years after the child is bom.
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purpose, because they are placed on the back of the donkey during seasonal movements
to protect its back from the heavy objccts it has to carry.
The table is also the place for the various calabashes of the house, each serving a
purpose and having its own set of rules. On the front of the table are calabashes that are
referred to as the storage bowl (jenerde) and the milking bowl (birdude). The storage
bowl is an integrated part of the table, having strong symbolic value, showing prosperity
of the house. Simply speaking, the storage bowl is a calabash used to store or keep the
milk inside. Preferably, it should never become empty, so people always leave a little
milk in it, no matter how poor the household is. It is kept to north of the table, and
obviously always has a cover. When I asked why there always had to be a few drops left
in the storage bowl, my friend described it to me as a bank account; as such the storage
bowl is something you never want to empty. As long as the storage bowl has something,
the house has something. The milking bowl can only be used to milk into. It looks
differently from the other calabashes because of its smooth surface on the inside and is
never decorated on the outside, as most of the other calabashes are. It is always without a
cover, and sometimes decorated with a small talisman. If the milking bowl is kept on the
earth, it is placed to the north of the table, but otherwise it is placed on top of the storage
bowl.
The third of the main types of calabashes belonging to the house are called eating
bowls (luutirDe). They contain the share of someone's milk or millet porridge. The
woman distributes everyone's share and puts the appropriate amount into the bowls. Its
o
" These are the takuubuut (sack for tea), tabauul (leather sack for clothing) and/or an asjuukuwauu (a bigger lather sack
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role is less specialized than that of the other calabashes mentioned and can be used for
various other activities without risk. ^ The calabashes that arc kept on the table are placed
on specific stands (tekere) which prevent them from falling to the side. This item is often
bcautifiilly decorated with silver colored paper (even aluminum paper). A straw plated
tray both serves to winnow the millet and as a cover for the calabashes. The woman
often weaves these, using red and brown straws to formulate beautiful patterns. Another
item of the table is the closed gourd shaped as a big bottle (fanduj, which is used to make
cream and butter.
As my description of the table indicates, its existence is integrated with the use and
consumption of milk and milk products. Milk holds a central role in WoDaaBe society,
not only to the extent to which it is consumed but also to the extent to which it is valued.
As the storage bowl shows, a house should never be without milk, even though the
amount is so small that its meaning is symbolic rather than practical. People told me that
during the rainy season, they would almost only live on milk for the simple reason that
the milk is sweet. A very old man told me that in the past, milk was so afHuent that
people just threw it away. The value of this statement does not necessarily lay in its truth,
but rather in how wasteftilness of milk signifies an affluent, prosperous society. A belief
justifies an accidental spilling of milk, stating that if someone spills down milk, it is
also for clothing). The last one belongs only to a young man.
^ Another type of calabash is the djogirde, which has traditionally been used to cany water from the waterhole to the
house (see discussion in Dupire 1962:57). The djogirde. however, seems to have disappeared and is at least no longer
used among the linage group [ stayed with. It has been replaced by a leather sack that has to be carried by a donkey. In
the past, women used to place a small calabash upside down into the djogirde in order to prevent the water spilling over
(Tape transcript (6)Scptcmbcr 1997:2)
' ® Other items of the table are: Sokkel, the name for spoons used to cat millet porridge with, but made by Tuaregs and
bought on the market. Horde, a spoon made out of gourd which has been cut into two pieces. Gogo'el is used in the
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bccausc the angels have desired this milk. Someone "hears" their longing but only on
some subconscious level, and thus accidentally spills the milk down, fulfilling the angels'
wish.
The table and bed are not only valued because of their utility, but have aesthetic and
symbolic value as well. The woman seeks to decorate them with colorful strips and small
aluminum objects. During worso, the annual festival of the lineage, the table is decorated
to a greater extent, with mirrors and other shining objects, and the calabashes are washed
and lined up. Dupire identifies the calabashes as the main richness of a woman (Dupire
1962:57). All the most beautiful things that the woman owns are displayed on the table
during this annual gathering, meant for others to observe and admire.

The calf rope (danguf) is in front of each suudu. It can be conceptualized as a part of
the house, thus making the house of WoDaaBe home an integrated space of human and
animal settlement. Frequently in the night, the cows sleep behind the calf rope and thus
roam freely within the space that is a home. The calf rope is also a sign of prosperity. In
order to symbolize how difficult a certain year was, people say "that year we did not have
any calf for our calf rope." A man who has more than one wife cuts his calf rope, placing
parts of it in front of each wives' suudu. I ask a young girl to draw me pictures of her
house. It always includes dead branches formed in a half circle, the table, a bed and calf
rope and very often the cattle area {duDat). Sometimes the cows arc even drawn, but
people are almost never included. The integrated community of humans and animals in
same w-ay as horde, but it is a without the shaft, shaped like a small calabash. The burugal is used to both stir saucc
and to whip cream.
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WoDaaBc socicty is also demonstrated when a child is bom; its navel cord and afterbirth
arc buried next to the sticks (kopeeje) which the calf rope is tied to. I ask my friend
Amina why, and she tells me that such is the tradition of WoDaaBe; the calf rope is the
place of the calves and thus the newborn.
During the rainy season the dudal fire is constructed in front of the house. The dudal
is an area of fire for the herd to relieve it from mosquitos and other animals that are more
numerous during this season. During the night the herd stays around the fire not
bothered by the smoke and is free of insects. The dudal also contributes to the general
cleanness of the house, because the animals will not enter into the human sleeping place,
and thus that area becomes free of their droppings. When the rainy season (nduungu) is
over, the fire is not made. The area of dudal carries various taboos; a clay bowl can
never been carried into the dudal because it can break; someone from another house does
not have the right of taking fire from the dudal-, married women with unbraided hair
should not enter the dudal. The disrespect of these taboos causes misfortune, perhaps the
death of a calf or a cow, illness or that an animal becomes lost. Sometimes people sit
down within the dudal {cetino) but that is not common, and people do not sleep there.
The dudal is simply seen as belonging to the herd.
It can be pointed out in this context that some of the WoDaaBe origin myths state
that the cows of the WoDaaBe originated from water and were lured to join people by the
dudal. I cite a short version told to me by lamido Bayre bi Tuka'e; "Two children came
out of the water and they made a grass house (suurel), and sat down at that place. Latter,
some cows came out of the water, and they stayed during the evening with the children.

They wanted to come becausc the children had made a fire for them. The cows came and
stayed for the evening until they became used to the children. .And then the children did a
gttrgiisi (a short migration movement). The cows followed the children to every place
they went, because they had made them a fire" (Tape transcript (1 )September 7,1997:3;
sec also Dupire 1962). This origin myth thus sees the cows, people and fire all as
elements of coexistence, fire being the tie that unites animals and people.
I want to mention the daDDo in this context, even though strictly speaking it does not
belong to the house. The term daDDo refers to three spaces that are different despite
sharing some basic similarities. Firstly, daDDo refers to a neutral space, usually to the
west of the house where everyone can enter. This is usually the space of guests and
visitors, where they sleep and are fed. There is also a nighttime daDDo which is then a
meeting place for younger men engaged in social gatherings. Older men also participate,
and young unmarried women sometimes have access to it. The third kind of daDDo is
the one for the Gerewol dance, but that one is only "made" for this particular event. A
BoDaaDo man agreed with me that even though women often get permission to enter the
daDDo, it still belongs to men as they control its activities and who has access to it.
The WoDaaBe house is thus an assembly of highly regulated spaces, having various
rules and taboos associated with them. The suudu can be seen as a somewhat private
spacc of the woman, while the man controls its larger setting, the wuro. The wuro can be
seen as an integrated settlement of human and animals, which is not surprising when we
consider how much the house is adapted to human-animal coexistence. The material
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culture of the WoDaaBe shows an adaptation to the mobility that serves such an
importance for the health and well being of their animals.

The Composition of the Household
I find gender in WoDaaBe society to be a crucial variable in the basic definition of
what constitutes a household. If numbers of households are estimated from the numbers
of head of households, the perspective becomes very much male biased. From a woman's
perspective, she has one household, because she only shares her husband and his
resources with the co-wives but keeps her own resources separate from both her husband
(as is possible) and the other wives. This means that from the woman's perspective it is
misleading to classify her house as a part of someone else's household (i.e., the other
wives). I find it important to point this out because many social scientists and economists
have had an idealistic view of the family as an unproblemadc union, and fail to see the
internal dynamics of the household as a locus of distribution and allocation of resources
(see criticism in Moore 1994:86-87: Sen 1990). As a result of this idealistic view of the
family as an integrated whole, development programs often allocate resources simply to
the male of the house, assuming that the benefits go to the women as well, thus
sometimes undermining their position within the household (see Claud 1986:34;
Henderson 1979:50). It is important to realize that the composition and organization of
households have a direct impact on women's lives and especially their ability to gain
access to resources, labor and income (Moore 1988:55). Thus, when we have a
household of two or more wives, it becomes important for each wife who gets what. I
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made, for example, the mistake of giving two co-wives some children's clothing, instead
of giving each wife (or each house) a set of clothing. They, of course, asked me to clarify
to whom what clothing belonged.
The issue of gender connects to a larger problem regarding how to define one
household or a single unit of consumption in WoDaaBe society. It can be said that
consumption takes place on the levels of the suudu, the wuro, and the lineage. Usually
one wuro is constituted by two or three houses, but in some cases it is constituted by only
one suudu. In some exceptional cases (which I never witnessed), six or more cuudi
constitute one wuro. The relationship between the house-units is somewhat different in
each wuro. Taking wuro composed by three house-units as an example, these three
house-units could belong each to a wife of a single husband. The husband is obligated to
provide each wife with food and clothing, and thus this wuro can be labeled as one
household (putting aside that it would be male biased as was previously discussed, each
wife would keep her assets separate from the other wives). In another ease (again with
three cuudi as an example), one suudu could belong to the wife of the elderly father, the
other one to the wife of their oldest son, and the third one to the wife of their younger
son. In this case, each husband "belongs" to each suudu, and it would be very misleading
to identify this wuro as one household. Thus, it can be said that the relationships between
the house-units are different, depending on number of wives each man has and with
whom he makes house. In addition, the man does not always choose to make a house
with the same persons every year, or during a whole year, thus making the composition
of homes (wuro) flexible according to seasons, life-spans, and personal circumstances.
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Members of "different" families stay temporarily, wives frequently stay at their parent's
house (always when they give birth to the first and second child), and children are often
during long periods in other households. Migrant laborers in most cases stay at their
homes during the rainy season, thus participating in consumption for 2-3 months a year.
However, some of the migrant laborers send money regularly to their suudu, thus
contributing to the household in a direct way even though they are away a great part of
the year.
Consumption can be seen as existing beyond the suudu in several ways:

Consumption within the wuro:
a. If one suudu has milk and the other house-units (which constitutes the same wuro)
have non, then milk is shared between all house-units.
b. When a woman in one house-unit is cooking something, she "sends" a small
portion to the other house-units.
c. If cooking takes place within one house-unit and for some reason not in another
house-unit, the food is shared between them.

Consumption outside the wuro:
a. When someone goes to the market, s/he gives parts of what s/he buys to other
members of the lineage, especially things such as sugar, tea, and figs.
b. Food is shared generously with visitors, no matter what their ethnicity is. In some
cases these are travelers or people going to market, going to different houses and

need to stay for one or more night, and are given food during that time. All the
cuudi contribute food for the visitor, and thus even though food would be scarce
the visitor would still be provided for. During the time I stayed in bush, these
kinds of visitors were relatively common.

Li\ing in a Wuro

So where does the anthropologist belong in this structure of human settlement? ^'
She has of course read Dupire's description of the house, but it is different reading about
something and actually being within it, not being able to see it from above. Somehow
everything is confiising so she is not able to fit the description to what she had read.
There arc too many elements to be identified and they blur together, creating a chaos.
The first weeks and days are the time of social interaction. I go to the Cure Sallee
(Salt treatment, a name of a festival) where I am introduced to many faces and people
who add more chaos in my mind rather than solving it. Only marginally do I see the
wives and sisters, and at night I sleep in the bush with two male fnends sleeping close to
me. This organization is confiising and rather disrupting. I zmi not able to identify who
belongs to my family because there are so many families cramped together in a small
area. The reality is that the everyday structure is dissolved to some extent during this
festival, the families not staying together as much, people not even eating with their
households most of the time. But because I just arrived, I am not aware of this. In the
day, I eat with men, 1 am observed and inspected in greatest detail by older men, who
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unlike the young men, do not hesitate to touch me, esp>ecially my toes and fingers. I have
never seen a guide on how to react in such a situation, and just sit quietly and shy while
being observed. I had thought about myself as an anthropologist, as someone who is
there for a purpose, an adult: yet I find myself being perceived by the older women and
men as a child. I desire to be with the women, interact with them, talk and laugh with
them. I am new and because it is the time of the festival, the women stay in large groups;
being left "alone" with them (a WoDaaBe man would never enter a large group of
women) means being talked about, not being talked to, laughed at, and in general being a
source of entertainment for the group.
"Will it always be like this?" I think at night, looking out upon the millions of stars in
the sky, trying to understand the flow of information and social interactions that I find
myself in the center of. "Should I do something, and then what?" I ask the night, sleeping
close to two males.
I find reassurance in the thought of the "later." When this wonderful later arrives, as
always in ethnographies, I will understand everything. I will be able to reflect on what is
happening now, and understand it. The present will become past. The chaos and
confusion will be understood, become meaningful. I fantasize that when I get to the point
of "going back" for the twelfth time, as some mythical beings do, I will be able to sit
down with these people, ask them about this time "now," then far back in the past, get
explanations and laugh with them of how naive I was during this time.

'' Clifford writes, in relation to location; "Nowadays, when wc see these pictures of tents in villages, we may find
ourselves asking different questions: Who. exactly, is being observed? What are the political locations involved? What
arc the relations of power? What reverse appropriations may be going on?" (1997:20).

My next placement is also unusual. When the rainy season is over, people break
camp and start to move to the dry season pasture. All of sudden I find myself within an
actual household. The first night, my bed is placed next to my fnend and his wife, so I
won't be afraid, as he explains. I find his concern ridiculous, but to my own
disappointment I am afraid after having been used to this unusual but very safe
arrangement. A few nights after this, I get my own suudu, which becomes my permanent
structure within the household for a long time. My house-unit is small and not really a
true house, because there is no table nor water and I am only an unmarried surbadjo (girl,
young woman). My suudu is placed within the wuro, and after drawing the house a few
times in a few different places, and trying to remember Dupire's description, I finally
realize that I have been placed between my fnend's wife and the father's wife. It is a
strange placement, which I even today do not see as making much sense from the
organizational structure of the WoDaaBe. At the time, I vaguely recalled that there was a
place called doDDo where guests were to be placed; I wonder for a long time if I could
remember it so wrongly, and that if the daDDo could actually be within the wuro. I
finally got the courage to ask my fiiend, able to make myself comprehensible to him
(which back then was often difficult), and he told me that this is not the daDDo at all, the
daDDo is over there, far from the house, it is the place where guests and travelers come.
"Is there a problem?" he asks, and there was none.
I am happy with my house; a bed, my two sacks, and my blanket. The women and a
young girl who became my fiiend right away carry branches for my house forming a
small fence (licce). When the dry season wind starts blowing, my house is usually

constructed in the shelter of a bush or a low tree, also with a small fence. When it starts
to get cold, a fire is lit in the evening and morning. It does not keep me warm at night,
but makes the cold manageable in the early morning. Kala'i, the father, comes into my
house-unit in the morning and makes his tea next to my bed, along with other males in
the household. The women come as well when only the closest family is there. During
the day it is too hot to stay in the snudu and the woven wood mattresses on the bed are
folded up, with my belongings placed inside to prevent children and animals from
playing with them. At night, people gather again around the fire by my bed, usually only
the men in the household and the mother. If only the younger brothers are home, the
women comc as well and sit by my fire. I have no privacy, except when I pull my green
blanket over my face. During the evening people like to sit on my bed, relax on it, even
take a nap. Even though my house is still a little far from the other house-units (like the
rule with a suudu), there is always someone there who sleeps on a mat next to my bed.
Usually several people, young children, my friend Sollare, the younger brothers, or the
sisters are still at home. There is always someone, again according to instructions from
Akali and his father, in order to prevent me getting afiaid. I sleep alone in my bed, which
becomes important due to the lack of privacy. There are a few exceptions, but they are
unusual and out of the ordinary.
My small suudu has its own set of rules. Kala'i enters my house because I am his
guest. He knows who I am within this structure, probably better than I ever did myself.
Two other fnends within the family, however, have doubts. They feel that my house is
placed as if I were a wife in the household, and according to the rules of mbodagansi they
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should not enter someone's wife's suudu. Akali points out to them that his father enters
my house, which is an even a stronger taboo if my house were actually that of a wife of
one of the brothers. They accept this argument, and from there on my house becomes a
neutral space where everyone can enter.
During the frequent seasonal movements, the women and girls of the camp pack the
house for me and my bed is carried on one of Akali's donkeys. My camel cannot carry
this, only my two sacks, the man conducting my camel, and myself. I want to ride it
myself, but am not allowed. My friend or one of the brothers sit in the saddle, but I am in
the back. I try to explain that I know how to ride a horse, but my friend tells me that I
can still fall down. Instead of sitting on the hard back of the camel, as the young
WoDaaBe girls do, he makes a small saddle for me by tying a half empty millet sack to
his saddle, sofrening it with a blanket. I should not take a hold of the man in the saddle,
he tells me, but should only put my hand on the saddle itself.
A year later, during the end of the rainy season, my placement within the structure
changes again. As in the previous year, the social interactions are intense, and the houses
made not far from each other. Now my suudu is placed between the two wives of one of
my friends, not with the usual distance, but in the space which otherwise would provide a
barrier between these two cuudi. I announce that I liked where I was before, but am told
that this place is now better for me. The father does not enter my house anymore because
it is too close those of the two wives, male friends and relatives come, but a mat has to be
dragged a little into the open for them to feel comfortable in sitting down. They place
themselves within a liminal space of my house, not really within it, yet not outside it. My
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lack of privacy increases# but my placement also makes me more isolated from the world
of men. hcnce more approachable from the world of women. I leam that you caimot be
placcd at two locations at the same time, as the quality and nature of my information
changes, my own relationship with the family changes and develops. Anthropologists
can perhaps move between places, or social spaces, but they cannot be at two locations at
the same time. The build up of confidence and friendship, so necessary for ethnography,
within two different and at times almost hostile groups, takes time and more time.
Making friends in every culture is like walking after a long path where no rush is
possible. No matter how fast you try to go, the number of steps remain the same.
My location within the structure had a dialectical dimension, both reflecting how
people related to me, as well as affecting the way in which they related to me. It
reflected my placement in their lives as lived through social interaction, as well as
affecting my position in their lives. One's location also limits and affects the kinds of
information gained because data is gathered through interaction with real people, who are
confined to certain domains and so are you, the researcher. The myth of neutral research
objectivity reformulates itself in the idea of the anthropologist as a neutral being, existing
in neutral spaces. Being where I was limited my research activity along with giving it
new and exciting dimensions.

The Changing Seasons

His name is Kala'i and he is the father (jom wuro) in the household. He is an ultimate
authority, feared by my assistant, his son, and gradually by myself, as appropriate.
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During the year when I did not realize that I had already become part of their lives, the
year before I arrived to do the fieldwork, Akali has asked his father if I can stay at his
house. He has presented me in this way for his father and to the lineage group as whole.
In addition, he has received permission from the lamido. the highest political authority of
the WoDaaBe. for my stay among WoDaaBe in Tchin-Tabaraden. The two men, a father
and son. are responsible for me and my actions to their broader society, and as they see it,
they are responsible to my own society for my well being.
When we have moved to a new place, 1 often sit down with the father, because the
two of us are usually the ones who can afford to relax. These are somewhat strange
moments. The head of the house and the young female anthropologist trying to
communicate while others are working. Kala'i approached me slowly. He has never
been to a large city, and has not interacted much with whites, as most other WoDaaBe
have. He loves his cows, they are his life, and the only life he finds worth living.
Almost two years latter, when I am about to leave Niger, he confesses to me that only one
of his sons has inherited his passion for cows. His eyes are sad when he tells me this, but
he is a man who has seen and experienced many painful things, and learned to accept life
as it is.
Wc left in the morning; my camel was lost, so I had walk. But it is not far and it is
refreshing to walk for a change. When we have reached our destination, the girl Sollare
makes my bed prior to attending to other tasks, obeying a request from Akali. I do not
get to help her, and when the bed is assembled I sit down on a mat next to it. Akali has
left to find my camel, a common event in the bush; frequently one meets people
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scorching for their camels. I usually go with him to find camels, and often these are the
best times of the days. After staying at the house the whole day, trying to speak to
people, observe and be an anthropologist, it feels wonderful to go out, explore my
environment, speak broken English or just walk in silence. Akali follows the camel
marks in the sand, as the WoDaaBe are experts in tracking lost animals in this way. This
specific day, I am tired after walking during the gonsul and Akali does not want me to go
with him. It is during noon, the hottest time of the day.
The communication between Kala'i and me is difficult due to my limited language
capabilities, but KalaM is patient. As usual, he observes me quietly, and I wonder how it
feels for him to have this woman as a part of his household. He gets no rewards, no
compensation. He has no specific interest in whites. Contrary to the other WoDaaBe, he
does not ask me about their lives in particular. Also different from most other people
who always saw me belonging to a big homogeneous group of anasara, he identifies me
as "surbadjo Island," (young Icelandic girl) and has interest in my family and my
Icelandic-ness, rather than my "white"-ness. He leams the names of everyone in my
closest family, their ages, liking especially to hear about my historical past when
Icelanders held animals in the bush, just as the WoDaaBe do today. He gives me long
speeches which I am later supposed to recite to my family. He always speaks gently to
me, slowly, always in the same sweet tone like to one of his grand-children, not in the
strict way he would address his own children. As most others he finds it hard to believe
that I am older than 20, and probably assumes that white children take much longer to
mature.
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It is this day that he teaches me the names and characteristics of the seasons. As
usual he tells me to unpack my notebook and write it down, which I do gladly. He lies on
his side on the mat; 1 am sitting by his side, using one of the poles of my bed as a support
for my back. 1 have found the pen and notebook in my small sack.

Kala'i starts with

the Jawol season, which is the season of prosperity and pleasure, and presents the seasons
one by one in line of their arrival, telling me their names and major characteristics:
dabbimde, the time of cold, wind and sandstorms; ceedu, the hot season; kotdge. when the
first rain starts to fall; korsol when rain has started for real; nduungu, when there is plenty
of grass. And then the cycle starts again.... endlessly.
Bonfiglioli states that an understanding of the life of the WoDaaBe cannot be
accomplished without a general picture of the seasonal cycle (Maliki 1981:1). Each
season which Kala'i defines for me is of course a reflection of the different ecological
times of the Sahel area, and thus the different tasks and difficulties associated with them.
People's lives follows these different seasons, affected greatly by the environmental
conditions in each given time.
The Sahel is usually defined as a "zone approximately 200-400 km wide, centered on
the latitude 15°N in sub-Saharan Africa" (Advisory Committee on the Sahel 1984:3). A
large part of Niger is in the Sahelian zone. The Sahel climate consists of fluctuating rain
and dry heat. Rainfall is unpredictable because of its interannual variability, its unequal
distribution in space and its unequal distribution in time. Interannual variability is one of
the greatest problems of the Sahelian countries. Crop and vegetation depend on the rain,
which differs from year to year. The variability of rain increases in the more arid areas

(Nicholson 1984:73). Annual rainfall in the department of Tahoua, just to give an
example, varied (in the period of 1920-1970), from 208,6 mm in 1942 to 581 mm in
1961: the average over the years being 403,6 (n.n. 1972).
This variability in space leads to an area receiving a great deal of rain one year but
perhaps non the next year, even though the total annual rainfall is the same in the country.
Places not far from each other can thus receive a very different amount of rain over a
given year, creating different vegetation covers. The spacing of time is important for
vegetation growth at any given place. Two years with similar amounts of rain can give
very different results in terms of vegetation, due to its distribution and the period of
intervals between the rains. In order to be usefiil to the vegetation cover, rain must be
distributed without a too long break. Early rain, followed by lack of rain, would cause
seeds to germinate and the die without maturing on the vegetation cover

(Bemus

1973:129; see also Beaumont 1989:206; Nicholson 1984:73; Swift 1979:5). Thus both
the timing of rainfall and the amount are critical for vegetation growth.
In the northern part of the Sahel in Niger, rainfall is between 100-350 mm, while in
the southern part rainfall varies from 350-550 mm, making rain-fed agriculture possible
(Beaumont 1989:202). In the area of Tchin-Tabaraden, the climate is characterized by a
long dry season (usually from September to May), and a short rainy season (June until
August). The rain in the Sahel is characterized by harshness. Accompanied with
thunderstorms, it washes away sandy soil and damages the soil cover (Franke and Chasin
1980:27). The harmattan wind comes from the northeast, blowing dry air and carrying

with it large amounts of dust. There are days when the layers of dust in the air severely
limit visibility. The harmattan wind is also a source of erosion, blowing away topsoil
deprived of plant cover. In some areas, however, this can lead to the improvement of
soils (Franke and Chasin 1980:24).
The department of Tahoua is 73.340 square km at the approximate altitude of450 m.
Table One shows the average heat over selected months. The heat in the bush to the
north of the department can be suspected to be somewhat higher.

Table 1.1: Average Maximum and Minimum Heat in the Department of Tahoua (19801981).
Month
Maximum T.
August
37.6
November
35.7
February
34.0
40.9
May
(from Loutan 1982:2)

Minimum T.
23.7
20.6

17.5
21.4

The town Tchin-Tabaraden is populated by around 2,000 inhabitants situated in the
center of the Tchin-Tabaraden district. It has a Sunday market, a police station, health
care facilities, and a collage in addition to other organized structures. The markets at
Kaou and Abalak are also popular among nomads. The district population was estimated
as 103,790 in 1977, the majority engaged in pastoral production (Loutan 1982:4-5).
According to information from the government offices in Tchin-Tabaraden, the
WoDaaBe in the Tchin-Tabaraden district are 13,398, the Tuaregs 60,364 and Arabs
8,500. There was no information regarding the numbers of Hausa, Fulani or other ethnic
1 -"Useful
"y
rain" is defined by Bemus as one above 3 mm. which is "followed by a similar one within a week at the

group available. It was pointed out to me that this information was more than ten years
old. It general value should also be taken with care where as it was read out to me from
unidentified census.
The bush in Tchin-Tabaraden consists of hilly platforms with low bushes and shrubs;
in the depressions between the platforms are little tree denses. The trees stand in clayish
ground, and the area becomes a shallow lake during the rainy season. The vegetation of
the platform is moderate. During the cold and hot seasons its color is yellow, with large
patchcs of nothing else than light reddish brown sand. Or perhaps it is sometimes more
appropriate to say, in certain places, in certain times, there are patches of dry grass within
the large area of sand. The soil in the Tchin-Tabaraden area is classified as sub-arid, and
is not very fertile, in addition to being prone to erosion (Michel 1980:18). However,
ecological studies have shown that even though the annual grasses have low biomass,
they have relatively high protein content which makes them a quality forage (Netting
[ 1977] 1986:45). The most important vegetation in the area of Tchin-Tabaraden are
various Panicum and Aristida grasses, and Acacia and balanites thorn trees (PNUD
1991:8). TTie shrub Calotropis procera, Asclepiadacea. which thrives well in inferior
soil, is found widely in the area, even where there are no other trees. I always felt that
this strange and almost clumsy looking shrub, with leaves that to me look like they are
too big, is almost like it came from an old fashion adventure.
The rainy season marks the beginning of the new year cycle for the WoDaaBe. The
concept hitande (pi. Kiitale) refers to the passing of a rainy season to another rainy

most" (Bcmus 1973:129)
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season. However, it is interesting to notice that |3eople also use the conccpt hitande to
describe a year that has been very difficult. A herder would say "e mi nani hitande gore"
which literally means that he "felt" this year. The age of both people and animals is
counted by how many rainy seasons they have lived. Dubi is another concept commonly
used to describe a year. According to my informant, the concept dubi is only found in
plural and someone wanting to say "one year," would have to use nduungu go'otuu or
hitande wo'ore. Actually, in a textbook of Fulfulde, (Diallo and Sy n.d.) it is argued that
dubi is the plural of nduungu.
The years are not counted, but remembered in accordance with conditions or events
during that year. The year of 1968 is, for example, identified as gol Makruu, because
people lived extensively on the fhiits of the JaBi tree (Ziziphus). They pounded and
cooked it into cakes called Makruu. The year 1963 is called gol Kenno because a wind
called Kenno lead to lack of vegetation and thus hunger during that year. It is interesting
to observe that only years of difficulties and tragedies have names, and that they are seen
in context with each other. People generally do not count how many years ago gol
Makruu took place, to take an example, but place this year within a line of other named
years. Asking a person about his/her age, s/he could be able to identify that s/he was
bom two years prior to gol Makruu but usually not knowing how many years ago.
People can still count how many years that event took place, especially with the help of
others older than themselves. Most people usually only remember the name of a year and
its placement in a line of time, if it is within their own lifetime. The other years are
usually forgotten in the darkness of time. Often, the names of some years remain but
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then without a connection to others. Different lineage groups have different names, to
some extent, for the years as well as identifying some years not identified by other
groups. This is, of course, due to different experiences of different groups of people.
In contrast to the linear conceptualization of the time, the year itself is circular, the
seasons changing abruptly but systematically. The year can be divided into three main
seasons, a hot season, a cold season, and a rainy season. This is a simplification, of
coursc. the seasons being more diverse, and the transition from one season to the next
taking placc in different ways. The transition from dabbunde (cold season) to ceeDu (hot
season) is gradual, while the transition to the rainy season is abrupt, carrying a lot of new
dynamics in terms of work and social interaction. In order to give a sense of the year
cycle in WoDaaBe society, in a Sahelian context, I want to describe the seasons one by
one. I will the start with koklge, the important transitional season from difficulties to
pleasure.
Koklge follows the ceeDu and thus can be seen as marking a transition to a new year.
Kokkje is a season of great difHculties because, even though it has finally started to rain,
it is scattered, the vegetation is just starting to sprout (not really providing a fodder) and
both people and animals are weak and powerless after the hot season (ceeDu). The handdug wells, which have been used the whole year, have to be abandoned because the rain
has created ponds in the spaces of the wells. These ponds are small and shallow, and the
water thus clayish and dirty. The grass of koklge is short and provides nutrition to the
sheep, goats and donkies, but not to the cows. WoDaaBe say that the cow has a too big
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mouth, and thus while trying to eat this grass, it takes with it sand and dirt, causing illness
in the cow. Thus, a long kokkje season will increase the likelihood of cows' sickness.
The search for pasture is essential this time of the year, and people move almost
randomly, following the rain {tokka duula, literally "follow clouds"). The rain falls in
violent thunderstorms, often causing destruction along with nourishing the vegetation.
When the grass has reached a certain height, which allows the cows to nourish from
it, the korsol season has started. This grass has high nutritional value, being the best that
is found during the whole year-cycle. The grass is considered tall enough for the cows,
but not so tall that its "power" is finished. During this season people start moving
(njakaki) to the north to the rainy season pasture. A council of adult males, the kinnal,
dccides migration movements to some extent. Women do not have the right to enter but
young males ikajedjo) can participate, even those who have not established houses of
their own. Kinnal is a broad term and can be used over two people discussing their
movements, as wells as over a formal meeting of the lineage group.
Animals are watered in the nearest pond, which until the end of jawol season will
give sufficient water. The women take their donkey and a sack made of goatskin {satju)
to the same ponds. They pour the water into the sack and tie it around the donkey's belly,
which carries the heavy load to the house. The water is dirty, having all kinds of
organism that can cause diseases in animals and people. A cloth is used to filter out the
organism when water is poured into a bowl, and sometimes people just put part of their
clothing over the bowl and drink through the piece of clothing. In order to prevent the
' ^Maliki identifies also the season of coorol, which is between jawol and dabbunde, and the season suddite, following
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animals from becoming ill from dirty water, a small chamiel is built from the pond,
making the water run into a small hand-dug pit. Grass is put into the opening of the
channel filtering the water, leading to relatively clean water, free of organism flows into
the pit. The cows are watered with a metal bowl from the pit.
Nduungu is the time of rain, grass and prosperity. The grass has reached considerable
hight, it has started to sprout and its stalks dry up. The cows can graze at ease on these
fields of grass and give abundant amount of milk. The water in the ponds is plentiful
and not as dirty and clayish as at the beginning of the season. The camps are close
together, and people have opportunities to meet more, even members of the same
extended family or lineage groups that have spent the dry season in different places.
There are meetings at the night, then usually of kaji'en (the younger men, either married
or not) and the surba'en (young unmarried women). There are also meetings where
young people dance, in addition to less formal but extensive visits from one household to
another. During most years the festival Cure Bailee is held in Tchin-Tabaraden, but it is
organized by the government, then usually for the purpose of vaccinating the herders'
cows.
The jawol season occurs when the wet grass {hudo) is close to finished and the dry
grass (gene) remains. It is the end of the rainy season, and the water in the ponds is
usually shallow, close to exhaustion. But as nduungu, jawol is the time of prosperity.
Milk is plentiful and the price of millet is low. People go frequently to the market, in
order to buy necessary items for the house and also just to meet others. Usually, at the
dahhunde, both being short and intermediate seasons (1981:7-13). Even though it is possible that these names are

known among the groups I stayed with, I never heard them used.
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end of the nduungu (but also sometimes in the begimiing of Jawot), an annual gathering
(u o/w) of the lineage is held. It is a three day festival, where important ceremonies,
such as marriages and the naming ceremony, are held and allows people to meet and
socialize. It is the water level in the ponds that marks when the annual gathering is held
because the ponds have to contain some water in order to provide for the people and
animals of the festival. After the annual gathering, people start moving back to the dry
season pasture.
Dabbimde is the cool season that follows the rainy season. It is characterized by cool
nights and sandstorms. The sun is often invisible due to the dust in the air, the sand
entering all places. Until the sun arises, the mornings are cold and people sit down by the
fire with blauikets wrapped around them. Movements are not as frequent as during the
rainy season, and often the camp is only moved a short distance. When the pasture
becomes less, some animals, especially those which are weak or still milking, are given
by-product of millet (sa'anjo). Because the ponds have dried up, most WoDaaBe dig
shallow wells which they call buli (sing, bundu)

and from those wells water is drawn

for people and animals. During the dry season most work is in one way or another
related to water. The woody depression areas, previously forming ponds, are now the site
for hand dug wells (then called wasarde). The well areas are sites of unconfined
aquifers, and the water table is thus fluctuating depending on the volume of water

use (unless specified) the words "weH" or "waterhole" as a translation of buli. The English concept "AVCII" can.
however, be confusing in this context bccause it is also used to describe much more elaborate structures than I am
referring to here.
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contained in the aquifer.

Hence a good rain should mean more abundant water in the

aquifer that year. Most people have several water holes, their numbers depending on the
number of cattle being watered from it and on how much water the waterhole contains.
The digging is exclusively men's work. Two men are needed to make a waterhole, one
entering into the hole and bringing out the clay, the other one handing down grass (Jase
buli). The grass is used to strengthen the walls of the well to prevent it from falling into
itself. This is a dangerous task and people have died buried under the weight of sand and
clay if the walls of the well surrender. The wells in the Abalak area are often up till 9
meters deep, and the wells at Zin AJkamatan can be up to 12 meters.

Other wells are,

however, more shallow. Digging a well is a time consuming and a difficult task, and
often the WoDaaBe buy a well from Tuaregs or other WoDaaBe, thus only having to
maintain and deepen it. The well preferably has to be attended to every day. If it is not
deepened gradually, it will be without water and referred to as having died.
All water has to be carried to the house from these hand-dug wells. This water is
used for all household activities: drinking, bathing, cooking, washing cooking utensils,
and to water small or weak animals who cannot go to the well. To carry water to the
house is the woman's responsibility. Early in the morning, the woman finds her donkey
and leaves to the well area. The water is drawn with a leather sack called wakasjival, and
' ^ According to Beaumont. "groundM-ater accumulates as a result of water surpluses percolating into the ground.
Rocks and sediments, which are capable of storing and transmitting significant quantitites of groundwater, are called
aquifers." Porosity refers to the volume of pore spaces filled with air. The porosoty of the rock or sediments
determines the volume of water which can be stored in an aquifer. The important quality of an aquifer is its specific
yield (the amount of water which can be drained from a volume of rock) and the speed with which the water moves
through it (transmissibility). There are two main types of aquifer. Unconfined aquifers which arc those "in which the
water table forms the upper surface of the zone of saturation in the rock," and confined aquifer which has a relatively
constant water volume (Beaumont 1989:29)
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then poured into the goatskin sack (satju). The well usually contains a small amount of
water, so she has to draw the wakasjival many times in order to fill the sack. When she
comcs back to her house, the sun is often about to set. She ties the goatskin sack to a
tree, rubbing it with water to keep it cool even at times when it is considerably hot
outside. If the woman has a daughter, the girl will be responsible for carrying the water
to the house. She will accompany her mother when she is still too small to go by herself
and later she goes alone, perhaps with an older child. Sometimes, elderly women have
one of their granddaughters living with them in order to perform this task. Whether or
not the woman has to go everyday or every other day depends on the number of goatskin
sacks and donkeys (to carry the sacks) belonging to the house, and the number of people
living at the household.
The man is responsible for watering the animals. The animals are watered every
other day depending on the distance to the well. In some cases, the cows drink every
third day, but only if the well is really far away and it is not very hot. hi the morning the
cows arc separated into those who are taken to the well and those who stay at home. The
new-bom animals are left behind and those which for some reason are seen as not
tolerating the long walk too well. The animals are all watered at the same place, at a little
distance from the wells because the animals could fall into them or their droppings could
go into it, leading to the water being undrinkable. For this latter reason, this precaution
has important health consequences for humans as well. The water is poured into a bowl,
which is also used to give the animals salt and fodder. The animals are given water in a
' ^ According to information from my WoDaaBc informant, not from my own measurement. He used his own body
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specific order, depending mostly on the strength of the species. The sheep are given
water first, then the goats, the calves and finally the adult cows.
All the different ethnic groups living in the area share the waterhole areas. These
cthnic groups are mainly WoDaaBe, Fulani, Arabs and Tuaregs. Usually, the members
of different ethnic groups tend to cluster together, the WoDaaBe making their waterholes
close to one another, and so on. The ownership of waterholes is private in the sense that
the maker or owner of the hole has a priority right of use. This rule is accepted by all
cthnic groups. A person can still get permission fi-om the owner to use it after the owner
is finished. Sometimes people share buli systematically with others (luu'hural bull). One
person having three buli and another one three would not come the same day in order to
make it possible for the other person to water from six buli each time. This is important
because how little water is usually in the hole. The well recharges slowly when the water
percolates into the hole. Thus a person would start on the first well, draw water from it
until it is dry, and then go to the next one, finally drawing water again from the first one.
When the well is close to being dry, it is very time consuming to water the animals, due
to how many times the wakasjival have to be drawn. To have a greater number of wells
allows thus for a greater interval of time between using a single well (see also Bonnet and
Beidou 1989:10).
The ceeDu season comes gradually. TTie nights are no longer cold and the days
bccome hotter. It is a difficult season, characterized by a great deal of work and lack of
nutrition. The pasture is close to exhaustion and the house has to move deeper and

length as a measurement, and calculated how many times his length fitted within the hole.
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deeper into the bush, further away from the waterhole area, thus increasing the length of
time that it takes to go to the well. Often the majority of the time goes simply into
travelling back and forth between the house (the pasture) and the well. For many people
one way is 3- 5 hours, thus spending from 6-10 hours just walking to and from the water
source. In addition, the wells are often dry, making the work of deepening them {jase
bull) greater, and the time to draw the water more extensive. The well takes longer to
recharge so people have to wait in order to have the interval between using different
wells longer. To give an example of how time consuming the wells are: two brothers
leave the house at four in the morning and return nine or ten at night. The cow has to eat
on the way back so the trip is even longer than otherwise. Sometimes people choose to
sleep at the waterhole area, thus one brother takes the cows back while the other stays
behind; the work of deepening the well waits the day after, and it is hardly worth the
effort to go back.
In some cases people go to a new waterhole area and thus a new area of grassland, but
it is risky because of the extra strain it puts on the weak animals, and in many cases it is
not possible without risking sacrificing most of the herd. Such a movement is more
safely done during dabbunde because pasture is more abundant and the animals arc
stronger. Because pasture is close to exhaustion during ceeDu many of the animals are
kept alive with the millet's byproduct (sa'anjo). The byproduct of the millet consumed at
the house is not enough, meaning that additional fodder has to be bought on the market
(also sa 'anjo). The buying of fodder increases the stress of the household's resources
considerably, and during hard years the herder has to evaluate how many animals he is
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willing to sacrifice in order to get money to buy fodder for other animals. A herder who
waits too long to sell and hxxy sa'anjo can end up losing many of his animals. The reason
is that if the year turns out to be a difficult one, he can be too late to save his half-starved
animals fi-om death. The market is also far away and traveling to it consumes time and
energy. A family I know well stayed at Amulal (which is to the west of TchinTabaraden) during the ceeDu of 1998 and had to buy the service of a car to carry the
sa'anjo to their place. The donkeys who would have to carry the sa'anjo were too weak
to be able to do so for such a long distance. There was also no grass for them on the way
to eat. Thus, the houses had to add the cost of car transportation, which was far from
inexpensive. Some people walked to the market, which took three days in the burning
sun, to only pay for a car one way.
As Dupire points out, it is ironical while the rainy season carries both the least work
and the best nourishment, the hot season {ceeDu) has both the most workload and the
most scarcity of food, leaving people vulnerable to any kind of disaster (Dupire 1962:61).
There is usually no milk for people to drink during the ceeDu, and usually most resources
arc used to buy fodder for the animals. The sauce ili'o) used with the millet porridge is
thus thin, mostly consisting of water. The animals themselves are also weak, and it not
uncommon that some are unable to stand up by their own effort and have to be pulled up
onto their feet by people. Often the first thing that men do in the morning is to go inside
the herd and find what animals are not able to stand up after the night. TTie houses are far
apart and social interactions are thus minimal. During the night people stay at their own
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houses, but coming usually home so late and being so tired after the day's work, means
that there is no sitting by the fire, but just going to sleep.
This chapter has attempted to draw up the physical surrounding of WoDaaBe
families. The material culture of WoDaaBe is well adapted to the nomadic way of life,
but also establishes a social relationship both between different people and between
people and animals. The seasonal circle affects the kind of work people do, the spaces
that they occupy and the intensity of social interactions and relationships. WoDaaBe
make use of this unpredictable and fluctuating environment with animals, but the
economic and social significance of animals is the subject of next chapter.
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CHAPTER 2
ANIMALS IN WODAABE ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL LIFE

"Allah gave WoDaaBe the life of the herder " (Akali).

Melville Herskovits was one of the first anthropologists to draw direct attention to
pastoral people in Afnca. He saw the herding economies characterized by what he
labeled a "cattle complex," which among other things refers to the social values which
cattlc have in pastoral societies. Herskovits' writing tried to explore these strange
economical systems where pastoral people did not seem to be holding cattle for
economical reasons, but out of emotional closeness (Herskovits 1926). As Robert
Netting has pointed out, latter anthropologists have looked at the herders in an ecological
context, seeing the herder's attitudes related to their environmental context, thus placing
them in a more pragmatic fiame (Netting [1977] 1986:43). However, the idea of pastoral
economies as irrational and emotional seems resistant to change in some discourses,
especially outside anthropology (see criticism in Grayzel 1990:35-36; VerEecke
1991:185-186). The binary opposition of the herders as holding their cows either because
it is either economically rational or because they are attached to them, is simplistic and
unfhiitful. In order to understand animals in WoDaaBe society, I find it necessary to
emphasize an interconnectness of their symbolic, social and economical meaning. The
cattle especially have multiple roles in WoDaaBe society that cannot be reduced to a
single meaning.

With the aim of understanding the significance of animals in the lives of the
WoDaaBe, it is important to look briefly at the first encounter of humans and animals, as
well as how the house involves an integrated coexistence between them.

Living with the Animals

Animals are part of a BoDaaDo's most intimate environment. Late in the afternoon,
the herd returns to camp; the cows gather in front of the cuudi. They are close, just a few
steps away. From my bed, I frequently watch young children play "with" an older calf.
It is at the edge of the herd close to the house, sitting on the ground, and the children arc
sitting on its back. They hold on to its homs, they rest on its head ,and move on its back
and neck like it is a natural extension of their own bodies. The young children know that
they have to watch out for some of the older cows, but they are familiar with this calf and
know that it is harmless. A little boy less than a year old walks around everyday with a
stick in his hand. His face is determined, he follows the little goats and lambs, beating
them with the stick. I never saw him beat a person with it, only the smaller animals.
Another scene is a mother packing all the housing items because the camp will move
soon. She is putting the baggage on the donkey which, as usual, refuses to stand still. Her
little girl of two years is too small to help her. However, at the same time as the mother
struggles to control the donkey, the little girl tries to keep the donkey's offspring in line.
She is experimenting with getting it to move to different places and then trying to make it
stand still. These interactions are scattered pictures, taking place at different times and
places, and concerning different people. But they have all in common to involve a
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socialization of humans and animals. All involve the interaction of young children with
young animals. These are everyday interactions where human children and animal
offspring get to know each other, explore each other, test their own boundaries and
limitations, establishing and defining relationships which will become an integrated part
of themselves and their lives latter on.
As discussed in relation to the household, the animals arc a part of a child's social
environment. The animals move freely around and inside the space defined as house; an
integrated part of any house is the calf rope. When 1 asked children to make pictures of
their homes for me, they always included the calf rope, and sometimes the dudal, the fire
lit in the rainy season to keep mosquitos away from the cattle. As 1 fall asleep in the
night, seeing white horns around me, the cows themselves are only shadows in the dark.
Sometimes I wake up during the night hearing the whispering steps of their feet when
they move for pasture.
When a boy is small he is given his first cow by his father, a practicc which is called
suka 'el. The boy knows that this cow and her offspring will most likely constitute his
own future herd. As he grows, he sees his cow also grow, and give birth. Any child
leams also that when the pasture is close to being finished, its share of milk is less. They
leam that the cow provides them with their favorite nutrition, and that their father or
mother will give a milking cow fodder to increase milk production. They leam to see the
sheep that they have previously herded, die from the hand of someone in the lineage, in
order to provide meat for a social ceremony. They simply leam that animals have to be
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cared for in order for them and the home to prosper. The organization of labor and time
arc thus shaped by livestock, livestock is part of a child's closest environment.

The Other Animals
The most common species of animals held by the WoDaaBe are cows, goats, sheep,
donkeys and camels, but the WoDaaBe conceptualize themselves as being primarily
cattle herders. Cattle, especially the Bororo Zebu, have a special role in WoDaaBe
society and their value and role cannot be compared to any other kind of animals. The
relationships with other animals is different from the relationship with the cows and
generally does not involve a strong attachment. I will discuss the relationship with these
other animals briefly, but rather focus on demonstrating the importance and significance
of cattle in WoDaaBe society.
Goats and sheep are normally kept to provide the household with something to sell at
the market, to get money for millet and other necessary items. A person who owns goats
or sheep is able to constrain from selling his cows. The WoDaaBe say that goats and
sheep are good to have simply because they reproduce fast and constitute items to be sold
at the market. WoDaaBe generally do not drink the milk of these animals, even though I
have heard that there are some WoDaaBe groups who drink sheep milk. Sheep are a
more valued animal than the goat both in terms of respect and also because its higher
market value. This could be due to the Islamic tradition of sacrificing sheep but not the
goat for various ceremonies. Sheep are thus more useful, both valuable for market trade
and sacrifices. My friend explains to me the reason why sheep are better animals in the
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following story. A long time ago, there was an unnamed prophet in the bush. He needed
to bathe but there were no trees he could take shelter behind, just a flock of sheep and
goats. He walked into the flock of goats and asked them to stay so he can bath peacefully
within the flock without being observed. But as soon as he had undressed, the goats
stood up and walked away, leaving him naked. The prophet put his cloths rapidly on, and
went to the flock of sheep, asking them the same request. The sheep did not move while
he is undressing and bathing, so he remains unseen from others. When he finished
bathing, he said that from now on the goats will have their tails up, thus exposing their
most private parts because they had not cared to give him cover, but the sheep will have
their tails in such a manner that it would cover their genitals.
The WoDaaBe used to carry their household items during migration with the help of
an ox, but the packing ox has today been almost completely replaced by the donkey.
People claim that donkeys were not used in the past to carry the items of the house. It is
important to consider that during that time, there was probably no need to carry water
over a long distance. According to WoDaaBe consultants, the lineage was then situated
in a more prosperous area where water was more plentiful (discussed in the Chapter 17).
During that time, water was carried by a specific large calabash (djogirde) which is not
used today. The donkeys later became necessary to carry water because of the long
distance from the well to the house; perhaps as a consequence, they replaced the packing
ox. Donkeys are relatively inexpensive animals and well able to tolerate the conditions in
the Sahel, so it is not surprising that they have become increasingly important for the
WoDaaBe when they moved further north. During seasonal movement, all the houshold
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items are stacked up on the donkeys. Things are packed into two burdens, which are
balanced by placing them on each side of the donkeys' back. The women sit down
between the burdens with their youngest children. If there are newbom sheep or goats at
the house, they are also placed on the donkey, due to their inability to tolerate the long
trips. The men frequently told me that a donkey was a good animal for a woman to ride
on but not particularly good for a man. The men value the camel and horse, both being
seen as more prestigious. Even though the donkey is valued for its ability to endure
hardship and its great deal of work (sometimes described to me as the car of the bush), I
never felt people expressing emotional ties to it. Donkey milk is seen as disgusting
because donkeys are said to eat the feces of people, and I have heard unfaithful wives
described as donkey-women.
Another animal of transportation is the camel. Many households do not own camels,
and those who do, usually only have one or two, depending on adult males in the
household. Camels are desired by young men because of their racing abilities, for
travelling (for social reasons) and just to show off to other young people. Camels can
also be useful because they cover an area in a much shorter time than the donkey, making
them important for activities such as scouting an area during seasonal migration and short
market trips. Camels are expensive animals, often about four or five times more
expensive than the donkey and need more care. Camels have a tendency to wander from
the camp and get lost and they are popular items to steal. In most cases if WoDaaBe are
attacked in the bush, it is because someone wants to steal their camel. Horses are another
item of prestige, but expensive to keep because they have to be given fodder on a regular
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basis. When WoDaaBe were further to the south in the past they used to have more
horses and less camels. Donkeys, camels and horses have front teeth, and are thus,
according to Islamic law, not fit for consumption. None of these animals are eaten by the
WoDaaBc. and as a rule their milk is not consumed. I have heard of some cases where
camel milk is consumed, but that seems rather unacceptable by the WoDaaBe groups that
I am familiar with.
The dog holds itself a little from the camp, because its presence is not highly valued.
It is conceptualized as an impure and dirty animal. The children throw rocks or sticks at
it. and contrary to such a behavior being conducted towards other animals, the adults in
general do not intervene. The dog's main purpose is to guard the house from thieves,
then both humans and animals, its barking alerting the house to any unknown presence.
The dog has a somewhat ambiguous status, because even though it is seen as lower than
the other animals, a certain resemblance to humans cannot be ignored.'"' People admit to
me that the dog is wise. Akali told me a story about his dog's puppies to demonstrate this
point. When his dog saw that the family was about to migrate to another place, it hid its
puppies in a dark, shadowy place and left them there and followed the people. It knew
that the puppies could not follow to the new destination, perhaps several hours away.
When it saw that people were starting to construct a house in a new place, it went back
for its puppies, carrying them one by one to the new location.

' ^ One man told mc that it eats meat like humans and interestingly enough, its feces have the same name as humans;
maHere, while the other animal feces are called bordode (the cow is special because its feccs are called belade).
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Djelgul^ the Symbol of Ownership
I am told to repeat, "E mi jiidi mi djela na'i am" and every one laughs because I don't
have any cows. The djelgul is a mark of ownership, made by cutting into the ears of the
animal. The djelgul is done during a specific time of the year, the month Jeletenduudu,
which derives its name from the concept djelgul. The marking is usually done during the
tenth of the month, (as counted by Islamic tradition).

WoDaaBe do not mark all their

animals, only the cows, sheep, goats and donkeys. The dog, horse and camel without
marks. Discussing the reason for this with Akali, I suggested that this could reflect a
difference between animals which have traditionally been owned by WoDaaBe (the
animals marked), and those which are recently integrated into their economy. Akali did
not fmd this explanation convincing and suggested instead that this would rather be
affected by the marked animals being owned in greater numbers than those without a
mark.
Akali and other WoDaaBe males told me that the mark is done to show WoDaaBe
ownership of the animal, thus distinguishing it from the other ethnic groups' ownership.
This definition of the mark heavily emphasizes the practical aspects of marking and
assumes interestingly enough that the WoDaaBe themselves would not dispute over the
ownership of animals. Dupire, however, emphasizes the djelgul as an important
manifestation of WoDaaBe identity. According to her, the mark signifying an animal's
ownership becomes a symbol of a common ancestry, justified with circular logic; "the
same ancestry hence the same sign, the same sign hence the same ancestry" (Dupire

1962:286; my translation). At the time of her research, there were only four types
existing of all WoDaaBe lineages. She reports that only one mark exists for all the
different lineages within the Degiredji but within the Alidjam lineagethere are three
types of marks to be found. When discussing Dupire's argument with Akaii, he wanted
to dc-emphasize the importance which Dupire places on the djelgul as an unification
symbol of the WoDaaBe, pointing out that the concept djelgul can simply be translated as
a "symbol" or "mark" in English. The concept itself thus simply refers to the marking of
one's property and can be used in other context as well, not having anything to do with
WoDaaBe or livestock. He thus did not see the djelgul as an important part of WoDaaBe
identity. He thinks that she misunderstood the concept itself, believing that it only
applied to this action, rather than being just a concept over a "symbol" or "mark." The
djelgul of the ear is thus not a djelgul of the WoDaaBe, meaning a source of pride and
identity, but instead serves to show a certain ownership. The fact that some similarities
and differences are observed in the way in which different groups mark their animals is
then another issue. He also pointed out that humans have djelgul, just as animals, the
djelgul of the WoDaaBe being a stick, the braiding of hair, etc., and the djelgul of Hausa
not being the same as the Tuareg's djelgul. This is an interesting observation in my view,
stating that both people and animals are marked to classify and distinguish them from
their neighbors. The djelgul could simply show to whom a certain person belongs, and to
whom a certain animal belongs. This observation is not all that different from Dupire's

1R° It IS- interesting
•
that the days which remain of the moon are seen as desirable for all kind of activities, carrying luck,
and especially important for the establishment of social relationships or the transformation from one role to another.
The WoDaaBe arc divided into two maximum lineages: the Alidjam and the Degire'ul.

observation ,but instead of seeing the djelgul as source of unification, it suggests that it is
a sign of boundaries, of borders rather than identification, ft can be concluded, that even
though some WoDaaBe today conceptualize the djelgiil as having economic significance,
the concept still implies some kind of similar metaphorical separation of both WoDaaBe
animals and WoDaaBe people from other people and animals belonging to other groups.
Pcrceiving the djelgul as a sign of boundaries between groups, it is interesting to
observe that the marks on animals appearing to be the same are not so when closely
observed. I received detailed information regarding the marks of the Bikaron'en, Japto'en
and Godjanko'en lineage groups, but all consultants confirmed that the mark is actually
not the same if closely observed. The Bikaron'en cut deeper into the ear than the
Godjanko'en, and the Japto'en take the top part of the ear (djebite). Fulani groups in
Tchin-Tabaraden do, according to WoDaaBe informants, cut the ears of their animals in a
similar way, but unlike the WoDaaBe, who cut both ears, the Fulani only cut one ear of
the animal. The Tuaregs, however, use a very different method in marking their animal,
branding instead of cutting them. According to Nicolaisen (1963:138), all northern
Tuaregs cut the ear of the sheep and goats, but brand camels and donkeys.

The Affection and Economics of Cows

WoDaaBe say that they never stop muusini (in this context, to be breast-fed) because
when they stop drinking the milk of their mother (o koDado), they continue drinking the
milk of their cows. The dependency on milk becomes so great that during the droughts
of 1968-1974 and 1984, many young WoDaaBe attributed the death of elderly people to
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the fact that for the first time in their lives they did not get any milk to drink. When
people discuss their affection for cows in comparison to other animals, the element of
nourishment is often taken as an example. "1 don't really care for a camel, because the
camcl will not feed me," is a sentence I heard often describing the attitude of many
people. Akali tells me, "WoDaaBe put their strength to the cows, because WoDaaBe
have to take care of their cows, just as the cows take carc of WoDaaBe." As a result of
this personal and intimate relationship, the cows, almost without exception, have names
while most other animals do not carry names. Akali argues, "Because WoDaaBe take
carc of cows, and cows of WoDaaBe, it is appropriate that we give our cows names"
(Notebook 04.09.1997). It can also be pointed out that the well-being of the cows is
important, being the pre-condition of the well-being of human beings (Dupire 1962:53).
I found interesting to observe that people did not seem to view their relationship with
cows as one of dominance and use, but somehow in terms of equality, emphasizing the
symbiotic aspect of the relationship. Akali argues; "My people are like masube (slaves)
cows, all you do is for your cows. If it is the dry season, you want to go and get water for
your cows. Your cows only wait, observing you working. You have to do all the work,
you have to think about how to get the water" (Notebook 10.03.1998).
The products of the cows are seen differently ft-om the products of other animals.
As previously mentioned, the feces fi-om the cow are characterized by a specific name
(they are called belade) and are used for healing purposes. Women sometimes cook the
belade and rub it into their hair to make it look darker. Cow urine is considered to have
healing capabilities as well, and people who have been ill for a long time bathe with the
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urine. The skin of a dead cow is used, but its homs are not. It is interesting that the horns
arc placed rather high up in a tree, sometimes along with the tail {bokkorde). The hair
from the tail is sometimes used as a body decoration for the dances of males. The concept
^^bokkorde'' has also entered the language of gift exchange. If someone gives a gift and
the receiver reciprocates it, he said to be giving the bokkorde of the gift.
The various taboos associated with objects having to do with cattle show the
importance of the cow, both in terms of subsistence and symbolic terms. A few can be
mentioned here; the calf rope (danguf), has several taboos, one of its most important
being that it should not be stepped on or gone over. The milking bowl {birdude) also has
various taboos associated to it and should not be used for any other activity than milking.
However, the calabashes which people eat fi-om, do not have taboos associated with
them. A woman with unbraided hair cannot enter the dudal, (the fire for the cows during
the rainy season), and someone can not take charcoals from this fire. The breaking of
these taboos will usually cause something bad to happen to the livestock, such as a calf
dying or a cow getting lost or ill. Dupire points out that the concepts jzi/e (fire), nagge
(cow) and nange (sun) all belong to the same class {nge) in the Fulfiilde language, being
the only concepts constituting that class. She suggests that this can mean that these three
elements can belong to an ancient primitive cult which no traces are left of today (Dupire
1962:93; Dupire 1963 [1960]:49).
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People today generally have small herds, in most cases not enough for basic
subsistence.I want to summarize the most basic categories of the livestock. Calves are
classified into a nyalhol (pi. nyalbi) kecci which is a newborn calf {kecce literally means
wet) and nyalholyakol which are the older calves. The youngest calves are tied up to the
south and the older to the north of the calf rope. The calves are referred to as koDorgol,
meaning a heard of young calves (see also Maliki 1981:15). The young females in the
herd, which either have started their reproductive period or have had one calf are referred
to as widge (pi. bijji), and the older cows who have calved 2 or 3 times are referred to as
haange (pi. kaabi). An old cow is referred to as nagge najeva. The females of the herds
arc classified into groups depending on whether they give milk or not, giving names
referring to their milking abilities.
The cows are milked in the morning and in the evening. The calf is allowed to suck
its mother in order to stimulate milk flow. When the milk comes, the calf is tied to its
mother's foreleg or guided away with a stick (Maliki 1981:18). Milking is usually the
work of women. The woman crouches down and places the milking calabash between
her knees in order to free both hands for milking. Frequently, two women help each
other with the milking, especially if the cow is restless and difficult. One woman milks
while the other woman gently strokes the back and genitals of the cow. Most if not all
men know how to milk, which is necessary for anyone staying for a long time with a

The concept sefre (pi. cefe) refers to the herd in general. The term refers to a group of animals up to 60 or 70. but a
larger herd is simply referred to as "two herds" (cefe diDi) (Maliki 1981:15).
^' The milking cows are referred to as na'i bireieedi, but bira means to milk. The cows which do not produce milk are
callcd na'i njo'orDi. or dry {yo'ora) cows (see Maliki 1981:18). A cow that gives a great deal of milk is referred to as
hosasoje (told by Girgi Ganayi. notebook 19.06.1995).
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herd. However, within the household the milking is considered more (but not
exclusively) a woman's work.
The bulls-- not intended for reproduction are castrated. The Azawak breed is
castrated around 3 years old but bulls of Bororo breed are castrated when around 4-S
years old (the difference between the two breeds is discussed latter). If the Bororo bull is
castrated too early, it will not develop properly. Castrated animals are called budjeri or
tappande (pi. tappaaDi), a name which derives from the word tappa (to beat) referring to
that they arc usually castrated by beating their testicles between two stones. Sometimes
the tcsticles are crushed by tying a rope around them (see also Maliki 1981:21). The
Azawak ox (referred to as gogari) used to carry the items of the house, before the donkey
replaced it. As a result of this role, the animal had a rope tied to its noise, not unlike a
camel, in order to be better controlled. An oxen used to carry the kaagol, a large
elaborated item of the house, whose value was aesthetic (Dupire 1962:95) but it seems to
have disappeared.-^ The oxen has a special meaning for the WoDaaBe herder, and is
very much desired as a part of the herd. One man explained to me that a herd is not
complete with out an oxen. The oxen serves a strong practical purpose as well, being an
animal that is trusted for guiding and protecting the herd. I have heard it said that an
oxen always knows its way home. The oxen will be aware of dangers waiting for the
herd, leading it home if it senses a danger. Some bulls are like oxen in this sense, but
unlike the bull, the oxen does not become distracted by a female animal. E>emonstrating
A young bull is referred to as ngaari (pi. Jumare), but a bull from 4-6 years as kortoori. A full grown bull (6 years)
is called kalhaldi (pi. kalali).
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the value of a good oxen is the memory of a particular oxen which was owned by a man
in the Doro'a lineage probably around the 1920s. Lamido Bayre told me the story about
how this oxen, whose name was Wadje, saved a large herd of animals from being stolen
at the water hole area by a group of Tuaregs (Sapatbe) (Tape transcript (l)April 25,
1998:5). Another highly valued animal is the nagge hudige, a sterile cow who "follows"
other cows like a bull. Few are cows like this, and someone who gets such a cow as a
part of his herd is seen as having been given something special from God. I was told that
someone who had nagge hudige was almost like he was not very poor because he had this
cow. People try to keep this cow as part of their herd. ^4
It is interesting to look at the order in which the animals are watered, which is done in
terms of their value and need. First the small calves get to drink, but the bull drinks after
them, because the bull is conceptualized as the chief of cattle. After the bull the habana'i
cows (they are owned by others) get to drink, and after them the milking cows. After the
milking cows, the dry cows get to drink and finally the ox.

The Azawak and Bororo Cows
The WoDaaBe have two breeds of cow, the Zebu Bororo {na'i Bodedji, pi. BoDeri)
and the Zebu Azawak (na'i Deledji). The former breed is more desired and the
WoDaaBe characterize it as "their" cow, and as a "normal" or a "true" cow. It is
interesting to notice that when people refer to Zebu Bororo they usually only say
The kaagol was not unlike the eletel in shape and structure, but is much bigger. I am told, it is almost
the size of a child.

na'i(cow), while if referring to Zebu Azawak, they use the term Deledji. The main
quality of the Azawak cow is that its reproductive period starts earlier than that of the
Bororo cow. The Azawak cow carries usually a calf after two seasons of rain, while the
Bororo will not carry a calf until after three seasons of rain, even four or five. The
offspring of the Azawak cow thus become more numerous than the Bororo. The Azawak
cow tolerates a lack of grass better, they eat a greater variety of species than the Bororo
cow, and I am told that they even eat their own droppings if there is lack of grass. The
Bororo cows, however, are heavier with bigger stomach and thus in need more food, and
die earlier during years of difficulties.
The quality of the Bororo cow is that it is better able to migrate and can travel longer
distances than the Azawak cows, which drag behind during seasonal movement. The
Bororo cow is also more capable for gonsul because it follows people. However, with a
herd of only Azawak cows, that herder has to follow his cows, getting them to move.
When herd is constituted by Azawak and Bororo cows, the Azawak follow the Bororo
cows. Akali says referring to Bororo cows, "The cows knows when we are going to
migrate because they have learnt from young age. They know that we will find grass for
them and thus they follow us. They wait until we leave, becausc they realize we take
care of them" (Notebook 3-9-97). WoDaaBe prefer the taste of milk from Bororo cows.
Some herders stated that Azawak has more milk production than the Bororo cows (ndele
wodi kosam). Maliki, however, argues that the Bororo cow has much greater milk
production, and that an Azawak cow is not able to feed a Bororo cow adequately (Maliki
Maliki (1981:18) speaks of the female bull, called nagge ngaarye, which is the source of special pride among the
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1981 ;22). Dupirc, however, claims that the milk production in Azawak cows is greater
than in Bororo cows (Dupire 1962;III).
In addition, the value of a bull of Bororo breed increases much faster than that of an
Azawak cow. The Bororo bulls become bigger and their value on the market is thus
higher. This is clearly important for the herder who needs to sell something on the
market to buy millet. Today many of the herders are, however, not able to wait for a
young calf to grow and reach its full potential, and are forced to sell it while it is still not
mature. It can be suggested that for a herder with a small herd, the Azawak cows are a
better alternative. They have more offspring, leading to herd reconstruction faster. Also
the herder is not able to wait for the full benefits of the bull, because he has to sell the
animals when they small and not very valuable. A herder, however, who has a large herd
and is able to wait and sell his bulls when they have reached their fiill weight potential
could be better off with Bororo, because their value increases faster and is much higher
for a fiill-grown bull.
Table 2.1. Some Economic Differences between the Bororo and the Azawak Breed
Bororo
Azawak
Taste of milk
+
Number of offsprings
+
Drought tolerance +
Consul (work)
+
Market value
h-

Many of the livestock today are a cross-bread between Bororo and Azawak, thus
having qualities of these different breeds. These cross breads have higher value on the
WoDaaBc, always leading the herd. It is likely that nagge hudige is just a different name for the same kind of cow.
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market than a "pure" Azawak cow. A Bororo cow that has Azawak ancestry somewhat
back is simply seen as a Bororo cow.

The Beauty of Cows
The Bororo cow is considered to be beautiful in all ways, having long horns, a fine
nose and a big hump. The name means red, but the color red is also considered the most
bcautifijl color of human beings.

The cows can also be black, and some have a mixture

of various colors but the ones who have an uniform coat are usually seen as more
26

bcautifiil. Cows that have special characteristics of the rope are often named in
accordance to these characteristics. It is interesting to notice that the Bororo cows both
show special attachment to their owners and at the same time a fierce independence, as
they seem in a sense not fully domesticated. They get used to specific people handling
them and refuse cooperating with people that they do not know. If a stranger tries to milk
a Bororo cow, it will struggle and try to run away. If a stranger takes these cows to water
them (perhaps while the owner is at the market), the cows can run back home before
reaching the well. In other cases, if a cow is to be sold at market it will refiise to be taken
from its group. It will lay down on the ground and refuse to stand up. If someone puts a
rope around its horns or foot and tries to force it, it is said, that the cow can die of fear.
This attachment to its owner serves some practical purpose as well because, as people
say, it is almost impossible to steal a Bororo cow. If a stranger tries to approach them.

Here it is worth noting that WoDaaBe color classifications arc somewhat difTerent from English classifications. My
skin, which is very white, was also classified as red (bodedjo).
I have heard that the ones which do not have an uniform coat, or are neither black or brown, have Azawak 'l>lood."
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they arc likely to run away. In addition to the attachment to its owner, the cows are
extremely obeying and respond well to commands given by people. A single cow knows
its name and can be called from a group of herd. The herd itself also knows various
commands, such as "go," "stop," "come" and "drink," all indicated with various calls.
Each species of animal actually has different sets of calls for simple cotnmands. It is still
only the Bororo cows that are intelligent enough to recognize their own names, and as far
as I understand they obey to more diverse commands.
At the same time, the Bororo cows can be dangerous because of their independent
characteristic. They are seen as having djikku (character), just as people. To have djikku
is usually negative in WoDaaBe society (when someone cries or is angry his or her djikku
is at work), but the fact that this concept can be used over Bororo cows tells us something
important about them. It places them somewhat in line with people, conceptualizing
them as animals with temper and independent personalities. Even though they can be
trained to follow various commands, they are not docile. They never completely
correspond to the control of people, maintaining as pointed out by Dupire, their
characteristic "semi-sauvage" (Dupire 1962:95). Cows sometimes kill people or hurt
them seriously. The Azawak cow, on the other hand, is seen as without character and
not forming ties to people. Their characteristic is the one of a docile animal, making
them more fitted as pack-oxen in the past, even though some Bororo cows also took this
role.
All cows have names, which they take from their mothers. The names for a cow and
a bull arc the same. To take an example, a cow called Vunaj has a calf. In the begiiming
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the calf is only called "Vunaj's calf," later to become simply Vunaj. This means that a
herd will have many cows with the same name. The various cows are sometimes
differentiated by referring to their other characteristics. There are exceptional cases,
especially if the offspring is very different from its mother, where its name is not the
mother's but refers to some special qualities of the calf. This naming tradition is
interesting because it is almost as if the same cow is being bom again and again. It
creatcs continuity with the past, because the herder knows that a Vunaj also belonged to
the herd of his grandfather. "We have had Vunaj for a long time, before the father of my
father," a man would tell me. The name system for Azawak cows seems to be somewhat
different from the Bororo. not having the same kind of names.

Social Life and Livestock

As pointed out by Dupire (1962:53), the animals do not only satisfy physicals needs
of humans taking care of them, but are also important in their social needs. All important
events in a person's life cycle, usually marking a transition of their defined roles in
society, such as birth, marriage or death, involve the killing of an animal (see also
Stenning 1964; 199). The term yonki in Fulfulde can be translated as soul

in English

because yonki goes to God after one's death. All life is conceptualized as having _yo/iib',
people, animals and plants. The sacrifice of animals can thus be seen as releasing its
yonki, which goes to God. As one man described to me, "Why would we otherwise
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Unfortunately; I have little information regarding their name system.

This is in not the only possible definition of the term. In the dictionary Lexique Fulfulde (Maasina) - AnglaisFranqais, the Frcnch term "vie" is defined as yonAi (644), and so is the teim "etrc" (Osbom, Dwycr, and Donohoe
1993:644 and 571). Tylor ([1932] 1995:237). however, defines the term as "life, spirit, soal"

sacrificc the animals?" Livestock is thus the basis for all social relations. Through
Habana'i loans of livestock, an extensive net of social relations are formed and
reinforced. Kobgal marriage takes place by the slaughtering of a bull, uniting two
families of the same lineage group. Tegal marriage is initiated by the slaughtering of a
sheep. And one of the most important steps in each persons life, receiving a name and
membership in a social setting, takes place by slaughtering animals. Animals thus play a
central role in social institutions, constituting a medium where relationships are
established in a WoDaaBe society.
A child is given a name by the slaughtering of an animal. If it is the first child of a
man {affb) he will slaughter a young bull, but a sheep for his following children. If the
child is bom during a time called "between two moons" (i.e., when one month is finished
and another has not started; there are two days where the moon is not visible), it is seen
as a good sign for the child. When a child is bom during this time, two animals must be
slaughtered, the other being a ram and the other one either a sheep or goat. The naming
of a child usually takes place a week after the child is bom. That is the same time when
its mother steps out (vuurtaki) of the little shelter (tuguru) made of mats, where she has
been invisible to males since the child was bom. Afterwards there is a big name giving
feast (humturu) where the meat of the dead animal is cooked and eaten along with other
items such as rice, pasta, figs, and nuts. It is the father who gives the child its name by
killing a sheep.

The name giving carries a strong social meaning, because through the

Even though the father is seen as the one giving the child a name, he is not necessarily the one choosing
the name. Other people from his lineage and house have the right to call the child the name they want.
Traditionally, during the morning of the name giving ccrcmony, people from the household try to decide on
a name to give the child. When a name has been decided, someone asks "/!/fotia go'o?" and another person
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act of naming a child, the father is claiming to be the rightful father of that child, even
though the biological father is different. The naming ceremony thus establishes a legal
relationship between father and child. The child does not have to be present at the
ceremony but if the father is absent (perhaps not knowing that his child is bom), his own
father often gives the name to the child. Observing a naming ceremony, I felt it was
interesting that its organization and conduct is not so much done by the father as the older
males in the lineage group. The father does not necessarily slaughter the animal himself,
and he will be very unlikely to distribute its meat, which most likely will be done by the
older men of his lineage group. This indicates that the naming of a child as being
important because it involves assigning it as belonging to a specific lineage group, which
could be just as important as establishing the child as belonging to the father. Elderly
people often say when interacting with younger people, "I should know this better than
you, I went to your name giving ceremony," thus enforcing a relationship of authority
within the same lineage group. It can be noted in this context that through a membership
in a lineage group, an individual has gains basic rights to property and territory (see
discussion in Grayzel 1990:43).
Suka'e is an institution where the father gives his son his first calf. In some cases, if
the man has a great deal of cows or few sons, the daughters receive a suka'e cow from the

answers "Alfotia go'o." The first one then asks "Alfotia didi?" to be answered with the same sentence
("go "o" means one in Fulfulde, and "'didC means two. I have, however, not been able to establish what "a/
fotia"' means). For a boy this is asked three times, but for a girl four times. Finally the person asks "Dum
inde bingeP. What is the name of the child?" and the sccond person responds, "Bingel wi'ete Mariyama.
The child's name is Mariyama." When this ritual is over, a sheep is slaughtered. However, in some
instances (especially in the cities), a learned man in Islam says a prayer instead of this ritual The child's
names will thus usually be several. Grandparents for example often make their own names for their
grandchildren, and simply call them these names.
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father. The calf stays with the father's herd where it grows and will become what later
constitutes the son's herd. The father has the right to do what he wants with the animals,
he has previously given his son. In some cases the father takes a male calf, bom by this
cow, to sell on the market. He usually does not do this with all the male animals from his
child's Suka'e animal, and only while the child is still fed by him and a part of his
household. The father can also sell or give for habana'i (animals loans, explained latter) a
female offspring of the suka'e. He does this usually only if he himself has not many
cows. It is important to note in this context that a herd of a household is not only the
property of the male in the household. It is also formed by the animals belonging to sons
who still make home (yvuro) with their father and which will form the basis of what the
sons can latter have in independent households.
As previously indicated, livestock forms the basis for marriage. The WoDaaBe have
two forms of marriages, and in both these forms the marriage ceremony is constituted by
the sacrifice of an animal. The kobgal marriage was arranged by the parents while the
couple were young children. The boy is still always older than the girl. The kobgal
marriage consists of a series of steps which take many years, but always involving either
killing an animal by the boy's family or them giving gifts to the girls family. The first
step, the putDol, usually takes place when the girl is very young. It is not important how
old the boy is when this is done, but the girl has to be at least imder 15 years of age. The
putDol involves the killing of a young bull or a sheep, depending on the wealth of the
household. TTie putDol is not necessarily done at the annual lineage festival. The next
ceremony is simply called kobgal, which involves the killing of a bull (2 or 3 years old)
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or a big cow, depending on the situation of the household. Usually the girl is around 11
to 14 years old. The next ceremony is called bosDi kobgal and involves the killing of a
sheep, whose meat is eaten by both families.

Finally, there arc series of several gifts.^'

Ln performing a tegal marriage ceremony (which is marriage between mutual
consenting adults), a sheep is usually slaughtered. In some few instances, a bull is
slaughtered; this is usually done if the man is trying to demonstrate a great affection for
the woman, imitating kobgal marriage. As this discussion has indicated, animals serve a
central role in constituting marriage, and without them there is no marriage. Bonfiglioli
argues that a man without animals is not able to marry (Maliki 1981:89) which is true to a
certain extent. A man whose family does not have any animals is not able to do kobgal,
but he should be able to do tegal. My consultant told me that no BoDaaDo would be so
alone and outside social relations that someone would not be able to give him a sheep to
slaughter for a tegal marriage. If he, however, is not seen as being a very desirable
spouse, his chances of tegal are slim. Thus if a man neither has toogu (charm) or
livestock, his chances of marriage are not great. A man having a great deal of livestock,
but is has no charm, would be able to fulfil his kobgal obligations (even though the wife
could leave him afterwards), and some women would also appreciate the security of
being married to a man having a great deal of livestock.

As putDol, this ccremony does not necessarily take place at the worso. Sometimes the putDol and kobgal are done
at the same lineage festival but other times kobgal and bosDi kobgal take place at the same festival.
^' First is the cede bortuu, which today is 1000 CFA (At the time of my research 5(K) CFA =S 1). Bortuu refers to a
sheep that has never given birth, and cede is money. This 1000 CFA is most likely the cost of a sheep some years ago.
After a while the bawil is given, but that is the back part of a sheep or a goat that is specially killed for this purpose.
Next the puDirde (puudol) is given, that is 20,(KX) CFA. Several years ago this amount used to be 6,000 CFA. Finally,
there is the Dayhirude. which is the giving of a cloth (wudere tekere) (worth c.a. 10 000 CFA) and special leather shoes
(pade sivredge) (worth c.a. 1000-2(X)0 CFA). The kobgal, cis a whole, involves thus the killing of several animals,
often both sheep and bull (bull is more prestigious, but the sheep more economical).
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The suka'e animal is important for marriage because the future kobgal wife (of the
boy owing the suka 'e) has the right to milk from the animals which the suka'e animal
gives birth to. At the annual lineage festival where the marriage is initiated, the parents
of the girl are lead to the herd by the parents of the young man. and the offspring of the
suka'e shown to them. It was pointed out to me by the WoDaaBe themselves that this is a
"play" or a ritual performance which is witoessed of several people. The couple,
however, is not present. The father of the boy says that he is giving all the cows to the
"bride," which is as everyone knows, is not true in a strict sense. If the cows are
unavailable, it is seen as enough to present one cow in this way. In what sense then has
the bride ownership over these cows? The cows remain the husband's property and as
such he can do with them what he wants (sell them, give them away, etc.). The sons of
the kobgal wife will inherit the suka'e animals after their father dies, unless the father
does other arrangements prior to his death. The kobgal wife has right to the milk from
those cows, and thus if the man takes a tegal wife, the legal wife has, strictly speaking,
no right to the milk from the suka'e cows. The man should "give" her the cows which he
has bought or someone has given to him. In many cases, however, if the man does not
have many cows, he can get permission from the kobgal wife to divide the suka'e cows
between the two wives.
When someone dies, a bull is slaughtered from his herd and its meat distributed.
Those who are part of the extended family of the deceased will not eat the meat, pointing
to a symbolic association between the dead person and the bull. "This cow is like the
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person who died," Akaii tells me, "It was slaughtered because someone has died." The
meat is distributed to those not closely related to the person as sadaka.
Another important way in which animals are part of WoDaaBe social life and
relationship is through cattle-loans (habana'i). Briefly stated, habana'i is the borrowing
of a female animal for a certain period of time, usually until the animal has given birth to
two offspring (see: Scott and Gormley 1980; White 1990). After that time the original
animal is returned back to its owner. Cattle-loans take place with cows, sheep, goats and
donkeys. It is most common with cows, which is not surprising considering that the
concept habana'i is probably put together from the words heba (to get)

and na'i (cow).

But habana 7 is also relatively common with sheep. The cow is usually returned after it
has given birth to two or three offsprings, the goat and sheep after three and the donkey
after one. There are variations to this and many return, for example, the goat or sheep
after two births. Women have very few cows, which can explain how few of them have
habana' cows. Of eighteen women asked, only two participated in cattle-loans, and in
both cases the women had only one animal, hi contrast of the twenty-one men surveyed,
only one did not participate in cattle loans, but most had more than one habana'i cow.
Cattle-loans are an important institution in WoDaaBe society, both in terms of
redistributing resources, of sustaining relationships and in giving meaning to what it is to
be a WoDaaBe. Cattle-loans involve generosity which, as I will discuss later, is at the
heart of a definition of being WoDaaBe. Ibonou, a young herder, told me that if someone
did not want to give cattle-loans, that same person was not WoDaaBe. Cattle-loans are a

It could also be derived from the concept HaBBa, which according to Tylor, means "tie up" (Tylor [1932] 1995:69).
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way of making friends and allies, but also a way of earning respect and prestige among
people. One man confessed to me that his dream was to get a big herd, and be able to
give a lot of habana'i. Sometimes, when people describe someone as having power they
would say, "He is a big man, he has given a lot of people habana'i." But primarly, a
habana'i animal is the animal of friendship, involving an act usually not forgotten. When
people talked to me about other people, they usually told me if the person had given them
a cattle-loan, thus showing the nature of their relationship. Cattle-loans increase the
safety of the group as a whole, by distributing resources to more people. Credit can thus
been seen as collected in a more secure form, by transferring livestock into a depth of
reciprocity. Someone who has given lot of habana'i and looses all his cows will be much
more able to depend on the generosity of the people around him than someone who has
been reluctant to give such loans. As Stenning points out, in terms of the obligation of
reciprocity to kinfolk, a man is "wealthy because of his kin and not in spite of them"
(Stenning 1964:195). I want to point this out because although I have emphasized
WoDaaBc seeing cattle-loans as a part of their identity, similar institutions also exist
among other ethnic groups in Niger, and probably most herding communities have a
similar system to insure the safety of the community as a whole (Wilson and Legesse
1990:7). In one document, these institutions are identified as Kiwo among the Hausa and
Tiyts among the Tuaregs (N.n 1983:53, Scott and Gormley 1980:103). Developing
projects, attempting to base on indigenous methods of survival has used the cattle-loans
to reconstruct WoDaaBe herd. Such was the case with the project Oxfam Abala, which
helped the WoDaaBe to reconstruct herds after the 1968-1974 drought (see Scott and
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Gormley 1980), and with the Range and Livestock Project in 1982 (see Swift and Maliki
n.d.).
Cattle-loans are often the subject of discussion and ridicule, not having the noted
WoDaaBe reserve as many other subjects do. It is not uncommon to hear someone say,
"WTien are you going to give me habana'H" or "Give me one of your calves, you have
too many calves yourself."
Cows arc not only loaned as cattle-loans but also sometimes just given as gifts. This
is still more unusual to do than cattle-loans. Pewnol is a term describing an assistance to
a single person who for some reason has lost his herd. It refers to a common action when
others of the lineage group help the person to rebuild his herd fast with, for example
extensive habana'i gifts.

The Source of One's Cows

In order to explain better the dynamics involved in the ownership and transfer of
ownership of cattle, I will give an example ft-om Targa's herd (this information was
gathered during 1996; two years later, almost all of these cows died). I will just follow
the history of each name, because cows carrying the same names, as previously
explained, have the same ancestor.
As a young boy, Targa is given a cow called Ure as his suka'e. Ure was a dadorgul
cow, meaning that when Targa's father and mother were married, Ure was one of the
cows which Targa's paternal grandfather showed to the parents of Targa's mother. Ure
and Fadale were cows shown for the kobgal, Ure later to become Targa suka'e and Fadale
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to become Targa's older brother suka'e. Later, Targa's father changed his mind about
Ure, took it back and gave Targa Minaj instead as a suka'e. Minaj is the offspring of
another Minaj which the father was given from a man from the lineage bi-Nga'en. It gave
birth in 1972 to the calf Minaj, but the cow became lost soon afterwards. The calf was
not fiilly-grown and had to be nurtured by milk from other cows. The offsprings of this
calf. Minaj, are what constitute most of Targa's herd. Targa had two habana'i; Saje
which was given to him by a woman in his lineage, and Dgidoma given to him by his
friend from another lineage. Pela is a castrated bull that Targa's father gave his son as
compensation for previously having sold another bull to buy swords for two of his
youngest sons. Targa was in Nigeria during that time, and his father was taking care of
his herd. During spring 1998, his father, however, sold this bull (Pela) in order to buy
fodder for the other animals, but Targa was then a migrant laborer in Niamey.
Ho'gole came into Targa's herd as a gift from his father's ftiend Hi'gii who earlier
had received one of Targa's Minaj as a habana'i. Shortly after Minaj (i.e. the cow loaned
to Hi'gii) came back to Targa (having given birth to two calves), it was traded for a
young cow called Bata. Bata was the only cow of Targa's ftiend Salifou, but Salifou was
forced to sell it because he desperately needed the money. The old Minaj had a higher
market value at that time, being a big Bororo cow. On the other hand its reproduction
period was almost over while the value of Bata would increase with every year. Thus, by
changing the cows, Salifou got more money for selling Minaj than he would have
received for Bata, but Targa got a cow whose value would increase over the next years
and would bring additional cows into his herd.
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CHAPTER 3
THE COLD AND THE HOT SEASON:
LEARNING MOVEMENT WITHIN SPACE

"I think it is surprising to Akali, and to people in general, how useless this anasara
(white person) is. She gets tired very fast, she is always falling down, and she is always
getting stuck in the thorns of the bushes" (A letter to my parents 16.10.1996).

Akali is trying to find my camel and I sit down on a blanket while his wives pack
down the houses. "Can I help?" I ask, but as usual, I am told that I help most by just
sitting and waiting. Akali comes back and the camel struggles before it lies stiffly down.
Akali puts a quilted cloth on to its back and places the saddle (kirlge) on top. My two
bags, his own radio and small bag are tied to the saddle.
Unlike the young WoDaaBe women, I am made something to sit on. From a half
empty sack of millet and my blanket, he makes a "saddle" that is tied to the saddle itself,
forming something like a swing. It will at least prevent me from slowly sliding down the
camcl's back. I take my shoes off. lift up one leg carefully over the camel's back and sit
down. Camels have a tendency to jump up as soon as the rider places himself in the
saddle, and thus it is important that this one does not get the impression that I am the
actual rider. I hold tight to the back of the saddle, not afraid but determined not to fall
down. Akali has gently explained to me that I should not take a hold of him, because it is
improper and would never be done by a WoDaaBe. Instead, I should take hold,
preferably with one hand, on to the back of his saddle. His younger brother Gidado rides
by our side, and the two men talk.
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My back is sore from the previous ride; still, there is something magical about riding
into the endless landscape, to merge with the hilly platform. The camel has soothing
movements, the sound of its steps quiet. The items of the house have been packed, but
wc have not waited for those to be placed on to the donkeys. I look back and see the
women and children start to move on their donkeys not far behind us. Akali's father has
left earlier with the herd.
It is late rainy season (jawof), and thus water is still taken from the ponds. Even still,
it is difficult to find ponds where water remains, in most of them only a watery mud
remainings. My own water is almost finished and Akali worries about me becoming
dehydrated. He knows about a pond not far away, and we ride to it. Gidado, being the
younger brother, steps off his camel, puts his trousers up his legs as far as they will go
and walks into the middle of the pond in an attempt to get the best water. It is dark
brown. "This water is not very good," Akali tells me after having tasted it, "We should
try to find another pond." Gidado still fills the tank with water, and we ride a little
further, where there is another larger pond with purer water. Gidado pours the dirty
water out and fills up on firesh water. We catch up with Akali's father after a little while,
where he is riding one of his sons' camels. Ibrahim, the son, is walking with the herder's
stick (saaru) on his shoulder. He limps because a few weeks earlier a snake bit him and
he has not recovered yet. He has probably not walked for a long time. Kala'i calls
something to Akali and I only understand that he is asking about me. Akali tells me that
his father wants to stop now because he can see that I am really tired. I try to tell that I

no
am doing fine, but a decision has been taken. Akali tells me quietly that he does not want
to argue with his father.
Wc stop at a little tree cover, where a few other of the lineage group are. I know most
of the faces but am not able to remember their names. I sit down with these few young
men, and Akali starts filtering my water, using my small water filter. He pumps the water
firmly into a plastic bottle. As with most other things, I am not supposed to do this
myself. I drink the brown water eagerly, feeling my strength slowly returning, but not
really paying attention to the eyes observing me.
"Do you think that black people and white people are the same?" Akali asks me
suddenly. I stop drinking, not knowing where this is leading.
"Yes, they are the same," I answer.
"You think that black people and white people have the same kind of bodies?" He
asks, and again my answer is "yes." I add to it, "Only the color of the skin is different,
everything else is the same."
"So, if you think that, why are you then drinking filtered water, but not our water?"
Akali asks. I look at him and the water does not taste as good as before.
"That is because my stomach does not know this water," I try to defend myself.
"So you think this water does not give us illnesses?" he asks.
"Yes, it does... but I have never had this kind of water, my body does not know it..."
I add, "and I as have told you, everyone who wants can drink water from my filter."
"So," Akali's continues, "then you are later going to drink our water, when you are
more used to things here?" I hesitate and think about all the times I have been told never

in

to drink the water in Niger unboiled. Those people were talking about clear water in
wells, not this brown smelly water that 1 have in front of me. and see both animals and
people bath in. "If black people and anasara are the same, why do anasara not want to
get used to our water, and drink it as we do?" he asks in the same steady tone, smiling
almost gently.
I am sitting on a small rock, facing him and the other. No one understands what we
are saying because the conversation takes place in English. But I see them looking at him
and me. and I think about the value of life, of someone who drinks filtered water and
someone who does not. Akali realizes how uncomfortable I feel, then laughs and says:
"You know that I am only teasing you." I try to smile back, "But you are right..."
"No, this is only tease, there is no truth within it," he protests, "You have to be able to
take tease, you know that WoDaaBe tease a lot." His criticism did not prevent him from
being extremely careful about selecting the water that I drink. He boils it sometimes
before filtering it, because he does not trust my filter completely. Later, when we use the
water from the wells, the filtering is easy because it is clear and clean. Much later on, I
drink the same water as every one else, involving risks but making the fieldwork situation
much less difficult.
We make a long migration movement, and every time we move somewhat fiuther
south. It is the time of the migration movement djolol, when the herders move from the
rainy season pasture in the north to the dry season pasture in the south. The Cure sallee
and the small festivals were all held in the rainy season pasture to the north-west of
Tchin-Tabaraden. The areas in the south, where the lineage group will make use of the
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waterholc area, formulate what the WoDaaBe call their country {lehidi am, gari am).
There arc several waterhole areas that the lineage tries to return to each year, but rainfall
and the region situation will affect what waterhole area will actually be used. Previous to
the djolol, the migration is discussed in the men's council (kinnal). Even though everyone
has, in theory, a right to speak out in the council, the elders' authority is highly respected.
The person, however, having the most authority is the lineage chief (ardo, also called
hakkimidjo). People are not obligated to follow his direction, but should communicate to
him if they leave to another area. The name djolol is for the movement in large, the term
thus simply referring to the displacement of rainy season pasture to the area of attachment
(gari). Short migration movements, even those done within the context of djolol are
simply referred to as gonsul.
The sun is shining and we are moving again to a different place. It will not be far
today and thus I am walking. My camel is lead by Akali, while Gidado and Ibrahim lead
the two other camels. I have been told to walk in the front and not come too close, as the
camels are mean spirited and could try to kick me. The high grass is yellow and dry.
The sabere grass, characteristic, by the late rainy season, is everywhere with its thorny
seeds sticking to my clothing. The seeds not only stick to one's clothing but also
painfully pierce the skin like little needles. "No, no," I hear Akali call again. "Don't go
over there! Where are you going! You just went right into the sabere again! Can't you
see the road?" He is frustrated.
"No, I am sorry, I just don't see any road," I say almost as equally frustrated, having
gone through the same conversation with him several times. "This is because you don't
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look where you arc going," he tells me harshly, "This is not a street in a town, you have
to look where you are going." Only a few minutes earlier he had been angry at me for
looking only down. As he said, I was like a cow, only watching my own feet. He told
mc then that I should look far ahead. I do not remind him of that; feeling as I should say
something but instead remind myself that I am an ethnographer, not a child. I just try to
follow the path that to my eye is invisible, trying to look down and see far at the same
time. Before too long I am again stuck in sabere land.
WoDaaBe generally do not show their affection for someone in words. "Words are
nothing," Akali will tell me over and over the following months. To experience that
people are fond of you, you have to look for little things, sometimes things almost
invisible. There is a little girl called Sollare whom I have a strong affection to. Perhaps I
grew especially fond of her because she used to sit down silently on the blanket and
observe me, and then move closer and closer full of curiosity and questions. Perhaps it is
bccause she is around eleven years old, just as my sister's oldest daughter. Her patience
in trying to communicate with me is endless, and every spare moment she has, she wants
to spend with me. As other WoDaaBe women, she fears men and only approaches me
when I am alone or surrounded by other women. If I am with any of the brothers, she
comes to me, but sits next to me silently, perhaps only holding my hand or leaning her
head against my shoulder. Sometimes she finds for me dry and crunchy left-overs from
the pot where the millet porridge is cooked. She gives them to me and I eat them along
with the other children. This is children's food, but I like it. Sometimes, she tries to find
licc in my hair, looking under my braids and fondling my scalp. That is her way, I think.
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to show that she likes me. As with others, I cannot show her in the way that I know I like
her and love her. I need to touch people. I need physical contact with them, but even
with a young child like her, it is not appropriate.
But what I desire most is a word of encouragement, some token showing that 1 am
doing fine, someone to say something about my own value as an anthropologist, as a
researcher, as a... person. But the world around me is silent. Not knowing it then, but a
compliment is alien to the society that I live in. To compliment something invites the
risk that it will suffer a bad luck somehow. A Tuareg goldsmith was a jewelry maker.
His jewelry making was well known and people complimented him a great deal regarding
it. Then this man became blind and unable to do his craft. People know what happened,
it was people's fionduko (literally mouth, but in this context talk) which had caused his
misfortune.
During my stay at this household, I usually eat with Akali or with him and his
brothers. I get a large share of milk, which I have to drink as appropriate before it is
mixed in with the porridge. Akali then pours it into the porridge bowl and mixes together
the two items to make sutdam {suta is to mix). Because of me, he mixes it carefully as is
usually done for the younger children. No big pieces. Milled porridge is the food for
most occasions; it is cooked in the later afternoon, eaten after the cows have been milked
and what remains of it is eaten the morning after. Usually people only have these two
meals during the day. As a result of my presence in the house, there is always a little
something cooked during noon, usually rice or a mixture of rice and pasta, because as
Akali claims, this is the food I am used to. He also asks every couple of weeks, for
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people going to the market to buy me a little piece of meat. He eats one piece of my meat
bccause I tell him that I don't want to eat alone, and then carefully separates with his
hands the rest of the meat into small pieces for me. I tell him I prefer to eat millet
porridge like everyone else, but he tells me that 1 am not used to eating only millet
porridge and I have to get a little meat occasionally. The rules of eating are complicated
and I always seem to be making mistakes. He corrects my mistakes patiently; after all,
did I not come here to learn the life of WoDaaBe? I make so many mistakes in terms of
eating in a proper way that I write down the rules in my notebook, collecting them in
hope of learning them. He is right, they do say something about being a WoDaaBe, as in
probably all other cultures eating is part of social interaction, and its rules of conduct thus
become crucial for being functional in a social life.
The first rule is in the morning before eating, I have to wash my mouth and nose. I
also learn that when taking hold of a calabash to drink from it, I should put my pointing
fingers inside the calabash but leave all the other fingers outside it. I used to grab the
calabash firmly, causing people to laugh. When I am drinking from it, I am not supposed
to place my hands very close to my mouth (i.e., when I am holding it). The oldest of the
group should start to eat first, meaning that if it is only Akali and I, he takes the first
spoonful. When eating, I have to fmish everything in the spoon and preferably in one
mouthful. This became the difficult part because the spoons are deep. I experimented
with just putting a little food in the spoon to be able to finish it, but people would always
make comments about that. Akali would comment if I put the spoon twice in my mouth
to fmish all of what was in it without placing it back into the bowl. To put the half-full
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spoon back into the bowl is not very polite, either. I also have to be careful not to talk
during a meal because some people have medicines (talisman) which can be damaged by
talk during eating, and thus for them talking is a taboo. If it is only Akali and I eating,
then he does not mind that we talk together. If I am sharing a spoon with other people I
should hand the spoon to the person right to me. I should not take more food into my
spoon if I am not finished chewing the porridge I have in my mouth. 1 should not support
myself by placing my left hand to the earth while eating, or place my hand on the
calabash to support it. When I have finished eating, I am supposed to take my spoon out
of the calabash and place it onto the cover of the calabash. If I put it back into the
calabash, some people would not want to eat any more, finding it rather repulsing.
The times when the family has visitors are the most stressing because this is when my
table manners are tested along with my language skills. A man comes for a visit who is
the friend of Kala'i. His camp is not far from ours, and he has not seen Kala'i for a long
time. It is during the evening, and I am writing in my notebook, trying to make use of the
diminishing light. We had been moving in the day and I am tired but relaxed. Other
members of the house are sitting there with me, my suudu not far. The man is curious
about this anasara (white) woman, and I hear him asking Akali and Kala'i questions
about me. He is an old man and has been Kala'i's friend for a long time. Finally, the
man turns to me and asks me my name. I manage to answer well. Then he asks "To
wi'ete lehidi ma?" I had earlier learned the word lehidi, then in the context of meaning
earth or sand, but its meaning is in fact much broader, extending to a place, country or
area. I can not understand what the man is saying, and he repeats it. Again, I do not
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understand. I don't know what to say, and there is this silence where people wait for my
response. Finally, Akali tells the man that it is "Iceland." Akali then turns towards me
and explodes of disappointment, "This is not difficult, you know this, lehidi means
country, he is only asking what is the name of your country! You should be able to
respond this, you know what this means!" I am silent, feeling incompetent and
confused. We eat soon afterwards. Akali and I have our meal together, because the guest
dines with Kala'i. It is a quiet meal, his sudden anger has disappeared, his face sad and
blank. After we finished eating, I go to my bed instead of talking to him and or to other
people and just pretend to be playing cards. I am hurt and don't understand why he was
so angry with me. I feel anger myself, but also fhistration. I hear him coming and I see
that he is embarrassed somehow, as he does not know what to say.
"Oh, you are playing with your cards," he says, "That is very good." I nod and there
is a silence. When I don't say anything, he starts making excuses; that he has not had
time to help me as much as he has wanted to because there were always so many things
he has to attend to. He would like to take better care of me but it is hard because he has
so many other responsibilities. I look at him, and realize that he is somehow trying to
make me happy, somehow trying to reach out to me but not knowing how, and all of
sudden instead of feeling sorry for myself, I feel sorry for him. I feel sorry for him to
have an alien woman whom he feels for some reason so responsible for, and putting so
much emotional pride in, that he becomes hurt when she "fails." I think about the
assistant, informant, consultant or whatever we-want-to-call-it and I ask myself if his
work is not much more demanding than the work of the anthropologist. He is the true
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borderlincr, trying to make the meaning and behavior of the anthropologists
understandable to himself and to his society, as well as making his society meaningful to
the anthropologist. He is caught in between. He must in a sense feel responsible for both,
presenting the anthropologist in a favorable light to his society, and presenting his society
in a favorable light to the anthropologists. When I go to sleep that night, I am awake for
a while. 1 lay on my back and think about all this. The sky is dark blue and the moon is
almost fiill. I feel happiness because the moon looks at me through the holes in the
branches. I look at it back and I feel good to be part of something, even though it means
to cause disappointments sometimes.
The day after we migrate to a new place. We do not go far, probably a little less than
an hour and I am walking along with some of the younger males. The house is created
again at the new place. Sollare is, as usual, responsible for my bed. The next day,
everything is packed to move again, but contrary to most times we start packing late in
the day. The wuro moves together, the donkeys, camels, cows, sheep, goats and people
moving slowly in the yellow landscape.
When the sun sets, Kala'i decides that we should find a place to sleep during the night
and continue early in the morning. Instead of reconstructing the houses, the baggages are
taken of the donkeys and mats placed on the ground for people to sleep on. Akali and I
play cards in the night. It is my only form of entertainment. Akali, who plays most often
with me and did not know how to play cards before my arrival, is becoming so good at
playing that I suspect him of voluntarily losing in order not to win me too many times.
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When I lay down on my mat, I feel very tired, even though I miss sleeping on my bed.
Gidado sleeps very close to my side on another mat. I fall asleep right away.
Suddenly. 1 wake up. There is a strange sound and 1 am not sure what it means, only
know that something is wrong. Half asleep, I hear people calling out but cannot make out
what they are saying. All of a sudden 1 realize what is happening, something has scared
the cows and they are running like mad towards the camp. 1 jump up. They are so close,
they arc running past me on both sides, some so close that I fear they will run me over,
one steps on my straw mat, but moves away at the last moment. Their speed is so much
that they are not able to stop even though something is in the way. Gidado is right by me
but the chaos is so great that I cannot reach out to him. Suddenly, as fast as it started, it is
over, only dust is left everywhere. The cows have been stopped, which is important so
they do not become lost. I hear people laughing, happy that the crisis has been solved.
My own body shakes like a branch, and Gidado takes my hand. "Is everything fine
Mariyama?" he asks and I nod. The sun is rising and 1 am happy that I don't have to go
back to sleep.

The jawol has ended and the dabbunde season arrives. It is marked by wind blowing
all day and a brown-greyish sky. It is the sun, but it is pale in the sky. The night and
morning are cold. 1 have a wool blanket with me, originating from my native country.
Wc arc proud of our blankets in Iceland, so when Akali told me that I would be cold with
only this one, I laughed and announced that being from a cold country I would never be
cold here in Niger. The blanket was fine during the rainy season, but as soon as jawol is
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over and the cold dabbunde starts, I feel very cold in the night. I only have my bed and
then this blanket to cover myself with. I sleep alone unlike most others, who have a
spouse or a child, or siblings to sleep with and keep warm with. I am freezing even
though I sleep in most of my clothes, similar to what people do. The first night after the
dabbunde starts, I shake in the night because it is so cold. Akali never goes to sleep in
his suitdu before making sure that I am safely under my blanket. I am shaking from the
cold but tr>' not to show it, hoping that it will be better later in the night. It is not better. I
try to sleep but my body is too cold for me to rest. Akali observes in the morning that I
have not slept well. "You don't look very well" he asks me, "Is there a problem?" Before
I answer, he has guessed the reason. He laughs, "You are cold." I laugh as well, even
thought I feel miserable, not knowing that he will make fim of this for the rest of my stay.
The next night he brings me one of the two blankets that he and his wife use. I feel guilty
in accepting it, but try to convince myself that he would not accept my refusal. For the
next few days other people in the household comment on this, feeling sorry for me,
asking me "A nanipe'ul. Mariyama? Are you cold Mariyama?" Stories travel fast. This
one traveled before me to Niamey and was known to most people of the lineage staying
there.
The small ponds where we used to get out water have dried up and the time has
arrived to make and use small hand dug wells at the waterhole areas. A lot of work is
ahead which includes digging the wells and later maintaining them, occasionally making
new ones if the old ones become dry. Our migrations are short, and aim at using the area
around the water hole area, not migrating to a different area. Migration can only take
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placc on certain days, as in WoDaaBe society certain tasks are often reserved for specific
days. Some days of the month have a taboo on migration movements, having to do with
the moon's location in the sky. Some weekdays are worse suited for gonsid than others.
Those days that should be avoided being Monday, Wednesday, and Saturday (Maliki
1981:70). If for some reason, however, it is seen as absolutely necessary to move the
camp, then these taboos can be circumscribed. The animals are often moved to a new
pasture and the house follows only at night, justified by the reasoning that a new day has
actually started. Such a separated migration of the house and herd is called kabinojki.
However, if the house and the herd are separated for a long time this separation is
referred to as biggal.
Migration is important for the WoDaaBe in various ways. It is a way of utilizing a
resource where grass cover is not equally distributed over a given space and also a way to
prevent over-grazing in a specific area. Thus, migration is an adaptation to the ecology
of the Sahel and has to be seen in context of its ecology. However, migration movements
also have a more direct importance for the well being of people and animals, because it
translates into the milk production.
After staying a few days at the same place, the area around the house is
conceptualized as dirty. It has animal dung all over, which has not become assimilated
with the ground. "People in towns have flies because they always stay at the same
place," various WoDaaBe tell me, "and flies carry illnesses. We are more healthy
because we move." The cows also are sensitive to the cleanliness of the place. If it has
dung all over, they do not feel good and will not lay on the ground, thus not resting
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enough which diminishes milk production. It can also i3e pointed out that with moving to
a new area, the pasture for the animals is closer and the task of collecting firewood is
much easier. WoDaaBe women collect dead branches as firewood and because their
house moves so frequently, firewood collection is usually not very time consuming.
Migration movements are also important for the definition of being WoDaaBe. I think
the psychological affects of migration lifestyle as part of one's life experience from birth
cannot be completely ignored. Kala'i tells me: "Consul [migration movement] is the
inheritance of WoDaaBe. When God created WoDaaBe, he gave them gonsul as their
tradition. So when WoDaaBe came into existence they had gonsul; that is to be
WoDaaBe. We are WoDaaBe because of gonsul. All of us do gonsul. WoDaaBe leave a
place, we find grass, call our cows, and take them there. WoDaaBe do gonsul, take their
house, milk their cows, drink milk and are full. If we would not do gonsul, we would not
get a lot of milk from their cows" (Tape transcript (2)February 1997:2).
After I returning from my research, I was asked by someone who had also worked in
Niger and knew the WoDaaBe whether I really liked the seasonal movements and felt if
this was a good way of life, going through the hassle of packing everything once again,
just to have to pack it again two or three days later? I thought about the question for a
while, inspecting my own feelings. I have to say that I liked it and understand why
WoDaaBe value it. I think gonsul involves a certain embodied experience. There is an
cxcitement in the air almost every time when the house is packed, a sense of liberation,
freedom which one p>crhaps has to learn to value by being a part of. A new place is
TTie majority of interviews is translated by mc from Fulfiilde with assistance of WoDaaBe consultant. A few
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refreshing, like a welcomc change from the rather dull routine of the day. As Kala'i
said, gonsul is a gift from God, intended both for the well being of animals and people.
WoDaaBe relationships to others are very much characterized by reserve behavior.
An aspect of this is a general inappropriateness to ask many questions. The asking of
questions is a way of demonstrating dissatisfaction with something. You ask because you
arc not satisfied with something or to confront a person. For an ethnographer, whose
work consists basically of asking questions, this can be difficult. Some questions are of
course well taken and seen as appropriate, especially if they are not too many and asked
at the right moment, but others are understood as criticism or an indication of a
"problem." As a result of this, I frequently had to explain to Akali that my questions
were not because of any problem, but instead just asked because I wanted to know and
understand. He understands, but at the same time it is hard for him to understand why
everything has to be questioned, and often he forgets that I am not posing criticism when
asking about something. 1 ask, for example, why a particular girl has the hair styling of a
man, rather than of a woman. He takes the question as dissatisfaction on my part and
becomes upset. I explain again to him our cultural differences, and he tells me that his
people just don't ask questions like this. Our discussions of posing questions and
behaving appropriately help me to ask other people without distancing them. Sometimes,
especially when Akali is not around to direct me, I get a long awkward silence to my
inquires, which means I have said something that is not meaningful and probably not

interviews arc. however, "translated" from broken English into standard English according to the request of the person
interviewed. A list of the interviews is presented in the reference list.
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polite. I fear this silence, this looking away, people not knowing how to react, how to
behave.
Questions can also be tiresome. Once, after a movement to a new place, I noticed
that all the bamambi trees were dead. They were without leaves, just the white dead stem
standing naked in the op>en. A few meters away were three tanni trees in much better
condition. I was curious to know why, and asked Akali why all the bamambi were dead.
He looks at me, silent for few moments, then says, "You want to know why all the
bamambi have died? I will tell you. This is because bamambi were at war with the tanni.
The tanni killed all the bamambi, so now it is all dead." He looks at my face. It is
probably rather surprised because he adds, "Of course I don't know how this bamambi
died, how could I know that? I don't know everything, Kristin. Only Gods knows this."
I am never alone. During the day people gather in my bed, usually women during the
day, and men at the evening. Who it is depends on what tasks have to be done and who is
close to our camp. Sometimes Sollare or one of the other women moves my bed from the
open area of the day, to a better shelter from the sun. Sitting on the bed instead of on the
ground, in the shadow of a few trees feels good. "How wonderful your bed is,
Mariyama," Jumare tells me when she and four other women arc resting on my bed,
taking a short break before they start pounding the millet. She is lying on her side next to
me, because WoDaaBe women never lie on their back. She, as the other women, is of
course not resting without any work, but attending to her embroidery, a handicraft that
WoDaaBe women frequently do if they have any available time. She makes beautiful,
imaginative patterns and small carefully crafted threading.
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"Gollalyari'en WoDaaBe. The work of WoDaaBe wives," she tells me proud. The
embroidered clothing consists usually of three types of clothing, the small shirt for young
girls (surbadjo), the long shirt for a young man {kajedjo), and the skirt cloth (wudere) for
women {surbadjo and jaeridjo). The thread and the cloth are expensive and I admire
their ability to keep their work clean in the middle of their daily chores. In order to
protect what has already been done, plastic is sewed on to the patterns, and then the cloth
rolled up. leaving only the part exposed where work still remains. My nomadic lifestyle
and lack of transportation other than my camel leads to me only having one big notebook
to write down all my observations. I also draw pictures in it, creating much pleasure for
the people around me. During my first months in the bush these pictures are a medium to
communicate. When the men are away, the women come to see the old pictures and if
there are any new ones. All the drawings of people must have names in my notebook and
often people ask me to make pictures of them. In the evening the males and the women
who went to the waterhole area to get water or to some other household come back to the
house. Sollare comes back from the waterhole area but she has to go there almost
everyday to get water. Long before I see her, I hear her singing from a distance, coming
back from her day's work. "My work is difficult," she tells me once when there are only
the two of us. "I wake up early in the morning to go to the well, only to come back in the
evening. 1 am tired of going every day."
I had not been long in bush when I discovered the existence of lice in my
environment. Sollare is sitting on my bed, and sitting on her knees is her younger
brother. She is searching for something in his long hair. I ask her what she is doing, and
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she shows me something between her fingers before cracking it with her nails. I feel cold
shivers going through my body, and am almost tempted to move further away from her.
Even though 1 could relatively well tolerate the lack of personal hygiene and personal
spacc. I do not want to get lice. I was almost terrified with the thought of getting lice in
my long hair. Considering that most of the women and children in my household had
lice, I felt that the chances were relatively high. For some unknown reason and to my
great relief, the lice never made a nest in my hair. However, the women sometimes
found lice in my hair, and perhaps this is my imagination, but every time it seemed to
cause a great deal of satisfaction, and was announced to everyone that now Mariyama
had lice. 1 was not so different after all, the lice ready to accept me, even though only
partly.
The brother Gidado is a cheerful person and for some reason not particularly shy
towards me. I see him almost everyday and often he is the one I eat with. Unlike most of
the other young men, he is not shy to hold my hand, and his handshake is light and
fnendly like a brother's hand in mine. He has a girlfriend who lives in a camp a little
farther down and thus he is usually not at his wuro in the evening. I see him leave with
his tall iron spear and the blanket on his shoulder, disappearing into the night. His
girlfriend comes to the house for a few days and stays with us. She is beautiful and
graceful, looks down when the men get close, but keeps her head otherwise high. She
has no interest in talking to me, just to get me to repeat things that she laughs at with the
other women, or to ask me something which I do now know the answer to. It is Jumare
who most often saves me from such situations, feeling responsible for me. Jumare and I
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calculate our age. discovering that we are probably bom exactly the same year, both
being twenty-eight years old, bom on the year called gol Makniu. We find it fascinating,
perhaps because we both realize how different our lives have been. Ironically, we also
become fnends because she is often ill and thus has to stay more at home than the other
women, recovering from her illnesses. When her stomach is hurting, I help her to locate
the cow dung on it. She is thin and fragile, and I am shocked to discover the scars on her
stomach. "What happened to you?" I ask her astonished. She laughs fnendly at my
ignorance, telling me that I am seeing the consequence of childbearing.
Our different experiences are sometimes a gulf between us and my inability to master
the language contributes to this gulf and hence my sense of isolation. It is strange not
really to know anything, to be ignorant like the smallest child in the camp. I discover that
it is not difficult to ask people standardized questions, but to "talk" to the women, to
really talk, discuss, and explore is more challenging because our lives are so different and
thus so few things can be easily be chatted about. These valuable moments with Jumare
described above are not an everyday occurrence, but valuable breaks from the mundane,
where our experiences touch and we manage to move temporarily beyond cultural
barriers.

It is still the dabbunde season, and the anthropologist has problems of her own. Her
past, her "real" life, has knocked on the door again, even though she is far away with the
"exotic" WoDaaBe in the hot lands of the Sahel. Thoughts are depressing and even
more so when there is no one to communicate with; no one who she can tell her
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disappointments, her pain. In addition, the outside conditions are extremely difficult.
The sand is blowing, and has done so since the day before. Her mouth is full of sand, her
hair cannot be camped, and her glasses dusty to the point of being useless. There is even
sand between her teeth, her lips dry and cracked with sand in every crack.
What is even worse is that during the sandstorms I cannot write. I have tried, but
only with the result that the layers of thin sand accumulating on the pages of my book
have destroyed three of my pens. They will never write again. I have tried to pull the
blanket over my head, but the sand mercilessly blows through it. I feel so fhistrated and
there is no one or nothing to take my fhistration out on. I have no place of my own. My
face has to remain expressionless, my voice fi-ee of stress. A strange picture takes focus
in front of my eyes; it is the picture of Malinowski on the cover of the book. Observer
Observed edited by George W. Stocking. I see Malinowski sitting in a tent with a table,
and I think angrily to myself, "Even Malinowski had a table to write on." I feel cheated
somehow.
1 go back under my blanket and Akali who can see my sadness and friistration,
fearing that he is the one who has failed, when it is people faraway or perhaps just me,
tells me to go to sleep. He has no other solution for this difficult woman whom he had
decided to take care of. I pull the green blanket over my head, crawl into a fetus position,
shelter my face with my hand from the sand and cry. Without sound, because I can not
let anyone know that I cry. I cry inside my heart, my face wet by tears until I fall asleep.
1 feel very tired the next day and I am hungry. The sand is blowing less. I need to
bathe, but this is difficult because it is so cold at night and the sandstorms of the last few
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days have made it impossible. I am afraid to bathe in the day, afi^id that someone will
sec me. When Akali comes back from giving water to his cow. he is also tired. He
brings me danidam, my favorite food, a milk which has been standing over night, and has
changed into white flakes and liquid both giving relief from hunger and thirst. Danidam
is usually only available during the rainy season, becausc most houses have so little milk
during other times. I drink it, and Akali tells me that it is all for me.
"I want to tell you something, Mariyama," he tells me seriously, "If my speach is not
good for your heart, then you forgive me for that. I only want to tell you this for your
own good." His eyes are firm but his voice is gentle. "My people have something called
munyal. Munyal is worth more than anything else. When you feel sad you want to do
munyal. You want to pretend that you don't care, you want to laugh and not show that
you are sad. Because whether you are sad or not, in the end it is all the same. If
something is difficult you want to do munyal, because everything is in the power of God.
Do you understand?"

I nod my head, not knowing what to say. "I am sorry that I am

sometimes a difficult person" I say hesitantly. He laughs mildly, telling me that I am
never difficult. He just wanted to tell me this for my own good, because perhaps no one
had done so before.
I eat the danidam eagerly, feeling better somehow, but the sadness has not completely
left my heart. Akali observes me silently. "You were hungry" he says almost accusingly.
I tell him no, the danidam was just so good. He repeats the sentence more firmly and I
ask to myself almost in desperation if he is now angry again and disappointed at me.
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How is it that I can never do anything right? He looks at me and then asks; "Maybe now
you want to go back to Niamey?"
He asks me this regularly. I usually just say "No" and we talk no more of it. Now I
look up and think that perhaps he wants me to leave. I see a smile on his face, realize
suddenly that he is teasing me.
"No," I say firmly, "Bush is very sweet." I realize almost at the same time the
absurdity of this statement, because I am very dirty from not bathing due to the
sandstorms the past days. For the same reason I have not been able to comb my hair for
two days. My eyes probably look as I have been crying and just before I was obviously
hungry. He is probably noticing the same things, but he laughs, "You know now
something you never knew before, you know hunger, you know thirst, you know hot, you
know cold. You know how it is to not being able to bathe properly, how to sit down by
yourself all alone. And you know how to stay with people. I think that now you know
bush." I do not try to protest, I just start to smile and we are suddenly both laughing for
no obvious reason.
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CHAPTER 4
DIMENSIONS OF IDENTITY:
MORAL COMMUNITY IN THE BUSH

WoDaaBe Relationship with the Bush

The WoDaaBe live in the bush. They even refer to themselves as the birds of the bush
{solli ladde) or the people of the bush (taguu ladde). Sedentary people often make a rigid
separation between their own settlements and the wilderness around it. Do WoDaaBe
make such a separation, considering the fact that they live in the bush? How is the
meaning of the bush versus the house in a WoDaaBe society? Do they have a concept of
wilderness? Or do they see themselves as a part of the bush?
In order to understand how the WoDaaBe conceptualize the meaning of their own
location in the bush and thus the nature of their relationship with the bush, I want to begin
by looking at a few concepts referring to a place. WoDaaBe refer to their dry season area
as gari and ngenndi. These terms can be defined as "an area of attachment" or simply as
"a home area". The meanings of these two terms are the same, which term is used
depends on lineage groups and linguistic influences in the area they occupy. The concept
gari comes from the Hausa language, but I choose to use it here because it is the term
used by the lineage groups which I worked with. The term lehidi, however, differs
somewhat from the two above because it applies to a place in a larger context. Lehidi can
thus be defined as a country or an area. As with all concepts, the meaning of all these
terms differs to some extent in relation to their context. When I asked about a more
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specific definition of ^arz, its differentiation from the bush itself, I was told that gar/ has
either a town or a water-hole place, because "that is the place where people sit down."
Thus, gari, or area of attachment, as I will refer to it here, is an area involving a
coexistence of human beings. The conceptualization of an area of attachment as existing
close to a settlement reminds us of the importance of millet in the pastoral society, and
thus its cocxistence with agricultural societies as part of their social structure and history
(See Dupire 1972:12).
Does this mean that WoDaaBe do not conceptualize themselves as living in the bush
or that they desire increased human settlement? Nothing could be further from the truth.
A bush is, by definition, an area where human settlement is sparse, almost lacking. We
see that most vividly from images which are awaken when discussing its destruction,
described as ladde wati, translated directly as '*the bush has died." Ladde wati is an area
that wild animals have left, trees have been cut down, fields are extensive, and there are
great numbers of people. "That is no longer a bush," I was told. Hence, the bush has
disappeared and the area can no longer been defined as such. For the WoDaaBe there
seems thus not to exist a binary opposition of their home and the bush, because one is
integrated into the other. The bush is their area of attachment because it is an area of
wilderness with sparse human settlement.
However, even though there is no strict binary opposition of the bush and the home,
there is still a distinction made between the bush in context of the house and the bush
outside of the context of the house. Here a further understanding of the classification of
the bush is necessary. WoDaaBe have a concept of a bush where all settlement is lacking.
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referring to it as ladde hurram. Ladde hurram is thus different from an area of
attachment, having to do with its absence of people and waterhole areas or a town in the
later. This term seems to be closely related to another term, ladde hurrum which is
exclusively used to indicate a animal reserve, where, by definition, human presence is not
permitted. Ladde hurram is a dangerous area without human beings, where thieves seek
shelter and the ginni (sing, ginnol) stay. Ginnol can simply be defined as an evil spirit but
whose more detailed definition will be discussed later. It is, however, important to
realize that there exists no opposition between ladde hurram and ladde in general
because ladde hurram are specific areas within the ladde where human occupation is
almost completely lacking. The same dangers that exist in the ladde hurram also exist in
the ladde itself but are more dangerous in the former than the later. This is because the
ladde as an area of attachment has the security of the presence of other people close by
and the intimate knowledge people have of that area. To clarify, it can be said that the
concepts si'ire (town), ladde (bush), ladde hurram ("wild" bush) as existing on a scale
moving from a dense human population to the lack of it.
Looking at the placement of the wuro (house), it has to kept in mind that the wuro is
within the ladde, and is not a structure rooted in a place but characterized by its objects.
The wuro is a home, an area of safety but also of highly regulated spaces and
relationships. The house and the area of attachment are thus both places of human
coexistence, of solidarity and safety. The further away one is from the house, or from a
human settlement in general, the more danger waits in the bush. Someone getting lost in
the bush can easily die of thirst, be attacked by thieves, or in the past, wild animals.
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WoDaaBe survival strategy depends on co-operation and the closeness to other human
beings, rather than on their exclusion. As we have seen with the cattle-loans, WoDaaBe
relationships are strategies for a safer survival. Perhaps we only need to take a metaphor
for this from the WoDaaBe closest environment, the herd. The herd is safe and strong as
long as its animals keep together and do not move too far from each other. This is also
true with the WoDaaBe. A person is safe as long as s/he stays within the human
settlement, i.e., the house, and a house is safer when it is not too far from other houses.
The house also is not only a place of safety for human beings but also for the animals.
The cows can go out and graze at night in a group {sogal), but the smaller animals depend
on the safety of the house to not be eaten by wild animals, especially the jackal. In the
dry season when the camps are far from each other, members of the houses feel
vulnerable being so far from the other camps. The rainy season is the time of prosperity
and safety due to the short distance of the houses from each other. In the dry season, the
bush is dangerous (kalledum) because the other camps are far away and crimes occur
frequently. This was, for example, reflected in people fearing more for my safety during
the dry season in the bush than during the rainy season. My movements were much less
restricted when it started to rain, because the bush is safer then and without potential
problems. To summarize the main argument here; WoDaaBe conceptualize themselves
as being a part of the bush, but still make a contrast between the bush and the house.
WoDaaBe conceptualize thus their wuro as a safe area, on some level part of the bush but
on another level distinguished by the bush around it.
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The Ginnol in the Bush
In order to explore better the conceptualization of the bush, I want to discuss the
ginnol. which is one of the feared forces of the bush. The ginnol is probably known to
most other Fulani groups and should thus not be considered an unique WoDaaBe
phenomena. In the dictionary by Osbom et al., the concept "spirit" is translated as
ginnaary-Jinni. or ginnawol. Another dictionary (CRDTO 1971) translates the term as
"devil" or a "spirit." My discussion here will only discuss the way in which the ginnol is
experienced by the lineage of WoDaaBe that my study was conducted among.
Ginnol is a creature of the bush. It fears the wuro, does in general not come close to
it. only making its appearance known in the bush. It usually attacks only a single
individual and is thus considered extremely dangerous to someone travelling alone. In
isolated cases it is known to make itself known to two or three people. The ginnol
sometimes kills people but more frequently the ginnol is said to render people crazy or to
disfigure them in one way or another. The presence of the ginnol draws up an interesting
dichotomy before the wi/ro and the bush, which I have previously pointed out in another
context. The wuro is a moveable space of order and safety while its surrounding areas
can be dangerous and unpredictable. The fact that a ginnol only attacks, in general,
someone alone, re-emphasizes the importance of social networking and solidarity. The
lone person is at risk and can be rendered mad by the ginnol in the bush. Ginnol can
"move somebody's mouth" or eyes so s/he loses his or her good look. Encounters with
ginnol can also make one crippled, lead to the loss of feeling in an arm or a leg.
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Someone sleeping in the bush who wakes up disfigured or disorientated would be said to
have been touched by ginnol in his sleep.
The most frequent encounters of ginnol are seeing its fire from a distance. Usually it
happens to a man travelling alone at night with his herd, seeing this fire like a distant
camp. But it is not a camp; the fire disappears and then reappers in a different place, only
to disappear once again. This is the fire of a ginnol. Sometimes voices are heard, like
people gathered around the fire, but in fact there is no one there except the ginnol. The
ginnol itself cannot be seen by human beings. People can only see what is called busaka
or a mbelu,

the reflection or a shadow of the ginnol. Someone who would see a true

appearance of ginnol would die instantly.

A great deal of people have had some

experience with ginnol. One morning when the whole family sat down by the fire in
front of my bed, before going to the tasks of the day, Kala'i tells me of his encounter with
a ginnol a long time ago:

"I was walking in the bush during the night. I had slept at the house of some people
not far away, but continued around five in the morning when it was still night. I saw a
nyiBre, the shape of something and it seemed like the shape of somebody. Then, I
thought; perhaps this is not somebody, and I felt fear. All my body became stiff. This
nyiBre moves and all my attention is on it. It comes toward me, it cries, and moves up
above my head. Then 1 thought 'It is true, this is ginnol.'' I took up my wood stick, and I
beat this with it, it moves, it is not someone, it is only nyiBre. Three times when I try to
slap it with my stick, it moves over my head. Every time I try to beat it, it moves. I see
that my stick is of no use and I take out my sword, 1 strike it with my sword and now it
feels pain. When I strike, there is as nothing inside because I only strike nyiBre. It cries,
because I beat it each time it comes over my head. NyiBre falls, it cries, it comes above
I could not find the term busaka in any of the dictionaries available to me. However, the term mbelu is defined as a
"personal shadow, spirit" (Tylor [1932] 1995;14) and as "shadow, reflection, ghost, wandering shadow" (CRDTO
1971:42), or "shadow" (Osbom et al., 1993: (499).
NyiBre can be defined as darkness (CRDTO 1971:120; Tylor [1932] 1995:234). In this context it means the dark
shape of something.
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mc. I beat it many times and it feels pain. Then it runs but does not stop crying. And it
stands in front of me. stamping down its feet. I see for my body that my money jjouch [in
a string around his neck] is gone, and I think, 'It took it. This ginnol took my pouch.' I
call it names and it sees that I want to beat it some more. And then it disappears, I walk
to the place where we stood and I find my pouch there. All my body smells from the
urine of this ginnol, because every time it came for my head, it urinated" (interview
Kala'i).

As Kala'i's account indicates, the ginnol does not to fear the herders' stick, only steel,
gives protection against the ginnol. When young men go out at night, perhaps to meet a
friend, it is not surprising that they prefer to have a sword by their side, or at least a knife.
The ginnol seeks especially to hurt a newborn child and its mother. A newborn child has
to sleep with a knife resting above its head to scare ginnol away, even during a bright day
within the wuro. The woman who has just given birth also has to be careful, usually
carrying an axe with her wherever she goes.
The ginnol is a shape-shifter, and can take the appearance of both humans and
animals. I present here another story where the ginnol takes the shape of a young
woman.
"One day my grandmother Gene went to do sippal. On her head she carries a
calabash, full of milk and butter. My tradition is that women carry things on their head
and because she knows how to do it, the calabash is not heavy. If she would carry it with
her hand it would be heavy, but to place it on the head, someone can go for one night or a
whole day and still not be tired. You go walking, that is my tradition.
So this woman was doing this. She goes and when she is finished selling, she goes
back and wants to go for her house. This woman has a child, her child is a married
woman, staying at the house of her husband. This is the first child of Geno. You know,
the tradition of my people is that you do not say the name of your first child. You do not
talk about it much and you do not say its name among people. Even though people
would reach twenty or one hundred years, this woman would not say her daughter's
name, because her tradition is like this. WoDaaBe call this child qffb. Geno does thus
not say the name of this child.
She is coming back in the day, she wants to go back home and she is alone. She
looks far away and she sees someone. It is as her baby is coming toward her. This is
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during the day so there is lot of sun and it is hot. Geno thinks, 'Oh, again the sheep have
bccomc lost.' This is because every day, often the sheep become lost. If lost, this
woman goes and finds them. Geno wonders, 'Why is it lost again?' The woman moves
towards her. she thinks it is her child. But it is not her child, it is ginnol. She thinks it is
her baby. The woman comes, it comes and Geno comes toward her. She thinks it is her
baby that comes. She thinks that they will meet on the path. So Geno thinks this is her
baby and she goes toward her. Geno does not want to greet her because she thinks it is
her baby [i.e. her qffb]. She only wants to ask,' The Sheep are lost again?d She wants to
open her mouth, and then this someone goes up, but it is during the day and it goes up to
Geno. It does not leave the path, because it has been moving towards Geno at the same
path. Only this someone goes up. Geno hears a sound like an airplane lifting up to the
sky; there is a high sound. Geon did not hear anything except this sound, her eyes are
close and she does not hear anything. Geno stands still, takes her calabash in her hands so
it docs not fall down because it has a lot of millet. She stays like this for about two
minutes and then her eyes open. She can see again, but it had been as in the night. Now
it is as she wakes up. She stands still, she does not walk. Then she looks back, she sees
this same woman, the woman has gone far away, she goes down the same road as before,
she has left. And then Geno leaves to go to her house. She goes to her house and she
sees her girl who stays in the house and has never left it. Geno saw only Ginnol. She
thinks that she saw ginnol. Because if it was actual someone, the person would not go up
in the air. Only ginnol wants to go up like that. Her child had just stayed at the house
and not experienced any problem" (Tape transcript (1) May 10, 1998).
I was also told about a specific grave (walorde) in the bush south of TchinTabaraden, where a light or fire can always been seen in the night. The light appears in
the evening when the sun sets and stays there until sunrise. People fear this place and do
not go near it. The fire is conceptualized as a dangerous symbol and it is speculated that
a man buried there probably beat his mother when he was alive. Some places where
people have died are also feared because there is "something" there. Fatale is a name of
such person, whose presence is believed to be in the bush close to place called Djiibiri.
In the context of these stories, I tried to establish if the ginnol was perhaps also a ghost,
which 1 never received completely coherent information about. However, it seems that
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someone who dies and has done evil things can become a ginnol. Ginnol, however, is
generally not the result of someone dying but instead given "a different life from God."
Not all stories of something scary in the darloiess are considered as being related to
ginnol. and it would be interesting to observe whose stories are believed and whose are
not. Sometimes people themselves admit that they were wrong in believing that this
something they encountered was not a ginnol.^^ Three young men told me about a time
when they were going home from a dance late at night and saw a dark shape of
something close to them. They all became very afraid and when this thing moved closer
they all ran away, only to discover that it followed them. Finally, one of them discovered
that this dark shape was a little donkey that had been lost earlier in the day. One man told
me a story of eyes following him in the night, only to be told by another person listening
to the tale that he had not been followed by a ginnol but by an owl. I could understand
and relate to people's fear of ginnol, even though usually during night, I stayed at the
camp by the bright fire and with a group of people. But it is impossible to not be well
aware of the darkness surrounding the safety of the house. My flashlight was always
almost out of batteries because it was often borrowed in order to escape the entering into
the complete darkness. Once, during the rainy season, when I needed to bathe, I went, as
always, a little distance from the house. I had to go to such a length that I was not visible
from the house, meaning that the house was hardly visible to me. I went close to a small
tree depression around a shallow lake, because it was unlikely to run into people there. It
is always fnghtening to undress out in the open in darkness, but I had done it many times
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before. However, as I started bathing using the plastic container, I thought that I heard
something, as if something was moving and breathing. It was not like a person or an
animal. Becoming really scared, I put my clothing back on and ran all wet to the house.
When I came back to my bed, Akali was there with one of his sisters and two brothers.
"What is wrong?" he asked me in a worried tone, and I told him that I heard something
and that I thought it was ginnol. Akali listened to my explaination and then laughed. He
told mc that this was probably just a dog that had followed me, because it had a womandog friend in the lake area and was having a "rendez-vous" with it. I never tried to tell
my story of ginnol to other people, feeling rather shameful of the whole thing, but he and
the other people did at least not perceive it as an actual encounter.
The ginnol is thus the creature of bush, darkness, of the unsuspected and unknown. It
renders people mad or kills them. Even though in most cases the ginnol only exposes
itself in the dark, it also happens to make appearances in daylight, thus indicating the
ladde (even within the area of attachment) as a dangerous place for someone alone. The
wuro, which is an assembly of objects and relationships, even though not tied down to a
specific placc, is the area where the ginnol hesitates to enter. The solidarity attached to
the wuro is ultimately what keeps the ginnol away.

The Friendship of Cows and Ginnol

In the chapter about animals, I discussed the feelings that the WoDaaBe have for their
livestock, and their relationship with their cows. I suggested that the WoDaaBe do not
An interesting study has been done on who is believed as having an authority as a shaman, and whose experiences
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conccptualize their relationship with their cows as one of an owner and animal, but rather
base it on a symbiotic reciprocity where humans take care of cows and vice versa.
Cows came to live with humans by their own will, and always maintain their independent
character. I also pointed out that the wuro is a settlement involving the coexistence of
humans and animals, and that the cows, just as the humans, seek well being and
protection within the space of the house. I have earlier talked about the ginnol,
concluding that it exists "outside" in the ladde. Thus, in respect to the ginnol, a binary
opposition can almost be drawn between the wuro and the ladde; the former
characterized by solidarity, the latter isolation, the former safety and regulations, the
latter danger and chaos. Further information about the WoDaaBe's conceptualization of
their relationship with the bush is observed when observing the relationship of the ginnol
with animals.
The cows are believed to be able to see the ginnol, which often prefers to stay close to
the herd. As one man told me, "The ginnol is a friend of cows." Thus, the ginnol
"follows" the cows, meaning that it is attached to them and often associates with them.
At night, some people are afraid to enter their cattle herd because a ginnol can be there
with them. If the fire is lit in the dudal, the ginnol will not enter because it fears fire, but
it can when the fire eventually dies out. The relationship of cow and ginnol is also
expressed in that some cows are considered to have ginnol. These are cows which do not
have uniform color but many, and especially if the animal is a budjeri or kalhaldi. It
should be noted that WoDaaBe in general fear the mixture of elements. The mixing of
arc classified as iaelcvant (Wolf 1990)
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different food is considered dangerous for the health, and a person of mixed ancestr>' is
considered to be more dangerous than one who is of "pure" ancestry.
The animals said to have ginnol are especially dangerous to people. Owners of such
an animal arc supposed to keep it with the herd, not to kill or sell it, only to wait for it to
die from natural causes. The husband of an old woman I knew, had owned a young bull
that was possessed hy ginnol. Often a fire could be seen burning not far from this bull
and incomprehensible voices were sometimes heard talking in proximity to it. The man
had various medicines to protect himself from this bull but as the story will show, the
animal was more powerftil than he. The man decided to take the bull to the market and
sell it. People warned him against doing this but he did not listen. In the moming, before
he leaves his house, he comes down with a low fever but decides to leave for the market
anyway. When he reaches the market, his fever is so high that he asks a dillalidjo^^ to
sell the animal for him while he rests at the place where people cook tea. When dillalidjo
manages to sell the bull, the man's fever is very high. The dillalidjo arrives with the
money and hands it to the man. At the very same moment as the man's hand touches the
money, he dies.
A herd with animals of various colors is also more likely to attract ginnol, even
though the ginnol is not attached to a particular animal. Sometimes at night, the sound of
someone milking the cows can be heard in such a herd. People only hear the specific
sound of the milk spurring into the calabash, but do not see anyone or anything. Thus, at

However, WoDaaBc realize, of course, that it is not an equal relationship because they slaughter animals and sell if
ncccssary.
TO
A dillalidjo is a mediator between a buyer and a seller at the livestock markets.
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night people fear ginnol inside such a herd and are afraid to walk within it. A herd of
cows with uniform color is much less likely to attract ginnol to it. The ginnol is not
related to other animals, such as the goat and the sheep. However, it fears the dog that is
able to spot it and bark at it, warning the wuro of its presence.
Another association between ginnol, cows and people has to do with the moral
conduct of WoDaaBe, mbodagansi. I have heard that a person who has many cows, and
is not generous in giving or loaning them in habana'l. can suffer a great misfortune from
the hands of the ginnol. When that happens, a strange sound will suddenly be heard from
the herd, like someone is beating a drum or a calabash. This is called tumBal. The herd
becomes restless, but the beating continues and there is no one to be seen. If the person
who owns the cows does not start immediately to kill his own cows, he will surely die. In
order to save his life, he should call people and ask them to help him. He should start
killing his animals, by slashing their foot by the sword in order to be able to kill them
more easily. Many cows must be killed, between ten or twenty and afterwards the meat
is cooked and distributed. I was told that this was the "work ginnoC because someone's
cows are too numerous and he is not willing to share them with others. What is of special
interest here is that the ginnol seems to serve as a moral reminder the social responsibility
of WoDaaBe to each other, using the herd as mediator.

People, Cows and Ginnol
What does this information tell us about the way in which the WoDaaBe understand
themselves in relation to their environment? Human beings organize their environment
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in a way that renders it meaningful, in addition to placing themselves in the context of
this environment. I want to suggest here that the house and the bush can be posed as
structural oppositions to a certain extent. The idea of the cows as both attached to
humans and to ginnol, defined as both domesticated and "savage," indicates some kind of
structural mediation between the bush and people, between culture and nature. The well
being of WoDaaBe life in the bush depends ultimately on the welfare of their herd.
Cattle arc the means of production, allowing people to live in the ladde area.
Table 4.1: The Wuro and Ladde as Binary Oppositions
culture
wuro
humans-domesticated animals
order in relationships
controlled environment
safety
fire

nature
ladde
thieves-ginnol-wild animals
relative lack of order in relationships
uncontrolled environment
danger
darkness

Cows

domesticated

wild

friends with

people^^^

^^innol

Fire IS an interesting clement in this relationship. As earlier said, one WoDaaBe origin myth states that cows were
lured to join humans with the element of fire. Cows, just as humans, seem to like fire, which is contrary to the ginnol
which docs not enter the dudal when a fire bums there. However, the ginnol uses fire to try to lure and confuse people
in the bush, or at least to make its presence known.
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However, I am not implying that the WoDaaBe adopt the simplistic Cartesian
dualism of opposition of man and nature that has been so predominant in the western
world (Pepper 1984; Soupious 1992). Some theorists have argued that a basic distinction
can be found in most societies of the world as two basic domains, one "innate" or
"given." the other "artificial" or "cultural." This can be seen as coexisting with a basic
motivation for a cosmological construction of the world into a realm of self-and-other
(Willis 1990:13). If we look at the argument put forward previously in this chapter, it can
be observed that the WoDaaBe characterize themselves as being part of ladde. The
difference lies in the context which these concepts are placed. In the context of other
ethnic groups, the WoDaaBe are creatures of the bush as opposed to the city. However,
in context of the bush, WoDaaBe draw a distinction between themselves and the
creatures of the bush.

Table 4.2: WoDaaBe in Different Spaces
A:
Ladde- Si'ire
WoDaaBe- Habe (Hausa)

B:
Ladde- Wuro
animals-humans/domesticated animals

Thus, I believe that the WoDaaBe's binary opposition between culture and nature, of
the bush and house, exists along with notion of the bush and WoDaaBe as coexisting.
The well being of the bush is crucial for the well being of animals and thus people. The
destruction of the bush by people marks the end of herding life, something which I think
all WoDaaBe are aware of The bush is thus the site of multiple meanings, the ginnol
only embodying one of those.
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The experience of ladde itself becomes embodied because it involves real lived
experiences; of hunger because of lack of rain; of beauty from its fields of grass; of
freshness following the cold rain. Experiences from the bush differ according to social
situations. The experiences of the bush can thus be affected through human action; by
mobility the risk of hunger is reduced, safety is increased by more dense population. It
can also be pointed out, that just as the bush itself affects p>eople's bodies, people's
history and memory becomes embodied in the landscape and site of the bush. Hence, just
as the bush become part of people's body, the human history becomes part of the bush,
and is remembered and re-remembered from these sites. The bush is thus experienced in
a very real sense, involving a personal and collcctive relationship and memory between
the WoDaaBe and ladde, to be rendered meaningful by human imagination.
I will now turn from WoDaaBe relationship and conceptualization of their physical
environment toward their conceptualization of what it means to be WoDaaBe.

The Moral Conducts of Mbodagansi, Pulaaku, and Fulfulde

Mi hollata e miyiidi, mi wanaka (I don't show what I love, I pretend that 1 don't care).
Mi yiidi kamma mi ida (What I love is the same to me as what 1 dislike).

I learn these sentences, not only because they are the heart of WoDaaBe conduct and
thus of my research, but because they are guidelines to my own behavior and essential
tools to comprehend others around me. Thus, they are crucial both for my personal
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development as someone living among people and for my professional development as
someone who is trying to understand something about this people.
Before discussing the moral rules themselves, I want to look at two concepts, which
form an underlying basis of the moral rules of the WoDaaBe, munyal and semtedum. In a
narrow translation, munyal would translate as patience or endurance and semtedum as
shame. As with most key concepts, these concepts cannot be translated into English
without losing parts of their meaning, and therefore I wish to explore them ftirther.

To

have munyal is one of the principal positive characteristics of the WoDaaBe, embracing
various interconnected ideas.
My own personal metaphor for munyal is a car-trip that demonstrated for me both
what munyal meant and its importance in an everyday context. I loaded onto a pick-up
car with a many people. The car was supposed to carry us the last spot toward TchinTabaraden. These cars usually have an iron frame built into their trunk, in order to load
more people onto it. The women usually sit on the bottom (because they have shirts), but
the men sit on the iron bars at the top. The car becomes so packed by using this method
that a person in the center of the trunk can hardly obtain enough air to breathe even
though she or he is in fact outdoors. During this particular trip, I was sitting at the edge
of the trunk with one hand holding onto the iron bars above me and the other hand on a
young WoDaaBe woman sitting left to me. Someone was sitting painfully on my hand,
which was clinging to the iron bar, and I could find no other secure place to hold with my
second hand. To my right side was an old blind man, who was saved fi^om the risk of
falling because he was sitting within the trunk itself. Sitting on the edge exposed me to

us
the risk of falling down, and I constantly had to push myself closer within the car. making
the blind man ver>' uncomfortable. I also had to bow my back forward to shift the
balance to the right direction. I could support myself on the arm of the WoDaaBe girl
V, ho

was ftjrther inside the car than I was. The ride took over an hour and was e.xtremely

painful due to these circumstances. It was a rough ride, which made it harder to
concentrate on not fzilling- and the iron bar on which I was sitting was even more painful.
It was at this moment where I understood best the meaning of munyal. Only by focusing
on my pain as being irrelevant was I enable to tolerate it. By imagining that it would
never end. that it was a ride completely devoid of time, made me able to go through it. If
I started to slip into thinking that perhaps the ride was soon over, or wondered how much
time there was left, the pain became almost intolerable. However, when I saw the ride as
timeless and as a static state, it became something endurable. Munyal can be seen as a
way of enduring something difficult. Thus, munyal does not necessarily lead to rewards,
but it is a state of mind that prevents desperation. It is an acceptance of things the way
they arc, because they cannot be changed. One can tolerate the situation only by
accepting it. "What comes after munyal?" my friend Akali asked me when explaining the
concept to mc. "If you don't do munyal what can you do then?" The concept munyal has,
of coursc, many interrelated meanings and is used in various contexts. Munyal can refer
to showing patience to someone, not expressing dissatisfaction in order to avoid
confi-ontation, of not showing one's feelings. The person who has munyal waits for
something s/he wants, even though it may never come, not expressing his or her true
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feelings. To be in control of one's feeling is, as will be discussed later, a very important
personal quality in WoDaaBe society.
Semtedum, just as munyal, refers to a certain state of mind and behavior. To have
semtedum can be seen as referring to knowing the correct moral behavior in certain
situations, such as proper interactions with one's parent-in-law. There are several ways in
which a person can behave shamefully, but what they have in common is that the person
has in one way or another lost his or her self-control. Usually such situations involve a
person showing inability to control his or her emotions, or that s/he has some primordial
needs, such as eating and defecating, or that s/he has emotions and/or need for other
people. In certain culturally defined relationships with specific people, the need for selfcontrol becomes more crucial, such as parents or parents-in-law (see discussion Riesman
1977; Virtanen n.d. 2). Children are in general said to not have semtedum, because they
act on their feelings and do or say what they like. When the concept is used in a broader
sense, a person would be said to feel semtedum while doing certain things, such as asking
for help, the concept then is very close to the English word "shame." Someone who has
semtedum is thus generally reserved and respectful toward other people, and does not
show feelings or emotions. The concepts of semtedum and munyal will be clearer when
seen in context to the moral codes (mbodagansi.pulaaku) themselves. Catherine
VerEecke further points out that the concept dewal, meaning "service," becomes part of
vjomcxi's semtedum. Thus, the woman seeks to respect and service her husband. This
concept dewal, which can also be translated as "to follow," is the root forming the word
for a "woman" (pi. rewbe, sing, debbo) in Fulfulde (VerEecke 1989:5).
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Pulaaku

Literature regarding the Fulani identifies the idea of pulaaku as a core concept in
characterizing the Fulani identity (see for example Azarya et al 1993:3; VerEecke
1989;VerEeckc 1993; 4; Stenning 1959:55; Zubko 1993:202). It is interesting that the
WoDaaBe whom I knew almost never referred to pulaaku or used the term pulaaku to
explain their own self-identity. 1 find it important to explain the concept because it has a
somewhat large relevance to the other concepts used by WoDaaBe, as well as shedding
some light on the relationship between WoDaaBe and Fulani.
The concept pulaaku is the abstract noun that is formed from the root "fill," (i.e.
Fulbe). which in the singular becomes "Pullo." In 1932, Reed defines the concept as
employed to "denote the characteristics which distinguish the Fulani from surrounding
races, but it is also used for the rules of conduct which should guide a Fulani in his
intercourse with other people, and particularly with other Fulani" (Reed 1932:427).
Stenning describes pulaaku as the "way of the Fulani," thus also underlying the inclusive
cthnic characteristic of the term. He states that the term has several components, the most
important being the semteende (semtedum), hakkiilo (which can be translated as care,
forethought), and munyal (Stenning 1959:55; see also Ezeomah 1989). Tea Virtanen
emphasizes semtedum (she writes semteende) as the central attribute of the pulaaku . She
points out in that context the phrases '^pulaaku wala (there is no pulaaku)" and "fee
semtada (they feel no shame)." These phrases are used interchangeably, and belong to
everyday rhetoric (Virtanen 1998:9). VerEecke has noted that "in a broad sense, pulaaku
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is the path which guides one to be a just, moral virtuous and well-mannered person,
which many Fulani believe to be peculiar to one own kind" (VerEecke 1991:187).
Ezcomah writes: "The elements ofpulaakii are modesty, reserve/restraint, patience and
fortitude, and care and forethought. These qualities not only guide the actions of the
FulBc in their work roles, but also guide their interpersonal, transpersonal, and
extrapcrsonal relationships and their thought processes" (Ezeomah 1991:268). As
Virtanen argues, "all adult Fulani are expected to master, or "repeat," pulaaku in every
situation that requires it" (Virtanen 1998:10).
Pulaaku is not simply a guide for appropriate behavior and values, but has also
symbolic attributes to other components of being Fulani. Values associated with cattle
are, according to VarEecke, an important component of a system that is embodied in the
idea of pulaaku. Thus, cattle are extensively used in a metaphorical way to show the
values that are part of pulaaku. The symbols of herding, such as the saaru (herder's
stick), cows, and daangol (calf-rope) represent, according to VarEecke, two dichotomous
forces in the lives of the Fulani; the challenges and hardship endured, and the security
experienced among one's own kind (VerEecke 1991:189). Pulaaku is thus, according to
VarEecke, not only a set of rules in guidance of appropriate behavior but are also an
important symbol in itself for solidarity. The pulaaku guides the Fulani in their
interpersonal relationships and their relationships with cattle (Ezeomah 1989:2). This
same idea is reflected in John Aron Grayzel's assertion that cattle are the embodiment
and reflection of values that are part of the pulaaku (Grayzel 1990:47). These deflnitions
referred to point toward, that the concept distinguishes the Fulani from surrounding
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people, describing the correct behavior and values for someone who is Fulani, involving
both inclusion and exclusion, marking the difference between Fulani and non-FuIani
people.

Mbodagansi and Fulfulde

The concept mbodagansi is similar to pulaaku in the sense that it marks membership
in the ethnic group. Just as pulaaku is important in defining a true Fulani, mbodagansi is
important in defining a true WoDaaBe. The correct moral conducts are frequently
referred to by WoDaaBe as mbodagansi and fulfrilde. Mbodagansi is derived from the
concept mboda, which means taboo or avoidance in English. According to the
interviewed WoDaaBe, the name WoDaaBe is derived from the same root. The same
observation regarding the name of the WoDaaBe is done by Reed, but he writes:
"WoDaaBe is given by some of the Bomu Fulani as the verb 'woDa' which Gaden in his
dictionary translates as to have taboo; to have as a taboo'" (Reed 1932:424). One man
answered when asked what the WoDaaBe are; "WoDaaBe have taboo {mboda), because
they follow taboo... WoDaaBe have mbodagansi and fiilfiilde" (Tape transcript
(1 )February 1997:1). Another person said: "We are WoDaaBe because of mbodagansi
and fulfiildc. We never sell food, a WoDaaBe does not want to see his brother not have
any animals. They are not able to see his brother have nothing, without giving him
something and help him. Because of this we say WoDaaBe, because if someone who is
BoDaaDo does not have fulfiilde then he is not a BoDaaDo" (January 1997:1). When
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asked directly what differentiates WoDaaBe and Fulani, one man simply stated:
"WoDaaBe have mbodagansr (Tape transcript (3)September 1997).
Even though mbodagansi is most likely derived from the concepts mboda. the
meaning of these concepts differ somewhat. As I will discuss better later, the meaning of
mbodagansi can be seen as more similar to pulaaku. The difference between the concept
mboda and mbodagansi becomes probably clearest when the norms are broken. If
someone would break the ethic of mbodagansi, such as by refusing to give food, or by
calling their child by name, that person would be seen as lacking intelligence, being an
immoral and generally unattractive person. I believe that a mbodagansi catmot really be
broken without the intention of doing so, thus showing a major failure in the character of
the person in question. However, a person that breaks mboda intentionally would be seen
as ignorant, but it would not be attributed to his or her value as a person. As Reed points
out, "the man who disregards them is not punished by the tribe; he is considered foolish
rather than criminal" (Reed 1932:230). The difference between mboda and mbodagansi
can simply be said to originate in that the former is something that should be avoided for
the persons' own good, while the later describes that something should be avoided for
ethical and moral reasons. The fact that the later seems to be derived from the former
does still tell something about their relation, probably indicating that in the past their
meaning was more blurred.
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Mboda is still an important aspect in the lives of the WoDaaBe, being part of their
everyday actions in all spheres of societyDifferent groups of WoDaaBe have a
somewhat different mboda, even though some taboos are rather generally accepted.
People even make their own personal mboda. For example, a man has a car accident on
Wednesday, and after that he does not want to travel in a car on Wednesdays, seeing that
day as carrying mboda for car trips for him. Reed also observes this individual
characteristic of mboda. He also points out that mboda is not exclusively found among
WoDaaBe and that many Fulani groups also have mboda (Reed 1932:431).
Tuming back to mbodagansi, there seems to be no gender difference between the way
in which people describe mbodagansi. When asking to describe it, people focus usually
on formal acts, which are seen as distinctive for WoDaaBe. These roles especially
include the taboo of saying the name of the first child: to respect the different mboda in
general; to show respect to parents-in -law; to do bqfido, to show general rules of
hospitality; and to be generous with one's kind. Thus, mbodagansi seems to be
associated with rather formal rules and is often seen as describing some of the same acts
of conduct as pulaaku. This is indicated by social institutions such as bofido and the
taboo on saying the name of the first child being also described as part of pulaaku.
Mbodagansi is also very strongly associated with certain rules of hospitality, and often
when people were asked regarding the meaning of the concept, they would cite this
association to the concept bagodjo (visitor). Others also emphasized the importance of
Some of the rules followed under mbodagansi are also referred to as mboda (such as not saying the
name of the first bom child), but they are mboda more for ethical reasons rather than out of people fearing
misformne. A person saying the name of the first child would thus more be considered unethical and non-
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generosity to mbodagansi, the importance of sharing one's resources with one another.
An elderly hakkimidjo makes an example of mbodagansi that someone who has more
cows than his kin will give be generous in giving habana 7 (Tape transcript (3)Scptember
1997).

Fulfuide and Mbodagansi
Fulfiilde is often mentioned along with mbodagansi when talking about moral
behavior. What does the concept mean in this context and how is it different from
mbodagansi^ Fulfuide is of course the language of WoDaaBe and Fulani. but clearly
means something more. In this context, the term refers more to a certain kind of conduct,
to politeness and appropriate behavior, making it not quite possible to make a rigid
distinction between the language and valued behavior. One man says; "Fulfiilde is
different between different groups because there are things which are not the same, there
are some things that are the same, but other things that are very different. But this all is
Fulfuide, it only divides into different directions. This is because the hankali •*' is
different; people and their hankali differs, their hairstyle is different, their piercing is
different, their taboos are different." (Tape transcript (l)February 1997:2). To have

WoDaaBe compared to a person who brings a broken bowl into the cattic area of the house {dudaf). The
lancr is foolish, asking for misfortune to happen to his or her house.
^' The term hankali is from the Hausa language and refers to courtesy, common sense and politeness. I
also sometimes noticed people using it interchangeably with the term Fulfuide as discussed in this context.
Akali once defined the term for me as referring to the opposite of being "crazy."
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Fulfiildc thus refers both to knowing the language and being able to act appropriately, but
that knowledge is seen as embodied in the language itself.
When describing Fulfulde, Akali argues, "If you have Fulfiildc, you greet people.
People like you and you never give anyone problems. You try to let people feel that you
are not more powerftj than they are, ±at you are no better than they are. You show
someone respect, no matter if it is a woman, a child or an elderly person. You see these
people all as the same. You greet all, you don't tell lies, and you don't give problems.
You don't steal from people and you don't harm people. If you are eating something, then
you share with them. If you want to sit down someplace then you sit down with these
people. This is Fulfulde" (Tape transcript 6 June(B) 1998).
Thus, according to these references, fulfulde seems to be referring to a general
politeness and courtesy while mbodagansi refers more to formal rules regarding behavior.
This definition is of course artificial, because there seems to be a large grey area where
the meaning of these concepts intersect. Mbodagansi is very much based on rules of
general politeness, and Fulfulde in many cases reflects what is seen as desirable from the
norm of mbodagansi. I have heard Hausa being described as having some "Fulfulde,"
but I have not heard people from other ethnic groups described as having mbodagansi.
Fulfulde thus does not seem to be as closely associated with ethnicity as mbodagansi.

^ Bonfiglioli and Stenning also make this claim. Bonfiglioli writes; "Fulfiilde is in this context not only a
language, but a way of living (Fulfulde dans le sens non pas d'un langage. mais d'une manierc de vivrel
(Bonfiglioli 1988:253). Stenning writes: "Fulfulde means not only the language spoken by Fulani but the
whole range of rights and duties peculiar to a pullo [i.e. a Fulani]" (Stenning 1959:55)
People from other cthnic groups who know some Fulfulde language are referred to as "o musini" (s/he
breast feeds).
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Just as non-WoDaaBc can express them in Fulfulde, they could also show conduct that
shows that they "have" Fulfulde.

The Pulaaku, Mbodagansi and Fulfulde
The WoDaaBe use the term mbodagansi to refer to certain values which mark the
individual as being WoDaaBe, Just as pulaaku is seen as defining who is a Fulani,
separating the Us from the Other. What remains to be asked is what are the relationships
between these three concepts; pulaaku, mbodagansi and Fulfulde? Occasionally, people
said that pulaaku is a Fulani concept, but 1 heard more often that pulaaku was something
that WoDaaBe have more of than the Fulani. WoDaaBe use Fulfulde and mbodagansi to
describe themselves and I only once heard a person refer to pulaaku in natural speech.
The term was used or discussed only if I particularly asked about pulaaku. This seems to
suggest that the concept is not important for the WoDaaBe's self-identification, even
though they are aware of its existence and formally incorporate it into their system of
morals. One BoDaaDo man explained that while the Fulani think that fulfulde and
pulaaku are the same, the WoDaaBe see pulaaku as different from fiilfiilde. This
comment somewhat clarifies the difference between these concepts as seen from the
WoDaaBe perspective, indicating that pulaaku is conceptualized as a set of formal rules,
while fulfiilde implies a more intimate knowledge of appropriate behavior and respect.
The difference thus seems to be the same or similar as the difference between fulfulde
and mbodagansi.
To summarize the discussion above regarding pulaaku and mbodagansi:
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a) Some aspects, seen as forming part of the pulaaku (such as the practice of bofido
and the avoidance relation to the first bom child) are also seen as being a part of
mbodagansi.
b) Some aspects, seen as a part of mbodagansi (such as following a taboo, following
the rules of hospitality) are not strongly associated with pulaaku (by the WoDaaBe).
The relationship between pulaaku and mbodagansi thus seems rather complicated and
incoherent. 1 present here two models suggesting how the relationship of the concepts
discussed can be mapped out. It should be kept in mind, as the following discussion has
indicated, that these models are ideal types, and that everything suggests that the
WoDaaBe define these concepts in a fluid way.

Table 4.3. Logic of moral conduct.
munyal and semtedum
T
Fulfii^e
puliku
(both WoD. and
Fulani)

}oda,ansi
(only WoD.)

munval and semtedum
This diagram suggests that munyal and semtedum give rise to the moral conduct of the
WoDaaBe. Fulfiilde as a language and moral knowledge incorporates the pulaaku and
the mbodagansi as a more formal manifestation of this moral knowledge. What
differentiates them (i.e., the pulaaku and the mbodagansi) is the fact that the former
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belongs to both WoDaaBe and Fulani, while the later is exclusively a WoDaaBc concept.
The diagram also suggests a separation between the two moral "roads," the fact being that
the WoDaaBe define themselves as following the principle of mbodagansi while the
Fulani see themselves as being defined firom the pulaaku. At the bottom of the diagram,
the munyal and semtedum are seen to reappear as deriving from the moral codes, hence
implying a dialectical relationship between the moral codes and these two concepts. It
should be noted that while pulaaku and mbodagansi are seen as tied to ethnicity, the
semtedum and munyal are not, even though they as qualities are stimulated by these rules
of conduct.
The diagram could also be drawn as shown in table 4.4.:
Table 4.4. Logic of Moral Conduct.f2'>
munyal and^emtedum
Fulfulde

I
pulaaku = MBODAGANSI
munyal and semtedum
This diagram suggests that the pulaaku and the mbodagansi are the same but that the
mbodagansi is the larger version of the former. This view is expressed in statements such
as: the two moral codes are the same but only WoDaaBe have more. It is also confirmed
if we look at the lack of difference between the mbodagansi and the pulaaku (as
expressed by the WoDaaBe) because both seem to refer to formal rules.
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I would claim that both of the following views exist: that the WoDaaBe see
mbodagansi as differentiating them from Fulani, and thus pulaaku defining the Fulani
while the mbodagansi defming the WoDaaBe; and WoDaaBe sec the mbodagansi being
the same as pulaaku but a purer form of it, thus demonstrating their superiority along
with a separate ethnic identity from the Fulani.

On HospitaUt>' and Feelings

In my discussion, I have given some indication on the meaning of these concepts, as
well as attempted to establish the relationships between them. Akali argues that we do
not know how mbodagansi and pulaaku evolved in to different ways. It should be
emphasized that the discussion above only tries to explain these concepts as
conceptualized by the WoDaaBe groups that I am familiar with. The only references
which I made regarding how other Fulani would define these concepts where made
through references to other people's texts. I have not attempted to compare the way in
which different WoDaaBe would understand these concepts and to what extent their
meaning would differ among lineage groups.
I want to add another concept to my discussion. Bagodjo has a strong importance for
the WoDaaBe, and is directly connected to the rule of mbodagansi. Bagodjo refers to a
guest or a visitor, and as previously discussed in relation to mbodagansi, the rules
regarding visitors are rigorous and formal. Bagodjo, hankaiii, semtedum, munyal are all
concepts which seem very central to the self-identity of a BoDaaDo, and it is thus
interesting to notice that all they have some reference to "sharing." Bagodjo is someone
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who should be treated generously; a person that is not generous has no hankali; a wealthy
man has semiedum because it is shameful for the man to be rich if others have nothing.
Munyal also connects into generosity; to have munyal toward others means that one
should be generous without any hope of reciprocity. Thus generosity seems to be an
integrated part of the self-image of the WoDaaBe. A person who lacks generosity would
not be seen as having semtedum and hankali, he would not have munyal for people and
not follow the principles of mbodagansi and fulfulde very well (this is e.g. strongly
emphasized in a tape transcript (3)September 1997).
Another theme I want to re-emphasize is how strongly the taboos on showing feelings
and the demand for reserve toward others are entangled into WoDaaBe rules of conduct.
I Icam (notebook 24-4-98) that "a wadei tunani e bemde ma'a ko e hore ma (You do not
do what your heart and head wants to do)." Someone who bursts out in anger has neither
semtedum nor munyal for people. As a host or a guest, he does not have mbodagansi and
his fulfulde is lacking. A person who shows his/her feelings is simply not able to engage
in reserved behavior toward others. Akali explains this to me with the metaphor that the
heart is like an account in a bank; someone should never take everything out. Someone
who disregards caution and takes everything out will later experience problems. Feelings
should be shown little by little, preferably just kept to oneself.
Thus, WoDaaBe have strong rules of conduct regarding appropriate behavior
embodying the sense of what it means to be a BoDaaDo. These ideas and behaviors
previously discussed distinguish the BoDaaDo fi-om other ethnic communities, which do
not embrace the same principles. The Fulani, who see the moral code pulaaku as
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separating them from other ethnic communities, share this notion of moral code as
differentiating Us from the Others. However, the WoDaaBe's preference of mbodagansi
(seen as exclusively WoDaaBe) over thepulaaku (shared with the Fulani), points to a
need to separate themselves not only from outside communities, but from the Fulani as
well. The conceptualization of the ethical code thus serves to create a moral and ethnic
separation between groups of humans, not only as the straightforward Us and Others, but
also to identify Others within the category of Us, i.e., those who speak Fulfulde but are
not WoDaaBe.
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CHAPTERS
GENDER LNEQUALITIES WITHIN WODAABE SOCIETY

For an anthropologist who is an young and unmarried woman doing her first
fieldwork, the issue of sexuality is difficult to approach. Her environment is foreign and
sometimes oddly confusing. She has a research project in one hand, the notebook in the
other. She is interested in women's lives and the relations between men and women. She
has, however, experienced that this information is difficult to approach because people
are hesitant to open up to a stranger. The WoDaaBe are private people and do not discuss
their intimate concern with a great deal of people, at least not a stranger from another
world. The anthropologist has read everything she could find about WoDaaBe women,
fmding it fascinating. The first thing she read about the WoDaaBe was, actually, an
articlc entitled. Women in Pastoral Society, describing the lifecycle of WoDaaBe women
(Dupire 1971). She was interested in the issue of sexuality, even though she did not
make it the topic of her research. She has read that WoDaaBe women have an unusual
sexual freedom, demonstrated in that a woman can have many boyfriends and lovers
before her kobgal marriage. The sexual freedom of women is especially emphasized in
the popular press, which frequently discusses the sexual freedom of both women and
men. The focal point of many of these writings, intended for a general audience in the
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West, is the so-called "Gerewol," which in these narratives is seen as an important site for
the expression of love and sexuality. ^
When I arrive to the bush for the first time, a festival is taking place that is similar to
those I have previously read about in the popular press. Dancing takes place during the
night, young people going together in pairs. I wimess the dance of a small group of
young men. I see the young women waiting not far away, and observe them sitting in a
squatting position in a row. When the dance is finished, the men get on their camels and
the women place themselves behind them. I see them disappear when they ride into the
night. I ask, "Where are they going?" My assistant smiles, and tells me rather vaguely
that they are going into the bush. I am impressed and excited by this fi-eedom, perhaps
because in my own society the sexual fi-eedom of women is limited by the negative value
placed on women as sexual beings.

Gender Relations
Romantic illusions about Others and Us are hard to wipe away completely, they
bccome painful when breaking away because of their intimacy with us. An interpretation
of webs of relations is perhaps more of a focus point in this chapter compared to others. I
have chosen, when describing the rules of conduct which people follow in everyday
interaction and in their roles as wives and women, not to write in an objective and distant
tone. My discussion tries to dig under the underlying patterns and structures, to
understand the lived exjjerience of those involved, and give reflections of individuals.
^ Gerewol is actually a name for a specific festival and is often used by authors to describe all dancing.
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Increased interpretation also increases the likelihood of forcing one's own value system
onto the topic discussed, but I feel that in order to explore and discuss inequalities,
anthropologists must be willing to take such a risk.
A strict division of labor characterizes WoDaaBe society, where women's work is
seen as complimentary to the work of men. Women's sphere of activities is the home,
the suudu. in addition to milking related activities, while men's preoccupation is with the
herd. Not only do men and women perform different activities, the overall society is
based on a strong gender separation. It is reflected in that men and women do not eat
together, and that a man would never sit down on a straw mat if women were gathered
there, just as a woman would not join a group of men. The everyday relationship
between men and women is characterized by reserve and avoidance (see discussion
Stenning [1959] 1994:104-110). Women are a source of pollution for men, which
especially has to do with the fact that women menstruate. The menstruation blood is
considered to deprive medicines of their powers, and thus the women herself is not able
to have a great deal of medicines for her protection, which is an important part of the
man's life and powers.
Even though women are generally treated with respect in their everyday setting,
women's stories of themselves and their lives directly express their fear of men. They
fear being beaten, especially by their husbands, who are considered to have a right to
discipline them. A woman's parents are not able to interfere directly in the beating of
their daughter, but the father or older brothers of the husband can interfere. Others can.

activities.
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however, verbally ask the husband to stop beating his wife. When I ask men, "Do you
beat your wife?" they usually respond without hesitating, "Yes, if she gives me
problems." I ask women, "Why are you afraid of the man?" and they laugh and tell me,
"Why am I afraid! Because the man beats women, I am afraid that a man will beat me!"
There are not all husbands who will beat their wives or find it to be a positive action in
the relations of men and women. Wife beating is, however, in general an accepted
conduct in WoDaaBe society. Disputes would probably not arise whether a man has the
right to beat his wife, but more on the subject if a man was justified in beating his wife
for a particular reason. Wife beating can consist of everything between a slap on the face
to brutal abuse.
Asking women how they felt about their role, the most usual response I got was
laughter, and the statement that this was the way it is, and there was nothing they could
do about it. The women tell me that they don't want their husbands to have semaru
(girlfriend) or run around after other women, but add that there is not much they can do
about it. "If I say something, he will beat me," is the response from most women. "What
could I do about it?" In most cases the semaru does not enter the home of the husband,
and thus it is more difficult for the wife to confront the husband about the relationship.
Still I have witoessed cases where the husband has a semaru staying with him in his
house, something which I believe is more common in the city than in the bush. I asked
one husband why his wife did not protest having his girlfriend living in the city with him
and his wife. He told me, just as the women had previously expressed, that his wife was
afraid of him. A co-wife, however, is more accepted, even though women admitted that
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they would like to be the only wife. Problems between wives occur in many cases, and in
several cases a man divorces his tegal wife because she is considered giving the first wife
problems. The wife has the right to complain about problems which she experiences in
relation to other wives, but such complaints could still be considered by the husbands as
she wanted to "give him problem."
A'isha is a young woman about my age. I take a formal interview with her,
surrounded by a group of other women, and even though she does not know me very
well, she knows the women accompanying me. When reflecting on marriage, she tells
me, "What is good in marriage is if the man stays at home, gives you clothing, does not
give you problems, takes care of you. But if he does not care about you, he will not help
you, he will not give you clothing. Instead he will just give you problems, and beat you.
This is not good."
I ask her if she thinks it is correct to say that many husbands do not care much for
their wives. "Yes, exactly!" she says, "Some men do not care for their wife, but others do
not want to treat them badly, they give them clothing and take care of the them. Others
give nothing, do not take care of the wife, give her problem then take her and beat her.
They show her something not very fine. It is not good like this."
When I ask her what women feel about co-wives, she tells me, "They are tired of this.
There is one man and two women, then perhaps three wives, and then four wives. Like
this WoDaaBe do. The wives are tired. This destroys their heart. This eats the heart of
the wife." She adds, "Only patience remains for the wife, to be patience and keep silent
even though she does not want this." She continues on the same issue: "They [the men]
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arc simply the ones in control. They force their wives to do something that they do not
want to, the wives are patient, do not have a choice. But this is not what they want. All
women do not want co-wives. Only they don't have any other choice."
When 1 ask A'isha why the women do not do anything when their husbands have a
girlfriend, she gives me the same response as many women before her; "They see this
but they don't have any choice, they see this, but they don't have a choice regarding what
to do. They don't have any power. WoDaaBe men beat their women. We, women, do
not want our men to have girlfriends, but we do not have choice. If you complain to your
husband because of a co-wife, he will beat you. He will let you feel pain. And you do
know that pain is not very sweet?" She starts laughing, and the other women and I laugh
with her.
She tells me, when asked, that there are not all husbands who will beat their wives,
but those who beat them are more numerous than those who do not. She adds, "They
beat with the camel whip," laughing but not very cheerfully, "or with a stick. They beat
and it is difficult. Our lives are difficult, the marriage is difficult" (tape transcript 6 June
(A) 1998).
I will present here the voice of another woman much older than A'isha. This
woman's children are all adults, having their own children. I was alone with her when I
took the interview, which is rather unusual. My interview was about division of labor,
but she wanted to add to my information:
"If we women do something, they [men] beat us. Man, if he feels like it, he beats
you. He beats his wife, he beats her, he beats her a lot. The wife does nothing, she is
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afraid. She is afraid of man. She just stays at the house, waits for her husband to come
back. When the men arrive, she is afraid" (tape transcript (5)February 1997).

The Life Cycles of WoDaaBe Women
In order to understand the oppression of women in WoDaaBe society, I find it
nccessary to look at the different roles women undertake during their lifecycle. A woman
passes through several life stages. As a newborn, she is called bikkon devil kessil, a few
months older she is bikkon devilJakui, as a child surba'el; as a teenager surbadjo; after
her first pregnancy and during the first years of motherhood, bojido; as a married woman
yaridjo; and as an old woman najedjo. I will exclusively focus here on the woman as
surbadjo, bofido and yaridjo, for the reason that I believe these roles and their structural
connections are crucial to the understanding of the subordination of WoDaaBe women.
A surbadjo is a young childless, unmarried woman. Her childlessness is more
important in distinguishing her has a surbadjo than the fact that she is not married. A
surbadjo is sexually available to all men (excluding those who she would be seen as
having an incest taboo with), but a woman is defined as surbadjo when she is old enough
to enter the nightly gathering of people. She can find a semaru (boyfiiend) or have
sexual relations within the context of the gatherings. The surbadjo is well aware of her
outer appearance, dresses well if she has the means (often her older sisters or parents give
her this clothing; if she has a semaru, he often gives her such things). If she becomes
pregnant by one of her boyfiiends, the actual marriage with her husband will be swiftly
initiated, and she becomes bofido. It should be pointed out that surbadjo can be a
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married woman (if her boyfriend does not make her pregnant), but most married women
get pregnant soon and thus the role of the surbadjo is more identified with the umnarried
women.
A woman becomes bofido when she is pregnant with her first child, but her whole
period as a bofido lasts for two or three years. The bofido is an invisible woman, dressed
in black and without any decoration. She covers her body with black cloth and head
cover but has no shirt. After her child is bom, she walks around with her breasts naked, a
cloth wrapped around her hips. When a woman becomes bofido she leaves the
homestead of her husband and returns back to her parents' home where she will stay.
During this period, she will not see her husband nor his family and she has in general no
interaction with anyone except the members in her owtd household. Even during the
annual gathering of the lineages, she stays secluded. If visitors arrive to her parents'
homestead, she does not make her presence known. She has no relationship with males,
neither her husband nor other men. The bofido has a small bed at the house of her
mother, which is situated to the left of the table. She is supposed to help at the house of
her parents, thus considered to be a valuable work force. A woman is only bofido once
in her lifetime. If her fetus aborts, she will not be considered to be a bofido when giving
birth for the first time, because it is conceptualized that she has already been pregnant
once.
When a woman's period as a bofido has ended, she becomes >'anV^o. She can dress
again in a colorful way and interact with people. Her life has changed, she is a wife and a
mother and supposed to obey her husband and devote herself to her family. A yaridjo
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can obviously not have semaru, she cannot enter the night gatherings and she cannot go
out late in the evening without her husband's permission.

Liminal Phase
Victor Turner talks about the importance of "rite de passage" in transforming
individuals into different kinds of individuals or different roles in society. Rites of
transition can been seen as marked by the following states:
a) Separation: involving a symbolic behavior signifying a separation of the individual
or a group from a fixed point in the social structure,
b) Liminal phase: the status of the ritual subject is ambiguous,
c) Aggregation: when the ritual subject is in a stable state once more and has thus
rights and obligations clearly defined.
Turner argues that as a result of the basic model of society being a structure of
positions, the period of liminality can be seen as an inter-structural situation (Turner
1967:93-94). This inter-structural situation in the liminal period is manifested in various
ways, expressing the ambiguous situation of the ritual subject. In some cases the subject
is structurally invisible, meaning that the person is no longer or not yet classified within
the structure. The subject can been seen as being both living and dead. The sex
distinction is an important component of structural status, and thus such distinctions do
often not apply in the structureless realm of the liminal period. Another characteristic of
transitional beings is that they have no status, property, rank, kinship position, etc.
Finally, Turner argues, the relationship between the transitional being and elders during
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the liminal period is characterized by that authority of the elders being absolute (Turner
1967:100).
I find it useful to look at the bofido from Turner's ideas of "rite de passage," and
suggest that woman's role as bofido can be seen as a liminal period. In this light, the role
of the bofido is essential in order to understand the status and conceptualization of
women in general in WoDaaBe society. It can be suggested that the bofido is a period
aiming at transforming the sexually available woman into a wife. In addition to her
seclusion and isolation, the behavior and life of the bofido are in many ways out of the
ordinary for WoDaaBe. A part of her social isolation is that she can not greet people or
respect general rules of politeness. These rules of general conduct are some of the key
expressions of being a WoDaaBe, and thus the bofido's lack of conducting them
underlines her existence in a structure-less realm. Her black clothing (keeping in mind
how much value people place on colorful clothing and jewelry) deprives her in some
sense of her individuality. The bofido is invisible in the social structure because she is
supposed to keep invisible, not only to "outsiders" but also from people in her own
lineage, her relatives, husband and parents-in-law. She is supposed to have no sexual
relationship, and thus she is in a sense a "sexless" person, even though she has at the
same time role as a mother.
By looking at bofido as a liminal period between surbadjo and yaridjo, the bofido is a
transitional state between the different types of women, transforming the "free" sexually
available surbadjo into a. yaridjo, which is bound to the home.
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Asking bofi'en (pi. ioxbofido) to reflect on their experiences, I found it interesting
how they described their roles in an objective way, almost like describing a role in a
performance, completely excluding themselves as persons. One woman told me, when I
asked if she did not find it difficult to be bofido: "To be a bofido is difficult, because the
bofido is afraid of people, she does not greet people." She. in her response, does not state
that she as a person is afraid of people, but that the bofido is. It is thus like her fear of
people is simply a part of the role. Another woman, who had finished her role of bofido
several years earlier, always used the pronoun "be" (they), when describing why women
become bofido: "They say this has to be done."

The bofi'en which I knew best told me

about how difficult the experience was. They talked about the hard work they do, their
lack of rest, and the difficulties of being excluded from social interaction. A young girl,
who had just became bofido, told me about how much she missed her boyfnend and her
life previous to her new role.

Symbols of Oppression

One of the strongest symbols representing different roles of women are their breasts.
Surbadjo has firm breasts, while yaridjo has sagging breasts.

One of my fnends told me

that the surbadjo is not afi^id of men. "Why?" I ask, and she laughs and tells me;
"saboda endu mabbe dara" (because their breasts stand up).-*® I thought this was an
interesting remark, and can be somewhat understood in connection to the importance of

The association of surbadjo and breasts is reflected in Taylor's dictionary which defines "surbajo " as a "woman
whose breasts arc still firtn" (pp. 18S). However , Osbom et al.. define "Surbaajo" as a girl "who has attained the age
of pubert>- and is not yet married" (pp. 451).
Later, another women made the same statement to me.
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the breast as being a symbol for women's different roles, as well as marking men's power
over women. When the surbadjo becomes a bofido, her breasts are tied down in order to
make them sagg. This is a painful process, lasting for several months, creating sores and
blisters on her skin. The transformation of the breast is thus intentional, and seen as
desirable from a certain perspective. A young surbadjo will not uncover her breasts in
public. A youn^ yaridjo, however, will do so if feeding her child. Her sagging breasts
are no longer objects of desire, and are sometimes left hanging outside the opening of her
shirt. She is not in any hurry to put them back in after breast-feeding. The old women
are, however, the only ones who would go around without wearing a shirt.
I ask the women themselves why the breasts are tied down and some tell me that
otherwise the child could not suckle its mother's milk.

This action must, however, in

my view, be placed in a context of the bofido period aiming towards transforming the
sexually available woman into a wife. I heard the men several times discuss how
beautiful the surbadjo were because their breasts were "standing up."
The sagging breasts can in this context perhaps been seen as multivocal symbol.
They are part of transforming a woman into a different role, marking her body as the
body of yaridjo, as opposed to surbadjo, transforming her into a sexually unattractive
woman as opposed to a sexually attractive and available woman. The sagging breasts can
be seen as a symbol of women being subjugated by men. Women who have "standing"

This statement is obviously incorrect, bccause WoDaaBe themselves see women from other ethnic
groups, that have not gone through this process breastfeed.
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breasts do not fear men, because they have not been controlled, neither they nor their
breasts have been "tied" down.

The Classes of Sexually Available and Unavailable Women

When a woman finishes her period as a bofido and enters society as a yaridjo, she
must have gone through considerable changes. The obvious physical transformation is
her slapping breasts. She has also been partially isolated for two or three years, only
interacting with members of her closest family. This cutting away from relations with
others for such a long time must have some psychological affects, and could be similar to
those which Turner discusses in relation to rites of transaction. Compared to the
woman's life as surbadjo her freedom is restricted considerably usyaridjo, even though
she has more freedom than a bofido. She is supposed to obey her husband, and by doing
that she will be conceptualized as a "good" wife. I ask the men whether women have any
power in their relation to the men? I ask, "If the women do not want to do something or
if they are unhappy, what can they do?" Ironically, my question is misunderstood. The
answer I get is that I am "right" in that women sometimes are troublemakers. I am told;
"Some women want to find problems for their husband because they not want to do all
that he says. This is the problem sometimes with women."

A male infonnant. interestingly enough, also felt that bofido served as a transitional state between a
girl and married woman, even though he did not mark this transformation so negatively as I do. But as 1
have argued here, he argued that the transformation of the breasts was important in that respect,
explaining it as an attempt to maintain "pure" categories. He explained this to me, after I had formulated
my own theory on this (but not expressed it to him), and I find impressing how he analyzed his society in
this very anthropological way.
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As previously stated, I was impressed in a certain way when I saw the sexual freedom
of the young women at the beginning of my stay. However, the longer I stayed, I started
to see this sexual freedom neither as a symbol of women's independence and power nor
as contributing to it. Rather, it started to look as women contributing to their own
discrimination. In order to understand this suggestion, we have to look at how the
classification system is structured in relation to the lineage group and how its structure
benefits men. Both the kobgal partners and semaru are found within the lineage of the
person in question. This is perhaps not surprising, considering that during most of the
year the houses of the same lineage are the ones in closest proximity. However, the fact
that these relationships are found within one lineage could create a certain conflict
situation where men were cheating with the wife of someone in the same group (and
often the same family). By separating women into two separate groups, sexually
available women and women who are not sexually available, the potential risks of
conflicts are avoided. The separation compliments the rule that if a wife decides to leave
her husband, men from her husband's lineage group (and her lineage group if she is a
kobgal wife) can not have relationships with her. If the woman is a tegal wife, however,
and the husband does not want her, men from his lineage can be in relationships with her.
Married men attend night gatherings, many with the hope of obtaining a semaru, or
having sexual relations with a girl. The wife does not have the right to ask him where he
is going, even though she just as other people will probably know that this night, deDDo
is taking place. Even if he does not come home during the night, she does not have any
right, strictly speaking, to inquire where he had been. I observed several cases when even
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young children knew the name of the semaru of different men, meaning probably that
their wives knew it also. In some cases women even accept that the husband brings a
semaru to the house, letting her stay at the house, and dividing the nights between the
semant and wives. However, strictly speaking, the married man does not have the right
to have semaru (and thus the wife is seen as having a right to give him problems
regarding a semaru in the home). It is, however, relatively easy for a man to have a
semaru without the wife having the possibility of confronting him about it, because he
does not have to account for his movements during the night.
If we look at the different roles of men, this inequality becomes more evident. A
young man is simply a kajedjo, the term being used over young unmarried men, married
men, and man with child or children. His role only changes when he is conceptualized as
old, or dotti'tjo, not when he gets married or has children. I ask men to define for me
what is a kajedjo, and they all emphasize that it is someone that goes out and does what
he wants, someone who goes out to find dance and find women. Briefly stated, kajedjo is
someone who is enjoying life, and he becomes a dotti'o when he is old and ugly (i.e., no
longer desired by women).

Intimacy and the Voices of Womeii

Women have been silent, this society has been represented by men. I do not see
myself really as an exception. The majority of my interviews were conducted with men;
the majority of my friends were men. The women's voices exists in my research, but there
arc too many who do not speak out and the faults have to remain partially with me.
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Riesman writes that men and women live in different societies, and I find his statement
correct when seen from a certain perspective. They perform different tasks, stay in
different places, and interact with different people in different ways. I entered into the
society of men, but the society of women seemed far away and hard to obtain. I certainly
do research in both societies; I observe women's work, just as men's work, I take
interview with women just as men. The women look proud and distant as they do not
really have any interest in being represented. They seem to need nothing from an
outsider. But this picture is false. The fact is that women do not live separated from
men. Their world is not apart from men's world. Women are the underclass in a
relatively classless and integrated society. They are relatively without bargaining power,
without economic power, without freedom of their own movement, without the right of
deciding for themselves regarding some of the crucial decisions of their lives. These two
worlds seem to be apart but they are not. One dominates the other.
I want to record their concern, their desires and failures; I want to take beautiful
interviews. 1 want to get something that I see as the "true" voices of women. But they
resist, they refiise, and why should they not? They tell me all, but like they don't really
care, and I wondered often if that was not one of most important strengths of WoDaaBe
women, of convincing themselves and others that they don't really care. It is only during
the night, when I am "alone," when my male friends have left me because "I should not
go out in the night" (i.e., I am not a sexually available woman), when I am going crazy of
loneliness, when I want to cry because of frustration; these are the times the women come
to me and tell me things; these are the moments when they are willing to share their lives
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with mc: tell mc about their disappointments and desires, then without me asking them. I
think that it was only during these moments that they saw me as someone like
themselves, someone who has to been advised and informed, whom for her own good has
to leam to accept the way life is.
I write in my diary after being almost a year in the field: "Why did I not notice this
forceful inequality before? Perhaps I was stuck in the perception that it was just
different, perhaps I just did not want to see it. Perhaps it is not visibly seen from the
"outside," especially if you are surrounded by men, and the women carry their heads
always so high, pretending as if they don't care. Perhaps I would never have noticed, but
only I did because I was left behind 'alone' with them. Perhaps I noticed only because I
was treated as one of them, feeling as powerless as they."

I know that some of my ftiends, my male fnends, who are the only ones having the
possibility of reading this, will feel upset and sad that I have chosen to include chapter on
women's status and oppression in my narrative. I understand that you wanted to show me
the life of the WoDaaBe in the hope that I would write something "fine" about the
WoDaaBe, so more people would know them and feel that the WoDaaBe and their way
of life should have a place in the world today. Abuse and powerlessness were probably
not one of the things you had in mind. But 1 did see something that was not very fine,
and I feel I have to write about this. Perhaps it is because I don't believe that reproducing
old stereotypes of indigenous people being either good or bad will in the long run help
those groups; that indigenous groups should only be represented by excluding internal
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differences. This issue is a complicated one and has been discussed somewhat, and I will
address them in another context.
I will end this chapter with a brief narrative. I am walking toward the camp to fetch
some of my things, after having spent most of the day in the shelter of a tree with some
friends. Sollare is with me. 1 hear suddenly someone calling my name. "Foma
Mariyamar It is a soft voice, almost a whisper. I look around me but see no one. "Look
down," Sollare tells me, "look down." She points toward the table of the house, which 1
was just passing. And there I see my fnend, a bofido sitting almost under it, attempting
to escape the sun directly above our head. I greet her and ask, "Why are you here, don't
you want to take shelter under a tree or with the other women?" Sollare tells me, "You
know bofido is airaid of people, and now we have some visitors." My fnend is like a
shadow under the table, almost invisible, just as she is supposed to be.
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CHAPTER 6
THE RAIN STARTS TO FALL

The year 1997 was a difficult one, due to lack of rain and a long kokke season. The
first rain came at the end of May. The second rain came one week later. Four days
passed and then a heavy wind started blowing from the north, carrying a great deal of
dust from the Sahara. It covered both the new fresh grass and the dry grass from last
year, leaving the bush with basically nothing for the animals to feed on. The animals
were thus dependent on people buying them nutrition in order to survive, placing a heavy
burden on the household. Many of the newborn animals died. At the end of June, it
rained massively in the area, preventing the situation from being disastrous. The kokke
season, the time of the first rains, is thus a time of great physical and psychological stress.
Many people lose weight over the ceedu, especially those vulnerable, such as children
who have ecently stopped breast feeding, nursing mothers, and elderly people. For
everyone, rain that fails to materialize carries the fear of loosing one's means of living.
One night at the end of June, I discussed the situation with a small group of men.
These men were Bermo, Hassane, Gidado, and Akali. We are sitting on blankets around
a fire, which is not far from my bed. Close by, the duDal fire is lit in order to keep the
insects from bothering the animals. The cattle gathered around it and blend with the
darkness of the night. The reflection from the fire glows on their skin and white horns,
making them slightly visable
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Bcrmo shows me his hands, asks mc to touch them in order to feel how old they are
after the work of ceedu and kokke. "I have pain in my hands because of my work. If I sit
down and rest. I feel pain everywhere because of tiredness. [....] When it started to rain,
things seemed to be proceeding fine. And then, a wind came from the north, it came, it
covered the gene [dry grass], it covered everything. I woke up in the morning, and saw
that there was nothing. I was just left with nothing because there was nothing which my
animals could eat."
Bermo continues, "The cows could not stand up. They could not stand up on their
own. They were only able to when people helped them. In the morning, I did dimdol in
order to find grass. Then God took me to this place, where the grass was not covered
completely." He looks down, is silent for a moment; "We were really suffering this time
when the wind covered the grass, because this was right after the ceedu. But today, I
thank God because the situation is better."
Gidado adds, exaggerating a little, "And today we have much more milk, because
now you cannot see the porridge in the calabash because it is so full of milk!"
"Still, people even today have to help their cows to stand up." says Hassane
seriously, "The time before was really difficult, and now I thank God that the situation is
better."
Bermo continues, "All the animals were suffering, both the cows and smaller
ruminants. This wind came eight o'clock in the evening. It was over the day after around
six o'clock in the morning."

Akali explains to me that the disaster was caused by the

wind because of lack of grass cover. He gives me an example in order for me to
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understand this better, telling me that the dry grass (gene) is like a house. If the house is
good, the wind will not be able to enter and damage it. If the house is weak, the wind
will enter it and be able to blow dust everywhere. He explains that it is the same with
grass, if there is no vegetation cover and wind arrives, it will blow up to large amounts of
dust.
"It rained someplace," Bermo adds to his explanation, "then the wind of the rain
continued to us but without the rain. It came here and it covered everything with sand.
We did not really spend so much money to buy millet for ourselves, but to buy fodder for
our animals." Gidado tells me that it was so difficult to find sa'anjo (the by-product of
millet which is used as fodder*^), that one day he and his father had to go separately in
order to try to find some. One time, he went to one place and bought two sacks of
sa 'anjo and his father bought two sacks at a different place. Bermo adds to this, that
these four sacks did not last longer than three or four days.
"Sometimes, when I was feeding the cows on sa'anjo," Gidado says, "they did not
want to eat it, so I had no other options except feeding them millet. I had to pound the
millet and then feed it to the cows!"^®
Akali explains to me that the cows could not eat this sa'anjo because it was the by
product of wheat, not of millet, and thus of very low quality.
"Until we got hudo [new wet grass] I had to feed our cows millet. I did not count
how much sa'anjo, I had to give." Gidado adds.
Dun'ng a period of drought, sa'anjo is in very high demand, making it expensive and hard to get.
He literally says; "Mi dufa gawri." Millet has to be pounded a few times; the first time separating the
gawri fi-om the sa'anjo, which is the animal fodder; then the gawri is pounded again and these two
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Bermo argues; "It was impossible to count how much they eat, because we had to
feed big cows, cows with calves, and the calves themselves, the castrated bulls, sheep and
goats. I had to give all these animals fodder. At one place we stayed, the animals got
giitii bali. 5' We had to buy sa'anjo three times and each time two sacks."
I ask if this year was more difficult than last year?
Bermo responses; "This year was dangerous. We had lot of problems this year. I
think it was three times more difficult than last year."
We turn to discuss briefly the year called kunsiter, which was the drought of 1984,
when many in the lineage lost most of their animals.
"Kunsiter is really a two year period when it did not rain," Bermo tells me, "thus it
was a more difficult time. After Kunsiter there were three years which were not very
good, and this time was thus more difficult. One year was similar to this one. Some
people lost also their cows in a year called gol Dadge. That was three years ago. People
went then north, not very far to Singiigaran. All of these people cows died that year.
For some there were five cows left, for others three, for others one. That year was not
very good. And then last year was not very good, and now this year. I do not know if
this year will bring rain and give a great deal of grass, maybe, I do not know. Today at
least, there is not very much grass."
"How do you think the grass will be this year?" I ask him.

products coming fixim the pounding (gawh and sondi) arc used to make the porridge. He is talking about
that they feed the cows on gawri and sondi.
^' The sudden rains and their coldness according to Akali, causc this illness, in combination to the animals being half
starved. In order to prevent the animal from dying, people make fire and carry the animal to it. This illness is never a
problem during the duungu season, because then the animals arc better nourished and thus better able to tolerate
coldness from the rain.

"I don't know" he tells me, "Perhaps the rain will fall and perhaps the earth cover will
prosper well and the hudo grow well. Perhaps it will rain and the grass (hudo) will be
plentiful. 1 don't know. Until now, I don't know. If the rain will stop falling, you know it
is the water that creates hudo.^- if it will not fall then the grass will become dry. This
year has been difficult for us herders, very difficult. This year, cows died, sheep died,
goats died, the offspring of sheep died, the offspring of goats died, all people had
problems this year. Until this day, if my cows sleep on the ground, they cannot stand up
by their own effort" (Tape transcript (6)Febniary 1997).

I am not a true herder, a true BoDaaDo, because deep inside my heart I dread the time
when it rains. It has rained once, and as much as I desire the rain, I still fear its' coming.
My feelings are thus conflicting, pulling me into the darkness of guilt over fearing the
rain, so needed by the people taking care of me. The first rains are always accompanied
by great thunderstorms, unlike the gentle rain arriving at the end of the rainy season. The
night becomes yellow, because the wind unlashes a great deal of sand, and then it starts to
rain harshly with the wild wind. Some WoDaaBe own tents, which they place as shelters
over their beds. It protects against the sun in the dry season and the rain in the rainy
season. This tent is the same as the Tuaregs use, and it is expensive.

The tent is

fastened to several poles, buried in the ground around the bed, to prevent the wind from
blowing it away. Those who do not own tents, such as I, have to lie down flat on their
beds with nothing else than a plastic sheet to cover them. Sollare places with another
c-y

I find it interesting that he says "diam geii hudo" i.e. literally, the water owns the grass.
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woman the plastic over my bed placing its ends under the poles of the bed to prevent the
wind from pulling it away. I tried to help but it is hard to see because of the sand. Their
movements arc quick because of their long training in this task. They have to hurry
because the air is already dark from the dust, but the wind pulls the plastic that struggles
in their hands. 1 crawl into the bed and lie down flat under the black plastic, in the
complete darkness while they fasten the plastic carefully on three sides. They leave one
side open for me to enter and go out. I have to hold the plastic down on this side because
of the wind. 1 feel like buried in a grave of complete darkness. There is no sound except
the loud ravening wind. My eyes are open but I see nothing. In the past, people used a
similar method of protecting themselves from storms. They stacked a great deal of straw
mats on top of one another in order to protect themselves from the rain. Today, the black
thick plastic has replaced the mats for this purpose.
The wind blows with incredible force, followed by thunders and lightning. The
smaller animals arise from earth, such as snakes, scorpions, and spiders. The risk of
snakebite is never greater than just after a rain. But the rain is a valued force and so are
the lighting and thunders. How could they not? In the morning, I see smiles on people's
faces because it has rained, meaning nutrition for their animals and themselves. It has
perhaps also to do with more intimate embodied experience. The air is fresh. The
coldness that the rain carries is relieving and there is a sense of a circle moving, a new
year slowly taking place. According to Akali, the WoDaaBe say that each raindrop has a
mala'iko (angel) inside. How could it otherwise fall down from such a distance and be so

When F stayed in Niger, one tent was more than 50.000 CFA.
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gentle? All other things, which would fall down from such a height would harm someone
or even kill. It would be painful if people would pour a large among of water down from
a great distance. Thus, water itself can be destructive but a raindrop coming from the sky
is not. The thunder (ri'gango) is sometimes called njadago malaika'en, which translates
as the command of the angels. The thunder is the voice of the angels, when they direct
where the rain will fall.
The lighming is still a dangerous force of nature, regularly killing people and animals.
Everyone knows several people that have been killed because of lighting striking close to
him or her. Akali tells me a story of man of his lineage group, who was visiting a
different house when a storm started. He was with his young daughter, and they hurried
back to their camp holding hands. On the way to the house, a lightning struck him down,
killing him but leaving the child unharmed. "Aeki Allah, the act of God" he adds,
because the acts of God are hard to understand sometimes.
I found it interesting that the rainbow, which is so valued and mystified in my own
culture, is conceptualized rather negatively among the WoDaaBe. The rainbow
{timbotinbogal) is disliked, because it prevents the rain to fall, especially if there is not a
lot of rain in the clouds. "Why?" I ask, and I am told that the rainbow is like a fire, the
rain cannot fall close to it. However, if there is potential for a great deal of rain in the
sky, the rainbow sometimes moves away from it. The bad affects of the rainbow are not
only manifested in its negative effect on rain, but its ability to poison the water in the
wells. If a rainbow's end comes to the waterhole area, it can make the place unsuited for
human use, because wells caimot be made there. When someone attempts to dig a well
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there, the hole can suddenly be without air to breath, thus maidng its construction
impossible, even killing the person stuck inside the well.
The composition of the wuro keeps changing throughout the span of the year, people
coming and leaving for different reasons. The one affecting me most is the absence of
my friend Jumare for several months. She leaves her three children with her parents. Her
youngest boy was only about three years old during that time and missed his mother
badly. The older boy, Njunju, was around five or six years old, and did not say anything
(as far as I was aware) which is well in accordance with the appropriate behavior of the
WoDaaBe. However, I saw the expression on his face become strange every time when
he was asked, "Where is your mother?" Usually he did not reply, and people would
always continue, "Your mother left! She went far away."
Jumare had not wanted her kobgal husband, she had refused to follow him when he
claimed her. She had tried marriages with men from other lineages but was back to her
parents' house with her children. WoDaaBe women do not have claim to their children
in cases of divorces, but often if the child is very young, the father will leave it with the
mother and claim it later. In some cases the father does not claim the child. Jumare had
all of her three children living with her for reasons which will not be discussed here.
However, even though Jumare was not married, she had a boyfriend. She left with this
boyfriend in order to "follow" him to Burkina Faso where he was seeking out
opportunities as a migrant worker. "I went far" she told me when she came back to
Niger, continuing to live with her parents, "All the way to Mali and Mauritania!"
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Akali laughs when I discover that the father of little Gabidi who likes to sit down at
my bed. is a man from another lineage.
"Yes, this little boy is not a Godjanko'en. He is not one of my people," he tells me.
"This is a Bikaron'en boy. If his father wants, he could just take him away from us."
The thought is strange and somewhat alien to me.
"But why would he want to go?" I ask Akali, "You are the only people he knows."
"Later, when he is bigger he will want to know his father." Akali tells me, "Perhaps
someone will tease him, let him know that he does not know his own father, and then he
will want to leave in order to go to stay with his people."
I have bought a black cloth and thread because I want to leam the handicraft of the
women. I am not sure why. I have never done that kind of work except as a child in
school. A great deal of my time is spent waiting to go places, waiting for the day to pass,
and I feel that something like embroidery could be a positive distraction. I suspect that
perhaps the reason that I want to leam it, is also to prove to others, and even more to
myself, that I am in fact capable of doing something useful. Embroidery implies patience
(munyal) and patience is one of the main positive characteristics of a BoDaaDo. I want
to be patient, but Akali keeps constantly reminding me of my lack of it. Thus, perhaps
my desire to do embroidery connects to my desire to leam the munyal of WoDaaBe. I
go to Jumare for assistance to leam, having previously expressed my wish to leam how to
do the embroidery. I have seen her work many times, and the beauty of it always
impresses me. I ask when I am sitting with her and her mother Fatima, and two other
women, "Can you teach me to do embroidery?"
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"You want to learn the work of WoDaaBe women," she says, "then you need cloth
and thread." I have that all with me and hand it over to her.
"You see, the red thread and the green ones are the first ones," she tells me and puts
red thread into the eye of the needle, "and only later do you put the white, the yellow and
the orange". She looks at the cloth, and then starts in the middle of it. She works slowly
but easily.
"Can I try now?" I ask after a while, and she instructs me while I try to continue her
pattern. 1 have understood the logic of it, but despite trying I can see that I do not
impress anyone. My small hands are almost as if too big for the needle and the thread.
One of the women says, "Embroidery is very difficult." But Fatima tells me that I should
just give this to Jumare, and she will make me a beautiful cloth.
"No," I protest. "I want to leam how to do it." I add in order to make my claim more
justified; "1 want to leam the work of women."

Jumare smiles, understands what I mean

but tells me that she will do a little more work on it and then later hand it over to me.
It surprises me how much interest people show in my embroidery. Every visitor
wants to see it and many want to help me with it. Sollare wants to help and she almost
begs me to let her do a little. Her mother tells me that the child does not know what she
is doing and that she will destroy my cloth, but I cannot forbid her to help me, so she gets
to embroid my cloth a little. My embroidery also helps me in communicating with the
women, creating something we have in common and can discuss and analyze. Everyone
needs to belong, even the anthropologist who is studying elements of belonging. Thus,
even though I had not realized it when I asked Jumare to teach me, the embroidery was
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an opportunity to sit down with the woman and talk. It felt different somehow to be
working on something just as the other women, when staying among them in the middle
of the normal day. My disability in participating in conversations became more tolerable.
Thus, instead of not doing anything else than writing and drawing, the embroidery gave
mc a different kind of activity and which others, especially the women, could relate to
and discuss with me, thus helping me as well to relate to others.

During this time of the year, the shallow ponds have formed and we stay rather close
to them. The structure of the work and the social interaction is different. The camps are
close to each other, meaning that everyday there are interactions between people, both
from my own lineage group and other groups. There is no need of going very far to get
water but it is urgent to find nourishment for the animals. Dadi, one of my fnends from
the city who works as a migrant labor, is back to stay at his mother's house for a few
weeks. He is a little older than I am, and our relationship has developed into a kind of a
joking relationship, almost as if we were cross-cousins {dendirabe). I find it is refi^shing
to have him so close by, and wish almost everyday for his visits. His father is in Nigeria,
had left soon after Dadi was bom. Thus, even though Dadi is over thirty years old, he has
only seen his father a few times. His mother had attempted to do tegal marriage several
times, but now she is back with her own lineage. She lives with her oldest son and his
family. TTiey have almost no animals, and thus make the house {wuro) with the brother
of the old woman, who helps them with necessities.
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Dadi helps me with my embroidery, mainly through commenting on it and
encouraging me. He helps me a little, his work being so much more beautiful than I
suspect mine will ever be. "Mariyama, debbo WoDaaBe. Mariyama, the WoDaaBe
woman" he teases me when he sees me working on my embroidery. He knows little
English, and thus our conversation takes sometimes place in a mixture of Fuifulde and
English. He stays at the house of his mother and brother but comes almost every
afternoon in order to visit me.
The day tums out to be hot. I have arranged an interview with an elderly man at his
house. 1 usually have to make appK)intments with people in order to not disturb them too
much with their work, and also in order to reach them before it gets dark. I tell Akali that
I really want to bathe, and perhaps he can help me to find place where there is not a great
deal of people. 1 go with him and Dadi to a large pond not far away. It is long like a
stream, breaking into sections that stretch in to all directions surrounded by trees and
bushes. He finds me a small place located by one such branch of the pond, where the
high leafy bushes create almost a circular wall between the bush itself and the edge of the
pond.
"Dadi and 1 will go to another place to bathe while you bathe here" Akali tells me
when he hands me a empty container to pour the water, "and you have to bathe really
well now. You have to remember to brush your skin until you feel pain, not just to stroke
it a little. Bathing here in the bush is supposed to be painful."
When I am sure that he has left, I start slowly taking my shoes of. I am standing at
the edge of the water. It almost touches my toes. "I can't take of all my clothing of in the
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daylight," I think to myself. 1 am used to bathing in complete darkness and even then I
try to take of only a few articles of clothing. The reason is not only the fear of someone
seeing me, but rather the foreignness, which I develop in the bush, towards my own body.
It is pale even for a white person. Now it looks odd to me and almost repulsing. My
body looks like something dead, raw, like something that has been lying under water for
a long time. 1 think my fear is to be discovered to be ugly and to be laughed at. I have
started to imagine my body to be like the white flesh of a fish. I find this a strange
comparison myself and speculate that perhaps it has something to do with the WoDaaBe
finding the flesh of fish very repulsing. This time, however, I managed temporarily to
free me ft-om this thought. I take off all my clothing and it feels wonderful to be able to
stretch out, to bathe properly with pain, and feel clean.
Next day there is dimdol, the movement to the north in search of pasture. Kala'i
announces late in the morning that we will do gonsid and everyone start packing and
preparing for departvire. Kala'i had left on his son's camel the day before, accompanied
by his brother, to search pasture for the animals. He comes back and discusses the
situation with other men. There is nothing. The earth is dry, lacking vegetation. The
place where we stay, however, is also lacking grass and thus there is no option other than
to move. My own packing does not take a long time, and while the women finish packing
their own houses, I help with the smaller children. Several homes leave at the same time.
I ride with Akali, on the back of the camel, Azarif. We move slowly, stay close to the
herd and the other people. In fi-ont of us, Njunju is herding a flock of goats, thus helping
his mother's brother. The cattle are little fiirther guided by Kala'i and his other sons. The
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landscape changes gradually, and instead of the hilly steep around us, we arrive into a
long depression, which is woody in contrast to the landscape that I am used to. "Do you
know where we are?" Akali cisks. "This is the Tadis valley." 1 have seen Tadis, the long
valley on a map. Observing the other families that have gradually have been joining us is
more interesting to me. Women riding with their young children on their donkeys. By
their side, an older child in the middle of baggage loaded on the donkey. A young man is
riding in front of the herd on his white camel. A boy is holding the herder's stick on his
shoulder, following the cattle. The sounds of the different animals are soothing to my
cars, and the dust unlashed by these different creatures carries the smell of earth and life.
1 look around me, never before having seen so many people migrating at the same time.
Our own family is not visible any more, just the streams of people in the large riverbed.
Occasionally we greet people who ride close to us, some are part of our family but others
are from different lineage groups.
Two elderly women ride past us on their donkeys, one carrying calabash in her head.
By their side is a child riding a castrated bull, which also carries some of the livestock
items. The women observe me with curiosity, greet us as appropriate, and then continue
talking, not taking their eyes of me. It is too far for me to hear what they are saying.
Akali laughs and says without turning around, "Did you hear what they were saying?"
"No" I admit.
"They were talking about you," he says, and I see that he is smiling. "They were
talking about that this being a very curious sight, a white woman riding behind a
BoDaaDo man!" He adds. "They were discussing how well you ride the camel, just like
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a BoDaaDo woman, and then when you greeted them in Fulfuldc they were even more
suq)riscd." I try to sit the camel exceptionally well, pretend to be holding casually to
Akali's saddle, now more aware of their eyes observing me. "You do ride the camel very
well. You know bush now." Akali continues more talking to himself than me. 1 try to
hide a smile, treasuring the rare compliment.
We find our family again, and Akali's father tells him that the sheep have become
lost. Akali has to go looking for them, and thus I have to walk. I walk with Dadi and
Kala'i following the herd. The walk is pleasurable at first, Dadi and Kala'i telling me
about the herd and individual cows. After a few hours, however, I have become very
tired, and so is the rest of the people. The women remain expressionless, but the tiredness
can be read from their faces, and the children are crying of thirst and exhaustion. There is
no grass anywhere and late in the day we stop on a hill which is almost deprived of
vegetation. When I arrive with Dego and another man, the baggage has been taken off
the donkeys. One goat has died from exhaustion, but it was killed before it died and can
thus be cooked and eaten. 1 had met Akali a few miles back. He had found the sheep far
away and had just arrived back with them. The camel was tired, but Akali had to
continue in order to search for grass for the animals. I am sitting on my blanket, helping
reassembling my bed, when he comes back. There is no pasture anywhere, we probably
have to move again tomorrow even though it is the fifth day on the moon and thus taboo
on movement.
I walk over to Bermo's homestead in the evening, which is just a few feet away. He
makes his house with his father in law, Djuri, who has been great assistance to me. We
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sit down on a mat in a proximity to the house and I take an interview with Djuri to clarify
a few things. I feel guilt)' to be taking his time, after such a difficult day, but the last few
days have given little opportimities of interviews. He tells me it is fine and speaks slowly
as usual so I can understand his narrative. His wife brings us a bowl with meat from the
goat that had just died. The men, being of different ages, are not able to eat together and
thus separate the meat into smaller portions. "With whom shall I eat?" I ask Akali
quietly, and look at the women who are working, and think that perhaps 1 should just join
them. "You eat with Djuri" Akali tells me. I whisper back, "I cannot eat with him... that
is not appropriate..!"
"No, it is fine" Akali assures me, "He wanted the two of us to eat with him, but I have
semtedum regarding that because you know my people do not do like that... but it is fine
that you eat with him."
"Come here, Mariyama" Djuri tells me, and puts his hand on his straw mat. I obey
and sit down close to the small plastic lid where the meat is put. I feel shame, even
though I am used to eating with the younger males. He picks out the good pieces, takes
them apart with his fingers, and places them on my side of the bowl. I avoid looking
into his eyes, eat little. Semtedum is embodied. I have been breathing it with the air
since I came, and I discover now that it has, to some extent, become part of me.
The day after, we have to return back to where we came from. There is no grass in
the area, and even though there was not much where we came from, the situation is still
somewhat better at our old place. In the morning, Kala'i and others search for pasture,
but without success. Because of the taboo on the day, the herd leaves around noon and
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the people leave four o'clock in the evening. To migrate during a day that has taboo is
never good, but to leave when the day is almost finished makes it less bad than otherwise.

When it starts to rain and the grass of the koklge grows, thus bringing nourishment to
animals and pleasure to people, it is easy to forget the hardship of the spring. Ponds have
formed in various places, and we have moved to the north where other families of the
same lineage group join us. Unlike the dry season when the next houses were in a great
distance, the houses are now in great proximity. Akali tells me that I can safely go out
and walk around.
"Are you not aii^id anymore that I will get lost?" I ask him.
"No," he tells me. "You just have to be careful not to go far, and you have to look
where you are going. But it is no problem if you get lost because my people are
everywhere in this area." It is wonderful to go out for a walk, without the fear of getting
lost and die from dehydration. Our camp is close to a large water, surrounded by trees
and vegetation. I walk to the water and sit down on a fallen tree next to it. Birds are
singing which is relaxing and beautiful. I look at the light brown water, watch the
reflection of the sun dancing on its almost immobile surface. The pond itself is full of
life. It is brought to life by the buzzing of flies, bird songs, whispering of the grass, and
the black insects surfing on the immobile water. I treasure the silence, close my eyes just
listening to the sounds around me. I wake from my thoughts, when a large cow splashes
into the water not far away. I do not move, just look around, and see that a young boy
has arrived to water his herd. I do not say anything, just observe the animals satisfying
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their thirst. I know this boy because I have been to his house several times. He is the son
of Bermo. His front teeth are missing and his hair is short with small braids. Finally, he
notices me and I see him looking at me open-eyed from a distance where he stands in the
water.
"Mariyama, is this you?" he calls.
"Yes, it is me" I tell him.
"Are you here alone?" he asks.
"Yes."
"Why are you alone? Where is Akali, where are your friends?"
"I just wanted to be alone."
"Are you sad?" he asks, and in fact I am surprised that he would ask me so straight
out, becausc the subject is usually not talked directly about among those I know. He is,
of course, only a child and is clearly very concerned about my well being.
"No, I am fine," I tell him.
"Why are you then alone? Why are you sad? Do you want me to get someone for
you?" He is looking at me with surprise and I don't know what more to say. I just stand
up and tell him that I am going to walk for a short while. "Yes, go back to the house," he
tells with his sincere eyes, and goes back attending to his cows. I am worried that he will
tell people that I am sad, but decide still to walk a little further.

I walk slowly along

with the lake, following a small path, which has been forming for the last weeks around
the trees. I see the remains of a cow lying on the path, its empty eyes looking toward my
direction. There is nothing left of it except the skin, which covers the piles of bones. The
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bones are sticking out everywhere so it looks like too small for this cow. It is not the first
dead animal that I have seen lying around, so I continue. I have not gone far when I see a
woman which I am familiar with. She is at the pond with her donkey to fill a leather sack
(satju) with water, in order to bring drinking water for her house. She greets me, and I
greet her. We shake hands, and she asks me, "Where is Akali? Where are your fnends?
Why arc you here alone?"
"I just wanted to walk around a little."
"Does AJcali know that you are here just by yourself?"
"Yes, he knows."
"It is not very good that you are alone, you could get lost. Why don't you go back
and ask someone to go with you?" I do not know what to say, but she pushes her donkey
to continue and probably just assumes that I will follow her advice.
I continue with my walk only to meet another woman, telling me the same story. I
decide to hurry away from the pond and enter the bush where there are fewer people. I
walk in the sand with sparse patches of grass, enjoy the freshness of the air and just to be
by myself. TTie pond is out of sight, and I walk into the nowhere trying to keep track on
how to get back. Finally, it is as I have reached my destination. The rather flat surface
has ended and I am standing on a soft leaning hill, which ends abruptly. Down by my
feet, the Tadis valley opens up, the huge fertile depression in the Sahel landscape. In a
distance, I see two camels grazing under a tree, appearing only as different shades of
color. It is a great difference standing above everything, seeing things far away. The
contrast is great from the rather hilly plateau that always prevented mc in seeing things
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from a distance, seeing many things at once. Suddenly, I feel like I have an overview of
the way things are. I have only seen this surface on a map but then it was too far to be
realistic and meaningful. I have seen it by being a part of it, but then it was to too close
in order for me to grasp it as a part of a bigger whole. The long valley is beautiful, I can
see no end of the bush on the other side. The hills and the woody shelters seem to go on
forever. The landscape blurs together in a mist at the end of what I am able to see.
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Summary
These pages have discussed the WoDaaBe pastoral economy and some basic features
of WoDaaBe identity. WoDaaBe life in the bush involves an adaptation toward specific
ccological circumstances where animals are the means to exploit and subsist in this arid
environment. Features of WoDaaBe adaptation cannot still simply be placed in
ecological terms, where as they also serve to place people, animals, and environment in
relation to each other, expressing and giving meaning to these relationships. The house,
which is a structure extremely well suited for nomadic life, involves an organization of
space that expresses some of the most basic distinctions of WoDaaBe society. It
organizes different groups by assigning different locations to them, such as men and
women, animals and humans, WoDaaBe and non-WoDaaBe, people of the home and
visitors. Seasonal tasks arc also meaningful in terms of identity, WoDaaBe base their
ethnic identity on herding-related tasks, while assigning these different tasks on gender
based grounds. The strong gender division in WoDaaBe society is still accompanied by a
sense of WoDaaBe as one people, having specific characteristics, both as herding people
and sharing moral-ethical codes of behavior. Tlie division of labor demonstrates men and
women as complimentary, the livestock economy only possible with the contribution of
both genders.
Also, WoDaaBe-ness is created through a relationship with animals and the physical
world, based strongly on contextuality. In the context of other people, WoDaaBe
associate themselves with the bush and their animals, while in the context of the bush, the
WoDaaBe characterize themselves as separated from their physical surrounding. I have
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used the ginnol, the evil spirit in the bush, to demonstrate this complicated relationship
that WoDaaBe have with their natural surroundings and animals.
To be WoDaaBe is thus expressed in people's everyday life, the way they create their
homes, in their occupations, tasks assigned on gender based grounds and in the way
people behave towards one another. The relationship of human-animal and environment
is organized through various sets of difTerentiation and sameness.
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CHAPTER?
LEAVING THE BUSH FOR THE CITY

"I came here four years ago. I came here to attempt earning money to buy cows, but I
have not received anything. " (Tape transcript (6)February 1997(A): I).
"There are some people who have not been unable to get any work. They are here in
Niamey doing nothing. These people have a great deal of problems. Others get really
good jobs because they get to work for anasara. These people are lucky because they get
money for food." (Tape transcript April 4, 1998:1).

In general, migration work among the WoDaaBe is a response to extensive loss of
livestock. A majority of WoDaaBe families do not own herds sufficient for their basic
subsistence. Those who go to the cities searching for work are mostly young people,
usually still suffering from the drought of 1984. These men are have few animals
themselves and many support their parents in the bush, either by leaving their small herds
with them or by sending part of their income to them for millet. Their absence from the
bush is a strategy that is not only directed at gaining enough money to buy more animals
but allows the animals owned to reproduce instead of being sold for basic subsistence
items. As many migrant workers claim, "If I stay in the bush, I will 'eat' my cows,"
referring to that one would slowly have to sell parts of one's herd in order to buy millet
and other necessities for the home. A large herd is a capital; individual animals can be
sold without harming the reproduction possibilities of the herd as a whole.
Migrant labor is not the only possibility for those having lost their animals or whose
herd is not sufficient for basic subsistence. Some men become hired herders {djokkere).
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taking care of other people's animals, often not receiving any compensation except the
milk from the herd they take care of (see interview in Marty and Beidou 1988:39). A
hired herder without cows of his own will probably remain so because the milk will only
keep him and his family alive. This occupation does not provide anything to improve his
general simation. Others have cultivated for a few years, then either sedentarizing or
practicing nomadic life along with the cultivation. During the dry seasons, when the field
requires less work, someone is paid to look after it. Cultivation usually provides the
herder only with a few sacks of millet for his own consumption, thus allowing him to
refrain from selling his cows.
The sense of obligation to one's own kin provides people also with the possibility of
staying in the herding economy. Akali told me that a BoDaaDo never has to go hungry
because if he has cows, he will follow them, and if a BoDaaDo has no cows, he can
follow his brother. Akali is referring to the strong social obligation of helping one's own
kin. A man who has a very small herd can thus establish a household (yvuro) with his
more affluent brother who will share his resources with him. However, even though it is
socially accepted to have one's brother provide for you, it is shameful in the long run.
By going to the cities to seek employment, young people try to create opportunities
for themselves, hoping to gain something that enables them to return to the bush in the
future. Obviously, with an increased number of people without herds, it becomes
increasingly important to seek employment elsewhere. Probably only about 10% of
WoDaaBe families have herd that is sufficient for their basic subsistence (Maliki 1985;
White 1990). Bonfiglioli estimates that around 65% of WoDaaBe households have
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members engaged in migrant work (Bonfiglioli 1985:32). The numbers of people
engaged in migrant work probably differ considerably for different lineage groups,
bccause lineages adopt different strategies to survive. Bonfiglioli points out, for
example, that among the Bii-Hamma'en a more predominant strategy is to work as a hired
herder {djokkere), while the Godjanko'en have turned more to migration work
(Bonfiglioli 1985:32; also interview in Marty and Beidou 1988:23).
Most of the migrant workers are young males, usually around the ages of 17 to 35
years old. They leave the bush for the crowded and noisy cities and usually travel with
their wives, young children and/or girliiiends. The WoDaaBe lineages maintain close
networks within the city, staying together in rather large groups, thus forming large
households, not unlike the house in the bush. The household composition is different, of
course, more constituted by cross-cousins than of fathers and sons. Sometimes, older
people from the bush come to the city for a short period of time, bringing news and
messages, linking the migrant laborers engaged to a large commimity of WoDaaBe.
Migrant workers return to the bush once a year, usually during the rainy season,
spending a few months there, so Niamey is empty of WoDaaBe who return soon as the
dry season starts. People often go to the bush for various other reasons, spending a short
time there. Thus, there is usually someone going or coming during all seasons; in the dry
season movement is less extensive. This constant movement of people moving back and
forth from the bush creates a steady flow of information, creating a bridge between bush
and town. Gossip, news, and information travels between these two spaces during most
of the seasons. This constant flow generally prevents individuals engaged in migrant
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work from breaking away from the social network of their lineage group, or being
without control and supervision from the elders or the lineage as a whole. A BoDaaDo
would not sleep alone in the city; if he were seek to sleep in a place where there is no one
from his lineage group or no other WoDaaBe, he would be subject of gossip and talk,
proposing that he wanted to bccome something other than WoDaaBe.
The woman is conceptualized as following the man into the city, as WoDaaBe in
general conceptualize women as following their men. ^ In most cases women go with
their husbands or boyfriends, but are themselves not the main seekers of employment.
This is probably due to the view in WoDaaBe societies that the man's role is to provide
for his wife or wives and girlfriends. It is still not uncommon that women visit their
parents in the bush for a certain period of time, and in some cases women come to
Niamey alone (unmarried, divorced) to seek employment. These women stay with their
kin. usually under the protection of male relatives. Most of the women who "follow"
their husband/boyfriend become engage in various kinds of occupations, either giving the
incomc to her husband/boyfriend or keeping it for themselves.
The goal of most male migrant laborers is ultimately to gain enough money to buy
animals, enabling them to return back to the bush with their families. If they have a small
herd in the bush, the goal is to wait until the animals have reproduced, thus to enlarge the
herd. During formal interviews, individuals describe their existence in the city as
difficult and demanding. Two friends, Akali and Higi, draw a contrast between the bush
and the city in strong binary oppositions, oppositions I heard repeated by many other
^ As Dupire points out, the concept wonnan (debbo, pi. rewbe) is derived from the root rew, which means, "to follow"
(Dupire 1971:50).
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migrant laborers. The bush is sweet as sugar, while Niamey is the place of corruption;
the bush is a place of freedom for individuals while in Niamey they are constantly
observed; in the bush people eat food which makes them strong and healthy, while in
Niamey they eat food that lacks power and is unhealthy; in the bush people are
surrounded by family while in Niamey they are without their closest kin. Asking both
men and women whether the bush is better than the city, the answer was almost without
exception: Life is better in the bush. In fact people never seem to tire to tell me how
much better life is in the bush, especially when I had never stayed there! When I was in
the bush, the same people who previously had talked about the bush and city in binary
oppositions, complained about how hard and dull the life in the bush was most of the
time. They told me about the work in maintaining the wells, the lack of money, and the
extensive heat and dryness, which are parts of being in the bush.
When I stay in the bush, I hear complaints from people I know from the town. "I
never have money to buy sugar" a young man told me. "I never have money to buy
anything. I really want to go back to town," a woman tells me, "Here in the bush I don't
even have soap to wash my clothing." One day, I am with Dadi, a very good friend of
mine who is staying in the bush for a few weeks, visiting his family which is part of the
same lineage group 1 stay with. During one long movement of the house, we walk
together, just the two of us. We have been walking for two hours, it is around noon and
the sun is extremely hot. I feel my face burning and my body wet with sweat. Finally,
there is an opportunity to stop and we place ourselves under the shadow of a single tree.
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"Arc you tired Mariyama?" he asks me, and I reply as is polite, "No, I am not tired."
He laughs of this rather obvious untruthfulness and says, "I know that you are just
following the mbodagansi (politeness in this context) of WoDaaBe. You know, if
someone asks me I would say the same. The truth is, however, that 1 am tired, my
clothing is dirty and 1 wish I was just back in Niamey and could take a shower and get
clean clothing." The bush is sweet, as Akali tells me on my initial arrival, but it is also
demanding and difficult.
As I said previously, most if not all, migrant workers return to the bush for several
months, and it is interesting to notice that most (if not all) do this at the end of the rainy
season when the bush is most prosperous! During all other times of the year, work is
more extensive and their labor force more needed by their extended families. However,
as noted by White, this pattern of migrant work could be the consequence of acute food
shortage, which is more acute in the dry season than in the rainy season. Thus, ironically
the small herd does not in general require less labor than a large herd, but can feed much
fewer people (White 1990:99). By arriving during the end of the rainy season migrant
workers gain the best of the bush. They receive the opportunity to meet many people of
their lineage group (the camps being more scattered during the dry season), and can
participate in annual gatherings such as the Worso and dances of various kinds. So their
returning at this time of the year probably helps them to maintain extensive relations with
their own lineage group.
Thus, many migrant laborers get used to other ways of living than they know in the
bush. They get accustomed to the consumption of expensive clothing, to more extensive
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tea drinking, having money between their hands, and owning various "luxury" items.
People who have grown accustomed to such a lifestyle may take longer to re-establish
their herd and it is also possible that the longing to "return" will become more nostalgic
than actually something they will act out. Some WoDaaBe who have been able to gain
the means of returning to the bush have chosen not to do so, but have preferred to stay in
the city, envisioning going "back" in an unknown future. I suspect that for some people,
the desire for the bush will lead them back eventually, while for others it is only a
nostalgic longing, more desirable because the bush is seen from afar. I know, however,
many people who have gone back, either because their herd had reached a minimum size
or because they simply gave up on their life in the city, decided to become hired herders
or to "follow" their brothers. For most people it is probably a mixture of both, reflecting
conflicting notions about the bush when people have lived another kind of life. I can
understand such a notion, because during my stay in Niger I experienced the bush as
being both a very difficult and a very "sweet" place.

Migration to the Borders

"I feel ashamed of having nothing. Sometimes, I want to go into the bush and
disappear" (Ali, a migrant laborer in a border town).

I had not planned to stay long in this town situated on the borders of Niger and
Nigeria, only one week. Its closeness to the borders being expressed in various ways:
Nigerian bread, numerous stereos and televisions, big bottles of Coca-Cola, Nigerian
candy, and inexpensive gasoline smuggled from over the borders. Some people speak
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English; some originate from Nigeria. The smuggling and selling of gasoline has
ccrtainly put its mark on this town in more than one way. Several times a fire has broken
out and. as a result of much gasoline being stored at all kinds of places, has become
powerful and hard to control. The large market in the town has burned to ashes without
the possibility of saving anything of value, except for human lives that were spared.
1 have been here several times before, and as now, I stayed with a Fulani family that
is known to assist WoDaaBe people when they need a place to stay. I prefer to be with
the WoDaaBe I know, but most were sleeping exposed in outdoors places where their
friends worked as security guards. A sleeping anasara would have caused more attention
than desirable in such places. In addition, things in Niger were not going well at that
time. In the town, already well known for high crime rate, violence was growing.
People had been beaten or arrested at nights without any explanation. My consultant did
not even consider it safe for me to sleep any longer with the other WoDaaBe in the
courtyard of the Fulani family. He got permission for me to sleep inside the locked
house, sharing a mattress with one of my hosts' children.
I went few times to a place where WoDaaBe sold gasoline, which was just on the
main street not far from the taxi lot. Some were standing just by the street next to the
gasoline containers, waiting for business opportunities, while others were sitting on a
bench in the shadow of someone's house. I was offered a seat on the bench and given a
soft drink, observing their interaction and work. I knew many of these young WoDaaBe
men working in this border town, having met them during the annual Cure Bailee festival
held in the bush. Then they wore coloriul clothing and danced in the night. It was
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Strange to see how their whole appearance had changed which demonstrated how
unrepresentative the festival (wliich is often very popularized as discussed in chapter 22)
is of their daily lives. Their clothing in the border town was bought cheap on the market,
"western" pants and T-shirts, torn and dirty from their work. These young men did not
appear like the glamorous WoDaaBe 1 had seen photos of in the States, but more as poor
people living very much on the margin, gaining their livelihood largely through
smuggling.

WoDaaBe from several lineages were doing this kind of work in the border town,
being spread over several locations in an attempt to find clients. On the way to my
friends' selling spot, two men coming from the border walked past me carrying heavy
loads. They did not stop nor slow down. "Mariyama," one called to me, "you see that
now I am no better than a donkey." It was painful to see what they carried, large gasoline
containers wrapped in rags, placed on each side of a stick that lies across the shoulders.
Most of these men go one trip per day, carrying between 58-70 liters in each trip. The
men could not keep their backs straight under the weight and they were half running in
order to get as fast as they could to their destination. It is ironic that the stick, which lies
so heavily on their shoulders, is the saaruu, the herder's stick, which stands as a symbol
for freedom in the bush.
The two men put the load down at the lot, and with the assistance of the buyer, who
also is a WoDaaBe, they empty the several small containers into large 40-liter containers.
Many of these black robust containers have lost their lids, but the rubber of a cheap
sandal has been formed to fit the opening, and seems to work well. All this takes place in
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the daylight on the street. The colorful hose used to pour the gasoline into the container,
is familiar. People can be seen standing waving this hose along the main road between
this town and other places. It is a symbol of gasoline for sale, probably smuggled.
According to my informants, around 53 WoDaaBe are in the border town, a great
majority working in relation to the smuggling of petroleum. 37 are from the same lineage
and all my interviews were conducted with people from this lineage group. Many of
them are related, which provides a network of security, as no one should be hungry
because his relatives (banderabej will provide him with food. Some, if not most, of these
men bring their wives to stay with them. The men are lucky if they get a job as a night
guard because it gives them a place to sleep, to keep their things, and a place to stay
during the day. Those who do not have work as security guards in many cases sleep
where their friends work as guards. The women can earn a small amount of money by
braiding the hair of other women, receiving around 250-300 CFA for each "head." They
also do embroidery for shirts or tops, then either for themselves or someone in the family.
Occasionally, someone who is going to Niamey takes the embroidery there to attempt to
sell it to a white person.

My first interview is with Ali, a young man around 32 years old. I had met him in the
bush several weeks before. We played cards with a group of people but did not talk
much. After that I had met him a few times, always within a large group of people. He
looked as a serious person, as he did not smile often. I was shy and nervous when I asked
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him if I could interview him. To my surprise, he was very pleased and he seemed proud
to be asked to tell about himself.
Ali and his extended family had lost all their cows in the drought of 1984. He went at
that time to Nigeria, working as a security guard for few years. Then he came to the
border town has and since then been smuggling petroleum for 12 years. Ali has not been
able to collect money to buy livestock but sustains his wife and child as well as his
extended family who are all in the bush. His father has no cows of his own, and Ali has
only been able to buy two calves with the money he has earned. His family tends to cows
belonging Tuaregs and receives milk as payment. Ali buys all that his extended family
needs, such as clothing and millet. He used to live in the city with his wife, but his young
child (around 2 years old) became ill last year and thus his wife and child stay at his
father's house. His younger brother, who works as a petroleum dealer (buying and
selling) has, however, been able to buy seven cows with the money he gets for work in
the same border town, which stay with their parents.

"What led to my arrival here is that one year all my cows died. This is what led to me
coming here to this town. I had no opportunity to stay in the bush and that led me to this
place. Allah gave me a possibility of some work with gasoline. I have done this work for
a long time and I am still doing it today. I go to Nigeria and I carry gasoline over the
borders. Then, I sell it here. The money I get for the gasoline supports me and buys food
for my family and parents. My children [...] for this money that I receive for my work, I
buy clothing and food for them.
I carry gasoline between the borders of Niger and Nigeria. Sometimes, I run into the
policc. Some of them take all my gasoline, some just leave me alone. Sometimes, they
give me problems, sometimes not. Sometimes they see me, sometimes they don't see me.
This work is difficult; it is really difficult. This place I stay now is not the same as my
home [in the bush]. Where I am now, I think about my children, I don't know what time
they wake up in the morning, I don't know if they have all they need. This all I wonder
about when I am here. I don't know what time they wake up or where they sleep. I think
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if I get any money to send to my house to buy food. This is my purpose of staying here.
I don't have any cows; I don't have anything. Allah is powerful, and he gave me this
work here so I have a possibility to support myself, this work is my subsistence. What I
want, if I get some money, is to buy animals and leave this place. I want to leave this
difficult work, because I am really tired. But I don't see that road because I don't have
any animals. I don't get anything beside what I need to buy food, so because of that. 1
don't see that anything will change. Today, I want an opportunity to leave this work for
here, and if you look at me you see why, Mariyama. From the time I started until today,
ail these twelve years, I still have not got anything. Today I have no animals, and now I
am old. I have done this work for twelve years but 1 still don't have any cow, all 1 get
goes into basic subsistence. But what I want is that God takes me out of this work, this
work of gasoline. I don't have anything, and if I get something I want to finish this work,
because it makes you old fast, you start when you are still young but slowly it destroys all
the joints of your body.
[•••]

Sometimes the police see me from afar, they take my gasoline; some will accept
one thousand CFA for letting me leave with my gasoline. In Nigeria, I have to give 20
neira. For some I have to give 50 neira, and others 100 neira. Sometimes the Nigerian
police will spot me out, they see me and they will beat me, some will just leave me, but
they have been beating people for many years. One year they beat me badly, my eye got
hurt that time. Another year when 1 left [name of town in Nigeria], I was carrying
gasoline, 1 went a different way in order for them not to see me, and I fell down, and
when I fell down, I hurt my tooth. It did hurt until it fell out. It is like this every time.
You do understand how difficult this is? Because you are afraid of the police, because of
that this is really difficult. You understand?
[I ask why he never gets enough money to buy livestock?] I take care of my home in
the bush, 1 take care of all those people, and everything I earn I send the "house." I have
to provide for seven people. I take care of these people with the money I get for the
gasoline. As you know I don't have any cows, thus I have to take care of them like this,
this is what makes me worry. One day, I get some money, then I go to the house [in the
bush], I buy millet. One day, I buy a donkey because it is a donkey that carries the water
from the well and the children use them to ride. They don't die from thirst because the
donkey does this work. A donkey is necessary for migration in the bush. Every time
when the rainy season starts, 1 leave the border town and I go to the bush and then come
back here. My father is in the bush and I take care of all these people. When I arrive to
the bush, I do not have the opportunity to stay there for a long time, because it is difficult
for me to stay there. If I go to the bush, I don't stay for longer than a week because of my
work. My work is difficult. I run, I mn until I reach here. I buy petroleum for 8,500
CFA, and then when I come here I sell it for 8,500 plus 250, so my profit is 250. But you
know 250 is not any profit. I show patience but 250 is not any profit. I have to be patient
(munyal) because only like that do I get something to eat, maybe later things will be
better than today. Perhaps patience will lead me getting something.
You know, the people at my house [in the bush], they think I have received a lot of
money, but I know that I don't have any money. As you know, by the time their millet is
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finished, they expect tne to send money to buy more. I have some money, but it is little.
If I receive some money, I will keep some of it. If I get money for this month, perhaps I
can send 15,000, because the people in bush must have money to buy millet. If, however,
I get something in the next two or three months, if I get something good, then perhaps I
will go to visit my house in the bush [...].
What I want is to leave this work, I want to go to the bush and do herding, I want to
have the opportunity to be a herder in the bush. But you see I don't have anything, 1 don't
have any chance to stay in the bush, because I don't have any cows. There are people
who arc able to stay in the bush, but I don't have a chance, because I don't have anything,
only those who have animals can stay in the bush. I have close to nothing. I want to sit
down in the bush with my family, all my people are in the bush, but I do not have the
opportunity of staying there. I am sad and I feel shameful to my people because I have
nothing. I feel shame because I am here and a lot of people at my age group stay in the
bush. Those at my age are in the bush and have animals, and I don't have any animals.
Like this is shamefiil for WoDaaBe. Only by working with the gasoline do I get
something to feed my house. Perhaps someday, when my house thinks that I am
working here, perhaps if I don't get anything I leave, I will be lost. They will not know
that this is because I feel ashamed, because I don't get anything to give to them. And
yourself, you know such a thing is shameful" (Tape transcript (8)February 1997).

Some of my other interviews were conducted in a place where one of my friends was
a guard. The place has a large fence around a little garage and a mechanical shop. In one
comer a little shelter had been constructed, where the guardian's wife slept with her
objccts. When I arrived, three men and three women were in the shelter making tea. The
shelter was so small that I could fit inside but my consultant had to sit in the doorway.
After the tea, I conducted an interview with BoDaaDo man, Buuda who sells gasoline
within the border town. He buys it from other WoDaaBe and uses his connections to sell
it to drivers. We got permission to sit in privacy in the little storage space inside the
mechanic shop. We carried a mat and a blanket and made ourselves comfortable. The
only problem were the sounds of repairs from outside, that sometimes became so loud
that I found myself close to yelling. Buuda came first to this town as a small boy; his
father's job at that time was selling petroleum, and from him Buuda learned a great deal.
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The work of those who deal gasoline within the border town is different in many ways
from work of those who smuggle it. It seemed to me like the former were better of
financially, despite their work not being as difficult and physically consuming. They are
free of the dangerous and difficult task of smuggling the gasoline itself, but have to be
active in the border town to make connections and find buyers for the gasoline. In many
cases they have steady clients that they even give credit if necessary. He tells me:
"I know this work. I came here first when I was young. People got to know me, I
get clients, and I sell fast. Sometimes people ask me for credit, and I grant them that.
Latter when they have money, they pay me back.... Sometimes still, people do not pay
me back, and that money is good as lost." (Tape transcript (7)February 1997). When he
came first to the border town, he smuggled like the others: "What I did first was to go to
[name of town in Nigeria] and carry the gasoline here, but then I decided to buy it within
[name of the Nigerien border town] and sell it here."
When I sat down at their selling spot, I seldom saw Buuda sit down. He was always
actively seeking out clients for the gasoline. He knows how to drive a motorbike, and
even a car. He is a businessman, relatively well-dressed, attractive and self-confidant.
The other men I talked to had all similar stories as Ali. Most of these men lost all or
most of their cows in the drought of 1985-1986, and either have been working by
smuggling since that time or did migrant work in different places before arriving to the
border town. The number of cows that these men own today is low, and in almost all
cases, far fi-om livable herds. Most have four or five cows (including calves), but there
are exceptions. One man had 15 cows, another 17 cows, and another had not a single
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cow.

All of them desired to get back to the bush, felt the life in the border town was

difficult and hoped to gain enough cows to be able to go back. As stated by one
smuggler, "I came here the first time four years ago. I came to try to earn money to buy
cows, but today I have not been able to buy any cows. The first years after I arrived here,
I bought seven sheep and a donkey" (Tape transcript (6)February 1998 (A); 1). One
person had gone to Tabalak after the drought and was given a little piece of land by the
government to cultivate millet. The first year he got nothing from his fields, the second
year he got two sacks of millet. The government gave him food and sometimes his
relatives if they had something, but there were times when he had no food for himself and
his family. He gave up on this work and decided to go back to the border town and
smuggle.

Close to the Borders: Moments of Experiences of Otherness and Sameness, Past and
Present
"I live on an island, Iceland, where the sea marks my country from other countries.
As a child I stood at the edge of the sea, on the edge of my homeland, and tried to see
somewhere in the distance the outlines of another place. Sometimes I found strange
things lying on the beach. These were man-made things that the sea had brought ftom
somewhere. Everything else was far away, every other place in the world was exotic
in itself. I remember the first time I went to Europe and crossed a border there, I
could not understand how I could just walk and then, all of sudden be located in yet
another country. Countries were not all islands floating in the sea, far away from each
other. There was a little space between the border patrols of these different nations.
When we drove through it, going between the patrols, we were located in this space
between them. My father said, "Now we are in no ones country." I did not believe
him at first, how could it be possible? Could I live there, could I become nation-less,
did no one have a claim on me if I lived there? Where would they send my mail? I
was between spaces, without the sea to embrace them, connect them or to separate
them."
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I wrote these words a long time ago when trying to understand spaces and locations.
To crcate and thus to separate different spaces or categories is probably an universal
human phenomenon. Perhaps the desire for clean-cut categories is an universal need,
giving human beings a sense of an ordered and regulated world. Anthropology has had a
tendency to represent the world in clear categories, labeling them cultures. Cultures
belonged thus to specific spaces, specific locations, each being different from the other.
Anthropology made use of textual means to create these categories of cultures, the
boundaries of each framed in the text itself. Cultural homogeneity is often seen as the
characteristic of nations, which are given different colors on maps in order to give a
clearer contrast from other nations (Gupta and Ferguson 1992:6). These areas on the map
and culture itself are not clear cut, neither neatly situated next to each other nor are they
islands floating in a neutral sea. There is heterogeneity and diversity within the borders
of each culture.

To use Rosaldo's expression, human's cultures would probably more

fhiirfiilly be described as similar to a "garage sale" than they are to a "museum" (Rosaldo
1989).
Thus, there are probably no clearly identified cultures and never have been, except in
the human imagination. Human society is characterized by diversity rather than
sameness, by fluid relationships rather than isolation and "purity." As pointed out by
Fredrik Barth, ethnic identities do not develop in isolation from other cultures, but in the
context of meaningful relationships with other ethnic groups (Barth 1969). This is
echoed by Clifford, when stating that "intercultural connection is, and has been, the
norm" (Clifford 1997:5). Anthropologists have started to turn toward "more cosmopolitan
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objects," paying increased attention to the global context of the cultures they are studying
(Tsing 1994:282).
Even though pure spaces are imaginary, because social relations are formulated and
reformulated all the time, their conceptualization creates separations between different
groups and thus borderlines between them. Borderlines are perhaps the areas where the
intcrconnectcdness of the world becomes more obvious. The metaphor of the border as
an extensive contact zone is useful to understand the movement of globality and identity.
Tsing uses the concept margins, defining it as "sites from which we see the instability of
social categories," thus as indicating "an analytical placement that makes evident both the
constraining, oppressive quality of cultural exclusion and the creative potential of
rcarticulating, enlivening, and rearranging the very social categories that peripheralize a
group's existence" (Tsing 1994:279). The terms "margin" and "borders" overlap in
meaning, the former referring to the edge, the other the line between two edges. The
term border can be seen as having multiple meanings, both referring to how we
"imagine" the world and to a space where there is a more extensive and obvious cultural
contact, making the relationships of social categories easier to explore and expose.
Hence, even though borders are always a part of human imagination, artificially
created to organize and to separate, they are no less a subject of human experiences and
lives. Interaction with other ethnic groups has thus probably always been part of the lives
of the WoDaaBe but how are these interaction demonstrated and experienced today?
What are the issues of desire and power embodied in the relationship between the various
parties? How is the Other defined? How does the border mark a transition in identity as
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well as locations? How does the extensive interaction of WoDaaBe with town people
shape and interact with their own conception of themselves?
This section will discuss the borders as having a double meaning for the WoDaaBe.
The WoDaaBe cross socially constructed borders when entering into the cities, which
they see as the world of others, non-WoDaaBe. Their work in the cities and their
involvement with the nation state mark a break from the neatly organized culture I have
presented above to a space of globality. Some WoDaaBe work on the border itself, thus
crossing the official line of the nation-states, carrying illegal goods. They hope that it
will provide them with enough money to be able to turn back to their life in the bush,
return to the life that they see as the true life for a BoDaaDo. As I discuss in chapter 8,
the crossing of borders from a closed and clearly defined WoDaaBe culture to other
places and locations surrounding it, is in no way a new phenomena for the WoDaaBe,
even though the extent it is done today is somewhat extraordinary. I will attempt to trace
this crossing of "borders" historically, but focus more on migrant work today which has a
certain historical moment to it. This moment has certain specific characteristics, which
connects to their present day difficulties. The present cannot be understood without
referring to the past.
I will present here a few, unordered, everyday moments describing the intersection of
experiencing one's self in relationship with others in a specific moment in time. I will
represent these moments in disorderly fashion because experiences are chaotic, especially
like these I draw up here, involving various kinds of interactions of individuals, and give
thus only brief glimpses of self-ness and other-ness. The anthropologist is not only
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learning about other cultures, but other cultures arc also doing research on the
ethnographer, meaning that the idea of the anasara (white person) develops in the bush
just as the myth of the WoDaaBe develops in the cities. Who are "us" and who is "them"
is a contextualized experience, taking different shapes according to different spaces.
Anxiety regarding the future and fear of losing one's identity are problems that probably
most communities in the world can relate to. And, in the middle of all this turning of the
world up-side-down, a WoDaaBc girl in the bush dictates a letter for her fiiend in Iceland
whom she has never seen, describing her life that just goes on no matter what, unaware of
the political currents that are shaping her future.

Who is who? An interview with an anthropologist

What kind of work is this, bothering people with questions? To be asking about
everything, observing and learning. I am not sure, only I know that I spend much of my
time sitting in a shadow of a tree, writing, observing, and waiting. It is hard to break
away from the feeling that you always have to be doing something relating to your
research, after all, did you not come for that? People get tired of endless questions about
all and nothing. But, I am not the only person learning and listening. My environment is
not a lab with things neatly organized, I am no Malinowski sitting peacefully behind a
desk in the bush.
I am in a shadow of a tree with Akaii, Samari and three other men. I try to ask
questions, but people are tired and not in the mood answering them.
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"Well Mariyama," Samari suddenly says, "what about if I take an interview with
you?"
"What did you say?" 1 answer, thinking that I have not understood, "Do you want me
to ask you something?"
"No, I want to take an interview with you. You have been taking so many with us."
He is serious but I see Akali smiling. 1 smile too and tell him that he can ask me all he
wants. Does he maybe want to borrow my notebook or radio? No, he prefers not to, but
he likes to borrow my dictionary to have as a notepad and a pen. He takes up the
dictionary and pretends to write something. Akali is supposed to serve as a translator
even though I understand Samari's speech well.
Samari looks at the dictionary and then asks; "Why do white people not want to drink
water from the ponds? Why do they only drink purified water?" He adds; "I am not
talking about you who drinks everything, just about whites in general." He smiles
patiently, waiting for my response.
1 tell him that white people are afraid because they think Africa has lot of illnesses.
"But what does illness do to this people?"
"If I get ill, I can die like you"
"So they fear to die. Which one is worse, someone carrying gun and shooting people
or to drink the water?" he asks.
I am puzzled by this question but try to answer as best as I can, "I think it is much
worse to shoot people."
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Now Samari laughs, "Why then do your people shoot others and arc not afraid to do
that, but then are afraid to drink the water?"
I am not sure how to respond so I just say; "All people are different, some people
would not shoot someone."
"Does your people have medicine that works against gun?"
"No" I say.
"Why do you have lot of medicine but not for protection against gun? And then you
arc afraid of water and not of gun?"
I am not quite sure how to respond to this question and just tell him, "They know
different things than the WoDaaBe. WoDaaBe know medicine for gun, my people know
some other things."
"All WoDaaBe have medicine gun even though they don't go to school."
I agree with this, and tell them that marginal people around the world have lot of
valuable knowledge and that much of the knowledge of anasara is not something that
they themselves discovered but something that they have appropriated from others. We
discuss this a little, but Samari turns then back to asking about water.
"In the past, when you did not want to drink the water, you said that this was because
your stomach was like the stomach of a baby. What did you mean by this?"
"When someone is a child, his body does not know the water but when he is an adult
he is likely to get ill because his body is accustomed these things. But when someone is
young he can die from drinking the water. Maybe he dies, peiiiaps he does not die."
Akali laughs and I do not understand why he is laughing.
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"It is true." I say and then ask serious, "Why are you laughing?" but then Samari
laughs too. I try to explain better what I mean but only make things worse and they do
not stop laughing. Akali repeats, laughing what 1 just said to the other men, but Samari
looks at me smiling and says gently; "This is true".
"You know that there are lot of small children who die in Niger because illnesses." I
say almost helplessly because I don't understand the joke. They agree with that, still
smiling. "Gonga, true" Samari repeats, and thinks about his next question.
"You have to be careful not to stop writing" I point out, and he starts noting down the
things I said.
"This man is really a good writer" Akali says and starts laughing again. Samari
hands the dictionary to me, and says "Please sign here.." "No, no" I tell him jokingly, "I
am not signing anything."
"Well, I have finished the interview" he puts down the book, "You have to carry
greetings to all the whites from me."
"I don't know all whites, my people are actually not anasara (i.e. white) they are
Icclandic," I say, teasing him.
"Well then I think you should just greet the WoDaaBe of Island. There must be some
Godjanko'en there?"
"No there is non." I shake my head.
"Yes, there is."
"No, not one" I reply.
"Yes, there is one." He smiles.
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"Ohh, really....?" I am not sure where he is taking this.
He points at me, "Mariyama!" We laugh and he repeats, "Iceland has Godjanko'en,
that is the truth." 1 smile, but 1 know that he has read my desire of acceptance and is
playing on it. Everyone knows that I am not a Godjanko'en, my white skin almost
scrcams to mc every day.
I turn to the other men, and ask if they like to ask me something. These are two
young men. who I do not know very well. They are both silent, until Akali tells them that
they don't have to be shy they can ask me what they want.
One starts to say hesitantly, "I never understood how anasara can have so good teeth,
even when they are really old..?"

I informed them, finally being asked something which

1 believe I know, that they use fake teeth. It seems to be amazing and disappointing at the
same time, but ultimately having a great explanatory value. The Whites are perhaps not
as mystical as they appear at first sight (Tape transcript (9)September 1997).

The Boundaries within: WoDaaBe and WoDaaBe

Travelling between spaces, defined as "the field," are sometimes the best moments,
bccause they are part of "the field" but stand somehow outside it. I never travel alone,
always with WoDaaBe people, and usually with Akali. During these moments of
dislocations, we are both travelers, more the same than during any other moments. I feel
that while travelling I get a holiday fi-om all the social relationships in which my life has
become more and more entangled. Others observe me as always, but these are not
individuals who know me. Perhaps, also experiencing traveling as a rather neutral space.

Ill

Akali often uses the opportunity to attempt to teach me how to behave; how to develop
my personal self, because as he explains. I have never been "out" with people before. For
him. my existence prior to my arrival to Niger, has been a sheltered one.
"You have to leam to do be patient (munyal) with people" are the lessons he most
frequently emphasizes, "Not to show your feelings." Somehow everything that I do
wrong, connects to my lack of patience {munyat).
To believe oneself existing outside the social structure while travelling between
locations is, of course, imaginary becausc the "field" is everywhere. I am travelling with
Akali and we are located in Tahoua changing cars to continue to Kao. Akali is ill
because he was not able to drink his tea in the morning and he desperately needs to get
some tea or aspirin. Two WoDaaBe men and two women have traveled with us for
several hours. I do not remember seeing them before, but Akali clearly knows them.
They were already in the car when we entered it and I had not had opportunity to talk to
them. Akali has managed to find another car to continue the travelling, but it does not
leave until after a few hours because the driver feels that it is not fiill enough of
passengers. The other WoDaaBe will be travelling with the same car when it continues.
When we step out of the car in Tahoua to wait for the other car, I am surprise that Akali
leads me to another direction than the one the four people are going. We sit down, just
the two of us, with our things and drink some water. Akali needs to leave because he has
to find tea or an aspirin. The other four people are not far away, and 1 see that the two
men are making themselves some tea.
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"Why does he not drink tea with this people?" I wonder but it is not the right moment
to ask. Akali comes back after few moments, asking me if instead of sitting down alone
(which always draws some attention), I would like to sit down with this other WoDaaBe
people? Yes, I would prefer that. We go together to the four people who sit down on a
small mat in a shelter from the sun. Akali goes with me to them and I am greeted
warmly. "Please sit down" one man tells me smiling, and spreads the blanket further out
to make space for me. Both men are rather young. One is about Akali's age, the other
one somewhat younger. The women are silent and look down as women do around their
boyfriend or spouse. They look at me when no one notices and we exchange smiles.
The men and I exchange some polite phrases, "How are you? How is your family?"
When this ritual greeting process is over, the younger man turns toward the older one and
asks if I have been in the bush? He, as many people before him, forgets that I can
understand their conversation. The older man tells him that surely I had been in the bush,
I know the bush well, I have lived on the milk of their cows, I have drunk the water of the
wells, and 1 had traveled around on ray camel. "Really!" the other man says, and asks
mc, as I had been absent, if I have traveled on camel.
"Yes" I tell him.
"Have you had milk from our cows?"
"Yes, it is very sweet!" I say and he laughs.
It surprises me that the older man seems to have heard all the things about me from
Akali. I am also surprised by how well he seems to know my home in the bush,
especially because of my previous assumption that Akali and I had not interacted with
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them, because Akali did not known them well. The man turns back to me and starts to
ask me news from the house, again demonstrating his familiarity with it, "The dry season
was difficult this year" he says, "I heard that a new child has been bom at your house."
The younger man asks me as well about the well being of "my" people. We drink milk
and have millet porridge. I try to communicate with the women, but know beforehand
that it is not possible with the men sitting so close with us. Akali comes back. "Sit
down please" the older man tells him, again moving the blanket to create space.
"No thank you" Akali answers with same politeness. The man continues to ask him
to sit down as is customary, and Akali declines the offer with same politeness. He walks
away and sits down on a wall not far. I am not sure what is expected of me. I finish
eating not knowing what is the appropriate action in the situation. I see Akali standing up
moving to a different place and then soon after I see him pointing at me, when no one is
looking, to come to his direction. I stand up, thank the men and the women for their
hospitality and then go to Akali. I walk toward him, and he goes with me to a bench not
far. He is smiling, clearly feeling better. He probably sees my puzzlement, because he
explains, "This is Bikaron'en people, I don't want to sit down with this people."
We play cards and he explains to me, when asked, that this is just a natural conduct,
not having to do with any personal grievance toward this people. "You saw, for example,
that this people did not offer me tea, even though they knew that I was having a headache
bccause of lack of tea?"
I nod, "Yes, and I did not understand why."

i
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"And, even though they asked me several times to sit down with them, they did not
mean it. They did not want me to sit down, they were just being polite."
I ask to be quite sure, knowing that sometimes conflict over women takes a long time
to heal. "This has nothing to do with any disputes or anything like that between you and
these men?"
"No. no" he convinces me, "this is only because I am Godjanko'en, and they are
Bikaron'en."
This event left me rather puzzled. I had realized that the WoDaaBe were not all the
same, this being one of the reasons that I choose to focus more exclusively on just one
lineage group. But still, somehow in my mind, I had probably felt all the time that
WoDaaBe would conceptualize themselves as the same group. Clearly, in some context,
they did not see themselves having anything in common beside the respect for
mbodagansi (the WoDaaBe moral code) resulting in communication of cold politeness.
So who were the WoDaaBe? And was that question even relevant?

Today and the Past; In the Council of Elders

Suura is the name for a council of older men. During festivals and social gatherings,
the old men {dotti'en) sit down at a specific place. Women and younger women do, in
general, not enter within the boundaries of the council. The anthropologist, even though
female, can transit these boundaries and take, at least briefly, a seat in the council.
I am with four elderly men on an ordinary day, Kala'i, Djuri, Ibrahim and Ganduu.
They are all similar age, which I guess as being at least between 55 and 65. We are
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sitting not far from my bed, these men coming to visit the home that I belong to. We are
talking about the past and the present, the changes of today. It is early in the morning,
during the time of the rain, thus work is less extensive than later in the year. We are
sitting on a straw mat under a tree. The women have started packing the camp because
later in that day we will move further south. I ask; "I see that the young men have a lot of
all kinds of things?"
Djuri says. "In the past the young men had de'do (leather shirt). I put on a belt, 1 had
my de'do. 1 carried a sword by my side, but some people did not have swords. I had
turban, but it was different than the type people have today. Some men put korol (hair
decoration) in their braids. I stroke my braids so they will fall down on my back, then put
a hat on and rub cream on my face. I rub a special subsistence on my face."
"Yes, Dro [who is his age-mate] and I, we also do this. We go out to look at the girls,
and they all like me and not him!" Kala'i laughs when he says this because he is teasing.
I ask, "So what did the young men like to buy this time?"
Djuri tells me, "The people in the past bought something very fine. People in the past
bought fine cloth, and the older men swept it around their shoulders. They put the cloth
around their shoulders, and then took a part of the cloth to make a turban. This time our
shoes were made of cow skin, and the de'do made of sheep skin."
"Do you think that today the times are better or worse?"
Djuri: "The really old people say that before the times were better, but people today
believe that today are better times."

They argue about this for a while, not in agreement

if things are better today than in the past. Djuri says, "In the past it was better." Ibrahim
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adds very firmly, "In the past the times were better. That time the children had de'do.
Today the children just do everything they want to, they have trousers. During the times
before, there were true WoDaaBe. The history before shows the true WoDaaBe. In the
past when WoDaaBe got into problems, and someone wanted to beat them, they held
their shoes in their hands and just ran."
"Do you not say anything to the young people today when they buy all kinds of
things?"
Kala'i; "Like this God has done. Today the children refuse the elders, their fathers,
they don't obey."
Djuri; "They don't even want cows."
Kala'i; "Today the children go to the towns and stay there, there they get a radio,
work and clothing. People in the past did not know towns in this way. It is different to
stay here and herd your cows, than settle down in the town and do 'herding of clothing.'"
Djuri; "Now today, there still exist some people who love cows more than anything.
They don't have clothing, not even today. Those who are well dressed look at them and
just laugh."
"What about the future?"
Djuri; "What I think about the future, the time that comes later, perhaps people's life
will be different then, even now we don't know where all this is leading. Perhaps the
lives of people in the fiiture will be very different from our lives today. Like this I think."
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A Letter to a Place Far Away
I tell tny friend Sollare that I know a girl in Iceland, the same age as she. It is my
sister's child who I care deeply for. Sollare has observed me writing many times
something in my notebook. She has learned to write a few numbers and she makes
beautiful drawings to give to me. One day she decides that she wants to write a letter to
the girl in my family, who is as old as she is. just as I am writing letters to my parents.
We sit down for a short time almost everyday for three weeks working on the letter. She
talks and 1 write down her narrative, which parts of I present here.

"I greet you my friend Garun. Sollare greets Garun. You gave me a sweater. I have
two brothers, Njunju and Gabidi. My age is eleven. Gabidi is three years old. Njunju is
five. How old are you? My friend Mogamany is eleven. Yesterday, I went to the well, I
got lost, I came back only now this morning. The sun went down, and I was still working
at the well. The well is really far away. The cows have to be given water, the well has to
be cleaned. The well has almost no water, and we are far from it. It is in front of Djiibiiri.
[...]. My grandmother's name is Fatima, my other grandparent is Kala'i. My sister's
brother is Gidado, Akali and Ibrahim. [...]. Their mother is Fatima, their father is Kala'i.
I have finished writing, I feel tired. Greet your home, greet all people of your home.
(February 5) We decided not to migrate. I did not go to the well, which is really far.
Yesterday it was cleaned and tomorrow I will go. Ganm gave me a sweater. She is
eleven years old.
(February 6) Today, I went to the well. The well has water now. That is because it
was cleaned, the earth taken away so the water would come. I went to the well and was
there early this morning. Budju deepened and cleaned the well.
(February 7) Today I went to the well. Tomorrow, I want to stay at the house. Then
the day after tomorrow, I will go to the well.
[....].

(February 14) Today we will migrate but I have to go to the well anyway.
Yesterday, I went to the well, I came back very tired. The day before yesterday I went to
the well. It is like this but I got porridge, and I had millet porridge to eat with a sauce. I
was still tired.
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(February 16) I went to the well today. Now for two days I gone to the well. 1 am
very tired, I have headache, and I can't find the donkeys. Four donkeys are lost. I have
two water sacks (satjiitjii) and I have to go to the well. Today, we are far from the well.
Tell my friend that my work is to carry water to my house. The well is really far away.
(February 17) Today, I am not going to the well. I will rest; the well is very far. The
well is so far away that only when the sun has gone down, do people return to the house.
Tomorrow. I have to get water at the Abalak-well. Abalak is very far away. Tell my
friend that my work is to get water for the house, I never rest during the whole month, my
work is really difficult. Today, I pound millet. I pound, I cook, I carry wood to the house
and tomorrow I go back to the well. Fatima, Gidado, Dida and Karetuu came back from
the market today. Tomorrow I have to go to the Abalak-well which is really far away.
Abalak is far away! We are far away from that place. I want to greet my fnend, Garun.
My name is Madika, and my name is also Sollare. Kala'i, my grandfather, calls me
Sollare. Sollare is my different name. A'isa is my name, this people call me. Fatima
calls me A'isa but I am also called Joo'gojl and Juumare and Glcassase. My younger
sibling died, the child who was bom after me. His name was Doteguui. I have Njunju
and Gabidi. Gabidi is only three years old, but Njunju is five. Gabidi knows Mariyama
well. [...] Ibrahim's mother is called Fatima, and his father is Kala'i. [...]. The youngest
child [of Fatima] died at Tchin-Tabaraden, its name was Amina.
(February 17) Today I did not go the well, I will go tomorrow and then the day after
tomorrow. I was pounding millet. A cow kicked Ibrahim, [who was carrying calabash
with milk] and spilled down milk.

[...]
(February 20) Today, I go to the well, tomorrow I stay at the house. I pound millet, I
cook and I make porridge, I give people different shares, I make sauce, I give people to
eat. I don't have any shoes today, they are worn out. Mariyama told me that she would
give me shoes.
(February 21) I did not go to the well today. Only tomorrow I will go. Today I have
work. Tomorrow, Mariyama will leave. I don't know if I go to the well, perhaps I will
stay here at the house. Today, I pounded millet, I cooked, I gave people their share of the
porridge, I made sauce, I ate with Mariyama when I was finished cooking. Now, I pound
millet, I take out sa'anjo [the byproduct which is given to the livestock] I add water, I
make powder, 1 pound, I put water, I put water smd pound. Dembe cooks, I put food into
the calabashes. 1 take the sand from the millet. I separate the sa'anjo, I put the water in
the pot boils. Dembe puts millet into the pot, then she puts the millet powder and closes
it. Today, I cook, I pound, I make powder. Today, I gave Mariyama millet to eat. I
separated sa'anjo, I put different kinds of millet into plastic and told her to show her
father and mother this millet. Tell my friend that I great her, that she receives my best
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greetings. Tell her that I have reached eleven years. Tell her that I have a kovado [the
kobgal husband whom she will marry latter]. His name is Saddo, he is older than I am,
but until now we have not been married. Greet my friend. Tell my friend that if the man
docs not beat me, I want him. Tell her that I want to make a house and get children."

Summar}'
I have introduced in this chapter some of the themes connected to migrant labor, as
well as exploring further some dimensions of WoDaaBe identity. This chapter has
provided some kind of "border" itself, presented disorderly moments of experience and
construction of Us and Other. As discussed, migrant labor has become an increasingly
important feature of people's lives, carrying a negotiation of life in the bush and the city.
In the next chapters, I will explore fiuther the lives of migrant workers and how identity
is experienced and played out in this different context.

NIAMEY
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CHAPTERS
MIGRATION WORK AMONG THE WODAABE IN NIAMEY

Scule rcxtreme pauverte poussc un jeune BoDaaDo s'engagcr comme berger" (Only
extreme poverty forces a young BoDaaDo to become a hired herder) (Dupire 1962; 126127).

From Fields to Cities

Since Dupire wrote these words almost three decades ago, WoDaaBe not only work
as hired herders, but individuals from many WoDaaBe lineages have extensively been
forced to seek employment elsewhere, doing things that have nothing to do with herding.
Sedentarization in the city is among some of recent WoDaaBe strategies of survival.
Historically seen, the WoDaaBe have cultivated fields as a fallback activity, then
usually in order to rebuild their herds (Dupire 1972:44-55; Dupire 1962:340; Stenning
1959:8). There are also examples through histor>' of WoDaaBe cultivating during times
of prosperity (Bonfiglioli 1988:96; Stenning 1959:8). During the nineteenth century, the
WoDaaBe were mostly situated in Hausaland.^^ The unstable political situation there
during this time caused many WoDaaBe to lose their herds, thus turning to agricultural
activities (Beauvilain 1977:176; Bonfiglioli 1988:67; de St Croix 1972 [1945]: 14). The
oral history gives little information about this time, but many Godjanko'en tell about a
wealthy and powerfiil BoDaaDo man called Mbuwa, who cultivated in northern Nigeria
sometime in the beginning of the 19th century^^ (Tape transcript 15 November 1997:2).

Mausaland is situated in the present day northern Nigeria and southern Niger.
''' Prc-coionial WoDaaBe arc discussed in more detail in chaptcr 16 and 17.
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The years of 1890-1922 constituted a great crisis for the pastoral communities in the
Nigeria-Niger area. During 1890, rinderpest killed many animals in the area, as did a
long period of scarce rainfall that ended in a drought during the years 1911-1914. Also,
the military occupation coincided with this same period (Bonfiglioli 1988:87; de St Croix
1972 [ 1945]:13 ). Between the years of 1890-1920, the WoDaaBe (who were then
further to the south than today) lost most of their herds to the rinderpest. The remaining
animals were not sufficient to provide for these people, and thus cultivation became their
most important subsistence strategy. The WoDaaBe cultivators left their animals to
reproduce (not having to sell them for subsistence because the WoDaaBe cultivated their
own com), and any surplus from the agricultural work was invested in buying more
animals. By accumulating new herds in this manner, many WoDaaBe could return to
their herding life after the 1908-1910 period (Bonfiglioli 1988:93-94; de St Croix 1972
[1945]:13-14).
Writing in the 1960s, Dupire tells that in the Ader region some Godjanko'en and
Njapto'en families cultivated due to special circumstances. These families had lost most
of their herds, and thus cultivated in order to prevent food shortages and avoid selling
their remaining animals for millet (Dupire 1962:129). She describes three fractions of
Njapto'en cultivating during the 1951 season in the area of Ziguar as a result of difHcult
years (Dupire 1972:15), and tells of a small group of WoDaaBe cultivating after the
drought of 1950, thus not having to exchange their few cattle for grain (Dupire
1962b:339). Young people in the bush of Tchin-Tabaraden tell stories of themselves as
having some involvement with agriculture, and most older people can tell stories about
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their fathers having been involved in cultivation in order to rebuild their herds. Hence,
the WoDaaBe have been engaged temporarily in cultivation mainly as a fallback activity
and to rebuild their herds. These historical references indicate the complicated
relationship between agriculture and herding, and that these two economies must be seen
in relation to each other, rather than as opposites(Park 1993:310).
During the same period (at least during the early 20th century, but probably sooner)
the WoDaaBe women went to the market towns at difficult times and got paid for
repairing calabashes, pounding millet, and braiding other women's hair (Dupire
1962:127; Wilson 1992:21). Perhaps these activities, performed by women and not
related to herding activities, were the first signs towards development in the direction of
migrant labor in the cities. These services probably originated from the practice of
women going in to market towns to participate in the trading of milk and millet with
women from other ethnic groups. The WoDaaBe women were then, as today, well
known for their skills in repairing calabashes.^^
As previously noted, Dupire mentions the degrading experiences of working as
djokkere (herding other people's animals). Dupire further states that when a young man
becomes a herder for others it is because he is too poor to have cows of his own (Dupire
1962b:336). Being a hired herder {djokkere) seems to be more frequent today than it
was in the past. The reason for this difference could be due to that being a hired herder is
not an efficient way of rebuilding herds as previously described. It could also be related
to the negative status attributed to this work. The Bouzous in Tahoua area have
'' This sidil is an important one for a BoDaaOo woman, because many WoDaafie liavc a taboo against
drinidng from anything that leaks.
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traditionally worked as hired herders for the Hausa (Dupire 1972:63), but the Bouzous
used to be slaves in the Tuareg society, and hence the WoDaaBe could have felt it
degrading to be associated with them by working in the same profession. The increase
in hired herders does in any case point toward the increased marginalization of the
WoDaaBe.
Migrant labor as an exodus to cities seems to have started as a result of the aftermath
of the droughts in 1968-1974 (see Beauvilain 1977:191; Swift et al. 1984:489). The
exodus and the number of people working as djokkere seems to have increased
considerably during this time while agriculture became less dominant. This was probably
the result of changed conditions in Niger. The increased population in Niger had reduced
considerably the access to good agricultural land. Between the years 1950-1975, Niger's
population had increased from 2,400,000 habitants to 4,254,000 habitants (Hamidou
1980:31), making land less available. Population pressures in the south led to increased
cultivation in the pastoral area, as well as many former herders turning to agricultural
activities. Land was thus not as available in the north as it had been. The droughts
caused a more extensive movement of people, as herders with their herds tried to save
their starving animals. The herds of the WoDaaBe, consisting mainly of cattle of the
Bororo breed, were better able to tolerate this long migration than the herds of Tuaregs in
same area, which were more varied and thus less mobile (Bemus 1990:173). Many
WoDaaBe turned to work as hired herders after this drought, benefiting from their
reputation as skilled herders. According to Bemus, government administrators,
agriculturists, and merchants, generally preferred the WoDaaBe over Tuaregs as hired
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herders. The reason could be that the Tuaregs generally leave their livestock free in the
pasture, while the WoDaaBe guide their herds (Bemus 1990:168-173).
Some WoDaaBe left the pastoral economy and went to the cities of Nigeria or the
Ivory Coast. Rupp's report regarding the general situation after the droughts states that it
is not uncommon that the third or even a majority of families, formulating one lineage
fraction, were forced to leave the pastoral economy to search for paid work (CIDES:
Rupp 1976:14).Many WoDaaBe earned money by the selling their traditional
medicines, as WoDaaBe being known all over West Africa for having a vast knowledge
in this area. This general acceptance of their abilities thus probably led to many
WoDaaBe finding clients rather easily for these products based on their ethnicity as
WoDaaBe. Many people began alternating between the bush and various countries.
Some individuals gained income in Nigeria by working as guards for the houses of
wealthy people or for companies, in addition to hard physical labor. Rupp does not
distinguish between occupations done by Tuaregs and WoDaaBe, but in addition to those
mentioned here, she argues that women pounded millet, collected firewood and fodder
(CIDES: Rupp 1976:15), and also continued braiding hair and repairing calabashes.
During the drought of 1984, the nomads were directed toward Nigeria. One
Godjanko'en said in 1988 that during the winter of 1984, authorities recommended that
his lineage went to the south. All WoDaaBe, according to him left the pastoral area
around September, October. Many went over the borders to Nigeria and some went
further south to the interior of Nigeria (Marty and Beidou 1988:23).
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Another Godjanko'en says:

"In 1984,1 was between Durum and Kao. We waited for the rain, but it did not
come. The animals started to die due to lack of pasture. In September, I was in Ibeseten.
The 'prefet' told us to go fast to the south, I went to Tabalak but I had problems due to the
fields on the way. I had to go back north to Ibeseten. There, I sold my cows for 5,000F.
I had to pay 10,000 for a sack of millet" (interview in Marty and Beidou 1988:25).
While migration work seems to have been rather minimal after the droughts of 1974.
it increased considerably after the droughts of 1984. Young men left in great numbers to
Nigeria and took with them their girlftiends or wives, searching employment mainly as
security guards, some hard labor. The man just quoted, reports in relation to Godjanko'en
that some were still cultivating, having turned their back on herding and others still
working in Nigeria (interview in Marty and Beidou 1988:23).
A man from the Japto'en lineage reports that many young people are in Nigeria,
some of whom have not been home for four years (interview Marty and Beidou 1988:30).
During the years after the drought, the exchange rate of the CFA and the Nigerian naira,
was much to the benefit of the Nigeriens, allowing many migrant laborers to have
considerable money when their Nigerian currency had been changed into CFA. When
the exchange rate deteriorated, many migrant laborers migrated back to Niger to search
for work there, and today there is, to my best knowledge, almost no exodus to Nigeria.
However, another kind of migration work developed from the contact with Nigeria; the
Capitalized abbreviation in front of a refercncc indicates that the documents are found in one of Niger's Archives.
The capitalization refers to the name of the archive, but all the archival sources are listed separately in the list of
references. These institutions are IRSH, 1ST, MHE, DANIDA, CIDES, MAL, TA, and NAN.
"En 1973. j'etais entre Durum et Kao. Nous attendions la pluie mais elle ne vint pas. Les animaux commencaient a
tomber., faute de paturc. En Septembre, j'etais a Ibeseten. Le Prefet nous a dit dc partir au Sud au plus vite. Je suis
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smuggling of gasoline over the borders. As discussed earlier, smuggling is still the
occupation of many WoDaaBe.
The migration to sell medicine in distant countries seems, interestingly enough, to
have opened up possibilities for a new type of work. According to a Godjanko'en man, a
group of people from the lineage Kasausawa (Alidjam) regularly went to the neighboring
countries to sell medicine. While travelling back and forth, they went through Niamey
and there they seem to have befnended an American woman who bought items from
them. These items were not medicines, but personal items such as jewelry, and various
kinds of decorative items. Each time they went through Niamey, the woman would buy
some things from them for the reason, as the man tells me, that these were traditional
WoDaaBe items. The things sold, however, were few and sold more on an occasional
basis. This happened somewhere around the period of 1982-1983. After the drought of
1984, individuals from the lineage Godjanko'en arrived to Niamey, attempting to base
their income on this activity, making objects for the sole purpose of selling them.
These entrepreneurs mark the transition from occasionally selling personal items to a
purposeful commercialization of identity related products. A group of seven people from
the Godjanko'en lineage have been identified to me as the first ones who experimented
with making jewelry as their primary subsistence. Such numbers, however, should be
taken with caution because people tend to remember those who are close to them and
tend to forget those who are not. At a similar time, individuals from other lineages also
attempted to do this work, but most gave up soon afterwards, turning to other activities.
dcccndu a Tabalak, mais j'ai eu dcs problemes avec les champs. J'ai du remonter au Nord a Ibesetcn. La j'ai vendu
dcs vachcs a 5 OOOF. Je payais le riz a 10 000 le sac"
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The individuals from the Godjanko'en lineage got into contact with an American woman,
through the Kasausawa lineage group, and organized a co-operative where some of the
goals were the development of an artisana^" (or artisanry) industry and emphasizing
jewelry making (Wilson and Legesse 1990:6). The co-operative seems to have died
quickly even though the jewelry making did not. The WoDaaBe are not known for
artisana or craft production, and Dupire mentions that they buy many crafts from other
cthnic groups (Dupire 1962:127). However, some forms of artisana have obviously
always been present, and it is not unlikely that when turning to commercialization the
WoDaaBe were influenced by Tuaregs who have been engaged in tourist related
activities for a much longer time.
Another kind of activity developed, several years ago, also from " outsiders"
influence, this time a Tuareg man. Around the year 1990, a man was asked to go (very
likely as a consequence of him being a migrant worker and travelling back and forth on
the borders of Nigeria and Niger) to Nigeria to buy some cloth for the turban that Tuaregs
traditionally wear. The young man did this and the Tuareg paid him for the material and
some compensation for his effort. Shortly afterwards, another Tuareg asked the same
man to buy the same kind of cloth, which the man did, but this time he also bought extra
fabric which he sold to other Tuaregs when he came back. This activity developed into a
transnational trade, which is flourishing today. This activity is still not completely new
because when migrant labor in Nigeria was common, people sometimes brought back
radios and swords, which sold at a higher price in the bush (Swift et al. 1984:489).

^ The term is used in Niger to refer to craft production.
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The range of migration activities carried out by the WoDaaBe today can be divided
into two major groups: a) migration work based on momentary sedentarization in a city,
and b) transnational trading, requiring movements between several places. The
following is a summary of several examples of work which WoDaaBe migrants are
commonly engaged in today:
A very sought after occupation is to work as a security guard for someone's house or
workplace. It is popular because it provides a steady income, in addition to allowing time
for other types of work. In addition, the guard is often provided with a small shelter or
hut where he can stay with his family. Some patrons will help their guards and their
families if something unexpected happens. For example, by assisting buying medicines if
someone in the family gets seriously ill. To work as a guard is a dangerous occupation
and many WoDaaBe have been killed in the line of duty or have been attacked. One man
told me about an incident that occurred when he was in Nigeria where he was attacked by
a group of men who tied him up and beat him severely. He was carried to the hospital
and recovered after several months. Many of the guards sleep during the night, finding
the duty to stay awake being unjust and impossible. Those who hire the giiards, however,
fmd the claim just and rational, stating that the risk of attack is much more if the guard is
asleep. A sleeping guard knows that if caught it can cost him his job. Most guards have
to have a second job because their income is not be sufficient to provide for the family.
"A guard is only like a photo," one guard told me, "he is not a true threat to the thief.
Even though a band of thieves arrives what is he going to do? He does not even have a
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gun to protect himself and the house." As a result of this vulnerable feeling, the guards
want to have many people around them (wives and friends) because as they see it, it is the
best protection against thieves. More people will alert the neighborhood if something
happens. Presumably, the WoDaaBe and Tuaregs are popular as night guards in northern
Nigeria, because they are conceptualized as ferocious due to their warrior image of
turbans and swords (Swift et al. 1984:489).
Many WoDaaBe are engaged in tourist related activities, making and selling authentic
WoDaaBe jewelry and clothing. Less exotic occupations in the city include the selling of
tea or carrying water to people's houses. The tea seller has a small wooden frame on
which he carries two glasses, a package of Lipton tea, instant coffee and sugar. In the
other hand, he carries a kettle in an aluminum frame having charcoal at the bottom to
keep the water hot. He walks around the city trying to find clients. Some people make
and sell ropes, while others work as laborers, each day trying to find work. These are all
difficult occupations with small revenues (see also Bovin 1990:38).
The occupations which can be classified as transnational trading are of several
different kinds. WoDaaBe engage in smuggling gasoline between the borders of Nigeria
and Niger and they migrate to sell medicines in other countries. In addition, some
WoDaaBe go to neighboring countries for the artisana work, both selling their own
handwork, and handmade Tuareg jewehy, both of which have become especially popular
in rccent years. Since the Tuareg rebellion, fewer tourists go to Niger, resulting in
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deteriorating markets for craft products.

Some migrant salesmen do, however, travel to

neighboring countries such as Nigeria and buy turban material and swords to sell in
Niger.
The women sometimes follow the men during their transnational trade, but in some
cases they are left behind with their kinsmen in the city. Occasionally, groups of women
go together to Burkina Faso and Nigeria, staying for a few months working on hair
dressing, selling medicines and repairing calabashes. When they stay in the city, they try
to get income by the doing same kind of work, in addition to making "traditional"
WoDaaBe clothing, which the tourists buy (see also Wilson 1992:57).

The Lineages in Niamey

WoDaaBe migrant workers go back and forth to Niamey and the bush. It is hence
difficult to estimate their numbers at any given time. The two estimations, I present here
should be taken with caution and only as an indication of the number of people. These
estimations were conducted by asking people from lineages in question to count the
number of people from their own lineage, as well as to point out other informants from
other lineage groups. Usually several people did the counting each time, estimating the
number of people from their lineage group until they decided on a number. To make the
numbers more accurate, members from each fraction within the lineage group where
counted but I do not represent here these numbers. Children under 15 were not included

" The Tuareg rebellion is usually seen as starting in the early 1990s. In 1990, 200-300 Tuaregs were
cxccutcd in the region of Tchin-Tabaraden thus sharpening the resentment that had been accumulating
against the government due to the Tuaregs marginalization within the nation state (see Ibrahim 1994).
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in the counting. The estimations were supervised by a Godjanko'en man, probably
making the numbers of his lineage group the most accurate.

Table 8.1. Estimated Number of WoDaaBe in Niamey.
September 1997.
April 1998
Men Women
Men Women
(Dcgere'ul:)
Godjanko'en
42
91
19
125
Jii'jiiru
10
5
3
Dcgiredji
20
37
30
Japto'cn
17
10
94
66
(Alidjam:)
Bikaron'en
Binga'en

27
30

Total Numbers:

146 + 67 =231

19
19

173
70
504

117
65
+ 372=876

Other lineage groups were not present in Niamey, according to the information
received. As the table shows, there are considerably more people in the city during April
than September. This is due to September marking the end of the rainy season, and
many of the migrant laborers having not yet arrived from the bush, in addition to more
laborers travelling between the bush and the city. During April, however, the flow is
much less, and most of those who are engaged in migrant labor are in the city. The above
table also shows that women in September are 31% of the total population of WoDaaBe
migrant laborers, and in April are 42% of the total population. The men are hence more
numerous during all seasons, which is not surprising considering that the men are the
main seekers of employment. Some leave their wives behind, and some are not yet
married and/or are not engaged in a relationship. It would be interesting to investigate
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further the areas that people originated from but that question was not explored more in
my study. A study, however, conducted in connection to the Niger Range and Livestock
project, suggests that members of the following lineages leave the bush in greatest
numbers; Bii Hamma'en in the Dakoro area, the Bii Korony'en (Bikaron'en) Yisaw from
Abalak, the Jiijiiru from the Tanout area, and Yaamanko'en around Aderbissinat and
Tamayo. The study argues that the Godjanko'en in the Tchin-Tabaraden are an example
of a group that is moderately involved in migrant labor (Swift et al. 1984:492-493). The
diffcrencc between their results and mine can both be due to the difference in time, that
has elapsed since this study, but also to the small-scale nature of my counting methods.

WoDaaBe males tend to seek the same employment types as others from their lineage
group, thus creating a strong correlation between work and lineage. Individuals from the
lineages already discussed were asked to identify what type of work they were engaged
in. The answers are shown in the table below.

Table 8.2: The Different Occupations
(Degerowol:)
Godjanko'en
artisana, guardian
Jii'jiiru
tea
Dcgiredji
selling medicines
Japto'en
selling of cloth for turbans
(Alidjam):
Bikaron'en
Binga'en

guardian
artisana, guardian.
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This correlation is to some extent a simplification. In the lineage group I know best,
the Godjanko'en. many individuals are also engaged in the selling of tea, the selling of
mcdicincs to other countries, as well as the selling of their labor for house construction.
Probably people from all lineage groups work as guardians. What I find interesting is
that types of migration work become a part of ethnic identification. Asking someone,
"What kind of migration work do you do?" he could answer, "We, the Godjanko'en, work
in the artisana." However, it could still be that the respondant himself was working in a
less prestigious job, carrying water to people's houses. The correlation is still true to
some extent, and it is perhaps not surprising that individuals from the same lineage group
make use of each other's connections and familiarity with a specific occupation. When a
young man goes to the city for the first time, he would live with his older and more
experienced relatives and and they help him in finding an occupation, directing him to the
kind of occupations that they already know.

The Space of the Town
Akali tells me about an old man who explained to him that when someone goes to the
city, it is best to put all taboos aside. "Why?" I ask, because I know how important the
taboos are. He tells me that in the city it is almost impossible to preserve the taboos in a
way in which they should be done. Simply speaking, life in the city is different, having
situations that would never arise in the bush. People in the city throw unclean water on
the street but it is a taboo for WoDaaBe to step into or over water that has been used for
some purpose. A person does not slaughter meat himself and thus cannot be sure if the
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killing has been done in the right way. This story of placing the taboo aside seems,
however, to be more symbolic of the difficulties of the town and the importance of
adaptation, than expressing people's conduct. The WoDaaBe I know in the city tried to
follow their rules of taboos as strictly as they could.
On some level, the rules of the city are still different from rules of the bush. I would
define the city as a more neutral space than the bush, because even though people in
general do not put their taboos aside, some rules are still not as strictly followed by the
WoDaaBe in the city as in the bush. The city gives space for different kinds of behavior,
interactions with various people, and the rules of everyday do not have to be as strictly
observed as in the bush. The stay in the city is sometimes described to me as an ongoing
travel (even by those who are sedentary there) and thus some things can be done which
are not done in the bush. In the bush, men and women would never eat together, while
traveling they sometimes eat and sit together. In the city, men and women occasionally
eat together, and this behavior is explained in the context of travel.
Another aspect, pointing to the town as a more neutral space, is the interaction
between different lineage groups. Individuals interact much more with people from other
WoDaaBe lineage groups than they would in the bush, which is probably natural,
considering that the numbers of WoDaaBe are not great. What is interesting, however, is
that conflicts from the bush are put aside in the city. Members from lineages that have
had some unsettled disputes would not confront each other about it while in the city.
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Shame and Survival

In the quoted passage at the beginning of the chapter, Dupire indicates an element of
shame being engaged in other occupations than herding ones' own animals. Kala'i talks
about nganayka koltal, the herding of clothing, referring to the changes in lifestyle which
many of the young migrant laborers adopt. How does the sense of being a WoDaaBe
play in the context of the migrant work? How do the people feel about their occupations?
In relation to the artisana work, one informant told me that during the time when this
type of work was starting, people felt shameful {be nani semtedum) of their occupations
in the city. When taking the finished product to the market, they would hide it inside
their clothing so other people could not see and guess that they were trying to sell these
things. The element of shame is perhaps not surprising as a part of people's feelings
when the occupation is forming. I think in the context of this occupation, shame can be
traced to two interconnected elements of the WoDaaBe culture: the mbodagansi,
involving a principle of generosity, and the strong desire to preserve the WoDaaBe
culture (lawuul Fulfulde, literally meaning the road of Fulfulde). As previously
discussed, generosity and politeness are one of the key principles which WoDaaBe use to
define who they are. A BoDaaDo prides himself that WoDaaBe do not sell food or
drinks; if you are a stranger and you come to their house, you will be treated as a valuable
guest. This pride interacts with maintaining ethnic boundaries in WoDaaBe culture by
following traditional taboos (such as showing hospitality) which are seen as
characterizing the WoDaaBe as being different from other ethnic groups. The identity of
being WoDaaBe consists of several symbols, the items and idea of herding being one of
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the most important. Occupations previously unknown in the society, are thus seen as
non-WoDaaBe, a diversion from the tradition. We have thus several interacting factors;
the rule of mbodagansi, referring to hospitality, the importance of following mbodagansi
to be a WoDaaBc, and the importance of herding as the true WoDaaBe activity.^*
Another important factor, interacting with the ones already mentioned, are rules
regarding economic transitions. Items such as jewelry are not to be bought and sold
within the WoDaaBe society, simply given as gifts. Larger and more valuable objects
can. however, be sold to other WoDaaBe (such as a sword or saddle). Some objects, only
given as gifts within the WoDaaBe society, have traditionally been sold to other ethnic
groups, such as the Hausa and Tuaregs. The selling of milk, for example, can only be
conducted with non-WoDaaBe and it has to be done outside the space of the house. A
women leaves her home to sell milk but someone coming to her house asking for milk,
even though non-WoDaaBe, would not have to pay for it. There are thus two elements
that affect economic transitions; the emphasis of generosity and sharing within the space
of WoDaaBe, and the selling of products to others outside the space of the home. Also,
it should be kept in mind that commercialization has not been an important factor in
traditional WoDaaBc society, and as such it is not surprising that people engaged in
occupations which involve strong commercialization would in the beginning feel shame.
However, the notion that objects have traditionally been sold to "outsiders," seems

In a very interesting paper by Cathrinc VcrEecke. it is claimed that among the settled Fulani in northeastemn
Nigeria, women's involvement in trade on the market (mostly selling food) is considered shameful. This is both
considered shameful for the husband, who is seen as obligated to provide for his wife, and for the wife herself
(VerEcckc 1989).
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gradually to have overcome the feeling of shame associated with being engaged in
commercial activity.
Several authors emphasize the element of shame associated with migrant work (Swift
ct al. 1984:492; White 1997:100; Bovin 1990:38). 1 did not find shame strongly
expressed by the migrant laborers themselves, and this difference between my results and
those of earlier researchers could be due to the time that has passed between their studies
and mine. I found in general that most migrant workers were proud of their work in the
city, emphasizing their importance in providing a security net for those in the bush.
When the men expressed any sense of shame, it was more in relation to never having
been able to gain anything, and to be a burden to one's brother. There are stories of
people who have left the society of WoDaaBe because of this element of shame, leaving
to distant countries. One elderly migrant worker who does artisana work tells me that the
artisana does not carry shame, but those who work in relation to tea, rope and carrying
water feel shame (Interview 15.10.1997). Here he could simply be referring to the fact
that those who do these occupations get merely enough revenue to eat and would
generally prefer other kinds of occupations. The artisana work does, on the other hand,
carry the possibility and hope of gaining some income.

Hence, today shame seems to be

more connected to failure of gaining income fi-om one's activities in the city than to
working as a migrant laborer. Some occupations, such as tea, rope and water are
associated with failure, and thus are shameftil.
Migrant labor is also today associated with new skills. Several migrant laborers tell
me that the WoDaaBe need to know new skills to make a living in order to survive during
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difficult periods. "Now all WoDaaBe are engaged in commercialism" the man referred to
earlier tells me, "Those who are intelligent among WoDaaBe do commercialism, but also
hold cows. If you see someone who is only thinking about his cows and has no other
way of getting income, he is not very aware of the situation today" (10.15.1997). This
need for diversification is also connected to the larger group, not simply to the individual
diversification. Another migrant laborer states, "If there is another drought, another time
that the cows will all die, then I will have some skills to help my family in the bush. I
know different types of work, I know different languages, and I know what to do in the
city. What does my brother who always stays in the bush want to do then?" (notebook
18.01.1997).
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CHAPTER 9
FROM BUSH TO NIAMEY

A woman goes into her pouch and hands me a photograph. Even though not
particularly old, it is torn and crumpled. Three women are in the photo, standing stiff
next to each other, wearing their best clothing, gazing without smiles into the eye of the
camera. One woman seems to be looking down, but perhaps her eyes arc just closed.
People like sharing their photos with me, even those who I hardly know. I share, of
course, the photos of my family with everyone, so perhaps it is an element of reciprocity.
My photos mainly evoke interest in relation to establishing the members and composition
of my family. The photo of my parents is the cause of most delight, everyone knowing
how it is to have one's parents far away. "Do you miss your parents?" is the question
that the women always ask. Perhaps I am not the only one desiring a common bond, the
feeling of sameness. Some people do not have photos of themselves to show, so they
draw up some photograph that someone gave them, perhaps of a friend, boyfriend or
brother.
Some WoDaaBe have a high quality photo in bright colors of themselves with a
nameless anasara, who came, took the photo, and then went away. "You see your
bandirabey I am usually asked, bandirabe referring to a relative. I have since long
stopped arguing that the persons on the paper is not my relative, just say that I don't
know him or her. Even though this anasara never came back, the photo somehow
manages to reach the person holding it. Photos can be sent to "someone's" post-box
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bccause those who stay in Niamey have, in one way or another, access to a post-box, by
knowing someone who knows someone who, as they express it, has a "key" to a postbox. I think about my own photographs, those I have given out of me with my family or
in Niger, finding it strange that they will probably also enter the domain of sharing and
giving.
Many people, however, have photos which they paid for and were taken at one of the
Public Photoshop. These photographs are explained to me as the Hausa's photos. For
some reason, 1 find these photos especially interesting. Perhaps it is because they look
ver>' ancient without really being so. The low quality paper has causcd them to fade fast
in the sun, the colors dim and without brightness. The people posing on the photograph
arc expressionless, dressed up in their best clothing. There are no smiles on the faces that
look into the camera, as if they know that the sun, soon enough, makes their expression
fade from the paper. The photos sometimes have mixtures of both genders but in other
cases only one gender is present. There are more males who have photographs, which is
not surprising considering their better economic status.
The clothing and posture on these bought photos is always the same. The women
have embroidered skirts, and usually another skirt is folded on their head. The younger
women have the shirt of a young girl, while the older have a shirt in a Tuareg style or
simply their best one. Most women hold their torn handbag in front of their hip, in order
to make it more visible to the photographer. The men, however, in the photos are either
dressed in the traditional dance wear or wearing a colorful gown with the indigo turban.
On their side is a sword, one hand resting on it. The people are lined up, the women
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stand in the front, the men being taller, in the back. Photos can be taken in any larger
town.

Niamey is a rather small capital, the approximate number of people who live there is
difficult to specify because their numbers fluctuate along with general condition of the
country. When the season is good, the inhabitants are fewer, only to increase during
difficult times such as during the dry season. The estimation which I heard most
frequently is that 700,000 people live in the very spread out city. In 1979, inhabitants
were estimated at 300,000 people (Hamidou 1980:34). Contrary to many other large
cities in the Niger area, Niamey is a recent city. Pre-colonial accounts do not mention
Niamey, and probably during early colonial time Niamey was a small village. The
history and development of the town is thus tied with the history of colonialism in Niger.
The city was established as the capital in 1905, of the "Territoire Militaire du Niger." The
capital was then moved to Zinder in 1911, a much more ancient city and by many
considered more suited as the capital, but in 1926 Niamey became the capital again
(Gado 1997:26,37). The movement of the capital back to Niamey can be seen as a
conscious political act, aimed toward preventing the evolution of the Hausa elite, who the
French feared would ally with the Hausa in northern Nigeria. The Zarma and Sonhai
(who are more predominant in the area of Niamey) were seen as more easily handled
politically because they where culturally closer to the populations in French controlled
Africa (Ibrahim 1994:18). The transfer of the capital has also been explained by Niamey
having a more stable water source than Zinder (Gado 1997:32).
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The population of Niamey grew fast after it was established as the capital the first
time. This was due to several reasons, mostly due to conditions consciously created by
the Frcnch. First, prior to 1917, the habitants of Niamey did not have to pay taxes and
were also exempted from forced labor, contrary to most other areas inNiger. Also, land
was made easily available for those wanting to settle there, and the French created a large
livestock and com market. To make Niamey look even more favorable in comparison to
the other markets, taxes in the neighboring towns' markets were made high. In addition,
drastic famines during the periods of 1901-1903, 1913-1915, and again 1931-1932 led to
massive migration to Niamey (Gado 1997:26-36).

Ethnicity
Niamey is a multiethnic city, even though the ethnic groups who traditionally lived in
the area of the city are the most numerous. These are primarily the Zerma and Songhai,
but also the Fulani and Hausa. In addition, the population of the city consists of (but is
not exclusive of) Berberi, Gumianchi, Arabs, Tuareg, French, Belgian people and
Americans. The WoDaaBe are proportionally few in the city, with most of the lineage
staying together to increase solidarity and strength in this relatively new context.
The Zerma and Songhai are elites that have traditionally held strong p>ositions of
power in Niger (Ibrahim 1994). However, WoDaaBe do not distinguish between them
and Hausa, but use the term Hausa in referring to them all. WoDaaBe explain this
classification by saying that they do not really understand or care for the difference
between these other ethnic groups. The Hausa are referred to in Fulfulde as Habe, but the
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concept has a somewhat ambiguous meaning. According to Lovejoy, during the 18^
ccntury jihad, the term Habe became used somewhat simultaneously with the term nonMuslim. then probably as a result of the slavery of non-Muslims and the domination of
the Fulani of the Hausa states during that period. The term "Fulani" came to mean "free"
as opposed to Habe and slaves (Lovejoy 1981:210). According to Lovejoy, the ethnic
label Hausa that had been used to refer to a specific cthnic group in the caliphate changed
to signify the Muslim peasantry and merchant class, embracing a much larger population
of people (Lovejoy 1981:211). Lovejoy does not use the term Habe as a direct translation
of the term Hausa, and it seems as these concepts used to have different meanings in the
Sokoto Caliphate.However, among WoDaaBe today the term Habe is simply a
translation of the term Hausa, even though they use it for ethnic groups that are according
to them, "almost same as the Hausa." The term Habe is thus not used to identify slaves
or non-Muslims.^ According to Ibrahim, the term Hausa is not used in Niger today to
refer to people of conunon origin, but all those who speak and dress like Hausa can be
identified as such (Ibrahim 1994).
The most common languages heard in Niamey are Zerma and Hausa. Most of the
WoDaaBe males who stay extensively in the city master Hausa, but most of the
WoDaaBe from Tchin-Tabaraden also speak Tamaseq. The women, however, generally
do not have as a strong knowledge of other languages, although the majority of them are

TTic same understanding of the term is used by C. S. Whiteakcr, Jr. Whiteaker writes. "Habe is a Fulani word
meaning non-Fulani: Hausa, probably a linguistic and cultural designation, is commonly applied to tiic Habe and Fulani
collectively, for the Fulani rulers soon bccame assimilated to the culture and language of their subjects" (AVhiteaker
1970:19).

An anthropologist who has worked in Cameroon told me that there the term Habe has a very degrading meaning and
could not be used there in an unproblematic way. This seems to confirm Lovejoy's observation that the term has many
different meanings other than being simply a translation of the term Hausa.
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still able to communicate in Hausa and/or Tamaseck. The men frequently point out to me
that their language skills show that WoDaaBe and Fulani are intelligent people. "You
see," one WoDaaBe man tells me, "Fulani and WoDaaBe all know different languages, I
know Tamaseck, I know Hausa, I know some French and some English. Everywhere we
go, we Icam the languages of other people." In addition, the WoDaaBe can communicate
to other Fulani even though the dialect in which they speak differs somewhat. Many
WoDaaBe told me that they know both WoDaaBe Fulfulde and the Fulfulde of Fulani,
using the latter dialect when talking to Fulani. The WoDaaBe use the term "Ndowi'en" to
refer to the Fulani. According to the WoDaaBe themselves, this term is not looked upon
favorably by the Fulani, causing them to use the term "Fulbe" when spreading directly to
a Fulani person, but "Ndowi'en" when talking about a Fulani.
Interrelations with the Beriberi are characterized by a joking-relationship, which is
similar to that between dendirabe (cross-cousins) (Dupire 1962:27). Dupire mentions
that the origin myths of the Bi-utejo (WoDaaBe lineage group) include a narrative of the
Beriberi. The Beriberi are said to have lived with the WoDaaBe, latter luring cows from
water with fire and entrusting them to WoDaaBe, thus making the Beriberi and Bororo as
close as cross-cousins (Dupire 1962:29).
The life in the bush involves contact with various other ethnic groups, mostly the
Tuareg, Fulani, Hausa and Arabs. In the market, the WoDaaBe man frequently makes
livestock transactions with someone from these ethnic groups. The dillalidjo, who
ensures that sales takes place in a legal manner, is probably never a BoDaaDo. During the
dry season, if a BoDaaDo's home is far away, he will negotiate to have his com and
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millet by-product (sa 'anjo) transported to his house for a small payment. The WoDaaBe
women trade their milk with Tuareg women in the bush, and in the city they sell it to
other ethnic groups for money. They braid other women's hair and repair their
calabashes. The interaction can even be more personal. Akali tells me that when he was
a young child, his grandmother used to go to a small town to do trading with milk
(sippaf). While she was selling the milk, she left him with a Tuareg woman, where he
played with the other children and ate porridge with them.
While I stay in the bush, Tuaregs who are travelling to distant places seek shelter with
my family, camping for the night not far from the house. Someone from the household
brings them cold water, porridge zmd milk. I remember one man particularly well, old
with a white beard, who wanted to camp very close to the house. My bed was next to a
bushy tree and on the other side of the tree he slept. In the morning, Kala'i drinks tea
with him. and afterwards when the old man starts to pack his things, he sings softly. The
song is so beautiful that for a while I stop what I am doing and just listen. Occasionally,
Tuaregs friends of my WoDaaBe ftiends come to visit for a few days. One such man
even knows a little Fulflilde, he is a sword maker, and we can communicate in this
language foreign to us both. "This man is very intelligent," the women tell me, "because
you know that Fulfiilde is a very difficult language." They laugh while stating this to me.
A Tuareg knowing Fulfiilde! In the market towns, Tuaregs often give WoDaaBe shelter
to spend the day before the market, or a place to store things bought at market.
The interaction in the city is somewhat different. Instead of a community in the bush,
leaving the wuro to interact with other ethnicities, the men and women in the city live
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with other people, interacting daily with people who are not WoDaaBe. At the name
giving ccremony of one of my close friends in Niamey, she invited several Hausa women
who were "her friends." They were given honoree positions at the festival, and treated in
all ways as honorable guests. My male friends also introduced me many times to Hausa
and Tuarcgs who had been their friends for a long time.
In general, both in the bush and city, I found these relationships of WoDaaBe with
other ethnic group as being characterized by almost a strange mixture of feelings of
sameness (as demonstrated by the examples given) and "Othering." The sameness was
expressed in helping and sharing resources, taking care of each other's children, in
friendship. However, in spite of these expressions of relationship taking place right in
front of me, 1 also experienced that when asking direct questions about other ethnic
groups, I received always a somewhat negative answer. "The Hausa are all dishonest," is
a common statement. "They only want to get your money, to cheat you." "The Tuaregs
arc burglars," is another one, "because they will attack you and thief you." It can be
pointed out in this context that the whole Tchin-Tabaraden area was very unsafe due to
the Tuareg rebellion, and this has probably contributed to a bad reputation of the Tuareg,
even though I am sure that many Tuaregs have suffered equally as much as the
WoDaaBe. One man said to me, "The Tuaregs are really dangerous, if you have a
Tuareg friend, he is the one who will seek you out and kill you."
WoDaaBe are not alone in holding stereotypical views of other ethnic groups. People
from other ethnicities also express stereotypes about the WoDaaBe. Dupire talks about
the negative things which the Hausa say about WoDaaBe women (Dupire 1971:48), and
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Horowitz reports the same thing in relation to the Manga and the WoDaaBe (Horowitz
1972:113).
Ethnic identity has to be seen as constructed in an interaction to other ethnic groups
rather than in isolation from them. As Barth points out, "ethnic distinctions do not
depend on an absence of social interaction and acceptance but are quite to the contrary
often the very foundation on which embracing social systems are built" (Barth 1969:10).
In a multicultural society such as Niger, ethnic boundary maintenance has to be seen as a
part of understanding something we call ethnicity or ethnic identity. When people, for
example, characterize themselves as being WoDaaBe, they always pose their own ethnic
identity in contrast to others. WoDaaBe belong to ladde (bush) while Hausa belong in
si 'ire (the town). WoDaaBe are herders, while others cultivate. WoDaaBe have their
mbodagansi, when other people lack this moral code. Being a WoDaaBe thus does not
exist in isolation, but is constantly established in relation to the conceptualization of other
ethnic groups.
The creation of ethnic boundaries takes place in various ways. WoDaaBe, for
example, do not make cheese and I was surprised to discover that they value cheese
highly and often buy it from the Tuareg. I inquired why they did not make cheese
themselves from their own milk, instead of buying it, and was told that this was not
something that WoDaaBe do, but is the work of the Tuaregs. This has been noted by
Horowitz who has discussed the way in which division of labor correlates with ethnicity
and the way in which people's understanding of belonging in a specific category can
explain why they do not perform certain tasks (Horowitz 1972).
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As pointed out by Barth, ethnic groups are "categories of ascription and identification
by the actors themselves," that work toward organizing interaction between peoples
(Barth 1969:10). These "identifications by the actors themselves" take place by various
mediums, both in speech interaction and in various kinds of public statements. Mette
Bovin has discussed how ethnic-terms are important for self reference along with
reference to others (IRSH: Bovin 1970). Ethno-terms are thus not only useful for
anthropologists to characterize different groups, but also for the people in question to
organize and understand social interactions. Ethno-terms are used in various social
interactions, such as personal names, when individuals do not know each other only their
ethnicity (IRSH: Bovin 1970:12). A WoDaaBe would, for example, greet a Fulani by
saying "/I djamo Pullo?''^ (How are you, Fulani?)
Ethnic self-idendfication is strongly manifested in outside appearances where each
group often has a specific dress or decoration that are conscious manifestations of the
ethnic identity. Turning back to the WoDaaBe in the city, it can be observed that they
distinguish themselves from other ethnic groups to some extent by their clothing. The
women wear decorated shirts or dresses which are bought in the market. These are
Western shirts that to me look British somehow, and are made from some kind of nylon
mixture and are usually decorated with small flowers or some other kinds of patterns.
They wear large head scarves (majafut) which also cover the upper part of their bodies.
The hairstyle of WoDaaBe women and the tattoo on their faces will distinguish them
from women of other ethnic groups. Those who have children carry them on their back,
tying a cloth around their waist, fastening it above their breast. They carry a little bucket
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in their hand (often an empty container for butter or oil) which they have found discarded
somewhere. The bucket holds water for the young child. The women walk long
distances, in the spread out city of Niamey, in order to find work, to go to market, or to
visit a friend. In the burning sun, water is necessary for young children. Young
WoDaaBe men sometimes use the straw-hat (malafare) which is seen by other ethnic
groups and whites as making them distinctively WoDaaBe. The straw-hat (mala/are),
manufactured in Burkina Faso, gives an excellent shelter from the sun. Similar hats, only
more robust are used by the Fulani, but these hats are in fact worn by the elderly
WoDaaBe men in the bush, and identified as malafara dotti 'en (the hat of elderly man).
The rest of the clothing, the gown and the trousers, or the used clothing bought at the
market, perhaps a T-shirt and large trousers, have nothing characteristic to them. The
WoDaaBe man's turban hides his braided hair and thus he is often mistaken for a Tuareg.
Probably one of the more dominant aspects, marking a BoDaaDo in Niamey as part
of WoDaaBe ethnicity is the use of specific necklaces (kodul)- The necklace consists of
beads in specific colors, which are lined up in a particular way (still there is some
variation in the look of these necklaces). These necklaces are used by both genders, by
young and old people. People in the bush generally did not mention the kodul necklace as
a specific feature of the WoDaaBe, and if they did, the necklace was not one of the first
things they would mention. However, among the WoDaaBe in Niamey, the kodul
nccklace was often mentioned among aspects to identify what it meant to be a WoDaaBe.
Probably, the commercialization of WoDaaBe artifacts has come into play here and
perhaps also the kodul necklace is a simple way of characterizing oneself. Among
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tourists and travelers this specific necklace is viewed as very characteristic for WoDaaBe.
Once at a conference in the United States, a woman I had never seen before came up to
me and said, "You have been with the WoDaaBe in Niger." When I looked at her with
surprise, she pointed at the kodul necklace around my neck.
I previously talked about the symbols (djelgul) in relation to animals, and how Akali
explained to me the meanmg of the term by noting that just as animals, people have
symbols and as with animals, the symbol serves to show that they belong to a particular
group. When people cut the ears of the animal to create that distinction, people place
kodul necklace on themselves or whear a particular hat, and style their hair in a particular
way. What I find interesting in this context is how Akali points out that people place
themselves within their ethnic categories by a conscious act of bodily expression.
What then about loss of ethnic identity? Is being WoDaaBe something that can be
lost, or is it an inborn quality? Different ethnic groups use different ways of
characterizing who belongs and does not belong to the group. These different processes
arc described by Barth when he suggests that some ethnic groups can be incorporated into
other ethnic groups but not vice versa (Barth 1969:22). As I previously described with
the Hausa, someone can become Hausa simply by talking the language and adopting a
somewhat similar lifestyle as other Hausa in the area. However, I doubt that someone
from the outside could become WoDaaBe. No matter if I would stay among the
WoDaaBe for the rest of my life, adopt their customs perfectly, speak Fulfulde perfectly,
I would still remain an anasara^^. Perhaps, I would be one who speaks Fulfulde and

Probably, if I would stay with the Hausa, I would also just be anasara due to my physical appearance.
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knows mbodagansi, but still nothing more than anasara. The same can be said about
other ethnic groups in Niger. They would unlikely be able to become WoDaaBe.
However, the WoDaaBc identity can to some extent be lost, for example if a person
shows a lack of mbodagansi and Fulfiilde. A person interacting a great deal with other
ethnicities, adapting their dresses and behavior, would be said by other WoDaaBe, to
have shed his WoDaaBe-ness. However, I noticed in this regard that people's speech
regarding this was not consistent. Referring to a person who seemed to have shed his
WoDaaBe-ness, he would either be referred to as non-WoDaaBe or as a WoDaaBe,
depending on the context of the conversation. The most conmion manner in referring to
such a person is by saying that he is "lost," but being "lost" implies that the person can be
found and thus incorporated back into the group.

Working in Commercialization

The remainder of this chapter will look more closely at two types of occupations in
which the WoDaaBe are involved. The artisana work (selling and making jewelry) and
the selling of turbans are both recent occupations and involve the commercialization of
objects. Both occupations also express a certain social division within WoDaaBe society
itself, because these occupations need considerable capital. The artisana has developed a
distinction between the WoDaaBe who are primary producers and those who market the
products. These occupations thus stand somewhat separated from tasks that involve a
clear drudgery, such as selling water or tea. Tea and water selling involve low benefits
considering that they involve spending the entire day in the hot sun.
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As previously discussed, the WoDaaBe apparently started commercializing artifacts
after the drought of 1984. A group of seven people from the Godjanko'en lineage has
been identified to me as the first people who experimented with commercializing jewelry
and thus, making it for the sole purpose of selling. This observation should, however, be
taken with care because people tend to remember those who are close to them while they
are more likely to forget those belonging to other lineage groups. This group identified
gives, regardless they were the first people or not, some sense of the people working in
the artisana. especially in relation to what happens to those attempting to base their
subsistence on this kind of work. As previously said, these individuals were influenced
by people from another lineage who had occasionally sold jewelry. These seven
individuals started working in the artisana after the drought of 1984. Four of these seven
people have since returned to the bush but two still work in Niamey. Of the four who
have gone back, two individuals were able to gain enough income from the artisana work
to start herding life again, while the other two had to "follow their brothers." The two
men who still live in Niamey have not received much for their work either: one has a
considerable herd in the bush, but did not acquire his animals from the artisana craft
income. The other person does not have a single cow. The seventh man has been going
back and forth between Niamey and neighboring countries, unable to buy more than one
cow.
Thus, of the seven people starting artisana craft, only two have been able to return to
herding life.
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Tabic 9.1: People Engaged in the Artisana Work
Four return to the bush
Seven people in the
artisana

_two depend on their brothers.
_ two own cows.

_Two work in Niamey.
_One goes back and forth between diverse places.

In order to give a better sense of the different courses of people's lives, I want to
discuss two of these men in more detail. Bermo is a man approaching forty, and came to
Niamey after the drought of 1984. Probably the youngest out of the seven, he did
artisana work for two years, and was able to buy a few sheep and goats from that income.
Bermo went back to the bush, cultivated for a few years but he did not leave his nomadic
pastoral life, leaving his field in the care of Hausa people at times when it did not need
much attendance. The cultivation gave him at least enough to eat, and he was thus able
to restrain from selling his few animals to buy millet. Today, he is a hired herder
{djokkere), but has some of his own animals. His herd is growing slowly and gradually,
but during some months he does not have enough to feed his family and himself. Most of
his cows are of the Azawak breed. He tells me that he originally decided to purchase
Azawak cattle because they have a higher milk production and are thus more likely to
feed his children, but the cows he would prefer to own are the Bororo breed. Bermo has
not abandoned the artisana work completely, making jewelry as time in the bush allows.
He sends the finished products to Niamey where his younger brother tries to sell them for
him.
He tells me of his time in the town:
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"I stayed in the town, but it was not what I wanted to do. When people stay in the
town, it is not their true home. They do not make real houses, they only stay for a short
time, trying to find something to make a living, so they are able to go back to the bush
and buy some animals. Then they return to the bush and stay there. It is sweet there, you
don't feel the town. For me the bush is much better [...] If someone has no livestock he
will go to the town, but if he gain cows he goes back to the bush. There are still some
who go to the town to see it, but not to work. Some do not like to work and then they go
to the town and stay for a while. WoDaaBe do not belong in the town. Within their
family, the WoDaaBe feel good. Wliere all your family is, you feel good." (Tape
transcript (3)February 1997:3-4).

Bermo dreams of making a better life for himself, his wife and four children. During
the time he stayed in Niamey, he learned how to read and write. His knowledge is still
elementary and he has difficulties in maintaining it because he does not have any books
and no time to practice. Bermo tells me when we are alone, that he would like to go
away to learn how to read and write properly, then come back to the bush and teach his
children. Things have to change, he tells me quietly. The WoDaaBe have nothing, and
they will have to change in order not to perish in a changing world.
The other man, whose life span I will discuss briefly, is probably between 60-70 years
old. After the drought of 1968-1974, he went to the Ivory Coast to trade medicines. He
had at the time a home in the bush, but moved to Niamey with his family after the
drought of 1984. He has not been able to go back to the bush since that time and his only
income today comes from making and selling jewelry. The reason he cites for this, and
which other people give, is that it was too difficult to go back due to his large family. He
has several wives and many children so the task of feeding his children is a difficult one.
Being provided for by his brother and/or staying in the bush without cows was thus an
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option less possible for him than for a person with a smaller family. Perhaps for the same
reason, he still today has no cows, even though he is rather successful in terms of jewelry
selling, knowing various people that buy from him. He owns a straw hut where he stays
with his wives, and can thus be seen as fully sedentary. Many of his grown children do
artisana work and some provide help to their father. The whole family is still extremely
poor, and often some of the children go hungry.
It is common among those who have once made a living on doing artisana work to
use it as a side occupation and thus continue to produce objects even after they have
returned to herding life. These individuals then use their free hours in the bush to make
objects, and then go to Niamey at irregular intervals, either selling the items themselves
or giving them to a relative to sell them. Some just send objects to be sold in the city,
entrusting them with someone who is travelling to the city.

The Artisana Work Today
The WoDaaBe refer to their work as "artisana," but also refer to it as a "work of
hand" {ceki djungo) or tjuunge. Among the first products which people made to sell were
leather necklaces, basing their products on a rather traditional model. The methods,
however, obviously have to be different when something is made in large quantities or
when only a single object is made. People told me that they experimented with various
methods of production, not knowing what method would be the most efficient. To divide
the production into several steps is obviously more efficient than making one object at a
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time. These products were then sold to Hausa merchants, which, according to my
information, paid well and were eager to buy the leather necklaces.
One major characteristic of the artisana work is that the products are all destined for
people called anasara (white people. Westerners). Even though these products are sold
to Hausa merchants or other ethnic groups, these individuals intend to sell them latter to
"whites." The artisana thus involve a particular relationship of WoDaaBe with the West,
and white people either who work in Niger or are tourists, and with people who have
never been to Niger but are buyers of these products. This relationship is complicated
and ambiguous, intersecting various themes of power, desire and objectification, to be
explored later.
Today, the WoDaaBe jewelry sellers are obvious in many of the "tourist streets" of
Niamey. Even though they are not as numerous as the Tuareg, they can be no less
demanding, the seeking of clients being an accepted practice in Niger. A great majority
of those who work in the artisana business are from the lineage Godjanko'en, as those
who originally started the work, but members from other lineage groups are increasingly
numerous. Some of the jewelry makers belong to lineages from Agadez but in Agadez
there was a lively tourist business until sometime in the early 1990's, when the area
bccame unsafe for tourists as a result of the Tuareg rebellion against the Niger State.
In some instances, individuals have been able to make small boutiques, which
increases greatly the prosperity and possibilities of those in question. Several co
operatives have been formed in relation to the artisana work. The first one^® in Niamey
^ This is according to my informants, but it is very possible that other lineage fractions have formed co-opcratives
prior to this time which my informants arc not aware of.
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was the Cooperative Artisana Bororo (WoDaaBe) established in 1994, which is a non
governmental organization of WoDaaBe jewelry makers. These people, who today are
almost all from the same lineage fraction, built a small house for their craft with the aid
of a Belgian development organization. However, a part of this project was also done by
the assistance of a white person. At the time of my fieldwork there were six houses
operated by the WoDaaBe, all crowded on the same popular tourist street in Niger, which
is close to many of the development institutions. WoDaaBe own five of these six houses,
the sixth one rented on monthly basis. In most cases, several members of the lineage
group supposedly own the house, but there are also cases of one person taking fiill charge
(and profit) even though the house formally belongs to a larger group of people. Others
own their houses individually, having gained money themselves to buy them.

The

houses differ greatly in size and quality, and most are perhaps more accurately described
as shelters. Some are so small that there is hardly room for more than three people in
them. The space is economized in these smaller houses by leaving one side completely
open. Most of the houses are thus inexpensive, consisting of a single room. The walls
arc made either of iron plates on a wooden frame or wooden planks. In most cases the
floor is sand and there is no electricity. Many hang large cloths on the walls, the same
ones used to make turbans. The objects for sale are placed on it.
These houses have a great significance despite being small. The possibilities of
selling objects in one's own house changes the situation of the person in question
considerably. He has a place where the client can go back to, he can decide to a greater
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extent his prices and perhaps, most important of all, he has a place that is visible and
"respected" by the tourists.
In addition, two WoDaaBe work in the Village Artisana establishment. The Village
Artisana rents out small spaces where people can work on their crafts. The craftsmen also
have the possibility of selling their craft in a large Village Artisana store, which is a
popular place to visit by tourists travelling in Niger. At the Village Artisana, people pay a
small amount of money for renting out the working space, and if their items are sold at
the Village, the establishment takes a low percentage of the sales price. One man rents a
regular working space, while another one rents a little space outside the building where
he can stay with his family.
The general situation is that most WoDaaBe have to sell their objects by wandering
around the streets, offering them to other WoDaaBe or to Hausa merchandisers. These
WoDaaBe simply lack the means or assistance to secure their employment by investing
in a house. The situation of the WoDaaBe having houses or are in the secure position of
selling their items there, is very different from those who have to struggle to find buyers
for their products. Those who have houses sometimes buy jewelry from those without a
house, other times they give them an opportunity to sell their objects within the house.
These possibilities are still dependent on social relationships, such as lineage affiliation,
the status of the persons in question, and their personal relations.
How does a poor herder gain enough income to buy a house? Only one of the five
houses owned by WoDaaBe was built with a direct assistance of an outsider and the other
four are all the result of the efforts of individuals. Another large house, also built by a
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co-opcrative, was done by the joint effort of several people, who have been working as
migrant workers for many years. The three remaining small houses seem to have been
built more by an individual effort of the people in question. Two persons gained enough
money by selling silver in France, while presenting a dance. The silver they bought by
selling a few cows of their small herd. Another person sold a bull to buy the space and
then slowly build the house. In all these cases, the individuals are not alone, but
benefited from various sharing of work and resources.

Products
The artisana work of the WoDaaBe can be seen as a commercialization of identity
related products because these products are marketed and sold as traditional WoDaaBe
items. This manufacturing of identity becomes clearer when one realizes that most of
those doing artisana work today are often engaged in the selling of other identity related
products than WoDaaBe jewelry. These include: Traditional WoDaaBe clothing, Tuareg
jewelry, and traditional performances. The last one mentioned refers to the dances of the
WoDaaBe, which are very much popularized in the general media of the West.
WoDaaBe produce several kinds of jewelry, mostly necklaces and bracelets. There
are various models available for sale, and some people are imaginative and creative in
finding new ones, while others simply copy what has already been done. Many of the
objects have cowries, but cowries have been used as a currency in West Ainca for many
centuries. Ibn Batuta, for example, who visited the Mandingo Empire of Melle, in 1352,
mentions that during that time cowries were used as currency (Meek 1925:65). The
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production of a necklace is, just as other products, divided into several steps in order to
make the production faster and more efficient. A person often tries to manufacture as
many at the same time as he can afford in order to make production more efficient.
Someone who has no clients for the product will be more likely to work himself on the
entire process of production. A man, however, who has been asked to do a specific
amount of objects will be likely to pay a small amount of money to others to assist him,
then especially employing women and children. If people are together in a group and
someone is making jewelry, the others will help him, and often people help each other
without any compensation.
The more common articles of WoDaaBe clothing sold are the woman's skirt
{yvudere), young women's shirt (henare surbadjo) and the cloth which men use in the
WoDaaBe dance. All this clothing has extensive work in the same embroidery style that
I learned in the bush, a style that is considered distinctly WoDaaBe. Recently, the styles
of the embroidered clothing have been expanded somewhat to adapt to what tourists are
more likely to buy. These models are thus not based on WoDaaBe "tradition" of clothing
and would in fact never be worn by WoDaaBe. These new items include trousers,
blouses, and shirts that are shaped as T-shirts. The point of attraction for the tourists is
still that this is traditional African clothing but not necessarily what constitutes WoDaaBe
clothing. One English-speaking woman I met was wearing a shirt, shaped as a T-shirt,

' I take as an example, a simple leather necklace with cowry at the center. First the leather is colored, and then the
form of the necklaces are cut out. A copper wire is then rolled up and cut into litde pieces that decorate the edges of the
leather. The cowries havn to be sowed on the leather, a task that the man would very likely ask some women to do for
him. He would, perhaps, ask his wife or a young girl. After this task has been completed, the copper decoration is
placcd around the edges of the necklace. A separate phase of production is the making of string for the necklace.
Some WoDaaBe make lots of strings and sell them to other WoDaaBe who have a market for the jewelry. Finally, the
leather is softened with oil.
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dccoratcd with embroidery. It was clear to me that this was a WoDaaBe product bought
at the Village Artisana, and I think that I could even have identified the person who made
it. I asked the woman if she had bought it there, and she told me that my guess was
corrcct. "Do you know the WoDaaBe make this?" I asked her, and she told me that it had
not been the WoDaaBe because the man at the store told her the Fulani made the clothes.
I tried to explain that the WoDaaBe were often considered to be a group within the
Fulani, but the information seemed irrelevant to her. "This is traditional clothing for a
Fulani man," she told me firmly.
Many of the artisana makers sell along with their other products some silver jewehy
that they buy from Tuaregs. This silver jewelry is a Tuareg product very popular with the
tourists. The possibilities of profit are thus great but the merchant in question has to have
a considerable amount of money to invest in it. In addition to the investment capital, the
merchant has to have access to a large group of clients in order to gain profit from the
silver sale. Some of those dealing in silver jewelry sell to tourists in Niger, while others
go to neighboring countries where the demand is greater and prices often higher.
In addition, it is relatively common in Niamey that groups of WoDaaBe are hired to
show dances, usually in anasara institutes, either development organizations or foreign
cultural institutions. Groups of WoDaaBe have gone abroad to show dances, most
frequently to France. Belgium or Holland. These dance exhibitions are usually not well
paid for, but include the possibility of selling "real" WoDaaBe artisana work or the
Tuareg jewelry. Such dance-trips are simultaneously sale trips where not only objects
made to sell are marketed, but also everyday items such as clothing, swords, jewelry.
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hats, and dance decoration items. Silver can bring great profits if brought for such trips,
and a couple of WoDaaBe have been able to buy houses for such profits.
The artisana work has made few, very few, WoDaaBe well off. One friend told me
that those who have made money were not those who did the artisana work, but those
who sold it. He is making a reference to the WoDaaBe who have developed strong sales
networks and do not make the jewelry themselves, but buy it firom other WoDaaBe.
These WoDaaBe buy the product at a relatively low price from other WoDaaBe and sell
it for much higher price because they have access to better markets. This correlates to
another angle; the fact that the close contact with whites contributes to the "wealth" of
these WoDaaBe. Here is a very interesting internal dynamic within the WoDaaBe
society, a dynamic that has created a division within it, between those who are primary
producers and those who "process" the product, reaping the profit of it.

The Turban Sellers

The turbans {gifol, pi. gifii) are made from cloth dyed with indigo (blue substance
manufactured from the plant of the same name). This gives the turbans a specific look
and texture. Woven ribbons (Jefon) sewed together constitute the turban itself The
quantity of the ribbons affects the quality of the turban and thus its value. A turban made
out of many narrow ribbons is considered to be of greater quality than a turban consisting
of few broad ribbons. 68 The indigo subsistence colors one's face and hands, and with

The quality of the indigo turban varies. As previously said, it depends on how niany lefon (ribbons) they consist of,
and the quality of the dyeing. A turban consisting of 60 ribbons is the best quality and was sold to one WoDaaBe
(while I was in Niger), for 40 000 CFA. The price to a Tuareg is somewhat higher. In order to inspcct the quality of
the dyeing, the buyer rubs the cloth between his fingers in order to see if cloth leaves black substance on them. If it
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time fades from the turban, leaving only a black cloth. Both Tuareg and WoDaaBe use
these turbans for special occasions and festivals. The turban's use is relatively recent
among WoDaaBe. and it seems as if they adopted it from the Tuareg when moving
further into the Tuareg country. Middle aged people tell that when they were growing
up. the WoDaaBe men did not use the turban to cover their head, shoulders, and face, but
had only a small cloth which was tied around their forehead. Their braids were pulled
down underneath it to make them clearly visible. Today, however, it is hard to find a
WoDaaBe male that does not have a turban carefully wrapped around his head, and who
does not wish for a gifol turku'giwol (indigo turban) for special occasions.
The artisana workers aim at commercializing products for tourists, while those selling
turbans get their clients from other ethnic groups within Niger (e.g., the Tuaregs) and
also, to a lesser extent, other WoDaaBe. Thus, even as these professions are in some
respects similar, both involving commercialization of artifacts and long travelling, the
interactions between the client and seller are different. Those who sell turbans are in no
specific contact with white people as the artisana sellers are, and do not express their
desires and dreams as being dependent on foreign tourists. While some of the artisana
WoDaaBe have adopted very un-WoDaaBe behavior to sell their products (such as
aggressively approaching people with their products), the turban sellers simply walk
around the city with their product. The behavior of the turban sellers is thus more in
accordance with appropriate WoDaaBe behavior. When the turban seller sells his product
to a fellow BoDaaDo, he places a low price on the product and refuses at first to accept
makes the fingers black, the quality is not good. An old gifol turku 'giwol is often used to make a shirt for dance, and
given to a woman for embroidering. The turbans that arc of the less quality arc often bought for a low price to be used
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money for it. He then reluctantly accepts the payment or the client just simply puts the
money into his pocket. Most of the clients are, as previously mentioned, Tuaregs which
whom WoDaaBe have a long tradition of being engaged with in business. The selling of
turbans is done by individuals from the lineage Japto'en.^^ Some Japto'en sell tea, and/or
work as guardians. There are at least 15 males that work as turban sellers but their
numbers are probably very different from year to year and season to season. A small
group, usually 3-4 persons, within the larger whole goes to Nigeria on a regular basis
across the border to buy turbans. They make purchases for the whole group, and
transport the cargo back to Niamey. The number of trips to Nigeria varies, but if business
is good they go up to four times a month. When business is low, almost a month can go
by without selling anything. The products' price in Nigeria depends on how much is
bought making it more economical to go in a group. The price is also reduced by
diminishing the cost of transportation for so many people.
The groups leave Niamey during the night when cost of transportation is least
expensive. In a market close to the borders, price is negotiated and the turbans are
bought. When returning to Niger, the men have to pay tax on their products, which
usually is decided by weighing the bundle of turbans. When they come back the men
distribute the turbans they have bought for others and then try to sell those which they
have bought for themselves.
Selling turbans is considered a good occupation and most of those engaged in it feel
that they are able to gain some profit. The problem, however, is that in order to
for the same purpose.
'''' I am told that a few Degiredji (identified to me as Dubanko'en) arc also engaged in the selling of turbans.
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participate in the profession, a considerable investment capital is needed. A F>erson has to
own money for the transportation, and be able to buy a sufficient amount of turbans for
the business to be profitable. When I asked one man why some Japto'en continued to be
in such low paying jobs such as selling tea, instead of selling g///, he simply said:
"They don't have the money to do it. If you want to do this work, then first you have
to sell your cows. You come to Niamey, you have to have some money to start this
work. You have to buy and sell little by little until you have some money, and then you
will profit. If someone, however, comes without any money, he is not able to do this
work" (Interview 05.06.1998).
Most young people, however, do not have any cows to sell. The few animals which
some own are important for their parents and the others in the bush, in order to create
herd that is sufficient for basic subsistence.
Some men sell swords and knives because they did not have enough money to buy
turbans. TTie swords and knives are made in Nigeria and resemble the swords that the
Tuaregs in Niger make, but are of much less quality and cost less. These swords are
popular among Tuaregs who are not able to buy the better quality. I was told the
WoDaaBe do not care for the cheaper kinds of swords and knives.

Poverty and Marginality

WoDaaBc migrant workers are marginal in the sense that they have no means of
protecting themselves and their belongings. Most people sleep in straw huts in the city,
which cannot be closed and locked. Those who have sale places are fortunate to have a
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sccurc place for their objects. In the night when people sleep in their homes, thieves
arrive, often taking whatever there is, including people's clothing and personal items.
Travelling between places far away involves not only the risk of loosing one's property,
but also one's life, or the suffering of injuries.
During my first year in Niger, 1 took an interview with a young man who had
organized a co-operative in Niamey. He was different from most other WoDaaBe in
rcspect that he spoke French well, and was familiar with rather political concepts such as
those referring to indigenous people and allocation of resources. He was polite and
gentle, but contrary to most other WoDaaBe I have known, he stated nothing in the
context of how much he liked white people. Most other people, who I had interviewed,
frequently expressed how "good" and generous white people were and how much they as
WoDaaBe liked to be associated with them. This young man said nothing of the sort, and
in his talk, there could even be heard criticism pointed at the development community
and whites in general. I liked him, perhaps for his critical views, which were much more
similar to my own than those of others I got to know, but probably also for his patience
with me and my questions. When I left, he gave me a bracelet, signifying his ftiendship.
I never saw him again. A few months later, I heard that he had been killed during a
silver sale trip in a neighboring country. He was in the company of a large group of
people from his lineage group, who were in the process of organizing themselves to build
a sales-house in Niamey. They had taken a great deal of silver with them and had good
prospects in town. A white person, with whom they made an appointment previously,
bought all they had for sale. In the night, a large group of thieves attacked the group,
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seriously injuring and harming several of the people. The others of the group suspected
that somehow the attackers had heard that they were carrying a great deal of money. They
killed my friend by beating him to death.
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CHAPTER 10
JUMARE'S ACCIDENT

When Akaii arrives in the morning, we go as usual through our formal greeting
process. It is almost double because we do it both in Fulfulde and English. When I ask
for the third time, "All is fine?" Akali looks directly at me and answers, "No, actually

there is a problem." He looks down again. "My sister Jumare had an accident yesterday.
A car hit her. People told me this when I came home last night. They had been looking
for me." There is tiredness in his face.

"Is she alright?" I did not even know that she was back in Niamey.
"Yes, but she is hurt, she received a hard blow on her head. She is in the hospital
now." He briefly tells me what happened after he had left my place the night before. He

had gone directly to the hospital after hearing the news, but it was almost eleven o'clock
and the solders guarding the hospital did not want to let him in. He begged them to let
him inside, told them that it was his sister who was hurt, and that he had to see how she
was. After a while they realized that he was not leaving, and took pity of him and let him
inside. The motorist had not driven away from the accident and even said that he would
pay what he had to in terms of medicines and hospitalization. The doctors gave him a list
of neccssary medication needed and the motorist left to buy them and had not been back.

Thus, when Akali saw his sister, she had not received any medication. He asked the
doctors to give him the list over the medicines needed, and he would try to find an open
pharmacy to buy them. He took a taxi in order to find an open place and he managed to
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buy what was needed so his sister got some medical assistance. This took a long time
and he was not back to his place until four in the morning.
Our first opportunity to go to the hospital for a visit is during our lunch break. The
visiting hours start at 12:30. We arrive a little after noon, and there is already a large
group of people waiting for the hospital gates to open. We wait with the others, a large
mixture of people of all ethnicities. Akali tells me that last night he left 1,000 CFA for
his sister, in case she needed something. Other WoDaaBe arrive to this waiting place.
They greet us and ask Akali how his sister is doing. I see many of the people I have
learned to know, familiar with all their faces, most of the names. The gates are finally
opened. The crowd of people moves fast through the opening. I feel the pressure from
bodies, and I am almost pushed to the side, but I manage to stay in the flow. Akali has
forgotten about me, he is far ahead and then suddenly stops, waiting for me to catch up.
Many small buildings constitute the hospital. Akali knows where we are going. We
approach one building and enter. The walls' paint job is old in comparison with the
hospitals I know, and everything is somehow empty, signifying Niger's poverty. The
smell is the same as in hospitals everywhere. People rush by me. Akali walks fast and I
try to keep up with him and the rest of the WoDaaBe. We enter a small narrow room,
which seems almost like a hallway. A man with half of his face cut and bleeding is sitting
at the left side in the room, being cared for by a doctor. There is blood on his clothing.
Jumarc is lying on a straw mat on the floor behind another door in the same room. An
old blanket has been placed under her head, she is lying on her side, and her body curled
up into a fetus position. She is fiilly clothed except for the upper part of her body, which
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is only covered by her headscarf. I don't see her face, because she covers her hands with
it. Her body is thin and small. I kneel by her side, stroke her, people are coming and
going through this hallway, and I feel the other WoDaaBe standing and kneeling by my
side and back. I hear Banjo (the mother's-brother of Akali), asking out to no one why
Jumare is only given a straw-mat on the floor. A woman, standing by my side, shakes
Jumare gently and asks her if she is in pain. Does she know her? "Do you know who I
am, Jumare?" the woman asks firmly, trying to get the young woman to look at her. She
receives no answer, no response. Someone comes in. It is a doctor handing Akali
Jumare's X-rays. Akali wants me to look at them, which I do, even though the x-rays tell
me equally as much as they tell him. Things are confiising somehow, like everything is
spinning. Akali is suddenly out of sight. I assume that he is asking about a hospital bed,
or her condition, or both. A doctor arrives, shouting at the group of people in the room.
"There are too many of you, I want you to leave, only two people are allowed in the
room... you hear? Only two people..."
I pretend not to hear, continue to stroke Jumare's motionless body, thinking to myself
why he has to be so angry at these people who only want this woman to be taken care of,
who want to know that she is going to be fine. From the floor I look around me, at the
walls which have not been painted for long time, at the old tom benches, at the rusted
table feet, and I feel sorry for the doctor. I still don't want to leave unless told so by
Akali or Banjo, so I stay. Some of the other people leave, but a few remain with me. The
doctor leaves us alone.
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Akali comes back, he kneels by my side. His voice is tired and emotional. "You
help me, Kristin. She must get a bed. They don't help her if she does not get a bed. I
don't want to leave her like this. 1 am sorry, you help me for this money." He never uses
my name unless he is very upset. I tell him to take my wallet and pay what is necessary
to pay. When he comes back, he tells us that Jumare has to be moved to her bed. The
men in her family tell her harshly (as is appropriate) to stand up. "Stand up Jumare, you
hear, stand up! We want to move you to a different place." Banjo says this firmly, but
she does not move. 1 am the only woman left, so I put my arm around her, trying gently
to move her, telling her that she has to stand up to go to her bed. One of the men sees
what I am trying to do and helps me to raise her up. Jumare puts her arms around my
neck, and rests her head on my chest. She tries to stand up and manages to do so with the
support of this man and me. She is heavy, but when people try to move her away from
me, I tell them I don't mind. Akali asks me if it is all right like this, and I tell him that I
want to help her. I arrange the scarf so it covers her breasts, and then start slowly to
move to the door. Her eyes are closed, and she is leaning heavily on my body. "You
wait.." says Akali suddenly. Her nose is full of slime. He takes a cloth and removes it
gently like she was a baby. "Now, is okay..." he whispers, and somehow this whole
scene is so ridiculous that I am not sure whether to laugh or cry. She smells, and there is
blood on her hand and feet, half of her hair is shaved of, and she is lying motionless on
my body. This small act of making sure that she looks "okay" is full of love and at the
same time carries a feeling of powerlessness. It is the big brother taking care of his
young sister, or at least taking care of the things he has power to. We go slowly through
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the hallway, she lies heavily on my body, and I feel the sweat dripping down my
forehead. Someone asks, "Is she too heavy?" I shake my head. Jumare moves her feet
slowly but surely like it is an automatic unconscious motion. Her arms are around me
and my arms are around her. I can not even look up to see where we are going, just
following the feet of the people in front of us. I am not able to understand how such a
delicatc person can be so heavy. The sweat continues to drip down my forehead. Finally,
we enter a room, and there is an empty bed waiting for us. She curls herself in the bed,
and another man helps me to position her. But it is hard, she is on the edge of the bed
and I am afraid that she will fall down.
"Akali" I say. He is standing behind me, but does not answer.
"Akali" I call again, "perhaps we can move her further into the bed." He does not
answer. She cries and mumbles, "My head, my head" putting her hands over her
forehead. "Akali," I ask, "perhaps we can give her some aspirin or something...?" I turn
around and I see that he is looking at a distant place, his eyes are full of tears. He does
not even seem to realize that I am talking. He looks down and sits on the floor with
knees bent up to his chin, I see the tears are flowing down his cheeks. As much as I want
to put my arms around him, or say something to him, I do nothing. I have been in Niger
long enough to know that I cannot do that. Semtedum makes it impossible. He has to
gain control over his feelings and I would make matters worse by showing mine. The
other people in the room are silent as well, except Banjo who tells Akali harshly, "You
stand up! You are not a baby, you are a full-grown man, stand up now! You hear me?
Dotti'en (older men) like you do not cry if they see something dif^cult. Everything is the
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same for them. Stand up and stop crying!" Akali docs not move; he does not answer.
He sits on the floor for a while longer. He wipes his eyes and nose and then stands up
slowly. I look at Jumare's face, try not to look at him. I just focus on her fragile beautiful
face that I have known for such a long time.
The emotional stress being part of the fear of losing someone you love is something
shared beyond cross-cultural boundaries. The paralyzing fear from the thought that one
may be losing this person, the realization that he or she is not. The talking and sharing
of the person, is part of a process of healing this fear. When we arrive back to the house,
I tell Akali about one time in the bush, when I was sad, and did not want to eat. I was
offered something to eat, and I did not want it. Then Jumare came with her calabash and
said, "Now, Mariyama and I are going to eat together and talk." And she sat by my side,
handed me the spoon, and smiled and I smiled back and felt the loneliness disappear from
my heart. Akali tells me about how Jumare always wants to braid his hair, and how
much more skilful she is than other women. "She made my gadaruu (braids on the back)
last time I was in the bush" he strokes over his braids at the back. This sharing of
memories is soothing and healing. We are silent in a comfortable way.
We go back to the hospital late in the night. The only people staying with her are her
semaruu (fiance) and his older brother. As well as I know her, I have only met him a few
times. He is around the same age as I am, handsome in a delicate way. I look at his face,
and I sec the face of his son, Njunju, whom I know so well from the bush. When Akali
goes to pray, I talk briefly to this young man. He is sitting on Jumare's bed, leaning over
her, I am on a straw mat on the floor by the bed. "Look," be tells me and at the same
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time he is watching Jumare. "Look at God's work {ayki Allah)." He repeats, "Work of
God," and nods almost like agreeing with himself. "We just came here to Niamey a few
days ago, and then this happens." There is no anger in his voice, no bitterness. I look at
his facc, he is just looking at her, and I try to find trace of such feelings but find none. He
is just stating to me a fact, which is beyond emotional stirring. People I know have died,
and I have seen the same thing. I have asked Akali; "Are you not upset?" only to be told;
"At whom? At God? Does someone have the right to be angry with God? How can
someone be angry at God?" I look at Jumare and the only thing I say to the young man,
is "Allah lamido mawdo (God is powerful)." He nods, not taking his eyes off her.
"This happened just yesterday afternoon" he tells me, "I was not with her, but was
told about this right after it happened, and rushed to the hospital. At that time she was
like if she was dead. We all thought she was dead. We all cried. And then she did Jintii
(to die and wake up), she woke up. She vomited lot of times. I really thought she had
died."
Akali comes back from praying his face is serious and tired. "The man in the next
room just died" he says. "They were carrying him away." He sits down on an empty bed
in the room and says almost like talking to himself; "If people's time is finished, it is
finished. Only God knows everything." We are silent and then he continues talking, but
looking at mc, "White people know what to do about everything. They open people up,
put new heart, they do this and that, different medicine, different operations, and they
take a child out of its mother stomach in order to save it. But if someone has reached the
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time that he has to die, then there is nothing they can do. The person only dies. All is in
the power of God."
Death is with us again the day after. We are leaving the hospital, Jumare is in better
condition. I have been seeing life moving back into her, even though she is obviously in a
lot of pain. When we go out of the building, a pick-up truck backs up to the door of the
hospital. Pain and horror are strange things. Even though we fear them and wish them
out of our lives, we tend to want to "look" at them when we are safely removed from
them. Wc look without thought, with curiosity, without responsibility, like there is some
important information to be gained. Accidents in all places I know draw crowds of
people who just want to "look." When wc walk past the car, that is just what I do. I
"look" without thinking. There are a few solders in the truck, and one man is lying on his
back in the truck. I don't see his face, just the motionless body, rather strangely located,
the opened shirt, and the blood on his chest. And still, held in the grasp of a naive
innocence, I ask Akali; "Oh, do they sometimes use the cars of the army to take injured
people to the hospital?" Akali looks at me and answers dryly, "He is dead. He was
probably shot, didn't you sec that?" Of course he was dead. 1 just did not want to see it.
A picture flashes through my eyes, of someone dying with a bullet in the chest, bleeding
believing that that he will not die, praying and dying.
I am a sheltered anthropologist. My friend Akali would prefer that 1 never see
anything, hear anything, and leam anything that is ugly and cruel. 1 see sadness on his
face when, for some reason, he has to tell me something sad and cruel, as if he feels old
and tired. But he never wants to shield me from death. Once in the bush, when we are on
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our way to take an interview, we pass an encampment. We approach it in order to greet
people living there. Two people are working on something in the shadow of a tree.
When we approach the tree, I see something is lying beneath it. It is a small calf, just a
few weeks old, with soft brown skin, and a little tail, big eyes and a wet noise. But it is
lying stiffly on its side and its throat has been cut. It has been cut so deep that its' head,
which is positioned back, is almost severed. The earth has consumed most of the blood,
leaving only a black irregular circle. The flies form a dark moving mass on the bloody
neck, feeding on it. I stop, look away, feel sick. But Akali stops me.
"No" he commands; "You look, you take a good look." His voice is so firm that I
automatically obey him. He walks to the calf, lifts the head, so its fainted eyes look to
my direction. He says; "You never know something like this before, you have never seen
death. But this is death, and it is better that you look, that you know it well. You don't
want to because then you remember that later you as well will die. You don't want to
look because you want to forget that death exists." I look at the calf and for some reason
its death is more real for me than that of the man in the back of the pick up truck.
Perhaps because I saw its eyes, perhaps we only know death if we look it in its eyes.
Pleasure follows suffering, just as suffering follows pleasure (Gada beldum naadum
no warii, gada naadum beldum no warii). The difficult dry season comes after the
pleasurable wet one, and if you suffer through it, you will reach again the wet season. I
am sitting at Jumare's bed, and two days have passed. She does still not talk, just
expresses what she needs and she has demonstrated that she knows people, that she has
suffered no serious damage. I stroke her body as 1 have done before in a need of
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expressing my feelings toward her. I know that this is not what a WoDaaBe would do,
and I am actually rather surprised that Akali has not remarked on it. I have accepted that
my need for touching is not appreciated, is not appropriate in most situations. I stroke her
forehead as gently as I can, and then I move my hand thinking that she is asleep and I am
just annoying her. She opens her eyes, and says "Beldum Mariyama. This feels good
Mariyama, you know I have such a pain in my head." I move my hand back on her
forehead, and she whispers "Yes, like this."
She will never realize how much this simple moment meant to me, but it does not
matter. How could she understand? How could she understand my need for showing the
way I can that I like her, that I like others? The need for a physical contact, for touch, the
need to show my emotions in one way or another? I don't need her to understand; just the
fact that she found pleasure in what I try to express to her, just the fact that for a moment
we speak the same language is all I need.
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CHAPTER 11
PIECES FROM WOMEN'S LIVES

Life works in strange ways. After Jumare's accident, I felt a change in the attitudes of
the women toward me. Perhaps this was my imagination because the relationships had
been developing slowly, but I felt as though many women in Niamey who did not know
me well, began to trust me more after the accident. Jumare's situation became a starting
point in most of their conversations with me. The women asked me how she was doing,
and we would discuss how tragic this had been and that God had been merciful to us.
WoDaaBe women stay together. Even though the women had been kind to me, I was
an outsider. I had always been treated differently by the women I had known for a long
time and who were part of Akali's family, than by those who were a part of the same
lineage group but not in daily interactions with me. The latter ones had always, I
thought, treated me with some suspicion. The women, however, who had known me for
some time and were from different lineage groups, were more casual with me. In
Niamey, I had interacted with a greater number of women from various lineages. I was
thus more free to deal with various groups of people, being more able to control my own
movements. In Niamey just as in the bush, I had observed that one's activities are
carcflilly noted and talked about. Women whom I had almost never seen knew various
things about me. The women informed me, almost as they wanted to let me know that
they knew that I had stayed by Jumare's bed when she was hurt, that they heard that I had
been there every night.
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At the end of the day, I liked to stay with Amina and the women associated with her
household. I bring my embroidery with me when I can. Her house consists of an old
straw iiut and a huge fenced yard surrounding it. A house will be built by the owner one
day on this spot, but until that time arrives, a few WoDaaBe families have received
permission to stay in the yard. It is a large space and thus popular as a meeting place.
The men usually stay in the hut, while the women are in the shadow of one of the trees in
the yard or the wall itself. Just as in the bush, the women's work is separated but
complementary to the work of men. The woman is responsible for the caring of children
and the home, but she tries to earn income by various means.
I got to know Amina relatively late during my fieldwork and then only in the context
of Niamey. As with many other WoDaaBe women, I met Amina because I became
friends with her husband. Usually, it is a difficult way of starting a friendship, because in
most cases the existence of the husband shadows the relationship and is accompanied by
a fear that I will complain to him about something. But Amina was different. Perhaps it
was her maturity, her easiness with me, her ability to understand what I was saying, her
desire to be understood herself. We became fiiends when I asked her if I could draw the
patterns of her embroidery. She told me the names of the patterns slowly, repeated them
patiently, did not laugh and give up when I repeated them incorrectly. I had met her a
few times before but this time 1 felt a connection to her, a link that I think everyone
sometimes feels for a few people. I showed her my own embroidery, that I had learned
from Jumare. Amina studied my patterns carefully, complimenting me on how well my
stitches were done and how elegantly the pattern was made.
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I had previously becomc good friend with another woman, Kadidja, who lived in a
walking distance from my apartment. She had one child and just recently arrived in
Niamey to join her husband who earned his income by selling tea. She was thin and
fragile and people told me that she was very ill. Her illness was caused by witchcraft.
An unknown witch was feeding off her, making her weaker and weaker. This problem
started several years ago, but she had received some treatment that had worked until
recently. "You should go to the hospital" I told her, but she had done that many times.
Finally, she left Niamey, to stay with her parents in the bush, hoping to find a cure in that
environment. I missed her, and only occasionally received news about her. Amina in
many ways the opposite of Kadidja. She knows Niamey well, has lived here for many
years and is strong, both physically and character wise. She speaks fluent Hausa and
some Tamaseck. As Kadidja, she never expresses that she finds me exotic or different in
any way. But Amina knows many white women; she had known them both in Nigeria
and in Niamey, selling them her embroidered clothing. Perhaps she knows that just as
everyone else I need someone to take shelter with.
Many women I knew made money by making embroidery. Most made traditional
skirts, but others adopted the craft of embroidery to various other kinds of styles that
could be more popular by the tourists. Much work is put in each article, most of them
taking weeks in the making. The more intense and tight the patterns were, the more
beautiful the article is usually seen. The younger people regard the intensity of the
patterns as making the article more traditional, stating that in the old times people could
hardly see the dark cloth itself because of the intensity of the embroidery. When I
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discussed this with older people in the bush, they had different stories to tell. They
claimed that in the past most, if not all, the clothing was lacking embroidery and when
people started to do embroidery, the pattems were few and scattered.^" It is interesting
that the lineage that is most involved in selling embroidery (bought because of its
association with "tradition") has in fact only recently started making it.
The embroidery follows certain strict rules but leaves space for imagination and
creativity. Many pattems have been used over and over, but the women also imitate ones
they have seen made by other women. The women thus use pattems they have created
themselves, pattems imitated from others and "traditional" pattems. The pattems, both
old and new ones, come from their close envirotmient. Sural, representing house, is, for
example, a very much used pattem and probably old as well. Another one is called
dangalel, referring to the leg of the table in the bush.
When an article has been embroidered, it is lined with white cloth. The cloth is both
used to line the edges and as well as to create a strip with triangles on the side of the
edge. This is called kjette, and seems to have a longer history among this lineage group
than the embroidery {njotol). Elderly people tell me that before the time people started to
do embroidery on their clothing, the clothing was decorated with this lining.
The women generally do not earn much money for their work. They lack access to
markets and the kind of connections which men have. Most often the women sell their
articles to Hausa art dealers or to WoDaaBe men who have stores or who travel to
perform dances in other countries. Sometimes, the women sell directly to a white person,
I conducted no systematic study of the development of embroidery among other WoDaaBe groups, so
embroidery could have an older history among them.
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then getting a somewhat higher price. The material used for the embroidery is expensive.
The cloth is imported from Kano in Nigeria/' and consists of /^n (woven ribbons) just
as the turban igifol) does. There are two different kinds of cloth {Igelqere and kudire),
both consisting of woven ribbons that are sown together. Each cloth costs around 10.000
CFA. There exist other kinds of cloths, new models as the women tell me, which are less
expensive and many women have started to use them in order to make items to sell. The
tourists are not able to see the difference anyway, but the new cloths cost only around
3000 CFA. Many of the women also make embroidery to give as gifts, or because they
want to help other women to make beautiful clothing for their children. In some cases,
they also make embroidery on the dance shirt (henare) of the men, usually their
husbands, boyfriends or brothers. The men will use it for themselves, but occasionally
sell it if having that option.
Women stay together in a group, talking and working, helping each other with this
work. I put my own embroidery aside, and another woman, not working on anything in
particular, takes it up and starts working on it. Often, a woman gives the embroidery to
another woman, asking her to work a little while she rests. Embroidery is not
exclusively women's work. Many men do also know how to do it. Most of the men,
however, do it for commercial purposes, making small pouches to be sold to tourists or
shirts designed for young women.
Despite the women receiving meager payment for their work, they have more income
possibilities in the city than in the bush. In the past, milk production was more

' I am told that in Niger only WoDaaBe use this kind of cloth.
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prosperous in the bush and its trading {sippal) thus gave the women some possibility of
income. The milk was the woman's commodity, probably giving her bargaining power
in the pastoral economy. In today's situation, however, the herd is not sufficient for basic
needs, so for most families there is not enough tradable milk and is mostly consumed in
the house, thus not giving the women income (see Wilson 1992:21). In Niamey, a
woman can earn income by the embroidery, hair styling, and other small jobs. Even
though these tasks are also done in the bush, a woman has to travel longer distances to
find her clients, and her free time thus is much less than in the city. In Niamey, women
do not have to go far to fetch water nor do they have to go far to search for firewood. In
addition, they are free from the time consuming task of pounding millet because they
usually either buy the millet (which is prepared by machine) or they cook rice and pasta.

Women who leave their husbands

WoDaaBe women have the reputation of being fearless and without particular
attachment to others. Dupire documents an old woman stating that "Bororo women are
not like other women, they want to move around, they go off and leave their husband"
(Dupire 1971:48). Men fear women for this reason; women do not show their feelings
and are ready to leave their husband and their children without any particular reason.
One man told me, "What is different in relation to men and women is that man has a
knife and sword, stick, gun and bow, but the wife is not afraid of any of this. Everything
she likes to do, she does.... If you want to beat her, she does not care" (Tape transcript
(1 )February 1997). Another man states during the same interview, "The heart of the
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woman is such that if she is sad, she will leave everything, even her own children. She
will leave and never come back" (Tape transcript (1 )February 1997). These interviews
point to two aspects that I found very dominating when men discussed their relations with
women; women do not have an attachment to anything and that they are even able to
leave their own children behind, which is used to support the first claim. The women are
thus dangerous to men because of their lack of feelings. Many men have experienced
their mothers leaving them, either because they had divorced their husbands or because
they left the home temporarily. Jumare leaves her little boys, Gabidi and Njunju behind
for seven months, which the men point out to me as a symbol of the way women are.
"Women love in a different way" the men tell me on various occasions. "They are not
really interested in men."
A woman who leaves packs her things together without anyone observing. She
leaves in the night, without telling anyone. She will use an opportunity when her
husband is not close by. In the morning the next day, he will find her gone. The men
fear this behavior, and seem to conceptualize it as unpredictable. They stated that a man
had to avoid making his wife upset because no one can know what she will do then. It
can be pointed out that this behavior of the woman as not showing her feelings and
attachment to others is very much in accordance with the moral code of WoDaaBe,
mbodagansi. Reserved behavior both shows an existence of semtedum (shame, respect)
and munyal (patience). The men told me in relation to discussing the moral code that
some women did not even cry when their child died, or at least not so anyone could
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, observe. The emotionally distant woman thus both awakens fear in her husband's heart
and his respect because she is demonstrating her intimacy with the correct moral behavior
Observing these fears of the men. I started asking myself whether the reserved
behavior expressed by the women was not their most important strategy of dealing with
men? An interview with a woman in Niamey, a tegal wife, supported most strongly this
view of mine. She told me that a woman should never do the mistake of loving her
husband, or showing her husband that she loved her. He would only get high ideas of
himself, and go and take different wives or girlfnends. By her showing an indifferent
behavior, however, the man would fear her, not knowing her feelings. If the woman
makes her heart strong, and just has interest in her own work, she will not care even
though he will choose to divorce her. My guest places her hand on my shoulders and
tells me that she is sure that all men are the same, both Hausa, Tuareg and anasara. I
agree with her, feeling the strength and compassion of being a woman among women. In
the context of the importance of being indifferent to men, she tells me that she went to
another country with a few women in order to make some money from the sale of
medicines, and left her child behind. Men should be afraid, women should not make
themselves vulnerable.

Women's Position in the Context of the Lineage
A central focus of WoDaaBe life is the lineage in which he or she is bom into.
Members of the lineage are the faces that people leam to know as children. A future
spouse is within one's lineage, in addition to most fiiends being close relatives. A joking
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relationship with other ethnic groups and within the ethnic group is explained from the
lineage system. Ethnic groups such as the Beriberi are symbolically incorporated into
the lineage system by being referred to as cross cousins (dendirabe), the type of relatives
people have joking relationship with. There is still a difference in a person's relationship
to the lineage, depending on whether one is a man or a woman.
First of all we have to consider how marrying outside the lineage affects women's
lives. A man can never leave his lineage and join another lineage. Even though the
woman will not cease to belong to her lineage of origin, her children will belong to
"different" people. Her children (and her brother) are the main safety factors in her life.
A woman without husband is able to dep>end on her children or brothers to provide for
her.
In order to understand the restrictions and possibilities for women to interact with
people from her lineage group and family, we have to look at the seasonal movements of
the WoDaaBe. As the dry season passes, the house will be further and further away from
other encampments, and the time that people have to visit other family units decreases.
This means that for a large part of the year, the woman will only have access to people
from her own home, and those sharing the same waterhole area (wasarde). The man
takes the decision regarding with whom he will make house (wuro), as well as with what
families he shares a waterhole area, meaning whose houses will be close to his own
home. Sometimes a few houses decide to leave a certain area, and go to a different
waterhole area. The woman does not have a voice in such a decision. The family of a
kobgal wife is probably not going to be very far for most of the year, being from the same
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lineage group as her husband. Her husband''s family is composed by people whom she
has known and interacted with for a long time. The tegal wife, however, is usually more
isolated and cut away from her relatives. Her former kobgal husband is from her lineage
group. He usually wants her far away from him and thus the woman has to move to a
distant area from her husband, thus usually away from her own lineage group. The
woman will be surrounded by strangers, and thus cut away from her family and friends.
Some women pointed out, however, that if the tegal wife had a good character she will
make friends with the women in the new lineage.

Tegal Marriage: Different Risic, Different Expectations

A kobgal wife deciding to leave her husband to marry another man, is not only
leaving her husband, but also her family and her life within the lineage. In many cases
she would do so because she perceives herself as maltreated by her husband. By
divorcing her husband, she is leaving the security of the family network in hope of
finding a better life in a different marriage. It is difficult for a woman who leaves her
lineage in this way to return to her own lineage group. Thus, she takes a certain risk by
deciding to "follow" a new man. In some cases, the woman will leave and seek out the
person whom she wants to become married with . She will seek him out and express her
desire to marry him. If he for some reason is not able to marry her or not interested in
such a relationship, she will try to find someone else to marry her within the lineage. The
man she came for will ask the other young males to try to find someone among them who
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would be interested in marrying her. This is due to a woman feeling degraded going to a
different lineage to marry and not being able to marry anyone.
For a man, however, the risk and conceptualization of legal are different. One man
told me, that because WoDaaBe do not have extensive possessions, the women serve as a
measurement of one's quality. Men want women, not necessarily because of desire for the
women themselves, but to acquire a status, to gain respect among other young men.
Sometimes, in the process of dispute, man would be able to humiliate another by saying
"What do you know, you never had a tegal marriage in your life!" (Even though the
subject of the dispute has nothing to do with marriage). This statement would "prove"
that the man was not of good quality and would be inferior to someone who had many
tegal marriages.
A man who is popular by women is conceptualized as being influential and important,
as being loved, and as being better than other people are. Men told me that sometimes
they wanted to do a tegal marriage for the sake of the action itself, not because they were
interested in the particular woman. The marriage will thus only serve as a status symbol
for him, and after it has taken place, he has no interest in her. The men told me, "Women
don't know what takes place in the heart of a man. He tells her that he loves her, that he
really loves her, but he knows that he only wants to marry her to divorce her later. He
knows he is only playing with her."
One can also wonder how it feels for the woman to be a spouse to a man that is
engaged in various tegal marriages. She must basically accept new wives brought into

To be popular among women is prestigious in most if not all societies.
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her home, having to attempt to like them, yet not knowing if her husband is actually
going to stay married with them or not. She will see them leave and other new ones
coming in their stead. One woman told me: "Women have to have munyal [be patient],
one day her husband will be ugly and old and no woman wants him. Then he will only
be with his wife."
If we look at this in terms of popular representations that often portray the tegal as
being the marriage of love, we see that tegal is also the marriage of delusion, and of risk
for the woman. If we look at this from the perspective of the status of women, we see
that tegal does not in all cases really offer the woman a "way out" of a bad marriage. It
carries the sacrifice of leaving one's net of security behind, the family, and the risk that
the man is marrying simply to increase his prestige.

Name Giving Ceremony
It is a day of the name giving ceremony (humturuu). A child was bom a week ago,
and now it has received its name. The mother is beautiful and healthy in a colorful gown
from Mali, attending to the guests. The WoDaaBe women stay sheltered from the eyes of
men for one week. In the bush, the woman enters a little shelter made of straw-mats, but
here in Niamey she has a little hut. A few days earlier, a celebration (bosdi) was held for
the women only. That day a great deal of food was cooked and the women danced and
sang. Many women brought gifts for the mother, either money or usefril things.
The name giving ceremony usually takes place when the woman enters the public
sphere. The men and the women stay in separate places during this celebration just as in
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any gathering. As a result of the number of people, the women are within the homestead
of the child while the men stay in an empty yard close by. It takes around five minutes to
walk between these places. The women of the house have been cooking the whole
morning, helped by their fiiends and sisters. They have prepared rice, pasta and sauce,
while the slaughtered ram was cooked slowly over a fire. It was bought and killed in
order to give the child its name. Late in the day, the food is placed in the calabashes,
carefiilly divided into separate shares, for women and men of different age groups. Three
middle aged men are responsible for dividing the meat between people, a task that in the
bush is usually performed by the old men. Niamey, however, lacks the council of elderly
men. Finally, everything is ready, and the young women place the calabashes on their
head and walk toward the space of the men. forming a line. One by one, they place the
calabashes in front of the men, the woman taking off her shoes while she places the
heavy container on the earth, while the other young women wait in line for their turn.
I stay in the company of the women in the other yard. When I arrive, I enter the
house talking to the mother and observing the little child. Its eyes and eyebrows have
been decorated with a black substance to make it look more beautiful. This subsistance is
said to protect the child's eyes from illness. Jumare comes to the doorway, saying,
"Come out Mariyama, it is too hot in there. Soon it is time to eat." As usual it takes
some time to construct groups of people who are supposed to eat together.
"You eat with me" Jumare tells me, the mother repeating it to me in order to
emphasize it. Both know that I have to be guided even though I have been with them for
a long time. Jumare brings a small bowl with meat from the inside of the animal. "Do
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you sec what I found for us?" she says happy, and places her head cloth around us both so
wc can eat under it, invisible to the eyes of other. Women have semtedum to eat around
other women, especially if the others around them are not eating, and if they are
strangers. We eat the meat in the shelter of the cloth, and when we have finished it we
pull it down, placing it lightly on our shoulders. A woman brings a large bowl fiill of rice
with meat in sauce. The other dish was just something extra which Jumare was able to
get for us. Most of the meat is from the inside of the animals and Jumare pulls out the
best pieces for me, pulling them apart to make them smaller. Two other women eat with
us, both a few years younger than Jumare and I.
"I really want to go back to the bush" Jumare tells us, "I miss Gabidi, my child." I
think about asking her news about Sollare but decide not to because Sollare is her first
child, and I know that she will ignore my question.
"I really feel tired of Niamey," she says.
"When is your man going?" I ask her. "Will you go with him?" She laughs, and tells
me, "You know that he is not really my husband, I only follow him."
"But he is still the father of one of your children?" I say, and all the women tell me
that it is true.
"Yes," Jumare confirms, "but not of Gabidi. I became tired of all this and wanted to
try to marry a Bikaron'en [another lineage group] but the marriage did not work out.
Gabidi is the child of the Bikamon'en." Her friend who has fathered her other child and
whom she has "followed" to Niamey, is a part of a lineage group close to her own. He is
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afraid of causing problems by marrying her, of harvesting the dismissal of others through
such an action. She shakes her head.
"But what about your kobgal husband?" I ask, and she laughs again.
"I don't want him," she says and raises her hand and fingers in a refusal posture.
Someone asks me how it is with anasara women; do they have kobgal husbands as
WoDaaBe women do? I tell them that anasara only have legal marriages.
A young woman called Mete, who has stayed for a long time in the city, says bitterly,
"With us WoDaaBe it is not like that, our fathers decide our marriage for us when we are
just young children."
"Yes, that is the tradition of WoDaaBe," Jumare confirms but without the bitterness.
Mate says; "You see Mariyama, Jumare and I were not lucky {hebaj sa'a). Both of
us got bad husbands. Look at Mama and Mayage, they were lucky because they got very
good husbands. Some women are lucky."
Jumare tells me, "I never followed my husband, I never went with him. Never
wanted to see him. No matter how many times he tried to take me to his house."
"I tried to go with my husband for a while," Mate says, "but I left him. I just did not
want him. I went back to the house of my mother."
"But why did you not want your husbands?" I ask, looking at them both.
"Because he is ugly, he has nothing fine," Mete says, "he is really without anything
fmc." She makes a face and starts laughing, the other women laugh as well.
"Yes" Jumare says. "My husband has nothing fine to him. I did not want him. I will
never follow him." She laughs as well.
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Working in the City

I leave the house with Amina and Mama half past ten in the morning. They go out
most days, usually in order to do hairstyling for payment. Amina is pregnant. I guess
that there is less than a month before she gives birth. She has a small boy, Lemi, two
years old and a girl, who is around seven years old. I find Amina to be beautiful, but she
looks older than she is. Her life has placed heavy burdens on her. She has lost two of her
children, boys who were twins. One died soon after his birth, the other was five years old
when he died. The small boy was healthy in the moming and then around noon he had
some stomach pains. He was taken very ill to the hospital in the afternoon, where he died
during that night. Loosing a child is an experience that many WoDaaBe women share.
Mama is Amina's co-wife injallirawo). Mama is a kobgal wife and Amina is a legal
wife. Their relationship is special because Amina is from a lineage that is genealogically
close to Mama's lineage. As previously stated the legal wives come usually from a
distance lineage. Some people have whispered that Amina's lineage is probably too
closely related to her husband's lineage for a legal marriage. Mama is a childless woman
{surbadjo). It was only few months ago that her husband went to her father and asked for
permission to take his wife to his house, thus concluding the marriage process that had
taken many years. The husband had taken the long and expensive trip to the bush once
before, asking for his wife, but that time the father had refused. Under such
circumstances the father does not have to give any explanation other than stating that the
time is not good. The only thing the husband can do in such as situation is to accept the
decision and try again later. It is not unusual that a husband has to go more than one time
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to try to get his wife, but it is certainly more expensive when he lives in the town, and has
to travel the long way for his father in law. People tell me that Mama cried; she did not
want to go with him. 1 look at them and think about the difference in age and experience
between her and Amina.
When we leave this morning, Amina's girl wants to follow us, but she is not allowed
to go. Other women at the homestead hold the little girl tightly until we are out of sight.
She tries to struggle and her cry follows us long after we are out of sight. We follow a
small path in to the bush behind the fenced yard. I have my backpack stuffed with my
book and embroidery, in addition to Mama's embroidery. Mama has offered to carry
Lcmi on her back, to ease a little the pregnant woman. She places him on her back, puts
cloth around him and ties it above her breasts. Mama is a small woman and cannot walk
completely straight with him on the back. It is the hottest time of the year, the sun is
high, its light burning and powerful. Mama and I hold hands and she teases me that I
could never carry Lemi on my back in this heat. She is right of course. Amina asks me if
my country is sometimes hot like this. We walk up the steep hill, and enter into human
habitat again. We are on the edge of the Katako market. A white person told me that
people call the market of Katako, "the market of thieves." The name derives from the fact
that many items sold in the market are said to be stolen and when people go through the
market they are at the risk of being robbed. In any case it is a poor people's market, and
the WoDaaBe women prefer to go there because things are less expensive than in other
markets in Niamey. We are not at the market itself, just on the edge of human habitat.
All the houses are adobe but old and in decay. As usual, little kids call after us, and I can
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see some surprise that a white women is following two WoDaaBe women. We pretend
not to notice it, as it is appropriate to WoDaaBe women to be indifferent to everything.
A young man greets me, and I almost greet him back, but Amina, reading my thoughts,
whispers; "Don't do it!" I am still learning how to behave in a proper way.
We stop on the street in front of the walls of one house. Amina asks Mama and me to
wait, while she enters in order to explain my presence. The children gather around Mama and mc, making us both kind of embarrassed. We hold hands and pretend not to notice it.
Amina comes to the port smiling, and tells us to come inside. Right within the entrance
of the house, a chair has been placed for me and for Mama. We sit down, and Amina is
next to us, working on the hair of the Hausa woman. The woman has given a child a coin
to buy me cool water in a plastic bag. The number of people that have gathered around
us, in addition to those peeking inside the doorway is almost overwhelming. I try to
follow the examiples of my friends and pretend that I don't notice it. Mama puts Lemi
down, who has been asleep, and he starts playing with the other small kids. Mama asks
for her embroidery and I take it out along with my own. Mama and I work on our cloths
while Amina braids the Hausa woman. We work almost completely in silence, just
concentrating on what we are doing. Sometimes I leave the cloth in my hands untouched
and just watch Amina working. She lets nothing distract her, neither the children
gathering around her nor her own son who tries to crawl into her arms. Someone carries
little Lemi a plate full of rice. He is told to sit down around the plate with the other small
kids and eat. He gets his own spoon and seems happy. Amina tells me to take some
photos if I like, "Are you sure it is alright?" I ask her, and she smiles. "Yes Mariyama.
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This is the house of my friend, you can take photos of everything and everyone you
want." I go around and take a few photos and sit down again. "Did you take all you
wanted?" she encourages me, "You don't have to be shy."
When she is fmished braiding the woman, Amina tells me that I better use the
bathroom before we leave, because "the bathroom in this place is without any problems."
The bathroom is fine. It is composed by two enclosures, one around a little hole in the
ground and another without a hole, intended for bathing. Amina pushes me into the one
intended for bath, after having asked me what kind of "toilet" 1 need to do. I tell her that
1 can well use the other one, but she shakes her head and tells me that this one is much
better for me. Even though I do as usually not have much privacy regarding my bodily
functions, her forethought and kindness are touching. She waits with me, so firm in her
role as my friend and caretaker. When we come out, Amina yells surprised. It is Lemi
that has caught her attention. Within the courtyard we are in, are several small houses,
each one separated from the next with a low straw mat fence. Lemi, who was starting to
feel tired and impatient, had walked uimoticed into the little yard of Amina's friend, and
started spilling the drinking water. He is wet from head to toes, and his small pants are
dripping with water. Around him and the big, now empty, water jar is a large pool of
water that he has spilled down.
Before we leave I thank Amina's Hausa friend for the hospitality. 1 thank her in
Fulfuldc, which everyone finds very impressive even though they don't understand it, but
Amina translates what I am saying. It is hot outside, and we walk inside the Katako
market. Amina tells me that this woman has been her friend for many years, and she
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regularly comes and braids her hair. "How much are you paid?" I ask. Amina shakes her
head, "I don't let her pay me for this, she is my friend, I never take payment from a friend.
Never!" She shows me coins in the hand of Lemi and laughs, "But you see she gave
Lcmi some money." Lemi opens his hand a little and shows me the treasure in his hand.
From the market we enter a little area full of small shelters, they are so small that they
cannot really be labeled houses. I feel that the place is familiar, but cannot situate it in
my mind.

"I have to braid another woman here" Amina tells me, and we walk into a

small square shaped shelter made out of thick straw mats. It is attached to an adobe
house. We enter and sit down within the small space. There are some other people
there. The darkness in the hut is so striking from the bright sunlight, that 1 only see dark
shadows.
"Do you want your embroidery?" I cisk Mama.
"No. I am tired" she tells me. We are all sweating and hot from the sun.
"Do you want some Coca-Cola Mariyama?" Amina asks. 1 tell her yes and that 1
have money to pay for it, and that 1 also want to buy for them. They do not want it, just
like to have some water. Mama sends a boy to buy Coca-Cola for the Anthropologist.
She goes out. 1 close my eyes and concentrate on the sounds around me. I hear Amina
stand up, because Lemi has pissed on the floor. She goes out, tries to find something to
wipe it up with.

She comes back in.

"It is so hot today," she says, her face dripping of sweat.
"Arc you tired?" she asks me.
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"No, I am fine" I tell her and smile, "just resting a little." Mama comes back, Amina
had sent her to buy something to eat. She is bringing a bowl full of rice.
"Besmilla" Amina announces, "move here, Mariyma. It is time to eat. I am sorry,
there is no meat." The three of us move our chairs around the bowl. We wait for a few
moments like is customary.
"You start," I tell Amina, "you are much older than I am." Amina smiles (knowing as
well as I that I am probably older) and we eat silently in the heat. The Tuareg woman
comes back, the same woman who I saw before. She starts searching at the roof of the
hut for a fake hair that she wants Amina to add to her own. I do not understand her
conversation with Amina, because they speak Hausa together. Mama braids the hair of a
young girl. The girl kneels in the dust in front of Mama. It is a painful process, and even
though the child does not cry out, I can see tears in her eyes. She moves around, and
Mama tries to put her back in place, tries to make her to sit down still. I have many times
seen young children in the bush being braided. They scream and cry, they are held
between the knees of their mothers, father-sisters or mother-sisters. Sometimes they are
struggling and crying the whole time. The women are firm and determined and do not
give in to the crying. My assistant told me that he remembers clearly when he was
braided as a child. He did not want it, and often he was so angry, that after it had been
braided he would cover his hair in sand and dirt. Mama uses the same firm technique
with this Tuareg child.
The woman wants to have a WoDaaBe hairstyle. Amina talks to me while she
carefully separates the hair of the woman in different areas to be braided. "You see
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Mariyama, she likes the hairstyle of a WoDaaBe woman. She thinks it looks better than
the Hausa hairstyle."

An old woman enters the house, takes water from a clay jar on the

floor. I move a little to the side to give her room. The flies resting on the water jar move
like a black cloud with buzzing sound. Amina has stopped talking. The old woman
leaves. We hear an angry cry, and it is little Lemi in a fight. He is sitting on the floor in
the comer of the hut and eating a dish of beans with a little girl. Both of them have
spoons, and have been eating quietly but all of sudden they will not share the food with
each other. The little girl has the plate in her hand, and tries to move it from the reach of
Lcmi. He cries, but she is firm. Amina resolves the conflict by giving Lemi a plate of his
own, and he is happy. The little girl leans over her dish, her serious eyes looking around
as though she still does not trust that someone will not try to take the plate from her.
Amina resumes braiding the woman. "You look tired" she tells me, "when I finish
here, we go back."
"Arc you finished with what you were going to do?" I ask.
"No, I was going to go to another place, but that can wait until tomorrow." I try to
protest but it is useless.
"I am also tired," Amina says. The woman whom she is braiding is young, but her
eyes are dead and cold. She looks somehow different from all other Nigerien woman that
I have known, even though I am not sure in what way. Perhaps it is just because she has
not smiled, perhaps because she has not tried to talk to me. A man comes into the hut to
sell something. They talk, and again I do not understand the conversation. I hear the
word anasara and guess that he is asking about me. The time moves slowly, and both
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Mama and I just sit down doing nothing, only watching Amina working. The man is still
there. It is hot, I sec pearls of sweat covering Mama's face and know that it is the same
with my own. The flies cover the lowest part of my shirt and my backpack. The water
jar and my backpack have black patches formed by the hundreds of flies occupying the
place. I leave them alone, not wanting a cloud of flies around me. There is a lot of traffic
going in and out this small hut, the old woman and another man come in, then go out. 1
feel tired and only look at them from the comer of my eye.
Amina has finished the hairstyling. "See how beautiful this looks" she says smiling.
The Tuareg woman looks in the mirror that Amina has handed her, but without smiling.
She looks at her sides and at the big pile of hair in the front, fixing it a little around, and I
see that this is not the first time she had this type of hair styling. Amina laughs and says,
"You see people love WoDaaBe hair."

She is correct, I have seen several times in down

town Niamey, women wearing WoDaaBe braids, or some stylized version of their braids.
It looks strange to me, and I have tried to ask some WoDaaBe why they think these
women want to style their hair like this. They don't know of course. They guess that it is
because it is beautiful.
When we leave the little hut, a man is waiting in the doorway for the Tuareg woman.
It is refreshing to step out after having been in the little hut for so many hours. The sun is
lower in the sky and thus not as hot. I look at the place around me, and I suddenly
remember when I was here last time. I was going with Akali to visit a group of
WoDaaBe who rented a small adobe house not far away. The house was old and without
electricity, but three men rented it together for their families. It cost only 7,000 CFA per
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month, and thus well affordable. In the day they could stay in the courtyard doing
artisana work and in the night they had a place to stay. I also remember that Akali did
not like to go with me there because there were so many prostitutes living in the same
area. I remember walking this road with him. He was embarrassed, and rushed through
because he felt it was not good at all to take me to that kind of places. Suddenly it
seemed obvious to me that the Tuareg woman being styled as a WoDaaBe woman was a
prostitute; the men coming and going, probably waiting for us to leave. Everything
seemed to indicate this, but still I was not quite sure. I was curious to know if I was
correct but 1 was not sure how to ask my WoDaaBe fnends this question, fearing being
offensive and wrong.
"This woman is your friend?" I ask Amina.
"Yes" she tells me, "she is my friend, I have known her for long time."
"She lives in this house?" I ask, "...this house is a little different from most houses I
have seen..." Amina becomes a little distant, smiles, like as if all of sudden she also does
not know what to say to me.
"Does she have a husband?" I ask, and Amina gives me a response after a short
silence, "No, it is only her one..." Her voice fades out, it seems as she is leaving
something unsaid.
"Is it not difficult for her not having a husband?" I ask, and Amina's distant look
grows stronger in her eyes. She looks at me, asking, "Do you know what work she does?
Or perhaps you don't know?"
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I am hesitant, "Maybe... she is a woman who sells her body...?" Amina relief is
almost surprising.
"Yes. that is what she does" she almost calls out, "You know that some women do
this, don't you? You know this." I suspect that she had feared that 1 had never known
that some women had such an occupation, and that she did not want to be the one to
explain it to me. Her relief is great, and perhaps it has also to do with the feeling of our
sharing the same world to some extent. We talk about prostitution and Amina's and
Mama's reaction to it is one of pity and disgust.
"Her house smells" Mama says.
"Yes, it is dirty" Amina says. "The children are her sisters, she herself is not able to
have children. Only God knows why. But the children are filthy too and they grow up in
this environment. You remember, Mariyama, you asked about the camel whip?" I
remember that I had wondered what it was doing there.
"She uses it on the kids, she beats them and scares them from entering into the house
when there are men with her." Amina feels that worst of all is the fact that the old
woman, the mother, knows about the whole thing. She eats the food that her daughter
cams by selling her body.
"You saw when her mother came in?" Amina asks me. "She knows about this, but
she docs not say anything." I am not sure if Amina is more shocked by the daughter
letting her mother know about her occupation or the mother for not trying to force the
daughter to change her ways. This connects of course to the WoDaaBe element of
shame, semtedum, which is so strong between parents and their children.
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What evokes my interest is why the Tuareg woman wanted her hair styled as a
WoDaaBc woman. I ask Amina about it and she tells me surprised but laughing: "Oh
that is bccausc she gets more clients this way. The clients just come and come if she
looks like she is a WoDaaBe woman. If she has Hausa hairstyle they do not come." I feel
confliscd, finding this rather distressing and ask, "Do they think that she is a WoDaaBe
woman, or do they realize that she is just having her hair that way?"
"1 am not sure." Amina responds, "I think they know she is a Tuareg, perhaps they
don't care. Didn't you hear what the man who sold the jewelry said when my friend tried
on the earrings after I had finished styling her hair?" I shake my head. "My friend [i.e.
the prostitute] asked him: 'Do I now look like a WoDaaBe woman?' and he said; "Now
you are a WoDaaBe woman'."
Dupire writes in 1960, that men of other ethnicities cannot possess a WoDaaBe
woman. WoDaaBe women are not easily obtainable because they have to conform to the
endogamous rule of marriage within their lineage, and there is a great taboo on woman
having sexual relations with someone who is not a WoDaaBe.
"That kind of woman would be worth nothing," the WoDaaBe men told me with
disgust. I have never heard about WoDaaBe women becoming prostitutes, and even
though it perhaps exists, such an occupation would unlikely be accepted by the lineage
group who holds tightly around its members. Probably nothing would be as shameful for
a lineage group as one of "their" women selling her body to "others." Thus, WoDaaBe
women arc not easily obtained in the field of sexual markets. But it did clearly not mean
that they could not be obtained, because, as other rare objects in a male dominated world.

they have to be appropriated, even though only through the imagination. The fact that
my friend was helping to create these "available" WoDaaBe women, by styling the hair
of a prostitute, knowing that this was the attraction of the clients, was surprising to me,
but 1 did not ask.
Others are not satisfied with a woman who only looks like a WoDaaBe and can be
bought to services. During my last spring in Niger, I heard that among the WoDaaBe in
Air, young Tuareg men had started to rape WoDaaBe women who were on their way to
the well to carry water for their house. This situation had never happened before, and it
was becoming so bad that the women had to go to the well accompanied by men. They
were afraid to go alone. I thought about how WoDaaBe women do not need men, and
have traditionally gone to the places they wanted to, would now become increasingly
dependent on men to protect them from other men, just like women in my own society. It
distressed me realize how much we share a world where women are sexually violated, a
world where they have to be dominated and appropriated by raping them, consumed in
almost a literate sense.
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CHAPTER 12
DANCES AS AN EXPRESSION OF SAMENESS AND OTHERNESS

According to Islamic tradition, people fast from sunrise to sunset during the month
Suuma'eruu.

Even though it is not uncommon for WoDaaBe in the bush to follow this

tradition, fasting is more dutifully done in Niamey. This is probably due to fasting in the
cit>' being less difficult (during this time of the year the workload in the bush is rather
heavy) combined with a greater interaction with a larger religious community. The
arrival of the next month (DJuuldanduu) signals the end of the fasting and is celebrated
by all people of Niamey. A festival starts the first day of the new month. People cook
and distribute their meat with the others. This is a time when people should be thinking
about God, and thus also about the poor in the streets and those who for some reason do
not have something to eat. I receive a pot with a fatty sheep leg in a sauce from one of
my neighbors. People in the street are beautifully dressed, everyone smiling and
cheerful. "Bon Fete" people call to me, when I walk to the home of some friends. Akali,
Dadi and Higi go to the large mosque in Niamey where a great crowd comes to pray.
After the praying, they come by my house in order to fetch me to the gathering of their
friends and family in Niamey. This month has also a specific significance for the
WoDaaBe; it is a month where things, usually forbidden, are allowed. Every day of the
month is thus prosperous and has luck (sa'a). This month is the time when a mother with

This month corresponds roughly to January.
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a first bom returns to her husband, and when a kobgal husband takes his wife to his home
for the first time.
WoDaaBe dance performances have become an aimual event in Niamey during this
time of the year. This particular dancing did not originate in Niamey, but has been
practiced on an irregular bases in the bush. It is irregular in the bush because it is
difficult to gather enough people to perform a dance during this time of the year, the
workload being heavy and the camps spread over a large area. In Niamey, however, the
rhythm of seasons is different, life not as much determined by seasonal fluctuations. The
dance takes place outside Niamey's sport stadium and as far as I know, it is not organized
by anyone except the WoDaaBe. The dance goes on for several days, usually starting in
the afternoon and ending when the sun sets. "Why don't they dance into the night as they
do in the bush?" I ask, and the answer I get is a practical one. Many people work as
security guards and thus have to show up for work. The reasons have probably also
something to do with being in a city full of people, where prostitutes and thieves come to
life at night, as opposed to the bush that has different kinds of danger and problems.
The day before the dance is used for meetings of different lineages of WoDaaBe to
discuss aspects in relation to the dance. The lineage fractions meet early in the afternoon
to discuss the upcoming dance. The "chief of dance, Maj-samari, (sometimes called
Sarkin-samari) emphasizes to the younger people that they have to show patience
(munyal) and to not get into conflict with members of other linages. People also discuss
payments that have to be offered by those who want to photograph the dance. These
photos are mostly, if not solely, taken by white people (anasara). The older people
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emphasize that the younger men should hand the money to them, and then they will take
carc of redistributing it later. When questioning a young BoDaaDo about this afterwards,
he told me that younger people frequently just put the money away without telling
anyone, because they know that the elders would also keep the money to themselves.
Usually the photos are taken of groups of people so ownership of the money can be hard
to determine.
In the late afternoon after a long discussion during the day, the different lineages
come together in front of the stadium. People arrive and join their own lineage, sitting
down in several small circles, each circle being constituted by a lineage fraction. When
the ftactions have discussed among themselves, each major lineage group comes together
thus forming two groups {Degere 'ul and Alidjam). Even though no one protested when I
sat down with the men at the fraction discussion, I am clearly not supposed to enter into
the discussion of the maximum lineage. Bermo asks me to sit down with him a few feet
away and rest because after all, they are only "talking." I understand, knowing that it
would be almost impossible for him to include me in this big circle, where most of the
men are strangers to me, and importantly enough do not belong to the same lineage
fraction as he. The action of including me in a meeting of WoDaaBe men from various
lineage fractions would be strange and incomprehensible for most people. I am not left to
sit down by myself. He sits down next to me and Buwa and another ftiend join us. We
watch the people discussing, talking among ourselves. The Alidjam group stands up and
walks toward the Degere'wul.
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"I am afraid of this people" Buwa confesses to me, and I ask him why. He looks at
mc almost like making sure that I am not teasing, and says, "Because they are not my
people." The two main lineages now form one large group, its members greet formally
and have a brief discussion, and then it is time for everyone to leave. The chiefs of dance
(MaJ-santari) each representing a specific lineage group, come regularly together during
the time of the dance to discuss problems and issues relating to the dance. These meetings
arc important for the dance to become a success and also to maintain cohesion within the
group and avoid embarrassing conflicts between different lineages within the ground of
Niamey.

Going to the Dance
It is the second day of the dance. The dancing has already started and we are late.
The men have gone dancing, and the sun is lower in the sky. I am with a few of my
friends outside their little hut. They are taking care of the last things before we leave.
One of the girls impatiently asks the others to hurry because we are late, we should go
before the dance is over. While the last women are finishing dressing, the others start to
arrange for us leaving. The house is a straw hut, surrounded by a huge fenced garden.
One man is a night guard at this place and he and a few families thus reside there. The
few valuable belongings are placed into a steel case and it is locked. The less valuable
things are covered with an old blanket. Two of the women carry the steel case to a house
near by, whose inhabitants have offered to keep. My clothing is arranged by the women
in order to make it look more pretty, and then we are ready to enter the public eye. We
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arc all in festival clothing. Some of the women are childless but no one wears the shirt of
a childless woman {surbadjo), which I assume has to do with the dance being in the
capital city but not in the bush. All of them, however, have the blue striped Nigerian
cloth wrapped around their waist. The embroidery is their own work and they let it face
inward to protect it from the dust and the sun. My friend, Inne, places her headscarf
around the upper part of my body. I have my own, but this time I borrowed hers. A
small object that contains a dark eyeliner is tied to one of its comers, its weight making
the cloth stay in place. lime takes my hand and we are ready to go.
The dance, held outside the Niger sport-palace, is not far away. We walk fast,
following the fragmented cement road. The sun is low, but it is hot. I can feel the heat
evaporating from the cement on the road. A few Hausa pass us on the road and shout
some remarks, which we pretend not to hear. The women whisper to me, "Don't say
anything, don't give them an answer." The sounds of clapping and dancing are clearly
audible far from the place of the dance. Small groups of people stay in front of the
dancing area, talking, resting and dressing up for the dance. We stop at its edge and
arrange our clothing for the last time. I continue almost with the same speed as before,
but Inne firmly stops me, "Slowly, Mariyama" she tells me, pulling my hand, looking
into my eyes. I look down and we walk slowly and gracefully as appropriate. We pass
groups of people watching us with curiosity. I can't help hearing Inne comment with
dissatisfaction "Look at us, to be walking for everyone to look at." I look further down,
bccausc of the sun and because I am shy to meet people's eyes.

1,11

Wc sit down in the shadow of a tree. "Would you like some water?" Inne asks me
and buys mc a small plastic bag with cool water. I bite the comer of the bag and suck the
water. We sit side by side observing the people around us. The women have gathered
on a particular spot, and wc hear laughter and occasional singing. "We should go," Inne
tells me. "They arc going to dance." Inne is a talented singer, and she often is the leader
of women's dance and singing. I stand up hesitant, and she drags me into the center of
the women's group. I do not know most of these women. The majority is dressed in dark
clothcs, far from being as spectacular and expensive as the men's clothing. Their shirts
and skirts are dark, only their headscarves arc bright. Some have a folded cloth on their
head, which gives a certain look in addition to giving protection from the sun. Many of
the women carry their youngest child on the back, the older probably playing around. A
young girl looks at me without smiling. It is hot to be surrounded by people. The women
laugh and talk and then one starts to sing. The others clap their hands, creating a
rhythmic music for the song. The fore-singer sings, and then other women, forming a
chorus (limiol) repeat her words. Occasionally, one woman breaks away from the circle,
entering into it clapping with a different rhythm, faster and stronger

Her

dance consists of moving her feet in harsh, strong movements, clapping in rhythm, not
unlike the dance movements of the men. In the men's dance there is also a breaking away
from the circle, going to its center and the joining the circle in a different place.
Someone pushes my back encouraging me to enter the circle but I move closer to
Inne. I feel shy and vulnerable, like I am in a place I should not be. I have participated in

Tliis conccpt is only used for women in this context.
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similar events in the bush and there it was natural, but this dance is taking place in the
middle of Niamey. Inne and my other friends, who have never stayed in Niamey, do not
perceive this as different from our dances in the bush. I fear that the WoDaaBe women in
Niamey, who "know" anasara will find it strange that I participate. I am sure that all
non-WoDaaBe feel that way. Thus, I am standing in the middle of the women's circle,
feeling rather like a fool, dressed like a WoDaaBe woman, but so different in other ways
(my very light skin, and rather blond hair), and just praying that someone (white!) who
knows me does not come by. However, at the same time, I am with my friends and as
such I do belong just as much inside the circle as outside it where I know no one, I lean
closer to Irme, taking comfort and satisfaction in being with her.
The dance of the women did not last for a long time and never became strong and
powerfiil. It started, went on for a while then suddenly the women seemed to lose
interest, and the dance dissolved. People leave in different directions, but most go to see
the dance of the men. The previous day, the women also started to dance, but that dance
also just lasted for a very brief time. During the following days, the women tried to
dzince a few times, and then they stopped, thus fading into the role of observers. The
WoDaaBe men do not observe them dancing. Other spectators come and look at the
dance for a few moments before moving on to see the men's dance, where people have to
push their way around to see something. Thus, no one observes the women's dance,
while people surround the male's dancers; an audience constituted mostly by WoDaaBe
men and women, but also Hausa, Tuareg and Westerners. Perhaps the female dancers
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somewhat loose interest when there is no one to perform in front of because this dance is
so much a performance.
I am with the women, meaning that men generally do not approach me. The
exceptions are those men who belong to the same lineage group as the women I am with.
Only those from same lineage and who know me well greet or talk to me. Inne, Nasara
and I go to the circle of the male dancers and we push our way through so we get so close
that we almost touch the dancers back. The dancers are doing a rume rume, probably the
most popular dance. In rume rume, they form a regulated circle, the men standing side
by side. The dance starts with a fore-singer (he is called limtowo), who sings a limtoL
meaning that he sings alone and then moments before his voice fades out, the whole
group (his djabobe) in the circle will start singing as well {djab'/gii)- This chorus does
not repeat his words as in the song of the women. Then the dance starts for real. The
dancers start moving sideways (gozul), clapping {hello) to create a rhythm for the dance.
Sometimes one or even three danccrs enter the circle (nat/g'ii fagere), clapping in a faster
rhythm than the other dancers. For those observing the dance (rarobe) there is a
constant struggle to stay in one's place, people push, try to get in the front and thus
preventing the smaller ones in the back from seeing. At best you see the dancers back
and glimpses into the circle. It is hot because people stand so close together. Inne is
persistent and never leaves the hold on my hand.
It is always interesting to look at who is within the circle. Usually it is inhabited by
the chiefs of dance {Maj-samari'en), some other males, in addition to one or two
Westerners. This time there are three Westerners situated in the circle. A man with dark
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mustachc in shorts, with a huge WoDaaBe hat on his head. I start to stare at his white legs
overgrown with dark hair, and they look strange to me because it has been a long time
sincc I have seen a white man naked like this (only afterward do I think about how
strange this must look to my WoDaaBc-women friends). A woman keeping close to him
is wearing the skirt of the sexually available woman (surbadjo), having the same kind of
WoDaaBe hat as the man. They both look almost as embarrassed standing there, like
they do not knowing what to do, just holding on to each other. The third person has
clearly nothing to do with them, carefully posing himself away from them. He is smiling,
standing with his back very straight, full of confidence like I would imagine an explorer
from the past would look like. The smile never leaves his face, he takes endless numbers
of photos with an ordinary camera and a video camera. He has paid his price for these
photos and no one protests. Everyone knows that an anasara equals money.
In some instances, a woman will enter the circle possessed by spirits, thus said to
have a bori. 1 see one and one woman outside the circle that walks as drunk, dragging
their feet, unable to keep balance, usually supported by a woman fnend. A woman is
lying in the dust, vomiting. "Ugh" say the people around me, looking away from her.
"WTiat is wrong with her?" 1 ask Inne and she tells me that she has bori. "Will she be
allright?" I ask, and someone points to me that her fnend is on her way to attend to her. I
see one woman enter the circle of the dancing men, and it is strange to observe because
usually the women avoid men, at least to be alone in their presence. But her eyes are
blank; she lifts her hands and waives them in rhythm to the song. The movement is
expressionless and monotonous. Sometimes she falls almost down, but finally managing
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to balancc herself. The men ignore her, everyone ignores her. All of sudden the dance
and the song are over. She stops dancing, hides inside her headscarf and with her head
facing the earth, she quickly disappears.
I hear people talk about me behind my back. Some do not know who I am and talk
simply about the anasara while others say, "Oh, it is this woman, Mariyama...fTom the
house of Kala'i." Others ask Inne about me. Two small boys run in front of me in the
thin space between the audience and the dancers. One stops and looks at me and says,
"You see this white woman!" The other one who knows me well, smiles to me and says,
"This is only Mariyama." I smile to him surprisingly grateful, feeling that he knows that
I am a real person with a name.
The dance is over when the sun sets. It is twilight when I walk home with the small
group of people from "my" lineage. I am holding Inne and Nasara's hand. One of my
male friends is teasing me, saying "Well Mariyama, lets now go home," meaning that we
should go together to his place. The girls laugh when 1 say participating in the joke; "I
don't have time now... you have to be patient...." It is dark when we reach the small hut.
Dro draws out a straw mat for me, I sit down looking into the darkness while people
change clothing.
During the next days, I come to the dance everyday. Sometimes 1 arrive late because
I try to do other work, such as going to the libraries. I never arrive alone. Just as men are
hesitant to approach me when 1 am with women, so are the women hesitant to approach
me if I am with a man. When I arrive with a man, only the women who know me very
well approach me. The age of the man is also important; if he is young other men
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approach me without hesitation. If he is older, the men are more restrained in talking to
me. If I stand alone, men are not shy to talk to me regardless of whether they know me
or not. Once when looking at the dancers, one BoDaaDo greets me, I am not sure that I
know him. "Follow me into the bush, and 1 will then marry you?" he asks me, his face
serious, but 1 know this joke well enough.
"Do you have a great deal of cows?" I ask.
"Yes" he says and smiles a seducing smile.
"How many?"
"I have five" he responds. I shake my head, "I am sorry, only when you have six will
I marr>' you."
He quickly adds, "I think I can get one habanaya (loan cow) from my fnend."
"Alright " I say, "then I will follow you." He thinks for a moment what to do about
this change of mind on my part, and says then like disappointed, "You know I am afraid
of Akali. He will follow us and beat me."
"No, no" 1 say, "he does not mind."
"He does mind" he repeats, "He does mind, I think it is better that I leave." We both
laugh, and he takes my hand again as an expression of friendship.

Classification of Dance performances among the WoDaaBe

During this week of dancing, the division of the world into "us" and "other", so
significant in WoDaaBe culture, became strongly manifested. The dualism was reflected
in both the external and internal dynamic of WoDaaBe. I had previously in the bush
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observed that dance was both important as a symbol of sameness and as expressing
Otherness within the WoDaaBe society. The new context, a dance in the city, helped me
to understand better these conflicting and contradictory dimensions of the dance.
The classification of different dances within WoDaaBe culture has to be realized in
order to understand how the dance demonstrates both ideas of sameness of the WoDaaBe
and their difference. The dynamics of the DjulDe dance gathering can thus only be
understood by placing it in the context of classification of dance gatherings. The idea of
inclusion-excliasion is a central element in WoDaaBe classification of dance gatherings.

Table 12.1. Classification of Dances.
Fidjo (a^eneral term over dance)

( WoDaaBe)

Lanjel/Som'more
1

Follere
1

Ganka/DaDo
1+2

(Outsiders and WoDaaBe)

Cure Sallee
1+3

Commercial dance
1+3

1 = Rume rume (sometimes called Fidjo or Dossa), Yake, Ala (this dance was more
practiced in the past).
2= Gerewol, dance requiring special outfit, usually involving lineage competition.
3= sometimes there is dance similar to Gerewol. It is not a true Gerewol because it is
done on request and differs in some aspects from the "true" Gerewol.
The classification of dance gatherings in WoDaaBe society is, in my view, based on
the type of social relationship rather than the type of dance. This is demonstrated in that
the same kind of dances are being practiced within all these different gatherings. The
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Gerewol dance is an exception to this. The social distance between the participants in the
dance is the key element in characterizing one type of social gathering as different from
another type.
The basic differentiation that I identified as guiding how dances were classified were:
a) the gathering takes place only within the WoDaaBe society itself, (organized by
them and in general lacking other people than WoDaaBe); and
b)

members of different ethnic groups participate in the gathering.

The commercial dances and Cure Sallee are relatively recent types of gatherings.
Dances upon request are not necessarily a very recent phenomena, because during
colonial time, WoDaaBe were asked to perform dances. My point here is that it is
interesting that the commercial dances and Cure Sallee are not categorized with the other
types of dance gatherings but placed apart.
The Lanjel/Som'omre are classified as different from Follere and Ganka the former
being a dance of people of the same kinship group. The Follere and Ganka are thus
dances of people from different lineage groups, thus involving Other-WoDaaBe and UsWoDaaBe (i.e., "us" and "others" within the WoDaaBe). Follere is different from
Ganka/DaDo because it does not have the Gerewol dance. The Ganka/DaDo indicates
an element of social relation, whereas the competition and rivalry between linage groups
is highlighted in the Gerewol dance. As such it is logical to place the Follere (people
from different lineage groups but no competition) as mediator between the Lanjel (people
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of same kinship group, no competition) and Ganka (people from different lineage groups,
compcting)7^

Table 12.2. Division of Dance Gatherings

First phase of classification
(etiinic differentiation)

Dance
1
1
WoDaaBe

Second phase of classification |
(differentiation based
"Us"
on lineage affiliation)

WoDaaBe and "others'

"internal-others" (i.e. other WoDaaBe
lineages).

As table 12.2. shows, the dance gathering is first classified on the basis of the
presence of "external" ethnic groups, and secondly on the basis of the presence of
"other" linages.
This table suggests that neither Cure Sallee nor commercial dances are seen as
belonging to Lanjel, Follere and Ganka, because they involve other ethnic groups. The
Cure Sallee is the gathering of diverse lineages involving all kinds of dancing, but it is
seen as different from the gerewol dance because the government organizes it. It
involves official visits of government officers, selling of food by house, and people
coming to observe the dance. Commercial dance is characterized by being done for nonWoDaaBe, on request for payment. The WoDaaBe organize the Djuulde dance in

The term Follere is frequentiy used in daily use as same as Lanjel. This is not a correct use, according to my
infomnants, because Follere involves the participation of diverse WoDaaBe linage groups but Lanjel involves only one
lineage group.
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Niamey but it is performed within a multi-ethnic city where people come and look. Also,
the money which whites are willing to pay for photos is seen as important in the dance.
However, the Djuulde dance is really somewhat an exception because even though it is
done cvcr>' year in Niamey, it is also occasionally done in the bush, then meaning a dance
during this particular month. Both during Cure sallee and for commercial dancing,
people can ask for a Gerewol performance. The Gerewol, however, is in this setting
deprived of its social meaning, it is simply done to show how it is done, but it is not
considered to be a "true" Gerewol by the WoDaaBe.
Hence, we have different dance gatherings, classified as different because they
involve gradual degrees of Othemess:
1). The division of Lanjel

vs.

Follere and Ganka = based on the presence of

"others" within the WoDaaBe group, i.e., other WoDaaBe linages.
2). The division of Lanjel, Follere, and Ganka vs. Cure Sallee and commercial
dancing = based on the presence of "others," i.e., those outside the WoDaaBe society,
other ethnic groups.

Ethnic performance celebrating sameness
I previously pointed out that within WoDaaBe society the multi-ethnic dance
gatherings are conceptualized differently than those where WoDaaBe are the majority of
the people present. The dance gatherings that involve ethnic "others"(non-WoDaaBe) are
separated from WoDaaBe-gatherings with different terms. It is important in this context.
to look at how the experience of the participants differs when other ethnicities are a part
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of the event. I find Mette Bovin's discussion of ethnic performance to be useful and
appropriate in this context. Bovin has pointed out that ethnic performance is one way of
many for a group to express their ethnicity. She defines ethnic performance as:

"a public performance involving a number of ritualized (and non-ritualized)
activities- (...)- on a single stage at a specific time, by an ethnic team of actors, in front
of an audience" (Bovin 1974/1975:459).

She stresses the important point that, "the performance is ethnic in that the actors
express a particular ethnic identity by participating in the performance, and the spectators
perceive the performance as being ethnic in nature" (Bovin 1974/1975:459). In a
multiethnic country such as Niger, people are in constant interaction with members of
other ethnicities. Ethnic performance, along with other factors, is important in
maintaining ethnic boundaries between groups.
I want to add to Bovin's definition that the ethnic context of the performance is also
important, making the performance carry a somewhat different social significance for
those present. Thus, I find it important to distinguish between an ethnic performance that
is done for and by the ethnic group itself and ethnic performance that has its primary
purpose in "entertaining" an audience.

In the former, there is often no sharp distinction

between the performer and the audience. If there is one, it is based on gender and/or age
but not ethnic classification. In a performance conducted for an ethnic Other, there is a
clear division of an audience and the performers. Also, the performance is often solely
done because of an audience. Examples, of such ideal types would be:
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1) A gathering of young men after an annual lineage festival (worso) to perform a
dance (no benefits involved, the audience fluid).
2) A paid dance performance (the audience is clearly marked, the performance is
done for economic benefits).
It should be noted that in both forms, the performance is meaningful to the performer
as well as to the audience. It is just the social environment that differs and the
relationship between those who are present. In the first type, there is no
conceptualization of ethnic others, while in the second type, there is a division into "us"
and "others" based on ethnic lines. In the first typ)e, it is possible that people seen as
cthnic others are present or involved, but their ethnicity is without significance. Thus, the
latter type of performance (ethnic performance in the context of ethnic others) is more
important for the drawing and maintaining of boundaries between ethnic groups. The
former is still also "ethnic" in the sense that in many cases it supports and enforces (as the
latter type) the sense of ethnicity within the group. Thus, all ethnic performances are
important for ethnicity, but those performed in a multi-ethnic context are more conscious
markers of ethnic boundaries. The context has thus a specific meaning to the
participants, and to the observers.
If I refer back to my own experience, it can be observed that the different ways which
WoDaaBc related to me during the dance in Niamey was clearly affected by length of
their stay in the city. The longer people have stayed in Niamey, the more strongly they
conccptualize the dance as an exclusive WoDaaBe performance, in which an audience of
other ethnicities has a specific role. As a part of the audience, one is expected to take
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photos and pay for them, the white spectators do perhaps dress up in WoDaaBe clothing
bccause they want to appear WoDaaBe.'^ Thus, a sharp line is drawn between the roles of
the WoDaaBe and the non-WoDaaBe within the context of the performance. The
WoDaaBe (such as Inne and Nasara) who have not often experienced a dance in a multi
ethnic context simply saw the "audience" as a tiresome distraction rather than finding
people of other ethnicities as having a particular role. As their friend, I was welcome,
and as someone who has stayed in their house, I was expected to participate in similar
ways to them. I was expected to dress up as they would (i.e., they did not want me to
dress that way in order to look like a WoDaaBe, but because they wanted me to look nice
and they feel of course that their own "ethnic" dress is nice).
I suspect that for those WoDaaBe who have stayed in Niamey for a long time and
have extensive relationship with other ethnic groups, the festival is a positive and
valuable opportunity to express the meaning of their ethnicity to themselves and to
others. It shows that being a WoDaaBe has distinctive traditions, which attract
prestigious people such as the whites. People, who in the day wander around the streets,
selling tea, water, or jewelry, gather with their lineage group in their best clothing,
experiencing a sense of belonging and self-worth.

The Djuulde dance is thus a

celebration of common identity of the WoDaaBe. It is a demonstration of strength and
the living tradition of a group who call themselves WoDaaBe.
However, another dynamic co-exists with the showing of WoDaaBe unity. Not
demonstrated on the surface or in the interaction between audience and performance is
It is perhaps interesting to observe the way in which different ethnicitics have different roles in the performance. Even
though it is seen as nattirai foT anasara to have pieces of WoDaaBe clothing and jewelry, I think it would be considered
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that the WoDaaBe are only in a certain context one coherent group. In other contexts, the
WoDaaBe are constituted by different people, having different "nature" and traditions.
When the lineages had no audience or interacted unobserved by the audience, the values
strongly manifested were ones of difference and disputes. The preparation before the
dancc and the separated meeting of different lineages, was part of creating cohesion and
strength within each group. As I have demonstrated, these meetings took place on
several levels, beginning with the lineage fractions, and then ending in a meeting of the
two major lineage groups. The older men emphasized to the younger ones that they
should show patience and not get into conflict with those from other lineage groups even
though they had some past grievances, for the reason that such a behavior would be
detected by the other ethnicities, and reflect badly on the WoDaaBe as a group.
A scene from the meeting of the two lineages in front of the stadium one day prior to
the dance, symbolizes somewhat the difference that is found within the WoDaaBe.
People are grouped in two separate circles based on lineage affiliation. The members of
the Alidjam stand up from discussing among themselves. They are dressed in their best
clothing, many carrrying swords. They walk slowly to the members of the other lineage
{Degere'«/) who stand up and wait for them. I am observing this with my friends when
one of them says to me "I am afraid of this people," then referring to the Alidjam lineage
group. I ask why, and he tells me; "these are not my people." The dance is thus a
demonstration and celebration of the ethnicity of WoDaaBe, a celebration of sameness, of
common WoDaaBe ethnicity. However, it also involves a complicated interaction

odd if a Hausa or Tuareg were wearing these clothes.
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between the different linages of WoDaaBe where the underlying themes are competition
and "otherness." Thus, we both have an element of celebration of common ethnic
identity (shown to the outside) and the enforcement of difference within that group
(taking place through internal interaction) in the same performance.
.Another example of this complicated interaction can be given. An influential person,
who I will simply call Gorko, observed a wealthy white man dropping by at the dance.
The man went right to a few dancers who were preparing themselves and took a few
photos of them. When he was about to leave, the dancers requested payment for having
their photos taken. The man refused and became angry. He walked, finally, up to Gorko
who stood next to these people and handed him 10,000 CFA without saying anything,
then went back into his car and left. Gorko. however, was from a different lineage than
the dancers whom the photo had been taken of. The dancers became angry with Gorko
for taking the money they felt they had earned. Gorko was very pleased with the whole
incident, telling me that this man clearly did not like the other lineage, and he probably
felt that Gorko's lineage was much better. I suspected that part of the pleasure was that
the white man had demonstrated his preference for Gorko (and thus Gorko's lineage) over
the dancers from the other lineage. However, I also susp)ected that the white man had
simply not realized that these individuals were from different rival lineages. When the
man saw that that he was in trouble because of the photos, he probably searched out a
person who looked like having some authority (and Gorko looked like a high ranking
person), and just gave that person the money in order to ft^e himself from further
disputes.
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Yet another example can be mentioned. I am at the dance, holding hine's hand. I
observe people and say aloud that almost all the people 1 know the names of are from two
lineage fractions. Inne looks at me without interest like she is stating the obvious, "That is
bccause this is your house." Even though she tells me this casually, I put a strong
meaning to it, and perhaps also more so bccause it comes from a woman, but they have a
different connection to their lineage than men (as discussed in the previous chapter).
These people are not only my friends, but they are my "house.A house is not only a
place that someone stays but a space that is loaded with obligations and relationships.
The house is thus a place that I belong to, the place which "owns" me somehow. I
observed earlier that when men from different linages said something to me, Inne almost
pulled me away, not wanting me to speak to these "other" people. She is proud of her
house, and it is not really proper for a WoDaaBe woman to be standing in a crowd talking
to a man from another lineage. She pulls me away because these people are not part of
my house (lineage). Perhaps at the moment of the dance, more than other moments, I
understand that for people like Inne, I would be leaving my house if I decided to study
other WoDaaBe groups by staying with them for extensive periods. I think that the
action would only be comprehensible in the context that I was leaving my house, like a
legal wife, in order to belong to "other" people in another place.
Being a WoDaaBe is thus a experience with many facets. Only on the outside does it
appears simple and smooth, while on inside it depends upon relations with various levels
of other people, both within the WoDaaBe and ethnicities on the outside.

Wuro and suudu (different terms for house) are often used to refer to lineage fraction.
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CHAPTER 13
DESIRE AND IDENTITY IN A MULTI-ETHNIC CONTEXT

"A hama beiado amma a hamata mo koDei"

This proverb states that someone who is hungry can be made full, while someone
who has koDei will never get enough. The term koDei can perhaps best be described as
desire or even greed in English, referring to the longing for something. Someone who
has koDei can desire physical things, such as women, food or riches, but also intangibles
like power and prestige. KoDei can also be used in a less strong sense. A person can
have koDei for food but not be characterized by greed in any other context. A person can
love and desire a woman deeply and thus be said to have koDei for her.
In WoDaaBe society such feelings or desires are evaluated as negative aspects of the
person's personality. Someone having koDei is likely to become a thief, cheater or
murderer. Thus, in some sense, someone who has koDei can be seen as the antithesis to
the person who follows the road of mbodagansi, the former being characterized by greed,
the latter by sufficiency and reserve. The person who is a true WoDaaBe is not selfish
and needy but moderate, sufficient, and generous. Someone compliments such a person
for the necklace s/he carries and s/he takes it from his/her neck and says, "You can have
it." The heart of this person does not lead her/him toward desire and thus not toward
strong feelings and inappropriate conduct.
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I ask, in order to increase my understanding of the concept, if it is possible for
someone to have koDei for cows? If so, is koDei then also a negative form of desire?
These questions are clearly not relevant to those I ask, at least, nor found to be very
interesting. The WoDaaBe, of course, want cows and strive toward taking care of their
animals, because after all, are they not herders and does the cow not provide them with
what they need? Perhaps someone who starves his own family because he does not want
to sell his cows has koDei in relation to his cows, but would likely just be described as
crazy or unintelligent. KoDei is thus not relevant in describing people's relation to their
cows, unless for purely theoretical speculations.
Further demonstrating the negative view that is placed on desire in a WoDaaBe
society is the term djii 'Do huu 'unde, translating as the "lover of things." The djii 'Do
huu 'unde is a person who desires to own and appropriate objects. This is a person who
places greater value on dead objects than on the social relationships surrounding him.
Such an individual is thus more concemed about his own material wealth than the
solidarity and prosperity of his bandirabe, his lineage group. As the one who has koDei,
the djii 'Do huu 'unde seems to be an antisocial person, who does not follow the road of
mbodagansi.
For some WoDaaBe, an elderly WoDaaBe man tells me, the city has led to the
strengthening of their koDei. Having been spoiled by the city, some men develop desire
for objects and money. Their hankali, the rules of appropriate behavior that they learned
as young children, have been spoiled as well. He tells me in this context that these men
do not share their wealth with their other WoDaaBe friends, but only keep it to
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themselves. They don't care that some WoDaaBe are poor and have not been as lucky as
them. In addition, their methods of gaining clients are indecent because they follow
anasara people down the streets trying to get them to buy their objects. Hence, they have
adopted the way of the "others" to interact with people, a way that is utterly nonWoDaaBe.
What makes this observation even more interesting is the fact that the man telling this
to me is a jewelry maker himself who has had some engagement with anasara (white
people). I had observed him desiring wealth, and trying to gain it from the anasara.
Still, this does not make his comment invalid, since many share this thought. My friend
Akali frequently expressed concern about the danger of corruption of WoDaaBe
solidarity due to the element of money, and especially the development of lack of co
operation facing people during these difficult times. "WoDaaBe are few," he says. "We
should stay together, share with each other, be happy for the success of each other
because such is the way of not only mbodagansi, our tradition, but also the right conduct
for God."
Such a path is not easily followed. I am often guilty of not doing the right things in
relations to others. My main problem is a lack of working space and time. 1 need to do
certain things to complete my research and my frustration increases because I have
people napping and dining at my place in Niamey every day. The frustration increases
when I have to postpone trips to important places in the city in order to play host at home.
"Yaku munyar is the advice of Akali, who can detect my frustration. He explains that
munyal is like meat that is difficult to chew, and thus you have to chew it slowly and
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carefully. Because of that, WoDaaBe use the expression yaku munyal, chew munyal. I
have to do this in order for people to like me and want to help me with my research, to
make them feel good in my company. I have to keep my feelings under control, never
show impatience, tiredness or irritation at being disturbed. Briefly, I should suppress my
djikkii. Djikku is an interesting term, describing something we call character but seems at
the same time to be referring to the expression of feelings.^'' All people thus have djikku,
found inside people's heart. The term increased my understanding of the general rule of
being in WoDaaBe society, especially the fact that someone's djikku should be
suppressed. When I cry, it is my djikku that "stands up," that is my character rising to the
surface. People have different kinds of djikku, but all have in common the need to try to
gain control over it.
The city provides a fertile earth for the development of koDei. Even though the
WoDaaBe stay together, the city does mark a break of life from the bush. A son is
separated from the guidance and authority of his father, the wife still under his authority
but is separated from the elderly women and men, who can turn their efforts toward the
nganayka koltal, the cultivation of their outer appearance, as phrased by FCala'i when
reflecting on the young men in the bush. The city offers new things and new temptations,
along with a knowledge that is different from that held by ones father. As Akali tells me,
a man who respects his father, and thus follows the lawul fiilfulde, should never
contradict his father even though the father is talking about something about which the
son knows better. Only little by little without ever challenging the fathers authority and

'• Stcnning uses "charactcr" to describe the term djikku
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experience, should the son try to educate his father. KoDei is also desire for power over
other people, of standing above others. A young man tells me that he wants to leam new
things, to leam to read and to write, travel and see different things. He adds that he
would still make his heart indifferent to it. If not, he could develop koDei to these new
experiences, wishing for more, some things that would never be fulfilled.

The Dances
The colonial government and the present day African governments request the
WoDaaBe to dance for various "folkloric" displays, as well as for tourists and visiting
guests (Bumham 1994;xii). These performances are conducted for various occasions,
such as cultural festivals, for development institutions or even private gatherings of the
rich (and usually white). At Niger's independence, a group of WoDaaBe performed
dances at the festival in 1959. One European observer describes the dance in the
following way: "All of those who were present, both black and white, agreed on
pronouncing that this were the most amazing people they had ever seen."'' (1ST: Wenek
n.d.:7). The WoDaaBe are seen as attractive people, "good" to look at, and as decoration
items for gatherings having to do with "high" culture. It is impossible to say when the
interest of the whites in the dances of the WoDaaBe started, but it probably dates to the
early colonial period. Old WoDaaBe tell stories of white people coming into the bush
and asking for dance performances as well vague stories of individuals that traveled to far
away places to show dances.
"Tous ceux qui etaient pr^ents Noir ct Blancs. ont ete d'accord pour d^larer que c'etaient les gens les plus ctonnant
qu'ils aicnt jamais vu" (1ST: Wenek n.d.:7).
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"If white people came, they asked for the hakkimidjo, and people took them to
hakkimidjo.They would tell him that they wanted to take photos of people dancing.
Hakkimidjo went and gathered people and then white people came and took all the photos
they wanted and paid some money for it" (tape transcript (3)September 1997).
Today, the interest in the dance has been growing, especially in the former colonial
power France but also in other former colonial powers as well, such as Belgium and
Holland. In addition, an attempt has been made to take a large dance group to the United
States but without success.^' Often the same people, having established a cotuection
with whites, go again and again to dance trips in different countries. Even though many
WoDaaBe from various lineages desire to go on such a trip, most of those who participate
in paid performances (both in Niamey and abroad) are those who have something to do
with the artisana work. This is probably because they have more contact with whites and
arc more visible as "real" WoDaaBe due to their work in an identity-related product.
Obviously, it would be harder for a BoDaaDo in torn dirty work clothing, carrying water,
to get such an assignment, than a BoDaaDo who has a shop selling distinctively marked
WoDaaBe products, specially directed toward pleasing the client.
The dances, both at home and abroad, are not well paid, but they can provide an
important opportunity to gain a lot of money. Part of the dance exhibition for a
BoDaaDo is the fact that it also involves an opportunity to sell the artisana work and
other "traditional" WoDaaBe items, especially during dance trips to foreign countries.

"" Hakkimidjo has the same meaning as ardo, referring to the traditional authority of the WoDaaBe. In colonial times

this was the highest authority found within the WoDaaBe group itself.
I have this information from the WoDaaBe themselves, but as far as I know no dance groups have been in the US to
show dances.
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These sales can give considerable income, thus providing the opportunity for improving
the conditions of life considerably. The problem, however, is having something to sell.
Those who arc lucky can buy silver jewelry which, even though not made by WoDaaBe
(it is made by Tuareg), can give good income. People who can, sell even one or two
cows in order to have money to buy things to sell in the rich countries. Prior to a
particular dance trip, for the same reason people collect all kinds of personal items to sell,
such as their clothing, swords, jewelry, hats, and dance decoration items. I saw people
give up items that they have earlier told me that they wanted their sons to inherit and
which they themselves have inherited from their fathers. It is because they feel that they
cannot afford to resist the money that they can get for these items. During the two years I
stayed in Niger my friend Sollare wanted the valued surbadjo top. She acquired it from
her friend who had just become pregnant,^" a half-made top that I helped her to finish.
She was proud and beautiful in it, but after only a month gave it up to be sold. She did
not really want to, but was pressured by her grandmother and her mother who desperately
needed money. Another friend a man around thirty, showed me his deDo, the leather
skirt that men use for dance. He had nothing more valuable than this, he told me, because
in it are embodied memories of his life as a young man. He wanted his young son to get
it, but one year later he handed it over to a friend going to Holland to dance, merely
asking him to sell it for a high price.
The dance itself has to be adapted to the needs of the market. Thus, a paid
performance has several characteristics that cannot be found in a dance done for the
And thus could no longer use it. This top is only used by surbadjo (woman without child) because as the WoDaaBe
explain, it is not beautiful for a woman with sagging breasts (i.e.. one who has had child) to wear them.
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performers' enjoyment. Dances (except the yoke) usually take place with the dancers
forming a circle facing inwards. As I have previously described, the observers are
located outside the circle, even though the elders, controlling the dance and some
outside-observers are within the circle. In a commercial dance, however, people perform
the dance by lining up and facing the audience. This changes the dance to an act of paid
performance for "others," not necessarily done on the initiative or longing of the dancers
themselves. Secondly, those having children old enough to participate in the dance
usually do not dance themselves. In commercial dance gatherings, however, this rule is
broken, and it is seen as acceptable that a father and a child dance at the same time.
Finally, women do not dance with men in non-commercial dances, but have dances that
are separate from the dances of men. This rule can be seen as just a reflection of the
strong gender separation in WoDaaBe society. I have read about men and women
dancing together in other areas of Niger, and when asking those WoDaaBe I know about
it, they were sure that it had to be paid performance, because dance could not be "true"
with both men and women participating.*^ When asking people why they would include
both age groups and genders in the commercial dances, I was told that it really did not
matter as this was not a true dance anyway. In addition, the whites like to have it done
like this.
It might be expected that those who get the opportunity of going to the western
countries and selling many products would then become wealthy and powerful. That
seems, however, usually not to be the case. Even though it is hard to gain information

This could still reflect a lack of knowledge of other group's traditions.
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from people regarding how much money they gained and how they spent it,^ some
patterns can be observed. The typical dancer who returns from such a trip is a young
male now wearing fancy shoes, pants and coat, and holding a large radio under his arm,
all of which he has obtained in the foreign country. If he is lucky, he has earned a
considerable amount of money, and should thus be able to buy cows. If he behaves
according to the correct rules of conduct he will, of course, be generous with his relatives
(bandirabc), but a great deal of the money seems to go into consumption items, such as
tea, fancy clothing, expensive turbans, batteries and jewelry. The animal which I have
observed as usually being bought first for this profit is the camel, i.e., an animal that is
not of as great use to the home as many other animals but desired by young males as a
source of prestige and to facilitate visits etc. Finally, when the money is all finished the
radio is sold for a small price. In the end, he is perhaps one or two cow richer than
before, but in some cases he has nothing more than prior to taking the trip.
What I am picturing here is a type, of course, and people's experiences obviously
differ. Some people manage to make investments with their products such as the two
men I mentioned previously, who used the money from the dance to get a house for the
artisana objects (these men had also been able to invest in silver prior to the trip). Others,
however, have worse stories to tell. One man had three times in the recent past made
such trips to foreign countries, every time buying radios and consumption items. His
incomc had never been sufficient for anything else. It was only after the last trip that he

People arc not willing to share this information with other WoDaaBe from the same lineage, and thus obviously not
very willing to share it with mc, even though some people gave me truthful information.
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managed to buy one cow, but had to sell it within one year to cover debts that he had
accumulated.
Those who organize such trips seem reluctant to give out information regarding
simple factors such as when the trip will take place, for how long, what time the travelers
will return, how many performances will be conducted, etc. A friend of mine, whose
home is in the bush, took his two wives with him to Niamey because he had not received
information regarding when to leave or how long he could expect to stay in the foreign
country. He waits a long time in Niamey before finally getting information regarding the
group departure time. He then asks me whether he can tell his wives that they can go to
me to borrow money for basic necessities, i.e., if he stays longer than he suspects. He has
given them some money, but is afraid that perhaps the trip will take a long time, and they
will not have enough for food. Other people from the same lineage are also going, thus
in the same situation, and there is little extra money to borrow fix>m the rest of the lineage
because it has been spent on items to buy in the foreign country. "You should ask how
long the trip takes," I tell my friend, but he is afraid to do so, both because he does not
find it a polite thing to do, and probably also because he fears his question could be taken
as a sign of dissatisfaction and could thus be dismissed from the team. When he leaves
he docs still not know how long he will stay.
When his group returns a month later, they all look gray and very tired, as if they
have aged two years during this brief time. The explanation is simple: they have been
performing everyday (except for two days) since they left. Sometimes there is one
performance per day, sometimes two. "That is a lot of work," I say hesitantly, not feeling
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good about this. Another friend who did not go with this group, but has previously been
on such a trip says, "Well this is nothing, once when I went, we were taken straight from
the airport to perform at some place. Sometimes we had to perform two or three times
per day." They did not verbalize any complaints. How could they? Many people do not
realize that those who recruite people to perform dances are highly paid individuals who
do not have to pay the cost of the dance from their own pocket. The WoDaaBe in many
cases do not realize that it is not purely altruistic goals that are at work. Infrequently,
some edge of criticism can be detected. One such incident had to do with photographs.
Interestingly enough, those who organize the dance abroad also own the rights over all
photographs taken of the performance,*^ selling such photos for a high price to the
visitors. One man told me that he had seen a photo of himself and really wanted it. He
offered to buy it from the organizer who said it would be given to him later. "But she
never did" he tells me and smiles dryly.
In many cases, the WoDaaBe expectations are high for the trip, without accurate
information of what the selling opportunities will be like. The group, I discussed
previously, returned a month later, many deeply disappointed. They had originally been
told that the tour would take at least two months and that there would be plenty of
opportunities to sell their artisana objects, but the trip took only one month and the selling
opportunities where not as great as people had expected. The majority of the dancers
came back with most of their items, especially their own hand made jewelry and the
silver jewelry they had bought. A great deal of time went into sorting the things out.
According to my understanding, photos are taken of the dancers by the team recruiting the dancers and
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since most people had taken with them to sell objects belonging to other WoDaaBe not
travelling. A huge pile of jewelry had to be separated and the owners of each product
identified.
In spite of such an outcome, the WoDaaBe in Niamey generally desire to get into
contact with anasara. This especially applies to the men. As poor p>eople from all
ethnicities, they realize that anasara are the road to prosperity. An anasara friend will
mean gifts, perhaps a job with a stable income. It can lead to an opportunity to dance
performances in a foreign country and earn a lot of money. The anasara are powerful,
hard to get close to, and hard to please in the long run. Many of the artisana makers try to
make fiiends with tourists and other Westerners (development workers and Peace Corps
volunteers) to get them to take jewelry to sell in their native country. Contact with
anasara provides one with various possibilities. "This is strange," an old man said in the
bush but not really talking to me. "Before, I thought WoDaaBe had no real interest in
white women, but now I see that if ten white women came looking for men, then they
would be grabbed as fast as possible and fewer would get such a woman than wanted."
I am repeatedly told stories of WoDaaBe males who have married anasara women,
sometimes with hopeful smiles, but these narratives also form a criticism of "my" people
which cannot be said in plain words, thus indicating the dimensions of power which we
all know are present. These stories have always the same structure: a WoDaaBe man
marries a white woman, she stays with him, gives him gifts and cows, only to later leave
and never be seen or heard from again. These stories evoke interesting images of a

then sold to spectators.
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dominant theme in Western culture of the white colonial explorer who goes to the
cxciting alien lover, tcaches him, appropriates him and consumes him. Tsing writes that
this romance organizes much of the U.S. American knowledge of the other worlds,
through various kinds of representations. As Tsing writes; "the prize of conquest is
•experience,' romance signals the authenticity and the depth of the traveler's insight and
allows the traveler to leam from local men 'as men'"^^ (Tsing 1993:214). I will discuss
these representations in chapter 22. What is different in Niger, however, is that the most
typical colonizer is a woman, the one being consumed a man. What is the same is that
the native is left behind while the white person returns back to her position of power and
prestige.

The anthropologists also "feed" from experience, basing their authority on claims of experience.
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CHAPTER 14
LOVE AND OTHER EMOTIONS

"This man has caused me pain. I still do not want to follow my heart. If 1 follow
my heart I will become kangado (crazy) after a short time. It is better that I be patient
{munyal)" (Gidado, tape transcript 15 October 1997).
My friend Gidado arrives from the bush. He is following his girlfriend who has been
selected to dance in France with a group of WoDaaBe. He tried to enter the group but
without success. The group came to Niamey several weeks ago to get their passports and
necessary papers, but they have not received any detailed information regarding what day
they will leave for France. These WoDaaBe travelers stuck in Niamey are worried
bccause they have left their families behind in the bush, believing that the trip would take
a short time. Worries also occupy their families and friends in the bush, waiting for these
members of their family to return. Such is the situation of Gidado. "We should be
together" he tells me and I am surprised to hear such a clear expression of his feelings.
The other men, however, tell me that he is "crazy," they are clearly irritated at his lack of
patience for his girlfriend.
This event was a part of a long series of events in the relationship of this man and his
girlfriend, which together helped me to understand some of the issues relating to
emotions and the control of emotions in WoDaaBe society. The love that this man
expressed for his girlfriend was somewhat contrary from the cold remoteness that I had
previously encountered in the relations of women and men. Emotions are a part of
people's identity everywhere, even though societies place different values on them and
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direct them in different channels. The understanding of how others relate to you is
important for functioning in the society. What docs a child leam about relationships,
about what is appropriate and what is not? How does the way society shapes people's
relationships affect how they construct their own image of themselves and relations to
others? How do the social structures of relationship affect people's ideas regarding love
and emotions?

Children and Parents' Relationship

As my narratives have shown, being WoDaaBe means having certain moral
properties. Thus, becoming a person and a BoDaaDo, young children leam the rules of
mbodagansi, Fulfulde, along with semtedum and munyal. A child's personal development
takes place through interaction with people in the wuro, which is its closest environment.
Young children sleep with their mother and play around the home, as they like. They
walk over to other cuudi (the units that constitute one "house") within the same
household which often are inhabited by their grandparents or father's brothers. The
children's existence is characterized by freedom, because the restrictions on their
movements are few. They can play and explore their environment as they like.
Gradually, as a child becomes older it is given responsibilities in regards to work within
the household and the herd. It learns that work is gender based; girls and boys having
different kinds of assignments, the boy helping with the herd, the girl with the work of
the house. Within the area of the home (wuro), the child learns important mles of
conduct, which become guiding lights later in life. The child learns the rules of modesty.
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starting to cover the private parts of its body, but parents try to make children who have
reached three years wear clothing. Children leam to whom they should express reserved
behavior and with whom they can interact more freely. Children leam not to speak out
the person's name that they will marry, and to show respect and reserved behavior toward
their parents. They leam with whom they can have marriage relationships and with
whom intimate relations without a marriage.
The relationship between parents and their first children (first, second or third first
children) is characterized by strongly reserved behavior. The parents do not call these
children by their names and avoid referring or talking to them or showing them affection.
This is especially the case with the first child, even though some WoDaaBe groups
extend this reserved behavior to the first two or three children. Amina informs me that
some women have such a strong sense of shame, that alter giving birth to their first child,
they will not even take it in their arms but wait for someone to place it in their arms.
Parents who see their child being beaten by another child, will not interfere even though
their child would be bleeding and hurting. A woman with her female friends has to
tolerate that her fiiends beat her young child slightly to tease her, knowing that she will
not express any concern. This behavior of parents toward their children has to be placed
within the system of what is considered appropriate in interpersonal relations in
WoDaaBe society. As previously discussed, to be a WoDaaBe is to adhere to certain
moral norms, not only in interpersonal relations but also towards life in general. A true
BoDaaDo should have full self-control, and not show feelings or emotions. TTius, the
reserved behavior toward his/her children is a direct result of the semtedum, which is part
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of mbodagansi, defining the WoDaaBe from others. But why this reserved behavior
toward the first children only? One can only speculate because the WoDaaBe I asked for
such information had no explanation or need for explanation, except the statement that
this was the way of the WoDaaBe. I tend to believe that this behavior has to be seen in a
larger contcxt of reserved behavior and in the context of the value which WoDaaBe place
on hiding one's feelings. This can be explained as necessary for both the child and its
parent. The birth of a first child is a big event for any parent and it could thus be
important to restrict their expression of their feelings toward it. Also, the parent is
usually a young person, thus needing more guidance and stronger rules than an older
person. The birth of a first child involves the parent learning how to become a parent.
Observing these strict rules with the child as a focus, it can be observed that the oldest
child has power over its younger siblings, thus in some ways assuming the power of its
parent.**' However, the oldest child has to obey its father just as the younger siblings.
The status of a first child as having power over younger siblings is important in
maintaining barriers of respect between the child and the parent.
Physical punishments are focused and only used if the child has disobeyed. A man
will punish his young child by beating slightly on the back of his or her head, without
saying a word to it. I see a young mother raising her hand up, a sign that is enough for
the child to understand that its behavior is unwanted. Older children are in general not

It can be noted that when referring to a sibling in Fulfulde. there is a dear distinction of whether the sibling is older
or young. Thus, in fuifiilde "minjam" translates as "my younger sibling," and "mawnam" as "my older sibling."
There is no concept in Fulfulde (as ^ as I know) referring to a sibling where this distinction of older and younger is
not made (i.e., the equivalence of "brother" or "sister" in English). The gender of the sibling seems not to be of as
much importance in Fulfulde as it is in the English language, because when referring to a sister one would say "minjam
debbo"{my younger sister) or "mawnam debbo" (my older sister), thus simply adding the concept "woman" to the
temis "younger sibling" and "older sibling."
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punished in this way, even though they are verbally scolded. The verbal punishment is
probably intended to appeal to their semtedum, which a small child is not considered to
have. By appealing to a child's sense of semtedum, the child is taught what behavior is
appropriate and it also learns what it means to be a member in a WoDaaBe society, thus
enforcing its sense of belonging in a moral community.
A child is not deprived of love and affection, even though the child's parents cannot
openly display affection. Other members of the household do not hold such reserved
attitudes towards it. Many first-boms are raised partly by grandparents. This is due to
the fact that young couples often make wuro (home) with the father of the husband, or
because the child is left with its grandparents. The custom of a bofido living with her
parents one or two years after her child is bom also creates intimate bonds between her
parents and her child. The relationship between children and grandparents is
characterized by tease and playing, where the rules of "normal" conduct (i.e., reserve) can
be broken. The grandparents talk to the child, hold it and play with it.

As a

consequence, a strong and intimate relationship develops between children and their
grandparents. WoDaaBe say that children brought up in the house of their grandparents
have no shame (semtada) because their grandparent will never punish them. The proverb
stating, "KjewtinaDo mama (one brought up by his grandparent)," refers to the person's
lack of shame and right conduct. It is interesting to notice that the concept mama, used
over grandparent, is also used to refer to milking breasts.
A child leams early that love and feelings are not supposed to be expressed openly. It
Icams that silence is a sign of a task being well done. Akali teaches me the following
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proverb; "Issitel, issitel ko nyiri e bella" which can be translated as, "If you stir your
porridge too much, you are sure to find something in it that you don't like." The proverb
suggests that feelings and emotions between people should not be explored very far, since
discussing emotions means stirring up things, and will probably lead to finding
something one does not like in others. Having negative emotions toward someone or
being disappointed by him/her is not only inappropriate but can be dangerous. Many
WoDaaBe have various talisman with various kinds of medicines. A man tells something
which makes his fiiend upset. The powerful medicines the fnend has can lead to the man
suffering some harm. It is not the friend's intention to cause the harm, just the medicine's
reaction to these negative feelings.
A small crying child is often taken up and tied to the back of its mother or put in
someone's lap. It is told to stop crying, and I have seen children slapped lightly if they
did not obey. Thus at early age, the child learns that emotions should preferably not be
shown. One should have patience (munyal) toward one's own feeling, and push them
aside. Crying, as a very strong expression of feelings, is not acceptable behavior in
general, unless shown by a very young child. However, it is seen as natural that adults cry
if something tragic happens, although others will show rather negative reactions towards
it, encouraging the person to gain control over his/her feelings. Some women, I was told,
have such great semtedum and mbodagansi that they do not cry if their child dies. Their
face remains expressionless in the presence of the people of the house, even though they
may go into the bush and cry when no one sees.
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The authority of the father is strong within the family. The idea of directly
challenging the authority of the father appears to many both incomprehensible and
impossible. "Never, never, never should you disobey your father," one fnend told me.
"Your father is the one you belong to, next after God." The authority of the father can,
however, be disobeyed in an indirect way, for example if the father is not present, or if he
does not know about one's activities. A person gave me the example, '"If you want to
leave your house, but your father does not want you to, you can do so when he is not
there." The mother is also a source of authority even though she does not have to be
obeyed as much as the father. One friend described the difference in relationship
between father and mother in the following way, "You have to do what your father tells
you, but because of God, you take care of your mother. If you earn or receive something,
then your mother is the person you want to think about before anyone else."

Affection and Intimate Moments
As previously stated, married couples do not say each other's names aloud. Around
other people, they do not express any particular interest in each other. To a guest's eye, a
husband and wife are almost like two strangers living in the same household. They stay
in separate places and have no interaction except when necessary. A husband never
spends any time during the day with his wives or within the area of his wuro. He is more
likely to sit under the shadow of a tree to the west of his house with other men. As
Riesman points out in relation to the Fulani in Burkina, children are an important medium
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of communication between wives and husbands, children running between the separated
spaces of women and men with objects and messages (Riesman 1977:69).
Just as with feelings, love directed at the opposite sex should not be expressed
verbally. Some people will perhaps tell the person once that they love her or him, and
after it has been said, it should not need to be expressed again. "Why would I take my
wife to my house if I did not love her?" a BoDaa£>o man asked me. "Why would I need
to tell her everyday that I love her? If it is true love, it does not change. If I get tired of
her. I tell her." On another occasion I was told, "Why would I need to tell a woman many
times that I love her? She observes my actions, and are they not more valuable? Are
they not more true than my words?"
Many WoDaaBe men in Niamey have some knowledge of anasara, and liked to use
this as point of contrast to explain to me the meaning of love for WoDaaBe. One man
told me that it seems to him as anasara people wanted to find trouble within their
relationships of love, constantly asking for reassurance of love. He felt this showed that
they want things to change for the worse, and speculated that perhaps they had to express
things verbally, instead of just being satisfied with observing them. The reserve of verbal
communication of feelings obviously connects v/ith a sense of semtedum and the general
reserve in WoDaaBe society. However, the emphasis on non-verbal expression can also
be connected to a dominant belief that spoken words have power and can be dangerous to
others, and the person in question. By expressing worries, for example, the person can
be affecting things to happen, asking the worries to come true.
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The relationship between unmarried couples (semaru) is similar to the one between
spouses. A person is not supposed to look at the person she or he loves. S/he will look at
him or her only if s/he is sure that no one notices (including the person in question).
Even though only the two of them are present, it is not appropriate that they observe each
other. Touching, obviously, should never take place between a man and woman in a
relationship when other people are around, and not even when the couple is alone. Some
men told me that they did not want to show too much affection to a wife (such as in the
form of touching), because then the wives would become tired of them, and go to a
different man. People don't kiss, and for many WoDaaBe the idea of a "French kiss" is
strange and absurd (one man observed it at the airport, and described it to me like a "calf
suckling its mother"). A woman is not supposed to show desire toward sexual relations.
Such actions are characterized by the element of shame, neither to be talked about nor
elaborated on.
The ideal love is never causing the person you love "trouble", but to "fear" him (The
concept hula in fulfiilde is both used to express fear and respect). A woman who obeys
her husband, makes him fear her and thus avoids conirontations with her. If a husband
conceptualizes his wife as giving him trouble, however, he can divorce her. A man does
not want a woman who is seen as creating trouble, and such behavior is also contrary to
what is seen as constituting love in WoDaaBe society. Munyal, or patience, is strongly
associated with love. Love was described to me as being munyal and thus as avoiding
problems. Here, of course, one has to be careful of observing the gender inequalities in
what is conceptualized as "making a problem." A man would expect a woman to obey
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him, a behavior which a woman would not expect from a man. A man cheating on his
wife and experiencing her dissatisfaction could see her as wanting to create a problem.
However, a woman cheating on her husband could be seen as the problem giver. Ideas of
love and reserve can be better understood if we look at ideas of the heart. A friend of
mine advised me; "Don't follow your heart, because the heart is like a fire. I tell you the
truth. The heart has fire inside." It is thus important to keep the heart cold, to be in fiill
control over one's emotions, trying to suppress them as much as possible. If people
follow their hearts, the result is problems and fights. If someone is not satisfied with
something, he should not make trouble, rather leave without saying anything. I ask;
"How do you say that someone is dangerous in Fulfiilde?" The answer I get is, "O wodi
bernde" (he has heart).

The Munyal of Love: Love in a Broader Perspective
In observing relationships between parents and children, between men and women,
and the way people acted toward me, I slowly understood the importance of reserve in
love as I have described. It took me, however, a much longer time to understand the
importance of the broader social fiamework of relationships in shaping ideas of love.
WoDaaBe typically, as all people, are bom into a family where they have certain defined
roles. There are certain rules regarding who is desirable as a spouse, and who is
appropriate as a lover. As I have discussed elsewhere, WoDaaBe have two kinds of
marriage, the legal and the kobgal. In addition, people seek out sexual relationships
outside the marriage and they have lovers, which are referred to as semaru.
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To briefly review the kinship relationship between different kinds of spouses and
their correlation with social expectations of the relationship:
a) Kobgal is usually between cross cousins {dendirabe). The relationship prior to the
constitution of the marriage is characterized by complete reserve.
b) Tegal is usually between individuals from different lineages and is forbidden inside
the same "house" or lineage group.
c) Semani are found within the same lineage or lineage fraction. Thus, in many cases,
these are the samie categories of individuals, which would be desirable for kobgal
partners, but a marriage between semaru is forbidden.

Even though I learned these rules rather early, I failed to realize their differing
significance in people's everyday life, and their meaning in formulating emotions toward
others. The relationship between semaru is particularly interesting because it is the first
experience of people with love and relationship with the other sex, thus presumably
strongly affecting people's ideas about love and relationships. Most young people's first
experience of love is through 5emaru-relationships, meaning that in most, if not all cases,
people will know that they don't have the right to marry the person. When the time
arrives for the young woman to "follow" her husband, her relationship with the semaru is
finished. It does not matter how they feel about each other. Even though the kobgal
partners can feel respect toward each other, they are usually strangers. Thus, as a result
of the reserve in the relationship between the kobgal partners, even prior to them living
together, the kobgal marriage is between partners with no history of interaction. They
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can, therefore, hardly been seen as loving each other. The tegal surely is the marriage of
love, but by closer examination it can be observed that it also is the marriage of
individuals who usually have not known each other until recently. Tegal partners come
from different lineage groups and are often only familiar with each other. Thus, it would
perhaps be better described as a marriage of affection. Semaru, however, are in an
emotionally intimate relationship, sometimes for several years.
Thus, to summarize: Most people will not be able to marry the person with whom
they have the strongest emotional ties, not because the Jove was not reciprocal, but
because of the socially conditioned relationship they have with this person. This does, of
course, not mean that people will never be able to love their tegal or kobgal partner.
However, people's early experience of emotional ties is that love is something temporal,
not lasting. I find this point important because it explains to some extent in my view, the
importance of maintaining munyal and reserve in the relationship with those you love.

AO

Love is something that is painful, not something one should become too engaged in.
After a short period it will be over because no matter how much you love each other, you
don't really have any right to each other when the woman is in fact married to another
man in the same lineage.

Stories of Love

Experiences are not just a dry set of rules of kinship relations, incest taboos, but
embody real emotions and conflicts. In order to demonstrate further the intimacy of these

The Fulfuldc term here is "yidi," translated by Tylor (1995 [1932]:234). "to want, wish, to love."
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experiences, I present two brief examples from my interviews, and then return back to the
narrative, which I presented in the beginning of this chapter.

One man had lived in Nigeria for more than three years with his semaru. She was his
first girlfriend. During their stay in Nigeria, her perspective kobgal husband finished the
necessary rituals for his marriage and claimed his wife from her father. The kobgal
husband went to Nigeria in order to take his new wife to his own camp and thus to claim
her from her boyfriend. He arrived at their camp in Nigeria, and left the next moming,
taking the woman with him. The semaru did, of course, not say anything, the husband
being a very close relative of his. The woman cried when leaving her semaru, but had no
other alternative than leaving with her husband. The young man himself left Nigeria
shortly after and went to his family in Niger, not wanting to stay there without her.

A woman, who we can call Dembe, had two prior marriages, one kobgal and one
legal. She felt that her tegal husband did not love her, so she went to a former semaru
and asked him to marry her. She told him that if he did not want to, she would go back to
her husband. The former semaru was actually not even of the same lineage fraction but
genealogically close. The former semaru loved her deeply, actually said he loved her
more than his wives and other semaru he had previously. She came to him in the
moming and in the evening he killed one sheep, thus initiating their tegal marriage. His
father weis at the market when all this took place, and came the day after. He was ftirious
at his son, asking him why he had done this? After all, this woman was practically from
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the same lineage group. He commanded his son to take her right back to her parents.
The son told his father that he really loved the woman and begged him to "leave" things
as they were. They had several scenes like this, and then finally the father told his son
that if he could not obey him, he could just leave his home and not come back. The son
got his camel and explained to his new wife that his father would not permit this
marriage. He told her that perhaps later the father would change his opinion and they
could "continue" their marriage. Dembe was crying when they rode away, having to ride
to her parent's house for a whole day before they reached their destination. He left her
with her parents, and they never came back together. What is also interesting is that her
parents were satisfied with the marriage and really liked the man. For many years they
were angry at the man's father for not allowing the marriage.

The Desperation of Love

I am back to my young fnend Gidado. I think that his story taught me something
about love in WoDaaBe society, and will thus briefly recount it. Gidado had the same
semani for around three years. He is handsome, but this girl was his first and only
semani. "He does not have any interest in other women" people used to tell me. Things,
however, were still about to change. A group of French people came to the bush, looking
for dancers to take to France for several weeks. The excitement was great, mostly
bccause it would provide an opportunity for good income for those in question. The
foreigners selected some people to participate in the dance, but the girl's father was also
involved in the process. The girl was selected as part of the group but Gidado was not.

He came back alone from the market where the selection had taken place, deeply
disappointed. The same time as the selection had taken place, all the dancers were
requested to leave for Niamey in order to get passports issued.
Time passed and there was no word of them coming back Gidado became more and
more restless. When two weeks had passed without their return, he decided to go to
Niamey. He told others, including me, that in fact he was staying in the bush for nothing
and that it would be much wiser for him to try to get a work in Niamey as many of the
other young men had done. He had never worked as migrant worker, having known only
herding in the bush and he had actually never been to a large city. His father was against
this decision, needing his labor at the house.
Gidado decided to delay the trip but grew more and more restless, every time
explaining that he was tired of the bush, and should start earning some money. Everyone
knew very well that it was only his semaru he wanted to see. Contrary to the advice of
his older brother and father, he sold two of his sheep and one goat. A few people gave
him some money because they felt sorry for him. "He does not know what he is doing" I
was told, "he acts like crazy, because after about five months she has to go to her husband
anyway and then their relationship is finished. He should rather wait for her to come
back."
Gidado took the long and expensive trip to Niamey. He found his girlfriend, only to
hear that the group had received their passports and were retuming to the bush after two
days. His money was all finished, some for transportation and food on the way. He
begged the girl's father to leave her with him in Niamey. He told the father that he would
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find some work and money for both of them to travel back, and thus return with her after
a few months. The girl wanted to stay with her boyfriend, but her father refiised. He
begged her father, to the last moment at the bus station, to leave her with him, but the
father left, taking the girl with him.
Gidado remained stuck in Niamey for some time, not knowing how to get back. I
asked if the girl had the possibility to refiise leaving with her father, but such a choice
would have been impossible due to the strong authority of a father in WoDaaBe society.
Most people felt that the father should have allowed the girl to stay with her boyftiend,
who had comc from so far to seek her out. One man told me, "Now he leams, now he
knows what we have all tried to tell him before. This girl is going to leave him anyway.
It is much easier if you pretend that you don't really care too much about your semaru.
Because after all, one day when her husband claims her, this love will be over."
A few months later, the girl left for France. Around that time their relationship
ended, and the last thing I heard was that he was bitter and restless. He tried to work as a
migrant laborer for a while, in a border town where I visited him. His family was very
unhappy about losing him in the middle of the dry season, lacking people to perform the
chores that had to be done. Even though Gidado was gentle and smiling when I saw him
in the border town with a group of other people, 1 got the impression that he had changed
somehow. I had known him for almost two years and he was not the happy young man
whom I had met initially in the bush. Only when there were the two of us alone in the
night, he told me that he had left because he could not bear to stay so close to the girl. "1
have a camel, cows, sheep, but I have lost interest in this all. I don't know what I want to
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do" he told me. "I don't want to go back." He continued, "I don't care about anything,
she can do what she wants. I don't care. I think I just want to go somewhere north where
I don't know anyone."
The other migrant laborers wanted him to go back to his father. He was having a
trouble finding work and had to borrow money from his kinsmen in the town in order to
sustain himself. Pressured by his brother and his kinsmen, he went back. The last thing I
heard, then in Niamey, was that he had beaten the girl on her hand with a broad stick,
hurting her badly. His own kinsmen were shocked about his behavior, and it was
considered as completely inappropriate. I asked his brothers if he had ever beaten
women before, and they all believed that he had not. One relative told me, "Now he
Icams. He was only with this one girl. He loved only her, instead of socializing with
various women. And now she has left him, like women do, and no other woman wants to
be his girlfriend because he did not show any interest in them before. You should never
just love one woman, because later she will only leave you."

These are sad stories of love and broken hearts. The last one touched me especially
much because the young man was a very close friend. Observing him and hearing other
people's narratives of his experience opened my eyes to the way in which it is conceived
as important that one leams not to get too attached to the person one loves. It helped me
to see behind the formal rules governing the gender relations, and to get glimpse of the
feelings hiding behind people's impassioned statements. In this context, semtedum and
reserve can be seen as methods of distancing one self from the person one loves, thus
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mcchanisms for not getting too attached. To follow one's heart in behavior, to follow
one's passions and desires (like we value somewhat in the West), are dangerous to
oneself. In addition, reserve and semtedum conform with the general conduct of
WoDaaBc behavior of self-control and detachment.
The heart is dangerous. As my friends tell me, "Follow its feelings and you wiil only
harvest pain and difficulties."
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PARTn
INTRODUCTION

This section marks a move from ethnography and experiences, toward broader issues
of history, politics and globality, whose discussion is informed by the narratives
previously presented. Thus, in the context of presenting the life of the WoDaaBe and my
involvement with it, I will discuss the larger webs of power in which the WoDaaBe are
found. The previous part focused on drawing a picture of the everyday life of a specific
WoDaaBe group. I discussed the basic structure of the society, the desires of men and
women, the challenges that people face in their tasks and relationships. I showed that the
WoDaaBe relationship with the natural world and the social world is characterised by
elements of separation and identification, depending on the social contexts of the
interactions. Markers of identity play out in people's every day lives, even though
different social contexts ask for different responses. So far, I have looked at the
ethnographic present of a small group of people and ignored somewhat the important
issues that affect their everyday life and identity. How do issues of desires, of being in
the world play out in the context of an increasingly interconnected world? How have
they played out in the past? Where are the WoDaaBe coming from and where are they
heading?
As indicated in the introduction, motivations for my fieldwork were influenced by
positioning my goals in relation to a metanarrative that has been popularized about the
WoDaaBe and about many other marginal communities. This narrative has enabled
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people in the West to imagine the WoDaaBe world, as somehow untouched by
modernity. To position the WoDaaBe in a large context of contemporary influences and
power, is thus to move toward a more self-reflexive and more critical analysis of a
marginal people's lives. Discussions on marginality have had the tendency to reduce
their histories to conditions of''before" versus "after," the former referring to a pristine
isolation and the latter to archaic survivors, having to catch up with the twentieth century
(Tsing 1993:7). My discussion can thus be seen as a response to various totalizing
discourses, those which have deprived marginal communities of their history and political
location. My interest also became influenced by my stay in Niger and thus by the
WoDaaBe's own stories and emphasis. As represented to me, their own reflections,
fears, and desires regarding the future, directed my research orientation, and emphasized
for me the importance of looking at the WoDaaBe in a large integrated context of power
and identity.
Here I will emphasize three interconnected points of references: 1) the history of the
WoDaaBe, 2) the development of projects regarding pastoral people (which I label
"political economy") and 3) present day interaction with the West through tourism and
commercialization (global context). These different locations assign somewhat different
subject positions to the WoDaaBe; one the position of the "primitive," one of pastoralist,
and one of "indigenous people." Even though these are to some extent separate subject
positions, they interact on various social levels. WoDaaBe are, however, more than
"subjects," and I hope that the emphasis on individual stories of desires and hopes, gives
a voicc of agency, of actors, of people who manipulate and resist their various subject
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positions. My discussion of WoDaaBe as subject is thus entangled with discussion of
these factors as a part of their lives as well, their sense of history, their reflections on
themselves as herders, and their relation to the West.
In the first section. History (chapters 15-17), I will discuss what is known of the
history of the WoDaaBe in the nineteenth century, gradually moving from history of
"the" WoDaaBe towards a history of a specific lineage group. This section aims toward
contcxtualising my subject matter within historical processes, and thus demonstrating
their long involvement with the State and global processes. I will look at how the West
has imagined the Other, and hence place presentations of the origin of the Fulani and
WoDaaBe in a larger context of representations in Western culture. Part of typological
thinking is to ignore people as historical agents and their part in global history. As the
following chapters will demonstrate, the reduction of their history into "before" and
after," could not be more naive in relation to the WoDaaBe who have had relations with
the State and global world from the beginning of what is known of their history.
The second section. Political Economy (chapters 18-21) will focus more on the
WoDaaBe's interaction with the post-colonial State and development agencies in a recent
past. Many projects have been initiated aiming toward increasing "pastoral production."
The various development agencies and programs in Niger carry cultural meanings and are
influenced by their cultural and historical context, embodying certain representations of
the societies that they seek to develop. I will critically analyze the western and nonwestern imagination of the pastoralists as demonstrated through development discourse
and its juxtaposition with the view of the WoDaaBe themselves in recent developments
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of herding policies. I will discuss how the present situation of the WoDaaBe can only
become meaningful when placed in a larger context of global practices of development
and modernization. In addition. I will briefly explore some important institutional
changes ongoing in Niger, having to do with entitlement to land that could become very
important to the WoDaaBe. These political developments indicate that history has
become a vital resource in political projects for all ethnic groups in Niger.
Finally, the third section Globality (chapters 22-24) will look critically at discourses
regarding the WoDaaBe as indigenous people, analyzing popular representations of the
WoDaaBe, placing them in a historical context by referring to a historical imagination of
Westemers dealing with the primitive. How has the Western imagining of groups such as
WoDaaBe changed during this century? How have groups like the WoDaaBe been
categorized when the binary classification of "primitive" and "civilized" is no longer
meaningful? My discussion will focus on discursive practices dealing with actual lived
relationship between WoDaaBe and westemers. I will look at tourism and
commercialism of indigenous people from the light of unequal power relations. How do
the WoDaaBe conceptualize the anasara (white) and their relation to them? What do the
WoDaaBe desire from this relationship? How does my own relationship with my
WoDaaBe friends reflect unequal positions of power and what can it tell about
relationships between anasara and WoDaaBe in general?
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CHAPTER 15
IMAGINING THE OTHER

Creating the Primitive

How has the West imagined other people through history, and what relation docs that
imagination have with the present political reality? This section will look at the first part •
of this question, in addition to exploring how it informed the Western "imagination" of
the WoDaaBe. I will briefly outline some factors contributing to Western ideas regarding
human relationship with their physical and social environments, and how these ideas
were important sources in formulating relationship between the West and the "rest."
In Western history, human beings have been conceptualised as radically separated
from the natural world, a concept which becomes important in defining humanity. This
strong separation of humans from other animals can be traced to ancient Greek
philosophy and is demonstrated in the views of Aristotle, who saw humans as the final
link in a chain of teleological relationships. His ideas constructed other lifeforms as
below the human being in the chain and thus subordinated to human needs. Thus, all
plants and animals were created to serve the needs of humans. This separation was
enforced by the views of ancient Greek philosophers of life as divided into "means" and
"ends," where nature was seen as a part of the category "means," while the man was an
"end in himself." Nature in this worldview was thus reduced to raw material designed to
sustain the human being (Soupious 1992:18). Christianity then enforced this separation
by claiming that the human being were created in God's image and the whole natural
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order created for human's sake (Attfieid 1991:24.31). The separation of man from nature
also had a source in Cartesian dualism, which is a view of science that can be traced to
Galileo Galilei's distinction of primary qualities and secondary qualities of the objects in
the Universe. According to Galileo, the primary qualities were those objects that "really"
existed and had nothing to do with perception or influence of human beings. Examples
of primary qualities were such as shape, size, and quantity of an object while the
secondary qualities were bound to the existence of humans. Thus, in order to understand
what "really" existed, Galileo claimed that the secondary qualities had to be excluded
from observation. This distinction of qualities points to primary qualities as an objective
reality, while the secondary are subjective and more matter of opinion. Thus, by
excluding the secondary qualities, science is given the status of observation of the truth
(Pepper 1984:49). This distinction was carried by further by Decartes's dualistic
distinction of mind and matter, of subject and object (this has been called Cartesian
dualism). This distinction was imfjortant in creating a split between man-nature, reducing
nature to primary qualities. Man, as a rational thinking being, became thus separated
from nature, the object of his study (Pepper 1984:50-51).
In spite of the eighteenth century idea of the Great Chain of Being being a
revolutionary change in conceptualization of the world, the same trend of radical
separation of humanity from the rest of the world was reflected in it. The Great Chain of
Being described the hierarchical organization of organisms, prescribing some organisms
as inferior and others as superior. The human male was placed on the top, as the crown
of God's creation. With the acceptance of Darwin's theory of common biological origin
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of humans and animals, the idea of the chain was transformed in conformity with it
(Lovcjoy 1936: Schrirc 1984:4). The distinction of man and nature became also enforced
with Bacon's claim that scientific knowledge gives man power over nature (Pepper
1984:54-55). In Bacon's view, issues of "worth" should be replaced by issues of "use."
A man should no longer ask himself if he was a good man, but rather whether he was a
materially comfortable man. The material creating Bacon's man of comfort was nature,
which should be exploited and manipulated by science to serve man's needs. Bacon
argued that "by art and the hand of man, she [nature] is forced out of her natural state,
and squeezed and molded" (quoted in Soupious 1992:20-21).
The separation of human beings from nature referred not only to differences between
the human and the animal but also to differences within humanity as well. Women and
the "primitive human being" were seen as being closer to the natural world than the
civilised male, thus mediating the gap between culture and nature (see Schrire 1984:4;
Mies 1993:179-180; Plumwood 1992:8). In some instances, as the quote from Bacon
demonstrates, nature was even portrayed as being female. Various theorists have
discussed the association of women with nature and the way in which women were often
assigned to a status similar to primitive people (for example: Mies 1993; Plumwood
1992). As previously discussed, the idea of Great Chain of Being prescribes both linkage
and separation, placing humans in relation to their natural world but also separating them
from it. The primitive human beings become useful as mediators bridging the conceptual
gap between humans and apes (Schrire 1984:4). "Untamed" sexuality formed the close
cormection of the primitive man to an animal. Seventeenth century theorists such as
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Buffon. went even so far as to imply sexual relationships between primitive man and apes
(Oilman 1992:176).
The connection of sexuality, animality and the primitive is expressed in the writing of
the Frcnch memoirist, Anais Nin, who wrote in the early twenty century;

"they [the westerners] smelled such a strong animaFs odor they thought they would
suddenly see a panther, but out of the bushes had sprung with incredible velocity a
woman, a naked savage woman, who looked at them with the fnghtened eyes of an
animal (Nin 1979:77).

The construction of the primitive human also served an ideological purpose of
controlling population inside the geographical and racial space of the superior population.
Jean Comaroff and John L. Comaroff, argue that in England the British imderclass was
frequently pictured as closer to the primitive human than the European bourgeoisie. The
underclass in Britain was as much the Other and as much in need of improvement as the
African primitive (Comaroff and Comaroff 1992:59-91. These hegemonical ideas
therefore separated not only the civilized man from Others, but also "other" Others (such
as women) from more remote Others (primitive people). These constructions formed an
important element in creating identities for those subjugated to these ideas. They located
men, women, proletarian, and primitives in relationship to each other and created an
understanding of existing conditions as well as a direction for appropriate future actions.
These imagined relationships of superiority and inferiority, and the exjjerienced
relationships of power, are reflected in the world fairs in the 19'*' and the early 20'^'
century where "primitive" people from all over the world were shown as display by the
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more "civilized" Europeans. The first one, held in 1851, in the Crystal Palace in London,
labeled "The Great Exhibition of the Works of the Industry of all Nations," attracted six
million visitors (Corbey 1993:338). The primitives were juxtapositioned alongside of
glories of progress and science, thus both representing the past and represented as
underlying the fiiture. Some of the exhibitions were located in zoos, the p)eople behind
bars or fences, which underlined the connection of the primitive with nature as opposite
to civilization. At each exhibition millions of of people observed the glories of progress
and primitives, clearly showing the enormous interest in these phenomena. The
narrative, which is given by the fairs, the metrapolis and the colonies, are stages in human
history, thus legitimizing colonial expansion (Corbey 1993:341). The natives displayed
reflected the recent colonial conquests (Corbey 1993:345). With the aid of science, the
authority of the civilized and the rational to control the untamed primitive was
established in various ways. The destinies of some of the exhibition's individuals were to
become "objects" of science. An extreme demonstration of this point is the case of
Saartjic Baartman, a woman identified as the "Hottentot Venus," who after her death was
literally reduced to her various body parts, displayed at the Musee de I'Homme (Oilman
1992; 180). Anatomists of the nineteenth century classified primitive people along with
women and children, as occupying lower states of physical and social development, thus
separated from the Western white male (Schiebinger 1987:63).
Anthropology had been defined in the early twentieth century as the study of
primitive, savage people or early man (Kuper 1983:2; also Wolf 1982:13), its subject
matter thus being the Other. During that time physical anthropology was interested in
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craniology and classifying human diversity in physical and racial terms. Cultural
anthropology itself was under the influence of Darwian social-evolutionism, exploring
the evolution of lower social forms to the higher forms of civilization. This division of
labor can be seen as characterized in physical anthropology emphasizing studies of
"races," while the latter studied "culture." (In early anthropology these terms tended to
diffiise somewhat). However, even though early cultural anthropology did in general shy
away from addressing the issue of "race," its ethnographies and issues informed the
audience of the "nature" of the Other which was non-white, non-westera individual.
Physical anthropology, however, remained stuck in a biased preoccupation with
classification of "races" until mid twentieth century (Banton 1987). Anthropology in
general can thus be seen as contributing to popular images of the Other through its
relatively typological ideas of both culture and race.
Through history these various ideas and stereotypes have been strengthen and
reproduced by being combined with insights and techniques of science (De Groot
1989:95). Edward Said argues that somewhat scientific classifications, such as the
linguistic category Semitic, were intended to various historical and political events in
order to boil them down to the preconceived nucleous seen as inherent in them. Said
claims that "'Semitic' "was a transtemporal, transindividual category, purporting to
predict every discrete act of 'Semitic' behavior on the basis of some pre-existing

The term "racc" as a biological concept has thus gradually been disappearing from anthropology as a scientific
conccpt even though studies on the concept as a social construction are still relevant. The American Anthropoplogical
Association Statement on "Race" clearly states that race is social construct, having its roots in specific historical
conditions (Anthropology Newsletter 1998:3). An interesting study by Littlefield, Lieberman and Reynolds on
textbooks in anthropology from 1932 to 1979 shows the changes of conception of race in pysical anthropology (1982).
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'Semitic' esscncc, and aiming as well to interpret all aspects of human life and activity in
terms of some common 'Semitic' element" (Said 1978:231).
Even though ideas of the Other have a clear connections to politics and power, they
also have to be seen in a broader perspective as hegemonic ideas of the West regarding
the "outside" world. De Groot suggests that we need to move beyond flinctionalistic
views of race and gender as simply tools of establishing and maintaining Western male
power over women and non-western people. These ideas are also expressions of conflicts
and desires that were part of lived relationships between these different groups (De Groot
1989:100). This points to the connection of the ideas of a primitive and civilized human
being to the formation of identity, deeply connected to desire. The ideas of race and
civilization are ideologies, and as such make "otherwise incomprehensible social
situations meaningfiil, to so construe them as to make it possible to act purposefully
within them" (Geertz 1973:220). Therefore, these ideas make the world comprehensible
(to some extent at least) for those constructing and applying them, as well as for those
who are subjugated. The interconnection of ideas of superiority and desire are clearly
demonstrated in the world of Paul L. Hoefler when writing on Nigeria in 1931:

"Most of the natives are supremely happy, having almost attained a heaven on earth,
in a country where nature provides lavishly and where their well being is supervised by
capable Englishmen who see to it that they always walk forward and never backward"
(Hoefler 1931:440).
According to Chandra T. Mohanty, anthropology itself has been in the centre of
processes of struggle over definitions of Self and Other (Mohanty 1991:31). In addition
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to contributing to Western ideas of Selves and Others, the colonial structure was
beneficial to anthropologists, making possible "the kind of human intimacy on which
anthropological fieldwork is based, but ensured that that intimacy should be one-sided
and provisional" (Asad 1973:17; see also Asad 1991). In the framework of colonialism,
anthropology had access to various cultural and historical information about the
dominated societies, while the colonial state contributed to the safety of the
anthropologist (Asad 1973:16)

Briefly about History and Anthropology

Jan Vansina (1990:7) has pointed out that the concept "tradition" has been used as
synonym for "unchanging." Part of the myth of the primitive human as closer to animal,
was to see him as without history. Of all living creatures, only human beings are usually
seen as having something called history, referring to human actions and consciousness
through time. The other animals do not have history in the same sense, even though
humans have explored their history as represented in terms of migration and evolution.
Thus, by treating primitive human as a man without history, and as bound in tradition,
parts of his humanity were taken away and his association with other animals increased.
According to Rowland, the major elements that came to define Africa for the 19*^ century
Europeans were that Africa was "black," without reason, moved only "by blind
sensational desire" (Rowlands 1989:263). The Egyptians and Ethiopians were
considered to have civilization and history, and thus defined as less Afiican and closer to
the Mediterranean civilization (Rowlands 1989:263). In the eyes of most colonial
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Europeans, Africa had no history of its own, or what it had would be impossible to trace.
Narratives in African societies addressing history, have in accordance to this
conceptualization been defined as "myths." and thus not having any truth or historical
value to them. The idea of Africa as traditional and lacking history coexisted with the
idea of traditions as existing in separate spaces. Separate boxes, each containing one
tradition, do after all, evoke the image of static social life, of lack of change. As Barth
has pointed out, colonialism was seen both marking the start of African history and as
creating the first ethnic interactions (Barth 1969:17), but the precondition for such an idea
is the visualization of people and cultures as existing in separate locations.
Still, to conclude that all social scientists working in Africa ignored history altogether
is simplistic. An example showing the contrary can be taken from a study regarding the
Fulani, conducted by Derrick J. Sterming in Northern Nigeria during 1951-1953. His
work Savannah Nomads, published in 1959, has as its main body detailed historical data
tracing the conditions of the WoDaaBe from 1805, through the British invasion and until
Sterming's coming to them. He points out especially that he relied on their "own
tradition" due to lack of written documents (Stenning 1959:36). However, as Tsing
correctly points out, many studies conducted early in the century focused on a binary
opposition between life "before" and "after" the colonial period, characterizing the
former as static tradition and the later as the dissolving of this tradition (see Tsing
1993:7), instead of identilying historical processes taking place prior to the colonial
period. Said has also pointed out how the idea of the type (in his case the "oriental") also
provided a means of ignoring the history of the Others. Instead of acknowledging
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historical processes, they were reduced to a simple and static expression of the type. Said
argues; "The enormous age of Arab civilization has thus served to refine the Arab down
to his quintessential attributes...as a collective entity, then, the Arabs accumulate no
existential or even semantical thickness" (Said 1978:230).
During the post-colonial period the concept of history was more problematized.
Western historical writing in general was accused of reducing history to "Great Men,"
while ignoring minorities, women and histories of societies outside the West. Some
historians have sought to rewrite history from "below" incorporating the voices and
perspectives of groups, which have traditionally been ignored in historical accounts
(Maynes 1982:4; Siirmions 1992).
This criticism of history has intensified in post-modem emphasis on "metanarratives"
and incorporating different "voices" in the narrative (see Downey and Rogers 1995;
Parpart and Marchand 1995).
In the context of West African history, the writings of Jan Vansina have been
important in changing the notion of Africa as being without history. Vansina's emphasis
has been on the African people themselves, not merely on the Europeans in Africa and
their activities (Ekechi 1994: Harms et al. 1994). Others have pointed at Europe having
for a long time possessed "privileged status as the site of universal history" while the
histories outside Europe are relativised and seen as particular histories (see Segal and
Handler 1992:1).
The imagination of the Other in the Western world can thus not be separated from
ideas of superiority of the Western man, his power of defining the world, of exploiting it.
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his claims of a moral superior stancc. The Other was to be studied, looked at, and
analyzed, though with kindness and toleration. Even though the Europeans encountered
empires in Africa, and the colonial officials documented detailed accounts of historical
processes, the dominant view was still to see ethnic groups as lacking history of their
own. In spite of many cross-ethnic marriages and other intensive interactions, colonial
powers represented "tribes" as isolated from each other.Despite the long common
history of various ethnic groups in Africa, they were treated as units independent of each
other.

The Fulani as Exotic Others
The typology assigned to the Other is vividly expressed in the view of Europeans of
the Fulani. These ideas were (and often are) characterized by strong elements of racism
and of binary classification of the "Others" into those "similar to" the Europeans and
those who were considered most different from them " (Boas 1963:20). Thus, instead of
focusing on the history of the Fulani, the Westerners seem to have been preoccupied with
myths of their pristine origin outside Africa.
Westerners have had fascination with the Fulani people for a long time (see Amselle
1998:43-49). The main characterization of the Fulani took place by contrasting "the"
Fulani to a "real black" person. Thus, "a Fulani" is created in Western discourse by

The Sokoto empire can be taken as an example. It exercised state control over subjects of various ethnic origin and
was conquered by the British at the turn of the century. Looking at the institute of slavery in the empire indicates
clearly the great inter-mixture of people, with women of captive people often taken as slaves or wives. This is even
noted in Meek (1925:302).
Boas describes the ideas of those he was criticising in the following terms: "since the aptitude of the European is the
highest, his physical and mental type is also highest, and every deviation from the White type necessarily represents a
lower feature (1963:20).
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establishing him as different from his "black" neighbors, and/or locating him somehow in
a more "civilized" context. An example of this kind of construction of a type is found in
C. K. Mcek's "The Northern Tribes of Nigeria," published in 1925. Meek divides the
population into three races, the negro, the hamite/caucasian, and then semite/semitonegro. His phrase that "the basic Negro characteristics are almost too well known to need
description," indicates how well established the classification of types was during the
time of his writing. The description of the hamite/caucasian is most interesting for our
purposes, because the Fulani are seen as belonging to this category. He writes: "In
marked contrast to the Negro is the Hamitic element, whose purest representative are the
nomad Fulani. Their colour varies from a light to a reddish brown; their physique is
slender and sinewy, and sometimes even effeminate; the face oval, the lip thin... the eyes
are almond shaped and overhung by long black silken lashes." He adds to his
description; "The beauty of the countenance and graceful carriage of Fulani women are
well known, hi character the Fulani is distrustfiil and shy, shrewd and artful. No African
native can equal him for dissimulation and finesse" (Meek 1925:26).
In contrast to the rather flattering description of the Fulani, the "negro" is described in
the following terms; "The nose is broad at the base, and the nostrils wide, the breadth of
nose being thought by some ethnologists to be dependent on hot, humid atmospherical
conditions. The nasal index is the great point that differentiates Negroes from other
types" (Meek 1925:25). Other examples can be taken, such as a text from 1930; "that the
Cow Fulani (...) are a very different people from their negroid neighbors is evident
enough from their physical appearance" (Wilson-Haffander 1930:96-97). A similar view
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is echoed in a publication in 1927, where the races of Niger are seen as two, black and
white, the Fulani belonging to the latter race (Abadie 1927:185; sec also Morel
1911:119).
Such imaginations of separate races, and that some people inhabit the category of
"blackness" are in no way items of the past, but seem surprisingly persistent in being
reproduced through various more recent texts. One text draws the distinction between
WoDaaBc and their neighbors by stating; "They differ completely from their neighbours,
the Kiri, who express their virility in wild competitive games and violent rituals" (Chesi
1978:66). Another text states; "they are distinguished from tribes among whom they live
by their stiltwalker elegance, their delicate features, their light copper skins" (Englebert
1971:179). Sophie Wenek writes sometimes after 1960, "It is enough to look at their
physical traits to see that they have no negroid origin. Their eyes are oriental, their noise
"aquilins, parfois retrouses, les levres minces"; their long braided hair which is not curly
and their colour which is not black, not white"

(1ST: Wenek n.d(l):8).

The ethnic origin of the Fulani has been much discussed and often takes forms of
"racial" origin speculations. The ideas of the origin of the WoDaaBe are usually directed
at showing that they are actually not "black" like the rest of the Africans. This is done by
either establishing them as having a pristine origin in other places from those of the
"black" masses of Africa, or by ignoring history all together and discussing them as
original primitives without history. Fulani have been said to be of the same ancestry, to
take few examples, as the Gaulois, the Romans, the Jews, the Hindus, the Egyptians, and
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the Ethiopians (criticized in Ki-Zerbo 1978:60; discussed in Kirk-Greene 1958:22; Bums
1929:52). Palmer believed, for example, that the Fulani are mixture of Jews and Arabs
with a Sudanese tribe of Cushite origin, which came to Africa in the early days of Islam
(Meek 1925:95). Lieutenant Boyd Alexander argued that the Fulani are "interesting
people of Eastern origin, who are believed to have settled in Egypt from farther East, and
to have been driven out of their adopted country during the Theban Dynasty, 2500 years
ago" (Alexander 1908:190). One well know theory regarding the origin of the Fulani
was M. Delfosse's thesis that they were a group of Armaic-speaking Judaeo-Syrians who
entered "Negro" Africa from Cyrenaica bout 200 A.D. (see discussion in Greenberg
1949:190) and then became the white rulers of Ghana from the fourth to the eighth or
ninth century (Meek 1925:95). To maintain this conception of the caucasoid origin of the
Fulani, Meinhof argued that the language of the Fulani was Hamitic, an idea which was
met with wide acceptance

(Greenberg 1949:190).

The preoccupation of Western science and narratives with blackness as a type shaped
the experience of being defined as black. Frantz Fanon writes in 1967; "I am dissected
under white eyes, the only real eyes. I am fixed. Having adjusted their microtomes, they
objectively cut away slices of my reality. I am laid bare. I feel, I see in those white faces
that it is not a new man who has come in, but a new kind of man, a new genus. Why, it's
a Negro?" (Fanon 1967:116; emphasis in the original). Fanon also addresses another idea

"It suffit dc rcgardcr leurs traits pour constater qu'aucun nc tmoigne d'unc origine negroidc, Icurs yeux oricntaux.
Icurs ncz aquilins, parfois rctrouss«, leurs levres minces ; leurs longs chevcux tresses qui nc sont pas cr^us. et surtout
leur couleur, ni noire ni blanch"
Pcicr Rigsby has pointed out that the existence of the "hamitic type" came about as a need of explaining how Africa
could have rich and cxciting history, i.e. history or civilizations could not have been due to a "negro race." His
disucssion also shows that other groups also seen favorable by Westerners such as the Nuer and Maasai were also
conceptualized as being hamatic (Rigby 1996:65-66)
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behind the typological thinking that blackness incorporates something else than color and
thus by defining people as not-black, they can somehow be removed from the essencc
associated with blackness. He writes: "The white man agrees to give his sister to the
black-but on one condition: You have nothing in common with real negroes You are not
black, you arc •extremely brown'" (Fanon 1967:69). How persistent will the idea of
"blackness" be, as a quality that incorporates personality and essence?
Again 1 want to refer to more recent discourse on the ethnic origin of the WoDaaBe
which shows striking similarity to the older ones discussed above. Wenek states, when
referring to the origin of the WoDaaBe; "All this makes you think of the American
Indians, or Gypsies, or the Egyptians. Those who are interested in the mystery of their
origin, claim that they are Indians who migrated through Syria or Ethiopians. But
because no one seems to know for sure, why not to call them 'etrusques' of Africa?"^
(1ST: Wenek n.d.(l);8). Thus, it is bluntly stated that the imagination of the Westemers is
what matters, and the Fulani should be given a name in accordance with this Western
imagination. In relation to their language Wenek states; "their language has
Mediterranean sound; some concepts are striking, such as for their straw-hat, malafare, or
the word for woman: debbo, which is similar to the Italian concept 'debole' meaning
fragile" '^(IST: Wenek n.d.:20).

"11 suflfit de regardcr leur trait pour constater qu'aucun ne tetnotgne d'unc origine ncgroide, leur yeux orienteaux. Icar
ncz aquilins, parfois retrousses, ieur levres minces: leurs long chcveux tress« qui ne sont pas crepus et surtout leur
couleur. ni noir, ni blanche, tout ceci fait penseraux Indiens d'Amerique eux gitans. out aux Egyptiens. Ceux qui se
sont interessc a I'enigme dc Icur origine prctcndent que ce sont des Indiens emigres par le Syria ou dcs Ethiopiens.
Mais, puisque pcrsonne ne le sait d'une f^on certain, pourquoi ne pas les apperlcr les Etrusques de t'Afnquc?"
"Leur languc a un son mcditerranMn: certains mots sont mcme fiappants conune leurs chapcaux de paille, maiafare,
ou Ic mot fcmmc: debbo rappciant Titalien debole qui vcut dire faible."
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Some other texts refer to the WoDaaBe simply as primitive fossils having survived
through the twentieth century. One text describes them as "unique people, believed to
have been among the first inhabitants of Afnca, the descendants of the mysterious people
of an ancient area who sculptured fantastic drawings into the rocks." (Chesi 1978:65).
The cover on one book states that "they live as they have for centuries" (cover of Nomads
of Niger; Van Offelen and Beckwith 1983). Another relatively recent text states that
nomadic Fulani have a striking similarity to rock painting in the Tassili cave in Algeria
dating from 4000-2000 B.C. (Van Offelen and Beckwith 1983:30). The text claims to be
able to separate "negroid figures" in these ancient paining (Beckwith and Van Offelen
1983:30), thus again separating the nomadic Fulani from "blackness."
Greenberg has shown that there is in fact nothing particularly difficult in classifying
Fulfiilde among the Aincan languages. His analysis shows that it is closely related to
Serer-Sin, which is a language of the Senegal area, and has some remote connection with
the Wolof language of the same area. All these languages do thus belong to the sub
group West-Atlantic section of his West Sudanic family (Greenberg 1949:192). It is
today generally accepted that the Fulani originated from the Futa Toro in the Senegal area
(Hunwick 1965(1):121; Ki-Zerbo 1978:60;) Ki-Zerbo claims that the imaginary
exercises regarding the origin of the Fulani would have been more useful if, instead of
placing a "pure" Fulani against something called "pure negro," the Fulani had simply
been placed in the context of other people of the Sahelian zone (Ki-Zerbo 1978:60). Why
was that not done? It seems as though the Fulani and the WoDaaBe in particular were
bent and molded in an attempt to distinguish them from other Africans. Black has a
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somewhat negative connotation, and the WoDaaBe served as exotic fossils of lost
civilizations, placed in contrast to the blacks and thus moved closer to whiteness. The
dark color of their skins did not really matter, because after all "blackness" seems to have
served as an icon for various racist ideas. As an icon it was characterized by the lack of
culture, ugliness, and thus as different from the "white" individual, who stood for culture
and civilization.
It is perhaps one of the ironical twists of politics and power, that while the West tries
to hold on to the imagination that Fulani have origins outside Africa, the dominant
political elite in Mauritania works hard to establish the view that the present day Fulani
did not originate from the Mauritania-Senegal area. The elite's goal is to exclude Fulani
from Mauritania, even those bom and raised there (see reports by Djallo 1993; Djallo
1998). Speculations about origin and identity have nothing innocent to them, but
translate easily into politics and power.
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CHAPTER 16
THE WODAABE AND HISTORY

The historical summary presented here benefits from the work of those who have
documented the history of Africa prior to the arrival of Europeans. These authors not
only transcribed from oral narratives, but also used written texts in Arabic. To give an
example, the official library of Sokoto alone contains about 400 nineteenth century
documents in Arabic (IRSH: Bivar 1959:326). However, many of the written chronicles
in Hausaland were destroyed in the early eighteenth century jihad and thus less
information exists regarding pre-jihad times (Hoben 1958:7; Stenning 1959:2).
My historical overview starts in the late 1S'*' century, with the earliest written
information existing relating to the WoDaaBe. The oral narratives I have collected do
not go further back, and thus one may compare and contrast the different sources of
information from this period. This history is scattered and incomplete, and only a few
themes of it will be presented here. Not much historical research has been done
specifically in relation to the WoDaaBe. Derrick J. Stenning's Savannah Nomads is an
exceptional work addressing the changes experienced by WoDaaBe in the Bomu Emirate
in Northeastern Nigeria. Another extensive body of historical work focusing specially on
WoDaaBe is Angelo M. Bonfiglioli's publication; Dudal: Histoire de Famille et Histoire
de Troupeau chez un Group de WoDaaBe du Niger, which analyses the long-term
migration of a specific group of WoDaaBe from Hausaland (today's Nigeria) to Niger.
Other related historical works focus more on the jihad and the Fulani as a whole rather
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than on specific Hneages or groups. To describe the everyday conditions of life, I rely
heavily on Mervyn Hiskett's discussion (1973 [1994]), The sword of Truth: The Life and
Times of the Shehu Usuman dan Fodio. Hiskett uses various original references, poems
and contemporary sources in Arabic which I find valuable. To give ideas of the situation
of WoDaaBe groups in Hausaland during the time of the jihad and the following century,
I use published sources. However, when moving toward the present time, I narrow my
focus to a specific lineage group of WoDaaBe in Tahoua, tracing their history up to the
present. I spent most of my research time with this lineage group, even though my
overall research covered other lineage groups as well. The history represented here thus
incorporates the history of many of the individuals that were introduced in Part I of this
dissertation and draws on oral narratives and archival sources. 1 am aware of no existing
publications that trace the history of WoDaaBe in the Tahoua area. The history that I
present here is incomplete and scattered, mostly consisting of pieces rather than coherent
narratives, thus giving only a vague echo of the complex historical processes which have
taken place among the WoDaaBe as other groups.
The nineteenth century was characterized by great political changes. In the beginning
of the nineteenth century, the Fulani scholar Useman dan Fodio initiated a jihad against
the Hausa states, intending to restruct the states in stronger coherence with Islamic
principles. The jihad led to establishment of the Sokoto Empire and various changes,
such as massive relocations of people. During the reign of Yakubu of Kano (1452-1463),
a group of Fulani migrating fi-om Mali visited the Kano city. The larger part of the group
continued to Bomu but some stayed in Hausaland (Hiskett 1994 [1973]:5). The Fulani as
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a whole, scattered over Hausaland, constituted probably a sixth or fifth of the total
population of the area in the beginning of the nineteenth century (Bonfiglioli 1988:23).
The WoDaaBe were part of this population and the war and its aftermath influenced
their lives considerably, but the position of the WoDaaBe can only be suggested fi-om the
references, where as they are seen as a part of the Fulani, not usually distinguished as a
separate group. The reformers of the Sokoto caliphate also discouraged the use of the
ethnic terms as identifications, preferring identification by area (Bonfiglioli 1988:25).
The history of the jihad is integrated with the development of the WoDaaBe in their
present geographical location and its informs us of their relation to Islam and the Fulani
people in general. Before discussing the jihad and the WoDaaBe in connection to it. I
will briefly review some of the references I use and the way in which the WoDaaBe are
referred to. This critical analysis both gives information about how the information
presented was gathered and used, and provides some interesting clues about how the
WoDaaBe have formulated relations with others and how they have been presented in
written documents.

The Classification of the WoDaaBe by themselves

The problem of identifying the WoDaaBe in the references cited connects with
relations between Fulani and WoDaaBe and the way in which WoDaaBe define
themselves as a group.'^ Prior to discussing the way WoDaaBe have been referred to in

Mere again, just as when talldng about the moral code. 1 am discussing this exclusively from the perspective of the
WoDaaBe lineage interviewed.
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the texts and documents, I will look briefly at the way in which WoDaaBe today
conceptualize their relationship with Fulani.
I have previously discussed how the WoDaaBe today define themselves as a separate
ethnic group. Despite common language and various similar cultural practices they
distinguishing themselves from the Fulani, to whom they refer as "Ndowi'en." An old
man tells mc. in that context: "Ndowien and WoDaaBe are different, their Fulfulde
perhaps appears to be the same, but it is not" (Tape transcript (6)September 1997:4). The
moral code mbodagansi is used, as previously discussed, as an indicator of
differentiation: WoDaaBe have mbodagansi, the Fulani lack it. The old man, I quoted,
probably is referring to "Fulfulde" both as a language and as a morally right behavior.
The relationship between Fulani and WoDaaBe is ambiguous and unclear. The
emphasis placed on the coimection between Fulani and WoDaaBe depends on the context
in which the discourse of their relations takes place and it is also likely that there is interlineage variation regarding how the WoDaaBe see this relationship. Origin myths
demonstrate this ambiguity of the Fulani-WoDaaBe relations. Some indicate that the
Fulani and WoDaaBe have the same ancestor, others do not. Bonfiglioli, for example,
retells an origin myth explaining how WoDaaBe and Fulani came into being at the same
time. The myth states that an Arab girl was impregnated by a water spirit, who gave the
girl a herd of cows as her dowry. The girl gave birth to twins. One son became the
ancestor of Fulani, the other of the WoDaaBe'^ (Maliki 1981:114). Another myth cited
by Dupire, also tells of birth of two children, one becoming the ancestor of Fulani and the

Maliki explaincs this account as given by Juutc and Tiindewoodi in 1979. I assume both persons being WoDaaBc.
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Other of WoDaaBe (Dupire 1962:30). However, many other myths refer to the origin of
the WoDaaBe only, and all origin myths cited to me refer to the arrival of the WoDaaBe
as group, not including the Fulani in the narrative. A young man explains to me that the

WoDaaBe were created separately and given the occupation of a herder from God.
Another person refers to a water spirit as the source of WoDaaBe's ownership of cows.

The m>th I included in the first chapter, told by lamido Bayre bi Tuka'e, explains how
WoDaaBe and their cows came into being. It is interesting, however, that Bayre's
narrative is very similar to Dupire's myth (discussed previously), but does not include
that the siblings had children together, one becoming the Fulani ancestor, the other the

WoDaaBe ancestor.
Most WoDaaBe simply refuse to acknowledge historical relations with the Fulani, for
example by stating that this connection is so far back that it does not really count. And as
previously pointed out, origin myths recited to me, told how WoDaaBe came into being,
not how the Fulani and WoDaaBe came into being. In a discussion about this issue with
several elderly men, Ganduu remembers a story that a long time ago two men had a
dispute, one then came the ancestor of WoDaaBe, tlie other the ancestor of the Ndowi'en.
Kala'i makes a remark to this, with which the others of the group seem to agree; "This we
don't know, this must have been a very long time ago. That time people had
consciousness [were self-aware] things were as they are today [i.e. the Ndowi'en (Fulani)
and the WoDaaBe were separate groups]" (Tape transcript (6)September 1997;4).
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Terminology and Classification of the WoDaaBe

Most of the texts discussing events relating to the WoDaaBe around the period of the
jihad make, however, no distinction between the Fulani and WoDaaBe. Many references
only refer to nomadic Fulani, then include both Fulani and WoDaaBe lineages. During
the time when these works were written, the 19''' and early 20^^ century, a greater number
of Fulani were nomadic than today. Often the texts use the term "Bororo" to refer to the
nomadic Fulani. The meaning of the term "Bororo" itself is not clear. In Niger, this term
is used in the Hausa language and in French to describe WoDaaBe, but not to refer to
Fulani groups. Some WoDaaBe see this term as referring to a specific lineage group
within the WoDaaBe, even though this lineage group is conceptualized as somewhat
different from other WoDaaBe lineages. One informant stated that the Bororo lineage
has a greater medical knowledge, and has at some time mixed more with the Fulani,
taken up some of their customs. The term Bororo is also often used in a broader context.
In Cameroon, local people and academics use Mbororo over all eastern cattle Fulani. The
term is degrading, referring to backwardness, and is not used by the pastoral Fulani
themselves. Tea Virtanen suggests that the use of the term Mbororo serves the sedentary
Fulani to distinguish themselves from the nomadic pastoralists (Virtanen 1998). In
present day Nigeria, M'bororo is used over some Fulani groups and then especially over
"any migrant pastoralist who does not pray, does not speak Hausa, and dresses and does
his hair like woman" (said by a Fulani chief; quoted in Gefxi 1992:70). It is interesting
that two of these characteristics are often seen in contemporary Niger as applying to the
WoDaaBe; they are characterized as non-Muslims, and their braided hair is seen as
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women's hair. Thus, the term Bororo refers only within Niger exclusively to WoDaaBe,
but in all locations it seems to imply backwardness.
An interesting question remains to be asked; what does the term "Bororo" mean, and
how did the term enter into the definition of WoDaaBe Fulani? I have not, unfortunately,
found a clear explanation for this, but a few suggestions exist. The WoDaaBe, I talked
to, resist this term, and believed it to be application of the French term for their cows
"Bororo Zebu," to themselves. This is well possible, because it is usually the most
nomadic groups of Fulani, i.e. those most identified with cows, to which this name is
applied. In 1943, a government official wrote that "the word Bororodji is not Fulfiilde,
not Hausa, not a Tamacheck, not Arabic, not Zerma," thus demonstrating the lack of
knowledge of the origin of the term during that time (NAN: no name 1943:3). Hama
suggests that the term Bororo derives from some area or place in the Sahara.
Contributing from a narrative for which he does not identify the source, he argues that the
concept Bororo derives fi-om a place is called M'Boro (Hama 1968:293). Bracekenbury
suggested that the name could be corruption of ^"Ba Wuro^ (son of cattle camp), or from
Bawo Wuro (behind cattle camp). He also suggests that it is derived from the word
^^Boro" which refers to the leather bag into which WoDaaBe pack goods when travelling.
The author also refers to another article by Paul Guebhard, who believes that the term
which he writes as Ourourbe, is derived from Ouro (Grass hut) and thus the name of the
group refers to "dwellers of grass huts." (Brackenbury 1924:208).
The confiision of the terms Fulani, WoDaaBe and Bororo connects with another
rather interesting problem; speakers of different languages make their own names for
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cthnic groups. These names are sometimes seen as actually referring to different groups,
when they are in fact only different names to refer to the same group. 1 don't need to go
further for examples, than the terms that the English and French languages use to refer to
the Fulani. but both the French and the English constructed new labels to refer to the
ethnic groups they encountered. Fulani call themselves Fulbe (sing. Pullo). The English
probably adopted "Fulani" from the term "Fulbe," while the French term Peuhl (also
Peulh. or Peul) probably derives from the singular form of Fulbe. French and English
texts have also adopted the terms which non-Fulani use for the Fulani as if these had
other meanings than just a different term covering the Fulani. I briefly discussed such
labeling in chapter nine. In table 16.1 some of the terms that other ethnic groups use for
WoDaaBe are summarized, which I believe will explain some of the confusion regarding
the labeling of the WoDaaBe.

Table 16. 1. Terms used for the WoDaaBe and the Fulani.
Named by
Used for the WoDaaBe only
French
Bororoji
English
WoDaaBe/Bororo
Hausa
Dossa'a
Fulani
WoDaaBe
WoDaaBe
WoDaaBe
T uaregs
Folan
Zerma
Fuula

Used for the Fulani.
Peulh
Fulani
Fulani
Fulbe
Ndowi'en
Farfaru, Farfaruutan
Fuula

One author classifies the Fulani into "Peulh Farfarous" and Peulh Bororo" but
Farfarous is simply the Tamacheck concept for a Fulani (Regards sur le Department de
Tahoua n.d.:5). Another text classifies the Fulani into Peulh and Bororo Dassawa (NAN:

Tliis information is based on Girgi Ganayi.
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Brouin 1944:25), thus using the ethnic term, which Hausa use for the WoDaaBc. Dupire
argues in 1962 that the Fulani can be divided into three groups; the sedentary Fulbe, the
Fulbe Farfaru who are also called Ndowi'en^^ and finally Bororo nomads (Dupire
1962:38). As the table above shows, Farfaru is simply a Tuareg term for Fulani.
The classifications of the Fulani in texts, often take place by dividing the Fulani into
Fulbe si 'ire and Fulbe na 'i (sometimes just translated into town Fulani and cow Fulani),
or by the classification into Fulani and Bororo. Last (1967) talks about Torokawa (which
is the Hausa term for ToroBe), the Sullebawa (also a Hausa term) and the cattle Fulani.
Urvoy states that a distinction has to be made between the Fulani, which are more or less
fixed, frequently living in villages, and the Bororo that preserve their pure blood and
morals of the ancestors and are less Islamised (1949:96; see also similar classification in
Nadel 1942:71). Wilson-Haffenden, staying in Nigeria in 1925, classifies the Fulani into
the town or settled Fulani, and cow or Bororo Fulani. The later he characterizes as
keeping their "blood pure by marrying only within their tribe and retain for the most part
their pagan beliefs" (Wilson-Haffenden 1930:92). The group Shuwalbe, WilsonHaffenden classifies as a part of the Bororo Fulani. This group is not known among the
WoDaaBe I asked, and most WoDaaBe stated that these people must be Fulani rather
than a WoDaaBe group. This claim is supported in that the Shuwalbe practice soro (in
the text written shero) which today is seen by the WoDaaBe as a characteristic of being a
Fulani. Other authors such as Edward Hopen find it important to point out that the
Bororo arc separate group within the Fulbe na 7. He specifies that the term "does not

Reed also notices that the tenn Ndowi'cn is used by WoDaaBc to refer to "settled" Fulani (Reed 1932:423).
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refer to a specific 'clan' or 'tribe' but a general category of pastoralists who although
they arc "remote kin,' practice different ecological adaptations, have different values,
customs.." (Hopen 1958:1-2). Another text, by Francis Nicolas, divides the Fulani into
"peul blanc" and "noir," he identifies the "noir" as being Bororodji (Nicolas
MDCCCCL:42).
Looking at the official documents in the Niger's archives,'"® some of which show
clear ethnographic interest in the WoDaaBe, they express interestingly enough, no
specific attempt in classifying the different groups of Fulani in any detail. This could be
done, for example, through establishing the different lineages within the Fulani. In some
documents, the distinction is simply made between the sedentaty and the nomadic Fulani,
just as in the published sources previously cited. In contrast, the lineage organization of
the Tuaregs is carefully studied, and elaborated.'"' This lack of classification of the
Fulani, and thus identification of WoDaaBe, indicates lack of interest in the lineage
organization and/or lack of knowledge of internal differences. Perhaps such
conceptualizations were of minor importance to the politics of the territory of Niger. A
document written in 1936, with detailed ethno^phic information on social structure and
customs, has no other distinction of the different groups of Fulani than into sedentary and
nomadic (NAN: No name 1936). As late as 1944, M. Brouin writes that; "The Fulani in
this country seem to belong to two different races, the white Muslim Fulani, and the
Bororo of the Dossawa race that are non Muslims who migrate and have different way of

I am here only talking about the archival material available to me in Niger. Research was not conduced in archives
in Franco which. I have been told, have a greater number of documents.
The French seem also to have been much more interested in the Tuaregs than in the Hausa, having respect for the
former but almost a contempt for the Hausa (see Roberts 1981; 196).
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life than the former'

(NAN: Brouin 1944). His carcfiil phrasing seems to indicate this

information as relatively recent.
Reports from the early half of the century listing the number of people paying tax in
Tahoua classify them into ethnic groups. The Tuaregs are listed according to lineage
affiliation while the Fulani are simply associated with the place where they were found or
in some cases by lineage name. TTiis text actually lists together various kinds of names,
sometimes of a lineage group, but sometimes of water, well, or a town but, unfortunately,
does not identify whether using a place name or a lineage name listing them all as lineage
names (NAN: Durand-Viel 1947b). Another text tells us that prior to 1927 there existed
no census on the Fulani (NAN: Guilland 1933:2).
What affects the way in which WoDaaBe are classified and identified is of course
who the researchers were interviewing (or if they are using secondary sources, who did
the writer ask). That information is not available to me but it is possible that some
authors adopted Hausa terms or Tamacheck terms because their informants were from
these ethnic groups.

An article from 1924 reports that the Hausa and Fulani use the

name Bororo to refer to the WoDaaBe (Brackenbury 1924:208).
To summarize what has already been said; this information tells us that the WoDaaBe
have long been classified as a part of the Fulani/Peul. Official documents regarding the
Fulani indicate lack of interest in further classification beyond the two simple categories
"sedentary" and "nomadic" people. This classification is then taken up in the academic

"Lcs Pculhs de cc pays appaniennent d'ailleurs a deux raccs diffirentes. Ics Pculhs blancs muslulitians et les bororo
dc racc Dassawa non-musulman qui pratiqucnt I'cnlcvemcnt et ont un genre de vie bien differente des premiers"
Murray Last (1967), for example, uses the term Toronkawa, which 1 have been told is the Hausa form of the name
TorodBe.
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writings, some researchers seeing the WoDaaBe as somewhat different from other Fulani,
classifying them as Bororo.
Revealing another aspect of the problem of relationship between the WoDaaBe and
Fulani, Bonfiglioli writes that only after the jihad, the WoDaaBe formed or enforced a
notion of difference between the WoDaaBe and Ndowi'en, by forming their own moral
conduct or code. ntboDangaaku (Bonfiglioli 1988:63). This moral rule lies today at the
corc of being WoDaaBe, as discussed earlier. Bonfiglioli seems thus to be suggesting
that prior to this time, WoDaaBe were not a distinguishable group which would explain
well why it is hard or impossible to trace their history separately. It is interesting
however, that the written references all published in the early twentieth century do still
not mention this distinction. That could either indicate that the WoDaaBe had not then
developed as strong separate identity as they have today, or it could simply reflect the
lack of interest of these authors in differentiating the various Fulani groups"".
Another aspect also tells something of the relations of the WoDaaBe and Fulani. As
previously stated the WoDaaBe explain their name as "those who respect taboo" or
"people of the taboo." However, Fulani have explained to me the name as "those who
are excluded, " or "those who are tabooed" (see also Dupire 1962:33). These two
contradictory explanations are important because the former tries to establish the
WoDaaBe as morally superior to the Fulani, while the latter tries to establish the Fulani
as morally superior. These different explanations indicate some tension and
differentiation between these two groups.
"" Frank A. Salomonc and Jean-Loup Amselle have argued that the Fulani identity itself changed and shaped itself to a
new political reality during the colom'al time (Amselle 1998; Salome 1985).
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Islam and State Formation in West Africa

The history of West Africa is closely tied with the historical development of Islam.
Islam was introduced to West Africa through migratory movements of traders, but was
also influenced by the migrations of pastoral people. Hunwick states that the nomadic
Berber tribes formed an important link between Islamic North Afnca and the savannah
lands in West Africa during the first century after Muhammad. In addition, there were
trade routes between Morocco and the Western Sudan since early times (Hunwick
1965( I):116; also Wolf 1982:40). Thus. Islam was introduced in a rather peaceful way,
mostly through desert trade routes. In many West Afncan societies, the ruling classes,
consisting of the chiefs and people connected to the court, first adopted Islam. Most
people retained their traditional religious orientations unchanged, and even in the setting
of the courts, Islam intermixed with pre-existing practices. The Muslims were important
for the dominant classes because they were literate and thus able to document regulations
and events and to keep contact with other states and kingdoms in distant places. As
Muslims, they were also part of a broader society which the Islamic community formed,
and thus had access to more international connection (Hunwick 1965(1):117).
Muhammad had strongly emphasized the community of believers, the umma, in his
teaching. Each individual who had adopted Islam was considered to be a part of the
umma. Umma is, therefore, an important political concept which emphasizes Muslims
everywhere as one community. Thus, Islam has served an important role in the
establishment of states in West Afiica, both by creating political alliances with other
states, and because of knowledge of writing. In the old empire Songhai, a man called
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Aski Muhammad Town was a ruler in the late fifteenth century. He went on a
pilgrimage to Mecca and when returning in 1497, decided to build his state in accordance
to the world view of Islam. He was assisted by Muhammad al-Maghili, a North African
clcric. who wrote long answers to Aski Muhammad Towri's questions. These responses
were read and studied by scholars for the next centuries, affecting policies of the states
(Hunwick 1965(1);122-123; Hiskett 1994 [1973]:5).

At the time of the birth of Shehu Useman dan Fodio (1754), Hausaland was divided
into seven major states and a few smaller ones. Daura was probably the oldest state, but
its origin is rather unclear. Katsina was established in the fourteenth century or earlier.
The others, Biram, Zaria, Kano, Rano and Gobir, were independent political units but
shared a cultural background and language (Ifemesia 1965:91,95). It is possible that
Islam was practiced in Hausaland as early as the fourteenth century, but it was not until
the fifteenth century that Islam was established. Individual Muslims probably settled in
the small kingdoms and formed a small centers of Islamic scholars (Hiskett 1994
[ 1973]:5). The Hausa states were centered about the political unit of the bimi, which
was a walled or stockade town. The birni was usually a self-sufficient community, its
walls enclosing agricultiual land in addition to the town. The birni expanded gradually
through absorbing the outlying territory, thus increasing in population and power. A
single Hausa state was formed when a bimi gradually expanded and secured other birni
as part of its territory. This expanding bimi became thus the capital and the other birni
were subordinate to it.
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Each state was based on official hierarchy and had an elaborate court (Ifemesia
1965:107). A powerful Islamic influence came also with the Fulani, but it is noted in old
documents that when they arrived in Hausaland during the reign of Yakubu (1452-63),
they brought with them books on Islam. As previously said, Islam was still limited to the
courts and had no great influence on the lives of common people (Ifemesia 1965:94).
However, the affects should not be ignored altogether because, these texts, known to
literate people in Hausaland (such as stories of the life of Prophet Muhammad), must
gradually have started to circulate in oral form among those not able to read (Hiskett
1994 [1973]:7).
The Hausa states had strong connections to Bomu (also called Kannem-Bonm),
which was a state to the north-east, in the surroundings of lake Chad, inhabited by the
Kanuri (sometimes called Beri-beri) people, who speak a language of the same name.
The rulers of the state had been Muslims since the 11**" century. Trading and
communication between Bomo and Kano had been strong since the 15*^ century, and
many of the Hausa states probably sought assistance from Bomu during difficult times.
In the 15"^ century, the ruler of Bomu accepted tribute from some of the Hausa states, but
at the turn of the new century the power of Bomu over the Hausa states had declined
somewhat (Hiskett 1994 [1973]:4; Ifemesia 1965:74,93). In the sixteenth century, some
of the Hausa states became subjects to the Saharan empire, of Songhai, and paid tribute to
it. A ccntury later, the power of the Songhai was declining and parts of Hausaland were
conquered temporarily by people from the Benue area. Eighteenth century Hausaland
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was composed of several states, which were almost independent kingdoms (Hiskett 1994
[1973]:4).
Islam's influence in the Hausa states had gradually increased, informing the political
intuition of the states. Taxation and revenues, were, for example, based on Islam, and
had developed from tribute that had been given in the form of grain and other local
products. The tax included the zakat (zakka) which is authorized by the Quran for
charitable purposes; the jangali which was the payment on livestock; the kharaj {kurdin
kasa) which was the land tax and there were various other taxes such as on professions,
and on caravan routes (Ifemesia 1965;! 10).
Stenning points out that the savannah zone of western Sudan offered few natural
boundaries to establish a frontier line during a war. During this time, there were cities
with courts of various origins, surrounded by peasants in the countryside. Around the
states, there were also tributary populations of various ethnic origins. These populations
were likely to align themselves with any power that could possibly increase their
autonomy. In these various social landscapes, the pastoralists roamed throughout the
state "elusive and unpredictable" (Stenning 1959:13). As previously stated, there are no
extensive references in old chronicles regarding the life of the pastoral Fulani nomads.
Hopen suggests that they lived in rather large and mobile cattle camps, where they were
able to defend themselves or to flee. They were probably rather self-sufficient
communities even though participating in trade with neighboring communities (Hopen
1958:13).
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The Jihad of Shehu Useman dan Fodio
Shehu Useman dan Fodio'°^ was bom in 1754 in the Gobir State in Hausaiand. His
family was powerful, and could trace its ancestry back to Moussa Diokolle, a Fulani chief
who had moved from Senegal to Gobir thirteen generations earlier. The Fulani, both
consisting of pastoral nomads and sedentar>' people, had been establishing themselves in
Hausaiand since their migration in the fifteenth century. Useman originated from the
lineage TorodBe which is a very religious sect of the Fulani. Many of the TorodBe were
no longer nomadic even though they kept herds, but had turned to sedentary lives of
Islamic learning, becoming teachers or preachers (Hiskett 1994 [1973]:4; Hama
1967:88). The TorodBe were not the only Fulani lineage that was involved in the jihad,
but the various Fulani lineage spread over Hausaiand also participated. The Sullebawa,
also semi-sedentary clan, was important as well and so were the Kobbi Fulani, and the
Konni Fulani had grazing rights in the area with which they were identified (Hiskett 1994
[1973]; 16).
As a young boy Useman was believed to have certain supernatural powers, even to
have control over djinns (evil spirits), and later in his life he saw a vision of the Prophet
that guided him in his quest. As a person, he was said to have lived in extreme simplicity
and be disinterested in wealth. It is often emphasized that he twisted rope to earn his
food, while he was reading or teaching. He meditated daily by going alone to the bush
and as a young man he started composing long poems in the praise of the Prophet both in

Miskctt claims that the name Fodio is an Hausa-ized form of a Fuliuldc word, meaning a learned man (Hiskett 1994
[ 1973]; 17J. Hunwick, however, identifies Fodio as a nickname (Hunwick 1965(2):277). Sefu is another concept for
Sehu that is an honory title from the Arabic term Al-shaikh (the leader or elder). The term "dan" means son in Hausa
(Hunwick 1965(2):277).
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Arabic and in Fulfiilde (Hiskctt 1994 [1973]: 17,31)- Useman Dan Fodio became well
learned in Islamic law, mysticism, and theology, and was guided in his learnings by his
father and relatives. He undertook the studies through the medium of .•\rabic as was
common among Muslims in West Afnca, carefully smdying the writings of al-Maghili
(who had replied to the concerns of Askia Muhammad in the 15"^ century), and would
later refer to these writings to justify the jihad.
Useman started preaching when he was around 20 years old. He took preaching tours
in the Hausa states for that purpose and preached in Fulfiilde, Hausa and Arabic to reach
to a broader audience (Hama 1967:88; Hunwick 1965(2):265). According Hama, he was
hired in 1781 as a teacher for the family of Gobir's Sultan. The influence of Useman as a
teacher seems to have been related to his devotion to God and his personality, but all
accounts describe him as a gentle and charismatic person (Hama 1967:73). Late in the
1780s, Useman had a considerable following, which is usually referred to as the jama 'a
(community in Fulfulde), the community of those prepared to accept his spiritual
leadership.
As Useman's influence increased, the Sultans became increasingly suspicious of him
and his potential powers. Around 1788, the Sultan of Gobir tried to kill him but failed,
and Useman dan Fodio used the opportunity to strengthen his position. He asked for
increased rights for the jama 'a, including the right of preaching as he wanted and that
those who wanted to join him would not be subject to pressure from the state. In 1796, a
new Sultan became ruler of Gobir. He tried to reduce Useman's power considerably by
placing several restrictions on his activities. Among other things he prohibited all
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members of the jama 'a, except Useman himself, from preaching, and forbade the use of
turbans and veiling of women, which were the unifying signs of the jama 'a. In addition,
he prohibited those who had not converted already to convert to Islam.
In 1804 these conflicts reached its peak and Useman dan Fodio felt the conditions so
intolerable that he decided to migrate from Gobir, defrning the migration as hijra, thus
imitating the conduct of the prophet himself. The definition of the migration as hijra thus •
had a strong political and symbolic significance, suggesting the Sultan of Gobir was an
unbeliever hostile to Muslims. Later the same year, Useman dan Fodio and his followers
declared the jihad.
A jihad is based on the idea that Muslims have a duty to convert unbelievers to Islam.
The Jihad, then is a war of the true Muslims against unbelievers. To justify who was a
Muslim and who did not qualify as a Muslim, became thus a large part of the ideology of
the movement (Hunwick 1965(2):264). It is therefore simplistic to claim that the jihad is
simply a clash between Muslims and non-Muslims or/and Hausa and Fulani. Many of
the followers of Useman dan Fodio were Hausa and that was probably part of his success
(Ajayi 1965:359). In addition, the Fulani and the Hausa ethnic groups were far from
being internally united in a common interest.
After Useman left Gobir, he made his camp in Gudu, which is to the west of Gobir's
borders. His followers gave him the title Commander of the faithful (in Hausa; Serkin
musulmi, in Fulfiilde; Lamido djulbe). In 1810, the leader s of the jihad movement had
gained control over most of the Hausa states, establishing a new state called Sokoto. The
city walls of Sokoto, the capital of the state, started to rise in 1808, but the city was
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founded by one of Useman's sons, Ali Mohammed Bello. The jihad thus swept away the
Hausa states, and in place of the Hausa Sultans Useman placed his own flag-bearers
(which can be descried as senior lieutenants) as emirs over the kingdoms'"^ (Hiskett 1994
[1973]:9).
Useman himself was never a large part of the war. He was fifty years old when the
war started and more a scholar and teacher than warrior. Ali Mohammed Bello,
Useman's son. and Abdullahi, Useman's brother, were at the front of the battles. Hiskett
has provided an interesting discussion on the way in which Useman's conceptualization
of the jihad seemed to change through his lifespan. As previously indicated, ancient
references indicate that Useman was a kind and gentle person, and it seems that he tried
to avoid the jihad for as long as he considered possible. He seems to have been forgiving
towards others, and did not want to judge the "pagans" too hard. After the jihad,
however, Useman's own writing reveals that he has moved into a more rigid position, and
is thus less forgiving and tolerant. Hiskett attributes this to Useman's loss of many of his
close friends in the war, along with the betrayal of ideals, and abuse of power of which
many of the Fulani leaders had been guilty of (Hiskett 1994 [1973]: 109).

It was only at the late stages of the jihad that the conflicts were brought to Bomu,
starting with smaller revolts of Fulani Muslims in Bomu, which were connected with
Useman's jihad. In 1808, the capital Bomu, Mgazargamu, was captured. The Sultan of

During the time of Stenning's research the emirs were for the most part the descendants of the flag bearers of the
yV/iai/(Slenning 1959:16).
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Bomu then asked al-Kanem.'°^ a well known scholar at this time, for assistance in re
organizing the Bomu's army against the army of the jihad movement. Al-Kanem
managed to recapture the city from his enemies' hand. The Sultan of Bomu then became
a ruler in name, while al-Kanem held the actual ruling power. TTie conflict with the jihad
movement had. however, not ended and in relation to this an interesting correspondence
started between al-Kanem and Bello regarding the purpose and the rightfulness of the
war. This correspondence staned in 1810 and lasted until around 1812 (Hiskett 1994
[ 1973 ]: II0). While Bello claimed that Bomu was a pagan country, and thus war against
them was justified, al-Kanami disputed his accusations. Al-Kanem wrote among other
things:

"Tell us therefore why you are fighting us and enslaving our free men. If you say
'We have done so because of your heathenism', then I say ' We are innocent of
heathenism and it is far from our court-yard.' If the performance of prayer, the giving
of alms, knowledge of the unity of God, fasting (in) Ramadan and the building of
mosques is heathenism, what is Islam then? These buildings in which you have said
the Friday prayers, are they churches, or synagogues or fine temples? If they were not
for Muslim rites, then why did you perform the prayer in them when you captured the
capital?" (from Ifemesia 1965:286).

.A.l-Kanami did, however, not dispute that paganism existed in the state, but criticised
the attack against the Sultan who, in his opinion, was clearly a Muslim. According to
Bello's account, Useman was deeply disturbed by these accusations, and tried to refute
them (Hiskett 1994 [1973]:! 10).

The name "AJ-Kancmi" means the man from Kanem (Hunwick 1965(2):277).
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The Time Before and During the Jihad
Several factors probably worked together leading the nomadic Fulani willingness to
join the forces of Shehu Useman dan Fodio. The notion of common ethnic origin, of
"Fulaniness." inspired by Useman dan Fodio, was probably important for gaining support
from various Fulani lineages (see Bonfiglioli 1988:65; Johnston 1967:101). However, it
would be simplistic to describe the jihad as Fulani nationalism, because many Fulani
fought against the jihad movement and both Hausa and Bomu preachers received flags
from Useman (Stenning 1959:23). Hopen argues that the most enthusiastic support came
from those Fulani who knew Useman personally in his early days when he was
preaching, probably inspired by Useman's personality and devotion to this goals (Hopen
1958:10).
During the time prior to the jihad, the conditions in Gobir were particularly
intolerable. The cattle taK,jangali, had been very severely collected. These conditions
without doubt contributed to herders' willingness to support Useman. It has been argued
that if circumstances had not been so intolerable, the pastoral nomads would most likely
not have supported him (Hoben 1958:10; Johnston 1967:101). The tax jangali was one
of the several singled out by the Shehu and condemned as not recognized by Islamic law.
The Hausa probably argued that the majority of the pastoral Fulani were not Muslims and
thus the tax was a form of jizya (tax that can be imposed on non-Muslim subjects)
(Johnston 1967:30). Shehu's claim that the tax was an "illegal imposition" must have
intensified discontent among the Fulani and given it a sharper focus (Johnston 1967:101).
As pointed out by C. Bawa Yamba, the pastoral Fulani's resistance to the cattle tax points
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toward the importance of economic interest in their support of the jihad (Yamba
1990:39). It is likely that the notion of unfair conditions, mixed in with economic
motives and a feeling of common ethnicity. The sense that the Fulani were being
discriminated against by the Hausa interacted with these factors, thus making the element
of nationality and difficult conditions support each other.
An example of the hardship the pastoral Fulani had to endure, can be taken from the
time of the governance of Bawa Jan Gwarzo Serkin of Gobir (1776-94). Bawa tried to
collect tribute from the herdsmen by giving titles to some selected Fulani, who supported
him. hoping that they would get revenues for him. This failed and Bawa turned to raiding
the pastoral camps of Fulani located by the present day town Bimin Konni, and probably
other places as well. The Fulani could not give effective resistance and hence fled to
Bomu and elsewhere (Hopen 1958:10). Hopen does not specify if any of the Fulani
living in this conditions were WoDaaBe, but it is well possible
It should be noted that not all pastoral Fulani joined forces with Useman, and even
those who joined him probably never became more than "peripherally attached to the
actual administration of the Empire" (Hopen 1958:13). The TorodBe held the main
positions of power, both as a result of their learning in Islam and as a result of their
administrative experience prior to the jihad. The interest of the herders was largely
confined to the herds, rather than political administration. Hopen also points out that
between the TorodBe and the pastoralists, there existed a "cultural dichotomy" which
probably originated several centuries before the jihad (Hopen 1958:13). The difference
between the pastoral Fulani and the TorodBe seems to have been great and some authors
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argue that the TorodBe are more fruitfully seen as a certain religious "dimension" of
society rather than a cast or an ethnic group (see Bonfiglioli 1988:65-66). However, as
pointed out by Y. Shimada, the clerks of the Torodbe needed the masses to support them,
and were able to motivate them (Shimada 1993:94). The difference between the TorodBe
became important later on when the caliphate had been established, because the TorodBe
bccame more and more Hausa-like in orientation, focusing on encouraging
sedentarization instead of improving conditions of pastoralism.
Most authors thus tend to minimize pastoral Fulani participation in the jihad. An
cxccption to this is Urvoy who states that a group he calls Bororo'°® "were satisfied with
this, and participated fruitfully in the holy war of Dan-Fodio"'°^ (Urvoy 1949:96). It thus
seems thus most fruitful to see the pastoralists' support of Shehu Useman and the jihad as
an interaction of various interests.

The Sokoto Empire
The Sokoto rulers protected their empire by a border fortress. Behind the walls, they
strove to create a society modeled according to an ideal Islamic pattern (Hiskett 1994
[1973]:9). The first rulers managed to control the empire with considerable strength, and
to model it more in conformity with Islam than the Hausa states had been."" However,
during later generations the solidarity of the empire became increasingly reduced, and
corruption more dominant (Hiskett 1994 [1973]: 12). Reforms that had been so important
He defines the Bororo as pagans, which among other places arc found in Tahoua (Urvoy 1942:29).
"n'en ont pas moins ailegrcment et fhictueuscment participc a la guerre sainte de Dan-Fodio." I am not able to
identify his source on this.
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in initiating the jihad, such as the unjust taxation, were never fiilly established. Useman
had emphasized that taxation should be carried out according to Islamic practice, but in
fact often only the names for taxes changed, while the system of taxation remained much
the same. The cattle tax, jangali, survived under a different name, then called jizya,
applied to the "pagan" nomads, or called zaka (which is, in fact a voluntary Islamic tithe)
if the nomads were Muslims (Hiskett 1994 [1973]:143). Also, violence became
increasingly used in the caliphate not for religious conversion, but to enrich rulers
through slaves, booty and territory (Stenning 1959:32)
The flag-bearers (army commanders) were placed as heads (emirs) of the emirates.
During the early years of the empire they bore the Arabic title na ib (lieutenant), which
later gave away to the title emir (in Arabic it is amir and means commander). The
freedom given to the emirs varied considerably, and the caliph possessed in all cases the
final authority. The responsibilities of the emir toward the caliph were several, including
the collection and payment of yearly tribute to Sokoto (drawn from various taxes),
preserving the empire against opponents, and ensuring the state of religious affairs in
their emirates (Hiskett 1994 [1973]:141).
One of the important changes for some nomadic Fulani groups was that they gained
new opportunities for gaining some positions of authority. Stenning describes how with
the jihad the role of many of the pre-dominant ardo'en '"started, to change, from being
merely technical and advisory as demanded by the life in the bush, into a "leader of

' Q u c n t i n Caussct points out that the motives of the Fulani cannot only have been religious because in some area such
as in Banyo in Adamawa, the local populations were forbiddent to convert to Islam. Their conquest there must hencc
have been more motivated by political and economic factors (Gausset 1998:106).
' ' ' A r d o is the Fulfulde term for a lineage chief used by both Fulani and WoDaaBe.
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irregular troops and intermediary with the state" (Steiining 1959.74). At the same time
the more priestly figure of Maudo laawulpulaaku"' lost its importance. In Bomu these
predominant ardo seem to have been the leaders of early immigrants groups, establishing
the rights of the group to grazing (Steiming 1959:74). The leader of a pastoral group
would go to the local capital Gwandu or Sokoto and pledge his alliance and receive the
title Lamido, which was invested by the Fulani emir. The symbols of his status and the
state recognition of it, were a gown and a turban (Hopen 1958:14).
In order to seek such a position, the leader would have to have adequate numbers of
clients or subjects (Hoben 1958:14). The ardo position is based on the allegiance of a
lineage group, making the subjects defining his authority as an ardo. Oral sources claim
that prior to the time of Useman dan Fodio, the WoDaaBe had no one invested with the
authority of lamido, which shows how the position of some nomadic WoDaaBe changed
from being marginally connected with the state having access to positions of power.
However, according to Dupire there were probably not many WoDaaBe groups who
gained positions of lamido, those who did were predominantly from the lineages of
Godjanko'en and Bi-Koron'en (Dupire 1962:26).

In 1817, Mohammed Bello, Useman's son, took the title "king of the faithful." Shehu
had divided the kingdom between Mohammed Bello and Abdullah (Useman's brother)
giving the former the more powerful eastern half of the empire, the latter the weaker
states in the west. When Useman dan Fodio died in 1817, Bello was elected caliph by the

"* This position docs not exist among the WoDaaBe groups that I did my ethnographic research among.
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Sokoto community. Thus, the direct line of Shehu descendants succeeded as caliphs in
the empire (Hiskett 1994 [1973]:114; Hoben 1958:12). Bello is described as talented
man like his father, knowledgeable and very interested in world issues. Clapperton, who
traveled to Bomu during the 1822-25, describes his encounter with Bello in the following
terms; 'the next day I was introduced to the Sultan [Bello], whose reception of me was
no less gracious than his manner was dignified" (Bovill 1966:772).
Bello developed a policy of the '"ribat" in order to ensure the safety of the birni (i.e.
the community). The ribat is a structure of a protected centre, i.e. the building of walls
around the birni. Thus, the establishment of the ribat was a part of Bello's policy of
creating walled frontier towns so the towns would be relatively safe from raids by
enemies of the caliphate (Kebbawa, Tuaregs, Gobirawa, Zamfara). Bello encouraged
various buildings within the ribat, mosques and schools, as well as those used for trade
and workshops (Last 1967:80).
Part of Bello's policy of the ribat was also to encourage the nomads to sedentarize; to
reduce their number of cows and increasingly take on a herding of smaller ruminants.
Thus, the policy of the ribat stimulated greater urbanization, higher demand for meat, as
well as demands for horses and camels for the military to protect the ribat and thus the
caliphate (Bonfiglioli 1988:64). Some of the cattle-owning Fulani who had supported
Bello, had been persuaded to join the community of the Sheikh, and to teach their
children Islamic practice and behavior. By doing this Bello helped to stabilize the
cconomy of Sokoto, as well as reducing conflicts between the sedentary and the nomadic
population. He also lessened the military risk, created by the seasonal leaving of the
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herders from the army to attend to their cattle. Bello's policy of the ribat was inspired
from the history of Arab conquest, and probably the fact that it was based on Islamic
practices helped to win acceptance of his policies (Last 1967:80).
Bonfiglioli argues that for groups such as the TorodBe, this Hausaization (i.e.
scdcntarization, adoptation of Hausa-language etc.) which was part of the policy of the
ribat, did not create a problem because they had becomc a more religious community
than ethnic (Bonfiglioli 1988:62). During the jihad, the reformers had played on ethnic
feelings, on the common ethnic origin as Fulani, and thus had drawn many different
Fulani lineages to them, especially the nomadic groups. Later, however, emphasis turned
to religious solidarity and to strengthening the situation of the Muslim elite, no matter its
cthnic origin (Bonfiglioli 1988:65-66). Fulani rulers needed to gain support from other
ethnicities. This was, for example, reflected in that it was almost a duty of chiefs to take
many wives from diverse ethnic origin in order to build the alliance and support of nonFulani. '

This practice must have been looked down on by the pastoral Fulani, who, as

Fulani in general, practice endogamy. The children bom from these new alliances were
educated by their mothers and servants who also were not Fulani, thus further
strengthening the differentiation of the pastoral Fulani and the TorodBe (Shimada
1993:99; see also Gausset 1998:100).
Muhammad Bello died in 1837, at the age of 56, then leaving the caliphate united,
and at its strongest peak of power. The revolts of 1817-1818 had been crushed and the
frontier of the caliphate pushed forward (Last 1967:0-80).
" ' i n the sub-emirate Ray-Buuba in the Adamawa Emirate, all chiefs were choicen from sons o f non-Fulani wives of
local origin, which was intended to ensure the support of local non-Fulani populations (Shimada 1993:99).
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Slavery and the WoDaaBe in the Caliphate

Paul E. Lovejoy states that "slavery was a crucial institution in the Sokoto caliphate
during the twentieth century" (1981:201). From 25% to 50% of the population were
slaves, and in some of the key provinces percents were probably much higher. The
caliphate had extensive slave-exports and virtually all the sectors of the economy used
slaves, e.g. on plantations, in cottage industries, trade, small farms, harems, governmental
administration, the military and for all kinds of daily life tasks. In addition, the tribute
payment could be done in slaves. Lovejoy estimates that during the century, 250 000 300 000 people were exported to the north as slaves (Lovejoy 1981:201-202). A great
majority of slaves were women (Klein 1983:67). Slavery also existed in the Hausa states,
but mostly composing captives of war. Still, many people lived in the risk of being taken
into slavery (Hiskett 1994 [1973]:79). In the beginning of the Jihad, for example, the
Hausa rulers launched attacks on the pastoral Fulani in order to enslave them and seize
their cattle (Last 1989:558).
A theory of slavery was formed by Ahmad Baba of Timbuktu, who was one of the
religious scholars of Songhay Empire. In 1614, he wrote a legal treatise on the issue of
slavery, discussing who could legitimately be enslaved. Basing his observation on earlier
works, he claimed that Muslims could not be enslaved legitimately. "The cause of
slavery is non-belief. Any slave owned must have been or one of his ancestors captured"
(quoted in Lovejoy 1981:208). Thus, Ahmad Baba makes the question of Muslim and
non-Muslim central to the issue of slavery. In fact, the emirs raided their own provinces
for slaves, and slaves have been reported taken from Islamic communities, especially
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during the second half of the nineteenth centur>' (Hiskett 1994 [1973]:155). Shehu had a
broad definition of who was a Muslim, and protested strongly against the enslaving of
Muslims subjects. In the late 1century, before the jihad, he had reviled the
slaveholders of Hausa Muslims enslaved captives of war (Lovejoy 1981:211). When
Muhammad Bello became the caliphate of Sokoto the issue of slavery which had become
important for the caliphate revenues, became more focused on who was a "good"
Muslim, and thus the question of Muslim identity became an issue (Lovejoy 1981:213).
The prevalence of taking free Muslims as slaves seems to have been striking in the
caliphate, and in order to maintain the solidarity of the Fulani rulers, the caliph tolerated
some emirs who abused their powers in this regard. One such emir, Byero, a descendant
of Useman dan Fodio, was allowed to raid for slaves within the caliphate for years
(Lovejoy 1981:222,238; see also Hiskett 1994 [1973]:155). At least in some areas of the
caliphate the expectations of becoming a slave at some period of one's lives were high
(Last 1989:569). As previously said, one of the obligations of the emirs was to ensure the
proper conduct of religious affairs, and thus to continue to wage the holy war against
non-Muslims. The slave raiding against remote, perhaps nominal Muslims could be
justified as being a part of this war against the "pagans" (Hiskett 1994 [1973]: 141).

The issue of slavery signaled great changes for the life of the pastoral Fulani. Prior to
the jihad, pastoral Fulani were not allowed to own slaves, but after the jihad the Fulani
pastoralists' status changed from a free subject people to a part of an elite, who could
own slaves (Hopen 1958:13). The status of the WoDaaBe was rather ambiguous during
*
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this time, then as a part of the Fulani ethnic group but only rather marginally attached to
the Muslim Fulani community, and they were conceptualized as pagans by many Muslim
Fulani. During the reign of Ali Baba (1842-1859) the nomadic Fulani were made to pay
jiziya, the non-Muslim tax (Bonfiglioli 1988:58). It would thus appear that the pastoral
Fulani were seen as part of this elite in some contexts, but were as powerless as the Hausa
pagans were in other contexts.
The ambiguous status of the nomadic Fulani is well reflected in regard to the issue of
slavery. In the beginning of the jihad, participation in the war was especially appealing
to the ardo 'en, and they participated considerably, profiting both in animals and slaves
(Bonfiglioli 1988:67). Stenning argues that WoDaaBe raided for slaves, paid for them in
the market and gained them as a part of a war booty (Stenning 1959:65). Bonfiglioli
argues that slaves were used for agricultural work, which lead to those having many
animals started to invest in land. This rapid accumulation of wealth in slaves and animals
led thus to a general process of sedentarization (Bonfiglioli 1988:67).
Being an important source of revenues in the caliphate, the raids were tuned into the
rhythm of agricultural production, taking place at times when work on the fields was
minimal. This was unfortunate for the nomads, because contrary to farming, herding
requires most work during the dry season. To leave the herd during the dry season could
mean loss of livestock. However, according to Bonfiglioli, the participation in the
military activities was necessary to maintain status as a free person. Those who lost
much of their herd had to sedentarize, which was followed by "proletarization" because
the herder had to sell his own work force, then would become a hired herder for those
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who had benefited economicaliy fi-om the jihad. This situation escalated during the
second phase of the jihad when the horse was introduced and the army more established
with professional solders (Bonfiglioli 1988:67). It seems thus that some WoDaaBe
bccame sedentarised in this period because they had lost their livestock, while others, the
more powerful ardo 'en, became sedentarised because of sudden accumulation of wealth
and status.
The ambiguous situation of the WoDaaBe is reflected in that while some WoDaaBe
gained slaves, other were most likely captured in slavery. Lovejoy states that the
nomadic Fulani moving with their cattle herds through the accepted Muslims countries
(Kano, Katsina, Bomo, Gobir, Songhay, Mali Zazzau) could not be enslaved legally
(1981;209). However, as previously pointed out emirs even raided their own provinces
for slaves, and probably the conception of many of the nomadic Fulani as pagans could
be used to justify their captured in slavery. Dupire reports a story of slavery of the
WoDaaBe during the reign of the Caliphate, which took place sometimes prior to 1850,
in a small state, Kasaure, created by Fodio. In this state groups of WoDaaBe lived under
hostile conditions. They finally partly rebelled against the ruler, leading to a great
number of them being killed or captured. Some escaped and migrated to the north. The
account states that majority of WoDaaBe from various lineages (i.e. Njapto'en, biNga'en, bi-Uta'en, bi-Koro'en, Alijam, and Suuduru) were taken by the chief. A great
deal of people were confined to slavery, others sedentarised. These people got new
names according to place where they took residence, thus being called names such as
Katsinako'en, Kilawa, Katsinawa, Tshilawa, Daaurwa. Dupire points out that when they
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finally came to Niger around 1900, they were not recognized by their lineage of origin.,
thought retained the markings of their animals according to the custom of their lineage of
origin (Dupirc 1962:22-23). Thus, it seems that the raids for slavery had various effects
on the WoDaaBe, reducing some of them to slaves, disrupting the lives of others, making
some lose their livestock and making others rich on slave raiding.
The process of sedentarization, already discussed, led to increased birth rates and
eventually to demographic explosion. That caused a progressive reduction of space for
the nomadic populations, leaving only alternatives of migrating or sedentarising
(Bonfiglioli 1988:68). Cultivation continued to expand and many areas, such as riverine
areas previously used for grazing in the dr>' season, became devoted to crop cultivation
(Gcfu 1992:22). Also from the begirming of the jihad until the British conquest (99
years), there were probably no areas in "now western Sokoto province" which could be
described as peaceful (Hopen 1958:16). The insecurity probably also affected the
nomads decision to migrate north.
Around 1870-1890, pastoral Fulani started to arrive in large numbers in Damargam
(Baicr 1980:45). The area between Sokoto and Wumo included at the end of the 1890,
the lineage groups Bi-Korony'en, Njapto'en, Jiidjiru, Godjanko'en, Bi-Hamma'en, and
Yaamanko'en (Bonfiglioli 1988:81-87). The migration to Bomu apparently occurred in
two phases; between 1805 and 1830, and after 1853. Migration was less during the
period 1830-1853 because Bomu had gained more control over its areas thus making
migration to the area more difficult. Many groups thus turned west during this period
among those being the various fractions of Alidjam and Degiredji. It was not until after
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1853, that the situation was favorable to continuing migration to Bomu (Bonfigiioli
1988:37-38; Stenning 1959:35,71).

The WoDaaBe in the Sokoto empire
How did the jihad affect the everyday life of the WoDaaBe? How can these sources
of information be used to imagine how the lives of these people were affected and
constrained by these conditions?
Hausaland was characterized by wide plains, occasionally broken by low hills
(Ifemesia 1965;90), and was probably ideal for grazing of herds. It can be assumed that
the WoDaaBe lived in similar camps as they do today, even though this may have
changed in some minor respects. Comparing the constructions of wuro among different
groups of Fulani shows that the basic structure remains the same among different lineage
groups, even though some variation exist (Sa'ad 1991). 1 find it likely there have always
existed some variations in the construction of the wuro, especially between different
lineage groups. Assuming the wuro was during this time, same in basic structure, the
wuro gives the WoDaaBe great mobility, well adapted to herding life. ' The wuro. as a
very mobile unit, also provided the possibility of getting away fast if the situation called
for abandoning particular area, which was probably a important factor in the unstable
political environment of Hausaland and the Sokoto empire.
The Hausaization entitled the reformers willingness to adopt various cultural forms,
such as Hausa as official language, the advocacy of sedentarization, and the disregard for
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tribal names in favor of people being identified with specific areas. This emphasis
causcd severe crisis for the more traditional sections of the Fulani society, further
underlying the difference between them and the TorodBe. According to Bonfiglioli. it is
during this time that the conceptualization of the WoDaaBe started to change regarding
their relation to Fulani. Instead of posing the world in binary terms of Fulani and HaBe,
i.e. Fulani and non-Fulani, the world is seen as consisting of WoDaaBe, Ndowi'en, and
HaBc. In addition the WoDaaBe move away from the notion of pulaaku, which is seen as
corrupted by the contact with Hausa, to a new term mbodangaaku as embracing the value
of the WoDaaBe"^ (Bonfiglioli 1988:63).
While the nomadic Fulani are said in many of the references to be "pagans," the
meaning of that statement has to be questioned. As I have pointed out, the meaning of
what constitutes a "true" Muslim was part of initiating the jihad, and all ethnic groups in
Hausaland seem to have mixed together Islamic elements with those of pre-Islamic
religions. It has been quite impossible to establish what pre-Islamic religion among the
WoDaaBe was like during earlier times (despite various attempts). Thus, I think it has to
be suggested that the WoDaaBe in the eighteenth century probably saw themselves as
Muslims, even though their beliefs were mixed with some other rituals, just as their
religious orientation is today. Also, we should remember that in order to be considered a
Muslim in the eyes of more orthodox Islamic scholars, a person has to adopt various
prayers and ritual conducts that can probably only be learned through a rather formal

' This is not to ignore the changes that elderly people report in relation to maidn gof wuro, stating that in
the past straw huts were made during the rainy season, which also seem well adopted to mobil lifestyle.
It would be interesting to know from where Bonfiglioli received his information for this highly informative
paragraph.
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religious education. Thus, it is likely during this time that just as today, many of the
WoDaaBc did not know all the rituals important for a Muslim, even though they have
perhaps conceptualized themselves as Muslims.
As I have shown, the jihad imposed a narrow definition of who was a Muslim and
who was not. The person's statement of belief in one God was not sufficient, without the
adherence to the proper rituals. In ail cases, the nomadic Fulani's status was ambiguous
because of their lack of knowledge of these rituals, and probably also their adherence to
conducts considered pagan by the more orthodox Muslims. Several aspects can be
mentioned that probably contributed to the notion of WoDaaBe as not being "true"
Muslims; WoDaaBe men have braided hair which more orthodox Muslims today see as
imitation of women's hair, and as preventing the man from praying properly. The
woman's hai, taken up in the front of her forehead, will easily touch the earth when she is
praying, thus also not praying properly. The clothing of the WoDaaBe probably also
contributed to their exclusion. The leather deDo of the man fails to cover his body very
well and the same seems to have been the case with the women's clothing. Prior to the
jihad some Fulani complained about the clothing of the nomadic Fulani women, saying

they were improper (Bonfiglioli 1988:33).
The conceptualization of WoDaaBe as non-Muslims probably led to the WoDaaBe
Fulani being in more danger of being raided and taken to slavery, even thought the
previous discussion has indicated that even fully "proper" Muslims were not safe either.
While some WoDaaBe benefited from the situation by gaining prestige and power
through the title of lamido, and by the participating in the raids, thus gaining slaves and
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wealth. This was probably rare among WoDaaBe, being the experience of a few
powerful men. It is p>ossible that those who decided to "follow" these powerful men had
greater protection from the raids and slavery. WoDaaBe homes, even of those within the
same lineage group, are still spread out for most of the year, and thus such protection
should not be overemphasized. At least they had someone who could represent their case
to the emir if their family camp was raided and/or some family members taken as slaves.
The general situation of most WoDaaBe and nomadic Fulani alike in the Sokoto
caliphate was probably one of great insecurity. They herded their animals on the plains
of Hausaland, bartering with other ethnic groups, who were in similar situations. The
herders and probably many peasants as well, were not confined within the birni and thus
did not benefit from the protection provided by the ribat. In fact the situation of both the
WoDaaBe and poor Hausa was probably not so different from the situation of
communities located in areas of war regardless of time or location; they could expect
raiding from both the soldiers of the emir and the enemies of the state. Sometimes, these
raids would have been limited to simple seizures of food and animals to sustain the army,
but in other cases entire families would have been taken captive; adult men killed or sold
in slavery, the women and children taken as slaves. It is not hard to imagine the fear of
having one's camp raided by a party of soldiers, losing everything, and perhaps even the
freedom itself. A poem written around 1850, describes the conditions of living for Hausa
farmers and Fulani and WoDaaBe pastoralists:

Do not act proudly because of this world
Do not strive for wealth.
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Act politely, follow the example of the great scholars, you hear.
Do not despise the people of this world.
People of the bush and of the scattered villages.
Do not practice confiscation as the courtiers do.
Galloping, galloping upon their ponies.
They seize by force from the peasants and leave them
With nothing save the sweat of their brows.
(quoted in (Hiskett 1994 [1973]:155).

.\nother poem written in 1856 by Asma'u, Bello's daughter, also gives a dark view of
the conditions in the Caliphate when describing the end of a battle;

The eagles and hyenas hovered
about; meat was to be seen every
where, left on the field for them.
(Part of verse 54 from Gawakuke Ma 'unde, quoted in Boyd 1986; 134).
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CHAPTER 17
THE PLACE OF BIRTH

My discussion will now focus on the oral history of a lineage fraction within the
Godjanko'en lineage. The goal here is merely to give some sense of the history that has
shaped the people who are the subjects of this dissertation. Instead of trying to cover the
history of the Godjanko'en extensively, I will present some themes connected to the
origin of the lineage group, the "children of Dodomi," and its history until the present:
I) the settlement of the lineage group in Ader and the way the lineage group
conceptualizes the area as its place of origin, thus contradicting present historical
understanding; 2) the history of lantibe in the group, which cotmects to the origin of the
lineage and sheds light on its connection to the state; 3) the life of Guurudia. which also
sheds some light on the relationship of WoDaaBe and the colonial state; 4) the killing of
Lemi and Ibrahim, which constituted the origin of the lineage group itself; 5) the
lineage's migration from Chadawonka to Tchin-Tabaraden, which helps to understand
the present political situation of the WoDaaBe.
This historical understanding was established with the help of several key informants,
most of them males over middle age. Information was also gained from various informal
discussions with men and women at various ages. Often the narratives were told in a
group of several people, and the person telling the narrative could thus confirm and
discuss the information given with the others in the group. As with other information in
this dissertation, the errors are my responsibility only.
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Ader
"WoDaaBe stayed in Ader for long time, for a great number of years. I do not
know for how many years, because there exists no records of it. The government did
not even keep such records, because they have no particular interest in the
WoDaaBe. [...] Prior to the Niger State coming into existence, my people were in
Ader. The father, father, father of my father stayed in Ader. All these people's
history took place in Ader. These people all died in Chadawonka in Ader" (Tape
transcript (2)May 10, 1998).
Ader is an historical area, spreading over around 25 000 km", and located in the
department of Tahoua in northern Niger, on a large plateau. Its eastern part (called AderDutchi), is characterized by high mountains, cut by deep valleys. The climate is sahelien,
and vegetation stepplike (Hamani 1975a: I). Annual rainfall is 500-550 mm. The rainy
season brings harsh floods and extensive erosion (Bemus 1990:152). The term Ader, in
Leignot's view, originated from Tamacheck, meaning "the small flood" (petite torrent)
(IRSH: Leignot 1907:7). It has also been suggested that the term is derived from the
Tamaseck '^Aderild\ meaning foot or track, referring to the tracks of the Sultan Agabba
(dc Revieres 1965:164).
The quote above reflects the great importance that Ader has for the Godjanko'en
lineage. Its members conceptualize the area as their point of origin, stating that this is the
place that they have stayed for a very long time. As I have previously discussed, written
history has claimed that WoDaaBe were a part of the Sokoto empire and that only in the
late nineteenth century did start migrating north where they are today. Most references
see them arriving in Niger only around the turn of this century."'

The main concern here

In his influential book. Bonfiglioli identifies the Godjako'en as havingarrived to the areas of Labanda and
Chadawanka in the period of 1914-1918 (1988:105). Swift and <il. argue that as other WoDaaBe groups the
Godjanko'en arrived to Niger in the beginning of this century, further specifying the arrival of the Ute'cn woI3eeBe
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is not a truth regarding the precise time of the WoDaaBe occupation in Ader, but more
the fact that some WoDaaBe see Ader as point of origin where most remembered history
takes place. As I will show, some Godjanko'en groups have been in Ader for several
generations, and I believe that most written references underestimate the length of time
WoDaaBe have stayed in Ader. Prior to discussing the Fulani settlement in Ader, I will
briefly review its history and its significance during the reign of the Sokoto Caliphate.
As Djibo Hamani points out, many texts have tended to see light Tuareg and dark
Hausa as ethnic groups that are distinctive and separated. The history of the Sahel and
Sahara, however, is characterized by the coexistence of different ethnic groups and
peoples of different colors. Indeed, many of those considered today to be Hausa probably
had Tuareg origin (IRSH: Hamani 1977:2-3).
Prior to the 1

century, Ader ap()cars to have been only marginally related to

neighboring areas. Around 1515 the founder of the recent kingdom of Kabi (north east of
Nigeria) forced the small kingdoms in Ader to accept his domination. This situation
lasted for two centuries. In 1674, however, the king of Kabi was defeated by an army
who came from Agadez, led by prince Agabba who was the child of the sultan
Mohammed. Having seized thus power in Ader, Agabba founded the dynasty of Sarkin
of Ader, which was ruled by his descendants until the 19'^' century (Hamani n.d.). The
period between the war of Agabba and the revolution of Useman dan Fodio was a
peaceful, but characterized by the massive movement of people from various ethnic
groups coming in Ader (Hamani 1975b: 118). Following the jihad, there were various
(which is the lineage of Dodomi) as arriving in the area around Durum (50 km south west of Tchin-Tabaraden) in the
1920-1930 (Swift et al. 1984:341). Baier, however, argues that during precolonial time some Fulani groups went to
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struggles over the control of Ader between different Tuareg fractions, especially the Kel
Gress and Kel Dinnik (Fuglestad 1983:31,48).
The Hausa state of Gobir extended partly into the Ader area (according to Hiskett's
map of the area), but after the jihad Ader was to the north of the capital of the Sokoto
State (which was called Sokoto as the empire itself). According to Baier, the Ader area
served as a border separating the Sokoto Caliphate from their Tuareg neighboring states
in the north. During that time the area was largely unoccupied (Baier 1980;104). Baier's
asscrtation is supported by Leignot's claim that the Sultans of Sokoto seemed to lack real
interest in the Ader area and saw it primarily as severing to protected their empire from
raids by the Tuareg nomads occupying the north (ERSH: Leignot 1907:6).
Ader was thus sparsely populated, its occupants probably being pastoral nomads and
few cultivators. Some references claim that the Fulani are the first inhabitants of the
Ader, claims that I feel skeptic about due to the lack of historical data to support them.
Leignot argues, for example, that it is possible that the Fulani around the Dinkim,
Gougoufeme, and Saboungari areas are descendants of inhabitants in Ader prior to the
invasion of the Asna'" (IRSH: Leignot 1907:7). A similar point was stated by Abdullah
Muhammad (Usemans's brother), but he also claimed that Fulani were settled in Gobir
before the Tuareg and Hausa '(Hiskett 1994 [1973]:15). I suspect such claims of

Aden which was not as dominated by Tuareg as the norther pans were (Baier 1980:133).
' ' ' Asna are defined by Lt Liegnot as Hausa that have been modified by contact with Tuaregs (Lt. Leignot
1907:2).
Here I want to keep in mind that Leignot was of the generation when Europeans believed all kinds of fantasy stories
about the origin of the Fulani. and he docs in f^t not specify from where he has this infonnation. Abdullah
Muhammad's claim should also be taken with care because it could have resulted from political goals of claiming
Fulani as ancient inhabitants of the land.
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being "first" had more to do with the politics of that time than with actual memories of
settlements.
1 still think that some contemporary references (i.e., such as those referred to earlier)
tend to underestimate the extent of stay of the Fulani in the area, viewing them as arriving
to the area only in the early twentieth century. Other historical research incorporates data
that indicates the presence of Fulani in Ader prior to the jihad. In a work on the history
of the Ader area, Hamani mentions the migration of nomadic Fulani when discussing the
population of Ader prior to the jihad, stating that they were attracted to the sparse
population of the area and the vast pastures (Hamani 1975b:118). Another reference
shows also the existence of Fulani in Ader during ^r^-jihad times. The German explorer
Ulrick J. Seetzen wrote in 1808 about his encounter with a young Fulani, who was on a
pilgrimage from his native country Ader. The man had left Ader around 1797, and his
overall information indicates that the Fulani were well established in Ader during precolonial time (Lavers 1991). When Barth visited the area between 1849-1855, there were
Fulani groups in Ader, to the north east of Sokoto. Among these groups, Barth names
Bororodjii (as discussed in Dupire 1962:21).
While it is impossible to tell at what time these groups arrived in these areas of Ader,
I think it important to confirm that Fulani have had settlements in the Ader area for a long
time, and thus it is not unlikely (even though in no way certain) that some WoDaaBe
groups had migrated there prior to the jihad.
In 1907, Lt. Leignot reported that the large mountain area Ader Doutchi had sparse
population (peu dense) and thus few fields and pastures. He states that even part of Ader
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that is not mountainous is depopulated, probably because its infertile soil made it
unattractive to farmers (IRSH; Leignot 1907:1; also reported in Baier 19980:20).
However, these valleys were rich in grasses, providing high-quality grasslands for the
pastoralists (Bemus 1990:152). Lt. Leignot remarks on the difficulties in evaluating the
number of people in the Tahoua department, and mentions especially the difficulties of
estimating the numbers of the nomadic people. It thus seems likely that the number of
people is biased in favor of agriculturists, because their numbers can more easily be
accurately established. Lt. Leignot informs us that the Tahoua area is inhabited by
110,000 people consisting of: 70,000 Asnas or Hausa who have been modified by contact
with Tuareg, 15,000Hausa (mainly in Konni area), 23,000 Tuareg, and 2000 Fulani
(1907:2). Dupire, however, argues that during the colonization of the area by France,
there were only 1200 Fulani in the region of Tahoua (Dupire 1962:21)."'
The place with which most contemporary Godjanko'en identify their ancestors is the
area of Chadawonka. Chadawonka, today a market town, is a part of the Ader area in the
northern part of the department of Tahoua in Ader. It should be noted that when using
the term Chadawonka, the WoDaaBe are referring to various locations in a relatively
large area, not only to the Chadawonka town. An old man says that his lineage fi-action is
"bom" in Chadawonka, meaning that all members of his lineage both in the past and
present were bom in this area, and that the lineage fraction itself was established in
Chadawonka (Tape transcript (3)September 1997:5). Chadawonka was only authorised as
According tn Fuglcstad, population increased considerable in Niger during between the 1911-1921. Fuglestad
argues that this is not due to increased population but rather more accurate counting of people for tax purposes. He
especially mentions in this context that the increased numbers are partly due to the fact that the nomadic Fulani were on
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a market place by the colonial authorities in 1940 (NAN: Brouin 1944:9) and Lantido
Bayre in Tahoua remembers the time before any market town was established at
Chadawonka. WoDaaBe then shared the area with Tuareg groups (which they call
Iborogan) and created shallow wells at Akuuija and Safe Abejaou to water their animals
(Tape transcript (2)April 24, 1998).
Thus in the Ader area, the WoDaaBe practiced their nomadic life, coexisting with
other populations. This area, which the French described as without value (n'ont en eux
memes aucune valeur) (IRSH: Leignot 1907:5), was seen by the WoDaaBe as a rich
pasture. Bayre describes it in the following terms: "This place was sweet, there within
the mountains. There 1 had good life" (Tape transcript (l)September 7, 1997:5). An
elderly woman tells me that during this time, the life of women was easier than today,
because they did not have to go far away to get water to their house. The water sack
(satjuu) which today has such importance was not used then and water was simply
carried on the head in a specific calabash, the jogirde and neither animals nor people
knew thirst. In addition, the herds were bigger, thus providing more milk for women to
do trading {sippal) (Tape transcript (3)September;4).
Even though these descriptions are somewhat nostalgic, they still point out how
different the life of the WoDaaBe must have been during this time from their more recent
lives in the bush around the Tchin-Tabaraden. In Chadawonka water was abundant and
close by, compared to today when people are engaged in the difficult work of watering
animals and carrying water for the house, consuming so much time and energy. These
the French tax rolls for the first time (Fuglestad 1983:84). This indicates how underrepresented the Fulani were
probably in the population estimation in Adcr and other areas.
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accounts indicate a pastoral economy radically different from the one of today, pointing
to how dynamic and adaptive WoDaaBe society is. The go 'gari (castrated bull) was then
used to carry the items of the household instead of the donkey today. The donkey
probably replaced the castrated bull because of its superior abilities to carry the water
sack. The greater amounts of milk were probably not only a result of larger herds, but
also of better milk production due to better quality fodder. According to Akali and
Kala 'i, some of the better quality forage is only found in these areas of Chadawonka,
which now have been taken under cultivation. Some other elderly people explain the
lack of quality forage in Tchin-Tabaraden (and thus less milk production) as due to lack
of rain, but the areas of Adcr receive in general higher rainfall than the areas of the north.
During the turn of the century, tegal marriage (i.e. the marriage between two adults)
was much less practiced than it is today. Elderly people tell me that it was almost non
existent at this time. The strength of the kobgal marriage (i.e. the marriage arranged by
parents when children are young) during this time can indicate the lack of various lineage
groups occupying the same area and/or stronger solidarity of WoDaaBe groups. The
strength of the kobgal correlated with greater possibilities of woman's trading of milk,
may also be posed in relation to the status of the woman in the society. As I will discuss
later, slave holding seems to have been common among WoDaaBe, thus freeing them
even more from labor with the herd, making it possible to have greater numbers of
animals. Slaves were often of Tuareg origin, and were bought at nearby markets. They
adopted WoDaaBe ways of life, according to the oral references, making their suudu in
same way as WoDaaBe but to the south of their masters camp. The presence of slavery
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can also be part of the reason for men taking fewer wives, creating less need for labor
force within the household itself.
During this time insecurity in the Ader area was great and WoDaaBe like other
population suffered raids when animals, belongings and even people were taken. The
K.el Ahagger from the north raided the inhabitants of Ader (Fuglestad 1983:48), and the
oral history of WoDaaBe tells of both people and animal taken. This situation went on
several years after the colonisation.
Following the colonial occupation and the population explosion from south to north,
the cultivators moved south into this sparsely populated land, finally pushing the nomads
away, fiirther to the north (Baier 1980:104).

Buuwa, the Lamido
"During the time of Shehu Useman, I have heard, that Useman came and slept at
a house of WoDaaBe. This time, the WoDaaBe received their position of lamido.
This happened long ago, in a country in the south. The first person to receive this
position of lamido was Buuwa who was from the lineage Godjanko'en. At his
house, Shehu Useman slept. This man was the leader of all WoDaaBe" (Tape
transcript (I )September 7, 1997:1).
"Shehu Useman, slept at the house of BoDaaDo from the Godjanko'en lineage.
The Bi-Koron'en heard about it, and thus came to the house of the Godjanko'en in
order to greet him, but he had left. Shehu Useman dan Fodio had left. He looked
back and said that he needed to leave, he was not coming back but asked for that his
greetings would be delivered to this people. He said; May God give people
prosperity" (Tape transcript (l)September 7,1997:3)
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The oral history of WoDaaBe describes Shchu Useman as the lamido JulBe,''"
meaning the king of the faithful (see also Hoben 1958:10). When tracing the genealogy
of lamibe. Shehu Useman is placed as the first lamido of WoDaaBe, indicating that he
was the first formal authority which history recognizes the WoDaaBe as pledging their
alliance. The history of the first lamido from the rank of WoDaaBe themselves brings
forth some interesting issues: their length of stay in Aden their relationship with other
WoDaaBe lineage groups, and the conditions in Sokoto Caliphate. What makes the story
of Buuwa, quoted previously, especially interesting is that many WoDaaBe are familiar
with it. and refer to it frequently. TIius, many versions exist of the story even though its
basic structure remains same. As the quote indicated, the main structure of the story tells
us that a person called Buuwa from the lineage Godjanko'en was invested with the
authority of lamido by Shehu Useman. In some versions of the story, Buuwa went to
Sokoto to pledge alliance to the Shehu Useman while in other versions it is stated that
Shehu Useman came to Buuwa to rest for one night, and then gave him this ptosition of
authority. In many of these stories, another lineage is present, the Bikaron'en, which also
came to greet the lamido but arrived later than the Godjanko'en and did not obtain
audience. Another interesting version put forward by several people, claims that when
Buuwa came to Shehu Useman dan Fodio, Dan Fodio had just died and thus it was his
son Bello who gave Buuwa the authority of lamido.

The term lamido in Fulfuldc refers to WoOaaBc highest authority, a chief over several lineage groups. The position
of the lamido can be seen in relation to other "offices" in WoDaaBe which are listed here according to the extent of
authonty: the lamido, the ardo or hakkimidjo (the lineage chieO. the majsamari.defined as working in relation to
young people, and garso which is rather informal status referring to those who find pasture (this classification was
posed by Girgi).
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To review briefly what has previously been said about the lamibe in relation to the
jihad, it has to be emphasized that the jihad initiated a change in the role of many pre
dominant ardo 'en. Instead of being the technical advisors of their lineage groups, they
becamc more integrated with the state, even leading troops and participating in raids
(Stenning 1959:74). These ardo 'en, controlling number of subjects, would go to the local
capital, pledge alliance to the caliph and receive the title lamido, which was invested by
their Fulani emir. These men would wear a gown and a turban that were symbols of their
high status within the society and their connection to the State (Hoben 1958:14). These
men could become rich in slaves and wealth, thus having a somewhat different life from
the other pastoralists in the bush.
Dupire's text confirms to a degree the historical validity of the narratives of Buuwa
when she writes that most of the WoDaaBe'"' "remained strangers to the holy wars of
Useman dan Fodio, with the exception of few fractions, whose chiefs received the turban
of Bello [i.e. the sign of a lamido], these are the Godjanko'en and Bi-Karo'en who are
more Islamised that other fractions" (Dupire 1962:26). Considering that Shehu Useman
died in 1817, the Godjanko'en according to these oral histories either received the title of
lamido in 1817, or during the jihad thus sometimes in the first years of the 19''' century.
Buuwa's story becomes even more interesting when the oral history adds that later
when the Godjanko'en moved to Ader, Buuwa did not want to leave with the lineage
group, but decided to remain in FCatsina (Tape transcript (l)April 24, 1998:1). The oral
narratives claim that he had fields that he did not want to leave behind, thus suggesting
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that Buuwa was to some extent sedentarized, probably having benefited in slaves and
riches that he had obtained in relation to the jihad. The narrative of Buuwa can thus be
seen as confirming the time of the migration of the Godjanko'en to Ader. However,
before turning to the migration itself, it has to be pointed out that several informants
claimed that Buuwa had originally done perol (historical migration) from Ader to Sokoto.
When the lineage wanted to go to Ader, it was thus to return to their area of attachment
(gari). According to Jahaja, for example, Buuwa stayed in Akkuja'en, which is a place
within Chadawonka, and went to Sokoto only to pledge alliance to Shehu Useman.
According to these sources of information, Buuwa then decided against returning to
Ader. Part of his family, however, wanted to return and thus the family group divides.
Putting aside the issue of which of these versions might be correct, Buuwa wanted to
transfer his authority to someone leaving for Ader, because as it seems, he was the only
ardo for the Godjanko'en lineage. Bayre claims that during this time the lineage had
already fissioned into three parts, even though there was only one chief. People were
identified in accordance to which one of the three brothers Godje, Utei, and Gawo, they
could trace their ancestry. Buuwa himself was the descendant of Godje. Bayre argues
that Buuwa first offered the authority to a person of the Godje fraction, probably to one
of his sons. The person did not want the authority, and thus Buuwa offered it to a person
of the Utei ancestry, who also declined. Buuwa then called a man named Buulti, who
was of Gawo ancestry (Gaa'anko'en) who accepted. In Ader, Buulti is said to have
stayed in the Tabotakii area, which is close to Zangebe (to the south of Chadawonka).
''' ...."que la plupait demcurerent etrangers aux guerres religieuses d'Uthman dan Fodio, a Texpection dc quelqucs
fractions dont certain chefs recurant le turban dc Bello; cc sont de Gojawa, Bi-Karo'en, plus islamist en cfTet que les
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His son Attiko herded in this same area, later to succeed his father as the authority of
Godjanko'cn. It is, however, clear that even though the oral narratives emphasize that
Buuwa gave the authority of lamido to Buulti, these same narratives refer to Buulti and
Attiko as being simply ardo 'en or hakkimi 'en. This is perhaps only natural since they
had migrated to an area where their authority as lamido was not recognised by any state
and these men thus only seen as the chiefs (hakkimidjo or ardo) of the lineage group.
However, it is likely that both of these men were powerful hakkimi 'en, their association
with Dan Fodio and the authority of lamido increasing their power.
The narrative of Buuwa thus indicates the Godjanko'en involvement with the state, in
addition to providing information regarding how early the lineage group moved to Ader.
Even though it cannot be established when precisely the lineage group moved it seems to
have been around the period of the jihad. The descendants of Buuwa who settled in Ader
extend to eight generations, (three alive), indicating that the WoDaaBe were in Ader in
the early 19"^ century.
When Attiko died, there was a search for someone to accept the position of lamido
(this is what the oral history claims even though Attiko is always referred to as
hakkimidjo). Guurudja, who was probably his son, did not want to become lamido, oral
history claims, because he did not want to be associated with the towns, as his position
would have required. Guurudja, however, became the hakkimidjo of the group while
Altine, a Fulani and a good friend of Guurudja, became selected as lamido (Tape
transcript (1)April 24, 1998:2). Why is there all of sudden a mention of the position of

autrcs WoDaaBe"
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lamido again? The oral narratives leave out that at the time of the death of Attiko, the
French had recently invaded Tahoua. On January first 1903, the territory of Niger had
been created. The French needed to establish their authority and were thus looking for
indigenous chiefs to help them subjugate the Fulani. I find it unlikely that the WoDaaBe
at this point had any authority regarding who became their lamido, and thus I suggest that
the narrative attempts to explain the contradiction of Guurudja, the descendant of a man
who had been invested by the power of lamido by the Caliph, not becoming lamido. This
oral narrative explaining why Guurudja did not becomc lamido thus emphasizes the
importance of Guurudja during this time, and I will later return to his story.
Official documents show that Altine was placed as a lamido by the colonial
authorities in 1925 (not by the selection of the people), and that he was not even the first
lamido in Tahoua, even though he became the most important and influential one. A
Fulani called Tyousso was chosen by the colonial administration in 1913, but was
replaced by Dotyri in 1920. I have not been able to find any document that mentions
these rulers by more than their names. There could be more information but it may be
defined as classified.'" With the creation of the circle in Konni, Dotyri remained a chief
in the new circle, but Altine bi Magagi was nominated in 1925 for the position of chief of
Fulani in Tahoua (TA: Genderault 1957: TA: Alhery 1972). In an official document
giving Altine's profile, the circumstances of his selection as chief are e.xplained as
•'necessitc de trouver un chef peulh dans la circle de Tahoua" (TA: Dossier signaletique
1944). It is interesting to notice that already at the time of the death of Altine, it was

'

Many documents regarding the chicfs in Tahoua were not available to me because they arc classified.
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recommended that the WoDaaBe would get their own lamido. The author of one
document, Gendrault, tries to explain why this was not done originally. He suggests that
it was because the French failing to realize that they were dealing with two different
groups of Fulani, and secondly that the number of Fulani in the area were so few that one
chief was seen as enough to survey all of them (TA: Genderault 1957:5). For some
reasons. Gcndrault's recommendations of separate chiefs were not followed, and the
WoDaaBe did not receive their own lamido at this time. I could not get access to any
documents explaining why, if such exist. Genderault states that ten chiefs of Fulani and
eight chiefs of WoDaaBe, are to be consulted, indicating that the WoDaaBe seem to have
had at least some influence over the choice (TA: Genderault 1957:5). Several of Altine's
children were candidates but his son Deye was nominated as the "chef du groupment
Peulh" on the May 30, 1958 (TA; Alhery 1972).
Deye died May 13 in 1972 at the age of 57. He had struggled with illness that oral
sources claim was TB. Due to his illness he was not able to put fiill force into his work
for his last years, resulting in uncollected taxes for the years 1969-1972 (TA: Alhery
1972). It was after Deye's death that WoDaaBe were finally given their own lamido, and
the office of lamido thus divided into two parts. Bayre bi Tuka'e became the chief over
the "9 eme groupment" (i.e. the WoDaaBe of Tahoua) in 1973, thus one year after Deye
had passed away

(TA: Diverse documents).

I could not get acccss to any document which explains the process behind the selection of Bayre bi Tuka'e.
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Guurudja Hakkimidjo

"Nuude and Guurudja; it was their meeting that led to Altine being made lamido.
They gave Altine the right of becoming the lamido over WoDaaBe. This is because,
as they said, they did not want to stay in the city. I think Altine was older but they
were friends, they had herded in the same places, because of that they wanted to give
him [the office of lamido]"' (Tape transcript April 21, 1998:4).

The territory of Niger was transformed in 1922 into the Colony of Niger, which had
financial and administrational autonomy, but was under the "gouvemeur general" of the
A.O.F. (Bonfiglioli 1988:114). During the years of 1931 and 1934, the whole Sudan area
suffered famine (Bonfiglioli 1988:113), although rainfall in Tahoua during these years
was no worse than during other years, suggesting that the famine was caused by more
political factors than natural ones (IRSH: Salifou 1988-1989:86). The colonial
authorities imposed forced labor, forced cultivation and high taxation with much severity
(IRSH: Salifou 1988-1989).
As argued in relation to the submission of WoDaaBc to Caliphate authority, the
presence of lamido in a WoDaaBe society reminds us of their connection to the authority
of the state. In Sokoto, the WoDaaBe lamido was appointed by the emir or the caliph,
and thus gained his power through state recognition. As a result of this, the term lamido
was not used over those of Buuwa's descendants who had moved to Ader. However, as I
have shown, the office of lamido was carried back into the WoDaaBe society by new
regime of the French. Thus, lamido (whether a BoDaaDo or not) is always appointed by
an outside authority. Selection of a lamido to govern the Fulani in Tahoua was necessary
for the French in order to facilitate administration including the collection of taxes. In the
narratives told to me Altine's name is associated with increased problems among the
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WoDaaBe due to unjust taxation. Most people today are unaware of any lamido prior to
Altine, but that many indicate that the other lamibe were not very effective and had little
interaction with the WoDaaBe.
The quote above about Nuude and Guurudja shows that regardless of whether the
WoDaaBe had authority in selecting their lamido. Altine was, at the time of the selection,
well know to the Godjanko'en and a friend to their hakkimidjo, Guurudja. A narrative
that demonstrates the relationship between Guurudja and Altine was told to me within the
framework of explaining why Guurudja did not become lamido. Once there was a Fulani
called Dottire who was lamido}^^ The WoDaaBe experienced a great deal of problems
from him and decided to do perol (long migration) to Damargou, but they decided to
comc back when the whites promised that the WoDaaBe would get their own lamido.
The WoDaaBe returned only to have the most predominant people within the lineage,
including the hakkimidjo himself Guurudja, jailed because they had not paid the tax for
their animals. Those placed in jail along with Guurudja were Nuude, Tuka'e and
Gaajadiiru. These three people as well as Guurudja were probably responsible in some
way for taxation, because they are identified as hakkimi en in the narrative, even though
they did officially not hold that position until some years later. All of them were from
different fractions within the Godjanko'en lineage group.
After these men had been in jail in Tahoua for some time, Altine sold some of their
animals to pay their debt and got them released (Tape transcript (l)April 24, 1998:6). As
previously said, the colonial archival materials refers to Dotyri as the lamido from the
This is the only narrative I was told which mentions Dottire and another lamido than Altine. However, both young
and old people know the name AJtinc.
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year 1920, but in 1925 Altine was made the lamido for the Fulani of Tahoua while Dotyri
remained chief over Konni district (TA: Gendrault 1957:2). It is thus possible that
Guurudja was placed in jail at similar time as Altine became lamido.
The three men who went to jail with Guurudja established shortly afterwards their
own lineage group, probably in 1933. Nuude become the hakkimidjo for Doro'a,
Gaa'djagiiiru for Godje and Tuka'e for Utei Balebe. Thus, four men served as
hakkimi en along with Guurudja within the Godjanko'en lineage (Tape transcript April
21, 1998; Tape transcript (1)September 7, 1998:6). This gets confirmation in a document
dating from 1933, which reported that the Fulani around the Zangobe well, had created
three new groups

(NAN: Guilland 1933:1). In addition, Dupire states that the

Godjanko'en divided into four fractions for the first time around 1930 (Dupire 1970:227).
Altine had become very useful to the colonial administration for taxation in the
preceding years, and was very unpopular among the WoDaaBe. He is remembered
among the WoDaaBe as the man who helped the colonial government to pressure taxes
out of them. It should be noted that even some of the colonial administrators found the
tax paid by the Fulani and WoDaaBe too high and unjust. At one time, the Fulani paid
the highest tax of all groups in Tahoua (NAN: Durand-Viel 1947:3). Within different
districts in Niger, taxation was also not equally high for same kinds of animals, causing
people to migrate to areas of lower taxation in attempt to escape the high taxation.
Nomads in Tahoua migrated, for example, to Agadez where the tax was somewhat lower
(Baier 1980:133).
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In spite of "peste bovine," endemic between 1934-1937. Guurudja's people had
considerable herds, perhaps as a result of their isolation from other groups. A colonial
administrator notes in 1937 that Guurudja's people "possedent de beaux troupeaux de
bocufs"" (NAN: Riou 1937). Only a month later, another administrator complains about
how Guurudja's group as a whole has tried to cheat him. The official report complains;
"Co rccensement s'est eflfectue d'une facon normale et je n'ai pas eu trop a sevir pour
reprimer les fraudes au controle sauf dans le groupe Peulh de Zanguebe ou le chef
Gourouza et sa famille ayant cache des troupeaux, le group tout entier a essaye de me
frauder. jc m'en suis apercu..." (NAN: Dose 1937:2).

Guurudja thus seems to have continued strongly to resist the colonial authority and its
imposition of taxes, using the cohesion of the group to escape the taxation to some extent.
WoDaaBe resistance against the French taxation is clearly demonstrated by oral history
where four dominant WoDaaBe were placed in jail (around 1925) due to a conflict
regarding taxation, the colonial documentation that they tried to "cheat" the census taken.
However, Altine's strong commitment to the colonial authority probably made such
resistance increasingly difficult. In a document from 1946 (previously classified), where
Altine's abilities are evaluated by the colonial authorities, he is credited with having
made such an excellent census of Fulani and WoDaaBe, that the tax they had to pay
almost doubled (TA: Dossier Signaletique 1946). The Fulani in Tahoua, then were 9,500
people, had to pay 945.543 FRES instead of 591.967 FRES for tax of their animals
(NAN: Durand-Viel 1947:3). It is not surprising that the colonial evaluations of Altine's

Two names of the hakkimi 'en are difTerent than those which have been identified to me by the WoDaaBe. The three
new hakkimi 'en are said to be Tokai bi Bounou, Ganzafliirou. and Monde bi Roua. WoDaaBe usually have sevaral
names which could explain this discrepency.
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abilities, speak highly of him, even though the reports also mention that he tended to
abuse his authority (TA; Bulletin individual de note (1)), and that his desire for money
was so great that he tended to forget basic rules of courtesy (TA; Fiches de Rensignement
1945). His importance for tax collection among the Fulani is even stated in one
evaluation report, that "s'il disparait, je ne vois personne qui soit capable de lui succeder,
tous le Chefs de groupes etant plus ou moins Tares" (TA; Notes 1932), and "sans lui la
moitie des taxes ne rentreraient pas" (TA: Notes 1933).
Altine thus became an increasingly problematic for the WoDaaBe, and they seem to
have frequently expressed their dissatisfaction to the colonial authority by requesting a
separate lamido. A document written in 1956 states that the Bororo of Tahoua have been
trying to escape Altine's authority for a long time

(TA: Bulletin individual de note

(I).) Another document from 1957 states that the fiindamental difference between the
WoDaaBe and Fulani makes it necessary for the WoDaaBe to have their own authority
(TA: Genderault 1957:5). It shows that WoDaaBe attempts to move away from the
authority of Altine were well known at the time Altine died.
As previously stated, the herders moved between districts in order to escape the high
taxation in Tahoua. It was only in 1953, when the movement between different district
for this purpose had caused so many problems, that the colonial administration decided to
impose the same tax on the animals in the district of Zinder, Maradi, Agadez and Tahoua.
The document states; "Dans un but de simplification et pour mettre fin a transhumance
qui n'a parfois pas d'autre raison que d'echapper a I'impot ou rechercher des Cercles a

"les Bororo de Tahoua chcrchcnt cepcndant depuis peu a sc soustraire a son autoritc"
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faiblc taux, Ic President propose runiformisation de la taxe sur le bctail peulh" (NAN:
Diverse documents).
The herder continued to pay high tax. Dupire writes in 1962 that the WoDaaBe pay
the highest tax of all ethnic groups in Niger (Dupire 1962b:354). It was not until during
the droughts of 1968-1972 that the tax on animals was abandoned, after all, the majority
of herders lost most or all their animals during that time (oral references).

The Killing of Dodomi^s Children
"The Gaa'anko'en wanted Ibrahim and Lemi killed, and thus went to some
Tuaregs and asked them to do this work. They asked the Tuaregs to come and kill
ccrtain people. They went with the Tuaregs to a path where they knew Ibrahim and
Lemi would go after they had given their cows water. Then they [individuals ft-om
the lineage Gaa'anko'en] pointed the two men out to the Tuaregs; 'These two I like
you to kill for me.' Then the Tuareg replied; 'These two WoDaaBe seem like fine
men, we are not able to kill them.' The Gaa'anko'en pressed them until they
accepted. They left, only to return in the night in order to kill them. When the men
were asleep, they came in order to kill them. One died right away, but the other went
badly hurt into the bush. He was hurt but he recovered. Time passed from duungu
to jawol [i.e. the period of one year] then the illness started again, because it was in
his head. After that he died" (Tape transcript Mars 16, 1998:2).
The narrative of Ibrahim and Lemi is important because it marks the beginning of a
new lineage fraction within the Godjanko'en, which was named the "Grandchildren of
Dodomi" and has been my focus in this research. Dodomi was probably bom around
1835-40. Tracing his ancestry does not give much information. Dodomi's father was
called Dari and Dari was the son of Gel Baba, about whom no information exists except
the name. Those I talked to were not even sure if Gel Baba was a man or a woman. It is
however, more likely that Gel Baba was a man because men's names tend to be longer
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remembered. The name of the father of Gel Baba is also lost. I only know that Gel Baba
had two brothers, one probably called Galgel and the other nameless. Dari was the oldest
of four siblings; a brother, whom name is lost, another brother called Kila and a woman
named Bise. Dari and Bise were known for being both handsome and modest. The oral
narrative states that they respected their father so much that they did not want to enter the
wuro if their father was there. They were exceptional individuals in many ways. Bayre
remembers a short poem about these siblings simply consisting of their names; "Dari gel
Baba, Bise gel Baba." (Tape transcript (l)April 25, 1998:5).
Dodomi was married to Salika, who appears to have been his only wife. She was the
daughter of biBaggji, the son of Galgel (Tape transcript April 21, 1998:6). Dodomi and
Salika were thus cross cousins. Salika is remembered being a very beautiful and graceful
woman, in fact considered the most beautiful woman of all Godjanko'en lineage. Often
when people described someone in the recent past, they say "wawa kamma Salika (not
like Salika)," thus indicating that the person's beauty did not reach Salika's beauty (Tape
transcript (2)April 25, 1998). Salika had only one brother who was killed by Tuaregs
when he was young, thus leaving Salika as the only child of her parents (Tape transcript
(1) April 25, 1998:5). Dodomi is remembered for having large herds of cows, and he
must have been associated with fortune because he is remembered as someone "receiving
much rain in his lifetime" (Tape transcript Lamido 1998(2): 1). As many other people at
this time, Dodomi had slaves that he bought at the market who helped him with his herd
(Tape transcript April 21, 1998:5).
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Dodomi and Salika had six children: first Lcmi, then Ibrahim. Ruuru, Duulel,
Amadjagga and Daro. I do not have much information regarding Lemi's children, but
Ibrahim had four children; Ham'ma Guuda, Jobi, Sembido and Siiriif. When Ibrahim's
wife was carrying the last child, Lemi and Ibrahim were attacked and killed as described
in the narrative presented above. According to my calculations this event took place
around 1890.'"' The motive of the killing is unclear, but the oral narratives state that
Lemi and Ibrahim were well known as outstanding men of their time, and thus evoked
jealously of others. No record exists of any aftermath of these killings. Dodomi and
Salika thus took care of the children of these two murdered men, and for some reason
were probably more involved with Ibrahim's children (the lineage group does not consist
of Lemi's ancestors). A few years later, perhaps one or two, Garfe, son of Kila died. He
thus left his wife Djo'a behind with their four children. Garfe was probably rather mature
when he married, because at the birth of his youngest child Risku'a, he was already an
old man. Dodomi apparently was Garfe's closest relative because Djo'a became his
"wife". No marriage ceremony was needed, because, as the oral narrative claims, she
was in fact his "inheritance." Note, that she could have left and married someone else,
but for some reason she chose not to do so. Djo's and Dodomi's "marriage" can in fact
be described as an inheritance of the right over Djo'a's children. Normally it is the dead
man's brother who gains right and responsibility for his wife and children, but Garfe
probably did not have any brothers, making Dodomi the closest male relative. Dodomi is

This calculations were established with the assistance of two WoDaaBe informants by estimating the
date of birth of several people who were bom during same or similar time.
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thus responsible for his own grandchildren and the children of Garfe (Garfe's youngest
child had just been bom).
Only few years later, a Tuareg man wanted to confiscate the camel of Dodomi's only
remaining son, Amadjagga, but Amadjagga resisted with the consequence that the Tuareg
shot and killed him. Dodomi and Salika thus lost all their sons in just a period of few
years. It is easy to imagine the grief of Salika whose brother and three sons had been
killed byTuaregs. The family was still a large: in addition to the grandchildren of
Dodomi, and the children of Garfe, Djo'a had three children, all whom were identified as
Dodomi's children.
Dodomi's difficulties continued because it appears that during the drought of the
period 1910-1916, he lost all his cows except one.'~® At that time Dodomi was a very old
man and the loss must thus have been difficult. One source tells that only one young cow
(vidje) remained of his herd, and it had broken its foot. Dodomi and his wife took care of
it until it recovered and his wife said "Thank God for this vidje."" The offspring of this
cow are still existing today and are all called "Nagode'en," meaning, "thank God" in the
Hausa language. Ibrahim, his son, had received this as his suka 'e, and thus his children
inherited it. The old man who told me this, is actiially the grandson of Ibrahim and had
several cows that were the offsprings of this cow. Dodomi seems to have retreated to
towns temporarily when rebuilding his herd, and went to Damargou with his small herd
for one winter (Tape transcript (2)April 24, 1998). He is believed to have died in 1925,
then a very old man. During_/awo/ season, he and two other men (one of them Dodomi's

Tliis time fhunc is my guess. The sources identiiy Dodomi loosing his cows during the year go/ wotei.
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grandchild) discovered that some of their cows were ill. People said that their herd had
an illness identified as sollojel, an illness that is described as causing serious diarrhea in
the cow. The fear of the rinderpest, which had destroyed the herds of herders in Nigeria,
was great. Dodomi and the two men were taken to a prison, probably in Tahoua.'"'
Dodomi could not tolerate the stay in prison and died there. The other two were released
soon afterwards (Lamido 1998(1 ):5).
The children, however, who had been brought up by Dodomi were all identified as
Dodomi's grandchildren. Even Djo'a's and Garfe's children (of whom Dodomi was not
the

biological father) have been identified to me by middle age people as his children. It

was around the year 1955 that one of Ibrahim's sons officially requested to become
hakkimidjo for a separate lineage group, and Aitine granted the office to him.

Table 17.1. Genealogical Map of Dodomi
Ancestor

Galgel

Gel Baba

A

BiBaggi

Garfe
Lemi

1

Ibrahim

(..)

Amadjagga

Djo'a
Risku'a (...)

I was not able to get clear explaination why they were taken to prison, only that their stay in the prison
was in some way result of the discovery of the illness of their cows.
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Leaving Chadawonka.

"The history of WoDaaBe: that time I grew up, I found myself in Chadawonka,
and I found WoDaaBe in Chadawonka. There we WoDaaBe grew up {untmi). There
was my father, but because of problems with grass we had to leave. We came here

v/herc we are today, we left the cultivated areas and went to where we are today. To
here we came. In the morning, I go to the well because of problems of water,
becausc water is far away" (Tape transcript January 1997:2).
"That day we left the mountains, the time we left Chadawonka, I came here in
the north, to the country of Adjaawa. Here everything is more difficult, here we
received the work of problems" (Tape transcript (l)September 7, 1997:5).

One of the major characteristics of the two last centuries in the Sudan area has been
movement of people to the north. This migration produced an increased population
pressure in the north, gradually pushing the herders into a more marginal areas. Several
integrated factors seem to have worked together leading to this situation. I have
previously discussed Bella's policy of the ribat and his advocacy for increased
sedentarization, which led to population explosion in the Caliphate, and thus an increase
in cultivated land. Those who had practiced nomadism had the hard options of
sedentarising or migrating to new areas (Bonfiglioli 1988:68; Gefti 1992:22). Those
remaining nomadic were thus forced to look for new areas to pasture their herds. In
addition, the unstable conditions in the caliphate have probably also made insecurity an
important motivation for people to move fiirther north.
Although rinderpest ravaged the livestock in the late nineteenth century in Hausaland,
killing large numbers, it is unlikely that those who lived in the Ader area at the beginning
of the century had to deal with the disease on great scale. Lt. Leignot points that even out
in 1907, that the constant displacement of the pastoralist in Tahoua makes their herds
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safer from all kinds of epidemics (IRSH: Leignot 1907:2). As I have discussed, the Ader
area seems to have been relatively depopulated at the time of the arrival of the French.
The historical narratives of Godjanko'en do not clearly mention a massive destruction of
WoDaaBe herds during the late nineteenth century even though some individuals are
familiar with a year called sannu in which livestock were lost. Written references
confirm that many WoDaaBe lost their herds in this rinderpest, especially those still
located in Hausaland.
In the beginning of the twentieth century many Fulani arrived to Niger from
Hausaland (Katsina, Gumel, Daura and Bomo) but the majority of immigrants to Niger
came from Sokoto. The principal axes of migration were from the south-west to north
east because the herdsmen followed the Maridi, Kaba and Tarka valleys (Baier
1980; 133). Among these Fulani were WoDaaBe, arriving in small groups to present day
Niger during the years around 1908 (Boniiglioli 1988:105). The Fulani had been
recovering from the rinderpest, but many had managed to reconstruct their herds to some
extent, thus allowing increased number of Fulani to turn back to herding during this time.
However, the persistence of rinderpest during the years of 1911-1914, encouraged the
migration into less crowded areas of the north (Baier 1980: 134).
In addition, a variety of changes followed with the new colonial government also had
some consequences leading to fiirther push of people toward the north. The French
requested the intensification of groundnuts (Bonfiglioli 1988:115) and thus Hausa
farmers increasingly cultivated areas which formerly had been pasture. After weeding,
the soil was left bare thus increasing the threat of erosion by wind and water (Bemus
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1990:167). The wild rice, important in the diet of the pastoralists, diminished with the
increased cattle pressure, as grazing herds often destroyed the plants before they could be
gathered for human consumption (Baier 1980:135). The French also demanded that the
Iklan, the slave cast of the Tuareg society, be freed from servitude leading to the Tuaregs
not only experiencing increased competition over land, but they themselves started
increasingly to keep cattle. Many of the Tuaregs who had left their former status as
slaves sought the economic benefits of owning cattle and camels, in addition to
increasing their social status by animal holding. Some Tuaregs also migrated to the
savannah to take up cultivation (Baier 1980:136; Bemus 1990:166).
Interacting with all these factors mentioned, was the price ratio of grain and cattle
(favorable to the pastoralists) during the early twentieth century, which made it easier and
faster to rebuild herds. Both herders who had lost their livestock (such as Fulani and
WoDaaBe) and those who wished to engage in herding, could buy millet with smaller
outlay and thus a given number of people could live on smaller herds than before. The
transition to nomadic life took less time, than with an unfavorable cattle-grain ratio.
Many Tuaregs who were already pastoralists took advantage of this, by increasing their
holding of cattle, thus ftuther increasing the pressure on resources (Baier 1980:135):
Population increased around 50% between the years of 1922-1929, pushing cultivated
land further and fiirther north (Bonflglioli 1988:114). This led to pastoral groups being
deprived of their dry season pasture, and their general area of land reduced. Pastoral
nomads were thus pushed ftirther north, into the more marginal areas of the Sahel.
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In 1954. the colonial administration, in order to prevent the fiirther advance of
agriculture, fixed the northern limits of cultivation by an order (arrete), thus marking
certain areas as reserved for herders. This order was revised by the government in 1961
and made law. Under the law, crop producers would not be able to collect damages done
to their crop by livestock in areas north of the limits (Eddy 1979:137; MAL: Habou et al
1990: Sutter 1982). However, this law did not prove effective since it was not enforced,
and agriculture continued spreading to the north. Decreased yields from agriculture,
combined with population pressure, forced cultivators into those pockets of land suited
for agriculmre within the pastoral zone, thus depriving the pastoral economy of important
pasture and water sources, considerably limiting their area of exploitation (MAL:
Thomson 1981:123-124 ). In addition, if conflicts arose between herders and
agriculturists, there was tendency among administrators to take sides with the cultivators,
enabling them to collect compensation for lost crops even within areas designated for
pastoralism (Eddy 1979: 137; MAL: Habou etal 1990; MAL:Thomson 1981). The land
tenure law also encouraged grain production because through landuse, cultivators gain
some rights to that land, but there has been no official recognition of land use rights of
livestock producers (Eddy 1979:137).

The emergence of the lineage fraction "children of Dodomi" took place in precolonial times as I have shown, but this fraction was not officially recognized until c.a.
1954-55, when they gained their own hakkimidjo. In 1962, the hakkimidjo died and was
replaced by his son who is the present hakkimidjo. The area of Chadawonka had then

becomc more densely populated; the agriculturists were pushing further and fiirther north,
and thus the bush there had "died "{ladde watii). Wild animals disappeared, fields were
extensively established, pasture was insufficient, trees had died, meaning that pastoral
people were no longer able to sustain their herds in this area. Probably around 1959, the
fraction started to move north from Chadawonka to Tchin-Tabaraden, thus leaving the
place their ancestors had stayed for a long time. Tchin-Tabaraden is described as having
good pasture, deer, ostrich and lions at this time (Tape transcript July 10, 1997:1). The
wild animals should be seen as indicating the sense of the pristine state of this bush,
rather than having a value to the WoDaaBe. The fraction moved in small groups over a
period of few years to the area of Tchin-Tabaraden, which was then sparsely populated,
with a recently established market. Even though most of the young people today have
not been brought up in the Chadawonka area, it still remains an important symbolic place
of origin. Various groups of Godjanko'en moved to the north during a similar time, some
to the direction of north-east, others following similar route as the "Children of Dodomi."

In this section, I have discussed some of the historical factors that have shaped the
lives of the individuals who have been the topic of this dissertation. Even though this
discussion has only mentioned some themes in the history of the WoDaaBe it indicates
that the WoDaaBe have been affected by various State policies for a long time, and their
lives shaped by the political and historical landscape of the Sahel-Sudan area. In the next
section, I will look at the WoDaaBe in a more present day state context, moving toward
how global ideas of development and herding have affected their conditions of living.

POLITICAL ECONOMY
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CHAPTER 18
THE RATIONAL SYSTEM OF PRODUCTION

In 1965, an FAO expert on herding proposed a new way of organizing herding in
Niger. In his short paper entitled Exploitation communautaires et rationelle d'un ranch et
d 'un forage, he claimed that fortimately, some improved methods have been developed in
rccent years for the pastoral economy. The present system of herding, which the author
describes as an "anarchy" (MAL: Perugia 1965:2), should be replaced by the increased
control of the state, which not only has the role of creating wells and maintaining them, but
also of supervising "the rational use of pasture" (MAL: Perugia 1965:3). This rational
exploitation will allow the population to become sedentarized for eight months per year, in
addition to increasing the pastoral production.
The author envisions that the same discipline used generally by commercial ranchers
will be used to organize access to wells: all animals should be classified according to age
and sex, thus according to their role in production, and the different types of herds
constituted from this classification should be grazed on different plots, each having its
own well. The plots should be protected by guardians. The classification into different
groups of animals means, of course, that the animals must be individually marked and
that a specific number of herders will be responsible to each group of animals. In the
long run, the goal is that bulls are to be kept and selected by the government (i.e. the
ranch staff) (MAL: Perugia 1965:15), so the reproduction of the herds would rest in the
hands of the officials of the ranch. The author admits that it might be difficult to obtain
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this degree of discipline among the herders and he emphasizes that force should not be
used but rather "jjersuasions," envisioning that if some groups could be persuaded, then
the others would follow. However, those who are not willing to obey these guidelines
will be asked to leave the area, without compensation (MAL: Perugia 1965:7).
This article, written more than 30 years ago, reflects still persistent attitudes and
strategies toward pastoral people, not only in Niger but on a broad international scale.
Development policies regarding pastoral economies and other non-westem economies
alike have been formulated in the ideological framework that traditional systems must
change and take the shape of more "advanced" systems. In this section of the dissertation,
I will look critically at some of the aspects stressed by pastoral development, in addition to
discussing the present situation of herders. I will thus attempt to understand the ideologies
that have shaped the '^modernization" of herding, as well as how these ideologies have
shaped the world in which the WoDaaBe live. As my discussion will show, the WoDaaBe
have been greatly affected by the ideology of modernization, not only through programs
directed at pastoral peoples but also by general modernization schemes.
As pointed out by Arturo Escobar, development discourse as a cultural system has been
surprisingly unanalyzed. He suggests that anthropologists have for the most part either
been inside development, working in its realm as applied anthropologists, or outside
development as champions of the natives' point of view (1995:15). Escobar is somewhat
negative toward development anthropologists (see criticism in Autimm 1996), who have,
even though working within the realm of development, posed actively criticism of
practices of development and its ideology (see example of such criticism: Horowitz 1986;
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Henderson 1986; Painter 1987; Prior 1994). Escobar points out the importance of looking
at development as a "regime of representations," and how "development operates as an
arena of cultural contestation and identity construction" (Escobar 1995:15). Development
is formulated and performed by actual people, who draw values from their own social
environment. The development projects themselves rest on ideological models, having
roots in conceptualizations of humans and environment that are common in the western
world. It is, therefore, important to analyze how the conceptualizations presumed by
individuals engaged in development projects affect what actions they see as possible and
appropriate.
Even though the State initiates many of the projects and regulations aimed at the
transformation of pastoral economies, the State is not a fully independent agent in this
respect. The post-colonial State works in coherence and cooperation with an international
community in terms of development and can be described as part of a periphery, acting
from a larger metropolis. It is thus a simplification to see national policies as existing in
isolation from the larger agents of power. My discussion here will not try to analyze in the
particular relationship of the State and the WoDaaBe, or some specific international
development projects and the WoDaaBe. It will focus on the ideology of development and
show how ideas of development draw on larger ideas of modernity and are then translated
into certain policies, affecting the lives of actual people. The discussion will thus show
how ideas of modernity have shaped the development of herding in Niger, thus aiming to
demonstrate that the present situation of herding cannot be understood without a reference
to a larger political context. I will start with outlining some of the major ideologies that
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have influenced the general practice of development in an historical context and then
discuss pastoral development in particular. The discussion will then look at development
activities in Niger, and how these have affected the lives of the WoDaaBe.
The relationship between the State and the international development apparatus is a
complicated one, and this discussion will not attempt to explore the various phases of that
relationship in any depth. It can, however, be pointed out that the State's dependency on
development is especially acute in the case of Niger, but in 1990 UNDP ranked Niger last
of all countries in the world on its index of human development (World Bank 1991:2).
Lisa M. Matt states that close to 95% of Niger's investment budget is provided by foreign
aid donors (Matt 1994:2). Niger's dependency on international development is also
expressed in large numbers of development institutions operating in Niger and the numbers
of projects conducted. A report from 1994 shows that ongoing projects conducted in Niger
concerned with natural resources numbered one hundred and twenty six during that year
(SDSAP 1994). Other projects than those classified under natural resources were not
included in the report. This information indicates the importance of international agencies
as a part of Niger's society and economic life, with various effects on peoples lifes and
expectations.
The history of pastoral development shows that many pastoral development projects
attempt to increase the power of the State over the pastoral economies. This is interesting
because World Capitalism (which is one of the major frameworks within which Western
international development works) is generally associated with ideals of privatization and
individualization rather thzui state control. Why then advocate an increased integration of
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pastoral economy with the State? This could be because at the same time as the capitalist
economies advocate "freedom" from the State, they need the State structures in order to
mobilize workforces and to ensure access to resources,'^" further elaborating the
complicated relationship between the State and international development.

The Need to Modernize

Colonization led to "primitive" people becoming subjects of the states that colonized
their countries. The colonized African subjects of France were supposed to gain the same
rights and duties as native inhabitants of France, an ideal embodied in French ideas of
Rights of Man promulgated in the Revolution. These new colonial subjects were therefore
supposed to be brought into the "modem" world by French intervention in their societies.
They were to be taught a European language (French in this case), civilization and its
rational advantages over their own production and administration. The idea of
assimilation, however, was modifred by the idea that only a slow evolution would enable
the Africans to reach the same "level" of civilization as Europeans, and by 1905,
assimilation was no longer the official policy of the French Ministry of Colonies (Ballard
1965:382-383).
During the interwar period, the metropolis prepared the ground for remaking the
colonial world by using institutions of development, thus creating new structures of
relations between the colonies and metropolis. There is thus a connection between the
decline of the colonial order and the rise of the strategies of "development" (Escobar
Giddcns points, for example, out that transnational companies need the State for several purposes (Giddens
1994:185).
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1995:26), which emerged after the Second World War (Escobar 1995:30; Hoben
1982:351). The United States took the lead in the ideology of development, formulating
the basic ideas behind its development programs. An important factor in the initiation of
development was the political redefinition of the world into three distinct sets: the "free"
Capitalist world, the Communist world and the Third world. The United States'
development programs can thus be seen as a policy response to prevent the spread of
communism in former colonies and the countries affected by the war (Hoben 1982:351).
In general, they conceived that if the poor of Third World were not rescued from their
poverty, the Conmiunists would gain power in these countries. Of the numerous wars
fought in the Third world during this time, many entailed direct or indirect participation of
outside forces (Escobar 1995:34).
At the same time, a different ideological faction explained and justified development
goals, underlining the superiority of Western cultural organization and its commitment to
help others less fortunate. In 1949, US president Harry Truman announced the concept of
a "fair deal" to the world, which among other things aimed toward solving the problems of
the "underdeveloped" areas of the world. This solution was to be brought about through
their replication of the characteristic features of the West, its high level of industrialization,
urbanization, and technology, in addition to embracing the West's cultural and economic
values. In Truman's vision, these goals would be accomplished with the use of Western
capital, science and technology (Escobar 1995.4).
The strong hegemonic and political position of the United States was probably
important in gaining wider acceptance for its policies and formulations of development. As
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described by Escobar, Truman's idea was not only realized in the United States, but was
the result of conditions after the Second World War and within a few years was universally
acccpted by those in power in the West (Escobar 1995:4). The objective of development
as prevention against the spread of communism was thus seen as consistent with the
expansion of trade, strengthening of democratic institutions, and various humanitarian
goals. All these goals seem to have been considered attainable by simply replicating the
above mentioned features of the West (Escobar 1995:227). The term "underdeveloped"
replaced other older terms used for outsiders, such as the terms "barbarian," "pagan," and
"wild man" (Minh-ha 1989:54).
The ideas motivating development in the past and which still formulate present day
development efforts are usually characterized as "modernization theory " (Hoben
1982:352). Many different perspectives are gathered under this label, which all share the
assumption that development is based on a division of the world into "modem" countries,
serving as models of modernity, and "backward" countries into which modernization has to
be transplanted in order to replace the "traditional" elements responsible for their
backwardness (Worsley 1984:183).
Modernization theory in its most basic form is based on an ideological polarization of
the world into two basic realms of the "traditional" and the "modem." This polarization
had been established in the writings of 19th century social scientists such as Ferdinand
Tonnies, Emile Durkheim, Karl Marx and Max Weber. These various social theorists tried
to explain and understand the transformation of the former into the latter, thus explaining
their own location in the natural world and human diversity. Evolutionism, the dominant
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theoretical framework during the early twentieth-century, was used to imply that, societies
like organisms, evolved and would eventually develop into higher forms such as the
Western society. It was taken for granted that society was heading toward a greater
differentiation and more utilitarian structures than previously in man's history (Wolf
1982:12). Some theorists addressing this transition generally characterized it as
problematic but the translation of these ideas into modernization theory framed the
transition as unquestionable and highly desirable (Wolf 1982:12).
Looking more closely at the ideas behind modernization, the process is seen as
involving the "progressive erosion of traditional values, institutions, and practices and their
replacement by those that are more rational, scientific, and efficient" (Hoben 1982:352).
Allan Hoben makes the important point that these assumptions of modernization are in
many cases not expressed explicitly, but are embedded in the way in which those
conducting development work perceive both problems and solutions (Hoben 1982:353).
Hoben's comment points to the strong ideological dimensions expressed in the idea of
modernization, the fact that the underlying assumptions are seen as so natural that they are
not questioned when used for development purposes. The perception of "modernization" as
a self evident, positive process that does not need to be explained or rationalized, implies
that for some people modernization is more an ideology than a "theory." As Eagleton
maintains, one of the strongest ways of legitimating a political belief or ideology is to
merge it in with the "common sense" of society, leading to the circumstances that "nobody
could imagine how they [circumstances associated with the belief or ideology] might ever
be different" (Eagleton 1991:58).
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"The Stages of Economic Growth," a volume published in 1960 and written by W. W.
Rostow. became a major statement of the modernization theory (Worster 1984:183).
Development efforts in the 1960s stated that in order for economic "takeoff," or the "big
push" to modernity to take place in the Third world it would be necessary to foster the
development of an entrepreneurial class and increase the rate of savings and capital
formation, thus to concentrate on urban industrial sectors. The benefits of this process
would, it was argued, eventually "trickle down" to the poorer classes (Hoben 1982:355).
In the early 1970s, it became clear that the poor were in many cases worse off as a result of
to these very development projects. The gap between what was defined as the "least
developed countries" (LDCs) and "developed nations" had actually widened.
This outcome and various other factors such as a catastrophic drought in West Ainca
starting in 1968 and the humanitarian and liberal movements resulting from the political
backlash of the Vietnam war, led to questioning the paradigm of the "trickle down"
approach to development. During 1973 and 1975, new amendments to the Foreign
Assistant Act were legislated by Congress which became the "New Directions" (or the
"McNamara Doctrine" in the World Bank), focusing on improving die conditions for the
rural poor (Hoben 1982:357; Horowitz 1986:251; Horowitz and Painter 1986:2; Bourque
and Warren 1990:85). This change in emphasis, however, still did not undermine
modernization theory. Rural people continued to be seen as traditional, and tradition as the
major obstacle to development. According to Michael M. Horowitz and Thomas M.
Painter, anthropologists were employed by development institutions to try to change these
traditional ways, even though most anthropologists themselves rejected tradition as an
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explanatory tool (Horowitz and Painter 1986:3). Furthermore, the claimed essential core
of the New Directions (targeting the poor) seldom become the actual focus of the projects
(Horowitz and Painter 1986:8).
The assumption that development is the transfer of the "modem" has led to a tendency
by modemizationists to focus on technological solutions rather than social ones (Horowitz
1986; Hoben 1982; Marcus and Fischer 1986:16). The emphasis on science and technology
can be seen as a part of an attempt to regulate bodies, organizing them and controlling
them through the systematic collection of various scientific data (Foucault 1980 [1972]). A
focus on the "population problem" appeared through studies of the relationships between
economic growth and population growth, and between resources and populations (Escobar
1995:35). The preoccupation with population pressure and technologies to control it often
took the shape of an elitist neo-Malthusian discourse regarding the need to prevent the
masses of Others from taking over the wealth of the richer nations.'^' In addition,
development experts' discourse concerning problems is sometimes divorced from its
political and cultural realms and placed in neutral scientific litetoric (Escobar 1995:45).
Criticism of the modernization project was also posed by dependency theory, often
seen as originating in Latin American Scholarship. This theory is usually associated with
Andre Gunder Frank (Roseberry 1989:149), but has also been popularized by the writings
of Immanuel Wallerstein (Nash 1981:401). Wallerstein's work was published in the
United States during the 1970s, when disappointment with development models and

' ^' I am not disputing the importance of some of this data, only pointing out its links to power and politics.
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realization of their failure to fulfill their propKJsed goals was already widespread (Nash

1981:396).
Even though the term "dependency theory" covers various different theoretical
perspectives, they are all based on the basic premise that there is a systematic connection
between the underdevelopment of the majority of the world's countries and the
development of a few, which is based on the extraction of surplus from the underdeveloped
to the developed (Rosebeny 1989:149; Parpart and Marchand 1995). Frank states that that
contemporary underdevelopment is in large part the historical product of the past which is
continued through various types of relations in the present (as discussed by Nash
1981:401). When evaluating development in general Escobar writes:

"The most important exclusion [...] was and continues to be what development was
supposed to be all about: people. Development was - and continues to be for the most
part - a top-down, ethnocentric, and technocentric approach, which treated people and
cultures as abstract concepts, statistical figures to be moved up and down in the charts of
"progress" (Escobar 1995:44).

A Steak for an Urban Plate

"... it is generally agreed that the development of Nigerian agriculture as a
whole depends upon the reform of what is called its 'livestock industry'" (Steiming
1959:235).

Modernization theory seems to have been a dominant paradigm in major development
institutions working in Africa (Hoben 1982). During the area of colonialism, an important
infrastructure was created which facilitated the control and design of projects later on
(Gefii 1992:23). The ideology of the development of pastoralism held by the colonial
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administration was passed on to the post-colonial State. An attempt to commercialize
production through rcplicating Western systems of livestock production was the major
trend in pastoral development (Gefii 1992:23, 27). Modernization aimed towards the
evolution of pastoralism from subsistence production into a more commercial modes of
production, presumably trying to speed up the process from one evolutionary stage to
another. In the spirit of modemization, this was supposed to be done by transferring
"foreign" technology to change the pastoral economy from what was considered to be
simple and traditional into the modem and scientific (Gefii 1992:36; Galaty 1981:7; Scott
and Gormley 1980:93). Projects directed at pastoral peoples in the 1960s and the 1970s
were concemed with developing commercial beef production, mainly intended for the
world markets (Bennett 1988:551; Scott and Gormley 1980:93; Riesman 1984:171).
Modemization was thus supposed to take place through strategies such as crossbreeding,
ranching schemes, grazing reserves, and feedlot operations (Gefii 992:38; also Bmijn and
Dijk 1999:117). As a result, some of the best grazing land was taken over by commercial
ranches (Galaty and Bonte 1991:270).
Those initiating these projects seem at times to have visualized that this new rational
organization of production would incorporate pastoral production and improve it, such as
the FAO expert quoted at the beginning of this chapter. Others, however, envisioned that
the pastoral nomad would be outdated and thus to be replaced by this new kind of
production (this seems to have been the case by the founders of the first major ranch
enterprise in 1914 in Nigeria as discussed by Dunbar 1970). However, many projects
were based on the belief in a synthesis of these approaches, i.e., that the pastoral nomad
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would be replaced to some extent, but would also survive by learning from these new
technologies.
Since the early 1960s, development projects in Africa have mostly been funded from
the United States, and in most cases these funds have been administrated by the World
Bank and USADD. According to Bennett, USAID estimates that during the period of
1970-1979, US S618 million went to livestock projects in Africa. Evaluation teams from
these two agencies concluded that none of the projects funded between 1960-1975 could
be considered a success, as almost every organization created by the projects was judged
to be in or close to bankruptcy (Bennett 1988:52-53). The World Bank projects
conducted from the mid sixties to the early eighties have also in general been evaluated
as failures. Its contributions to pastoral development were USS150 million per year in
the eighties, but are at the present about US$50 million per year (de Haan 1994:2). The
Sahel drought and famine in the late 1960s, the 1970s and early 1980s has led to an
increased interest in pastoral production systems (Fratkin 1997:236; Galaty 1981:7). This
was part of an interest in desertification as a major environmental issue during the same
period. The problem of desertification was thus coupled with the "problem" of the
pastoralists, leading to solutions proposed to prevent desertification often being directed
at the pastoral economies. In 1976, a United States conference was held in Nairobi, where
a branch was established within the United Nation Environmental Program (UNEP)
(Fratkin 1997:241).
In 1968, Garett Hardin proposed a theory of environmental degradation labeled "the
tragedy of the commons," which had an enormous impact on public and scientific
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understanding of famine and land degradation. Hardin's idea was also influential in
forming the World Bank programs and provided rationalization for the commercialization
of livestock production and the privatization of land (Fratkin 1997:241). As pointed out
by Fratkin, the World Bank claims to have changed its approach to pastoral development
from Western ranching models toward an orientation described as "integrated natural
resource management," which presumably tries to involve local pastoralists in the
implementation process (Fratkin 1997:252). It is, however, unlikely that these
approaches will differ radically in their basic structure from ranch management, because
many ranch projects in the past have also tried to incorporate pastoral people as will be
discussed latter.'^"
Bennett has argued that many pastoral projects have an element of built-in failure,
because their focus is on the development of cattle, ignoring that pastoral production is a
part of a social and political system (Bennet 1988:54). Thus, many pastoral planners fail to
realize that many problems which rural producers have with international markets also
apply to pastoralists. In addition, pastoralists are often found in the framework of nation
states who themselves are poor and marginal. As frequently discussed, a great number of
Afiican nations are dependent on a very few primary products for export, making them
extremely sensitive to market fluctuations and price instabilities in relation to these
products. (Primary commodities provided 97,9% of Niger's total export earnings in 1992).

My doubt, that this approach difTers much from previous approaches, derives from my fragmented knowledge of an
ongoing projcct in the Tahoua department that is initiated by the World Bank. Even though this project involves local
people, most of its ideas are based on the State as the manager of the pastoral economies, i.e. through controlling the
migration movements of families.
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Many African nations have also experienced an inexorable deterioration in their terms
of trade, which means that the prices for the goods they import have increased relative to
the products they export (Coote 1992:4-8). Small producers may assume high risks, similar
to the ones taken by the nation states, when they become strongly integrated into the
market system. A farmer does not have anything to sell on the market if the price of his
primary product fails. Most Third World countries do not have a security system to reduce
the effects of price fluctuation. Thus, price fluctuations on the international market can
mean hunger for a producer who has become too dependent on the market to sell his/her
products (Attwood et al. 1988:6). In addition, the national market systems are often too
weak to be able to ensure consistent supplies of food in times of shortages. This means
that if a producer depends on selling his/her product (rather than being able to eat it), s/he
can end up in the situation of having nothing to eat during times of food shortage (Attwood
et al. 1988:5). Also, pastoralists are not able to control the exchange value of their
products, because demand depends on the wider economy in which the pastoralists operate
(Kerven 1992:6). These factors combined demonstrate that dependency on the world
market can considerably increase the pastoralists" risk.
Another problem found with projects directed at pastoral economies is that the goals of
such programs do not necessarily serve to benefit the livestock holding populations, but
rather serve other varied interests. Gefii points out that the integration of Nigerian
pastoralists into world markets has been influenced by local alliances of businessmen,
senior civil servants and top military men who enter into relationships with the outside
world in the field of agricultural development. The benefits from such an alliance are
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likely to go to special interest groups rather than to the general population (Gefii 1992:3940: also Fratkin 1997:248; Riesman 1984:171). An evaluation team of an AID livestock
project in Mali, for example, concluded that the beneficiaries were more likely to be cattle
brokers, government officials and commercial-scale butchers than peasants or herders
(Horowitz and Painter 1986:4).
The goal of livestock projects is often to raise the national supply of animal proteins to
meet the growing demand for meat and other animal products (Gefii 1992; Kervin 1992;
Mohamed Salih 1990:14). In the 1970s and the 1980s, the primary objective of the
government in Nigeria, for example, was to increase livestock production in order to make
more beef and dairy products available (Gefu 1992:33). Gilles and Gefii claim that
development efforts after 1974 were the combination of humanitarian concerns about the
welfare of pastoralists, environmental concerns, and the government's desire to increase
meat production to meet urban demands (Gilles and Gefu 1990:105).
The rural standard of living sometimes declines along with livestock projects, because
the government can force crop or meat prices down in order to lower the cost of living in
urban areas (Attwood et al. 1988:5). Governments fi-equently fix livestock prices at low
levels in order to keep food cheap for consumers, resulting in low revenues for the
pastoralists (Bennett 1988:54). Most herders are isolated from urban centers, which means
that they pay high prices for products imported to their area but receive low prices for their
livestock exports. During a food shortage, governments are likely to give the cities and
export markets priority in buying cereals (Horowitz and Little 1987:77-78). In addition,
the State can have an interest in increased pastoral production because of the high taxation
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of animals, thus generating higher revenues from more animals'^^ (Bennett 1981:55; Gefii
1992:42).
Livestock projects in general can be placed within the model of center-periphery
relations. Gefu argues that the alliance of the state and an international organization tends
to generate conditions of dependency and underdevelopment because of its stressing of
commodity production (Gefii 1992:38). The attempts to modernize can be seen as attempts
to create conditions, under which capitalist development can thrive (Gefu 1992:37). The
c.xploitative relationship takes not only place between the Western and Third worlds, but
also within the Third world itself. Bourgeot has argued that specialization in pastoral
production can lead to the Sahelian countries producing cheap meat for consumption for
other countries in Africa, thus benefit from the Sahel's poverty and cheap labor (Bourgeot
1981:124).

Some Inherent Assumptions in the Livestock Projects
Before discussing the problems with meat-orientated management, I will look briefly at
some ideological aspects that have informed attempts at development. I will focus on
three aspects that have been inherent in the project design and, as my examples from Niger
will show later on, continue to influence projects directed at pastoral people. These are:
a) The assumption by the projects that the modem is replacing the traditional,
b) the conceptualization of pastoral societies as irrational, and flnally

This is, however, not the ease with Niger, as discussed later in the paper.
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c) a systematic exclusion of women as producers and integral parts of pastoral
societies, hcnce the assumption that pastoral societies are composed of men.
An article from 1977 states that almost none of the projects directed at indigenous
communities in the Sudano-Saheiian zone were "well informed on the relevance of local
cultural practice on projects implementation, nor on the likely impact of the project on
local ways of life" (Brokensha, Horowitz and Scudder 1977:2). Considering the ideology
behind modernization theory, which assumes that "traditional" elements must simply be
replaced by "modem" elements, it is perhaps not surprising that the planners felt these
"traditional" elements were irrelevant to their understanding. The association of the
pastoral society with the traditional is also reflected in that the planners seems to have
presupposed a specific "type" of individual being the characteristic of the pastoral society.
Michael Horowitz, when analyzing development projects during the 1970s and early
1980s, argues that the failure of many projects directed at pastoral economies can be
explained by the planners' idea of pastoral people. According to Horowitz, they frequently
based their strategy of development on unexamined ideas about the "typical" herder,
ignoring the diversity existing in herd managetnent in the Sahel (Horowitz 1986). It has
thus been widely assumed among development planners and administrators that the major
obstacle for a development in the pastoral sector was this ''irrationality" (Turton 1988:137).
Anthropology has been seen as reinforcing this stereotype of the traditional society (Hoben
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1982:354), among other things with its concept of culture as having natural unproblematic
boundaries'^"' (see Abu-Lughod 1991).
This approach to development can also be criticized for carrying a technological bias,
for failing to see the social and political factors that have led to contemporary problems,
and tendencies to focus on technological solutions rather than social ones (Horowitz 1986:
Hobcn 1982). The technological bias can actually be seen as inherent in modernization
theory. The "advanced" technology is seen as belonging to the sphere of the modem,
while the traditional societies are characterized by either lacking technology or having
cither primitive or rudimentary forms of technology. Part of modernization theory's idea
of technology is the positioning of technology against nature. As discussed previously,
westem man has a long tradition of separating himself from nature through the medium of
technology.In 1949, the World Bank expressed a view of development as salvaging
populations from the forces of nature by stating that "the reliance on natural forces has not
produced the most happy results" in development, suggesting that the effort of the people
towards development is all that is needed (Escobar 1995:25). This rhetoric of the modem
and technology as embodying development, pushing away tradition, has a clear ideological
connection to the nineteenth century imagination of the primitive man. Then, primitive
man was placed in the same category as nature, thus separated from civilized (i.e., modem)
Westem man.
It should be pointed out that such views have also been expressed in relation to fanning practiccs in Afnca. An
articIc by Pepe Roberts, for example, discusses the French colonialists' views regarding farming technologies of the
Hausa in Niger (Roberts 1981)
The cultural dualism of humans of nature in Westem worldview becomes even more evident when focusing on the
meaning of the concept "nature" in present time. Matt Cartmill has argued that in contemporary speech and thought the
word nature refers to "the earth surf^e and the plants and animals that live on it - as they live without human
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Many development projects have been based on an idea of a typical herder, assuming
some specific characteristics being intrinsic to the pastoralists (Horowitz 1986; Hoben
1982). The resistance of the pastoralists to change their production system and to embrace
technology has been seen as the reason for the massive failure of development projects
(Gefii 1992:14), thus blaming their attachment to tradition for failure of the Westem
model. As discussed in the chapter "Animals in WoDaaBe Economical and Social Life,"
Melville Herskovits' ideas emphasizing certain social values attributed to the herders,
popularized the conceptualization of the "cattle complex."The idea that herders place
so much symbolic value on animals, that they fail to use them economically has been
surprisingly resistant to change (see criticism on the idea in Grayzel 1990:35-36; Park
1993:311; Prior 1994:33; VerEecke 1991:185-186). To consider the issue of "rational"
pastoral management, critical questions have to be asked; rational for whom? For what
purpose? As Kula points out, "rational" is often seen in terms of binary opposition between
the traditional economy and capitalist economy; the choices in the former bound up in
tradition, but completely free and unlimited in the latter (Kula 1979:165-166). Thus, such
an opposition fails to take into account that all economies, including capitalism, aim to
satisfy diverse biological and social needs, whose definition is socially determined,
embodied in a broad web of cultural meanings (Mintz 1985).
Only in the 1970s was it "discovered" that women had largely been ignored by
development planners, who seemed appeared almost to have assumed their target societies
interference" (Italic in the original; Cartmill 1983:66). Thus, the concept "nature" gains its meaning by being
contrasted with culture, i.e.. what is not nature (Marglin and Mishra 1992:30).
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consisted solely of males. A whole new field was established in an attempt to correct this
bias, labeled Women in Development (WDD) (Escobar 1995:13; Tinker 1990:39). WDD
generally did not question development as an activity, but focused more on women as
active producers, also attempting to avoid or alter development projects that had negative
affccts on women. Still, most of the large projects continue to ignore women, assuming
that all producers are men, that all decisions are taken by men and that resources belong to
men, assumptions which lead to resources distributed by development projects being
handed over solely to men (Claud 1986:41; Moore 1988:56). It is perhaps not surprising
that economic environment the planners derive from has historically conceptualized
women as passive non-producers (Shiva 1992), ignoring their participation in production
activities.
The development projects pointed at pastoralists reflect the same problems in regard to
women, as is found in generally projects. Studies on pastoral people have in general
tended to de-emphasize women (Dyson-Hudson and Dyson-Hudson 1980:16,20). Studies
of Sahelian food systems have often distorted household dynamics by ignoring sex role
differences in responsibility for food production, processing, and distribution (Claude
1986:20). Economists do not, in general, include food processing activities, which almost
all are done women. They tend to ignore production for household consumption, which is
the largest part of women's production. Thus development planning overlooks
considerable parts of women's labor (Claude 1986:35,37; Grigsby and Ghazanfar
1992:78). Livestock projects have in general targeted men rather than women, thus
David Turton has pointed out that Hcrskovits never intended the concept "cattle complcx" to be used in the
"Freudian sense" as the concept became used by others, then as referring to "sentimental and obsessive attachment to
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undermining women's economic and social positions (Arnould and Henderson 1982:21;
Warner and Hansen 1995:87).

The Diflerence between Ranch Management and Pastoralism
When focusing on pastoral communities development projects have most often
emphasized ranches or ranch-like structures because ranches are seen as most likely to
increase production, which is the goal of most projects. Thus, ranches are viewed as a
means towards the goal of integrating herding into international markets, where meat
production plays a primary role. Ranches, either privately or government owned, have
increasingly been replacing pastoral households during the last decades (Fratkin 1997:248).
They differ, however, in many aspects from the family based production of the herders.
Ranches obviously require substantial infrastructures and large enclosed fields, making
ownership of land well defined. There are other aspects, important as well, which suggest
the ranch is a different mode of production from herding, bringing about different relations
of production, and a different kind of space usage.
The most important difference between ranches and pastoralism is probably that most
pastoral societies do not seek primarily to produce meat, but rather to produce milk that is
consumed and exchanged (along with excess animals) for grain. Animals are slaughtered
for ritual occasions only, and these occasions are the markers of social transition and
changes. Ranch and most pastoral development efforts usually have the same primary goal
of producing meat. This means that the animals constituting the herd are mostly male

cattlc." Rather, Herskovits was using the term as refemng to various collective cultural traits (Turton 1988:138).
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(Poulsen 1990:148; see also Galaty ct al. 1980:13), because male animals produce more
meat, presumably of better quality. Some female animals will be kept in order to reproduce
the herd, but they will not be the most important component of the herd at a ranch. A herd
consisting mostly of male animals means that during times of livestock loss, herd
reconstruction will be more difficult and take a longer time than if the herd consists mostly
of female animals.
In addition, the ranch focus on meat production carries some important nutritional
consequences. Pastoralism, on the other hand, is based primarily on milk production
(Galaty 1981:7). Pastoralism thus requires milk to support people and young livestock
(Holden et al., 1991:36). Dairy products are also sold to buy grain, which if terms of trade
are favorable, permits more people to be supported. Cereals that provide higher calorific
values usually subsidize milk. According to Dahl and Hjort, the cow/human ratio would
has to 100:1, it allow complete dependency on milk (Gefii 1992:20). The selling of dairy
products, can, however, result in nutritional imbalances for people, if too much grain and
only small portions of milk are consumed. Also, if the calves do not obtain sufficient milk,
slow growth rates and increases in mortality rate can result, becausc they are in worse
physical condition (Franke and Chasin 1980:196; Holden et al., 1991:36-37). Therefore, in
many pastoral societies, there is clearly a primary need for milk, both for the well being of
humans and calves, and also to sell for grain and other necessities.
In most societies in the Sahel, milk is seen as belonging to the women, even though
women arc not everywhere responsible for milking the cows. Their control over dairy
products provides women with an important source of income and household food, while
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cattlc herding tends to be a male activity (Claud 1986:32; Baroin 1987:153; Dahl
1987:250; Wamer and Hansen 1995:78). If the herd is constituted by more male animals
than female, then the availability of milk is reduced, which leads to the exclusion of
women from production. As a result, women become more dependent on male relatives
and are in fact transformed from active producers to domestic servants and passive
consumers (Poulsen 1990:148). Thus, the focus on production of meat seriously reduces
women's power within the household, having excluded her from the production process.
It is clear that when a herder tries to sell the meat of an animal, a big and fat animal is
more valuable than a skinny one. As indicated in the information provided above, this
results in a negative impact on family nutrition, as well as a considerable reduction in
women's possibilities of gaining income from the selling of dairy products (Franke and
Chasin 1980:196; Wamer and Hansen 1995:84). Commercialization of meat among the
Masaii has reduced the redistribution of meat between families and neighbors, leading to
great difficulties for poor women (who depend very much on the generosity of others)
(Talle 1987:76). Poulsen argues, in the context of her experience in Somalia, that the
production of meat for market has introduced considerable changes for pastoral Somalian
women. The weaning of young animals for the purpose of saving milk for human
consumption or selling has largely been abolished (Poulsen 1990:148). These reduced
possibilities of selling dairy products have negative consequences on women's bargaining
power within household, minimizing women's voice in family decision making, as well as
reducing women's possibility of establishing social networks through sharing of labor
animals and animal products in general (Wamer and Hansen 1995:84). The linking of
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women with their own kin clearly offers them a degree of bargaining power in their
relationships with their husbands (Dahl 1987:265), therefore, reducing the possibilities of
exchanging work and products with members of women's kin can have negative affect on
their relationships with their husbands.
Another problem with the transformation of the pastoral economy into ranch
economy is the lowering of the people vs. animal/land ratio. The beef-ranching system
has a higher productivity of labor, meaning that fewer people are needed to manage a
greater number of animals (Galaty and Johnson 1990:13; see also Galaty et al. 1994).
Ranching is economized and the production made rational by this limiting of people
working in relation with the animals. In other words, the number of people working in
ranches is kept as low as possible in order to reduce the cost of production. For example,
fences are used instead of hiring workers to guard the animals. (Pagot 1985:469-470).
This may look rational and economic in the fbrm of numbers indicating cost of
production. However, this increases the number of unemployed people.
Not only do fewer people work in ranch-like structures, but those who do work are
usually individuals with a specialized education, not uneducated herders (Pagot
1985:471,499). Those hired to guard the animals (probably getting the lowest benefits in
the ranch hierarchy) are herders, but the structure still reduces them to mere salaried
workers having transferred the ownership of animals to the ranch (Galaty and Bonte
1991:270). The problem of individuals without a role in production is also intensified
because the "rational production" needs enormous amounts of land, thus handing over the
means of production and working opportunities to fewer individuals. The need of vast
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spaces for livestock production leads not only to increased numbers of people without
work, but to displaced people who have been forced out of their herding practices and
whose land has been taken away from them. Niger does not have a diversity of economic
opportunities, and thus an increased number of displaced or unemployed people would
not be likely to improve the overall economy.
Finally, a ranch economy also involves a different use of the natural environment than
pastoral use of land. Ranching involves fixed ownership of land (either private or
governmental) where pieces of land are fenced and clearly identified (see Galaty et al.
1994:9). This closing of areas is just not ecologically adaptable in all situations. One of
the reasons that people are nomadic is to make optimal use of scarce resources which are
unevenly distributed over a vast space (White 1997:92). As 1 have discussed in relation
to the area of Tchin-Tabaraden, rainfall there as (in the rest of the Sahel), is unpredictable
and an area which receives a great deal of rain one year may receive non the next year.
The intense movement of WoDaaBe herders during the first rains (kokke season) is
essential for making optimal use of this ecological reality of the Sahel area. It has been
stated in relation to the Ekrafane ranch that the closure of pasture and the unpredictability
of the rain makes it not possible to utilize pasture in the best possible way (Coulomb et al
1980:155).'^^ In addition. Park observes, in a high risk environment like the one being
discussed, it can be more effective to distribute risk over a large group of people than
confining it to nuclear family units. Thus, collective ownership, rather than the short

' ^ A very interesting article by Jere L. Gilies and Jerome Gefii points out that it is a somewhat misleading
ovcrsimplification to pose herders and rancers in binary opposition. They point out that nomads and ranchers share some
characteristics and problems, such as resistance to state formed policies and the valuing of independence and their way of
life (Gilies and Gefti 1990).
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term profits of nuclear families, often shapes decisions about land and cattle tenure in
such environments (Park 1993:12). Collective tenure of large areas, rather than the
family ownership over small patches of land, is thus rational both from the perspective of
optimal use of land and of minimizing risk.
We have seen that development projects directed at pastoral peoples have a history of
failure. That is perhaps not surprising, considering that they often aim not toward
improving the situation of herders but toward serving other political interests. As the goal
of most of these projects is increased commercialization, leading to increased dependency
of the herder on international markets, increasing risk to the people most directly
involved. In addition, development projects directed at pastoral peoples are heavily
influenced by Western historical ideas of women's role as unproductive as well as
ethnocentric ideas where binary oppositions are created between the "traditional" and the
"modem," or "rationality" and "irrationality." In addition, most pastoral development
projects' goal is to increase the production and commercialization of meat, while most
herding societies seek not to produce meat, but to subsist on milk and millet. In terms of
ranching (which is a common form of pastoral development) there are some clear
differences between ranching and herding, the former emphasizing meat production,
having exclusive rights over specific areas of land, in addition to involving less people
and greater number of animals. M. A. Mohamed Salih has pointed out that development
discourse blurs together what he calls "pastoral development" and "livestock
development." The former, in his view, should be a social development concern with
pastoral people while the latter focuses on livestock production and productivity. I have
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used the term "pastoral development" in my own discussion simply to identify all
projects done among pastoral people, but Mohamed Salih classification further underlines
that development among pastoral people has for the most part focused on livestock and
livestock development (Mohamed Salih 1991; Mohamed Salih 1990:14). His distinction
points out that it is important to identify whether projects conducted among pastoral
people aim toward the people themselves or toward other goals, i.e. involving livestock
rather than herders.
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CHAPTER 19
PASTORAL PROJECTS IN NIGER

Overview of Niger's Economy

In this chapter. 1 will consider pastoral projects and pastoral policies in Niger. In
order to contextualize the information, I will give a general overview of Niger's economy
and history of livestock policies, and then look closer at the situation of pastoralists in
present day Niger.
Arid or semi-arid areas constitute almost 90% of Niger's surface (World Bank 1991:1).
Niger is poor in resources, its main revenues coming from cultivation and herding until
uranium production began. The high price of uranium in the late 1970s led to heavy debt in
external loans to finance various expansions and projects (World Bank 1992:1). During
the years of 1975 -1989, Uranium export accounted for 80% of Niger's export revenues.
When in the early 1980s the price of uranium fell, Niger was faced with a great economic
crisis which has continued until today (World Bank 1991:2). Niger's economy depends
thus on both uranium export and its natural resources, so that rainfall patterns and uranium
price both affect the overall state of the economy (World Bank 1992:4). During the years
of 1989 and 1990 a major effort was made to reduce Niger's foreign debt burden, and it
has recently undergone several structural adjustment programs in the context of its difficult
economic situation (World Bank 1992:2).
Rainfall has been below average since 1968, which affects the yields of both cultivated
land and natural vegetation (World Bank 1991:9). During the past 10-15 years, the 300 mm
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isohyct has moved south about 70-100 km '^^(World Bank 1991:2.9), which is coupled
with Niger more than doubling its surface under cultivation during the period of 1960 to
1985 (from 1.862 million ha to 3.86 million ha) (World Bank 1991:9). This has further
increased the stress on natural resources. Total agricultural production has been growing,
but at the same time yields per hectare have been decreasing. In the periods of 1960-1969
and 1980-1989, millet and sorghum yields (in kilos per ha) have fallen from 481 to 408
and from 566 to 313. Population growth is identified by the World Bank as the main factor
leading to the degradation of croplands (World Bank 1991:10). Niger's population was
estimated as 10.2 million in 1991 (World Bank 1991:3), a population increase caused by
high fertility rate and falling mortality rate (World Bank 1991:8). Since 1985, Niger's
main policies have emphasized increased privatization and less State intervention (PNUD
1991:14; World Bank 1991:11).
Livestock production has had some importance in Niger's economy, and recent
development programs have emphasized its growth for increasing national revenues. In
1984, livestock products constituted 42.7 % of export revenues (excepting the revenues
from uranium) (MAL: UNCDF 1984:9). Production increase in the pastoral sector is,
however, considered to be somewhat restricted by a "limited resource base" (World Bank
1991:11).
Close to 95% of Niger's investment budget is provided by aid donors (Matt 1994:2),
making Niger's economy greatly dependent on foreign aid. 96.5 % of agriculture,
livestock and natural resource management is dependent on foreign aid (World Bank
If we take Tahotia as an example, then the average rainfall during the period 1948-1967 was 456,6 mm, between the
years 1953-1982 rainfall was 406,5 and then only 328,9 mm between the years 1968-1987 (MHE: Republique du Niger
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1991:18). which is not only visible in Niger's economy but also in the predominance of
foreign aid institutions in the landscape of Niamey. On some street comers, various
posters identify names of and direction to institutions, and the names of various projects.
The supermarket Score is used predominantly by white people, otherwise are not common
in the streets of the city, and some bars in the city are visited almost exclusively by the
staff of developmental institutions (the average Nigerien kept away with high prices on
drinks and food).
The number of projects is so high that it has proved to be difficult to evaluate their total
number in the country. Their scope and focus differs greatly, and the different
developmental institutions in Niger have different policies and fimding mechanisms.
New projects are not based on other projects or experiences gathered in relation to
them, because the communication fi-om diverse field activities to the central ministries is
weak. In addition, the success or failure of a project has usually been estimated on the
bases whether the prescribed quantity of goods have been delivered, rather than if the
situation of the projects beneficiaries has actually improved (Matt 1994:2; World Bank
1991:18). The lack of communication between government services and the donors, and
changes since 1982 in the names and organizational structures of different ministries
further increases confusion. The World Bank characterizes the general situation as
"scattered interventions by different ministries and different donors in different directions"
(World Bank 1991:18).

1993:4).
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Over\iew of Policies of Herding in Niger
The Colonial administration had a major focus on peanut cultivation and export,
leaving herding marginal in the economy (Bonfiglioli 1988:114). Herding had been a
source of State revenues for a long time, both the Hausa rulers and Fulani having imposed
taxes on the pastoralists. The French followed, taxing the herders greedily. Herding,
however, was now envisioned as being able to provide the metropolis with leather and
meat, as well as products for the export to English colonies (CEDES: Mazou 1991:12). It
seems World War 1 increased interest in the colonies as suppliers of meat for the "home"
countries (Dunbar 1970:112). In order to accomplish the goals of increased production, the
Service veterinaire was established in 1918 and the Service de I'Elevage in 1927. The
main policies regarding herding during this time were directed at health issues, focusing on
vaccination (Breman et al. 1986:28). This is not surprising considering the risk of
rinderpest that had killed many livestock in northern Nigeria at the turn of the century, and
continued to break out in Niger, especially with increased numbers of people. The success
of vaccination, in combination with a growing interest in investing in herding (such as
former slaves becoming herders) led to an increase in the animal population in Niger
(Bonfiglioli 1988:121). Increased herds stimulated the sale of animals to neighboring
countries in the south for butchering.'^' The colonial government also sponsored attempts
to develop fresh-meat shipping facilities to facilitate export of meat abroad (Franke and
Chasin 1980:101). Meat was, for example, transported by air from Niamey to Lagos
(Dupire 1962b:353). The colonial authorities saw it necessary to change the mentality of
Livestock on hoof has. however, been traded over long distances for a long time prior to the existence of the
colonial government.
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the herders regarding production, in order to increase the productivity of herding (CIDES:
Mazou 1991:12).
The push of agriculture toward the north led to the colonial administration's decision in
1954 to place northern limits of cultivation, thus reserving areas for herders. This divided
Niger into two main zones, the pastoral and the agricultural area. This order was revised
by the government in 1961 and made law (Eddy 1979:137; MAL: Habou et al., 1990:
Sutter 1982). During the same year, the pastoral zone was redefined and labeled "the zone
of modernization of the pastoral economy," thus opening the way for initiating projects in
the area (MAL: Habou et al.,1990:27). A document written during the same time
cmphased the need for researching different breeds of animals in addition to identifying
factors that "limited" the development of pastoralism (MAL: Republique du Niger 1960).
The French identified lack of water and problems of animal health as the important
constraints to the development of herding. Their emphasis on wells (aimed toward solving
the problem of water) and vaccination was carried into the post-colonial state. Water is
defined in the 1960s as a main constraint to the development of the pastoral economy. In
1961, laws were placed regarding '^'des stations depompage," and then in 1963, the
OFEDES (Office des Eaux du Sou-Sol) was created, which was coimected to Ministere de
I 'Hydraulique and responsible for the construction and maintenance of pumps and
watering stations in the pastoral zone (Breman et al 1986:28). The new independent
government of Niger, led by Hamani Diori, emphasized the evolution of export-oriented
livestock management that had been advocated by the French. The creation of ranches and
refrigerated meat abattoir in Niamey was supposed to facilitate this enterprise. Meat was
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to be exported to neighboring countries in the south and French consumers were to be
provided with low priced beef (Franke and Chasin 1980:101).
The focus on improving the conditions of herding is reflected in the plan of
development for 1965-1974, which emphasized improving the quality and health of the
animals through better nourishment and availability of water, but also underlined the
importance of a good vaccination service'^ (MAL: Republique du Niger n.d. 505). During this time, the main constrains on pastoral development were seen as the irrational use of
the herd by pastoralists and thus its insufficient exploitation. In order to stimulate
increased commercialization, various institutions were created. SONERAN (Societe
Nationale de I 'Exploitation des Ressources Animales au Niger) was aimed toward
production and sale of livestock products, as well as the orientation of improved meat for
international and national markets in Niger (Breman et al., 1986:101). The following
institutions were created in order to facilitate this goal; The OLANI {Office Laitier
Nigerien), in charge of milk production, SNCP {Societe Nationale des Cuirs et Peaux) and
SONTTAN {Societe Nigerienne de Tannage), taking care of skins and hides (Breman et al
1986:28).
Recall that the policies mentioned above emphasize the pastoral economies as
unproductive and in need of transformation. The reason for their un-productivity was to be
found in the natural conditions of herding and the herder's mentality. Natural conditions,
such as lack of water and health facilities, were seen as capable of modification with the
help of "modem" technology (i.e., medicines and wells).

In 1986,

there were 300 "forage" and 5000 "puits cimentes" in Niger (Breman et al., 1986:35).
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The period of late 1960s and early 1970s was characterized by a massive loss of
livestock, followed by famine and human sufferings. Even though many people lost all
they had in the drought, tax collection was ligorously continued.

The discontent about

this, in combination with other factors, led to Lt. Col. Sayni Kountche initiating his Coup
d'Etat

in 1974 against Hamani Diori (Lund 1993a:9-10). Policies after the drought period

generally emphasized rebuilding the animal stock of the country, in addition to finding
ways of reconstructing the pastoral economy (MAL: SEDES 1974:75).
This new orientation is reflected in Nigerien policies after 1973, which criticized the
previous focus on animal health and advocated a more "progressive" orientation, namely
toward strengthening the herding infi^tiucture so that herds could be rebuilt and their
products increased and improved (Breman et al., 1986:28). Another document from 1974
identifies the major focus of herding policies as respKinding to growing demand for meat
and, to a lesser extent, milk'^^'CMAL: SEDES 1974:75). The general emphases of
policies after the drought period were to rebuild the stock of animals and find ways of
reconstructing the pastoral economy (MAL: SEDES 1974:75; CEDES: Sidikou 1994:37).
The government plan Programme triennal 1976-1978" formulated in the aftermath
of the drought, emphasized the "liberation of the economy from natural forces" (CEDES:
Sidikou 1994:37), which presumably was supposed to be done by reconstructing the
cconomy. The goal of improving and increasing production was, among other things, to
be accomplished by stratifying the steps of production into three phases, each carried out
in a different area of the country. However, most monetary resources were still spent on
Lund points out that the chefde village receives 10 percent of the collected tax amount and the chefde canton
receives 5 pcrcent (Lund 1993a:11).
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health and water as before (Breman et al,. 1986:28; see also MAL: Republique du Niger
1983; 15). Similar emphasis in pastoral production was reflected in the goals of the
government plan Plan quinquennal, for the years 1979-83 (MAL: Republique du Niger
1983:14-17). This period also carried some important institutional changes in terms of
organization of development, but Kountche launched the ambitious Societe de
Developpement (during the period of 1978-1983) (Lund 1993a:9-10). The Societe de
Developpement aimed towards increased participation of the population in developmental
activities, and establishing on various levels different bodies of organizations in Niger's
society. In addition, some legal changes were made in organizational structure of the
pastoralists, providing the basis for organizing co-operatives and interest groups {les
groupements mutualistes {GM)) (CIDES: Sidikou 1994:37-39).
Another drought, during 1983-1984, further increased people's awareness of the
problems of the pastoral economy in Niger. The seminar Debat National sur I'Elevage
held in Tahoua was initiated by Niger's president Kountche and organized by the
Ministry of Development, to address the difficulties of the pastoral economy. The
conference's major objective was to address three key issues; a) the need for
environmental protection; b) the basic safety of the herders; c) the contribution of herding
to the self-sufficiency (autosuffisance alimentaire) of the national economy. The last
concern can be translated into an emphasis on production of meat and milk for the
national economy (Breman 1986:26). Since 1986, Niger's government has been

Milk is written within brackets and I assume it has less of an importance than meat.
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preparing reforms in terms of land tenure, referred to as the Rural Code, which aims
towards clarifying rights to land in Niger (Lund 1993b).

Politics of Meat and Ranches

"You see that ranches are only a model of development so herders can see and leam
how herding can actually be done in a rational way" (a high ranking official in Niger).
As my discussion of livestock policies has shown, the Nigerien State has always
focused on increasing pastoral production, meaning increasing the output of meat and, to
a lesser extent, milk. The herding economy was supposed to be integrated more into the
world markets and its output increased for the benefits of the national economy. The
various institutions created around herding aimed, among other things, towards
facilitating the goal of making herding more meat-orientated. This emphasis on meat has
been carried to the present day. A document from 1981, published by CILSS and "le
Club du Sahel," stated that "the primary objective is the production of meat and milk,"
which should both aim at ensuring the interior consumption and the export of these
products (MAL: Balima et Martin 1982:167). In the World Bank policy framework paper
for 1996-1998, it is stated that "agriculture and livestock breeding have some potential in
Niger," and that there are "plans to take greater advantage of the size and quality of the
livestock herd, as well as the traditional expertise of cattlemen, to encourage the
development of beef, hide, and leather industries" (World Bank 1995:4). This document
also points out opportunities in the intensification of traditional exports, placing in that
group livestock on hoof, hides and skins (World Bank 1995:13). As previously
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discussed, a part of the intensification of livestock products and focus of meat is the
crcation of ranches, which involves the fencing of large areas, leading to the exclusion of
herders from their traditional pastures. Thus, it can be stated that to a certain extent
ranchcs arc created in order to replace the pastoral economy. This statement is still a
simplification because, as previously pointed out, many projects have tried to integrate
the herding economy into some ranch-like structures.
The first ranch in Niger was created in Toukounous in 1954, with the goal of breeding
superior milking cows and as a general research station. Ranees in Maradi (1964),
Kirkissoye (1966), Ekrafane (1968), Ibecetene (1976), Fako (1978), Sayam (1979), Bathe
(1980) and Tiaguirire (1980) were created in the years between 1964-1980. The areas of
the different ranches are diverse; for example, Ekrafane covers 110.000 (ha) but Ibecetene
covers 42.000 (ha), while Kirkissoye only 40 (ha), to give a few examples (MAL: Zangui
Ibrahima 1986:13).
The PRC program (Le programme de Reconstitution du Cheptet), established in the
1967 in order to assist herders who had lost all their animals, was integrated with the
establishment of ranches. In order to assist herders special stations were created (Centres
de muliplication du betaif), to produce the animals that were supposed to be distributed to
the herders (MAL: Thomson 1981:157; n.n 1983:53). Some authors distinguish between a
ranch and centres de muliplication (i.e. MAL: Zangui Ibrahima 1986:12), characterizing
the former as producing milk and meat, but the latter as having the goal of increasing the
over all number of livestock. In practice, however, these two structures were somewhat
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blurred and if there exists still today some division of labor between these structures, it is
not relevant for my purposes here.
The establishment of ranches is associated with another very ambitious plan for
herding in Niger: the specialization of production into several steps in which ranches
would play a central role. The specialization of different areas in different tasks was one
of the goals of the economic plan Plan Quinquennal, for the years 1979-1983 (MAL:
Rcpublique du Niger 1988: CCE 1984:15), and seems to have been a something of a
global trend during that time (MAL: Republique du Niger 1983:15). The specialization
of the zones aimed towards an increased production of livestock products, thus being able
to export these products and increase the revenue of the State. The governments' plan
for 1979-1983 stated as one of its major goals increasing the production of herding, and
thus increasing revenues for the national economy (MAL: Republique du Niger 1988).
The production phase was divided into three stages, each stage assigned to a specific
actor in the production process. While the birth area {la naissance zone) is the domain of
the traditional herders, the upbringing area ire-elevage) is done at the ranches. The areas
of North Dosso, North Goure and North Dakoro were all seen as potential sites of ranches
for re-e/evage (MAL:SEDES 1974). These ranches were conceptualized as accepting the
cattle at the age of 15-24 months old (weighting between 140-180 kg) to go through a
period of upbringing ire-elevage) for 18 months (MAL: SEDES 1974:29). The phase of
final production (finition intensive) was envisioned as aimed towards fattening the
animals, which would either take place in commercial feedlots or by encouraging the
peasants themselves to fatten the cattle (MAL: SEDES 1973; SEDES 1974:16, 29; MAL:
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Saidou 1986:107-108; Wardle 1979:3). It must be pointed out in this context that these
ideas of developing areas for different phases of production exposes the herders to the
production phase that has both most risks and the leaist revenues. The herders are
supposed to produce the animals and then sell them at early age. Mortality, however, is
much higher in young calves than older bulls and their market value much less.
According to C. White, the mortality rate is 30%-40% during the calf's first year (White
1990:246).
These ideas show that the ranches were not only supposed to replace the pastoral
economy, but the future of the more "traditional" pastoralists seems to have been
envisioned as their being integrated into the ranch economy. The common p>oint in these
programs is that the herders are encouraged to de-stock and market more animals, thus
participating more in the market economy (see White 1990:248).

Projects in the Area around Tchin-Tabaraden

Due to the problems previously discussed regarding projects in Niger, it is difRcult to
estimate how many pastoral projects have taken place. I will not attempt to give an overall
estimation, but instead point at a few aspects that give some ideas regarding the extent of
such projects. In the Plan de Developpement Economique et Social du Niger 1987-1991,
for example, there are six projects mentioned in relation to herders (for the time period
1987-1991). The total budget for five of them (budget is missing for one) is 81,200 million
F CFA (DANIDA: Republique du Niger 1987). It is estimated that more than ten billions
francs have been invested in projects relating to the pastoral economy in Niger during the
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years between 1965-1985 (MAL: Republique du Niger 1985:15). Various other projects,
such as those having to do with natural resources or agriculture, could affect the pastoral
herders more than those directly classified under livestock production. In addition,
projects are conducted by various non-govemmental organizations, numbering seventyfour in 1994 (Republique du Niger 1994). It is not certain that these projects are
mentioned in official estimations. Due to these cited reasons it is difficult to gain a
coherent overview of the projects that have been conducted. Here, I will consider the main
projects in Tchin-Tabaraden that probably had some affects on the WoDaaBe groups 1
worked with most.
The Niger Range and Livestock project {Le Projet Gestion des Parcours et Elevage) is
a name for a two phase project financed by USAID (S5.300.000 for its first phase). It
covered the triangle of Tahoua-Tanout-Agadez and started in 1979, with the primary
objectives of creating a necessary infrastructure for the project itself and conducting a
demographic study of the area. The second phase of the same project, called "The Niger
Integrated Livestock Project" {Le Projet Elevage Integre), was estimated as costing
519,000,000 (MAL: Repulique du Niger 1985:14; DANEDA: Repulique du Niger
1991:38).
The project Sud Tamesna, financed by FAC and CCCE, covered the area West of
Tchin-Tabaraden and northeast of the arrondissement de Filingue. The first phase, from
1980-1984, was estimated as costing 550 millions CFA and the second phase, which was
to start in 1985, estimated as costing 2 milliards CFA. The goal of the first phase was an
"cnquctes zootechniques et socio-economiques," in addition to creating an infrastructure in
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Tahoua and establishing pastoral organizations (groupement mutualiste pastoraux). The
second phase of the project aimed at placing infrastructure for hydrological development,
in addition to encouraging pastoral organizations (MAL: Republique du Niger 1985:14;
DANIDA: Republique du Niger 1991:38).
As a consequence of the Tuareg rebellion in early 1990s, no projects were conducted in
the Tchin-Tabaraden area for several years, for the simple reason that it was not considered
safe for the personnel involved (information from a personal communication). Today,
however, there is a large project in the area, based in Tahoua. This is le Programme de
developpement integre de la zone pastorale (PROZOPAS), which started in 1995 and is
financed by FED (Fond European de Developpement). The project is ongoing and its cost
is estimated at 13,5 billion F CFA. The goals of the project are several, including the
improvement of conditions of pasture, assistance regarding commercialization of animals,
and the creation of infrastructures to improve general conditions of life in the pastoral area
(DANIDA: Republique du Niger 1997:7). Various documents also exist referring to
various studies that have been done in the area, many which were done in relation to the
projects mentioned. It should be noted that these studies indicate several groups of
researchers arriving in the pastoral area during different years asking questions regarding
various issues. Some of the individuals I interviewed during my research had worked for a
projcct or received some benefits from them, most often in the form of food or medicines.
Some have been part of a co-operative organizations established by these projects. There
were, however, no active co-operatives at the time of my research among the lineage
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groups studied, and co-operatives, in general, appeared rather inactive among WoDaaBe in
the area of Tchin-Tabaraden.

The Present Situation of Pastoralists

My ethnography has expressed vzirious themes about the difficulties relating to lives of
the WoDaaBe as herders. They have been pushed from the areas that they identify as their
placcs of origin, lost their animals in repeated droughts, and have not been able adequately
to reconstruct their herds. The present day situation of herding cannot be understood
without the historical background of the development of herding practices that I have
already discussed. Many of these changes have not taken place within the society or
organization of the herders themselves, but are part of their political and historical
environment. Thus, as I will show, the problems they force are also not found mainly
within the pastoral societies themselves, but rather in the conditions they face. I claim that
the difficulties of herding at the present time can briefly be summarized into two aspects:
first lack of land, seriously limiting the possibility of gaining a viable herd, and second,
transfer of livestock ownership into the hands of absentee-owners. Thus, the current
situation is, briefly stated that pastures are smaller and are occupied with the animals of
people who have invested in herding and do not base their livelihood on it. In fact, in can
be said that the herders are being pushed out of herding in two ways, by losing their
ownership of animals and by losing their entitlement to the land.
During the dry season of 1970-1971, herd ownership distribution was estimated as
follows: 39% in the hands of the pastoralists {elevage pastoral), 53% belonging to semi-
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sedentary populations, and 9% controlled by sedentary people. This 9% subdivided into
7% belonging to "improved" traditional herders (as defined in the text) and 2% in the
hands of ranches. 40% of livestock was in the pastoral zone in 1970 (MAL: SEDES
1974:10). In 1968, there were 4.450 million cows in Niger, but in 1973 only 2.200 million
cows (MAL: Republique du Niger 1978-1979:88).
The high numbers of livestock loss tells only a part of the story. These losses were not
distributed equally over different areas in Niger, and the reconstruction of herds has not
necessarily taken place among those who had herds prior to the drought of 1968-1974. I
want to discuss these issues briefly. Losses of livestock were much greater in the pastoral
area, loss of cows being 63% as compared to 50% for Niger as a whole. For all animals,
the loss was 52% in the pastoral zone compared to 32% for the overall country. The
livestock lost was primarily young and adult cows, thus affecting the reproduction
possibilities after the drought. In addition to losing their animals, the herders also had to
sell their starved remaining animals in massive numbers, in order not to lose them by death
as well (Breman et al., 1986:38; Bonfiglioli 1985:30). These animals were sold at a low
price and thus provided a very good investment for those holding capital, because prices
increase after droughts. If a drought is prolonged, animal prices start to rise due to scarcity
of animals. This dynamic makes it very difficult for the herders to buy back animals later
on(White 1990:244). If we look at Tchin-Tabaraden alone, the numbers are even more
dramatic in relation to cattle. Some estimates claimed the total number of cattle in the
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arrondissement in 1965 was 265,618 while in 1970 they numbered as low as 28.794
(MAL: Republiquc du Niger 1972b).
This massive loss of animals, either through their death or being sold, affects the
possibility of reconstructing herds. Between 1972-1980 the reconstruction rate for cattle
was only 14% in Agadez, which is a mostly pastoral community, while it was 108% in
Dosso, which has mostly farming communities. In Tahoua, the rate of reconstruction was
61% (It should be noted that southern Tahoua has agricultiu'alists, the northern part
pastoralists). Hence, livestock reconstruction took placc in areas that were predominantly
inhabited by agriculturalists, but was much less in areas predominantly inhabited by
pastoralists. As a consequence of this development only 20% of the total livestock of the
country in 1980 was in the hands of pastoralists. 60% were owned by agro-pastoralists,
and 20% belonged to sedentary people. The livestock owned by agriculturalists is believed
to have increased 30% during the period of 1960-1980 (Breman et al,. 1986:38). This can
be compared with the estimation previously mentioned from 1970-1971, where 39% of the
livestock was believed to be in the hands of pastoralists (MALrSEDES 1974:9). Thus, the
general situation is today that livestock ownership has in fact moved from the hands of
herders to absentee-owners that often are rich agriculturalists, businessmen and
"fonctionnaires" The herds are merely being managed by hired pastoralists (Breman et
a!., 1986:37). In 1980, it is estimated that livestock levels reached pre-drought levels (White
1986:243), but as discussed, the ownership pattern of these animals had changed
considerably from that prior to the drought.
All such estimations should, however, be taken with care because estimations
created different results (see for example MAL: Republiquc du Niger !972b).

made by diffeTcnt organizations have
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So, what caused this distribution of animal ownership? Some of the factors leading to
this situation have already been mentioned. The pastoral areas of Niger lost greater
numbers of animals than the agricultural areas did. The herders had to sell most of their
remaining animals for a very low price, which seriously disabled their ability to rebuild
their herds. Also after the 1970s, as a way to rebuilding, cultivation was no longer an
option as it had been in the past. Herders seek now other strategies of survival in the cities,
which, however, give them small revenues and carry a high cost of transportation and
living.
The drought of 1968-1974 also maiiced changes for the herders in more ways. The
taxation of animals underwent some radical changes. Instead of placing a tax on each
animal as had been done since colonial times, animals were now exempt and instead
person in the household was taxed.Ironically, this change of tax laws probably
contributed to change in ownership toward absenteeism because it made investment in
cattle very easy for those having capital. The absentee-owner simply has to invest in the
purchasing price of the cows, who basically take care of themselves because the absenteeowner often does not have to pay anything to the herder. The only benefits for the herder
is that he is able to feed ft-om the milk of the cows. Only a very poor herder is willing to
become part of such an agreement, but there are plenty of poor herders who have no other
options. White has analyzed the differences in the hired herder's {djokkere) management
of the herd from the herd owned by the herder himself. Often the absentee-owner wants to
supervise the handling of his animals and thus the herder has to remain close to the market

This is based on oral inrormation. both from WoOaaBc and development staff.
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or towns where pasture is poor. The absent-owner is mainly interested in a profit from the
market value of young bulls, so his herd has more male animals than the one's owned by
the herder. A herd constituted by mostly male animals is characterized by more unruliness,
thus increasing chances that animals are wounded, which can remove the herder of these
animals from the social network of cattle loans (White 1990:246). TTius, it does not make
much sense to advocate, as development projects tend to do, that WoDaafie should destock
more animals and. As pointed out by White, the herders are in fact "obliged to sell more
animals than they should" (White 1990:248).
At the present Niger faces serious problems of land degradation, which, as my
discussion has shown, are often blamed on the nomadic populations. 1 want to look briefly
at two phenomena; desertification and drought. The former is often seen as resulting from
nomadic activities, the latter as a force of nature.
Desertification has been considered to be one of the major environmental issues since
the Sahel drought two decades ago. As we have seen, it is believed that Niger's pastoral
economy needs to change in order to respond to these problems, to "free" itself from the
forces of nature. The World Bank ranks desertification as one of the top major global
environmental problems (Thomas and Middleton 1994:3,48). Desertification has been
described as a rash that is centralized around settlement (Thomas and Middleton 1994:3).
Thus, the "desert is not invading from without: the land is deteriorating from within"
(Goudie 1981:58). Many definitions exist for the term "desertification," some
emphasizing natural causes, while others incorporating social causes (Goudie 1981:55-57).
While it is probably a somewhat futile activity to search for one correct definition of the
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term, it is important to understand the actual processes which lead to desertification
(Thomas and Middleton 1994:8). I find it crucial for this purpose to focus on the
relationship between drought, famine and desertification.
Frequently, the concept of drought is used in a way that assumes that reduction in
normal rainfall automatically explains both desertification and famine. Sahel is a marginal
area, and the reason it is labeled marginal is that it is prone to drought. Variation in rainfallis the normal feature in the Sahel, rather than an unusual state (Agnew and Anderson
1992:89, 110-111). Thomas and Middleton argue that dryland ecosystems should ideally
be regarded as resilient and unstable, rather than as fragile systems that should be held in
some kind of equilibrium or in a "normal" state (Thomas and Middleton 1994:128-129).
The envirormient in the Sahel is so variable that it is difficult to distinguish between
change and fluctuation. Thus, it is more usefiil to define drought there as an "abnormal
reduction in water supplies for a particular land use" (Agnew and Anderson 1992:110111). As pointed out by Miijam E. de Bruijn and Han J. W. M. van Dijk, pastoralism
seeks in various ways to adapt itself to this insecurity which is to a certain extent inherent
in its conditions (Bruijn and Dijk 1999:133-134).
Natural and social factors leading to drought and famine cannot be fiilly separated.
Extensive human use of the land will create conditions of massive failures in cultivation
and grazing opportunities. The Sahel drought thus cannot be separated from the increased
population in the pastoral area, and the reduction of land space available due to agricultural
expansion. The drought itself has to be understood with reference to political conditions
created by human beings. White writes in this context;
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"It is important to recognize that the drought of 1968-1974 was not in itself the cause
of disaster, but rather the increased vulnerability of the pastoral economy resulting from a
number of processes set in motion earlier" (White 1990:243).

It should be remembered that something called "drought" is a good impersonal
scapegoat, pointing the direction away from the political and historical factors which have
created its conditions (see for example: Juul 1998:2; Scott 1984:3).
I have previously talked about how land used by herders became increasingly reduced.
Population expansion can be traced back to Sultan Bello's emphasis on agriculture,
creating a population explosion in the caliphate. The freeing of slaves in colonial time also
led to increased investments in herding by former slaves, and gradually farmers have been
increasing their holding of animals, along with moving fiirther and further to the north.
Reduction of land can also be attributed to other kinds of development having to do with
recent policies of cultivation. As stated by Cynthia White, the expansion of cultivation is
the most important factor limiting access to pasture for Tuaregs and WoDaaBe (White
1990:242). There are, however, other more recent politics that seem also to have
contributed to this process that have not yet been discussed.
Franke and Chasin argue that the emphasis on cash crops led farmers to increase their
areas of cultivation. Peanut is the main cash crop that has been advocated in Niger.
Peanuts do not grow well with less than 500 mm of rainfall, even though they can survive
in rainfall as low as 350 mm. The timing of rain is also important; it has to correspond
with the growing cycle of the plant in order for the plant to be able to produce a good
amount of nuts. The cultivation of peanuts thus can be risky in northern Niger due to its
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unstable rainfall patterns, which make yields vary greatly from year to year. If a farmer
were to depend completely on the peanut, he would risk loosing his entire crop during one
bad year. The majority of farmers live only slightly above subsistence level. In the 1950s
and 1960s, in order to prevent this kind of loss, they started to use fallow areas between

villages for cultivating peanuts. Thus, the staple crops were cultivated as before and
peanut cultivation expanded in the fallows. This practice, however, both reduced the
availability of dry season pasture (the fallows) for the herders and it led to decreased
fertility of the soil (fallow periods work to restore a field's necessary nutrients) (Franke
and Chasin 1980:83).

Franke and Chasin suggest that peanut production spread fast in the Sahel as a result of
the various kinds of colonial campaigns for the peanut to encourage and increase its
production. The French gave a determined guaranteed price for peanuts. As a result of
these campaigns, the amount of land under peanut production increased from 142,000ha in
154, to 304,000ha in 1957. New varieties were developed in Senegal that facilitated
expansion into new areas. Some varieties were more droughts resistant, others with shorter
growing season. First introduced in 1961, they led to an even greater expansion of peanut
production into areas where it had not been possible to cultivate earlier. The increase in
peanut production was so great that many local authorities expressed concem about it
(Franke and Chasin 1980:65-66; see also Roberts 1981:204-205).
Thus, peanut production reduced land for pastoralists in two ways, by reducing fallow
land which was used by pastoralists, and by the cultivation of new land in the north. A
World Bank reports state that fallow periods have declined from 7 years in 1960 to 3 years
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in 1985 and since 1976-1977 fallow periods have been declining at 10 percent annually,
the rural population growing at 2.3 percent, which of course implies an expansion of
cultivation. At the same time, yields in Niger for groundnuts, millet and sorghum were
about half the average yields in other West African countries for 1980-1985, even as Niger
doubled the surface under cultivation from 1.862 million ha in 1960 to 3.86 million in
1985 (World Bank 1991:4,9).
The expansion of cultivated land has also been affected by development projects in
other ways. As previously discussed, self-sufficiency in staple food grains became a
national goal of the Kountche government. This effort, backed by large amounts of
development assistance, was supposed to be initiated through promoting more intensive
rainfed agriculture. The first projects, starting in 1972, sought as had previous projects to
"introduce new or modified agricultural techniques in the form of a technical package
among peasant producers, and thereby to increase rainfed agricultural productivity in
yields per hectare" (Painter 1987:149). In 1982, the expenditures for these projects were
over S50.3 million. In 1984, the Ministry of Plan concluded that the increased aggregate
production of rainfed crops was not the result of greater yields per hectare, but the result
from larger and larger areas being cultivated. As Thomas M. Painter's discussion of these
projects shows, the project distributed a "standard" extension package that was not well
adapted to the conditions of peasants in Niger (Painter 1987:150). This effort towards
increased agricultural productivity was shared with other Sahel countries, all of which gave
disappointing results despite large sums of money invested (Painter 1991:1).
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Large development institutions have, it seems, ignored why herders have less land. A
development document from USAID shows some understanding of the rationality behind
having large herds, attributing this to the importance of sharing one's resource with poorer
relatives. The document, however, also stated;

"While these values may have been functional in the past to cope with harsh ecological
realities of the Sahel, they are not so now in an area with shrinking pasturage and growing
population. Clearly the desire to maximize herd size for social and economic reasons must
give way of more utilitarian view of selling excess animals so as to maintain a balance
between herd size and available forage" (USADD 1977; quoted in Franke and Chasin
1980:212).

As pointed out by Franke and Chasin, the project ignores the reasons for the
"shrinking" pasture, and sees the problem as the herder's inability to adapt to present
conditions (Franke and Chasin 1980:212), instead of focusing on the problem of
advancements of agriculture, which must be identified as the real cause for this problem in
the first place, the blame is placed on the herder's traditionality.
The point is that while development efforts have continued to look at pastoral people as
traditional (isolated, living as they have for ages), these efforts have been part of a larger
political economy which has and continues to have crucial negative effects on the pastoral
peoples' lives and possibilities. The disaster of 1968-1974, when the WoDaaBe lost large
portions of their herds, consequently has to be seen as a part of such larger processes. As I
have shown, population density had increased considerably during this time, and the
herders had been pushed even further north, where conditions for herding are much more
inhospitable. It is surprising that while the World Bank acknowledges that the overall area
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of herding has been reduced and one reason for large herds is the "investment in livestock
by non-nomadic people," the document still evokes Hardin's theory of the commons as a
factor explaining the problems of deterioration of land, stating;

"Pressure on land mounts through the fact that livestock herds are privately owned,
whereas the rangelands are common property. Grazing rights are thus "free for all",
implying economic and ecological inefficiencies, commonly referred to as "the tragedy of
the commons," after Hardin (1968)" (World Bank 1991:12).

Evoking Hardin's thesis of the tragedy of the commons, clouds the fact that most of the
herders do not even own the animals they herd. This is even more surprising, considering
that the same document states that too many animals are the result of investments of nonnomadic people (World Bank 1991; 12). In fact, perhaps Hardin's thesis fits for the new
absentee-herders who lack social ties and hence have little to lose. However, to apply it to
the conditions of herding in general, is in no way usefiil to understand the situation of
herding in Niger. And in the same document the World Bank is advertising higher offtakes
of animals (World Bank 1991:24).

Thus, to summarize, there are several interacting factors at work leading to the nomads
lacking herding space and opportunities to acquire animals;
a) Areas for livestock holdings have been reduced considerably because of the advance
of agriculture into the pastoral area.
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b) The advance of agriculture is the result of interacting historical factors and increased
population, but also a consequence of development policies that have ignored pastoralists'
interests.
c) The numbers of total livestock in the country can be misleading because animals
have been reconstituted much faster in agricultural areas than in the pastoral zone.
d) Even though livestock has reached pre-drought levels, the herders own fewer
animals than prior to the drought.
e) 20% of total livestock ownership in Niger's population belong to herders. Thus,
many of the animals that are overgrazing the pastoral zone do not belong to the herders.
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CHAPTER 20
THE WODAABE IN A WORLD OF POWER AND POLITICS

These policies, directions, and ideologies of development that have been the subject of
my discussion have created a ccrtain environment in which the WoDaaBe live. The
ideology of development has shaped conditions for the pastoral economy both through
direct intervention in it and by more indirect actions. Niger's predominant focus has
emphasized meat production as a part of developing the country's herding economy. Even
though some structures have been created that aim toward facilitating meat production
outside the pastoral economy, there have also been attempts to give the herders a place in
its development, such as specializing in different phases of production. In this chapter, I
will focus more on WoDaaBe social organization in the context of development by asking
how well the basic premises of development (criticized earlier in chapter 18) apply to the
WoDaaBe. Then, I will focus on the way in which the WoDaaBe perceive development
and ranching, seeking to understand the effects of these developments on this population. I
will also focus on how WoDaaBe perceive their problems and what they see as their
solutions, and I will briefly discuss recent land laws and the WoDaaBe in that context.

Traditional-Unchanging people?
I have previously focused on some inherent development assumptions, noting the idea
that the modem should replace the traditional, the view that the irrational mind of the
herder hampers development, as well as the assumption that livestock producers are males
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who focus on producing meat. Do these basic assumptions, from which development
works, actually apply to the WoDaaBe? How do the conceptualizations of development
planners hold up against the ethnographic examples from WoDaaBe society that have been
the presented here?
Development, in general, rests on the assumption that the "traditional" should be
replaced by the modem, an idea strongly evident in most projects directed at herders.
However, the WoDaaBe society has gone through a series of changes, not only in the
recent past but also prior to the colonial period. Their economies have shaped and
reshaped themselves to fit new political environments. During the jihad the pastoral
economy had to adapt itself to the difficult, unstable conditions of warfare, leading some
WoDaaBe to gain from the situation while others lost their freedom and lives. The
WoDaaBe have migrated several times from their areas of attachment, having to negotiate
new access to grazing lands. The colonial area carried difficult burdens of taxation and
adaptation to a more structured and bureaucratic system. As we have seen, the WoDaaBe,
if necessary, engage in various other kinds of occupations, which have no linkage to
herding. The WoDaaBe are not involved in the herding economy simply because they
know no other way of life or have no other skills, but are familiar with various kinds of
occupations and do engage in them if necessary. Thus, it is historically wrong to pose
traditionality as something unchanged against a modem world characterized by change.
Closely connected to the binary opposition of the modem and the traditional is the
conceptualization of traditional societies as characterized by emotions and attachment to
irrational behaviors as opposed to the rationality of the modem man. What about the lack
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of rationality supposed to be a large part of the view of herder's economies? Is herding
perhaps based on a symbolic (as opposed to rational), almost religious attachment to
animals, and hence not adaptable in the modem world? I heard the view that it is the
mentality of the herder that somehow keeps him in the dark from various people involved
with development projects and policies in speech and texts.
Setting aside the fact that present problems of herding have much more to do with
macro-policies than with the herders themselves, I want to address the reluctance of the
herders to sell certain animals. As phrased by Dupire, cattle are not a consumer good, but
rather the means of production. They also serve as a final reserve for important
cxpendures of the household (Dupire 1962b:336), which is probably the case for means of
production in all societies. If the means of production are sold, the individual is without
the possibility of producing, i.e. is unable to subsist. Hence, to sell ones' cattle is as
"rational" for the herder as it is for an agriculturist to sell his land along with its products.
As I have discussed, the WoDaaBe like to have castrated bulls {budjeri, tappande) as
part of their herds. To a casual observer, this might look like a very "irrational" decision,
because after all, these animals are not productive. However, looking more closely at the
role of castrated animals in the herd, it WoDaaBe state that they are valuable in guiding
and protecting the herd. They are thus important assets to the herder, not only because of
their symbolic value as beautiful animals, but also in the role which they serve, both in
These arc few examples from texts stating such views; "Dc metne que pour Tagriculture ce sent done ici surtout dcs
barrieres de caractcre psychologique et socio-^onomiqui que empechent des ameliorations" (NEDECO 1963:10).
Another document states; "I'objectif est Icin d'etre atteint, beaucoup de contraintes demeurcnt, surtout celles liees a la
mentalite des cleveurs" (Saidou 1986:88). The third one states that the negative Actors with the future of herding, arc;
"le poids de la tradition et des mentalites: Le developpement implique le plus souvent un changement des traditions et
des mentalites qui se concilie difficilement avec la conservatisme des populations" (MAL: UNCDF 1984:17). Also, "le
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preventing the animals of the herd from becoming lost, and in preventing individual
animals from being stolen. The desire to have sterile cows {nagge hudige) would also seem
"irrational," but this cow has to be placed into a larger context of the WoDaaBe belief
system, because the cow is considered a special sign of prosperity. Turning to the third
"irrational" tradition, the keeping of older cows, we note that a cow of 10 years has low
market value, but is reported to be almost as fertile as a young cow (Breman et al.,
1986:75). Older cows often have resistance to diseases, as pointed out as early as 1955 by
the veterinarian inspector of the French Colonial Africa (AOF). He writes in defense of
herders who seek to retain large herds:

"[W]e do not think this conservative turn of mind of the herdsman is particularly open
to criticism. It is thanks to this that it has been possible to reconstitute the herds after the
periodically great losses brought by rinderpest. The herdsman keeps his old beasts
because they are resistant to contagious diseases and constitute the safest element of his
herd, the firm base of his possessions and the means of increasing them" (Feunteun 1955;
quoted in Dupire 1962b:338).
Various development projects have also, as we have seen, focused on improving the
genetic qualities of cattle, with the goal of distributing a "superior" race to the herders.
Such animal might not be adaptable in the Sahel environment, because as pointed out by
Breman et al., the cause for the performance of livestock lies not in their genes but in the
poor state of the Sahel area (Breman et al., 1986:10). In addition, as noted by Stenning,
cattle cannot be "thought of as milk producers only," because they have to be able to
tolerate seasonal variation in terms of water and food, in addition to being able to migrate
far to the pastures (Stenning 1959:102).
domainc

pastorale lui-memc, malgre la resistance dcs traditions, a petit ename son passage dans cc nouveau cadre
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A herd consisting largely of male animals will also take much longer to reconstruct
than a herd consisting of female animals. This can be especially important after drought.
It can also be pointed out, that when a herd is largely constituted by male animals (as
is important for meat production), the herder himself becomes excluded from the
traditional security system of the WoDaaBe, i.e., cattle loans (habana'/). Cattle loans are
a crucial institution in terms of security for the WoDaaBe (see for example White
1997:94), making them important for herders to increase their personal security in case of
misfortune. A herder, who does not engage in habana 7 for some reason, is not as able to
create and maintain social bonds with other herders as those participating in the cattle
loans. In addition, for the WoDaaBe society as a group, the cattle loans are an important
institution in distributing wealth from those who are more affluent to those who have
fewer animals. As Stetming points out, a man's kin makes him wealthy by ensuring the
prosperity of the family group as a whole through a network of reciprocity (Stenning
1964:195).
The ideas of "rational" and "traditional" which often are implied in development
projects are thus problematic. The concept "tradition" has been deconstructed and
criticized in anthropology as being more important for ideology, rather than actually
reflecting something that has been unchanged (Hobsbawm 1983). In addition, it is a
misleading simplification to pose societies as either traditional or "rational." All societies
cconomique" (MAL; SEDES 1973:35).
Prior to my doctoral research. I read that it was a taboo among most herders to kill female animals. The text where I
read it. phrased this information as being an aspect of some kind of traditional-symbolic element which was inherent in
pastoral societies. After a month in the field. I asked Akali why the herders did not wish to kill their female animals. He
looked at me astonished, as those he thought I was making fun of him and told me that it would be an absurd thing to
do. By killing his female animals, he would be killing his future capital and thus the prospect of substaining himself
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arc more fruitfully described as having an interactive combination of traditional and
rational elements.
The interaction of "practical" elements and sentimental ones is clear in the discourse of
the herders themselves. Those milking cows having the greatest economic value for the
society arc most valued by the WoDaaBe herders. One herder said when he explained why
the WoDaaBe like them so much: "You know, all our work involves herding. We herd our
cows, and we get nourishment, from them we get all what we need for our subsistence, like
this is our herding life." Further stressing the practicality of this relationship, he
emphasized that a herder who loses his cows also loses his nourishment and products to
sell on the market (Tape Transcript April 1997). When I discussed the issue of rationality
with Akali and asked him what he thought about this, his answer was simple. He told me
that he was not able to tell if the WoDaaBe economy was rational or not in Western
standards, but he knew that if he could afford to keep cattle such as budjeri or sterile cows,
he would do so. If, however, he could not afford to keep them, he would sell these animals
to others. As Dupire has stated in relation to the WoDaaBe:

"Although they are sentimentally attached to their livestock, they live off them
physically, socially and morally and if their attitude towards them were not realistic they
would long since have disappeared from the map of Africa" (Dupire 1962b:337).

What then about the effects of increased meat production on WoDaaBe social life and
the role of women in production? As I have discussed, women, men and livestock are all
part of what constitutes a home, a house, wuro in a WoDaaBe society. Production is
and his family through herding. People are sometimes forccd to sell their female animals in order to be able to buy
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family based, which in itself underlines the importance of both men and women in the
cconomy. When WoDaaBe are asked about the division of labor, both men and women
describe them as complementary. As stated by a male, the WoDaaBe man "goes into the
bush with his cows, finds grass, and the cows eat it [...] The wife works the calabash,
makes butter [...] she exchanges it, comes back with millet" (Tape transcript Mars,
1997). An elderly woman states: "the work of women is to wash calabash, milk the
cows, tie the calves [in order to prevent them from suckling the mother], construct the
camp, the table, to carry water for the home... men give the livestock to drink, they make
waterholes" (Tape transcript (7)September, 1997).

While the man controls the selling of cattle, the woman is engaged in the sippal trade.
The items traded in sippal are mainly milk and butter in addition to tobacco. The milk,
called pendidam (from which the butter has been extracted), is mixed with water. The
butter is formed into palm sized cakes that are stored within the milk. The tobacco (taba)
grows wild in the bush and is used by the Tuaregs, even though few WoDaaBe use it. A
woman can receive money on the market for her products or she can exchange them for
millet with neighboring households.'''^ Sippal (I will refer to it as milk trade even though
other items than milk are traded) takes place with only those households outside the
WoDaaBe economy. A WoDaaBe woman would never sell milk to another WoDaaBe
woman, even though she comes from a different lineage group. The economic actions

food, but to kill a female animal would be something that only a "crazy" person would do in normal times.
' The exchange ratio is two units (called tier) of pendidam for one unit (tier) of millet.
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which both men and women engage in involve trading outside the WoDaaBe society; the
money the woman receives for milk and butter commerce belongs to her.
It is interesting to speculate how the smaller herds, less milk, and thus less
opportunities of participating in milk trade have decreased women's bargaining power
within the household. When milk production was affluent, the women controlled the milk
consumed in the household, and also contributed some millet, which they received from
the milk trade. It is p>ossibIe that tobacco has become more important than before in the
milk trade as a consequence of the reduced availability of milk.

Studies have shown

that the reduced possibilities of selling dairy products can lead to a decrease in women's
bargaining power within the household and in a woman's voice in family decision
making (Wamer and Hansen 1995:84).
There is a general assumption among development planners working in the Sahel that
only men own the cattle (Claud 1986:34). The actual picture is more complicated and as I
will show in the case of the WoDaaBe, women can have title to animals in various ways.
Dupire informs us that different categories of cattle, classified according to how they were
brought into the household, have various kinds of rights associated with them. This refers
to who has a right to use the milk, who should look after the cattle, who has the right to sell
them, and who inherits them (Dupire 1963 [1960]:81). WoDaaBe women sometimes have
their own cattle, which their husbands keep with the herd. The husband caimot sell these
animals without her permission, but the wife also needs to get his permission to sell her
own animals (Dupire 1963 [1960]:76). In many cases, the husband tends to take more
I do, however, not have economic data regarding the importance of the taba in sippal trade. It is only my speculation
that it is much more important now than in the past.
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control over the women's animals,''*' and thus many women prefer to keep their animals
within the herd of their fathers long after they have been married.'^"
Women's main access to livestock is through milk production. When the kobgal
marriage is initiated the woman gains rights to certain cows (the suka 'e cows of the
husband which are ceremonially shown to her parents) which become her dardorgul. The
kobal wife has the right to milk these cows and their milk belongs to her. If a man takes a
legal wife, she does not have the right to milk from these cows. However, it seems that in
practice the kobgal wife has to frequently share her dadorgul with the tegal wife,
especially if the dadorgul cows constitute the majority of the herd. Some men said that the
kobgal wife has to leave some cows for the other wives if they had children as well, and
that the number of cows for each wife would thus depend on the number of children she
has.'^' The woman inherits her husband's cows through her sons.
It has been pointed out how the access to the means of production and the role in
production are important in determining women's status in society (Moore 1988:34). It
should be clear from this discussion that WoDaaBe women gain primary access to means
of production through their milking rights. A development project whose focus is primarily
on meat production automatically excludes women. If WoDaaBe society would increase
concentration on meat production and thus have more male animals that are fed better (by
giving the male calves more milk), the women's bargaining power and status within the
It has been rcponcd in relation to the Fulani in Dallal Bosso. that during difficult times if there is not enough to eat.
the women's animals are the ones to be sold first (Loofboro 1993:32).
It can also be pointed out in regards to men that they also do not have fiill control over their animals. When a man has
his animals w-ithin his father's herd both his father and older brothers can sell his animals if they find it necessary.
Wc can speculate about the imapact hat a higher numbers of wives per husband has on the woman's economic
situations. A kobgal wife with no co-wives would have acccss to a larger pool of resources than one with many co-
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society would be reduced. Pushing women out of production would likely lead to heighten
devaluation of women by both themselves and by men.

WoDaaBe and Development

"I would like a well. I would like a project to help us [-..]. Your brothers help us, they
give assistance, and may God thank them for that" (Tape transcript January 1997)
"White people, they help the WoDaaBe. they help all people who have problems"
(Tape transcript (3)February 1997).
"1 would like Mariyama who came to be with WoDaaBe, to find us assistance. Give us
work [...] try to find help for us." (Tape Transcript Mars 1997).
"You have probably seen this, 'give me medicine, give me medicine.' If you don't give
them medicines you have done anything (sic) for them" (interview with a development
person).

Recent development discourse has emphasized that projects beneficiaries should see
the project as benefiting their long term interests (various oral references, also World Bank
1991:21; Painter 1991:5). Development practionaries expressed concern to me that the
projects' beneficiaries seemed not have much interest in the projects themselves, but rather
looked for projects to provide them with free goods and services. A World Bank report
raises the question of the sustainability of projects, and whether creating structures will be
maintained after a project has been terminated. It notes that the participants in the project,
who should be getting their benefits from the project itself, are always paid in cash or
goods for their work in relation to their wells (World Bank 1991:21). This issue has for
example been raised in relation to wells and medicines. It is claimed that the local
wives. As discussed in section one (History), polygamy seems to have increased considerably in the last decade and
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populations should have to pay some part of the wells' construction in order to become
more responsible towards it (for example; DANDDA: Dagois 1995). Some feel that local
populations should carry some of the cost of medicines, which often are distributed free, in
order emphasize that medicines are expensive and valuable (personal communication with
various people who work in relation to development). One man stated to me in relation to
his experience in development: "The whole area from Tahoua thinks that medicines are
free and that they are just meant to be given away, [that] nobody pays for them." (Tape
transcript (l)May 1997).
The projects conducted in the area of Tchin-Tabaraden are few and have been almost
absent since the early 1990s due to the political instability of the Tuareg rebellion.
However, even a young WoDaaBe child in the bush around Tchin-Tabaraden knows what
a project is. My friend Sollare, a child who had never been under a roof, or ever seen a
town until recentiy, is familiar with the concept "project." "Project" she tells me, "gives
people food, it gives medicines, and cows." On the whole, the WoDaaBe express views of
development projects similar to those suspected by development workers. Development is
simply called "proje" in daily talk, which is derived from the word "project" (or "projet" in
French), and refers not only to the process of distributing medicines and goods, but also to
a possibility of gaining a well paid job. For most WoDaaBe I talked to, the meaning of
development was not connected to building of infrastructure which could improve the
situation of the WoDaaBe in the future, or the other kind of sustainable development.

thus it is also

possible that this increase can be associated with the worsening economic status of the woman.
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Proje is simply a means to redistribute resources from anasara, who have plenty of them,
to the WoDaaBe who lack them.
It was also rather alarming to me that proje was most often identified as an action of a
single Westerner {anasara) who was acting out of her or his good will. Thus, most proje
were seen as conducted by individuals who came to Niger with vast resources, and gave
them out of a good will towards the WoDaaBe. This view was also expressed by those
who had worked for the larger projects and had been in direct interaction with development
people. They, as well, saw the benefits of the proje as being the payment they had
received for their work, and the person who was their contact person was the one toward
whom they should be grateful. This view of those working for the development projects as
giving away their own resources also seemed to carry an idea that the projects should not
be criticized because the WoDaaBe as beneficiaries should be grateful for the iJerson's
generosity.
This view of anasara as having such vast individual resources carries further
implications. The presence of anasara carries the hope of proje or extensive gifts that
traditionally have been given by anasara.

One of my greatest difficulties during my

fieldwork was to convince and explain to people that I did not have proje to give them, that
I did not have enough money to build a well or distribute large numbers of animals. Even
though people realized that I myself did not have these resources, they still believed that
my "ethnicity," as a white person, automatically gives me an access to these resources.
This also means that the WoDaaBe are unlikely to see development as "empowerment" of

WoDaaBe ideas regarding anasara will be further explored in chaptcr 23.
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local people ("empowerment" being a popular phrase in the rhetoric of projects and
anthropology), but rather view themselves as mere passive recipients of delivered goods.
This view was perhaps best demonstrated in one interview, where I asked what WoDaaBe
could do themselves in order to improve their conditions. I asked this question in relation
to having heard constantly that anasara should help WoDaaBe and give them projects.
The response of the person interviewed was, "to find anasara who can do a project."
WoDaaBe and those engaged in development have thus different ideas regarding what
projects are supposed to accomplish, the former seeing it as free distribution of goods,
while the latter visualize most projects as supposed to be sustainable in the long term by
the people themselves.
Most WoDaaBe did not identify "livestock development" in the form of ranches as
being "projects." If they were such, WoDaaBe suggested, the ranches were designed to
benefit people other than the pastoral populations. Ranches were associated with the
government, which proje in general are not. However, in active discussion of these issues
(as opposed to passive questions), people remarked that in fact the government had
sometimes done good proje, such as after the (bought of 1968-1974, when some families
received animals from the government as a part of the reconstruction program. However,
most projects are seen as being the actions of the whites, thus, they are in a sense
"racialized," the domain of the "white" others, not in the realm of the black Afncans.

The Dying Bush

"If you have cows, then bush is very sweet, but if you don't have anything the bush is
really difficult" (Buwa, a young herder).
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Even though I have presented the WoDaaBe's view of projects in somewhat critical
terms, it should be remembered that their overall situation is one of great marginality and
insecurity. This is expressed by WoDaaBe young and old having a great deal of concern
about their fiiture as both individuals and as an ethnic group. The problems visualized as
being most urgent are the lack of grass and water for their animals, the basis of their
production. The generation of Akali, who is only a few years over thirty, has experienced a
two major famine. At an early age, he experienced death of loved ones and hunger.
The spring I left Niger, his greatest fear became reality. The late rain caused his
extended family to lose the majority of their herd: In that spring of 1998, the rain was late,
and because of the large number of animals in the area the grazing pasture was finished.
Fodder for livestock was expensive and hard to obtain for the herders. The animals were
too weak to travel to distant pastures that had received some rain, leading to the death of 74
of 80 cows, the animals being the combined herds of Kala'i and three of his sons.

What

waits in the future for this family? A slow reconstruction of the herd, only to be lost next
time when a natural seasonal fluctuation in rain takes place?
It is this uncertainly, this lack of knowing what actions to take, which characterizes the
fear of most young people. They have tried to rebuild their herds many times, only to
continually lose them. My time in Niger was shadowed every spring by the people's fear
of losing their livestock. One migrant laborer said during the end of the dry season of
1997: "Now it is time that the WoDaaBe stop the herding of cattle. I am afhiid that all the
His family was not the only one to lose most of their animals, even though the loss was not as equally
shared among WoDaaBe as it was in the droughts of 1968-1974 and 1984.
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cows will die like they have done before." These words were said in the context of a
prolonged dry season, and worries that the rain would come too late. He did not mean
these words, they were rather the consequence of deep frustration and fear with the
situation of loosing animals regularly. These words, when placed in the context of
person's desire to continue the herding life, are thus reflections of how difficult the
situation is.
The fear of losing one's livestock is not the only worry that the herders express. The
three other problems most frequently cited, apart from lack of animals, are the high cost of
millet, the remoteness of water and the great political insecurity of the region. Proje is
seen as a solution for ail these problems, either by distributing animals and/or millet,
building wells, or distributing firearms (this last product was not asked for as fi-equently as
the others). The exchange rate between millet and livestock has been developing negatively
for the herder. During the dry season, a sack of millet (which provides food for a family of
three adults and two children for one month) was more expensive than a sheep on the
market. The price of millet fluctuates greatly according to the season, thus of its
availability. During the rainy season, a millet sack can be bought for CFA 13,500 while
during the dry season it may cost up to CFA 25,000. For the herders, this price difference
is especially difficult because they do not need as much millet in the rainy season as they
do during the dry season. During the rainy season milk production is at its highest while it
is at its lowest during the dry season. The exchange rate thus makes it necessary for the
herders to sell more animals each year for food. As Akali explains to me, due to the high
price of millet, the herder has to sell animals every year in order to provide him with basic
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subsistence, thus further reducing his ability to rebuild the herd in a short time. As
obser\'ed by White, during the time of Dupire's research the WoDaaBe were able to meet
their consumption needs without substantial animal sales (White 1990:250).
My survey of 17 households gives some indication regarding the desjjerate situation
that many WoDaaBe face. This survey evaluated the total ownership of men who had
established their own home. The mean ownership of cattle was 12 animals, including
young calves (the maximum was 21 cattle, the minimum 2). Five of these households had
sold a young cow {vidje) during the same year, although such an animal is the future
reproductive stock of the herder. The mean number of cattle sold during the year of the
survey was 2,5 animals.'^"* Of the 14 wives of these men (those from whom I collected
data), only 8 women had cattle, but a majority had goats, sheep or donkeys.
The high price of millet correlates also with the high price of sa 'anjo (a by-product of
millet used as fodder) which is not needed in the rainy season and becomes scarce and
expensive in the dry season. The symbiotic relationship that existed in the past between the
herders and agricultural populations has changed considerably. Herders used to be able to
graze their animals on the abandoned fields of the farmer, but today the farmer chooses to
graze his own animals. In some areas of Niger it has also been reported that due to lack of
fuel wood the farmers use the millet stalks for cooking fire (Angstreich 1991:142).

Several factors have to be considered; All those who were asked are within the same lineage group. WoDaaBe arc
unwilling to give out information regarding herd ownership, but this survey was conducted with the help of several
WoDaaBe and among people who trusted me relatively well. However, people arc in general not used to counting their
animals. A more accurate number of livestock was established by asking how many animals people had of cach
category. WoDaaBe assistants defined the categories used. My survey also included other animals, but I do not
include their number here, as these animals are more at the margin of the WoDaaBe economy. In the light of the
factors mentioned, this information should be seen as suggestive.

During the dry season, WoDaaBe go long distances with their animals in order to give
them water (see chapter 2), a length that increases as the dry season passes. The woman
has to go the same distance to carry water for the house. Traveling to the well and back
frequently takes ten hours. The greater number of people (or livestock) that use the same
water area, the longer the distance becomes that the herders have to travel with their
animals. This is because more livestock lead to faster degradation of the pasture close to
the well. It is not only the traveling that makes the tasks relating to water so timeconsuming but; the hand-dug wells have little water, especially as the dry season
progresses. One household has to have several wells because the water table in each one is
so low. Thus, each person starts by using one well and then when the water table is too
low. the person turns to the second well. He then perhaps goes back to the first well,
which has recharged to some extent while the person was using on the second well. The
water table is low, so the vakasival (the leather bag used to pull the water) is only half full
of water each time, making the work much more time consuming than otherwise. Thus, a
person rotates between several wells when drawing the water up. As discussed
previously, this problem was not present in Chadawonka, where water was more abundant
than in the Tchin-Tabaraden area. The large water calabash (djogirde) was simply carried
on the head from the camp to the water source, and the water carried back to the house and
used for drinking, cooking and other tasks. A large part of the desire for a well connects to
another more political issue; Most WoDaaBe realize that having a well gives certain
political entitlements to the area around it.
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The bush around Tchin-Tabaraden has been the site of various struggles, which connect
one way or another to the Tuareg rebellion, starting in the early 1990s. This has lead to a
situation of insecurity and violence. Weapons have been plentiful and violence (not
necessarily connected to the rebellion) has gone undetected because of the anarchy that
accompanies the rebellion. Cars coming and going to the south are often attacked and
people are robbed. Fights occur between various parties. Armed people attack cattle
camps, hurting and stealing from people. The WoDaaBe are not the main targets of the
rebels, but they occupy an area of combat and thus suffer from the situation just as other
people there. "The bush today has no sweetoess," was frequently stated to me, "because it
is full of thieves."
What do most WoDaaBe see as the reason for their problems? WoDaaBe explain
their problems of reconstructing herds as the result of lack of grass and water, seen as
caused by prolonged and repeated drought. People most often summarized their
difficulties in the words that "there is no water and no grass" (interview notebook 26-11997). The lack of water and grass is hence not in general placed in a structural and
historical context, but rather seen as the result of some isolated factor. One can point out
that rainfall during the time they left Chadawonka and migrated to Tchin-Tabaraden was
unusually good. I have previously estimated the migration starting around 1959. During
an eleven years' period surrounding the migration (1955 -1965), the average rainfall in
Tahoua in was 410 mm. Rainfall was also unusually high during the years of the
migration itself (1958-1962), measured at 492 mm on the average per year (MAL:
Republique du Niger 1972). In comparison, during the years 1968-1987 average rainfall
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was only 328,9 mm (MHE: Repubiique du Niger 1993:4). Thus it is no surprise that the
WoDaaBc complain about lack of rain, because rainfall has substantially declined and it
has affected them more because they are in the more marginal (rainfall more
unpredictable) area of Tahoua.
My own analyses and identification of the causes of the problems facing WoDaaBe
would probably not be recognized by most WoDaaBe. Most people do not see the
expansion of agriculture as a large problem, even though, in a different context they state
that they left Chadawotika, a much more prosperous area, because the bush had "died."
They do not have frequent conflicts with agriculturists'^^ simply because they are careful to
stay far from them when ever that is possible. They do not correlate the lack of rain in
some years which the fact that they are fiirther north in a more marginal area where rainfall
is more scarce. They do not see the presence of animals that are owned by absenteeherders as limiting their own possibilities of reconstructing their herds, leading to fighting
over the limited grazing areas. Even though the structural factors that have led to the
drought are in general unknown to the lineage group, people still express a sense of their
isolation and marginality. They feel as if they have been left out of "development," as they
have been ignored in other political processes distributing resources. This is, for example,
reflected in most f>eople feeling that they should receive more development assistance to
reconstruct the herds and that the price of millet should be more controlled. In addition,
most WoDaaBe I talked to feel that their government should place more armed forces in
the pastoral areas in order to better control the extent of violence.
However, conflicts between herders and agricultural populations in Niger have been rising rapidly during the last
years in many areas of Niger. In many areas of Niger, these conflicts cause serious problems.

The development that has affected the herders most directly is probably the
establishment of ranches in Niger and policies connected to them. One government owned
ranch is situated in Ibecetene, covering 42.000 hectares. There arc some groups of
WoDaaBe who used to stay in the area of the ranch during the dry season. The group
within that lineage, with which I am most familiar, migrates from its rainy season pastures
to the northwest of Tchin-Tabaraden to the south-east of Tchin-Tabaraden where the group
stays in the dry season. During most years people have tried to stay away from the ranch
and prevent their herds from accidentally entering the ranch. It is difficult when grass is
scarcc, the herders claim, because the ranch is of^en the only area where grass is left. Even
though most people told me that they tried to stay clear of the ranch and prevented their
animals from entering, some admitted that when they felt as they had no other alternatives
they would enter the ranch with their animals. One man said " People would not go to the
ranch if there was some grass for their animals [in other places], they don't go unless they
see no other alternative. If you see grass someplace [during a time when there is no
pasture] you have to take your cows there, because it is only the cows that take care of the
WoDaaBe" (Tape transcript (lO)September 1997). It is interesting that this person is
emphasizing the symbiotic relationship between the WoDaaBe and livestock, almost
placing it as a moral obligation to find grass for the animals, because the animals nurture
people.
It is illegal, of course, to enter the ranch with animals, and those who are caught have
to pay fines and can be made to serve a prison sentence. The ranch is a grazing reserve for
specific animals and it is also feared that the herders' cows will infect them with some
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diseases (a personal communication). A definite fine has to be paid for each trespassing
animal. Often the animals are confiscated and sold in order to gain money for the fine.
Many stories are told about conflicts between the herders and the ranchers who have an
obligation to protect the ranch. WoDaaBe complain about the use of force on the behalf of
the ranchcrs as well as being humiliated verbally and physically.
The WoDaaBe see these conflicts as ethnic conflicts, and connect them to a larger
picture of their own powerlessness within the national economy. Thus, problems labeled
by civil servants as between agriculturists and herders, are conceptualized by WoDaaBe as
ethnic conflicts. This correlates with a feeling of many young nugrant laborers that they are
not only WoDaaBe. but also Nigeriens. The young man quoted above told me: "You see,
all WoDaaBe think that because they have Nigerien nationality, it should be no problem
that they would go to the ranch. However, if they go, they will experience a great deal of
pain." (Tape transcript (lO)September 1997 ;3). Another man told me that the ranch
would be good as a grazing reserve, which should be opened to the herders during times of
drought. Many WoDaaBe feel that ranches should be part of government's assistance to
herders during difficult times but not used to exclude the herders. One herder whose
traditional lands were within the area of the ranch, stated: "They made ranch because they
wanted to exclude the herder"(Tape transcript (3)April 24, 1998). The WoDaaBe thus
do not see the ranch as giving any benefits to them, but as only concerning them by
reducing available land area.

He says literally; "..

jiaboda be njama waynabe" (because they cat herders).
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Most documents regarding development and herding are surprisingly silent about the
ranchcs. cspccially concerning their relation with the herding communities and their effects
on herders. One exception is Thomson, who discusses the herders' hostility towards these
institutions, pointing out that herders see them as having no other purpose than reducing
available grazing area (MALrThomson 1981; 158). Thomson seems to hope that the
negative attitude of the herders will change if ranches manage to produce better quality
animals, but is very unlikely in my view, due to several reasons. Herders value other
qualities than the simple production performance of their livestock. Also, the "higher
quality" animals need more water and fodder in order to perform better in terms of giving
quality products. Probably it is not the quality of the existing races that limits production
of meat and milk, but rather the lack of nutrition and water (see for example Breman et al.,
1986:73).
There will probably be some changes in relation to ranches in the fixture, and their
present situation is characterized as being a sort of liminal state. Since 1985, the State's
pastoral policies have included increased detachment of the state, and a movement towards
the private sector (PNUD 1991:14; World Bank 1991:11). The World Bank advocates
privatization of land among its policies in concerning organization of land (World Bank
1991:rV). This trend is, of course, not unrelated to the economic difficulties of the Niger
state. There are also ideas about privatizing the vaccination services such as Vetophar and
the service L 'Olani (DANDDA: PNUD 1991:14). In addition to orientation toward the
private sector, the privatizing of ranches is justified by the government ranches being too
costly and not meeting their objectives (see for example Breman et al., 1986; Coulomb et
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al.. 1980:155 regarding the Ekrafane ranch in Niger; also Tape transcript November 19,
1997). There are thus suggestions of selling them to private individuals, either Nigeriens
or foreigners (Tape transcript November 19, 1997).
Privatization of the ranches is not a new idea, but was, for example, suggested in a
report written in correlation to the Debat National sur I 'Elevage (in 1985) then because of
the poor success and the great cost of operating the ranches. However, during that time the
government did not see it as desirable (Breman et al.1986:19). In one doctoral dissertation
the privatization of ranches is suggested, in the context of a model of production
stratification (Saidou 1986:107). Reflecting on the privatization about ranches one of the
WoDaaBe men referred to above stated: "If the government is tired of their ranches, if they
want to get rid of them, then they should just leave the land of the herders to the herders"
(Tape transcript (3) April 24, 1998:4). He and two other herders laughed at the idea of
selling the land to private investors, questioning how that could give any profit, since once
the purchasing price was spent, the goverrmient would not have anything. These men
realize that land as well as livestock are means of production, creating wealth, and thus not
to be used as consumption items.
The ideology of ethnicity and identity is also reflected in WoDaaBe emphasizing the
ranches were run by non-WoDaaBe. An old man told me that the ranch belonged to Hausa
and Tuareg. The younger men point out that majority of the ranch staff are Hausa and
Tuareg, along with a few Fulani, but no WoDaaBe. The dynamics of the ranch and
WoDaaBe exclusion from it arc thus interpreted in ethnic terms. The perception of "white"
development as generously distributing free goods fiirther intensifies this cthnicization of
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development. To the WoDaaBe development is composed by; Nigeriens (excluding the
WoDaaBe) seen as being the government agents responsible for posing regulations and
restriction, and "whites" who are seen as distributing money and goods.
Underlying the discourse of these problems is also a growing sense of marginalization
among the WoDaaBe due to their lack of education and participation in the national
cconomy. Both male and female WoDaaBe of different age groups expressed this. Few
WoDaaBe (from the lineage groups I stayed most with) have had formal schooling. Most
of these youngsters' parents are migration workers in Niamey, but some active herders
(very few I believe) have sent their children to school. There are also examples of
WoDaaBe getting a higher education and rising to the positions of power. However, these
are a few individuals among many and most parents felt dubious regarding sending their
children to school. Most WoDaaBe parents I talked to want their children to leam how to
read and write, but pointed out to me that most people who had been to school had also
taken up various other customs. "I would like my child to go to school," was a sentence I
frequently heard, "but I am afraid that he will forget that he is a BoDaaDo." Those who
go to school take up different kinds of clothing, have to shave their head, leam even to
smoke, in addition to all the education taking place in French, not their native language.
Some development projects have emphasized the importance of herder's organizations
as instruments to improve the situation of herders in Niger. The idea of a herder's
organization was discussed as early as 1959 by Stetming (Stenning 1959:240-242), but has
become a more central focus in development over recent decades. An evaluation of the
"Niger livestock project," conducted by the World Bank during the years 1979-1985, states
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that "one of the best ways to create the basis for sustainable development among
pastoral ists and agro-pastoraiists is to promote the creation and institutional development
of herders' associations" (World Bank 1994: 4). The USAID project "Niger's Range and
Livestock project" performed an extensive study of pastoral people's organization in
correlation to its project (Swift and Maliki 1982). Legal reforms that are part of the
Agriculture Sector Development Grant II (an USAID project) in Niger have also been
directed toward facilitating the creation of such non-govenmiental organizations (ASDG II
1995:8).
Various organizations directed at the interests of pastoral people have been created in
Niger in recent years. The Association pour la Redynamisation de I'Elevage au Niger
(AREN), was created in 1991, and then SOS ELV/ONG in 1992 (Republique du Niger.
1994). In 1994, the National Federation of Livestock Producers of Niger (FNENDADDO) was created, and two years later Eleveurs sans Frontier (ESF-DANGUL)
followed (Hassane 1998:5). In 1995, it was estimated that herders' organizations in Niger
were eight (DANTDA: Guindon-Zador 1995:31), though it is likely that the number is
changing. This trend has also been ongoing in neighboring countries as well. One of the
oldest organizations is Miyetti Allah Cattle Breeders Association (MACBA) in Nigeria,
created by civil servants from the Fulani community. Other pastoral organizations created
in West Africa are the SAGE (Section d'Appui aux Groupements dEleveurs) in Guinee,
Moboskoda in Cameroon, ANDET in Chad, AEP {Association d 'Eleveurs Peuihs) in Benin
and Toko, APESS in Burkina and then finally Tabital Pulaaku in Mali (Hassane 1998:5).
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The herder's organizations are generally ruled by educated people, who thus have a
different backgrounds from the average herder and have somewhat different ideas
regarding herding. It is likely that the herder has difHculties in relating to such persons or
trusting them to understand his problems. As I have previously mentioned, in relation to
education of WoDaaBe, the herders tend to see those who are educated as becoming more
like Hausa or Fulani, and thus distrust them. This problem, however, can also be seen as an
advantage, because without education it seems extremely difficult in the world today to
participate in debate and construction of issues relating to herding. Those who are educated
arc more familiar with different resources and ways of lobbying, which seem to be
necessary in order to have one's voice heard in today's world.

How then has development affected the WoDaaBe? Projects are a large part of their
lives, mostly as dreams of work opportunities and goods distributed. People are familiar
with projects, and have participated in them through answering questioimaires and by
assisting with the collection of information for these projects. It is, however, hard to see
anything left of these projects and those interviewed could not really identify anything
sustainable that had been conducted by the project. What has most directly affected the
WoDaaBe in terms of development are the ranches, which limit space for some groups and
have completely taken away dry season pasture for other groups. People identify these
projects with the free distribution of gifts and people coming to ask a great deal of
questions. However, as my overall discussion has shown, the ideology of development and
projects directed at agricultural populations have had great effects on the WoDaaBe,

reducing their land and enforcing a linear direction from the traditional to the modem
Niger's economies.
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CHAPTER 21
WODAABE ACCESS TO AND CONCEPTIONS OF LAND

My discussion has identified rights to land as one of the major problems for pastoral

communities in Niger, and thus as well for the WoDaaBe. Without grazing land, herd
reconstruction is bound to fail. The sharing of land with absentee-herders reduces the
resources available to the herders and increases the risk of over-grazing and thus of
drought and famine. No projects or actions intended to benefit the WoDaaBe will be
sustainable without addressing the issue of land entitlement. Niger's rapid population
growth has made it extremely important that laws regarding land rights are clear and
coherent.
Entitlement to land has been problematic since laws in Niger regarding land tenure
have changed with new political regimes and exist along with customary rights and rights
based on Islamic laws (Terraciano 1993:vii). My previous discussion has focused on the
ideology of development and how it has affected the focus of development projects and
ultimately shaped the conditions of herding in Niger. I have suggested that development
has primarily affected the WoDaaBe through various policies of land and production,
policies not necessarily aimed at pastoral people. The way land is distributed is going to be
one of the most important issues for the WoDaaBe in the future, and thus I find it
important to look briefly at the reforms regarding land, and WoDaaBe land use.
The WoDaaBe connection to land is little understood among many of the developers
with I have had discussions. The development staff tends to characterize WoDaaBe
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migration as a random, covering large areas without formulating bonds to the land. The
actual complexity of land tenure in pastoral societies is well phrased by Birgitte Thebaud,
who points out that pastoral tenure "covers complex realities, dealing not only with access
to land and vegetation, but also to the minerals (including salt licks), wild-gathered
produce, agricultural by-products and water points which may constitute the real backbone
of the resource system" (Thebaud 1995:10). 1 will only scratch the surface of the
complicated issues at work. A full understanding of land issues in Niger would have to
include a historical analysis of land tenure in the pastoral area, as well as a detailed
analysis of both ecological circumstances, uses of land and the politics of land. Here I will
introduce some of the issues aiming to highlight the WoDaaBe's vulnerable situation due
to their use of land and present historical understandings.

The Rural Code in Niger
Tidiane Ngaido identifies the regimes of Hamani Diori (1960-1974) and of Sayni
Kountche (1974-1987) as important in creating the current situation surrounding land
tenure problems in Niger. These regimes have reduced the powers of the traditional chiefs
(which derived from their collaboration with French colonial power) in order to increase
popular support. This was done by increasing the land rights of use-right holders at the
expense of traditional landholders. For example, after the military coup in 1974, President
Kountche assigned ownership of land to the farmers who were tilling it, regardless of they
ways in which the land was being held. However, local administrators and traditional
institutions had the power of resolving land tenure conflicts (Ngaido 1993:3-8, see also
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Lund 1998:86-87). So, one of the problems became, as noted by Ngaido: "not whether to
recognize traditional ownership but rather which 'traditional ownerships' are to be
recognized" (Ngaido 1993:27). Various bodies of law coexist, including customary law,
law interpretations derived from the Koran, law interpretations done in the colonial period,
and finally the legal body of the Niger independent state (DANDDA: Guindon-Zador
1995:4), marking for confusion over rights in land and land allocation, and creating
conflicts bet\\'een the various groups in society (Ngaido 1996:18). Insecurity in land
tenure due to the interaction of diverse customary practices and land legislation is,
however, a problem not only restricted to Niger but applies for the whole Sahel area
(Thcbaud 1995:iv).
The Rural Code of Niger which has been in preparation since 1986, is a body of new
land laws intended to address this problem. An ad hoc committee was established in 1986
but replaced in 1989 by the National Committee of the Rural Code {Comite National du
Code Rural) (DANTDA: Guindon-Zador 1995:4). The Rural Code has the objective to
"establish a legal framework for the appropriation, tenure and management of the natural
resources vital to agriculture and livestock production" (Lund I993a:2). The goal of the
Rural Code is thus to establish a coherent land policy for all land use in Niger. It is also
believed that the Rural Code will encourage private investment in land and interest farmers
in investing in and developing their land (Ngaido 1993:1). The Rural Code has been
discusscd in public hearings and political meetings, and in addition, various studies of
tenure rights have taken place, making the Rural Code widely known throughout Niger
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(Lund I993a:3). The principle orientations of the Rural Code were made law in 1993
(DANIDA: Guindon-Zador 1995:5).
Land tenure legislations have generally been ambiguous in the Sahel concerning the
status of pastoral people's right to their lands (Thebaut 1995:21). The Rural Code is likely
to have fundamental affects on the herding populations of Niger. One of the most
important rights assigned to the herders in the Rural Code is its acknowledgement the
existence of "areas of attachment" for nomadic groups {terroir d 'attache). According to
Lund, this means that pasture becomes protected common property with priority access to
pastoral groups who have claim to it as their area of attachment (Lund 1998:97). Area of
attachment can be defined as "a geographical area which regularly, for the majority of the
year, is essential for a group of people and to which they are attached and to which they
move back and forth due to transhumance, migration, or exodus done by a part or the
whole group" (MAL: Habou et ai., 1990:35).
This appropriation of land is not assigned on an individual basis, but rather on a
collective basis (MAL: Habou et al., 1990:52-52). As Lund points out, this creates
problems in determining what groups should be recognized as having legitimate claims to
the area (Lund 1998:97). Investments in an area, such as building wells and the length of a
particular group's stay are factors that strengthen resource claims (MAL: Habou et al.,
1990:35). The Rural Code laws take "mise en valeur " (to give value to) as being
important in claims to lands by both pastoralists and agriculturalists. This emphasis on and
lack of clear definition of the meaning of "m/je en valeur''' gives a priority to
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agriculturalists' use of land, and can lead to difficulties for pastoralists in maintaining or
recovering pasture (Terraciano 1993:48-49).
Herders have long been at a disadvantage in relation to land allocation in Niger. As
discussed by Edward D. Eddy in 1980, existing laws in Niger during that time did not
recognize individual rights to land by pastoralists. Agricultural populations were given
rights over land and could collect compensation from pastoralists due to damages inflicted
by herders on grain plots and by their clearing and planting of a plot they gained private
rights to it (Eddy 1980:27; see also Swift et al. 1984:816). The idea of a herder's area of
attachment is aimed at correcting this bias to some extent, even though some aspects of it
are problematic.

Conceptualization and Use of land

As I discussed in the historical section of my discussion, WoDaaBe are generally
conceptualized as newcomers to Niger. I heard this in general conversations and I have
seen it expressed in various texts. I believe that the great mobility that characterizes the
WoDaaBe has led to the assumption that they do not form ties with their land, and thus not
having an area of attachment. Since in the Rural Code, an attachment to an area is a basic
premise for pastoral groups to have a valid claim to land, the concept "area of attachment"
bccomes highly political, and understanding resource usage is crucial for groups to gain
rights over land.
Akali who explains to me a ftmdamental concept that illustrates how the WoDaaBe
view their relationship to the land. He tells me:
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"Do you know sibiiru WoDaaBe? There is a sibiiru (umbilical cord) that is a symbolic
one; it is not a true sibiiru. That time, you are bom, there is this something that give you
power inside the stomach of your mother. This is your nourishment. This is what gives
you all you need. This is the sibiiru. The time you are bom, people take razorblade and
cut it bccause it is long, when they have cut it, they put the sibiiru inside the earth. They
make a small hole, like half meter deep, and cover it with earth. This is called "wp 'Id"
'^sibiiru ma oubama (you bury your sibiiru).'"'' Sometimes if you are talking to someone
and you are asked "from where do you come from?" Where is your region? Where were
you bom? You want to tell him where your sibiiru is" (Tape Transcript (2)May 10,1998).

In this context, the concept sibiiru refers to a place of origin, one's root, but not to
one's individual origin. Sibiiru refers to the place where one's forefathers were bom, the
origin of the social group itself. For the Children of Dodomi, Chadawonka is their sibiiru
even though many have been bom in outside areas and have never been there. The term
refers to a symbolic association of the womb and the land where one originated, united in
the nourishing cord.
Chapter four discussed some ideas regarding WoDaaBe relationship with their areas,
showing that the WoDaaBe vocabulary identifies the area of attachment as gari, lehidi or
ngendi. These terms refer to the place where one is brought up, or where one lives, but not
necessarily to one's place of origin. The gari is separated from the bush because it involves
a coexistence with human beings, having either an area of wasarde (waterholes) or a
market. Ladde hurram (bush without human settlement), however, involves an absence of
structures that define the area of attachment (gari) and is thus a dangerous area of
unordered relations. The area of attachment can thus be seen as referring to a condition
where an area is in-between a town (i.e., a dense human population) and ladde hurram, the
lack of human settlement. The term gari (area of attachment) has also a more specialized
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meaning. A more literate meaning is that it refers to the dry season pasture, i.e. the areas
around the water holes that are most used by the lineage group. The rainy season pasture is
not seen as being an area of attachment, even though it is often the same year after year.
This could be due to the length of time that people spend around the water holes during the
dry season, thus forming more coherent communities.
WoDaaBe have deep knowledge of their area of attachment, knowing the landscape
intimately. Individuals have memories relating to the land, of origin and their ancestors,
giving their attachment both a personal and historical dimension. People remember both
places where members of their families are buried (walorde), and as places that signify
events in their own lives. The lineage group as a whole shares history relating to the land.
Place and history intermix because history occurs in real places.
Other researchers have also documented the WoDaaBe attachment to one place (i.e.
gari) and thus it can be assumed that such an attachment is a part of WoDaaBe tradition
and identity (Maliki 1981:72-73; MAL; Habou et al., 1990:13). Even though WoDaaBe
migrate ft-equently, they have ties to and ideas of the land in which they live in. The idea
of gari (area of attachment) gives important information about how WoDaaBe view their
location in human and natural environments, emphasizing the importance of closeness to
other human settlements. In addition, the WoDaaBe concept sibiiru (umbilical cord),
referring to the origin of the lineage group, demonstrates the symbolic correlation of
people and the land. Thus, in WoDaaBe society, land is the locus of history and identity.
To further explain WoDaaBe understanding and use of land, I here summarize some
points in relation to migration. The understanding of WoDaaBe migration is important not
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only due to its ethnographic interest, but also because of the political understanding of such
information. During my dissertation research I frequently heard statements from nonWoDaaBe that the WoDaaBe lack attachment to land because of their extensive
migrations. Their exploitation over a vast area creates the illusion that they have lack
attachment and/or that their land use is not structured. Even though I have explained the
ideas of attachment to land, it is also important to understand land's utilization in relation
to these concepts. Thus, I will discuss the different kinds of migrations in light of the
concept "area of attachment," which 1 have pointed out exists in the WoDaaBe vocabulary.
The different movements of migration can be classified in accordance to two main
criteria: some are differentiated on the basis of the length of movement, while others refer
to the season. In addition, there also exists the historical migration, perol, which may
contribute to the misunderstanding that WoDaaBe do not have attachment to land. It is
important to realize, however, that perol is a migration out of the ordinary, a response to
extreme situations. Migration movements can thus be classified in the following groups as
shown in table 21.1.

Table 21.1. Classification of Migration Movements

1. Movements defined according to length but not tied to season:

Consul - short movement, usually not more than twenty minutes, within the same
wasarde space (i.e., same area of waterholes).
Dimdol - movement taking a longer time than gonsul and usually directed to a different
waterhole's space, i.e., to a different area as defined by WoDaaBe. Sometimes dimdol can
be from one part of the same waterhole area to another distant part of it (for example, from
the far south of the space to the far north of it).
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Girgiisaki - a shorter movement than gonsul; people usually do not move further than
where they can see the last place they stayed (winde). This is not done often.

2. Movements based on the seasons:
Djolol -movement that takes place after the rainy season is finished. People move to
the south in order to reach the area where they spend the dry season (sometimes people say
mi timi for this type of movement).

Njakake - movement north at the time of the rain.
3. Extraordinary movement, to another area:
Perol - movement for a long distance, leaving one's area of attachment for a specific
period of time. This is only done in exceptional situations.

As a rule, the gonsul and the girgusaki are movements within one's area of
attachment. Djolol is movement to the area of attachment. Dimdol and njakake are
movements outside the area of attachment. So is the perol, but involving a much longer
migration, where people leave their area of attachment. It can thus be seen that the whole
idea of an area of attachment is important to the WoDaaBe in defining different
migrations. It should be pointed out that the concept gonsul is also used in a very general
way, almost like the word "movement" is in English. In a casual conversation, people
would say gonsul to describe any of the movements listed above.
That WoDaaBe have a broad range of concepts referring to migration movement in
itself demonstrates the importance of migration to their lives and economy. The group I
worked with distingushes several other types of migrations. The sottol movement is the
movement to the east of the camp after someone has died at the camp; kabonojki is the
splitting of the herd and the home, meaning that the cows migrate away from the home
for few days; biggal is similar to kabonojki, but is done for a longer period of time (i.e.
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longer than 3-4 days). The concept sottol is also used to describe a short movement, that
the WoDaaBc who have been the subject of my discussion use this term only if someone
has died at the camp. Kabonojki is done when there is a taboo (mboda) against migration
on a specific day, but doing so is for some reason impjortant. Biggal, however, is done if
for some reason it is important to split up the herd and the house, increasing the mobility
of the herd. For example, Biggal could be desirable when the cows are grazing on a
harvested field {gesa) close to human settlement, or during the first rain season (koklge)
when herd mobility is very important.
Different groups of WoDaaBe use somewhat different terminology to refer to their
movements. Bonfiglioli, who has done research mostly in north-west Niger, identifies
the seasonal linear movements as duumol (to the wet season pasture) and kottol (to the
dry season camp) (Bonfiglioli 1998:9). In Nicholas Schareika's study on the WoDaaBe
in south-eastern Niger, he distinguishes between four main types of moments; the perol, a
historical migration; BartoL a seasonal migration; goonsol, a middle range movement
within one ecological setting; and sottol which is a short range movement (Schareika
1998:4). Even though the terminology used by different lineage groups is different, the
main movement distinctions are still the same, preserving an important distinction
between movement where resources are exploited within one's territory and outside it.
These two researchers, however, both report the use of the concept perol as referring
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to a long migration outside one's territory'^^.
The perol is important for understanding WoDaaBe's migration and territorial
attachment, because a long migration far from of one's area can easily create the
misconccption that the migrants lack attachment to any area. It is important to realize
that the perol is an exception and a response to specific circumstances. The WoDaaBe
leave their area of attachment because they believe that they have no other choice. The
majority of the group typically wants to retum to their area of attachment and they will do
so when possible. As previously stated, the government directed many of pastoralists to
southern Nigeria in the drought of 1972-73 in an attempt to save some of the WoDaaBe
animals (MAL: SEDES 1974:11). This movement is classified among the WoDaaBe as
perol. and during the drought of 1984, many groups were also forced to do perol. The
following narrative describes the conditions under which perol is often done.

"WoDaaBe do much perol but they always try to retum to their gari. During
kuunsiter [the drought of 1984], many of animals died. Some people went to Gaja, which
is not far from Benin, some went to Dosso. Some went to Nigeria. [...] But all these
families came back to their area of attachment [...]. My father had gone to Sikafi and he
came back to Niger. But my grandparents died not far from Sinkafi. Riskuua [his
grandfather] died at Gidansale, Geno [his grandmother] died not far from Sinkafi.
Shortly before there had been a rain and people saw that they could finally go back [to
their ^art], but before they left, my grandparents died" (Tape transcript (2)May 10,
1998).

' ' ' T h e C o d j a n k o ' c n lineage a m o n g w h i c h m y research t o o k place has been described a s b e i n g o n e o f t h e least mobile
groups in terms of tending to stay in restricted areas (Swift et al. 1984:342). As this discussion shows, however, the
Godjanko'en have very similar kinds of migration movements as other WoDaaBe groups.
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Perol is thus an adaptive strategy used in difficult situations, both ecological and
political.

The Rural Code and the WoDaaBe
I have discussed here the importance of the "area of attachment" to the Rural Code

and relation to the WoDaaBe. In order to understand the meaning of this concept for the
WoDaaBe, it is necessary to have some knowledge of migration movements, whose
classification is very much based on the distance from and within the gari. As
previously discussed, the Rural Code also takes into account, in terms of rights and
entitlement to land, the investment in the area {mise en valeur) and length of stay in the
area (MAL: Habou et al., 1990:35; Terraciano 1993:49). I want to comment briefly on
these two phenomena in relation to the WoDaaBe.
As discussed in chapters 16 and 17 the WoDaaBe are generally thought to have
arrived in Niger during the early twentieth century. This historical understanding is
expressed both in literature and oral statements of developers in Niger. This issue has a
major importance in relation to recent law regarding entitlement of land. My
documentation of the Ader region shows that many of the Godjanko'en lineage believe
themselves to have been settled in Ader for many generations. Some claim their
settlement in Ader originated ai a time close to the jihad (soon after 1810), while others
claim that settlement in Ader was prior to that time and that only part of the Godjanko'en
went to the north (see chapter 17). It is clear however from the oral stories relating to
Dodomi, that the lineage group was established in Ader prior to this century. Many
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WoDaaBe have heard claims that they are newcomers to Niger and responded to me
harshly to these claims. One old man tells me, "Those who read all these books, they see
that WoDaaBe earn their living here, they see that WoDaaBe are here, then where are the
WoDaaBe? Do they not find WoDaaBe here in their country, is it not there where the
WoDaaBe are?" (Tape transcript (l)April 25, 1998:1). A Fulani man who has much
interaction with the WoDaaBe people reflects the same view when stating, "The people
who think that WoDaaBe have no place, they are bom yesterday. Before these people
were bom, the WoDaaBe were here" (Tape transcript (I )April 25, 1998(1 ):2).
This reminds us that history has to be seen as a political phenomenon which
formulates relations between past and the present (Popular memory group1982:240).
Thus, the way the past is understood has to do with the present political-cultural context,
having a texture that is both social and historic (Bommes et al.,1982: 256). The past is
hence an active force in people's lives, giving meaning to their actions and situations.
Through political processes, some versions of history become institutionalized as
dominant, while others arc subordinated or suppressed. In a large political project,
history becomes a vital resource, justifying and giving meaning to actions (Bommes et
al.,1982: 256; Popular memory group 1982:207).
The Rural Code places "mwe en valeur" as a prominent in gaining rights over a
ccrtain area. Annmarie M. Terraciano points out that the phrase can be seen as implying
"a rational management of resources assuring their protection and their optimization."
However, no adequate procedures are in place for defming what constitutes a rational or
irrational management of land (Terraciano 1993:48). A document from the National
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Committee of the Rural Code states that the Rural Code will emphasize that the
pastoralists have been engaged in positive resource management, which then will
strengthen their claims to land (MAL: Habou et al., 1990:41,50).
This emphasis is not surprising, in relation to the great environmental problems that
Niger confronts. It is possible that those who have used the land responsibly will be
given stronger claims for resources over those who did not. Those who have or will
engage in improvement of natural resources will strengthen their legal claims to the land
(MAL: Habou et al., 1990:41,50). What legitimizes the claims of a group to an area of
attachment are investments in the area and the length of stay a particular group in the area
(MAL: Habou et al., 1990:35). This is phrased in the text of the Rural Code as "mise en
valeur " but as pointed out by Terraciano, the text does not clearly define to what this
important phrase refers (Terraciano 1993:48). A clear example of investment in the
pastoral area is the construction of a well, which automatically confers certain rights to
the area. Groups that have a well gain control over an area five meters around the well,
and can thus prohibit other groups from building a well in the same area. This has
developed to the point that today, groups claiming land begin by claiming water p>oints
(Tape transcript November 19, 1997). It can be pointed out in this context, a structure
such as a well does not get built without an outsider's help. Wells have often been built
in relation to development projects, and it should be noted that those who build these
wells can then, unknowingly, have strengthened the resource claims of certain groups to
an area, while further marginalizing the groups who were not offered participation in the
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project. The building of a well does not necessarily mean a greater attachment to one's
resource but can simply be the result of being provided with the means of building it.

Conclusion: Development and Rights to Land

My discussion has shown that WoDaaBe operate a rational, dynamic, flexible system
of production which has responded to various changes through the years. The difficult
situation of the WoDaaBe today cannot be the result of their resistance toward selling and
marketing animals because they have no animals to sell. This discussion has shown that
WoDaaBe loss of animals is partly due to various polices that resulted in reduction of
grazing areas, pushing the WoDaaBe into more marginal areas that are more prone to
droughts.
The WoDaaBe are a pastoral people, and are thus usually discussed in such a
framework. It should, however, be pointed out that the present situation of the WoDaaBe
has some similarities to other people's marginality, sharing the problem of losing control
over their own resources. I am thinking about f>eoples like fishermen in Iceland who have
lost "ownership" of their fishing resources through certain State regulations, even though
they continue to fish. The WoDaaBe like many other groups have become marginalized in
their own economies.
Law and regulations that are necessary to protect their resources from overexploitation
bccomc tools that increase their marginalization. I find it important to point out that the
proletarianization of the WoDaaBe is thus not an isolated problem of pastoral people, but a
part of the development of the world economy in general, leading to the marginalization of
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an increased number of people due to global expansion of capitalism. This strong division
between those who own the means of the production, and those who do not, can be seen as
transformation of the pastoral system into the capitalist system. Capitalism means that
workers do not own the means of production, do not own the fhiits of their labor, do not
have any control over how or when work is done, and become in some cases passive
proletarians. The problem is thus not that the WoDaaBe are not integrated into the world
system or capitalism, but perhaps the contrary, they have becomes proletarians in it.
WoDaaBe still continue to be seen as traditional and not as a part of a larger political
system. Thus, "pastoral projects" or "livestock projects" aim towards what is implied in
the word; to change the pastoral society, instead of focusing on the broader political
structure under which the pastoral system operates. Thus, the perception of development
by those who control it seems to a tendency to ignore the larger context of the pastoral
societies, but this larger political context is in fact what needs to change. Initially, my
dissertation interest aimed towards indigenous development, and an attempt towards
understanding development from the WoDaaBe's perspective, so as, to be able to give
guidelines regarding projects that could be adaptive for the WoDaaBe themselves. Later, I
found myself questioning my own focus in this regard, suspecting that perhaps I was just
reproducing the old stereotype of projects failing because the beneficiary had not been able
to understand them. I increasingly found myself focusing on the relations of WoDaaBe
with a global economy, of relationships of power and subordination. This was supported
by the realization that the problem factors of their economies were "outside" the WoDaaBe
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cultural environment, thus belonging more to conditions created by complicated political
and historical factors in which they had only marginally participated.

GLOBALITY
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CHAPTER 22
DESIRE AND IDENTITY IN A GLOBAL WORLD

Introduction

I am an anthropologist, but I never cease to be myself. Even though I want to, the
anthropologist and the person, who is I, never become completely separated and isolated
from each other.
The night is the time of silence. I look into the fire, where I am sitting in front of my
bed. The darkness around me is almost complete. The only things to be heard are the
sounds of the bush surrounding me. The distant calls of different animals; the cracking of
branches from their steps. The sounds are few, disappearing into endless space. There is
no wind, just soft whispers of grass and branches. The other people of my house, who had
gathered around the fire as most other nights, have disappeared into the night. Most people
are getting ready to go to sleep and so should I. Akali is also sitting by the fire,
encapsulated in his own thoughts. He is probably waiting for me to go to sleep. I have
been less than a month in the bush, starting to know its people and daily rhythm. My
environment is still new and confusing. I am not able to grasp it, not able to make it sit
still, to classify it, to understand it. Everyday I feel like there are new faces, new
environments, like the earth is moving under my feet and I just float and move with it, not
sure where it is taking me. It is not an unpleasant feeling, just different from what I had
expected. What is most difficult is my desire to be myself, to have people looking at me
and knowing me as a person, as Kristin. It is not that I resist my identity as Mariyama, in
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fact I like it. Mariyama is also being someone, an individual. I like my identity as
Mariyama. It is my other new name that concerns me: Anasara, white person. Sometimes
people don't bother to call me by my individual name, just say anasara. Is that me? I am
White, but I am something more. My desire is to be seen as something beyond that.
These are my thoughts in the darkness, and it is easy to recall them because they have
slipped into my mind so many times since then.
These are my thoughts as I look into the fire of the WoDaaBe encampment that I am a
part of 1 look up and observe my friend Akali. I interrupt the silence between us and ask:
"Do you think you can ever forget that I am white?" He looks up, stares at me as if
wondering if this is an honest question or not, and then starts to laugh. He laughter is
genuine, almost cheerfiil. I am hurt, 1 don't understand; "Why are you laughing, what is so
amusing?" His mild laugher changes into a smile, and he says gently: "Kristin, how can I
ever forget that you are White?"
I later understand the meaning of this interaction from a more painiul and reflective
point of view. Being White is the privilege of being able to forget one's Whiteness and to
forget as well the Blackness of others. It is a privilege which I wish that everyone in the
world could afford, but the fact is that it is not so. I write in my diary while in the field,

"You can make friends with people who are so much poorer than you. You will forget
the difference of power but they cannot, because the former is a luxury which you can
afford but they not" (notebook 1-18-1998).
I follow Chandra T. Mohanty's comment that the world is only definable in relational
terms (Mohanty et al.,1991:2). The title of this section, globality, refers to its goal of
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understanding WoDaaBe location within the realm of a larger world, which Western
hegemony still continues to define. Anthony Giddens defined globalization as '^e
intensification of worldwide social relations which link distant localities in such a way that
local happenings are shaped by events occurring many miles away and vice versa"
(Giddens 1994:181). This discussion will place a large emphasis on representations, which
I see as both reflecting how people view the world as and affecting how they act on it. This
emphasis derives from my belief that WoDaaBe location in a global world camiot be
understood without referring to their representation in the popular press, along with placing
this within the hegemonic representation of the Other in the West. The representations
both reflect the way in which the "West" views the WoDaaBe, and afTect the way in which
Whites relate to the WoDaaBe. Relationships of power and subordination are also reflected
in the views of the WoDaaBe toward Whites. The artisana production, an important
occupation for many WoDaaBe today, is based on the larger processes of
commercialization of indigenous people through images. Representations of WoDaaBe
reflect various discourses about what it means to be "indigenous," thus evoking critical
questions regarding the definition of marginal people.
The ideas of "Others" thus draw and gain meaning from representations, and I find it
important to consider briefly how this process takes place. My discussion in this chapter
will identify present day hegemonic ideas of the Other, and locate them within a historical
contcxt. These hegemonic ideas have interestingly enough changing along with changed
ideas of the relationship of the West to its natural environment. I will explore the
representation of the WoDaaBe in the popular press and its connection to other streams of
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discourse in the West, along with placing it within the context of representations of the
Other. The interaction of power and its representations are expressed in WoDaaBe ideas of
the anasara that today have become an increasingly growing part of their world (as
discusscd below in chapter 23). The West's interest in the WoDaaBe takes shape in
commercialism and consumption; thus, I will focus critically on the underlying issues of
power and desire that are manifested in various ways in these relationships. The placement
of the WoDaaBe in a global world has to be understood from ideas regarding how power is
reproduced and understood in various contexts.
Finally, in chapter 24 I will focus on identity and representations from the theoretical
framework of the subject. I will explore the identity of the WoDaaBe, what it means to be
a WoDaaBe in the contemporary world, consider how different discourses have assigned
specific subject positions to the WoDaaBe, and how these positions both limit and open up
ways of resistance.

Representations and Power

1 have previously discussed how primitive people have been conceptualized and
imagined by Westerners during the turn of the century, and explored the way developers
have visualized the "underdeveloped" people they deal with. In addition to these streams
of discourse, the WoDaaBe have been subjected in recent years to widespread coverage in
the so-called popular press, which further raises questions regarding representations and
power.
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My basic theoretical orientation takes the standpoint of many Post-modernist writers
that a representation do not "stand for or represent a reality independently and
unproblematically but play a formative role constituting the reality it represents" (Downey
and Rogers 1995:270). Representations are symbolic systems that provide both models of
reality and models for reality (see Geertz 1973). Representations can be seen as exhibiting
the cultural values of the historical moments in which the signifler is located (Bryson et al.,1994:xviii). Hence, at the same time that representations give some reflections of reality,
they also embody cultural values affecting the way in which reality is conceptualized.
Pollock, drawing on the work of Foucault, argues that representations have to be
understood as forms of social relation, enacted and performed through the vision. Through
a constant interplay of signs, enacted through representations, a "regime of truth" is
established (Pollock 1994:14; Foucault 1980 [1972]:131). Ideas expressed in
representations are thus, in Geertz's sense, ideologies that make the world meaningful and
help their holders move toward appropriate and meaningful actions (Geertz 1973:220).
However, unlike Geertz, I emphasize the importance of power and domination as part
of all representations. Representations are produced in specific power relations and are
significant in formulating the identities of those exposed to them. Pollock makes the
crucial point that "what is at stake in representation is not so much a matter of what is
shown as it is who is authorized to look at whom with what effects" (Pollock 1994:15).
Power is thus a crucial dimension of representations. Michael Taussig's work has
discussed the history of mimesis and the power that the act embodies. Mimesis is the idea
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of imitation, but all representations embody different forms of mimesis. Taussig writes,
"The ability to mime, and mime well, is the capacity to Other" (Taussig 1993:19).
Representations as models for reality become reflections of how the signifier
conceptualizes him/herself in relation to others, as well as shaping the way in which the
world is actcd on. Representations thus formulate our ideas regarding the relationship with
the Other, in addition to reshaping themselves to that reality. Althusser has argued that
ideology (he defines ideology as a system of representations) is the "matter of lived
relations between men and their world" (Althusser 1969:233). I emphasize, thus, in my
theoretical orientation, three qualities of representations. They are symbolic systems
rendering the world meaningful, they are produced in specific power relations, and they
affect and formulate the relations of power they are part of, standing in a dialectical
relationship with reality.
This concept of "regime of truth" is of crucial importance for this dissertation, because
it implies that there is a dominant hegemonic idea in society, without excluding that there
are also counter-canon or subaltern ideas. Henrietta L. Moore suggests "The fact that the
West cannot be simply identified with a concrete set of people with concrete beliefs means
that few people who are the West can be said to be its true representatives." She continues
by asking to whom the anthropologists are referring when they contrast the West with the
Rest? (Moore 1994:132). As valuable as this criticism is, I still believe that it is possible to
identify the hegemonic ideas, these being the dominant and accepted ideas in society.
Hcgemonic ideas are not shared by everyone in society, they are contested and struggled
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against on the various levels of society, but especially with increased globalization certain
ideas have gained very widespread acceptancc as a "common sense" or "truths."
Representations are central to the formation of identity, and are thus important to the
various dimensions of identity such as class, gender, age, ethnicity and sexuality.
Representations inform an understanding of these concepts and give them meaning. As I
have discussed, the West created its relationship with the other through ideas of nature and
separation. The West imagined the primitive Other as existing in the realm of nature
characterized by tradition, while Western man was the civilized man, characterized by
reason. One aspect that was seen as separating the primitive hiunan from the Westerner
was the primitive man's lack of history. By identifying the primitive man as belonging to
the realm of tradition, having been unchanged for hundreds of years, his association with
animals was further established. At the same time, these ideas had obvious political
importance, as they were also part of the West's worldview, locating themselves in relation
to "other" inhabitants of the World.
Even though most of those exposed to these ideas had never been to the countries of
the "primitives," and often had never seen them for themselves, the primitive was brought
to them through means of various representations. Travel and exploratory writing can be
seen as contributing towards a metanarrative regarding "the rest of the world" for European
readership (Pratt 1992:5). Through a written text, Africa was thus not only "discovered"
by missionaries and travelers, but was also brought to ordinary literate people who had
never been there themselves (Moore 1994:108), enabling them to establish themselves in
relation to these places in a meaningful way through narratives. In 1795, Mongo Park
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wrote one of the most popular travel books of his time derived from his experiences in the
Niger basin. Significantly, the London-based Association for Promoting the Discovery of
the Interior Parts of Africa, an alliance of aristocrats and wealthy businessmen, employed
Park to take on this exploration (Pratt 1992:69). Narratives, later brought back by
anthropologists, were also important in contributing to ideas of "primitive people" in
distant places.
Museums and exhibitions can also be seen as important representations that form a
"part of a thread of discourse, which is itself one element in a more complex web of
meanings" (Kahn 1995:325). Museums tell stories that their audience is capable of
understanding in a meaningful way (Kahn 1995:325), and through the representation of the
Other, the Museum performs a political act (Jones 1993:211). The World Fairs, in the 19"'
and the 20''' century were important in telling stories of the Other. Some of the exhibitions
were located in zoos, having people situated behind bars or fences, further underlining the
connection to primitives, with nature as opposed to civilization (Corbey 1993:345). Photos
and works of art are also important representations, involving systems of signs that inform
ideas of self and others. Instead of just being a reflection of a past that is gone, artwork
exhibits cultural values of the moment in which the artist belonged (Bryson et al.,
1994:xviii). Paintings with themes from Eastern Mediterranean and North Afnca were, for
example, displayed for the elite of England and France during the 19^ century, later to
become reproduced and made available to a larger audience (De Groot 1989:93). Pictures
of male fantasies regarding harems and dancing girls were not only a means of defining the
Orient, according to De Groot, but also important in defining gender and sexuality within
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European culture. De Groot suggests that the most powerful depictions of sex and race are
given by visual art (De Groot 1989:107-111).
Representations thus take place through various fields in human social life, and can in
common create a relatively coherent view of the world, making relations of one's self to
others meaningful and natural.

The Indigenous and Nature
In recent decades, the idea of the primitive human being has not lost its importance to
the gaze of the Western world, even though the representations have changed in various
aspects, as well as the conceptualization of the human relationship with nature in general.
Donald Worster identifies this new latter paradigm of environmentalism in the Western
world as emerging in July 16, 1945, when the first nuclear bomb went of in the New
Mexico desert (Worster 1977:339). This was, according to Worster, a factor creating a
sense of nature "as a defenseless victim," vulnerable and sensitive (Worster 1977:341).,
demonstrating, as well, that humans had finally gained power to completely destroy nature.
A few years later, Paul Ehrlich argued that the population explosion was threatening all life
on earth, and his statement was followed by an identification of other threats such as solid
waste, oil spills, and toxic metal, to mention a few (Worster 1977:340-341).
The general interest and concern with environmental issues in the Western world today
is manifested in the fact that magazines like Vanity Fair include articles about
environmental problems, addressing issues such as the state of the Brazilian rain forest,
overpopulation, and pollution (Nugent 1990:173). Most people in the Western world today
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arc therefore exposed to ideas of environmental crisis and probably have some concems
regarding some possible solutions. The majority of those associating themselves with
environmental ism in the US are middle class people. For example, the Deep Ecology
movement is most popular among white middle class male environmental activists in the
USA and Europe. Media attention has made the Deep Ecology movement one of the more
popular activist movements in the US since the 1960s (Cuomo 1994:89-91). Big
corporations have also seen themselves as "forced" to respond to the environmental
movements by forming their own so-called"grass-roots" movements, fighting for the
"wise" use of natural resources (Tokar 1995). The hegemony of the Baconian Creed of
"man's" ultimate purpose of squeezing nature into a specific mold serving human's needs
and interest has, therefore, lost some of its power to interpret the world.
At the same time, ideas about the primitives have been transforming. Early
anthropologists used such terms as savages and primitives, to describe their subject matter.
Primitive people were seen as being organized into different tribes, but "tribes" were the
units of observation for anthropology. It was assumed that within a single tribe everyone
had the same beliefs, and thus an observation made in part of the tribe could apply to the
tribe as a whole (Vansina 1990:18). In 19''' century scholarship, the tribe not only
represented a particular type of society, but referred to a special stage of social evolution
(Betaille 1998:187). Thus, as with "cultures," "tribes" were understood as being isolated
and homogenous groups, reflecting on the idea of the primitive in general. The concept
"primitive" became unfashionable after World War II (Betaille 1998:188) and the term
"indigenous" has been gaining increased popularity. The first international conference of
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indigenous people was held in Georgetown, Guyana, in 1974. Following the conference, a
definition of indigenous people was created:

•'The term indigenous people refers to people living in countries which have a
population composed of differing ethnic or racial groups who are descendants of the
earliest populations living in the area and who do not as a group control the national
government of the countries within which they live" (Sanders 1977).
Indigenous people have also been simply called "first people" because "their ancestors
were the original inhabitants of their lands, since colonized by foreigners" (Burger
1990:16).
Interestingly enough, environmental issues are often difilised with interest in the rights
of the indigenous people, images of on are fi-equently used to advocate the significance of
environmental issues. The growing popular interest in indigenous people has been related
to concern over ecological problems, and perhaps also a loss of faith in modernity.
Envirormientalism's public image had become so strong in the 1980s that many "human
rights" groups started to recreate their image as environmental groups. A Rainforest
Foundation spokesperson stated:

"The rainforest card is stronger than the indigenous card. They [the indigenous people]
know that, and we [advocates] know that - and without that, indigenous people wouldn't
have a chance in hell" (quoted in Conklin and Graham 1995:698).
A spokesperson for Cultural Survival, an organization for indigenous people, also
reports that the diffusion of human rights with ecology "works better" than simply
focusing on human rights issues. For environmentalists, however, identifying their cause
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with the cause of indigenous people can strengthen the their own moral position,
legitimizing First World environmentalists' involvement in the internal affairs of other
nations (Conklin and Graham 1995:698). It is thus not surprising that the relationship of
the land and indigenous people is often heavily emphasized. Burger states, for example,
that indigenous people are "all connected through their profound relationship with the
land" (Burger 1990:17). In the popular narratives of the West, the natives are contrasted
with the "modem" world, seen as free from destructive materialism, living peacefully in a
closer relation to nature and each other, something from which "we" in the West should try
to Icam (Conklin and Graham 1995:698).
The association of the native with nature has, therefore, in no sense disappeared, even
though in accordance with a more positive assessment of nature, the native is also
addressed in more positive ways. Following Conklin and Graham, it can be argued that
images of the native are integrated into the "global ecological imaginary," and the ideas of
the native as the Other utilized to create a sense of solidarity among people from different
backgrounds (see Conklin and Graham 1995:697). Thus, along with hegemonic ideas of
nature, the hegemonic ideas of the Other have changed.

Separation of People in Time and Space

"Spacc is fimdamental in any exercise of power" (Foucault 1993:168).

The Other was not only given meaning by locating him/her in relation to humans and
nature, but also through spatial location, and by the use of time. Spacc can be seen as an
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"imaginary" construction, creating boundaries that are important to the situation of the self
in a web of social relations through identification and separation. The representation and
organization of space and the association of spaces with particular times modifies the
identity of individuals and groups (Alonso 1994:387). Thus in the 19'*' century primitive
people were not only set apart from the civilized human being by identifying them with
nature, but also by the use of time and space. The world fairs can be interpreted as
microcosms, representing the whole world in a very clear way. The placement of objects
and people in an exhibition space organizes the world into spatial sequences with harsh
boundaries associated with different times (Corbey 1993:344). This organization of space
in the world fairs thus provides important clues about how Western people thought about
themselves, in general, in relation to temporal and spatial construction of the world, as well
as enforcing that same conceptualization.
Anthropology's paradigm of evolutionism rested on a notion of time as being
secularized, naturalized, and spatialized (Fabian 1983:15,16). Naturalized time creates a
universal frame in which all societies can be placed, but at the same time the classification
of entities are based on separation and distancing. Naturalized time has the purpose of
distancing those who are being observed from the time of observer (Fabian 1983:25). The
polarization of the traditional, established in the different theories of the 19''^ and early 20''^
century (Wolf 1982:12), creates two different "worlds," one progressive and another static.
The relationship between these two worlds is one of superiority and inferiority, and as
discussed in relation to development, the traditional one was to be helped to follow the
same path as the developed one. Fabian identifies another use of time, "typological time,"
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characterized by use of time on a linear scale in terms of intervals between sociocultural
events. Typological time refers to pairs such as traditional vs. modem, preliterate vs.
literate, and peasant vs. industrialized. It implies a quality that is seen as unequally
distributed (Fabian 1983:22-23). When the observer is distanced by the use of time, the
cocvalness is denied. Denial of coevalness is defined as, "a persistent and systematic
tendency to place the referent(s) of anthropology in a Time other than the present of the
producer of anthropological discourse" (Fabian 1983:31).
Different worlds, therefore, take place in different separated times. While the paradigm
of evolutionism was eventually set aside in most anthropological theories, Fabian argues
that its use of time still continues (Fabian 1983:18).
The Other has not only been created through time but also through the use of space.
Discourse in the post-war period has increasingly utilized the concept "worlds" to refer to
different areas of the earth, thus showing hegemonic and ideological organization of the
world. The division of social diversity into three separated worlds is based on a model of
contrast. The world is divided into contrasting political spheres, the "free" capitalist world
and the communist world (see discussion Worsley 1984; Pletsch 1981). The term "Third
world" applies to the rest of the world, characterized by traditional and a lack of
development. It gains its meaning when placed in the context of the division of the First
and the Second world, containing "left-outs" from the political left-right division of the
world.
The Fourth world is added later to this division, seen as either referring to the poorest
people of the world or to indigenous people (Burger 1987:6). The meaning of these words
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in not unrelated, even though it differs in some crucial aspects. When the concept Fourth
World is used for indigenous people (in the meaning attributed to it in this discussion), it
refers in a sense to people who are more traditional than in the Third world.
How do these changes in classification of space relate to changes in the
conceptualization of the Other? I believe they provide important clues regarding how
Western images of the Other have been reformulated following the changes of
conceptualization of the "indigenous" and nature, which I have previously discussed. In
this context, I find Mary Douglas' structuralistic perspective on categories and boundaries
useful. Douglas argues that:

"Ideas about separating, purifying, demarcating and punishing transgression have as
their main function to impose system on an inherently untidy experience. It is only by
exaggerating the differences between within and without, atxive and below, male and
female, with and against, that a semblance of order is created" (Douglas 1966:15).
The process of establishing this order involves ambiguous aspects being treated as if
they "harmonize with the rest of the pattern." Those aspects who do not "fit in" are thus
ignored or distorted, in order for them not to disturb the established assumptions (Douglas
1966:14). Categories thus have to be "clean" and contrast with each other so they may be
structurally meaningful. I think the binary opposition of the modem and the traditional has
reshaped itself in to the opposition of the Fourth world and the First world, as a result of
the Third world being no longer seen as purely "traditional." This is due to the Third
world having changed, becoming more similar to the First. Instead of tribal systems, there
are bureaucracies even more complicated (at least in West Afnca) than in the West.
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Instead of straw huts and exciting rituals, there are cements houses and Coca-Cola bottles.
The Third world has thus adopted some of the important symbols of the West. A similar
idea regarding the ideological construction of the Third and the Fourth world is reflected in
Taussig's discussion of the "bad" savage and the "good" savage:

"The good savage is representative of unsullied Origin, a sort of Eden before the Fall
when harmony prevailed, while the bad savage is a sign of the permanent wound inflicted
by history, the sign of waste, degeneracy and thwarted narrative" (Taussig 1993:142).
Rosaldo's criticism of the hegemonic West's view of culture is also informative in this
contcxt. He argues that when a culture is perceived to be more "pure," the assumption is
that it is more homogeneous and more different from Western culture (Rosaldo 1989:198202). Changes and influences from other cultures are seen as corrupting this purity, and
through of an individual's movements from one culture to another, the individual becomes
"stripped" of his/her "own" culture. Those who become part of the "brown horde" are
individuals that are not part of any pure "culture" but have still not become fiilly
"American" (Rosaldo 1989:109,212-213). While the Fourth World has culture that shapes
itself as tradition, the West has, of course, "high culture" to boast with. The Third World,
however, lacks both.
This view of the Third world as the space of the evil Other, characterized by a decay of
the traditional and its pollution of the modem is expressed in a relatively recent narrative in
the Atlantic Review. This article by Robert D. Kaplan became instantly popular among US
foreign policy officials and analysts, and was faxed from the Department of Global Affairs
to every US embassy in the world (Englund 1996:180). Kaplan presents an alarming vision
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of chaos in West Africa, with an indication that this is what America will be like in the
2r' ccntury:

"Disease, overpopulation, unprovoked crime, scarcity of resources, refiigee migration,
the increasing erosion of nation-states and international borders, and the empowerment of
private armies, security firms and international drug cartels are now most telling
demonstrated through a West African prism. West Africa provides an appropriate
introduction to the issues, often extremely unpleasant to discuss, that will soon confront
our civilization" (Kaplan 1994:46).

This image can be contrasted with coverage of the Fourth world, an interview with a
Kayapo leader in the Parade magazine. There is a picture on the cover with the headline
"A Man Who Would Save the World," and then a smaller text underneath stating; "1 am
Paiakan, a chief of the Kayapo Indians of Brazil. What is known as the Amazon rain forest
is the land upon which my people live. Help me to save lives - ours and yours" (from
Conklin and Graham 199:696). In these narratives, Africa is the space of the corrupted
Other who brings chaos to the world, while the indigenous Other carries a hope of saving
it. What is interesting also is the visual imagining of the Third world as characterized by
masses of nameless people,'^' while the indigenous people are small and few in numbers.
What does this tell about the conceptualization of threat and power, of the West's fear of
being absorbed, corrupted, made "impure" by the Other? The indigenous are too small in
number to pose any threat; they can themselves be absorbed by "us," to the extent which
"wc" like.

Kaplan followed this article with a book. The Ends of the Earth: A Journey into the Dawn of the 2!" Century'
(1997). about the same issues as were discusscd in the article (see Engiund 1996).
This is also pointed out by Said in relation to the "Arab world."
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It is interesting to speculate whether the idea of "culture" continues to be a key concept
in this ideological construction. The nineteenth century ideas saw the Western man as
having a culture, while the primitive was "savage." Today, however, it seems as if the
"true" primitive is seen as having a culture while Third World people are seen as having
lost it. Quality thus continues to be defined from who has culture and who has not.
To summarize what has been discussed here; after the cold war, when the Second
world has largely disappeared and thus has lost its threatening qualities, we end up again
with a bi-polar division of the world into a "modern" (First World) and the "traditional"
world (Fourth World). The Third world mediates the First and the Fourth world, being the
space for the "rest," the im-pure misfits, which are neither or both. A crucial point for my
purpose is that the term "indigenous" gains it meaning from its location in this construction
of space that has previously been discussed.

The Indigenous and the Primitive

My discussion brings us to questions regarding concepts such as "primitive," "native,"
and "indigenous." What is the connection of the concept "indigenous" to the construction
of the Other? The idea of the primitive worked from an idea of binary opposition between
the civilized man and the primitive man. As discussed previously, the present day ideas of
the Other, however, work by separating it into two groups, those who have lost their
"primitiveness" (the Third world) and those who have not (the Fourth world, indigenous
people).
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This location of the indigenous Other is connected to changes in the Western world's
human-environment relationships that have taken place in recent decades due to various
environmental problems. Instead of conceptualizing nature as something that should be
mastered and dominated, an alternative model of nature as weak and in need of protection
has become increasingly popular. The idea of natives as the earth's natural caretakers
arises in the context of strong imagery of natural bonds between native people and the
earth. It is usually followed by the idea of natives as ideally adapted to their environment.
In contrast to Western individuals, who are usually perceived as alien to nature, the natives
are seen as parts of a pristine ecosystem.
The cultiual dualism in the Western ideology of the split of nature and culture thus
remains in today's environmentalism, in the sense that nature is seen as something existing
without human interference, except when the human is an indigenous person (see Cartmill
1983:66; Nugent 1990:175). Stephen Nugent makes the point that what is usually meant
by a pristine ecosystem is that it is "photographically viable" (Nugent 1990:175), the
natives in their "natural" environment are clearly considered to be desirable objects to have
in photo albums. This all connects of course with the previous discussion of division of
different worlds, with nature and natives belonging to the Fourth World, but modernity as
located in the First World. These ideas connect with a general change in ideas of progress
and modernity, which are now more critically evaluated than in the beginning of the
ccntury. Progress seems to carry various problems along with its solutions, and the brave
new world is muddled with ethical problems, such as pollution, crimes, unemployment.
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hate-crimes, etc. The desire for the Other is perhaps simply a nostalgic desire to return to
something that the West believes that it has lost.
In this context, it can be pointed out that various authors have discussed the "Indian" as
a fantasy produced by Western imagination (sec Churchill 1992: Ramos 1994; Wesaw
1995). what Alcida Rita Ramos has called the "hyperreal Indian," characterizing it as the
"fabrication of the perfect Indian whose virtues, sufferings and untiring stoicism have won
him the right to be defined by the professionals of indigenous rights" (Ramos 1994:161).
The "hyperreal Indian" is a clone made from fantasies that the "whites" would like him/her
to be (Romos 1994:163). Malkki adds the point that the concept of culture has for a long
time been seen as something existing in soil and terms such as "native" and "indigenous"
refer usually to people seen as rooted in the soil (Malkki 1992:29).

A recurring theme in Western culture is the binary opposition of "gentle primitive
people" and the "violent bad primitive." As pointed out by Deborah Root, western
representations have pictured gentle native people as those who accept colonialism, while
those who fight White people are pictured as the violent savage (Root 1996:36). Stories of
the "bad" savage and the good "savage" have existed for a long time in the Western
culture.
Romos discussion of the "hyperreal Indian" as a clone the West's desire, can be applied
to a larger context of ideas concerning indigenous people. In many narratives, the
indigenes seem to be clones embodying the West's desire for something exotic, something
stable, beautifiil and in harmony in a fast changing world. If we connect this with
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Wilmsen's comment that interest in primitives can be seen as rooted in modernity, in that
ideas of the native and nature stating that the natives have been in their natural place for a
very long time, presents the image of a certain stability in a world that is changing fast.
Thus, the idea of the native as rooted in a particular timeless space, can be understood as a
nostalgic desire for a world of stability and safety.
My discussion has shown that the concepts of primitiveness, native-ness, and
indigenous-ness carry certain elements showing the desires and relationships of power
within the Western world itself. Even though the older concept "primitive" implies
negative values (such as lacking civilization, culture, morals, and intelligence) and the
newer concepts native and indigenous carry positive implications (such as balance with
nature, equaliterian and peacefiil society), it is still evident that the concept of nativeindigenous retains certain negative memories of primitiveness. It could even be suggested
that the concept native-indigenous simply substitutes for the concept primitive; that the
ideas behind these two ideas are largely similar but their evaluations are posed in a
different way, perhaps due to a "new" relationship of the West with the environment.

Representations of the WoDaaBe

How do the WoDaaBe then fit in to this Western imagination of the Other? Does the
WoDaaBe representation support or contest the hegemonic ideas of how the other is
visualized and imagined today as I have identified? Can they contribute toward an
understanding of how the hegemonic representation of the Other has shaped itself or
become reshaped historically?
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The domain of this analysis arc narratives published for the popular press which have
reference to the WoDaaBe. When using the concept "'popular press," I am referring to
texts that are widely distributed and read, intended for anyone to read and like (not only
those educated in anthropology). The best known discussion in the US of the WoDaaBe is,
probably, the book Nomads of Niger by Carol Beckwith and Van OfFelen (1983). This
book has also been translated into French and can be bought in Niger among other places.
The mass publication Journal, National Geographic, has also published an article on the
WoDaaBe written by Beckwith and included a discussion about the WoDaaBe in their
publication Nomads of the Worlds (Englebert 1971). The texts I analyze here probably
constitute only a fraction of the material that makes reference to the WoDaaBe in one way
or another (see Beckwith 1983; The Body Shop 1994; Camphausen 1997; Chesi 1978;
Englebert 1971; Kennett 1994; Maybury-Lewis 1992a; Maybury-Lewis 1992b; Nkrumah
1978; Roddick 1991; Van Offelen and Beckwith 1983).

These publications have in

common to place a great deal of emphasis on images, containing many photos and in most
cases, only minimal amounts of text. What is interesting, in my view, is that even though
the purpose and the length of these discussions differ, the general emphasis in relation to
the WoDaaBe remains the same. It is this general emphasis that I will explore here.
The texts place the WoDaaBe within the space of indigenous people. Their placement
in that space is indicated by their inclusion in works that concentrate on "tribal people"
written by Maybury-Lewis, the head of Cultural Survival (1992a:xiii), and their description
as people in "danger of becoming extinct" (Nkrumah 1978:7). Their association with the
It should be noted that the goal and length of this material differs. The Body Shop (1994) and
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indigenous is also seen by their inclusion in work that focuses on diverse peoples such as
the Bambuti Pygmies and the Bajau (described as the "gentle" boat dwellers of the
Philippines) (Englebert 1971).
1 have previously discussed the interest that Westerners have shown in the physical
characteristics of the WoDaaBe, using ideas of "blackness" to characterize the WoDaaBe
as different from their neighbors. These early ideas were integrated into an emphasis that
the WoDaaBe originated from a different place than "black" people. Most of this recent
popular literature has also reference to the characteristics and origin of the WoDaaBe.
One reference states that the WoDaaBe are, "unique people, believed to have been among
the first inhabitants of Africa, the descendants of the mysterious people of ancient era"
(Chesi 1978:65). It also states that: "they differ completely from their neighbors, the Kiri,
who express their virility in wild competitive games and violent rituals" (Chesi 1978:65).
Also: "they are distinguished from tribes among whom they live by their stiltwalker
elegance, their delicate features, their light copper skins" (Englebert 1971:179). The
contrast to their neighbors is not only expressed in their beauty, but also in their isolation
from the rest of the world. They "live as they have for centuries" (the cover of Nomads of
Niger). Chesi states that "they are among the last Africans who live completely unaffected
by the progress of civilization" (Chesi 1978:66). Another coverage states that the
WoDaaBe are an "amazing nomadic tribe which has survived in the desert for more than
two thousand years despite living constantly on the brink of starvation" (Roddick 1991).
Camphausen (1997), for example, only mention the WoDaaBe in a few places of their overall discussion,
while the OfFelen and Beckwith narrative is an extensive work on the WoDaaBe.
The view of the WoDaaBc as isolated and traditional is established even further in one of these books,
where it is stated that this book "is the first to be published about a unique (sic) and colorful people"
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The WoDaaBe are also used in the world of images through the commercialization of
products. Anita Roddick, the founder of the multinational cosmetic company the Body
Shop, has associated images of the WoDaaBe with her beauty products (see Zinn 1991). It
is interesting to notice that in this context, the Body Shop advertises its products as being
"natural." It can also be suggested that the Body Shop's association with the WoDaaBe is
intended to underline the companies association with nature. In a research trip for the
television series Millennium, Roddick spent two weeks with the WoDaaBe and got a few
of their "secrets" for use in her own products (Roddick 1991;182). She recounting that: "I
have also learned the pure joy that is to be obtained from mixing with simple people whose
lives are untainted by what we have laughably described as 'progress'" (Roddick
1991:181).
Taken together the images in popular literature have a very coherent theme. They
focus on the WoDaaBe as beautiful, peaceful, isolated and connected to their natural
environment. Tliis description is intensified with another dominant themes in the
description of the WoDaaBe in the popular press: every representation themes to a great
extent on the same social event, the gerewol ceremony. Gerewol is the name of a dance,
but this ceremony refers to a seven day annual celebration, which units the two maximal
lineages of the WoDaaBe. The most handsome males of each lineage dance in
competition, wearing specific types of clothing and faces painted in a special way (see for
example discussion in Beckwith and Van Offelen 1983; 180). The popular narratives
(Nomads of Niger 1983). Aside from evoking images of Western "penetration" and colonialization,
supplemented by the value of being first, the statement is simply incorrect. When the book itself is
examined carefully, that becomes obvious to the reader. On the last page a little note can be found, which
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conncct the cercmony predominantly with tradition and beauty (Chesi 1978: Beckwith and
Van Ofelen 1983: Englebert 1971). The performance is described as "the freedom to
follow their tradition" (Beckwith and Van Offelen 1983:279), "they dance with delicate
and graceful movements, passionately but without aggression" (Chesi 1978:83) and they
"dance erect and noble" (Englebert 1971:194).
The strong focus on the annual Gerewol is underlined by the fact that usually between
half and one third of the photographs following the narratives are devoted to it. It is
interesting to note in this context that Lutz and Collins in their analyses of representations
in National Geographic Magazine observe a similar pattern generally in that magazine's
representations of non-Westem people: nearly one fifth of the pictures of non-Westem
people focused on rituals. The authors point out that the accompanying narratives tend to
downplay the rituals' temporality and the historical changes that have taken place, rather
presenting them as a features of custom or tradition (Lutz and Collins 1993:91; see also
Spitulnik 1993). The representations of the Gerewol gathering in the popular press do not
discuss the dance in relation to historical changes or to social interactions among those
participating. Also few of the narratives emphasized the relationship established between
individual men and women during the ceremony concerning affection, sexual relations, a
jealous husband, and a marriage between two lovers etc. (Englebert 1971:189; MayburyLewis 1992; Beckwith and Van Offelen 1983). One text (which gives a very short
summary of WoDaaBe culture) states "it's clearly the men who are the most given to the
cult of beauty and who are in modem terms, the objects of sexual attention" (Camphausen
acknowledges the existing studies and ethnographies of the WoDaaBe as providing "useful background
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1997:44). Another text states casually, " (..) Mokao may disappear into the bush with
another woman after a long evening dance" (Englebert 1971:187), yet another states "the
idea is to seduce the prettiest girls with erotic looks and grimaces"'" (Villiers and Hirtle
1997:285). This emphasis on sexuality evokes a preoccupation of the West with the
untamed sexuality of primitive peoples that was both a source of voyeuristic pleasure and
fear of the primitive male.
Contemporary handbooks for travelers in Africa, which usually offer very few pages
on Niger, often include brief descriptions of the dance, all of which seem to emphasize the
WoDaaBe as highly sexual creatures (Finlay et al 1998; Newton 1992; Trillo and Hudges
1995 [1990]). Sexuality in the dance is emphasized with statements such as "a man who
isn't happy with his new partner has some difficulty getting out of the social obligation to
spend a night with her" (Trillo and Hudges 1995 [1990]:985), and even more bluntly
reports that the men "adorn and beautify themselves so that only the most obstinate female
will refuse their advantages" (Finley et al. 1998:668). The same text further emphasizes
casual sexual encounters by stating: "With luck, they find a wife - a woman brave enough
to move forward and demand his services, at least for the night" (Finley et al. 1998:668).
Popular press representations of WoDaaBe that has been analyzed here draws up a
coherent view from the repetition the same themes in different texts. They create a
coherent picture of the WoDaaBe as an isolated, beautiful, traditional people, performing
cxotic rituals, without connection to present-day social and political realities. The focus on

material" (Van OfFelen and Beckwith 1983:224).
I did not list this text previously. TTjis book is a historical overview of Africa, written in a comprehensive and
somewhat poetic narrative. It has five pages on the "Fulani." and very briefly addresses the WoOaaBe. then in
conncction to the gereewol dance.
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sexuality in the narratives probably makes these narratives more marketable in the West,
fulfilling certain pleasures for the readers/observers.

Connection with Other Representations
The representation of the WoDaaBe in the popular press fits well with the more general
representation of indigenous people. They are framed in a context of traditional people,
separated somehow from the "dark nameless masses" surrounding them, being more
beautiful, more traditional and having exotic rituals to pride themselves with. In chapter
15, I discussed how early 20'*' century ideas emphasized the WoDaaBe as somehow
different from "black" people, and thus originating fi-om somewhere outside of Africa.
The iconography of that time saw the "white" as a superior type and every deviation from
it as representing a lower feature (Boas 1963:20). TTius, in order to render the WoDaaBe
exotic in a positive way, they had to be distanced in some ways from their black neighbors.
These more recent representations continue to attempt to establish them as somehow
"superior" to their neighbors, probably to the darker skinned farmers, who do not seem to
have much grace in the eyes of the popular press.
As does the idea of the "indigenous," the representation of the WoDaaBe has a
historical connection to this early idea of the primitive. The general themes present in the
older idea of the primitive are also found in present day representations of the WoDaaBe.
The primitive was seen as existing closer to nature, bound in tradition and performing
cxotic rituals, in addition to having strong sexual appetite. The popular representations of
the WoDaaBe construct them as a people that have lived the same way for centuries.

participating in exotic rituals where sex plays a large part. Their present historical
conditions and dynamic remain a matter of little interest and the same can be said about the
internal dynamics of their society. The placement of the WoDaaBe in this imaginary space
of the "'indigenous," traditional people explains and clarifies some of the focus of the
popular representations. Thus, because the WoDaaBe are viewed through the glasses of
stereotypical ideas of traditional people, the ceremony is framed in tradition, love, beauty
and passion. No political context is given, meaning that descriptions of the dances have no
specific time to them, but could generally be applied to something occurring hundreds of
years ago. One may suggest that the focus on the dance ceremony as such is desirable
because it can easily be divorced from political issues, and thus becomes more easily
consumable, simply a part of tradition and aesthetics, rather than connected to a complex
political reality.
What then about other types of representations, those formulated in the discourse of
development; how are ideas about the WoDaaBe reflected in these narratives? The
dominant paradigms of development are constructed in the Western world, and the
representations of WoDaaBe in the popular press originate there as well. How do these
types of representations relate to each other, if they do at all? Is there a connection
between them?
Development literature is based on a view of the herder as "traditional," attached to his
own value system. Development continues to be seen by development plarmers as
entailing the erosion of traditional values, the implantation of modemity replacing these
values. The herder's livestock economies are supposed to be made "more efficient," "more
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productive" through the technology and knowledge that development brings to livestock
management. Development literature does not focus on rituals or beauty or sexuality.
What are the similarities and difTerences in these two models, one of the WoDaaBe as
indigenous people, the other of the WoDaaBe as pastoralists, engaged in a pastoral
production?
The attributes given to the idea of culture are clearly different in these two models.
The former can be seen as over-emphasizing cultural boundaries, the other as ignoring
cultural diversity and failing to see culture as a source of pride, meaning and values. Both
models, however, give other basic attributes to these societies. The key attribute in both
models is an association of the subjects with a static tradition and connection with
something called "nature." The development model does, of course, assess these
characteristics in rather negative terms, while the popular representation tends rather to
glorify them. Both, however, maintain this dualistic distinction which can be traced all the
way back to ideas of the "primitive" versus "civilized" human beings. Both these models
are quite blind to the social and political environment in which the WoDaaBe exist. The
cultural diversity of the Other is juxtaposed with the modem, making all traditional
societies homogeneous to some extent. Both models fail to see these societies as creative
agents, reducing them to their "cultural" or "traditional" elements.
Popular representations of the WoDaaBe are cultural productions of the West, just as
the assumptions that continue to affect and influence development projects also derive
from the same historical and cultural environment. In a sense it is not surprising that the
models are based on the same idea of traditional-indigenous people, since all human beings
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arc influenced by their own historical "traditions" and myths, even when basing claims or
actions on "reason" and technology. This demonstrates again the importance in my view,
of looking critically at images and representations as things that can influence practice and
thus social reality. Representations affect reality, they affect how we view the world and
how we act on it. Everyone whom I met working in development were familiar with
popular representations of the WoDaaBe. These individuals were not conducting projects
among WoDaaBe, but this indicates the globality of ideas today. Development projects do
not exist in one comer and popular representations in the other, they are historically
connected in a shared view that some people are tied to tradition.
Said has asked: "How does one represent other cultures? What is another culture"
(Said 1979:323). Said's discussion has been placed as within the tradition of Nietzschean
ideas that true statements are not possible because human communication always distorts
the facts (Ahmad 1994:164). Let me emphasize that I am not juxtaposing an "untrue "way
of reprcsentating the world next to a "true "one. As Root claims:" I do not think it useful
to seek a pure or originary space from which to judge representations of culture" (Root
I996:xiii). I fmd the post-modem notion that truths are partial useful in this context, but
what matters more in my view is that representations exist in a space of power, having a
real affect on the world. Representations can also be a means of counter-hegemonic
streams of discourse and practices. Mimicry as a way of gaining power over something
can also be used as means of resistance by subordinated groups (Taussig 1993). Symbols
of racism and dehumanization can gain new meaning and be transformed into a locus of
resistance. An interesting example of this is the body of Sara Bartman who, as I discussed
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earlier, was exposed to Westerners in the early 19^^ centiuy. Today, her body has become
an important symbol of resistance and identity for her group of origin the Khoi-Khoi, who
are requesting her return to them for a proper burial (Yeld 1999).

Criticism of Indigenous as a concept

I have shown the concept "indigenous" to have some historical connection to the idea
of the primitive, and I would like to analyze its implications and usefulness further. The
concept "indigenous" classifies people within different societies as having in common a
certain marginality within the nation state. However, marginality is not the only condition
that one has to meet in order to be classified as indigenous. If it were the only condition,
then a much more people could be defined as indigenous, such as poor people living in
New York. As previously discussed, definitions of the indigenous incorporate concepts
such as the original inhabitants of colonized lands, their attachment to a particular way of
life, and in addition to their maintaining a close, non-hierarchical relationship with nature.
Andre Betaille has given some commentaries on "the idea of Indigenous" which I find
useful in this context. He points out that use of the term can in various contexts be
seriously misleading. The designation of the term "indigenous" presupposes that others in
the same area are "settlers" or "aliens." The history of human kind is, for the first, a history
of various migrations of various people. In many regions of the world, the distinction of
the indigenous and settler population in no way corresponds to the "tribal" and "non-tribal"
distinction (Betaille 1998; 189), for example in Niger, there are various populations and it
is a very delicate matter of defining who would be classified as indigenous. Betaille points
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out that the idea of the "indigenous" seems to originate from Australia, where it applies
unusually well because of the clear distinction of the small aboriginal f>opulation and the
"white" settler population which dominates the state (Betaille 1998:188).
In addition to problems of identifying what is an indigenous population, another
problem arises. In the past the "native" was a person who always carried his/her identity
with him/her, no matter where s/he went. Being a "civilized" non-native was an inborn
quality, not simply something that could be learned. Betaille asks:

"Is there now such an essentialist view of indigenous people in which they carry their
identity with them wherever they go and whatever they do? Has the crude anthropological
association of race and culture acquired a more refined form in the concept of the
indigenous people?" (Betaille 1998:190).

Betaillc's comment problematizes apparent the connection of the concept "indigenous"
with the concept primitive. Boas wrote that the term "primitive" "applies to both bodily
form and culture" (Boas 1936:19).
These concerns can also be posed in terms of individuals: how to determine if a single
individual is indigenous or not? This may seem an academic exercise, but this issue has
grown more and more important with increased rights of "indigenous people". Correlating
with the issue of gaining rights through being defined as indigenous, are also the rights
which social categories can gain by such a definition. An example from Canada shows
that there was a gender difference concerning who was defined and gained rights as
indigenous. Women who married white men lost their position as indigenous, while males
who married white women maintained it (Elliott 1979:9; Cardinal 1979). Among Maa
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speakers in Kenya some are privileged with the status of indigenous peoples while other
groups are not, and these inclusions and exclusions of "indigenous-ness are important in
affecting allocation of land (Little 1998).
It is in fact interesting that at the same time that anthropologists are reconstructing and
historicalizing their concept of culture, anthropology has been emphasizing the quality of
imaginar>' national boundaries (Anderson 1983), ethnic boundaries as constructions that
must actively be maintained (Barth 1969), traditions as invented (Hobsmawm 1983),
culture as fluid, historical and contextual (Abu-Lughod 1991; Hannerz 1992:11), and the
idea of the indigenous has become more and more important in popular thought. Brown
has pointed out that advocates of indigenous people often talk about culture as if it was a
"fixed and corporeal thing" (Brown 1998:197). The overall definition of indigenous
people seems to work from the same idea, of a homogenously shared and unified culture.
This idea of unitary culture and the emphasis on indigenous society as composed by
"good" people can also lead to an inability deal with to problems as those pointed out by T.
S. Turner, maintaining that romantic ideas of indigenous people are not necessarily useful
in the long run and can lead to ignoring important inequalities found within these societies
(Turner 1979). This comment by Turner can be connected to a criticism made about Said's
Orientalism, and the danger of totalitarian discourses. Theorists such as Said have often
over-emphasized the hegemony of the West (for example Porter 1994:152; Ahmad
1994:165), thus reducing people outside the space of the West (and also within it) into
passive masses. Even though I find an analyses of historic processes and agency to be
necessary, 1 still find it to be important to also identify hegemonic moments of
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representations. It can be useful to identify the shape and texture of hegemonic domains of
power prior to identifying how it is challenged and modified. However, all discussion of
hegemony has to accompany the awareness that various forms of agencies exist and that
hegemony it self is neither static or complete. These comments about hegemony,
combined with Turner's warning, point towards the importance of looking at inequalities
and dynamics within the marginal group.
I ask in relation to hegemony, is it not possible for it to be altered, modified, and still to
reshape itself to new conditions, maintaining the same forms of power and images? As I
have tried to show, the ideas of the "primitive" and the "indigenous-native" share some
cmcial features. Thus, it appears as these are icons that have different appearance, but if
one clicks on them, the same forms and relations appear an embodied quality (i.e., the
primitive and indigenous are not only mentalities but also bound in bodies), isolation, a
lack of history, the attachment to tradition.

All these aspects in relation to the primitive and the native raise in my mind questions
about the usefulness of defining some people as native, indigenous, living in a separate,
timeless world. Why should some people's right be defined on the basis of belonging to a
culture which fits certain requirements? What about those individuals who are poor and
deprived of basic rights, but do not have customs that seem exotic and have not managed
to exist in a way that seems distant from the Westerners? Are the rights of these people
(non-native, non-exotic) in any sense less worthy than the rights of someone who looks
more exotic to the gaze of Westerners? Most people will probably not think that, but I fear
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that by overly emphasizing the rights of powerless people on the basis that they possess a
specific kind of culture, we are in fact reproducing human and group rights as the
privileges of the few who fit into specific categories. Groups and people should have these
rights without these rights being defended by placing them into certain categories or types.
I feci that we should rather try to look at the relationship of power; that ccrtain individuals
and groups need special attention and assistance because they arc situated in a special
power relationship with their nation state, other groups, and global economy, where they
have been subordinated, their voices silenced or ignored.
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CHAPTER 23
ANASARA AND WODAABE:

"Today ansara come and have great interest in WoDaaBe. However, in the past
they had no particular interest in us"
The man who speaks these words is old, and is rather puzzled by this. He is a powerful
man, knows many whites and has lived a long life. He is correct in that many of these from
the West who arrive in Niger, either working in relation to development or as travelers,
seek to see and explore "the" WoDaaBe. Representations do not exist in a vacuum and
never have. They also influence practice, influence the lives of the people subjugated to
them. Encounters of Whites and WoDaaBe take place in the real space of individuals
looking face to face. They take place in an imaginary space of superiority, and in a social
space of power and history. As with all experiences, these encounters become generalized
when placed on paper, their complexity simplified.
This chapter will focus on impressions of whiteness on the part of WoDaaBe and the
interactions between WoDaaBe and Whites as taking place through the West's
consumption of identity-related products. My main focus concerning the encounters and
relationships between WoDaaBe and Whites concentrats on the artisana for the simple
reason that artisana work is an important part of the lives of the WoDaaBe.
Prior to discussing these encounters of Whites and WoDaaBe and prior to analyzing
their overall implications, I will look briefly at some of the ideas that WoDaaBe hold in
relation to anasara, the Whites from the West. In the ethnographic part of the dissertation.
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I gave some individual examples of interactions between WoDaaBe and the West. My
discussion now looks more closely at these interactions and within a theoretical
framework.

The White Type in Niger
What is Otherness? Is the Other made only within a hegemonic framework of
representations, or are the many experiences of Otherness, that can even be applied to
those who are not marginal in the world of politics and power? Is the experience of the
Other perhaps contextual, as most if not all experiences of identity? The West is not a
homogenous place, even though we in the academic circles tend to speak and theorize as if
it is. I am from the West but in my own eyes, my origin is still more than that. I am from
a small country and a nation that considers itself to be the best country in the world (as is a
tendency for small nations). It is not large in terms of world politics and power, and was
the colony of other Scandinavian countries for many hundreds of years. This origin is part
of me, and it affects the process of my research. My position of power in the world today
is still marked by my being defined as "white" and that my origin is the West. In addition,
in the outside world the fact that my country is so small, situated outside world politics,
increases my strength. This is because I am from the West, but my native country is not so
much associated with the negative of imperialism as those who are from larger and more
known countries. My categorization as "from the West" gives me access to various
resources, gives me a certain credibility. Being from the "West" thus constitutes a certain
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reality, giving one access to things just because one occupies this imaginary space of
identity. So the "West" is, in a certain context, homogeneous after all.
Can I then experience Otherness? Woman is a dimension of my identity, but as
various theorists have shown, women have much been treated as the Other in Western
culture. Trinh's book title "^fVoman, Native. Or/rer" (1989) refers to the many dimensions
of otherness and marginality. As we have seen for WoDaaBe culture, women are also
dominated and marginalized within it. Aside from the various problems of conducting
ficldwork in a woman's body, I carry my woman-ness within me. As many women, I have
learned to be hesitant and shy, doubting my own abilities. In Niger, being a woman is
sometimes who I am, but often my identities as white and as female interact in various
ways. Otherness in the real world is thus complex and situational.
What is an anasaral What is this category in which I am located in during my stay in
Niger? Tylor's dictionary defines the concept (which he writes Nasaradjo) as a referring to
"Christian" (Tylor 1995 [1932]:147) but other dictionaries define the term as referring to a
white person (there written as annasaard) (Osbom et al. 1993:522; CRDTO 1971:22). The
concept, however, carries a curious resemblance to the concept "nasra" which means
"conquer" (Tylor 1995 [1932]: 147). The concept anasara is used and recognized by
members of all ethnic groups I encountered in Niger.In its present meaning it is almost
like a trope, referring to various things at the same time. For different people it carries
different meanings, affected by their gender, class, ethnicity, social status, although there is
still some ideologically accepted general idea implied in the concept. I want to try to

However,

many languages also have their "own" term for a white person.
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reconstruct this idea here, as it appeared to me in daily interactions in Niger. The type that
I draw up here is my own reflection of what I experienced and heard.
The anasara is either a man or a woman, and has by definition a white skin color. The
anasara is not from Africa, but arrives from the country of anasara, usually better know as
"Amerik" or "France," and speaks thus either of these languages. Anasara has a great deal
of money, and resources that are not available to common Nigeriens. The anasara arrive
in Niger for two purposes; either as tourists, or working on a ''project." In both cases,
money is an unlimited resource. The anasara are in general fragile creatures, and most
tasks that are a part of everyday lives of most Nigeriens, are simply too difficult for them.
(The anasara women are even more delicate in this respect). As a consequence of their
unlimited access to money, and that they are not really able to do the same things as
Nigeriens, they driving big jeep, have a big comfortable house, have a cook, a guardian and
a driver. In addition, they need someone to clean their swimming pool, which is, of

course, necessary for all anasara.
Who constructs this image of the anasara"? It is a joint production of the Nigeriens and
the Westerners. It is modeled by Nigeriens, but its modeling is based on certain patterns
that characterize the lifestyle and relationships which foreigners have with Nigeriens. As
most social constructs, it draws its elements from some kind of reality as well as giving
meaning to that reality and shaping it. This construction of the anasara is a type and, as
such, it falls in the same category as various other classifications of human diversities.
Classification of human diversity is a part of organizing the world, organizing diversity, as
well as offering explanations for relationships and blueprints for behavior.
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WoDaaBe and Anasara

The WoDaaBc relationship with Whites is characterized by ambiguity in various ways.
I cannot speak for WoDaaBe themselves, I can only try to disassemble discourses of power
and history, show how they are put together, try to deconstruct them. As my introduction
in chapter 22 indicated, WoDaaBe recognize the power embodied in "white." Power is an
in-separable part of the white. I gain close friends, some as close as my best friends in
Iceland, but hey would still not verbally attack my "white" position of power, unless under
unordered, unexpected and very personal circumstances. It would not be a WoDaaBe thing
to do, to criticize a guest's culture and people, directly violating the most basic meaning of
what it means to be a BoDaaDo.
This relative absence of criticism on Westerners can also be seen in other more
historical factors. During the colonization of Niger, the WoDaaBe did not hold any strong
positions of power and thus did not lose any position of power. Their locations in rather
isolated areas probably minimized their contact with the colonial power. As I have
discussed previously, in terms of classification and documentation of the WoDaaBe in
early colonial accounts, their absence from the colonial documents indicates a lack of
encounters as well.

In addition, following the colonialisation, the power of the Tuaregs

was broken, and the insecure conditions that had been in Ader became more stabilized.
The WoDaaBe have no stories of forced labor into which the French condemned many
people (including in the city of Tahoua), thus fiirther indicating the WoDaaBe invisibility
from the colonizers' eyes.
Here it has to be noted that this is only assumed fixjm surveying of material available in Niger, but there exists
probably more material in France.
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The account of an old man tells us something when he states that" during this time
people would run if they saw a solders hat." I have also discussed the chief Altine's
collection of tax from the WoDaaBe during colonial times. Although of course appointed
by the French for that purp>ose and although there exist many stories of the injustice of the
taxation and what heavy burdens it placed on the WoDaaBe, this injustice is associated
with Altine and not the French colonial government. The larger structure of power seems
not to have been as visible to the WoDaaBe in Ader as it was to many other ethnic groups
in Niger. These historical conditions of contact have shaped the present day WoDaaBe
views and conceptualization of Whites. Unsurprisingly, WoDaaBe look at White people
more favorably than other groups who were in more contact with Whites in the past and
more openly subjugated to their power.
The views held by WoDaaBe of anasara in general are somewhat similar to those of
other groups in Niger. One WoDaaBe friend told me that anasara people generally not
have any work. He was teasing, but also making a point that could only be posed in such a
framework. He told me that the anasara get a long nights sleep, they go to their offices in
their large and fancy cars, at the office their work consists of talking on the telephone and
looking at some papers. They get, in addition, several meals per day, lunch, and coffee
breaks. Still they complain; "I am so tired, I have done lots of work." But this is not work,
my WoDaaBe friend tells me, this is only "sweetness." He contrasts this to the work that
the WoDaaBe, Tuaregs and many Hausa have to do. They wake up before sunrise and
start work, having eaten nothing. They work and never eat the whole day, their feet crack
open and bleed, their hands are covered with open sores, their bodies are covered with
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sweat. He points out to me that I have seen this myself,. "This is work" he states and
smiles. I look at my hands, white and soft as a baby's hands. His point is well made in
relation to the kind of work anasara do in Niger. The work of those Whites who are
actually working, not shopping and exploring all day (i.e.. tourists), consists in general of
office jobs. For those who are poor; without food or shelter, who work just to obtain food
for the next day or week, an office job must certainly seem to be a privileged position.
Thus, 1 did not dispute his observation, but I pointed out that many anasara perform
physical labor, not unlike the WoDaaBe and Nigeriens. It is only within this space of poor
Niger, that their positions are so super-privileged. This friend, as most other WoDaaBe I
talked to, had difficulties believing this. Some have seen white men do physical labor,
which they say consists of a momentary break from the office: a trip out to the wild,
perhaps for one day or more, in their fancy jeeps, carrying a few sacks of com, helping
others, and then returning back to the comfort of the air-conditioned office. Most
WoDaaBe have observed that the anasara like to "try" various things, they like to dress as
WoDaaBe, try a canoe, take the jeep into the bush, then why not "try" to do hard labor for
a longer or shorter time? They assume that this is what I am referring to, not that people
are working for their bread and have perhaps no other alternative.
A WoDaaBe woman tells me that anasara men do in fact work a little (she is probably
referring to office jobs) but the anasara women are lucky because they don't have any
work at all. This woman is a friend of mine from the bush, and she always tries to do her
best to look after me. She lived in Nigeria for several years and knows anasara women
well from working for them. She tells me that the anasara women are lucky because they
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have someone to clcan their house, someone to cook the meals, someone to take care of all
the things concerning the house.
Criticism of anasara is expressed in certain contexts, within certain situations. It is not
expressed within the context of formal interviews, never expressed in a hostile way. Why?
I believe that the reason can be sought in some of the aspects that I have mentioned
previously, such as the absence of extensive direct confrontation between white colonizers
and the WoDaaBe subjects. Also the mbodagansi, the moral code of the WoDaaBe, does
not encourage an open criticism, especially not of visitors. In addition, the hope of perhaps
"getting" projects if one just remains positive enough in attitude is probably also a factor.
Even though not openly expressed, the real power present in the relation between the
WoDaaBe and the anasara is, however, clearly obvious to the former, as my various
discourses have shown. One never forgets that someone is white. The color of my skin
seems sometimes to stand between us like a massive wall, external to us, but still made real
through history. When people who do not know me well arrive at my small apartment in
Niamey, Akali has to tell them that they don't have to sit outside, they can safely enter
inside. He tells them I don't mind that they enter my home. I try to say the same thing, but
only if Akali tells them they will enter my house.
The criticism can be sharp even though only expressed in a certain context. I will
mention a few examples all of which were made during special circumstances. A situation
between anasara and a young Hausa man leads to one friend telling me harshly; "I am
sorry, but I want to tell you that all anasara people see us Nigeriens as dogs." The
analogue with a dog is probably no coincidence; WoDaaBe, as many other Muslims, see
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dogs as impure animals, dirty, only fit for work, not to stay within one's house. Another
criticism is pointed out that the anasara who claim to be helping the WoDaaBe do not
actually seem to care about them at all. Whites living in Niger get high salaries and live
like kings among the poor people of Niger. I was told, "All this is done in the name of the
projcct but hardly any money goes to the people they should be helping. Then afterwards
they probably say that the money goes into this and that." The men who told me this
pointed out to me the big powerful jeeps that drive past us on the roads of Niamey.
Samari's interview with me, reported earlier, carries a similar kind of criticism even though
it is subtler. "Is research the only work white people have?," he asks. "If they really want
to help us, why don't they then just give us some money so we can buy millet and
livestock?" Samari tells me, as many others before him that he is of course only making a
joke. I have to state to Samari and others that I realize that this is only a joke with no
reality behind it.
Akali tells roe (after a long fnendship) that most anasara only have an interest in the
history of the WoDaaBe's past, their lives in the past, but are not really concerned with
their circumstances today. Akali is a migrant worker himself, and so are most of the young
people of his lineage. He argues that because the circumstances of the WoDaaBe today
have changed, it is a time to write a new history of the WoDaaBe. The truth about the
circumstances of the WoDaaBe today, he tells me, must be written. These are the
circumstances of poverty, migrant labor, and powerlessness.
I have used my own experience and myself to give information regarding the
WoDaaBe's view of Whites. I want to point out that experiences are never singular, but
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complex and fluid. I am not always identified as white, and sometimes (like in times of
anger) people momentarily "forget" my anasara-ncss. The various dimensions of my
identity interact in different points of time. White is never everything that I am, at least not
all the time. In many cases, I no longer am a member of a homogenous West. My friends
say in various simations: "This is not your people," then referring to the other Whites in
Niger. They identify me as being from a very small country, and especially as being very
"alone" in Niger. This is the woman who left her family and came for the WoDaaBe in
Niger because she wanted to know the WoDaaBe. This is the woman who had nothing but
friendship to give, and even though she wants to help the WoDaaBe, she does not
necessarily have the power to do so. This is a woman who has a family far away, a mother
who loves her and thus the WoDaaBe have to ensure that she returns to her mother in a
good state. This is the woman who the WoDaaBe have to take care of; she came to them
because of their name. This woman who the WoDaaBe and I identity in certain
circumstances is different from the other woman who is also I; the anasara woman who
other WoDaaBe see and when they see her, they hope that she can give them a well, work
or maybe she can bring them a project. That woman is powerful, she has access to all
kinds of resources, she can hurt and is not vulnerable. She is part of a large network of
anasara', she can give power and goods.
I believe that these women are separated in people's minds, but sometimes they mix
together, other times they are as separate as black and white. Some people identified me as
the former woman I have identified and never saw me differently, while others saw me
always as and anasara, and still others jumped between the different conceptualizations of
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me (my closest friends). Of course, all these people are right. Both these women exist in
one and that is really no contradiction. I am both a type and an individual. Identity is
multi-facial, contextual, fluid, unfinished. No matter how much I want to escape from
both these identities, how much I want to escapc the expectations and typification that
people assign me, as well as to escape from my own fears and desires shaped by my
culture, society, lived experience; there is no place to hide from either.

Consumption and Modernity

The West goes to Niger in order to explore the Other in Afnca. Ainca used to be the
"dark continent," exciting and sensational, to be explored and consumed. Recent
advertisements in Iceland awake this imaginary; they show a picture of a woman's body on
which an overhead with a map of Africa has been reflected. South Afnca fades into the
darkness between the thighs of the woman. Another version of this commercial has the
same structure and form, except that the person is a male instead of the female. The
caption reads in both advertisements, "Are you planning on traveling to exotic places? Go
all the way!" Today as before in the West (even in Iceland), Afnca is associated with sex,
desire, and exploration of exotic pleasures.
A fundamental principle of modem consumerism can be seen as the realization of
private fantasy, driven by a desire that can never be satisfied. Consumption is thus a
creation of an imagined existence, an identity space (Friedman 1991:158). Through
consumption, human beings state what they are and what they want to be, as well as to
associate themselves with certain groups in societies. T.C. Frank argues that the 1960s
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became the retailers' dream, because for each new identity which people chose, an
extensive shopping experience was necessary (Frank 1992:103). He states;

"We let our hair grow, cut it short, tie it in a ponytail, dye it, cut lines and words into
it. We wear all black. We purchase every new product, visit every new nightclub we think
will set us apart from the crowd, and exemplify our daring disdain for tradition. And then
a few months latter we do it all over again with other products and other places" (Frank
1992:102).
The popularity of nature and authentic natives had led both to be transformed into
commodities highly valued in the Western world. The commercialization of WoDaaBe
items is not an isolated phenomenon, but part of a larger trend of integrating indigenous
people into commercial markets. Producers for various kinds of products use native
names and the images of native people to attract consumers to buy their products. As this
quote shows, many of the products are associated with something considered healthy or
natural:

"During the day the consumer can drink native teas and snack on Hopi blue Popcorn or
pcmmican (natural or carob-cocoa). To be 'naturally' clean, one can shampoo with Native
American Naturals and bathe with Zuni soaps... One can drive a Chief Grand Cherokee or
Pontiac to and from work" (Wesaw 1995:9).
Taussig argues that the interest in the primitive in Western popular culture came as a
part of commodity consumption. He states that ironically, "modernity stimulated
primitivism along with wiping out the primitive" (Taussig 1993:231). Consumption does
not exist outside fields of power. As argued by Root, contemporary Westem culture
socializes people in the way that they defrne themselves in relation to the products they
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possess, trying to acquire more, never to be satisfied. The aristocratic dream is to possess
the ability of extensive consumption, where consumption equals power. The whole world
"exists as a warehouse of treasures" (Root 1996:12, 21). Root points out that
"consumption is power and the ability to consume excessively and willfully becomes the
most desirable aspect of power" (Root 1996:9). As a Tucson bumper sticker says, "The
winner is the one with the most toys."

Helping Others through Consumption

Just as WoDaaBe representations in the West are a part of larger stream of interest in
indigenous people, WoDaaBe commodities are also part of a larger stream of interest in
consuming native products. The West's consumption has been seen as the solution for the
survival of minority groups, the goal of "finding" a place for the Other in Western culture.
It has been argued that the only way for indigenous people to survive and maintain control
over their land is by becoming connected into the free market system, and using their
ecosystem to yield profit in an ecologically sustainable way (Turner 1995a). Terence
Turner describes this as the "currently fashionable neo-liberal idea that the free market is
the best solution to social and economic problems" (Turner 1995a:2). Cultural Survival has
for example marketed various products everything from the company's projects directed at
indigenous people. Other examples of such an approach are Ben and Jerry's "the
Rainforest crunch" ice cream and the Body Shop's "Trade not Aid" (Turner 1995a:5). The
Body Shop project is explained as aiming toward redressing economic inequalities by

Dr. Richard Henderson pointed this out to mc.
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giving people tools to help themselves, and is thus "an example of how profits and
principles can go hand in hand" (The Body Shop 1995:37).
The interest in the natives, however, does not stop with observing their images or
buying objects. Those who can afford it would seek a closer encounter. Thus, these
approaches advocating production and consumption of "native" objects should not be
distinguished from tourism, especially Eco-tourism, which usually claims to be a
sustainable form of tourism (see Crick 1989; Cater 1992; Smith 1990). Advocates for
tourism frequently claim on similar lines that tourism will help to develop poor
communities and countries by bringing in foreign currency, as well as maintaining that
tourism leads to a cross cultural understanding, i.e., that tourism is a "dialogue between
cultures" (Rossel 1988:6-7). This interest in natives is an interest in "authentic natives."
Increasingly, more people desire to view these people in their "natural" environment, or at
least in "traditional" clothings, doing "traditional" things.
Tourist companies in the Amazon in Iquitos, Peru, usually include a visit to indigenous
people in their tourist programs. Their choice of what indigenous groups to visit is
determined by what groups do not use Western clothes and thus defined as the most
primitive and authentic (Seiler-Baldinger 1988:181). Backman argues, in relation to
tourism among the Maasai, that most tourists want an "original" photo, not a postcard, of a
Maasai warrior to take home with them (Backman 1988:47). The interest, however, in
meeting the needs and presupposed ideas of tourists, can have drastic consequences for the
native people. In the 1980s, the Department of Nature Conservation within the South West
African administration was pushing to have the Nyae Nyae declared as a game reserve.
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excluding all livestock from the area. However, it was not supposed to be completely free
of human beings, because a few Ju/Tioansi (sometimes called San or !Kung), the
government had previously forced to stop living a bush life, were supposed to dress up in
their "traditional" clothing, dance, and sell tourist items to the wealthy tourists who would
presumably want to see and "consume" a "real bushman" (Lee [1984]1993:162).
Sometimes tourists have no interest in the local people, but only in a natural
envirormient without humans. Thus, as a result of the development of tourism, native
people have often lost access to their resources and/or whole communities have been
relocated (Derman and Ferguson 1994; Gonseth 1988). The Maasai in East Africa have,
for example, been denied free access to their pasture in some national parks, because the
tourists were interested in seeing wild animals in their "natural" environment, not bunches
cows, goats, and sheep grazing on the savanna (Bachman 1988:58). This information
indicates that the tourists do not really want to consume reality but rather what they
conceptualize as the Other (the more authentic, "natural" and different, the better the
societies/individuals qualify as Others). In some cases, native people thus have to adapt
themselves to the image that the tourists have of them. These examples raise doubts about
the cross-cultural understanding that is supposed to take place through tourism. One can
even argue that tourism is "actually an activity by means of which stereotypes are
perpetuated and even reinforced rather than broken down" (Crick 1989:329).
The Body Shop is an interesting example of the idea that indigenous people are
empowered by connecting to international markets, because of the Body Shop's strong
public image as a "different" company, seeking to empower native people, and as an
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environmentally friendly business. Probably one of the best known "Trade not Aid"
projects is the trading with the Kayapo in the Amazon. Anita Roddick offered the Kayapo
a business deal, involving the pressing of Brazilian nut oil to be used in the Body Shop's
hair conditioners. The Kayapo have pressed for an expansion of production since current
levels do not financially provide nearly what the community needs, but even though
Kayapo-e.xtracted Brazil nut oil is less than one percent of the volume of the "Brazil Nut
Hair Conditioner," the Body Shop is not willing to expand its production (Turner 1995b;8).
This is not surprising when kept in mind that the nut oil is not the most valuable
commodity that the Body Shop gets out of its' business with the Kayapo. The nut oil can
be described as the means to gaining access to something of a much higher market value,
which are the images and the words of the Kayapo themselves to advertise the Body Shop.
The most valuable item "traded" is thus something for which the Body Shop pays nothing
(Turner n.d.:23-24). Stephan Cony argues in relation to projects such as the Body Shop's;

"The company is able to set the price unilaterally, and to dictate how much or how little
it will buy. This is dependence, not empowerment. It is simply another example of a
powerful company selecting and controlling a powerless labour force" (quoted in Turner
1995b:4).

In addition, as pointed out by Corry, the more economically productive the natives can
make their natural resources, the greater the incentives are for other more powerfiil
individuals and groups to take over their areas (Turner I995b:4). To claim, as the Body
Shop does, that people can protest environmental and human rights abuses by buying
expensive cosmetics points again to the different dimensions of power between the West
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and indigenous people, along with indicating the desire to consume that has become so
characteristic of the west. This approach carries the implication that "we" in the West do
not need to consume less, "we" only need to buy the right products!
Probably the best known case of indigenous people protesting the commercialization of
their identity by "others" are native American demonstrations against the New Age
movement's appropriation of their rituals and images. Lakota leaders have for example, in
a "declaration of war" denounced this practice harshly, and activists have associated this
with long racism of native American people (Brown 1998:201).

Making a Living from One's Identity

My previous stories of people in Niamey, of men selling jewelry, of women trying to
cam a few coins by various means, are all stories of marginality. Niamey is not the place
where most WoDaaBe desire to be, but a place where they go because they have no other
options. Even though some learn to like the city, most people desire to go back to the bush
where their parents are, where their family and security net is. The work in Niamey is hard
for most people, involving long hours for meager earnings. Most of those who had worked
in the border town, I described above, had not been able to purchase any animals from their
earnings, but were only able to get enough to eat from day to day. Ali's testimony that he
felt shame (semtedum) over not having been able to earn something probably also applies
to many other migrant workers in the same situation. In addition, as we have seen, the
cxtemal conditions of their herding economy leds to an extensive loss of animals when
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annual rainfall is low. Thus, in the long run, the artisanal work does not change their
overall situation or provide the solution to their problems.
Most WoDaaBe do not benefit greatly from their work in the city, as only a few have
managed to earn enough to buy more livestock. I focus most on those working in the
artisana, for the reason that they are in most contact with Whites. The artisana workers
receive low prices for their products in addition to having to meet the higher cost of living
that is associated with the city. It has been pointed out that in relation to tourism in
general, most tourists' money does not leave their country of origin, and thus it is unlikely
to empower indigenous peoples. Goods have to be imported by the host country to meet
the tourists' needs, and the building of infrastructure can increase the host country's
national debt (Crick 1989:315-316; Rossel 1988:6). Rossel argues that only 10% - 30%
remains in the country and usually goes into the pockets of those who are affluent (Rossel
1988:6). In addition, most of the few jobs that the tourism industry offers local people are
unskilled and thus low paid labor (Crick 1989:316). WoDaaBe benefits from tourism are
mostly from the sale of WoDaaBe jewelry, even though they can also benefit from dance
and other tourist related activities.
The example of the Body Shop project previously cited, points to the vulnerable
position of indigenous people especially in relation to the international market. Various
people who come to Niger in order to buy WoDaaBe jewelry to sell in the West. The price
the WoDaaBe gain for these products is not high, even though they sometimes manage to
sell their products directly to individual tourists on the street. Foreign jewelry sellers buy
their products for a low price, using the advantages of cheap labor in the Third world. In
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their own countries in the West these products are then sold in prestigious stores which
place high prices on the items because of their hand-made "indigenous" nature.
However, the use of cheap labor is not limited to Westerners. As pointed out in
relation to artisana work, an interesting internal dynamic in relation to tourism has been
developing. Some WoDaaBe (even though few) have been able to get some earnings from
artisana work. It was pointed out to me several times that it is actually not those who make
the artisana products who have been able to earn some money, but rather those who sell it.
This is a reference to the few WoDaaBe who have developed strong sales networks, and do
not even bother to make jewelry themselves but just buy it from other WoDaaBe. These
individuals buy the product for a relatively low price from the other WoDaaBe and then
sell it for much higher prices to Westerners. An important basis of this is to own a place (a
house) in order to have a location where clients can come to purchase these products.
Those who arrive in Niamey with some capital have better prospects of being able to buy
their own house, in addition to being able to engage in selling more valuable products that
give greater profit. There are, however, other factors as well. Those who have prior
contact with Whites are in a much better situations. They are more likely to get clients for
their products because they can become more integrated into a network of "Whites,"
perhaps, making friends and business associates of the original White contact In addition,
they can have access to credit, and they are also more likely to be asked to do dances for
private or public gatherings.
The ambiguity in the relationship between WoDaaBe and Whites is reflected in the
relationship of friendship. Anasara are seen as the road to prosperity. When I ask if
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someone is doing fine in his work, the reply I often get is, "Yes, He has lot of anasara
friends." Cross-cultural exchanges thus do not carry equal exchange, and are not a
reflection of equal opportunities. These issues of power and resistance are well put by
Akali when he criticized Europeans and Americans (probably including me) by saying; "It
is very good that the French and the Americans come and see WoDaaBe. But, they come
and sec the WoDaaBe and then leave. WoDaaBe are never able to go anywhere. They
cannot go to America and see things there. Americans come and go, but we can never go
anywhere."
Those who come to take photos and seek experiences can, as the jewelry buyers,
market this experience later and become rich on colorfiil books telling about the exotic
lives and rituals of this people. One person probably benefiting most, however, is probably
the very same anthropologist who arrives in order to do research from which he can later
gain power and prestige. The WoDaaBe are left with tales of glorious countries which
they will never be able to visit (at the best only to be "taken" there by Whites), with a
handful of some coins from the selling of a few items.

Agency
The popular representations indicate that indigenous people are desired because they
arc conceptualized as existing outside history, "pure" and primitive. Pictures of either
beautiful young WoDaaBe women or painted males ready for a dance are popular items in
the brochures from travel companies. They are also common decorations on post-cards,
the main buyers probably being Westerners writing back "home." It can be assumed that
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the representations in the popular press stimulate interest in the WoDaaBe as a tourist
attraction, along with stimulating the interest of W^estemers working in Niger.
Books that discuss the WoDaaBe are sold in Niger, and various people carry them in
from the Western world. Many WoDaaBe have seen their own images and are thus to
some extent familiar with their own representations, even though they cannot read the texts
nor placc these images in a larger context of Western representation and images. The
interactions between Whites and the WoDaaBe also make the WoDaaBe familiar with
some of the orientations of the popular representations and especially the desire of anasara
to get items to consume or appropriate. These include photos of themselves with a "real"
BoDaaDo, the purchase of something old or hand made, to see some WoDaaBe dances and
receive WoDaaBe names. The myth of the WoDaaBe as unchanging people is thus what
many WoDaaBe use to gain money in order to be able to retum to the pastoral economy.
I formerly saw the "traditional" statements (open or hidden) of what a great friend
anthropologists became with "their natives" as somewhat arrogant, because after all is not
the appropriation of a native's friendship the most powerful appropriation of it all? For
tourists it is the cream on their experience, for anthropologists it is a sign of the
authenticity of their research results. I have always felt at unease with this thought, both
prior to my fieldwork and while doing the research. I constantly asked myself whether I
was making friends with people because I like them as "somebodies" or because I just
wanted a native's friendship, a WoDaaBe friendship. My view has not changed, even
though it has to some extent been transformed. I feel more sympathetic towards such
claims of friendship. I think now that a part of the desire for friendship on the
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ethnographer's behalf is the result of wanting to be somebody him/herself. At times,
resulting from the long periods of loneliness, I had almost forgotten what it meant to be
Kristin. When one forgets one's whiteness (while no one else has), the desire for
friendship becomes so consuming that nothing else seems to matter. Perhaps our claims of
friendship are both arrogant statements of how well we "penetrated" the society, and
constitute a revelation of our greatest vulnerability of all.
Many WoDaaBe males know how to manipulate the desires of Whites for the exotic, as
demonstrated at the beginning of this section. WoDaaBe women in Niamey are more
passive, even though some actively seek out anasara clients for their embroidery or
decorated calabashes. These WoDaaBe fulfill the aristocratic dream of the White, were
one sees oneself as being able to penetrate the native, able to acquire his fnendship, and be
the "first" to be a fnend of this isolated and primitive people. WoDaaBe consciously
manipulate the anasara's desire to temporarily acquire a new identity. One man told me
that I was truly a BoDaaDo and would become more so if I gave him money because, after
all, that would demonstrate that we were from the same family. Also, I was told that the
"natural" fiiendships between WoDaaBe and Whites should also lead to Whites
distributing money to the WoDaaBe. It is not surprising that many WoDaaBe products to
be sold have to be modified to fit the consumer, because after all, as I have discussed, the
Whites (as a group) are interested in the WoDaaBe as clones of their own fantasies.
Products also are designed in such a way that they fit the living model of the West,
embroidery is done on different kinds of clothing, as previously discussed, and it is also
possible to buy embroidered "hand-bags" and table cloths, even napkins if one is lucky. At
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the Jiilde festival, WoDaaBe receive high prices for photos taken of them by Whites. The
overall discussion concerning the festival shows to what extent money has started to play
an important part in it. The dances are modified in various ways in order to be more
consumable.
The manipulation of the ideas that anasara have of WoDaaBe were expressed to me in
various interactions. A few young male friends and I were talking about the relationship of
WoDaaBe and anasara, and touched on the issue of how occupied many anasara are with
the physical appearance of the WoDaaBe. One of my friends asks me, "Don't you find the
WoDaaBe to be beautiful?" (Notebook 19-1-1997). I look at him and I see that he is
teasing me, but still since the other males are there with me, he is eager for my answer. He
has earlier expressed how much the Whites like the WoDaaBe and as a consequence, how
much they like to help them. I wait too long with my answer and finally admit that I find
some of the males to be attractive. I blush when I say it, because after all, I am an
ethnographer and I have been feeling guilty about these feelings. But, I also add that the
desire to help someone should not derive from his or her beauty, and thus the anasara
should not help the WoDaaBe because they are beautiful but because they are poor and
marginal just as so many other groups in Niger. He understands me, and agrees with me.
For him it is because of God that someone should be helped, which is close enough to my
own reason that others should be helped.
The selling of identity related products involves using the myth of the WoDaaBe as
isolated unchanging people. In the light of the various occupations and dynamic responses
that the WoDaaBe have shown through history, this can be seen as one more attempt to
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find new ways of adapting to a changing and perhaps increasingly hostile world. Thus the
WoDaaBe are not passive or unable to resist their conditions, but are still situated in a web
of relations which is important to see.

Desires and Power

What is then the structure of feelingof being an anasara in Niger? What is the
texture of the experience that it carries? How does it feel to be treated as truly one of the
master race? A white person sits down with the WoDaaBe and she is sure to enter into the
Garden of Eden before the fall (as phrased by Taussig). There is no evilness in this world,
no corruption. Instead of guilt-laden stories of colonization and power, s/he will hear
stories of how "good" white people actually are, how much they have done to help other
people. S/he will hear how beautiful her skin and color is and how "her people" are in fact
the same as theirs. S/he will hear how much her fiiendship is valued, how much the
friendship with all whites is desirable. No more guilt, no more shame, no more bitter taste
of power and inequality.
Who does not like white? Who does not like the color of power? Who does not want to
be associated with it, if for nothing else than to harvest a few crumbs from the feast?

As I have previously pointed out, Whites do not arrive to Niamey because they want to
sec WoDaaBe (or any indigenous group), but because they want to see the people whom
they have previously experienced in colorful brochures or books. Such a view was
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reflected in the views of one woman who had lived and worked in Niger for couple of
years. She warned me at the beginning of my fieldwork that my WoDaaBe friends were
not "real" WoDaaBe because "real" WoDaaBe would not work in the city, would not be
interested in money, would not accept that photographs were taken of them. This woman
clearly had a strong idea of what constituted a "real" WoDaaBe, which she had learned
through other white fhends and magazines and books. Those who failed to conform to her
idea of real WoDaaBe were simply rejected as false or corrupt. I know an example of a
white woman who especially sought WoDaaBe who had never been to Niamey, to have
them perform dances in an exhibition in various European countries. For the second group
to perform for her organization, she requested new people also "fresh" from the bush. This
indicates wanting to "display" WoDaaBe who are somehow "pure," who have never seen
civilization, and are thus more exciting than those not conforming as nicely with the
popular image of the WoDaaBe as timeless, isolated people. Another white woman, who
sold WoDaaBe items in Europe, asked for traditional WoDaaBe clothing, but she wanted it
used and worn. Thus, people were paid to make it and to wear it for one year before it was
shipped to her. Hence it was not enough for the consumers to posses "real" WoDaaBe
clothing, but the body fluids of a "real" WoDaaBe had to be included as well in the
product. To me it is something strangely devouring with desire to wish to obtain
something so personal from a stranger.
The effects of the popular representation on how the WoDaaBe are conceptualized in
"real" life was also visualized to me in another context. As discussed previously there is a
I am using here rather loosely a conccpt initiated by Raymond William. It refers among other things to ''meanings
and values as they are actively lived and felt," as well as social experiences that arc "still in process" CW'illiams
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long history of emphasizing the sexuality of the Other, and this is also elaborated in
popular representations of the WoDaaBe. When I told Western males that I was
conducting fieldwork among the WoDaaBe, I frequently got lifting of eyebrows and
"suggestive" smiles and comments, implying that a young woman must definitely be doing
something else among the WoDaaBe than serious fieldwork.
What makes me uneasy are the issues of power and lack of power which are manifested in these various relationships of consumption, representation and tourism. The
commercialization strategies discussed previously, intended toward improving the lives of
indigenous people (i.e., that natives can be empowered by producing exotic commodities
for the market and/or be a tourist attraction), have in common that the power relationship
between the natives and the people in the West not really being challenged or questioned. I
fear that by using these strategies, native people are simply transformed into expensive
commodities for those who can afford it. As Rossel points out in relation to tourism, it is
seen as quite natural for some people to spend their holidays in areas which are inhabited
by people who themselves have no means to travel (Rossel 1988:2).
I have mentioned previously that I have observed the WoDaaBe collect personal items
to be sold, both those living in the bush and Niamey. To me, there is something disturbing
about seeing people collecting their personal clothing and items to be sold in a distant
country to a strzmger. In many cases, people do this because they feel that they caimot
afford to do otherwise. This is an ugly picture of a powerless people, without choices,
selling their personal items to strangers in far away places. Thus, even though I find it

1977:132)
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important that people are proud of their cultural heritage, it is also important that they have
the means of making real choices. The relationship of anasara and WoDaaBe are
characterized by a very unequal distribution of power, where WoDaaBe are the ones who
arc being looked at and consumed, where WoDaaBe have no real choice regarding the
direction of the relationship. During one collection of items to sell while on a dance trip, I
asked Akali why people would sell things that they obviously cared about. He said
harshly, "You think that someone wants to sell his tradition, something that he has had for
a long time and loves? You think someone wants like this? You only sell this something
because you don't have another choice."
The collection of native objects and their extensive consumption also forms an uneasy
reminder of the history of people who have been stripped of their art and ceremonial
objects, in order for Westem people to be able to enjoy them in museums or even in their
own homes (Root 1996:21). The colonist, the explorer will thus decide what is authentic
and thus what is worth buying and saving (Root 1996:21).
Are the WoDaaBe really so interesting, as poor people in dirty clothing, desperately
needing money? Are they interesting as people of color? Some of those I have talked
about have dark skin and thick lips, curly hair and broad noses. I envision some of my
friends, those who are not lucky enough to get clients to sell jewelry or turbans, I envision
Ali and others who smuggle petroleum over the borders. Ali's front teeth are broken, he
looks worn out even though he is a young man, his clothing is dirty and torn. Still, he is
someone, he is proud of his identity as a BoDaaDo, he has desires and dreams, even
though he does not come in as a nice wrapper as the WoDaaBe in the picture books.
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CHAPTER 24
SUBJECTIVITV' AND THE WODAABE

Theories of the Subject

My discussion so far has focused on several themes associated with identity, power and
desire. I have traced WoDaaBe ideas about themselves and their relationship with their
natural and social environments, as well as Western ideas regarding the Other, in order to
place the WoDaaBe within global structures of power and meaning. In this section, I seek
to draw together these ideas in order to explain how they assign different subject positions
to the WoDaaBe. Ideology itself needs subjects in order to be effective (Althusser
1971:171). Understanding the way in which WoDaaBe have been constituted as subjects
is thus important to grasp how lived reality is given meaning (see Weedon 1987:8), to
focus on subjects is to try to grasping the various locations of ideology and identity in an
integrated world.
My main theoretical influences in this regard are the writings of some of the feminist
post-structuralists, who provide useflil insight into identity and subjectivity. Subjectivity is
important because it concerns the way individuals view themselves as well as the way in
which others see them. Of no less importance, different subject positions create various
sites of resistance and acting on the world. Representations constitute ideologies or
"regimes of truth," as well creating certain subjects within these ideologies. Althusser has
pointed out that people are "always already subjects," that prior to the birth of an
individual, he or she has subject positions. Thus, subject positions are larger than the
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individual, they are historically formed. Althusser also maintains that ideology "recruits"
subjects and "transforms" individuals into subjects through the process of interpellation,
i.e. the process in which social representations are accepted and absorbed by individuals as
their own representations (Althusser 1971:174). Through this process, social relations
manifested in representations become 'real,' even though they are in fact constituted by
imaginary relations. It is important to notice that in this context, the concept "imaginary"
refers to the relationship of the individual within a subject position that she or he takes.
Lacan's rereading of Freud addresses the making of the self in relation to others.
According to Lacan, the self is constituted through a world of images and representations.
Some of Lacan's important contributions are his ideas relating to the mirror stage, which
involves a child identifying with its own image in a mirror (discussed for example in
Moore 1994:42-43). Lacan's idea implies that the self is not autonomous, but is created in
relations to the Other. He thus disputes the idea that subjects are fixed and have natural
unified identities. Subjects are the products of social, historical, and cultural systems of
signification more than fixed biological \mits (Moore 1994:44). The application of his
ideas in post-structuralist theories, see subjects as made through discourse and discursive
practices. Lacan himself, even though seeing the subject as constituted through language,
was not talking about social discourse, but more referring to systems of signs (Moore
1994:25). De Lauretis, theorizing gender and sex, has combined these ideas of the subject
with Foucault's ideas of embodiment. I find that all subject positions can apply to her
comments on gender, and thus all subject positions can be seen as "the set of effects
produced in bodies, behaviors, and social relations" (De Lauretis 1987:3). Subjects can
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thus be seen as being made through social representations, producing real effects on
individuals and their relations to the world. In addition, subject positions are the products
of various social technologies, institutional discourses and practices (De Lauretis 1987:2).
Subjects are made through discourse and discursive practices, which provide various
subject positions within different discourses. This means that there are no single subjects,
but that individuals take multiple subject positions. Discourses have difference as one of
their focal points and thus discourse assigns different subject positions to different
individuals. This means that major dimensions of difference, such as race, class, ethnicity,
sexuality, religion, and gender, interact in ways that give a multiplicity of subject positions
(Moore 199455-57). As pointed out by De Laurestis, as a result of the individual's various
subject positions, the subject is multiple and contradictory (De Lauretis 1987:2).
This means that individuals are given different subject positions within society that are
constituted through various social representations and institutional technologies. A single
individual can have several subject positions, because the different aspects of his/her
identity are given social and political meaning'^^. Philip Corrigan and Derek Sayer have
discussed the way in which the State constitutes identities, by regulating the civil society
into different subjects (such as voters and consumers). My discussion does not focus on
the State apparatus in particular, but these ideas can well be applied to larger structures
than the State. What is important, for my purpose, is these authors awareness of how these
different subject positions assigned to individuals, force them to speak in a particular way,
playing these roles. Some identities are thus privileged and approved while others are
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surpressed. The State (or in my case, discourses that constitute subjects) can thus be said
to categorize the '"self," making individuals act certain roles, based on certain rules in
particular situations (Corrigan and Sayer 1985:198). Thus, as pointed out by Roseberry,
the power of state rest not so much on the consent of the subjects, but on the way in which
the states defines and creates certain kinds of subjects and identities while ruling out other
subjects and identities (Roseberry 1994:357).
I find this point to be valid because it indicates that even though individuals do
recognize and criticize their subject positions, they do not have a "voice" outside them, or
authority to speak within them. Bell hooks writes that subjectivity is not just an abstraction
but involves the lives of real people;

"I see how many of the people who are writing about domination and oppression are
distanced fi-om the pain, the woundedness, the ugliness. That it's so much of the time just
a subject - a 'discourse.'" (hooks 1990:215).

The WoDaaBe View of Themselves
Is misrecognition the only recognition possible (a question closely relating to whether
all representations are incorrect)? These questions do not stand so much within my field of
interest as does an understanding of their effects on reality. No matter whether
representations are correct or not, true or false, they still constitute a certain image of
reality and stand in a dialectical relationship with it. I do, however, believe that some
representations are simply false and that some are more correct than others, while some

This understanding also draws from Foucault, who has argued that the concept of the subject has two meanings, one
referring to identity and the other referring to someone being the "subject of someone else by control and dependence"
(Foucault 1983:212).
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representations can have more positive effects on reality than others. My goal is not so
much to evaluate the different representations (even though I have clearly criticized some),
but rather, to map them out in the context of power and domination. The WoDaaBe
represent themselves in a particular way, and within WoDaaBe society the subject is
created, by classifying individuals into particular positions. In the context of this discussion
on identity and subjectivity, I want to review some of the aspects that have been discussed
in various contexts regarding these issues, placing them in relation to the WoDaaBe.
The first part of my dissertation demonstrated that bold statements about "the"
WoDaaBe should be avoided, whereas the WoDaaBe, as an ethnic group, are characterized
by a great diversity even though some similarities can be detected. This diversity is
demonstrated both in how the WoDaaBe themselves see other WoDaaBe and in the way
the various historical conditions to which WoDaaBe have been exposed have shaped
different life paths of different groups. My focus has been on one lineage group, and I
have not attempted to contrast or show the diversity in how identity is manifested by
various groups, but focused on the self-representation of being WoDaaBe and the internal
differentiation within the WoDaaBe, in addition to individual experiences.
The experience of being BoDaaDo intersects, as do all ethnicities, with various
dimensions of identity such as gender, age and status. My discussion has focused mostly
on gender, as I believe that WoDaaBe constitute gender as one of the most important
points of difference. Ideas of gender constitute the categories of women and men as
different social actors, who have different activities, different sources of power, different
bodies, and who belong to different spaces. Gender thus affects access to resources and
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different forms of resistance and power. On the whole, male and female relations with the
natural and social world differ, and through the ideology of gender, two almost separate
but complementary worlds are created.
Being a woman or a man interacts with other subject positions, as I have demonstrated.
A woman is a wife and mother; she is also a part of a lineage group. These are all
positions from which she speaks and where other people will locate her and create
relationship with her accordingly. Women and men gain access to power through assigned
subject positions. A young childless woman {surbadjo) has control over her sexuality and
her body, something she loses when she is defined as a mother. However, through the role
of being a mother, a woman gains power through her children (being the most important
persons in their lives), access to economic assets (the milk of her husband's cows) and a
stronger bargaining position in society. Women also gain power from their ability to
ignore men, thus showing superior morality through adhering to mbodagansi (the moral
code). When the woman is controlled by older women and men, the young men are
controlled by their older brothers and other adult males. Young men do as well gain
stronger bargaining power within the lineage by having many children, and by wealth in
cattle (thus enabling themselves to participate in cattle loans {habana'f), formulating
important social bonds), and by taking many wives (thus having charm (togu) which
translates into status).
These dimensions of identity do, however, not have reference to being a WoDaaBe or a
non-WoDaaBe. They do not exist within the realm of such discourses, but assign different
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experiences to being a person within WoDaaBe society. Thus, women, poor people, the
elderly, are seen as being no less WoDaaBe than those who are male or wealthy.
"Being WoDaaBe" operate, however, as most ethnic identities, through a complicated
symbolic system of inclusion and exclusion. The construction of Us and Other in
WoDaaBe society thus shows that this identity has to be contextualized according to the
social context in which it takes place. The wuro (house) is the smallest unit of "same
people" in this case not simply referring to an actual house, but people who have
descended not long ago from the same wuro. The wuro constitutes the most important idea
of sameness, of same people. In a local setting, one speaks of my family, and not-my
family, even within the context of the same lineage fraction. A WoDaaBe lineage divides
into almost endless fractions, and as all social realities, these lineage fractions do not
constitute coherent graphs of division but are rather unorderly and historically constituted.
This has been explained by Dupire (1970:308), but in this context, I want to demonstrate
this dynamic somewhat further.
The WoDaaBe see themselves as descendents of two brothers Ali and Degi whose
ancestors constitute two maximum lineages; Alidjam and Degere'ul. Degire'ul then is
seen as dividing into three lineages; Degiredji, Godjanko'en and Gawanko'en.
Godjanko'en see themselves as divided into two main lineages, Utei balebe and Utei
Wodebe. In a context of a person belonging to Alidjam, an individual belonging to Utei
Wodebe identifies himself as Degire'ul. However, in a interaction with someone who is

Tea Virtancn points out. discussing pastoral Fulani in Cameroon, the conditions of following pulaaku are relatively
ungendered, being similar for women and men (Virtanen n.d.:17).
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Degircdji, the same individual would see himself as Godjanko'en'^^. The individual in
table 24.1. thus belongs to Utei wodebe, Godjanko'en and Degire'ul.

Table 24.1. The lineaee^s Fractioning

Unknown ancestor

Degire'ul

idjam

Dcgiredji
Gawanko'en
(Further
(Further fractionating)
fractionating)

Utci Balcbc

Godjanko'en

(various fractions and subfiactions)

Utei wodebe

(further fractionating)

rniro (in this context assembly of houses)

Individual

Most Degire'ul are unclear about the lineage fractions within the Alidjam (and vice
versa), because in most social interactions it is sufficient for people to know that these are
people from the opposite maximal lineage. Buwa, in the example previously
demonstrated, stated that "the Alidjam are not my people," not really conceming himself
with the different lineage fractions within the Alidjam. Thus, the ideas of Us and Others

The lineage fractions arc much more numerous than I have stated. There arc both fractions from Utei and then cach
lineage mentioned also has divided several times and again.
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within WoDaaBe society gain meaning from the social context in which a person is
speaking. This means that different lineages are only a part of the ideological construct of
"us," when the "us" is posed against a different ethnic group. Within the lineages
themselves, a gradual division of Us and Other exists. Thus, on every level the WoDaaBe's
conceptualization of sameness goes through an identification of "my people" and "other
people." I want to reemphasize that what is being proposed here is in no way a new idea,
but I find it important to restate for the simple reason that it reminds us how identity is
always contextual.
As a result of identity being contextual and fluid, it can be seen as a resource from
which people draw from. A man who needs something from another Godjanko'en would
emphasize their common location as Godjanko'en within the lineage system, emphasizing
them as the same people, even though not from the same lineage fraction. If the same
person was in the situation of being involved with an Alidjam, s/he would assert their
common WoDaaBe-ness. If interacting with someone such as a Tuareg, s/he would
probably refer to their shared poverty or herding economies. This last point is also
important because if the fiactioning of the lineage is traced historically, it has not
necessarily taken place in the way in which contemporary WoDaaBe believe. Sometimes
kinship relations seem to be fictional. Dupire, for example, argues that the WoDaaBe
origin story of their deriving from two brothers, is not supported by any historical evidence
(Dupire 1962:285).

The fact that lineage groups are based to some extent on Active or

' I n s o m einstances, lineagegroupsdivideintot w og r o u p sb u tb o t hgroupsa r eplaced i n t h es a m ehistorical f r a m e
(such there is the lineage x, lineage x splits into xl and x2. but both are seen as belonging to x. Then xl splits into two
fractions, x I. I. and x1.2. X1.1however, continues to be called x I while the x 1.2. receives a new name and not seen
as part of the x 1, only part of the x).
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rearranged kinship means that the system of inclusion and exclusion, of sameness and
otherness, involves various political and historical dynamics (these issues have of course
been extensively discussed by Evans-Prichard 1940).
As my discussion has shown, WoDaaBe identity is created through a process of
exclusion and inclusion not only within social environment but also within natural
environments. WoDaaBe locate themselves both within the natural environment and
outside it. Thus, the opposition of "nature" and "culture" (to use popular phrases in
anthropology) exists along with the notion of WoDaaBe and the bush as coexisting. Here
again this ideological construction gains meaning from its context. When WoDaaBe place
themselves within other peoples, they deHne themselves as creatures of the bush. They
need the bush in order to live, and their home is integrated within the bush. However,
when WoDaaBe place themselves within the context of the bush itself, in relation to its
environment and animals, they separate their own home (yvuro) from it, as an area of
safety, solidarity and social relationship. These ideas are most clearly demonstrated in
stories of the ginnol as I explored in chapter four.
Locations are also important in terms of identity, because bush and town are locations
which identity is acted out in different ways. As I have shown, the idea of a unified
WoDaaBe is acted out within the context of Niamey. Even though conflicts exist within
the space of the city, these conflicts are not acted out in such a way that they become
evident to those considered to be non-WoDaaBe. Niamey constitutes a neutral zone where
differentation is set aside, because ethnic identification takes place by opposing all
WoDaaBe against the non-WoDaaBe. Buwa's and Inne's comments regarding the Djulde
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dance in Niamey both point toward the extent in which some WoDaaBe are not "their
people," even though in discourse, both would idealize what it means to be a WoDaaBe as
though it was one shared identity. Thus, the lived experience of being WoDaaBe and
individual discourses conflict with the self-representation which the WoDaaBe give
themselves. This connects to another aspect of self-representation, which is the mis
representation of oneself, which I will soon discuss at soon.
What are then the key concepts which WoDaaBe see as differentiating themselves from
others? How are ethnic boundaries created within WoDaaBe social thought? Certain key
symbols relating to herding mark what it means to be WoDaaBe. The herding stick {saaru)
and the migration movements igonsul) are markers of identity which people refer to when
asked what it means to be WoDaaBe. In addition, the WoDaaBe identify themselves as
different from others because they embody a variety of distinctive symbols (such as
tattoos, hairstyle, jewelry, clothing) as well as social practices (such as bofido, the status of
pregnant women; affo, the taboo on saying the name of the first child; kobgal, the marriage
organized by parents; and other taboos (mboda)). Being WoDaaBe is thus expressed by a
series of symbols, which gain meaning because they are a part of people's everyday life.
Being WoDaaBe, however, is not only adhering to such markers but involves a certain
view of life, a certain way of relating to others. I have identified this moral idea, the
mbodagansi, as one of the key markers of being WoDaaBe, both guiding how life is
conceptualized, as well as formulating everyday behavior. The ideals which mbodagansi
incorporate are, in its basic form, not gender or age specific (even though it is assumed that
those who are older should have learned better how to follow them), but form the basis of
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every individual's life within WoDaaBe society. Thus, for both men and women,
mbodagansi means patience and respect, indifference and generosity toward others.
These aspects mentioned are what the WoDaaBe conceptualize as differentating them
from other ethnic groups, making the WoDaaBe one people. Ethnic boundaries are thus
crcatcd and maintained through visual aspects (such as the symbols discussed) and also
through a discourse of social practices and norms seen as characterizing the WoDaaBe.
However, even though WoDaaBe see themselves as separate from other ethnic groups,
they still rely on them economically due to their dependence on grain and various products.
Most other groups speak another language and thus the ethnic boundaries are clearly
demonstrated. These boundaries are further asserted by the sense that these other ethnic
groups do not have the moral properties {mbodagansi) of the WoDaaBe and do not practice
herding as the WoDaaBe do.''' What I find particularly interesting is the connection of the
Fulani and the WoDaaBe who speak the same language and have so many of the same
histories and practices. As I have discussed, the WoDaaBe today do generally not
conceptualize themselves and the Fulani to be one people, in spite of their historical
connections. The connections between these two ethnic groups still have to be
contextualized, just as other ethnic relations. I have heard both WoDaaBe and Fulani refer
to each other as bandirabe (relative), but only within certain contexts where people either
needed something from each other, or when they were showing a token of respect to the
person in question. An interesting aspect of the way in which ethnic boundaries are
maintained can perhaps be found in the different interpretation the WoDaaBe and Fulani

There arc still Tuareg groups who do practicc herding and which the WoDaaBe are in interaction with.
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have of the name "WoDaaBe." The concept "WoDaaBe" is probably derived from the
concept mboda (taboo or avoidance). I quote Reed who argues; "WoDaaBe is given by
some of the Bomu Fulani as the verb 'woZJa' which Gaden in his dictionary translates as 'to
have taboo; to have as a taboo'" (Reed 1932:424). This is the same interpretation of the
term that WoDaaBe give, asserting that their ethnic name refer to "people who respect
taboo." Thus, according to this definition, the Fulani are not WoDaaBe because they do
not respect taboos as well as the WoDaaBe.However, according to information from
Fulani, the definition of the concept WoDaaBe is that they are the people who broke a
taboo and were as a consequence excluded from Fulani society. Both these explanations
seek to understand and explain the separation of two similar groups by claiming superior
moral standing as the basis for the separation. My previous discussion on terminology and
classification of the WoDaaBe demonstrated the difficulties in tracing the WoDaaBe
history as separated from Fulani history, due to most theorists and writers not seeing them
as separate groups. In addition, the term Bororo (which was commonly used to refer to
WoDaaBe) was clearly used for groups which today would be defined as Fulani by the
WoDaaBe in Niger.
WoDaaBe conception of Us and Other thus shapes itself to context, even though being
WoDaaBe is considered as clearly marked. Sameness and differentiation is created
through relations with the natural and social worlds, both of which depend on the social
context in which these relations are placed. WoDaaBe see themselves as the people of the
bush, united by strong bonds composed by symbols and a way of viewing the world.

This is also stated directly by people, not only implied in the concept.
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Creating the WoDaaBe Subject

My discussion focusing on identity and giobaiity has also placed somewhat of an
emphasis on representations of WoDaaBe, and the way in which they have been brought
into the global processes through the medium of presentation. It remains to be asked; how
do the WoDaaBe take on different subject positions in the West's discourse of the Other?
As I have shown the WoDaaBe seem to take two somewhat distinctive subject positions
within discourse in the West, even though both derive from the same historical roots; they
are on one hand seen as a pastoral people or livestock producers, and on the other as an
indigenous people. It is interesting to observe that the literature on pastoral herding
peoples does not refer much to its subject matter as "indigenous" or "native," and the
literature of indigenous people does not really speak much of livestock p r o d u c e r s . T h i s
demonstrates the way in which these are separate discourses, creating separate subjects.
The herding discourse is a political discourse because it formulates and affects the
development of orientation and planning of projects intended to affect people's lives.
Politics in Weber's definition is about the distribution of power in society, how resources
are distributed, to whom and controlled by whom. Even though power is the subtext of
various discourses, it is perhaps never as openly expressed as in development discourse.
Development is about power in multiple ways, both because it aims towards distributing
resources on a local level, and also because in the context of some of the very poor nation
states, development organizations can have important effects on national policies.

' They use the concept "nomadic." and I think to some extent, "pastoral."
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Development discourse is institutionalized and thus takes forms similar to that of the state
discourse. The subjects that the development discourse addresses and thus constitutes are
"underdeveloped" peoples, located in the space of the Third world. Those working on these
subjects are predominantly white Western males, equipped with data and various
technologies. The goal of the development is to transform these subjects into more
"modem" individuals and to transform their economies in a way that is seen as making
them more efficient and "rational." The problem with pastoral people was thus seen in
conjunction with the conceptualization of them as backward and unable to "produce" the
maximum number of livestock. This emphasis has been justified with reference to the
drought as signifying that these economies do not "fit" into the modem world.
The subject of development discourse is predominantly a male producer of animals in
an economic system which has been unchanged for a long time. People are thus
predominantly given the subject position of "producer." As my discussion has indicated
development discourse works fh)m a series of "subjects." Agricultural populations are
treated separately, constituting different subject matter.''"* Agricultural projects thus call
for a different approach and different emphasis.
Again, I want to point out in this context, that I find a focus simply on
subjectivity/power and the State to be too simplistic. The State is not autonomous and I
believe that three agents of power can be identified here. The State is to some extent, as
discussed, subordinated to the large development institutions. In addition, there are also
private multinational organizations, which are becoming more and more dominant agents
Some people working in the context of development,
emphasis, however, seems to remain the same.

however, call for more integration of projects. The general
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of power. It is interesting to briefly explore the relationship between these three "agents"
of power. In many Third world countries, the State needs the money development brings,
simply to keep itself from collapsing. Large development organizations, however, work
through the State, benefiting from various state institutions and information. The overall
international economy depends on the State, whereas foreign debts would not be paid if the
state was not maintained. As I have discussed, many development projects are aimed at the
herding subject, but seek to increase the national revenues of the State, not necessarily to
increase the well-being of the people in question. Many projects benefit urban populations
by controlling prices and imports, thus directly benefiting the State. Large multinational
corporations also need the state in order to regulate time and bodies of potential working
subjects, but cheap labor and lax regulations regarding security arc an important part of
profit for these institutions. The increased cry for privatization in Niger from development
institutions seems in an obvious way to serve the interest of these multinational
corporations. Who will the privatization of ranches benefit? My discussion has shown
that it will very likely not be the herders even though some "livestock producers" will have
a possibility of good revenues from ownership of land. Who will the privatization of
vaccination benefit? Does increased production in herding communities necessarily make
herding safer and increase the quality of life for those involved in it? Does increased
production not simply reflect the interest of the State? It seems rather as if the herders
become primary producers, providing raw material that the agents of the State then
finalize. Development projects also heavily promote production organized from above. An
example of that is the ongoing large scale, multi million dollar project by the World Bank,
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which aims at integrating herders but regulating their production. The basic idea here is
that a specific area will be fenced off and divided into several parts. Only one part of the
"ranch" will be used each time, and after a specific period the herders will be told to move
to the next part. In such a way, the herders will circulate through all the parts, allowing
each part of the grass cover to recover in a given time. All the herders in the area can
participate in this project, but they have to adhere to the rules which are set by the state
agents who regulate this use of land and decide what time people will move.'^^ If the
herders arc not willing to comply, they are told leave the area. It can be pointed out that
many WoDaaBe cannot comply with these rules because they have taboos concerning
movement on specific days. The State and development policies thus together regulate
certain kinds of subjects, who can be controlled and organized through various
technologies.
What I find interesting is not only how institutionalized discourses regulate subjects,
but also how it rules out certain subjects. Thias, the state works from particular kinds of
subjects, while suppressing other kind of subjects. In Niger, this is demonstrated by the
subjects of official discourse being herders and agriculturalists, while the ethnic subject
(i.e. people having specific ethnicity) is forcefully suppressed. This is not to say that
ethnicity is not mentioned in development reports, most include a static listing of relevant
ethnic groups, but ethnicity is more addressed as "technology" than identity. By this I
mean, that identity is seen as a relevant tool of classification, indicating language and some
static traditions rather than as a source of meaning and direction. This is coupled with
' Unfortunately, I could not get acccss to any of the documents that address this World Bank project taking place in
Niger. Most of my information basis on interviews with civil servants in the government.
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herding not being seen as a "way of life" or an important part of identity and existing in the
world. Herding is simply livestock production, and those who participate in it are simply
livestock producers. This dismissal of ethnicity is also reflected in the discourse of the
nation State's civil servants. During informal interviews with State agents, it was
frequently expressed that ethnicity was not relevant in contemporary Niger and for the
Niger State, ethnicity was not an issue. One civil servant told me that conflicts were never
between different ethnic groups, only between herders and agriculturalists. Thus, perhaps
not surprisingly, it is hard to gain access to statistics regarding ethnic distribution in
various spheres of the economy, and according to my information, such data is not
collected. Ethnicity has for a long time been seen as a thread for cohesion of the State, and
thus policies seen as increasing ethnic identification are traditionally not considered
desirable. The policies of international organizations and the state seems to be closely
correlated, aimed at maintaining the cohesion and power of the state (see also Ibrahim
1994).
I have discussed another kind of discourse, taking place in the popular press directed at
the West. This literature addresses indigenous people as clearly marked subjects,
characterized by their attachment to tradition, their preservation of rituals, and their long
settlement in the same place, invaded by alien cultures. The discourse of the "indigenous"
has a global quality in the sense that it brings together ideas of the Other in order to be
consumed by people in the West. These representations, however, also find their way into
the space of those subjugated by them, both because the literature is distributed there and
by affecting the lived relationship between the West and the "rest." The indigenous subject
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is created by being positioned against another subject, the "modem man," even though it is
also positioned against the "dark" masses that surround it. In addition to being a "pure"
product, the indigenous subject is an endangered species, having a constructive relationship
with the environment. It is interesting to observe that the indigenous subject is not
gendered, which again is also a dominant Western form of representation. Most
representations of the indigenous do not speak of inequalities within indigenous society, or
point toward the relationship of men and women in a critical way, nor do they focus on the
way in which gender is constructed and experienced. However, the subject is in fact
gendered because "the" WoDaaBe (or the Masaai, the Bushmen, etc.) are most often
males. Feminists in various contexts (such as Moore 1994:59) have pointed out this trend
of the unmarked subject being actually a male; the male subject is the unmarked, the norm,
the point of reference. The popular press thus constructs the view of "the" WoDaaBe as a
male, in addition to incorporating age, by representing "the" WoDaaBe as a young male
around 20-40 years old. Focusing on WoDaaBe representations in the popular press, there
is a silence regarding women's status within the society, their voices and difTerence within
the society. The exclusion of gender becomes more striking in my view, in the discussion
of the dance, which is framed within exotic sexual relations. WoDaaBe women appear as
running from their husbands during these dances for no reason. TTiere is no mention that
those who participate ir the dance at night are males (married and unmarried) and
unmarried young females. The wives are excluded from it. There is no mention of how it
feels for the wife to be left behind while her husband goes to these gatherings. Women are
simply defined as the objects of men's desire.
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The discourse of the indigenous rules out other subjects, such as those who are
displaced, those who live in small economies, on the margins but are not native to their
lands, or at least not more native than others in the area. Terence Turner has noted that
when the general Western public has shocked when news report revealed that some of the
Kayapo in the Amazonia were living a high lifestyle in the city as a result of their
engagement with the environmentalist agenda, at the expense of others of the same ethnic
group. It lead to the conclusion that "these people" were "eco-villains" rather than heroes
(Turner I995b:6,I4; Turner n.d.;4). Also when a few indigenous groups were permitted
ecologically destructive practices, such as mining and logging, in exchange for payment
from the companies involved, some environment activists argued that these people should
be seen as enemies by the environmental movement (Turner 1995:3; Turner n.d.:47).
I want to recall the story of the woman who told me that my WoDaaBe friends in the
city were not "real" WoDaaBe because they failed to conform to her idea regarding what a
"real" BoDaaDo should look like (which consisted of being traditional and innocent). In a
magazine, I read an interview with an Icelandic woman reflecting similar views, when
stating that the Masaai were not really very exciting because they had carried watches on
their wrist. Both the discourse of the "indigenous" and of the "underdeveloped" seem thus
to assume a coherent, unhistorical and passive subject. It is an unmarked subject, thus
excluding dimensions of gender and inequalities that exists within all societies.
The WoDaaBe, as other people, are not passive subjects, as I have tried to demonstrate
through my discussion. The subject positions that are assigned to WoDaaBe in these
powerful discourses can also be used by the WoDaaBe as providing locations of resistance.
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The WoDaaBe's involvement with the tourist industry is recent and those WoDaaBe with
whom I talked to, were generally not familiar with terms such as "indigenous," nor were
they familiar with the ideology behind the term. They do not seem to recognize
themselves as "indigenous" subjects, having issues in common with other "traditional"
groups. Many have the experience of marginal people in Nigeria, who seem to have
maintained some of their traditional clothing,but these costumes, consisting of cloth
around the waist, were seen by my informants as ridiculous. They seem to observe no
similarity between their ritual dress and those of other groups in this context. When I
showed a picture book of indigenous people to a few WoDaaBe males, their reaction was
similar to my informants' reaction to indigenous people in Nigeria; of ridicule and feeling
that these were not people that they did identify with (the book included a photo of a
WoDaaBe male who was evaluated in more positive way). The preoccupation of
Westerners with tradition and rituals is conceptualized by the WoDaaBe as an interest in
the WoDaaBe per se. This can, however, change with increased tourism and increased
familiarity of the WoDaaBe with tourism as a cultural activity.
The WoDaaBe recognize the subject position assigned to them by the State and
development discourse, and are both influenced by its ideology and actively try to
manipulate it. Many WoDaaBe expressed to me feelings that they, as well, were subjects of
the State, of Nigerien Nationality. The men proudly showed me their identity cards, which
confirm their nationality. This ideology forms the basis for WoDaaBe of why the Niger
state should channel development assistance to them, and should integrate them further

I am unfortunately not aware of the names of these groups.
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into the state system by building schools for their children, creating wells, and increasing
security in the pastoral areas. Thus, they do not only formulate their own discourse to fit
within their subject positions in the development discourse, but also recognize themselves
as subjects of the State.
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CONCLUSION:
IDENTITY OF THE WODAABE IN A HISTORICAL, POLITICAL AND
GLOBAL CONTEXT

The bush is sweet, runs like song refrain underlining all my research experiences.
WoDaaBe like the bush, WoDaaBe are the birds of the bush, so WoDaaBc like to tell me,
young and old, male and female. It is true, but only partially. Many WoDaaBe have also
started to develop a desire (kodei) for the city. In addition, the conditions of herding
leading to livestock losses, and thus hunger and misery, make the statement sound rather
nostalgic. In fact, the bush is barren and overgrazed. The harmattan wind blows away
brown gray dust while the herders desperately seek to find grass for their animals, trusting
in God, not to lead them into a path of the thieves who are becoming an increasingly
common threat. Akali, probably like most WoDaaBe, fears that the WoDaaBe will die
along with the bush, that its end will signal their end as well.
Who are the WoDaaBe and who have they been? I have tried to emphasize their
identity as fluid and contextual, as dynamic and scattered. The recorded history of the
WoDaaBe starts with the Jihad of Shehu Useman dan Fodio. While most documents signal
the arrival of the WoDaaBe into Niger as quite recent, the historical narratives told to me
emphasize the origin of WoDaaBe settlement in Ader as either dating from pre-jihad times
or a few years after the jihad conclusion. At any rate, the jihad signaled great changes in
the lives of the WoDaaBe, both in the form of direct intervention and as indirect processes,
having even more lasting affects. Although most WoDaaBe continued to be at the margins
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of the caliphate economy, some dominant chiefs participated in the jihad, benefiting in
various ways. Other WoDaaBe were exposed to violence and slavery. In addition, the
policies of the caliphate contributed to a population explosion, which among other things
rcduccd the pastoral lands of northern Nigeria. The colonial period also signaled changes
for the WoDaaBe, but I have only focused on the effects of these historical processes on
the WoDaaBe in the Ader. Heavy taxation forced some WoDaaBe families to migrate
further north, in addition to continued pressure resulting from the increased population in
the pastoral area. The oral narratives reveal resistance and innovation of WoDaaBe society
when interacting with the larger political context. The WoDaaBe turned to various
occupations other than herding during difficult times and seem "traditionally" to have used
agriculture to rebuild their herds, even though presently when good agricultural land is
scarce in Niger, they use other means of subsistence.
The historical discussion thus shows some of the structural changes that have affected
the lives of the WoDaaBe, but there are other kinds of changes as well. The popular and
development representations tend to define the WoDaaBe as unchanged for a long time.
We do not need to go as far back as to the time of the Dodomi and Salika to observe the
various changes that have occurred in the daily lives of WoDaaBe families and in aspects
that are seen as characterizing their culture. People who are alive today bear testimony to a
very different kind of "traditional" life. Kala'i's generation reports WoDaaBe settlement
in the more fertile Ader area, where things were different from today. At that time, the
water-sack was not used and a bull instead of a donkey carried the items of the house. The
camel was not used, even though a few individuals had horses. These men and women
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also tell me that their houses in the past consisted of small huts, made by straw-mattresses,
and the bed and table were simply constructed from material found nearby, not purchased
from the Tuaregs as they are today. Some of the house's items, such as the water calabash
{djogirde) and the kaggol (a large carrier) have disappeared, while other items have been
introduced.
Even their "ethnic" appearance seems to have changed. The beads (presented to me as
being really old) which constitute the kodul necklace are plastic, and there was no
embroidered clothing in the recent past."' The men carried a small cloth tied around their
forehead, but did not have turbans covering their head and face. The turban was only the
property of a chief. An old woman states, "look at these young men, they all look like
Tuaregs," demonstrating how tradition itself goes constantly through a process of change.
The men several decades ago had leather skirts around their waist (deDo) and sandals
made from cowhides. The extensive tattooing of WoDaaBe women could be a recent
phenomenon, as Reed reports in 1932 that WoDaaBe as a rule do not have "tribal face
marks," (Reed 1932:426) a claim supported by Meek (1921) and Brackenbury (1924).
Tea used to be the luxury of chiefs only, and beans an important consumption item.
Does that mean that the WoDaaBe have ceased to be WoDaaBe, or is it perhaps that
what they are, is just what they know as such today? To make matters even more
confusing, historical references indicate that the WoDaaBe were perhaps not even a
separate group in the last century, and that if they were, their boundaries from the Fulani
' ' As I have previously explained. I am here only referring to the group where the research was conducted.
Brackenbury writes that "Tattooing is not much done, a few horizontal lines are sometimes made at the comers of
the mouth in both sexes" (Brackenbury 1924:217). Meek, however, states that pure breed Fulani have no such marks
because they associate them with slavery (Meek 1921:44#ath). It is. however, possible that there have been regional
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were much more blurred than today. Bonfiglioli even states that their mbodagansi, the
moral code that distinguishes them from Fulani and all others, was formed only after the
jihad, thus in the last century, in order to differentiate them from the Fulani.
WoDaaBe-ness can be lost through various historical processes as examples show.
Dupire's discussion of some WoDaaBe being taken as slaves, and then later not being
recognized by their group of origin, tells a story of transformed identities and the definition
of new "us" and "others" within the WoDaaBe society. Today, I hear people gossiping
about some WoDaaBe groups being of slave origin and thus not really being "true"
WoDaaBe. Discourses taking place in regard to the city, of desire (kodei) and lack of
proper behavior are signs of identities being negotiated. A teenage boy who cuts his hair,
hangs out with Hausa boys, smokes and steals, is identified to me as someone who is no
longer a WoDaaBe, as someone who is "lost" to his people. But the eyes of people are sad
when they tell me this. His father is too hurt to speak of him and others attempt to show
him the error of his way, hoping that he will again follow the "road" of WoDaaBe.
Perhaps, most ironically of all, this boy is active in finding tourists who are attracted to him
because he is "the" WoDaaBe, confident and willing to make fnends and share exciting
cultural information. For them he is definitely a true BoDaaDo, and he thus defines for
them what it means to be a BoDaaDo.
Negotiating identity also takes place through other more confiising channels.
Discourse does not exist in a static world, but has a dialectical relationship with it. I
experience that racism is in no way limited to the West, but that even on Afncan soil, the
difTcrcnccs in taRooing, and thus the WoDaaBe in Tahoua practicc them while these other groups do not. Today still,
tattooing seems to be done among all WoDaaBe groups.
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color "black" is defined as the color of slaves. It is a fearsome discovery, awakening a
global imaginary of a shared racism in the World. I am not sure how to separate where
Afnca ends and the West begins, because their relationship has been ongoing for many
centuries. Many WoDaaBe have heard from Whites that they are not really black, that they
have another kind of origins than the "black" people of Niger. For how long has the
racism of the West been affecting Niger, and is there also perhaps a racism indigenous to
this area, present as well?
I want to touch on another aspect, that is rather different, but which also relates to
negotiating identity. I have suggested in relation to identity, that being WoDaaBe is not
gender related, even though gender is constructed in a specific way in WoDaaBe culture.
My identification has suggested that being WoDaaBe incorporates certain symbols in
addition to a belief in certain moral properties of the WoDaaBe, the mbodagansi, which
explains and renders meaningful various customs and social practices (such as adhering to
taboos, not saying the name of a first child, showing patience, hospitality, reserve, just to
mention few examples). However, as my discussion has shown, the popular representation
(and the development discussion) focuses more on the men than on women. In addition,
through the interaction of tourists and WoDaaBe, WoDaaBe-ness is underlined as
composed more by symbols that can easily be marketed. These symbols are transformed
into commodities and include the dances, jewelry and clothing (notice that all have been
adapted to the needs of the tourists). This emphasis excludes what is more difficult to sell
and buy. That is, the abstract ideas of patience (munyaf) and reserve, of morality
{mbodagansi), are less likely to be emphasized as composing "the" WoDaaBe. Some of the
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jewelry sellers try to integrate to some extent hospitality into their salesmanship by
offering tea to good clients, or small gifts. Such practices are, however, not common and
will probably become less common in the future when the economic transactions of
artisana products will be stronger parts of people's lives.
In addition, some aspects of WoDaaBe-ness speak strictly against the behavior which
salesmen adopt. Salesmanship is not modest; it is not characterized by reserve or shame.
But how can someone sell his product without adopting the techniques that other salesmen
use around him? How will these aspects reshape what it means to be WoDaaBe and who
has the power to define the ethnic category WoDaaBe? A few individuals within the
WoDaaBe who have managed to gain an extensive network of "white" relations, have
gained wealth, which some gossip says will lead to that these WoDaaBe "buying"
themselves positions of power within WoDaaBe society. How will that development
affect the relationship of power within the WoDaaBe society? How will it affect what will
be dominant in defining what WoDaaBe-ness means? Could it mean that what it is to be
WoDaaBe will consist more of marketable symbols and less of ethical considerations
embodied in the mbodagansil
My dissertation thus has not only focused exclusively on the negotiation and
construction of identity, but has attempted to place the WoDaaBe in a larger context of
global connections. Focusing on the WoDaaBe in a global political context shows a
history of increased marginalization in the world economy, mostly manifested in the fact
that their economy seems to have lost to a great extent its capacity to reproduce. The
WoDaaBe inhabit marginal lands more prone to drought than their lands in the past, and
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their animals are competing with those of sedentary people on relatively small grazing
areas. The cultivation that earlier in the century was vital in reconstructing the herds, is no
longer possible due to the same reason, shortage of land. The hegemonic "development
ideology" previously discussed has contributed to this situation, with its cultural tradition
of reducing their subjects into passive "traditional" people and by emphasizing increased
production without considering its social context. Migration work takes place in these
conditions, seen by WoDaaBe as resulting from a lack of rain, and try to overcome through
various methods of herd reconstruction. The WoDaaBe still realize the importance of land
entitlement to their continuing survival, but only the future will tell how the present
process of land reforms in Niger will affect their situation. The claim that the WoDaaBe
are newcomers to Niger will certainly harm their position in relation to land entitlements
and again reminds us of the way in which history has a political texture.
The WoDaaBe are also connected to the global world through being a part of an
imaginary of the Other constructed in the West. The general idea of "traditional" or
indigenous people, which traces its iconality back to nineteenth century ideas of the
primitive, continues to affect various policies and practices of the West, still being the
dominant agent in world politics. Development bases itself on specific ideas of its subject
matter, and thus representations and discourse translate easily into development/State
practices. The popular representation of the WoDaaBe as isolated and traditional draws
many tourists to Niger to buy and explore the WoDaaBe. Thus, it is ironical that the myth
of the WoDaaBe as a "pure" indigenous people provides the cash means for some migrant
workers to stay in the bush a few months each year.
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These interactions and relationships take place in a context of very unequal power
relations. I have pointed to the connection of the interest in the WoDaaBe with a certain
privileged neo-colonial desire in the West: e.c. the desire of experiencing the Other, of re
creating oneself through consumption of commodities, the Other becoming one of these
commodities. The desire to consume culture can be seen, in Root's phrasing, as referring to
an aristocratic moment, where experience is something to be sampled like a fine wine
(Root 1996:21).
1 have been critical of these global interactions and representations, and I have not seen
my own work and practices as an exception. I have certainly privileged my representation
of WoDaaBe society, otherwise I would hardly find it worth writing, but I have also
attempted to stay critical of the conditions in which its creation took place.

Life in the world is fiill of desires. I think of Sollare's desire to gain a house in the
bush, to continue her life as she knows it, of gaining a husband who treats her well and
gives her children. I think of Gidado's desire for one woman, who was not his and never
will be. 1 think of Akali's ambition that the WoDaaBe will not "die" as people, even
though he asserts that they will change. Desire has been an underlying theme in my
research. Even the anthropologist has been consumed by conflicting desires, between the
naive desire of acceptance and desire of accomplishing her task to become an
anthropologist. The idea of desire as expressed in the concept kodei is negative in the
society of WoDaaBe, as I have shown. However, to speak of kodei is only appropriate in
certain situations, not in others. Desire is also manifested in the canccpl yidugo, which
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signals a desire that is appropriate and natural. Everyone desires to exist, to have
something that will allow him or her to live with dignity.
Why have I wanted to include these personal stories? Because being WoDaaBe is not
only owning cows, speaking Fulfulde, doing dance, or having specific necklaces around
one's neck. Being a WoDaaBe is not a recipe where some prescribed ingredients are
needed to get the correct product. To be a WoDaaBe is a lived experience, intersecting
boundaries of gender and status, personality, as well as including different life histories.
There is no single notion of being a WoDaaBe, no one experience. Risking sounding too
universalistic, I want to suggest that to be WoDaaBe is never above being a human being,
having desires and fears shaped, but not conditioned, by one's ethnicity.
I feel that a big part of my fieldwork time was spent in trying to understand those
interacting most with me, trying to be patient and compassionate, crying because of my
failures, enjoying the moments of shared understandings. Still, I do not consider this time
and energy as spent in vain. 1 ask myself if someone can understand something called
cultiire, its dynamics and politics, without having some understanding of its members, their
desires, hopes, expectations, failures and fears.
Kala'i is the person who left a lasting impression within me, an impression that almost
rests as a shadow over my writing. I met him at the market in Tchin-Tabaraden, a short
time prior to leaving "the field." The dry season has been difficult, and he has arrived at
the market to buy necessities. He has been traveling for a long time, and he is tired. I had
admired this man, respected him by fearing him. He had never showed me anything other
than kindness and he was the only person that I never felt "white" around, more like a
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young person who he took as a part of his house. A moment arrives when there are only
the two of us. We are sitting on a bench in an empty Tuareg shelter, facing each other.
The shelter has been full of people but suddenly all have disappeared in order to catch the
last moments of the market that will soon close. We have exchanged the greetings of
courtesy and casualty; we have talked about all and nothing. His hands rest on his knees:
his clothing is dirty and torn. He looks old.
"I am tired, Mariyama," he tells me without looking at me, "I really feel tired after this
season. This old man is tired." He looks at me and there is urgency in his voice, "I have to
take care of all these people but the bush has nothing. My sons have no interest in cows,
they just want to be in the city, following their own interest." There is bitterness in his
voice. People arrive and we say no more. When he leaves, he places his arm on my
shoulder and tells me that I should come back to him, because after all, I am like his own
child. He asks me that I should tell my parents that his child (i.e., I) has given him a cloth,
the remedy for coldness. I don't know it then, but after I leave, most of his cows will die.
He will have nothing left except his family. His sons' work in the city will be what makes
it possible for him to stay in the bush.
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APPENDIX B: LIST OF CONCEPTS FREQUENTLY OCCURRING IN THE TEXT
Anasara

white person, person from the West, a Christian.

Ardo

the lineage chief.

Bimdu
(pi bull)

hand dug well.

DaDDo

space west to the camp, usually controlled by men. Sometimes the term is
used over a space of nightly gathering of young people as well as in
connection to the Gerewol dance.

Dangitl

the calf rope, placed in front of each house-unit.

DuDal

the cattle coral. It is made during the rainy season by lighting a fire for the
cattle to free them from the mosquitoes.

Bofido

women become bofido when pregnant with their first child. A bofido
woman leaves her husband to give birth in her parents' house, and stays
there one or two years after the child is bom. When she returns to her
husband, she is no longer defined as bofido.

Ginnol

djinn, evil spirit.

Consul

A general term over migration movements.

Habana 7

cattle loans.

Hakkimidjo

the Hausa word, used by many WoDaaBe groups over ardo.

Kobgal

Marriage within the lineage. This marriage is organized by the parents,

KoDei

desire, greed.

Ladde

bush.

Lamido

the highest indigenous authority of the WoDaaBe. A lamido can be the
authority over several lineages. The chiefs (ardo) of WoDaaBe have to
report to the lamido.

Mboda

taboo.
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Mbodagansi

a core concept in characterizing WoDaaBe identity, embracing various
aspects of what it means to be WoDaaBe

Mimyal

patience, tolerance, one of the major characteristics that the WoDaaBe
value and see as characterizing themselves.

Pulaaku

a core concept in characterizing the Fulani identity, referring to moral
virtues and behavior.

Semani

a person whom one is engaged in a sexual relationship. WoDaaBe cannot
marry their semaru, which are usually found within the same lineage
group

Semtedum

shame, respect, one of the characteristics that the WoDaaBe value greatly
and see as characterizing themselves.

Si 'ire

town.

Sippal

trading or selling of milk and milk products.

Suudu
(pi. cuudi)

the house-units constituting a WoDaaBe wuro.

Tegal

marriage between people from different lineages or lineage fractions. It is
forbidden between members of same lineage.

Wasarde

the area of the wells.

Wuro
(pi. gure)

a term over house, hut, village, or town. A WoDaaBe wuro is
composed by several smaller units called cuudi ( sing, suudu)
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APPENDIX C: MAPS
Map 1. Niger
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Map 2. The Distribution of the WoDaaBe
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Map 3. Tchin-Tabaraden and Chadawonka
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Map

4. Dry and Rainv season pasture among the group studied
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APPENDIX D: PICTURES
Picture 1. The suudu.

Picture 2. Drawing of the WoDaaBe suudu
(Drawing by Gintuto)

§

Picture 3. Calabashes placed on a table

Picture 4. At the Tchin-Tabaraden Market
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Picture 5. Milking and herding

(Drawing by Alilou)

Picture 6. Becoming a herder

Picture 7. Drawings of a Man and a Woman
(Drawings by Madika)
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ORAL REFERENCES
This list only includes interviews referred directly to in the text. The individuals
given pseudonames in the text of the dissertation are identified in this list by that
name. In some cases the exact date of the tape is missing.

Tape transcript January 1997.
Interview taken in the Tchin-Tabaraden area with male bom around 1930.
Tape transcript (l)"Febmary 1997.
Interview taken in the Tchin-Tabaraden area with male bom around 1955-1960(7),
has also comments from male identified as Akali in the text.
Tape transcript (2)Febmary 1997
Interview taken in the Tchin-Tabaraden area with male bom around 1930, identified
in the text as Kala'i.
Tape transcript (3)February 1997.
Interview taken in the Abalak area with male bom around 1960, identified in the text
as Bermo.
Tape transcript (5)February 1997.
Interview taken in the Tchin-Tabaraden area with female bom around 1925-1935.
Tape transcript (6)Febmary 1997(A).
Interview taken at border town in Niger with male bom around 1965.
Tape transcript (6)Febmary 1997(B).
Interview taken in the Tchin-Tabaraden with a group of people:
Male bom around 1960, identified in the text as Bermo.
Male bom around 1960, identified in the text Hassane).
Male bom around 1970, identified in the text as Gidado).

~ This number is only to distinguish the tape from other tapes with the same date.
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Tape transcript (7)February 1997.
Interview taken at border town in Niger with male bom around 1965.
Tape transcript (8)February, 1997.
Interview taken in a border town in Niger with male bom around 1965.
Tape transcript Mars 1997.
Interview taken in Niamey with two males, both bom around 1940-1950 (Same males
as in interview taken Mars 16, 1998).
Tape transcript (3)September 1997.
Interview taken in the Tchin-Tabaraden area with male bom around 1920-1930.
Tape transcript (6)September, 1997.
Group interview:
Male bom around 1939, identified in the text as Kala'i.
Male bom around 1939, identified in the text as Djuri.
Male bom around similar time was also present but did only marginally participate in
the discussion.
Tape transcript (7)September 1997.
Interview taken in the Tchin-Tabaraden area with two females, both bom around
1920.
Tape transcript (9)September 1997.
Male bom around 1950(7), identified in the text as Samari. Various other people
were also present, mostly males.
Tape transcript (l)September 7, 1997.
Interview taken in Tchin-Tabaraden with man bom around 1904.
Tape transcript September 10, 1997.
Interview taken in the Tchin-Tabaraden area with male bom around 1960-1965.
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Tape transcript October 15, 1997.
Interview taken in Niamey with male bom around 1972, identified in the text as
Gidado.
Tape transcript November 19, 1997.
Interview taken in Niamey with government civil servant.
Tape transcript Mars 16, 1998
Group interview taken in Niamey:
Female bom around 1950.
Male bom around 1940-1950.
Male bom around 1040-1950.
Tape transcript April 1997.
Interview taken in Niamey with male bom around 1965.
Tape transcript April 4, 1998.
Interview taken in Niamey with male bom around 1970.
Tape transcript April 21, 1998.
Interview taken in the Tchin-Tabaraden area with male bom around 1920-1930.
Tape transcript (l)April 24, 1998.
Interview taken in Kaou with man bom around 1904 (same person as interview taken
(1)September 7, 1997).
Tape transcript (2)April 24, 1998.
Interview taken in Kaou with man bom around 1904 (same person as above).
Tape transcript (3)April 24, 1998.
Interview taken in Kaou with male bom around 1955-1960.
Tape transcript (l)April 25, 1998.
Interview taken in Kaou with the man bom around 1904, but also with the input of a
Fulani man, probably bom around 1930-1940.
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Tape transcript (2)April 25, 1998.
Group interview with a woman probably bom around 1920, and the man bom around
1904 (above).

Tape transcript (l)May 10, 1998.
Interview taken in Niamey with male bom around 1965.
Tape transcript (2)May 10, 1998.
Interview taken in Niamey with male bom around 1965 (same male as in interview
taken (l)May 10, 1998. .

Tape transcript June 6,1998(B).
Interview taken in Niamey with male bom around 1965.
Tape transcript June 6, 1998(A).
Interview taken in Niamey with female bom around 1965.
Tape transcript (l)May 1997.
Inter\'iew taken in Niamey with American male, bom around 1965.

